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FIRST REPORT.

TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

Ye, the undersigned Commissioners appointed by Your
[ajesty to inquire into the present state of large towns
id populous districts in England and Wales, with re-

rence to the matters hereunder specified :

—

" The causes of disease among the inhabitants, statement of

" The best means of promoting and securing the pub- commSn"^
"^''^

c health, under the operation of the laws and regula-
ons now in force, and the usages at present prevailing
ith regard to

—

" The drainage of lands
;

" The erection, drainage, and ventilation of buildings

;

" And the supply of water in such towns and districts,

rhether for purposes of health, or for the better protec-
on of property from fire, and

—

" How far the public health and the condition of the
oorer classes of the people of this realm, and the salu-
rity and safety of their dwellings may be promoted by
le amendment of such laws, regulations, and usages

;"

ad to report our proceedings from time to time; Humbly
irtify, in manner following, our proceedings in the exe-
ution of Your Majesty's Commission.
We desire, in the first place, to express the sense

^hich we entertain of the importance of the subject
ommitted to us, not only as involving general benefit to
he public, but especially a gradual improvement in the
loral and physical condition of large numbers of Your
lajesty's poorer subjects. We have entered upon these
uties with an earnest hope of being able in due time to
altil the benevolent intention of Your Majesty's Com-
mission.

We confine this our First Report to a brief statement Beasoujor acuy

I our proceedings, and to a notice of such portiOnS of of conclusions.

VOL. I.



REPORT,

Examinations of

witnesses before

the Board.

the evidence reports, and otlier documentary informatior

L rdve and to consider in connection with the fact,

air adv"n our possession, before we can form a .nature,'

lintn upon the nature of the measures which we ma

hSter 'consider it to be our duty to recommend

/ZvfnilLned the information respecting the op''

ration of the laws now in force, which had been cc

ec ed under previous inquiries, and had been laid befo

.

Parliament ir could be acquired from other sources, v

proSeTto examine befor'e the Board such pei^ons
,

Cre prepared from long experience or observation

give theii testimony upon the general subject, or up

Lcific topics of inquiry. The evidence relerred to
!

appended o this Report! Among the principal witnes,,

upon the general subject are physicians, whose attent <

had been Specially directed on former occasions to t

•examination of the causes of disease among the poo.

classes, and to the means for prevention, which co|

within the provisions of the existing law, or lor the

tainment of which further legislation is required. I

Wp would refer in the first instance, to tlie evide

ri'.fL^eotrof of .Dr. N. Arnott^ and Dr Southwood t^mith v

have stated to us the results of then- contmued and 1.

observations ; and also to the evidence of Dr. Guy

.

Aldis/ Dr. Rigby/ and Mr. Toynbee/ who ha^.

extensive practice in hospitals and dispensaries.

evidence, with that of Mr. ^Yard/ displays their

/nion and experience, that defective drainage negl.'

house and street cleansing, ventilation, and impc

supplies of water, contribute to produce atmospheric,

purities which affect the general health and ph}

condition of the population, generating acute chrc]

and ultimately organic disease, especially scrofulous a^,

tions and consumption,^ in addition to the fevers I

6 Vol. i., p. 117. 8 Vol. i., p. 67. n^ol.i.,p.41. 8 Vol. 1., pp.

1

114, 115.
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)ther forms of disease, to wliicli public attention has

litherto been chiefly directed by previous sanatory in-

piiries, and which are more distinctly noticed in the re-

urns annually laid before Parliament under tlie provisions.,..

»f the Registration Act.

Our first investigations relating to drainage were di- fj;^^J.^^iP//^«=,,^

ected to the condition of the metropolitan districts
;

we}j;'^';^;f;p°i\'j

^ixamined the chairmen and chief officers of the sevei'al i"'!"'""^-

Commissions of Sewers respecting their usages and regu-

ations ; and architects and buihiers as to the difficulties

vhich have hitherto interfered with the adoption of a

)etter system of house drainage.

We then extended our investigations, and for that pur-,^"^';^^/;^^,,^

)ose Ave prepared a letter enclosing a series of questions,
^^^^^eetonj^ns.

ramed by the Board, which, with a letter from Your
-^"^J^y

Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Home De-
)artment, we transmitted to the municipal and other public

)fficers in fifty towns where the rate of mortality ap-

)eared by the returns of the registers of deaths, with a few

;xceptions, to be the highest. These include the largest

nauufacturing towns and the principal ports after London,

uid contain a population of more than three millions of-

jersons.

Each of these towns Avas afterwards visited bj one of the

Donnnissioners, who examined on the spot' the general

3oudition of the town, and of the most crowded and the

nost unhealthy districts, making personal inquiries of the

.nliabitants, and hearing such statements as were made by
:hem, or respecting them, by medical and other officers.

Some of these investigations, both local and on specific

subjects, are yet in progress.

We have great satisfaction in representing to Your Ma-
Local cX''^

iesty that in these local inquiries a lively and cordial in-
J|;|i"ceg'of''speciai

terest Avas taken by the inhabitants ; the Connnissioners ""i""'^-

ivere everywhere well received, and obtained ready assist-

ance from persons of every class and denomination.
In addition to these our investigations, we promoted re-

newed inquiries by others into the sanatory state of several
towns and populous districts,^ more especially of those

Liverpool, Preston, York, Nottingham.
2
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\places where the growth of the popuhition has been at-

tended by a high rate of mortality. Some of these re-

newed inquiries have been of a closer and of a more

comprehensive nature than those previously made, and

have been conducted by persons of special quahfications

from lon^ attention to the subject, and acquaintance with

the habits and condition of the popnlation, thus possess-

ing the best means of insuring approximation to accuracy

As an example, of a town chiefly commercial, the Report

relating to Liverpool, by Dr. Duncan,^ physician to tlie

Liverpool Dispensary, shows the great extent of mortality,

of which the local authorities and the principal inhabitants

appear to have been, up to a recent period, unaware, but

which has been fully established by the returns in the

registers of deaths. Competent witnesses^ concur m ascTib-

,
ing such an extent of mortality to the general waiit^ ot

i
drainage and cleansing, ill-conditioned dwellings, defec-

tive ventilation, scanty supplies of water, and to other

causes capable of remedy.

>As an instance of a population almost entirely engaged

in manufactures, whose increasing numbers have also

been accompanied by a progressive diminution ot the mean

age at death, as appears from an examination ot the paro-

chial and other registers, we submit the Report upon the

. Sanatory State of Preston, by the Rev. Mr. Clay, and

a committee of the inhabitants ot that town.

The Report of Mr. Hawksley,^ on the Condition ot

the Labouring Population of the Town of Nottingham,

affords an example of widely different rates of mortality

prevalent in different districts, and among different classes

in the same town.
-. -r- , n -d- i t>.

The returns obtained from the Ecclesall Bierlow Re-

o-istration District of the mortality, as well as the rate ot

the births, which obtains amongst the artisans chiefly

eno-ac^ed in the manufacture of cutlery at Shefheld, ex-

V hibits the different rates of mortality preva ent among

artisans of similar occupations, when resident in the

closer parts of the town, or in the more open suburbs

To afford further information with respect to the exten-

1 Vol. ^^i^u:^:^:^^^
'jf-i-'

* Vol.i., p. 318. 6 Vol. I., p.
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sive influence of one particular cause, namely, defective

draina£^-e, on another class of artisans engaged in one

general occupation, we append the returns, which exhibit

the results of a local inquiry, of the different rates of

mortality prevalent in the well and ill-drained streets,

almost exclusively occupied by the manufacturers of

stockings, at Leicester.^ The report of Mr. Holland, sur-

geon, of Chorlton-upon-Medlock,- presents an instance

of the decrease in the rates of mortality that may be

eifected by the proper drainage of streets.

The further advance made in the investigation of the

causes of mortality is displayed in the Report of Dr. Lay-

cock,^ tracing back, for upwards of two centuries, the

operation of hke physical causes, in the production of

different forms of epidemic disease prevalent under similar

conditions, always in the greatest intensity in the same

quarters in the ancient metropolitan city and county town

of York.—These Reports present examples of causes of

mortality capable of removal, and Avhich Avere found to

prevail in a greater or less degree in each of the towns

and populous districts examined by the members of this

Commission.

On an examination of the state of the existing lafv ti.c examination

respecting drainage, it appears that the Statute of Sewers, laws for drainage.

23 Henry VIH. c. 5, under the provisions of which the

principal Commissions of Sewers for the metropolis are

issued, chiefly contemplates the drainage of surface waters.

This statute, with other general laws* applicable to the

drainage of parts of the metropolis, has given rise to a

difference of opinion in regard to the powers conferred by

them for the extension of new sewers. By some Com-
missions it is considered that, even for the above limited

purpose, the authority is restricted to the repair or diver-

sion of drains and sewei's already in existence.

The provisions of subsequent local Acts, even of a late

date, Avhich give the power of forming new sewers, both

in the metropolis and other towns, still contemplate chiefly

the construction of works for the drainage of surface

Avaters. The evidence shows that of the works hitherto

1 Vol. i., p. 269. 2 Vol. i., p. 202. ^ Vol. i., p. 217.
4 3 Jac. I. c. 14 ; 2 W. & M. sess. 2, c. 8.
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executed tlie greater part liave been constructed only on

demands for the removal of pressing inconveniences, and

for the drainage of particular places.

The witnesses state that for the most part the usages at

present prevailing, and the bye-laws in iorce under the

iuthority of these statutes, have heen (until two or three

of the Commissions in the metropolis adapted their sewer-

age to the house drainage), tVamed with a view to the

nmintenance of the drainage of sur^u^e water on y and

without reference to that system which is now admitted

bv all the medical witnesses to be of the greatest import-

ance to the public health, to the condition of the poorer

classes, and' the salubrity of their dwel nigs, namely

house-drainage and sewerage, and the constant removal of

all decomposing vegetable or animal refuse, much ot

which might be effected by means of the proper applica-

""

tion of water. „
In some of the larger and most crowded towns, all en-

trance into the sewers by house-drains or drains from

water-closets or cess-pools, is prohibited under a penalty.

In other places, including a part of the metropohs, the en-

trance of house-drains is commonly deemed the concession

of a privilege, subjected to regulations and separate pro-

ceedings, with attendant expenses, tending to restrict the

, use of the sewers for these most important purposes, or to

^ confine the advantage to the Avealthy.
, . ,

•

In the local Acts we have examined, and m the bye-

laws and usages in force under their authority, the use of

the main drains is restricted under penalties from that

which, if they were properly constructed and sufficiently

supplied with water, it is stated, might be one oi their

most important services-namely, the rapid efficien
,
and

economical cleansing of a town of surface refuse, mud, and

, . , , These local Acts are found to be incomplete in various

^rerafA="tstr respects • thevdo not contemplate, nor do they contain,

any provision for a previous general survey of the whole

Vextent of the area i)roper to be included lor a periect

system of drainage, which engineers examined on the suU-

iect state, should be comprehended under the same au-

thority, in order to carry out measures at once eficient ana
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economical ; neither do they embrace the consideration ot

he separate works which shoukl be comprised within

aich area; and they do not provide securities tor the

3roper qualifications of the paid officers, to construct and

imperintend the maintenance of such works economically as

i,vell as efficiently. r - -

Several of the local Improvement Acts confer no juris-

iiction beyond the public highways, and give the autho-

rities no powers to drain or cleanse the courts, alleys, and

3loses inhabited by the poorer classes. In several im- ^

portant towns which possess no separate legislative provi-

sions, it appears that the existing drainage, commonly most

defective, has been carried out under the powers given by

the general Highway Act. In many towns the powers

given are neglected, and in most of them imperfectly ex-

It appears from the unanimous statement of the visit-
fitly towns visited

ino- Commissioners, in addition to an examination of the ^^e'aucuielns""

replies of the 50 towns on the subjects of drainage and ^"s-

^cleansing, that in scarcely one place can the drainage or

•sewerage be pronounced to be complete and good, while in

seven it is indifferent, and in 42 decidedly bad^ as regards

the districts inhabited l)y the poorer classes. The inves-

tigations within the several towns of the arrangements for

: house as connected with street cleansing, present nearly the

: same results.

It appears that the local statements and opinions on

what is deemed to be good, can only be received with re-

iferenceto the imperfect standards known in those places.

In the answers it is often stated that the drainage of a

town is good, Avhere it has been found that only the prin-

' cipal streets have main drains or sewers, and where the

houses in those streets are but imperfectly provided with

house or In-anch drains ; while the most crowded portions

of the town, those most densely inhabited by the poorer

classes, are utterly neglected, and have no drainage, the

refuse being allowed to accumulate and decompose in

open channels and pools, or to run into open and stagnant

ditches in the immediate vicinity of the houses.

1 P. xxxiv. et seq.
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Review of iha The legislative measures more recently proposed for

jiroiiosed legisla- the sanatory improvement of towns have been directed
tive measures,

^^^j^^^ ^j^^ cxtcnsion of sewcrs into new districts.

Competent witnesses^ have stated that these measures

being unaccompanied by any securities for efficiency and

economy of construction, Avould only lead to the extension

of works under the present system, in many particulars

defective, and entailing unnecessary expense.

The measures proposed for the formation of house-

drains have been on a scale and principle of construction,

which the evidence brought before us shows to be fre-

quently erroneous ;
they have hitherto included no prin-

'

ciple or provision for the distribution over a series of years

of the rates for defraying the expense, which, if levied

by one collection, would, as shown in evidence," often

entirely absorb the immediate rents or profits of owners,

and of the holders of short interests, who might derive

but little benefit from the permanent works.

Evidoncp as to Evidence^ has been produced before us, demonstratmg

^.'rturpuur that drains, when in other respects properly constructed,

"g:t^•Hel^\T wouM confer little comparative benefit, if no provision be

Slaw!""''"'' made for the introduction of supplies of water sufficient to

cleanse them. Instances are adduced where such drains

have only extended existing evils.

In districts in which both house and main drains exist,

or are in course of extension, on an imperfect system, we

have received strong evidence,'' showing that as these

sewers and drains are so formed as to allow decomposing
^ refuse to accumulate, and to permit the escape of emana-

tions into the streets or houses, the inhabitants do not de-

rive a benefit in proportion to the expense incurred.

In the examination of the Chairman^ of the Westminster

division of sewers, will be found recited some of the me-

dical testimony and complaints as to the effect of the

emanations from the sewers which pass through the

Strand, and other portions of that division of the metro-

polis. Mr. Dyce Guthrie/ surgeon, who has paid great

attention to the subject of house-drainage, and who has

carefully examined the works of extensive districts, ex-

iVol.ii.,pp. 117,169. 2Vol.ii.,pp. 147, 169. 3 Vol. i. p. 22 ;
ii., p. 171,

4 Vol. i., pp. 22, 108, 120; ii.,p.249. » Vol. ii., p. 191. « Vol. n., p. 241.
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plains the action of any partial system, and suggests, in

common witli other witnesses—engineers, architects,

builders, and others, the necessity of including the proper

application of supplies of water, the private house-drainage,

Ihe subordinate as well as the main drains under one

system of scientific construction and management. Dr.

kio-by,' physician to the General Lying-in Hospital, in

lYol-k-road, adduces the example of an obstruction in a

drain to show the evil effects that will ensue, unless the

connection of the internal works for a complete house-

drainage, and the works of external main drainage,^ be

made necessary and component parts of an efficient

measure.

The medical witnesses have brought before us facts in .^^l^^^^^^^'^'i^'^y

support of their strongly urged and unanimous opinion,

that no population can be healthy, which live amid cess- [^fj^;,^,^
-7^^^^

pools, or upon a soil permeated by decomposing animal »pp^j,«„^^^^^^^^^^

or vegetable refuse, giving off impurities to the air in their «irains.

houses and in the streets. They state the necessity of .

preventing all accumulations of stagnant refuse in or near

houses, and of substituting a system of house-drainage and

cleansing, aided by the introduction of better supplies of

.Avater into the houses. They have brought forward in-

stances where the main drains or sewers were tolerably

.Avell formed, and subordinate or house-drains attached,^

but where from the want of properly directed supplies of

.water both house-drains and sewers only acted as extended

cess-pools.^

In consequence of these facts, and others brought before

I us, connecting personal and household uncleanliness, a low

I state of health, and extensive disease, with the deficiency

and impurity of the supplies of water in the districts in-

! habited by the poorer classes, we directed our special

i inquiries to those existing arrangements, to which these

< defects were attributed.

We find that the laws in force, and the usages at pre- course of inquiry

- If j VlI as to supplies ot

I sent prevailing with regard to the supply 01 water to the water stated.

great majority of towns and districts investigated, provide

' only for carrying the mains through the principal streets.

Upon an examination of the measures generally adopted

1 Vol. i., p. 1 1 7. 2 Vol. i. pp. 22, 50 ; Vol. ii. p. 1 7 1

.
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and in force under the provisions of these laws, and the

pLms proposed to the legislature for their improvement,

it appears that they all stop short of a most important

point, namely, measures for carrying supplies under an

economical and properly regulated system, mto the liabita-

tions of the poorer consumers. In a large proportion of

the poorer districts the inhabitants have only out-door

supplies hy means of stand-pipes or common tanks or

wells. In many instances they are obliged to fetch water

from considerable distances from their dweUings, at much

inconvenience, delay, labour, and expense; m many towns

they are dependent for supplies either on collections of

rainwater, or on water taken from adjacent streams, or

pumped from springs, frequently liable to be polluted.

Condition of u.e Udou thc cxamiuation of the statements and answers

«:%^°rs:S from the towns to which our inquiries have been directed,

it appears that only in six instances could the arrange-

ments and the supplies be deemed in any compreliensive

sense good ; while in thirteen they appear to be indifterent,

and in thirty-one so deficient as to be pronounced bad, and,

so far as yet examined, frequently inferior in punty.

The expense and various inconveniences entailed by the

existing modes of supply by common stand-pipes or tanks,

and the frequent and increasing pollution of the springs

supplying the wells in some densely peopled districts, are

stated in the evidence of Mr. Quick,^ engineer, who has the

management of the works of the hJouthwark Water

Company. . •
i

•

The same witness describes a district in whicfi, until a

properly devised system of house-drainage be adopted,

additional supplies of water, carried into houses, would

frequently only increase the damp of the house, and t le

causes of disease, as well as of the dilapidations of the

premises. In the evidence of Mr. Toynbee,' Mr. Liddle,

Mr. Quick,^ and Dr. Aldis,^ facts are stated showing the

impurities and deterioration in water comparatively pure

at its source, caused by the common mode of intermittent^

supply, which renders necessary the use of butts or tanks

especially in the manufacturing districts, and in towns and

1 Vol. i., p. xxxiv. et seq. » Vol. ii., p. 1 17.
f
Vol. i.. p- 81.

4 Vol. i., p. 106. iVol. ii..p. 128. e \ ol. i.. p. 1 12.
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Biisely populated neighbourhoods where there is much

aioke^ and other impurities.

The general fects disclosed in the course of our inquiry, course of inquiry

d us to seek out and carefully examine all tried and sue- meas£es^ofim-

issful measures of improvement that we could find in use.
p'"^'""'" •

'

The important advantages afforded by a constant supply

T pure water kept on night and day, and superseding the

-ecessity for the use and expense of Avater-butts and tanks,

re stated in the evidence of Mr. Hawksley,^ engineer to

le Trent Water Works in the town of Nottingham,

Duuded on an experience during tAvelve years, of an im-

roved mode of supply introduced into that town,

'he evidence of Mr. Anderton,^ manager of the Preston

V^ater Works, gives the experience of a similar mode of

jpply during ten years in that town ; and the evidence of

Ir. Thom,^ engineer of the Shaws Water Works at

rreenock, supports these views. From the cities of Phi-

idelphia and New York,"* we have received information

f much interest and importance in answer to the inquiries

Iddressed by us, showing the successful operation of a

ystem of a constant and ample supply of water adopted in

hose cities.

The evidence of Mr. Mylne,^ the experienced engineer

f the New River Company, shows the improvements in

a-inciple and detail which he has proposed for new dis-

ricts. Mr. Ashton*^ of Hyde, and Mr. Smith^ of Preston,

'wners of tenements occupied by the labouring classes,

tate their experience of the advantages in household and

iersonal cleanliness, in health and direct saving of money,

derived from the improvements effected by the extension

the supplies of water into the houses of their tenants.

Statements are made in the evidence upon this particular
fj^,^™Jjfj3^][*f's

Dranch of our inquiry recommendins; the improved system supplies of water

^ J I'l 1 * '"S" pressure

if a constant supply of water at high pressure, as the most for the extinction

lifficient means that have been yet introduced for the ar-

•angement of supplies of water for the extinction of fires.

rhe very important information collected on this head is

;ontahied in the answers (which also show the reduction

hat has been effected in the rates of insurance) from the

1 Vol. ii., p. 29. 2 Vol. ii., p. 148. . Vol. ii., p. 1. " Vol. ii., p. 136.

5 Vol. li,, p. 101. e Vol. ii., p. 99. ^ Vol. ii., p. 13b:
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cities of Philadelphia and New York, — in Mr. Hawks-

ley's statement of experience at Nottingham,^ in that of

Mr. Anderton, at Preston,^— and in that of Mr. Quick,^

in relation to the arrangements made for the protection of

valuable warehouse property situated in the vicinity of

those mains of the Southwark Water Company which are

always kept charged at high pressure. Mr. Wicksteed^

states that he has reconmiended the adoption of similar

arrangements for parts of the city of Cork.

The course of Tlie vritnesses have uniformly stated that the great

roS^onhe" obstacle to the extensive voluntary adoption of improve-

sTucfeito-the' meuts and works of admitted necessity, such as tenants'

rionXfnmteS" comnmuication-pipes for supplies of water, or new drains
improvements.

^^^^ ^^^^ drainage of houses, is the great expense of im-

mediate outlay, which has been usually charged upon

the owners or upon the occupiers, who are called upon to

pay at once for permanent Avorks (frequently imperfect and

unnecessarily expensive), in which they have a very limited

interest.

The cost of maintaining and extending such works, in

many cases for distant districts, and the irregular manner

in which the collections are made, often levied at uncertain

intervals, are represented to have given rise to further ob-

jections.

The character of the evidence we have received of the

oppressive effect of the immediate charges, and the obstruc-

tions they create to the improvement of the lower class ol

tenements, and the benefits anticipated from the adoptioi:

of an inj proved mode of defraying the expense, will be

seen in the evidence of Mr. Jeremiah Little^ and Mr
Bratt,^ builders and OAvners of houses in the metropolis

occupied by the labouring classes ; in the evidence of Mv
Biers," a builder, and Mr. W. Ilickson,^ an OAvner of tene-

ments of a higher description, also in the metropolis ; o

Mr. Corbett,^ Mr. Wroe,^" and Mv. Hopkins,^^ of MaU'

Chester, and Mr. Kaye,^' of Huddersfield.

Course of inquiry Wc havc inquirccl careiiilly as to the practicability o

wonom^rmc-'''' rcduciug tlic cxpeuscs of Avorks for house and mail

1 Vol. ii., p. 28. 2 Vol. ii., p. 148. 3 Vol. ii., p. 132. > Vol. ii., p. 15.

» Vol.ii., p. 304. 0 Vol. ii., p. 310. " Vol. ii., p. 291. 8 A'ol. ii., p. 231

9 Vol. ii.. p. 324. 10 Vol. ii., p. 341. " Vol. ii., p. 345. 12 Vol. li. p. 331
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rainao-e, and for carrying supplies of pure water into all;if;^v.,e ^^^^^^^^^^

ouses*^ so as to bring them within tlie pecuniary means of o..t.

lie poorest class of inhabitants.

Mr Anderton, manager of the Preston Water-works,

hows that the cost of new supplies may be reduced to one-

ixth of the former expense, if the use of water-butts be

dispensed with in new districts, by the adoption of the

principle of a constant instead of the present intermittent

upply, and if the tenants' communication-pipes be com-

prehended in one contract for construction and mam-

euance. Mr. Quick, engineer of the Southwark Water

Company, states in his evidence founded on data from ex-

perience in the metropolis, that the expense for the imme-

liate outlay might be reduced to one-fourth of the existing

kharo-e.^ The evidence of Mr. Hawksley exhibits the

nature of the data for his most important conckision, that

he result, accomplished in the town of Nottingham, is of

oossible attainment in many other extensive town districts

n this country, and that an abundant supply of pure water

may be carried into each of the lowest class of tenements,

:it a charo-e (giving a fair remuneration for the capital in-

vested) which might not exceed 5s. a year, or about one

penny weekly for each tenement.^ The same witness

states, the small additional cost at which the water may

be filtered, Avhen requisite, and describes the precautions

necessary to insure its purity.

The same witnesses state, with reference to house-

Idrainage, that a saving may be effected of from one-half

to one-third of the existing cliarges by the substitution of

impermeable tube tile-drains of a superior construction,^

for the common brick drains, which allow the decomposing

liquid refuse to permeate throug'h the foundations. Other

competent witnesses state that, in many cases, the incon-

iVenience of carrying the house-drains under the front

; rooms of houses and across wide streets may be avoided,

and the whole expense be greatly reduced by a better ar-

irangement, by leading them into small barrel drains,

> carried along the back of the tenements.

It appears by the adoption of an improved form of

: sewer in the Holborn and Finsbury division, that, in what

1 Vol. ii., p. 131. • Vol. ii., p. 47. ^ Vol. ii,, pp. 74, 366, et seq.
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are termed first-class sewers/ the expense of construction

has been reduced from 21 6-. to 15*. per foot, and of the

sewers for side streets from \5s. to 10.9., amd in some

cases to 8*. Qd. per foot ; and, by an improved construction,

the expense of traps to prevent tlie escajie of foul air from

gully-shoots into the streets, is reduced from 30.s-. to 10*.

each, while in other metropolitan districts the charge for

putting in each trap is still 31. In the same division, by

-the adoption of a system of cleansing by flushing or

flooding with water, the accumulation of deposits of de-

- composing substances has been prevented in a large pro-

portion of the sewers ; and by rendering unnecessary the

mode of cleansing by hand labour and cartage (at once

unhealthy and expensive), 50 per cent, of the former

expense has been saved.

Reasons for .he The iuvcstigation of such details has appeared to us to

uvimiyinto highest practical importance, as affecting the

question of expense and efficiency. The statements we

have received, are subject to considerable modifications m
different places, from the varying prices of labour and ma-

terials ; but hitherto, at almost every step in the progress

of this detailed inquiry, it appears that the practical course

of efficient improvement is not incompatible with the re-

duction of existing pecuniary charges, independent of the

vast gain in the public health, convenience, and comfort.

Mr. Foden,^ architect, in his evidence affords examples

of works in use, and gives instances in support of similar

conclusions advanced by other practical witnesses, that

under appropriate arrangements w^ater maybe carried mto

houses, proper house-drains and means of cleansing intro-

duced, and branch-sewers formed at nearly one-half the

annual or weekly expense now incurred for the proper

cleansing of the cesspools alone.
r i i 3

We have appended an estimate made by Mr. Coulthart,

of Ashton-under-Lyne, of the expense of all the works

deemed requisite for the sanatory improvement of that

town, as contrasted with the pecuniary saving of the ex-

penses attendant upon excessive sickness and mortality.

courseof.nnui.y To the subjcct of the advantage to be derived from the

ScrtKr^ sale and improved application of the refuse and sewage ot

1 Vol.ii.,p. 171. 2 Vol.ii„p.316. s Vol. i.. p. 311.
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towns to the purposes of agriculture, we have directed -f^-.^Cr

and are directing our inquiries. In addition to the in-P-iuction.

stance of the application of a part of the refuse ot Jidni-

buro-li to agricultural production, which lias already been

niad^e public, we append an account Avhich we have ob-

tained of a similar application in long and successiul

.practice at Milan.^ Mr. James Dean^ states that this system

lis adopted at Ashburton in Devonshire. This topic is il-

llustrated by the evidence of Captain Vetch,^ who has paid

imuch attention to this question, and has had occasion to

ireport upon it after the survey of two towns with a view to

I the adoption of measures for their sanatory improvement;

the subject is further elucidated by Mr. Roe,^ who Avas

.called upon to make surveys, for the drainage of Derby

land Eton.

In the course of the investigation at Hull, an instance ^Xs'^^fob"

>of a consolidated collection of all improvement rates, as j;;^'^^? 'J-

well as of all general and local taxes, was met \yith, and ^i-j'^^^^^^^^^^^^

has been recommended to our attention, as obviating some

of the inconveniences of a separate and special rate for

local improvements, and of preventing the vexation and

expense incurred by separate collections of the different

rates for existing works. The advantage of this consoli-

dated collection is displayed in the evidence of Mr. Fox of

Scullcoates.^

The evidence recited generally recognizes that principle c-v.es
^^^^^^^^^

of legislation to be just and acceptable, which has beenm^^^^^^

suggested for hghtening the burthens of future mipiwe- -meed
^^^^^

ments, by spreading the expense of the outlay oyer an years,

extended period, so that the cost might be repaid vi'ithin a

reasonable time, with interest, by an annual rate, or by an

addition to the rent, unless where the persons interested

choose to perform the work themselves under proper re-

gulations, or where they prefer liquidating the charge at

once. But the application of this principle, which would

in so many instances do away with objections to improve-

ments on the ground of the immediate expense, and which

would require to be accompanied by securities for the

protection of absent parties, is a subject demanding further

inquiry and consideration.

1 Vol. ii„ p. 403. 2 Vol. ii., p. 407. » Vol. ii., p. 438. Vol. ii., p. 176.

6 Vol. ii., p. 340.
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Course of inquiry "^^Q havG clij-ectecl oiu' iiiquiries into the evils attendant
111 respect to

. . ^
.

overcrowding gn tliB over-crovvcling ot dwellings, and on the had con-
ami (lefectivo C3 D'
ventilation.. struction and imperfect ventilation of nouses, and the

defective regulations for the width of courts, alleys, and
j

streets, causes which are represented as contributing largely
'

to the extension of disease.

The evidence collected exhibits the great benefits derived

from the introduction of ventilation, at an expense compa-

\ratively inconsiderable. Dr. Arnott^ explains the means

which he has devised for that purpose, and which he re-

presents to be cheap, simple, and efficient. Mr. Toynbee^

instances the successful application of one of those means

to some of the over-crowded rooms, occupied both by

artisans and by persons of the poorer class in the metro-

polis. The evidence of Dr. Rigby,'' already referred to,

shows the importance of ventilation in rendering suc-

cessful other means taken to prevent the recurrence of

severe epidemics in the hospital to which he is attached.

Dr. Guy^ furnishes examples of the improvement in the

health of workmen, that may be anticipated from the in-

troduction of ventilation to all workshops, in which large

numbers are crowded, or in which processes are carried

on injurious to health.

/ Measures of external ventilation, by arrangements for

the proper width and direction of streets, open an extended

-v^eld of inquiry. Mr. H. Austin, architect,^ presents an

instance where better arrangements of houses now formed

into courts, alleys, and streets, Avould secure a superior

ventilation and atTord a good return for the outlay.

Course of inauiry Buildcrs of tlic humblcr as well as of the higher class
as to tlie greatest . , . . , •,

• J j
cconomy^vrac-^ of teneiiients, state m their evidence losses incurred, and

lor'sanarory im- injuries donc to thc inhabitants, and to the property, by
piovement.

^^^^ buildiug of houses at wrong levels, which might have

been obviated had there been an authentic survey, with

the proper levels laid down, to which they could have

had access. These witnesses have attested the utility of

]

pre-arranged lines of drainage, as guiding the direction of

' new buildings, where no other circumstance governs their

disposition.

1 Vol. i., p. 57. 2 Vol. i., p. 77. ^ Vol. i., p. 1 1 9.

* Vol. i., p. 100. « Vol. ii , p. 357.
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Mr. Roe,^ surveyor to the Holborn and Finsbury Com-

lissioii of Sewers, gives an instance of the evil that has

lisen from the want of such a survey as the basis for a

orrect system of drainage, and he has adduced an esti-

late of the hirge outlay probably requisite to repair the

ifects thus occasioned.

With reference to this branch of our inquiry, we have cou^^on^H'y

iamined engineers and competent witnesses as to the best f«^.^4ip«°;^^^^^^^

ascription of surveys requisite for the gradual, efficient, '

nd economical improvement of old districts, and for the

roper regulation of new districts. We refer especially

) the evidence of Mr. Butler Williams,^ Engineer and

Professor of Geodesy to the College for Civil Engineers

t Putney ; of Captain VetcF and Captain Dawson," of

he Royal Engineers ; and of the Civil Engineers, Mr.

['lylne^ and Mr. Hawksley.^

We have obtained and appended to this Report spe-

imens of surveys upon the scale adopted for the surveys

f towns now in progress under the direction of the Board

f Ordnance, with some estimates of their cost, made in

ompliance with our request, under the direction of Colo-

iel Colby, R.E.7

Among the subjects still requiring investigation, are cou«eofin^^^^

he effects of manufactories Avhich emit offensive and swe manufactur.

. . -I ing processes.

leleterious effluvia ; and m what manner mjury to the

mblic, arising from these causes, may be diminished or

Drevented.

In the course of our inquiries, evidence has beeii imermentj in

afforded of the pollution of wells, and the increased oi-

ensiveness of emanations from sewers caused by the in-

iltration of water passing through contiguous grave-yards.

As the effects produced upon the Public Health by the

Dractice of interments in towns have not been referred to

;his Commission, and as at the time we entered upon our

luties that subject was under separate investigation, we
liave not directed our special attention to it.

Among; other important topics which we have before us over crowding

IS the subject oi sanatory regulations tor common lodging- mon lodging.

I , , • 1 /-T 1 1 1- houses.

nouses, and the prevention oi the tilth and over-crowding,

1 Vol. ii., p. 173. 2 Ibid., p. 447. » Ibid., p. 432. * ibid., p. 443.
^ Ibid., p. 101. 9 Ibid., p. 27. Ibid., p. 484.

VOL. I. C
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which often render them the seats of contagious diseases,
i

a question which also involves local regulations of police.

Our attention has been invited to the means of givmg

facilities for providing public walks, baths, or other con-

venient bathing places in the vicinity of populous towns.'

We have especially turned our attention to the means

for improving the worst, and the most crowded districts,

in large towns ; a subject of great importance, and of very

great difficulty. It may appear to be a comparatively

easy task to provide against the occurrence, in new dis-

tricts, of the evils which at present prevail in parts of

old towns ; but in the heart, and even in the mnnediate

suburbs of towns, not only of ancient, but also of modern

date, where these evils chiefly abound, the value of the

property, the intricacy and variety of the interests in-

volved, and the occupations andcalhngsof the inhabitants,

increase in a great degree the difficulty of devising mea-

sures which we may be able with confidence to recom-

mend as effectual, and at the same time as capable of

enforcement. In the recommendation of measures calcu-

lated to have a retrospective effect upon such masses ol

property, (the disposition of which has not hitherto been

placed l3y the Legislature under any control,) the greatest

caution is necessary, lest, while seeking to afford a re-

medy, injustice might be done to the inhabitants or the

owners. This subject is still engaging our most anxious

attention. „ .

In order to admit of the recommendation of systematic

and comprehensive measures, adequate to the magnitude

of the subject, many practical details are involved, whicl.

must be minutely examined and viewed equally in respecl

to accuracy of principle, economy of execution, and ade-

quate provision for regulating and defraymg the necessarj

expenses. ,

We anticipate that it will be necessary to have recours(

to the aid of the Legislature for further enactments, befon

the improvements so much to be desired can be tuUy ac

complished ; but at the same time it is our duty to sta e

that in many instances much might be effected, under th(

1 Vol. i., pp. 292, et seq. ; 300, et seq.
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•isting laws, to mitigate, if not to remove, many of the

lis wliich now prevail.

lln presenting this our first Report to Your Majesty,

; are anxious to express our opinion that the information

i-eac1y elicited offers the reasonable prospect that great

iprovements may be made to the general benefit of all,

pecially the poorer classes of Your Majesty's subjects,

t'e entertain a confident hope that Ave shall be enabled to

'bmit to Your Majesty recommendations adapted to

i-ry out the object ot Your Majesty's Commission within

• short a period as may be compatible with the consi-

ration due to so important a subject. To this end we
e continuing our unremitting exertions.

(Signed) BuccLEUciH. (l.s-)

Lincoln. (l.s.)

Rob"^- a. Slaney. (l.s.)

George Graham. (l.s.)

H. T. De la Beche. (l.s.)

Lyon Playfair. (l.s.)

D. B. Reid, (l.s.)

RiCH°. Owen. (l.s.)

W. Denison, R.E. (l.s.)

J. R. Martin. (l.s.)

James Smith. (l,s.)

Rob'^. Stephenso^n. (l.s.)

W. Cubitt. (l.s.)

vyydyr House, Whitehall,

June 'llth, 1844.
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QUESTIONS for CIRCULATION in POPULOUS

TOWNS and DISTRICTS.

1. State the position of the town or district, and how it is situated

with reference to the surrounding country.

2. What is the geological character of the country ? Describe the

'

nature of the surface-soil, and of the subsoil and substrata, and the faci-

lities for, or impediments to, drainage ?

3. Is the town or district liable to be flooded ; and if so, to what

extent ?

4. Are there any obstructions to the natural drainage, or to the free

flow or escape of the flood-water ?

5. Is there any public survey of the town or district comprehending

a system of levels from any common datum, for the proper regulation

of private or public drainage, for the information of builders, or the

regulation of new buildings, or for any other structural arrangements

necessary for the protection of the public health and convenience?

6. What are the regulations for draining the town or districts ? Are
the streets, courts, and alleys laid out with proper inclinations for the

discharge of surface-water, or are they uneven and unpaved, and favour-

able to the retention of stagnant moisture, and accumulations of refuse'

thrown from the houses ? Are there any stagnant pools or open ditches

contiguous to the dwellings, or in the vicinity' ?

7. Are there any arrangements for under-drainage , and are they effi-

cient or defective? Are there any sewers or branch-drains in the

streets ?

8. Have the houses proper necessaries ? Are they so arranged as to

empty into drains or into cesspools, or in what manner are they

cleansed ? Are there any public necessaries ; and if so, in what state

are they kept, and under what regulations ?

9. Are the house-drains properly cleansed by water or other means,

or does the refuse accumulate in them so that they become choked and

emit offensive smells ?

10. Are the public sewers so constructed as to act without occasioning

deposits or accumulations of decomposing refuse? Are they trapped sc

as to prevent the escape of ofl'ensive smells into the streets or houses, oi

are there any means used to prevent the formation of, or to remove sucl

accumulations ?

11. Are there any local regulations in force for the systematic drain

age of the districts, streets, or houses, or for the amendment of thos(

drains and sewers which are defective, and occasion accumulations o

t'fuse and emit offensive smells?
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12. Is a large proportion of the liquid refuse of the town thrown

0 the water-courses, or is it allowed to soak into the subsoil, or

nain stagnant on the surface ?

13. What is the sectional form of each description of sewer and

inch house-drain, and what is the average cost of each per running

t?

14. How are the public sewers cleansed, and at what annual expense ?

15. Is there any, and what service of scavengers for cleansing the

eets, and how often and at what expense are these cleansed?

16. Are those courts and alleys which are inaccessible to carts and

labited by the poorer classes cleansed by appointed scavengers, and
V frequently and in what mode is refuse removed from such places,

1 at what expense ?

17. Are the houses provided with dust-bins for the reception of

use, and how frequently, and in what mode are they cleansed ?

18. What places are used for the deposit of the refuse of the town,

i to what extent is it sold for productive use as manure?

1 9. Is there any local authority vested with adequate powers, and duly
:ponsible for their regular and impartial exercise, for the enforcement
cleansing, and the prevention of all public nuisances within the town
idistrict ?

20. In respect to the sites of the houses, are they laid out in wide
eets, or are they built in narrow courts and alleys ? Are any of the

ases built back to back ; are the courts closed at the end ; are there

y, and what arrangements for cleansing?

21. Are there any, and what proportion and description of cellar-

ellings ; ho\<{ are they lighted, drained, and ventilated ; are they pro-
led with fire-places ?

22. Is there any local Act or provision to prevent the ends of streets

lUg closed up, or crossed by new buildings, or to relieve the over-
iwding of districts by promoting the regular extension and most ad-
'itageous disposition of suburbs, with proper reservation of open
ices ?

23. Are the school-rooms for the labouring classes favourably con-
lUCted in respect to site, drainage, light, warmth, and ventilation?

e there proper necessaries attached to them ? Have they any play-
)unds ?

24. Are there any open and convenient spaces for exercise, or are
ire any public parks, gardens, or walks, and in what state are they
pt, and under what regulations ?

25. Are there any proper open bathing-places or public baths ?

26. From what source is the town supplied with water ?

a. For domestic"use ?

b. For watering or cleansing the streets?
c. For the prevention of fires ?

:2'7. What are the qualities of the water supplied, and has there been
y analysis of the water in general use? If so, annex it; if not, de-
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scribe the qualifies of the spring or river water, or rain water, and any

complaints made, or evils experienced in respect to them ?

28. Describe the several modes in use for the distribution of water.

29. Is the distribution by a private individual, by joint stock company]

or by public olEcers ?

30. What is the number of houses in the town and suburbs?

31. In how many houses is the water laid on, and have such houses

pach ^ separate tank ?

32. Are the poorer classes supplied from stand-pipes placed at par

ticular stations, from pumps or draw-wells, or are they in the habit o

begging water from tradespeople with whom they deal; or how other

wise do they obtain it ?

33. Have there been complaints of the mode in which the water is a

present supplied to the populfition, as to the quantity, quality, or price?

34. What is the present annual charge for water laid on in the severa

classes of houses ?

35. What is the quantity supplied for the different sums?

36. In case of the price being unduly enhanced, or of the supply bein

deficient in quantity or inferior in quality, are there any means of redres

to the private individual, or to the public at large ?

37. In respect to any deficiencies of supply in quality pr quantit;

wl^at arV the powers deemed requisite to remedy them ?

38. Are filters extensively in use in private houses ?

39. Is the water kept on constantly night and day, or how often ^is

kept on ?

40. Is there any system of stand-pipes in the town, from which t\

water may be used for cleansing the pavements and the fronts of tt

houses ?

41 Is it kept on constantly in the mains, so as to be at all times i

readiness in all parts of the town in case of fire ; is it kept on at hii:

pressure, so that it may be thrown over the highest edifices m such

case ?

42. In case of fire, how long is it usually before a foil supply

water can be brought to bear on the premises ?

43 What are the arrangements in respect to supplies of water for tl

protection of churches, or public buildings, or warehouses, or large pi

Vate buildings, against fire ?

44. What is the average number of fires in the year, and what are t

prevailing causes?

45. Are any houses, or l5irge ranges of buildings, unprotected

party-walls from the extension of fire ?

46. Are there any well-appointed and practised engines, and servi

of firemen for the prevention of the extension of fires

.

4t What is the general condition of the town or district with respc

to health?



Questions for Circulation. XXXI

48 What is the state of the worst parts of the town, and especially

iu4'where, as appears from the mortuary registers, there is the highest

ate of mortality; and where fever and other epidemic diseases are the

lost prevalent amongst the children or the adults?

49. What is the average duration of illness among the working classes

jiroughout the year ?

50. What is the general structure and condition of the dwellings of

ae poorer classes ?

61 What number of families of the poorer classes, op the average,

ihabit each house ? What number of persons live in one room, and

i,'hat is the general size of such room ?

52. What is the general state of the air in the habitations of the poor?

vre any arrangements introduced for ventilation ?

53 Are the habitations of the labouring classes comfortably warmed

a winter ? What is the form and construction of the fire-place, and

Vhat is the nature of the fuel in common use ?

54. Is o-as-light generally introduced in the shops or dwelling-houses^

.nd is any escape provided for the bad air which it produces ?

55. What is the state qf the lodging-houses for the poorer classes, and

ire there any police or other regulations with regtird to them ?

56 What proportion of the losses of rent and rates frqm the poorer

lescriptions of tenements are caused by interruption in thp employment

if the inmates, and expenses occasioned by sickness and mortality ?

57. What is the extent of parochial or charitable relief given in aid of

sickness in the districts where the average duration of life is the lowest ?

58. To what extent is medical advice or assistance sought for by the

poorer classes, and how far is it afforded to them gratuitously or other-

>vise ?

59. Are there any hospitals or dispensaries in the tQ\VQ or district?

What regulations are they under? What is the average number of pa-

tients ?

fiO. To what extent and in what manner are the public buildings ven-

tilated ?

61. Are there any common lands belonging to the towp, and of what

extent and description ?

62. Are there any powers under local Acts for enforcing regulations

aipon any of the above subjects ? If so, furnish a, copy.



xxxii Abstract of Repliesfrom 50 Towns as to Sewerage,

Aestbact of the Replies from 50 Towns to Questions 6, 7, 9, 11, 15, 16, 19, 26, ai.

Supply

ASHTON . .

Bath . .

BiLSTON

Birminqham

Bolton
(Little).

Bradfohd .

Bristol . .

BURSLEM

Bury .

Carlisle .

Chester

Choelton .

Coventry .

DRAINAG12.

6.

Whatnrc the regulations for draining llic town or

dUtricUT Arc tlio utrcctn, ccmru. and uUeyn laid

out niill proper inclinalions for ihe diBir\inr(;e I'f

aurfncc-water, or are IVicy uneven and unpavcd,

and favournhio lo llie retention of sta'^nnnt

molBtin-e, and accumulation* of refuse tluo«n

Iroin the linutcsl Are there any nluL-nnnt pooln

or open ditches contiguous to the dwcUingB, or in

theviLinity?

Are tlierc any arrnngemciils fo

tinder riraiuaBi', and are llie-y el

ficieut or defective ? An' there anj

eewprs or branch drains in tlj(

streets?

Regulation contained in the Local

Police Act. Sewers good.

No settled regulations . .

No regulationSj

Efficii;nt main sewers and brand

drains in nearly all the streets

Under-drainage partially efFec

tive.

One main-drain, cross-drains ii

two instances only.

The greater part well drained . .

Regulated by trustees.

No regulations ; accumulations of

refuse thrown from the houses.

Commissioners appointed under a

Local Act ;
power only in the city.

Principal streets well paved and

draiued ; in courts and alleys there

are stagnant pools and open ditches.

No regulations ;
good sewers in

some streets ;
stagnant open ditches

in many places.

No regulations ; surface water fre-

q^uently stagnates.

Badly drained; powers seldom en

forced.

Sewers commenced nine years ago

many stagnant pools in the semi

rural districts.

No regular system

Efficient

No arrangement for under

drainage.

There are main sewers an(

branch sewers.

Sufficient sewers in priucipa

streets, but defective in th

others.

No arrangements for undei

drainage.

No systematic drainage ; man
drains made without aitificic

bottom ;
frequently filled up.

Not enforced for want of funds

great portion wholly withoi

under-draius.

Under-drainage of the finishc

streets good.

No arrangements for unde

draining; some sewers in pri;

cipal streets ;
drainage ^ve

defective.

Confilmed



Drainage, Cleansing, and Supply of Water. xxxm

descriptive of their condition as to Sewerage, Drainage, Cleansing, and the

aer.

DRAINAGE.

9.

e the liouse - drains properly cleansed

isy water or olher means, or does the refuse

.'iccumulnle in Ihem so that they become

:3hoked and emit offeutive smells?

Duse-drains properly cleansed .

juse-drains cleansed by water from the

roof; they are occasionally obstructed.

fijority of the small houses have no

drains.

The Police Act contains ample powers.

Local Act for the parish of Walcot ; three-

fourths of the city under no public

control.

No

operly cleansed

operly cleansed

«use-drains emit offensive smells

•ouse-drains are apt to accumulate

deposits; many houses are without

:them,

ouse-drains communicate with sewers,

except in some of the courts and

1 alleys.

irains frequently choked up ;
very

: offensive.

ouse-drains liable to become choked;

very offensive.

11.

Are there any local resulations in force for the

systematic drainage of the districts, streets, or

houses, or for tlie amendment of those drains

and sewers which are defective, and occasion

accumulations of refuse and emit offensive

smells ?

Yes, under Local Act 9 Geo. IV. . • •

Local Act .

None, save the Highway Act,

The powers are defective, but generally well

exercised.

None, except Highway Act ; accumulations

of refuse in the courts and alleys.

Surveyors of highways have power, but

neglect it.

No local regulations. In consequence of the

defective state of the sewers, the corpo-

ration now refuse to giant leave for

opening communications with water-

closets.

•pen
;
only efficiently cleansed by heavy Local regulations, but not systematically

I rains. enforced.

lotise-drains frequently choked ;
majority

ui houses have no drains at all.

iefuse accumulates in the house-drains

Commissioners make sewers at one-half of

the expense to the owners.

None •

J. xxxvi, xxxvii.



xxxiv Abstract of Repliesfrom 50 Tovms as to Sewerage,

1CLEANSING.

ASHTON •

Bath .

BiLSTON i . •

Birmingham

Bolton (Little)

Beadford . •

Bristol . t

BuitSLEM . .

Bury ....

Carlisle . •

Chester . • •

Choblton • •

Coventry . .

X5.

Is tliero any, anrl wl'al, sefvioo of

scavengers for cle.-insiui; tlie streets,

am} li«>v often and at what expense
are these clei^iibed?

10.

Are those courts and alleys which
are inaccessible to carts, and in-

habited by the poorer classes,

cleansed by appointed scavengers,

and how fiequently, and in what
mode is refuse removed from such
places, and at what expense ?

Streets yrell cleaned .

Scavengers employed ; ejfpense

borne bj' landlords and tenants,

not by a public body.

Scavengers are ennployed i

There are regular scavengers

Cleansed by scavengers .

Scavengers employed, . .

Scavenger duties well executed

in main and branch streets.

Streets cleansed by surveyor of

highways.

No regular scavengers; streets

in a fthhy state; channels

choked up with refuse.

Four scavepgers are employed

.

Cleansed at irregular intervals

by paupers.

Streets cleansed by Whitvrorth's

raacbiue.

There is a Scavengers' Act ; a

coitsiderable sum of money is

raised by rate ; the expense

30/. per annum.

Courts cleaned only by otcu-

piera ; refuse removed by
farmers.

Refuse removed twice a-week by
carts, at the expense of the

rates.

No ; refuse removed by land-

lords or teuauts inefficiently.

Courts aud alleys are not within

control; very filthy.

Only five courts, aud these are

cleansed by the inhabitants.

Courts aud alleys very offensive

Courts and alleys much neglected

Cleansed only by the inhabitants

Contents wheeled into the

streets ; a sad nuisance.

Refuse removed in wheelbar-

rows, at convenience of the

inhabitants.

Courts and alleys never cleansed

by public scavengers.

Uupaved streets and courts not

cleansed ;
many dreadfully

dirty.

Courts and alleys not cleansed j

refuse allowed to accumulate.

Continued
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19.

lere auy local aiillio-

vested Willi adequate

•ers, and duly respuu-

e foe their re^'ular and
^latlial exercise, fov tlie

:3rcementof cleansiu;;,

L tlie prevention of all

jlic nuisances wiiliin

town or district ?

»ance Committee

re are three Local

<s, which are cou-

tiug, and inade-

ite in their powers.

SUPPLY OF WATER.

26.

From what source is the town sup-

plied with water?
a. For domestic use?

b. For watering or cleansing the

streets ?

c. For the preventipij of fires ?

sufficient powers

al Act

klAct . . . ,

t Commissioners of

wers have power.

dl Act perfectly iu-

squate.

ae whatever

poration have pow-
1, but are found in-

equate.

ivers seldom en-

rced ; nuisances al-

ived to reinaiu uua-
tted.

ivn council have
'iwera, but they are

;iglucled.

Supplied by 'VYaterwQvks Com-
pany.

From springs which flow from

the surrounding hills, corpora-

tion, Water Companies, and
private individuals.

By Dudley Water-works Com-
pany.

By a Compg.ny ; amply supplied

Wells and Joint-Stock Com-
pany.

Inadequate supply ; works iii

progress.

No Company ; from wells and
conduits.

Two reservoirs, private • «

Private pumps antl joint- Stock

Company.

Supplied (rom the river;

brought into the town in

carts Hiitl hy haqd,

From fhe river Dee by a Joint-

stock Company, and from

springs.

aal Act of
i^ate power.

inade-

3?.

Are the poorer classes supplied from

sland-pipps placed at p.irticular

stations, from pumps, or draw-wells

;

or are they in the habit of liegging

water from tradespeople with whom
they di'al ; or how otherwise do they

obtain it?

Poorer classes supplied by the

Company ;
charge much too

high.

In parts of the ci(y poor supplied

gratuitously for five hours a-day

by the corporatic)n.

By pvmps ap4 w^ll*

factories, a,«d by begging.

No gratuitous supply.

The poorest people beg water.

From carts, three gallons for Id.

The poor aie badly supplied.

From taps, fov which they pay.

From puriips and springs ; in

some instances, landlords pay

for supply.

Sold at \d. fpr eight gallons.

No supply for the poor ; obtained

by begging ^ud from the nver.

Supplied by water-works, a Joint-

stock Company.

.

A variety of sources and pumps

The poor badly supplied ;
they

often either beg or steal it.;

Poorer classes obtain water from

the piirops.

xxxviii, xxxix.
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,

DRA1NAG13.

6.
What are the regulations for draining the town or
difitrtctsT Are the streets, courts, and alleys laid

out with proper inclinations Tor the discluirge of

surface-water, or are lliey uneven and unpaved,
and favourable to the retention of stagnant
moisture, and accumulations of refuse thrown
from the houses? Are there any stagnant pools

or open ditches contiguous to the dweliingSi or in

the vicinity 1

7.

Are there any arrangements for

under-drainage, unil are they ef-

licieut or defective \ Are there any
sewers or branch drains in the

streets? 1

Derby . . . 1/Ocal Act requires new streets to be, 5

but not attended to ; courts and
yards neglected.

sewers and drains very defective.

Dudley . • . ?e\v public sewers, and ineffi-

cient.

DunHAM Drainage partial and very de-

fective.

Froue • . • No regulations ;
only such drains as

they are enabled to make by the

powers of the Highway Act.

A few drains in the streets .

Gateshead . . No regulations ; accumulation suf-

fered in the streets.

The whole extent of sewer less

than 1000 yards.

Gloucester No regulations ;
stagnant pools and

ditches in many parts of the town,

filthy, and injurious to health.

No system of drainage .

Halifax . . No public arrangements for a system

of drainage.

No arrangements for under-

drainage.

Hanley and
Shelton,

No regulations ;
drainage very de-

fective.

Very defective, except in princi-

pal streets.

HuIiL . • No regulations ;
open ditches ; re-

ceive drainage in the outskirts of

the town.

Sewers in most of the streets

Kidderminster Stagnant pools contiguous to dwell-

ings.

There are sewers and drains, but

very inefficient and defective.

Leicester . No regulations ;
stagnant and of-

fensive accumulation.

Most defective and inconve-

nient.

Liverpool • Drainage defective, particularly the

north end of the town ; full of pits

of stagnant water.

Sewers in the main streets,

courts, and alleys neglected;

refuse rots on the surface ; the

liquid matter is absorbed, and

finds its way into the cellar.

LONGTON • , No regulations ; no regard to public

health or convenience.

None in some of the main streets

Manchester . No special regulations, except for

private sewers.

Main streets have sewers, out

districts imperfect; many streets

have no sewers.

Continued on
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DIIAINAGE.

9.

ire the house-ilrains properly cleansed by water

or other means, or does the refuse aecumu-

I late in them so that they become choked

) aad emit offensive smells }
, ,

efuse accumulates in house-drains to a

; great extent.

lot cleansed, and very offensive . •

fot properly cleansed by any method

.

No regular system.

No local regulations

louse-drains are rare

'rivate drains conveyed into the kennels

of the streets ;
very offensive.

To system

louse - drains frequently choked and
offensive.

louse-drains very imperfect, often

choked.

louse-drains choked and smell offen

sively.

Open drains, most offensive.

House-drains not properly cleansed
;

choked by accumulation of silt.

11.

Are there any local regulations in force for the

systematic drainage of the districts, streets, or

houses, or for the amendment of those drains

and sewers whicli are defective, and occasion ac-

cumulations of refuse, and emit offensive smells

No regulations.

No Local Act .

No local regulations

No

• • •

No regulations whatever •

No regulations, except Highway Act, and
that only for the principal streets.

No local regulations

No systematic drainage; very defective.

None

House-drains, when they do exist, are Local Act defective ; water-closets not al-

are not properly cleansed. lowed to flow into the sewers.

No attention paid

Very litttle attention paid, to house-
drains.

No

Local Act a

pp. xl, xli.
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CLEANSINR.

15. 10.

Is theie any, nnd what, service of
scavengers (or cleansing the stiepls,

and how often and at what expense
are tliese cleansed ?

Are those courts and alleys which
are inaccessible to carts, and in-
habited by the poorer classes,
cleansed by appointed scavengers,
and how Irequi-ntly and in what
mode is refuse removed from such
places, and at what expense ?

Derby . . . . Regular service of scavengers . Courts and yards in a most
filthy state ; refuse never re-

moved.

I'^rrr^T i^vJ^UULil^Y • • • • Streets cleansed at an expense
of about 300/. per j'car.

Not cleansed; refuse accumu-
lates by the road side.

DCRHAir . . . . Streets supposed to be swept
three times in a fortnight.

Refuse removed at the conve-
nience of the inhabitants.

Frome . . . . The streets are fairly cleansed .

Gateshead . bcavengers appointea by the

town council.

Courts and alleys replete with
the most offensive accumula-
tions.

Gloucester . . . Cleansing very imperfectly done

;

in one parish there is none.
Refuse allowed to accumulate .

Halifax . . . • • • • ....

Hanley & Shelton No regular scavenger, except for

the market.

H^TTT T » A .nU xjXj • • • « Scavengered under street as-

sessors ; part of the town un-
der no system.

Under no regulations for cleans-

ing.

Kidderminster Contractor under Local Act
takes the sweepings.

Never done ; no appointed sca-

vengers.

1-iEICESTER • • • Tolerably cleansed by piuibh
surveyors.

Courts and alleys neglected

:

refuse thrown into dung-holes.

Liverpool . Scavenging done by paupers ge-
nerally ; lower and north parts
of the town in a filthy condition.

Courts and alleys cleaned by the

inhabitants very inefficiently.

LONOTON . . .

Manchester . . Cleansed by appointed scaven-
gers, and machine.

Courts and alleys ueglectfd,

considered private property.

Continued on
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19.

le any local aiitho-

ested n itji atleqimle

>rs,andtiiily respoii-

for tlieineuular and
rtialexeiTise.ibrthe

cemenl of cleansiDS

1 lie prevention of all

c nuisances within
»wu or district ?

local authority

idequate powers.

aadequate pow-

dssioiiers under

.'aviug Act.

lecial officers for

)urpose.

own Councilhave

powers.

laws under the

cipal Corpora-

Act.

lissioners of Po-
aave power to re-

I nuisances.

ations but very

pquate.

s ineffective

:al authority with
uate powers.

Act and Health
own Coinrnittee.

SUPPLY OF WATER.

20.

From wliat sonrce is the town snp-

plied with water ?

a. For doraestie u.se ?

6. For watering or cleaiising the

streets ?

c. For the prevention of fires ?

Wells and water-works, the

property of private individuals.

By Water-works Company and
wells.

Supplied from a sjn-ing and the

the river.

No public supply

Water Company

Wells, pumps, and a Company

From springs

Frotn an old coal-works ; no pro-

vision in case of fire.

Very inefficiently supplied by
water-works belonging to the

Corporation.

Wells generally

Town supplied by a spring

;

conveyed by pipes.

Two public Companies; water
extremely pure.

Act not enforced From reservoirs belonging to the

Duke of Sutherland.

' Act and Paving
nViiltce.

Supj)lied by Water Companies .

33.

Are the poorer clnsses supplied from
stand-pipes placed at particular

stations, from punips.ordraw-ttells;

or aie they in the habit of begging
waier from tradespeople with whom
they deal ; or how otherwise do they
obtain it ?

Poor very bddly supplied.

Impure from wells.

From the fountain in the market-
place, wells, and by begging.

The poor badly off for water.

Sold to the poor at a farthing

for four gallons ; others from
springs, where they frequently

have to wait one to three hours.

The poor very inadequately sup-
plied.

Great difficulty experienced by
the poor in procuring water.

The poor greatly in want of

water.

By pipes.

Pumps.

No public pumps or fountains;

many of the poor beg or steal it.

AH are supplied.

The poor very badly supplied.

Hi, xliii.
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DRAINAGE.

6.
Whot aro the reoulation» for draining Die town or
districts? Arc tlic BtrcetB, courts, iind alleys laid

out with proper inclinationii for the discharge of
surface-wntcrt or are thoy uneven and unpavcd,
and favourable to the retention of sUi^nunt
moisture, and accumulations of refuse thrown
from the houses? Arc there any Ktaenant pools
or open ditchcH contiguous to the dwellings or in

the vicinity?

Newcastle .

Newcastle-
under-lyne.

North Shields

Norwich .

Nottingham .

Pendleton.

POHTSMOUTH

Preston .

Rochdale .

Salford

Sheffield .

Shrewsbury

South Shields

No regulations
; many new streets

without sewers ; stagnant water-

pools and open ditches.

No regulations ; filth allowed to ac-

cumulate ; open ditches.

No regulation. A custom prevails of

throwing refuse intothe streets,which

are often in an objectionable state.

Surface-drains with cesspools in all

the streets
;

stagnant ditch sup-

posed to infect the health of the

neighbourhood.

Principal portion naturally drained
;

inferior parts neither drained or

paved.

No regulations; in the side streets

open pools and stagnant refuse.

No rules for drainage ; surface water
carried into the sea ;

great part of

the town without any drainage

whatever.

No regulations
;

drainage very in-

sufficient.

No regulations
;
stagnant pools and

open ditches in many parts.

Powers under the Improvement Act
very deficient ; sewers very defective.

No regulations

Art! tliero any arrangements for

uader-drainaife, and are tliey ef-

flcient or defective ? Are there nny
sewers or branch diuins in the
streets

No regulations for drainage : in the

suburbs there are several open
ditches.

Powers limited ; open drains con-

tiguous to dwellings.

Drainage very defective ; under
no control.

No arrangements, except in the

main streets.

Under-drainage very deficient

Main sewers in the principal

streets.

Sewers very defective and un^

systematic.

Two good sewers, but no system

atic drainage.

Sewers defective and objec

tionable, being merely for th'

purpose of taking off the sur

lace water ; no branch-drains

There are sewers in some street

Good sewers in the main streets

want of powers a great evil.

Drainage in the out townshii

lamentably defective.

No arrangements provided

the Act of Parliament.

Portions ofthe town not drainei

in the suburbs no efficient ar

rangements.

Under-drainage defective, owii

to the want of pecuniary mea

Contintied
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DRAINAGE.

9.

llic house - drains pi-opei'ly cleuiiseil

^ wilier or other me:ins, or does the refuse

cHmuliile in them so that they become
oked iiiid omit olleusive smells ?

11.

Are there any local regulations in force for the
systematic drainii|,'c of the districts, streets, or

liousej, or for tlie amendment of those drains
and sewers whicli are rielective, and occasion
accumulations of refuse and emit oifuusive

smells ?

.control over drains from houses.

je-drains uot cltansed by water ; very

ansive.

ie-draius continually choked up and
i^nsive.

Regulations under Paving Commissioners.

(n.liroirta fTOnf»i*n 1 1 #>lrton r\<r rrr\f\i\lU'Ulcillls ^UULicluy LlUuIJ Uy gUUU
iiply of water.

36 accumulate iu house- drains, very

se-drains flow into cesspools; very
Jtinsive.

house-drains are few in number . There are many stagnant pools, which eva-
porate, or are absorbed by the subsoil.

arrangements for cleansing houss-
ins.

trreat want of local superintendence.

e-drains of inadequate size and bad
istruction.

town generally siifficitnt, in the su-
mrus great complaiuts.

I'w house-drains
; refuse accumulates,

' smell offensively.

liv, xlv.

Under tlu! limiteil power of the Commia-
sionera.
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CLICAKSING.

Newcastle .

Newcastle-undek-
Lyne . . . •

North Shields •
>

Norwich

Nottingham •

Pendleton . .

Portsmouth. .

Preston • •

Rochdale .

Salford . •

Sheffield . •

Shrewsbitry

South Shields

15.

Is there anv, niid what, sevvice of

Bcavenjjevsfor cleansing the streula,

and how often and at what txpeiisu

are these cU-ansed (

16.

Are thoEc courts and alleys whi

are inaccpssible to carls, and in
i

habited by the poorer classei

cleansed by ap\ioliited scavengeri

and how frequently and in who

mode is refuse removed fiom sue!

places, and at what expense i

Scavenging done by contract; Courts and alleys not being tho

pril.cijal streets attLded to; in- rougbfares m a very object.o.v

ferior streets only occasionally. able condition.

Cleansed for 20Z. a-year . .

Four scavengers constantly em-

ployed.

• • •

Courts and alleys entirely neg

lectid.

Courts and alleys not cleansed

the inhabitants carry th

refuse into the streets.

All streets within the walls

cleansed by scavengers; very

imperfect.

No service of scavengers ;
the

poorest, parts entirely neg-

lected.

No arrangements for scavenging

Scavengers are employed, but

the streets in a neglected state

The streets ought to be cleansed

once a-week; the expense is

about 500/. a-year.

Principal streets cleansed twice

a-week ;
unpaved streets never

cleansed.

Only scavengers employed by

trustees of the roads.

ourts and yards not unde

Paving Commissioners ; nev«

cleansed until removed by soni

farmers.

Refuse of courts and alleys a

lowed to accumulate.

Courts and alleys neglected ti

cleansed by nightmen.

Courts and alleys neglecte;

refuse and filth collected
'

the lowest class for manure.

There is a service of scavengers

Scavengers are employed daily

The courts and alleys and i

dedicated streets are i

cleansed.

Courts and alleys are not clean

Courts and alleys very foul 8

neglected.

Courts and alleys never clean

by the scavengers.

Courts and alleys not clean

nor the suburbs.

Refuse removed once a-weeV

Contin



Drainaffc. Cleansing, and Supply of Water. xliii

19.

I any local nutho-
jleil with adi-quate

1, anil duly ri-spoii-

or llu'ir regular and
jiat exorcise, for the
sment of cleansing,

e pievcntiou of all

1 nuis;inees within

;.'n or district?

.Act, but uo
aiy power.

i-Ct • • • .

:ssioners have

, but beinir sell-

d are an iii-

nt body.

.\ct very imper-

Dcal authority

Idequate powers.

cal Act ; with-

iiy local autho-

Act ; no autho-

» enforce cleans-

'olice Coramis-

s are the only

rities for this

ise.

Act, but not

9Dt.

8 of Local Act

s iiul adequate .

SUPPLY OF WATER.

in the Commis-
ira.

vi, xlvii.

26.

From what source is the town sup-

plied with water?
a. For domestic use ?

h. For watering or cleansing the

streets?

c. For tlie prevention of fires ?

Principal supply from the Tyne
and springs

;
impure from the

drainage of the sewers.

Water-works, pumps, and wells,

private.

Good supply from springs and
Water-works.

Supplied by four individuals,

under the Corporation.

Well sup[)lied by two Water
Companies.

Very deficient supply; many
cottages without any.

Supplied by a Company ; com-
plaints made both of quautiiy

and of supply, and quality of

the water.

Water Company

Public Water-works by Joint- Supplied by wells, as well as

Stock Company. the Company.

32.

Are the poorer classes supplied from
stand-pipes placed at particular

stations, from pumjis, or draw-wells

;

or are they in the habit of bet'giog

water from tradespeople with whom
tliey deal ; or how otherwise do they
obtain it?

Tiie poor supplied from stand-

cocks in the streets.

By pumps and open shallow

wells.

Poor supplied from stand-pipes

and carts.

Supply for the poor very inade-

quate.

Poorer classes supplied from
water-cocks.

Few pumps, but dependent on
distant springs, or buy it when
hawked about.

Poor beg Water of the neighbours.

Supplied by Manchester Water-
works Company,

Water-works ; Joint-Stock Com-
pany.

Springs and soft water, hy a
Company.

From the river Tyne and three

springs, and Water Company.

By branch-pipe.

Public conduits ; in some parts

from carts

Poor supplied by stand-pipes and
carts.



xliv Abstract of Rqilies from 50 Towns as to Sev:eva[/c,

DRAINAGE.

p.

Wlint tiro llic rogulatlonB for draining llic town or

dixtricts? Aro tlio Blrccts, rourlB, and alloys lu"l

out with proper inclinutionn for tliu dincliarge ol

siirfnco-water, or aro tlicy uneven and unpavcd,

and favourable to tlio retention of stagnant

moisture, and accumulations of refuse tliroim

from the houses? Are there any stagnant pools

or open dilolicB contiguous to the dwellings, or in

the vicinity 7

7.

Aro tliTe nny arrangements forj

under druinage, and are tliey eU
liciciit or defective ? Are there any]

severs or tirunoh drains in tlie

streets ?

Stotobbidge .
Sewers in all the streets .

Sunderland . Regulations in Local Act ; defective

.

Under-drainage defective, and

quite inadequate.

Swansea . Regulations miserably bad; streets

ill-laid, not Tjaved, and stagnant

pools contiguous to dwellings.

Drainage ineffective and defi-

cient.

Walsal . . No system of drainage .... Few streets have public sewers

\Vednesbury •
No ;

public drains much wantet'

WestBuomwich Many stagnant pools ; accumula-

tions of refuse where the poorer

class reside.

WiGAN . . . No regulations ;
many stagnant pools

and open ditches.

No arrangements for under

drainage ; there are sewers it

the main streets.

Woi.VERHAMr-
TON«

No adequate regulations . . . . None in the new streets of sraal

houses.

Wkexham . . No regulations for drainage ; filth

allowed to accumulate in open

ditches.

Drains in a few main streets-

inefficient and defective.

York • . Drainage, &c., managed by 40 Com-
missioners.

Efficiently drained . . .



Drainage, Cleansing, and Stipjjfg of Water. xlv

DRAINAGE.

9.

llio house - ilvains pvoijorly cleansed

' \vi'*?r olliev nieanSi or does tlie refuse

cumulale in them so that they become

loked and emit olTeusive smells?

11.

Are there any local regulalioiis in force for the

systematic rirainnge of llie districts, streets, or

liouses, or for the arneiulment of those drains

and sewers which are defective, and occasion

uccuniulations of refuse, and emit olTensivu

smells ?

• few houses drained ; no system of

Jeansing ; refuse accumulates.

No local regulations excejjt the Improve-

ment Act, and very inefficient.

ii-n Mrtf T^rnT^orl V /*Ipnn*jpil * *;mpll oF-

flsively.

No system of draining of a regular or elK-

cient character.

se drainage by surface gutters. . Local Act; but it does not enforce a sys-

tem of diainage.

ise accumulate in drains ; smell

xTeiisive.

general system of cleansing house-

laius.

erally very defective
;

only to be

jund in the better houses.

Only the general powers of the surveyor of

highways.

ise-drains managed by each indivi-

nal ; some are too small and become
loked.

1



xlvi Abstract of Repliesfrom. 50 Towns as to Sewerage,

CLEANSING.

15. 16.

Is there any, nnd what, eervioe of

scinetiKcra for cleansing the streets,

and how ol'len and at what expense

are these cleansed ?

Are those courts and alleys which
\

are inaccessible to carts, and in-

habited by the poorer class';s,

cleansed by appointed seavcnizers,

and how frequently and in what
mode is refuse removed from such

places, aud at what expense?

1

Two principal streets cleansed,

others imperfectly.

No ; the refuse removed by
;

farmers.
\

Sunderland . . Scavengers cart away refuse as

it accumtilates.

Courts and alleys cleansed by

O W'A.riSJljA « • • oCaVen^clS appuillLcll XJULUI

Act.

Duty very imperfectly done; in

many places not cleansed once
in fVivpp montVis.

TXT A T a A T Two scavengers are employed . No ;
they are considered private

Wednesbuey . Public streets cleansed • . • No ; in a filthy condition . .

West Bromwich .
No public scavengers •

Wtgan . • • > iNo regular service oiscavengcrb. Courts and alleys are not

cleansed.

Wolverhampton .

Wrexham . .

"VORTC • . • . Scavenging, &c., done by con-

tract.

Courts and alleys not considered

within the jurisdiction of Com-
missioners ; cleansed by the

inhabitauls.



Drainaga, Cleanshu/, and Supply of Water. xlvii

19.

hi-re auv local autlio-

/vesli'cl'wilUaclequiite

vers, iiud duly lespon-

lefor tlieu iHj,'ulavi\n(l

.aarlial exercise, for tlie

brcemeut ofcleansing,

1 the prevention of all

jlic nuis:\nces within

II town or district?

authority with

.^quate powers.

Ill Act very de-

itive, and much
quires revision.

1 Town Act . '

ae

SUPPLY OF WATER,

26,

From wliat source is the town sup-

plied with water?
a. For domestic use ?

!). For watering or cleansing the

street s ?

c. For the prevention of fires?

i:al Act very defective

Wells and private pumps

Good supply from Water-works

by Joint-Stock Company.

About one-fourth of the inha-

bitants supplied from vyater-

works.

Badly supplied . « . • •

Badly supplied . . % .

Wells

Partially supplied by Company,
springs and pumps ; none for

prevention of fires.

Private supply very deficient

Private pumps ....

32.

Are llie poorer classes supplied from

stand-pipes ])laced at particnlar

stations, from pumps.or draw-wells;

or are they in the habit of begging

water from tradespeople with whom
they deal ; or how otherwise do they

obtain It 7

Wells and the river Stour.

Poor supplied from stand-pipes

a farthing for five gallons.

Supply by public pumps, and

vendors selling at so much per

pailful.

By public pumps.

From the river.

Wells and pumps.

Water supplied to the poor for

one houra-dayat It/, per family.

From pumps.

None.

tvers tolerably effi-



xlviii Deaths of Persons in 1841.

Table showing tlie Dkatiis of Persons in 1841 ; and a Calculation of the Excess of Deall
above a Mortality of 2-0 per Cent., for the Vears 1840, 1841, and 1842.

[JExtractedfrom the Quarterly Table of Mortality issued under the Direction of tl,,.

Refjistrar-General, J^ne, 1843.]

Ashton &01illiam
Abton . .

Itasford •

Ualli . .

Bnlton .

Bradford

.

Bristol .

Bury . .

Cnrlisle

.

Clifton .

Coventry

Derby .

Dudley ,

Gateshend

Halifiix .

Hull . ,

Kidderminster

Leeds ,

Lcicesler
Liveipool

Manchester

Newcastle
Norwich.
Nottingham

Preston •

Bochdule

Sallbrd .

Shemeld.
Slirewsl)ury

Sunderland

Tynemouth

Walsall .

Wigan .

Wolvcrlmmi)- 7

ton & Seisdon J

York, . . .

Totals

Popula-

tion iu

1841.

173,964
50,928

59,634
09,23-2

138, 1H7

97,519
132,164
04,298
77,496

30,034
66,233
31,023

35,015
86,023

38,747

109,175
41,130

29,403

108,607
50,932

223,054
1

71,850
61,846
53,080

77,189

60,577

70,228
85,076

56.2%

55,025

34,274
66,032

8i,722

47,779

Deaths of Persons iu 1841.

Total
No.
whose
Deaths
were
Regis-
tered.

4,282
1,113

1,163
1,728
3,673
2,572
3,041
1,895
2,064

925
1,519
905

914
2,296

939

2,202
1,206

582

4,361
1,358
7,556

192,408 5,821

2,104
1,362
1,239

2,026

1,417

1,971
2,231
520

1,512

1,340

832
1,501

2,153

1,039

2,791,835 73,472

Under
Five
Years
of

Age.

2,049
527

513
598

1,776
1,208
1,343

031
936

383
041
430

448
1,395

440

917
515

190

2,042
588

3,944

2,788

1,019
459
505

981

641

1,031
1,109

145
736

521

463
678

1,189

324

34,518

By
Con-
sump-
tion.

921
193

180
302
700
439
5-)l

2H1
427

151
197
170

171
215

135

382
164

120

688
288

1,484

973

328
245
243

344

299

223
395
113
205

168

114
271

304

183

Fever
and
Epi-
demic
Dis-

12,508

773
173

223
276
083
080
025
357
504

193
328
268

250
656

190

309
236

87

892
256

1,677

1,163

480
234
191

512

269

434
436
68

224

190

223
323

558

102

15,051

By
otlier

Dis-
eases.

2,533
737

760
1,150
2,290
1,447
1,875
1,257
1,133

531
994
407

493
1,425

004

1,511
806

375

2,781
814

4,305

3,685

1,296
883
805

1,170

8-!9

1,314
1,400
339

1,037

982

495
967

1,291

748

Deaths of Persons in 1840, 1341
and 1842.

Total
No.

wliose
Deaths
were
Regis-

tered.

13,941
3,424

3.957
5,300
11,010
8,079
9,540
5,996
0,221

2,006
4,708
2,411

2,749
0,650

2,914

6,828
3,690

1,873

13,463
4,545
23,433

18,461

5,787
4,696
4,402

6,713

4,761

5,946
6,823
1 ,005

4,382

3,910

2.072
5,293

0,089

3,381

45,850 !229,108

Mor-
tality

per
Cent.

2-7
2-2

2-2
2-0
2-7
2-8
2-4

31

2-0
2-4
2'6

2'6
2-6

2-5

2- 1

3- 0

2'1

2- 7
30
3- 5

3-2

2-8

2-9

2-0

2-8
2-7
2-6
2-6

2-3

2-6
2-7

2-8

2-4

10,433
3,050

3,578
4,154
8,291
5,831
7,030
3,853
4,650

2,165
3,974
1,8G2

2,101
6,162

2,325

6,551
2,408

1,704

10,120
3,056
13,383

11,544

4,311
3,711
3,135

4,631

3,035

4,214
5,105
1,292
3,374

3,338

2,056
3,902

4,843

2,867

108, SOS 60,o(



I.

ON THE CAUSES OF DISEASE, AND THE

MEANS OF PREVENTION.

THOMAS SOUTHWOOD SMITH, Esq.. M-D., examined. "^S^a^f

,^0U are Physician of the London Fever Hospital, and resident

1 the east of London ? 1 am.

Are vou \vell acquainted with that district? 1 am very well.

Have you turned your attention to the state of the dwellings

i the humbler classes in different parts of London, particularly

he eastern part of it ? 1 have.

Have you had an opportunity of becommg well acquamted

vith the localities referred to? For the last fifteen or twenty

'ears my attention has been constantly called to their condition

;

)artly from my connection with the London Fever Hospital, but

till more from my office as Physician to the Eastern Dispensary,

vhich administers relief to the poor of the most populous portion

)f the eastern district of London.

The Fourth Report of the Poor Law Commissioners contains

I Report made by you " on some of the physical causes of sick-

less and mortality to which the poor are particularly exposed, and

vhich are capable of removal by sanatory regulations, exemplified

m the present condition of the Bethnal-green and Whitechapel

districts." May the Commissioners consider that it was made

nn your own personal inspection, and one which you are now able

to verify ? Yes ; and with the increasing force resulting from

increased experience.

You state, in general, that the neglect in cleansing and drain-

age, and particularly of those provisions which are advantageous

to the dwellings of the humbler classes, has been productive of

very great evils in that district? Very great.

That fever constantly prevails, generated by the dirt and filth

in which the people habitually live? That is too true.

VOL. I. B



2 Fever Districts in London.

T soutimood . You State, "The records of the London Fever Hospital prove

smin,, Esq.,
intlubitably that there are certain locahties in the metropohs and

its vicinity which are the constant seats of fever, from which this

disease is never absent, though it may prevail less extensively,

and be less severe in some years, and even in some seasons of

the same year, than in others, but still in which it is mcessantly

committing its ravages ?" That is perfectly correct.

You then go on to name the districts from which fever is seldom

or never absent : are those the districts in which the same evils still

continue to prevail? Yes; and the experience of the present

has afforded a remarkable verification of the correctness of these

statements; for the metropolis has, during this period, been

visited by an epidemic which is still raging; but this fever does

not equally prevail in every part of London, nor even in every

fever district. t •
^

What do you mean by a fever district? 1 mean a district

in which fever is always so prevalent that the locahty in question

may be regarded as the ordinary seat of this disease. Now

the present epidemic is not equally prevalent in all such dis-

tricts, but it is confined to a certain number of them. The Com-

missioners, however, may form some judgment of the extent to

which it has recently prevailed from the fact that, in the tour

months from the commencement of January in the present year

to the end of April, we have actually received into the wards of

the Fever Hospital 500 fever patients ; and during a considerable

portion of that time for days together we have refused applications

for admission at the rate of thirty or forty a-day, in consequence

of not having room. Now the remarkable fact is, that those

cases come t°o us from certain districts which are as familiar to

us as our own names.
^

The evils which you described in 1838 as referable to taese

districts still continue, and with increasing virulence? At the

present moment with increasing virulence, certainly.

The districts referred to contain a vast population, not in one

part of London alone, but in different portions of it, to which the

same considerations apply ? The fever districts of the metro-

polis are situated in diflferent parts of it ; and it is in accordance with

ordinary experience to find fever raging in some of these districts, at

the very time that others are enjoying a temporary imrnunity from it.

In former years I have found, on my personal examination, some

localities in which there was not a single house in which fever had not

prevailed, and in some cases not a single room in a single housem
which there had not been fever. I observed this particularly in

certain localities in Bethnal-green and Whitechapel : now, during

the present year, there has been a very remarkable absence of

fever in these its ordinary seats, while in other districts it has

been more than commonly prevalent.

Did you attribute that, in those districts, to bad drainage, or



Beneficial effects of Drainage. 3

.vant of water, or some causes of that kind? In every district T.soutiwood

in which fever returns frequently, and prevails extensively, there '^"m.'d."^"

s uniformly bad sewage, a bad supply of water, a bad supply

)f scavent^ers, and a consequent accumulation of filth; and 1^

lave observed this to be so uniformly and generally the case,

ihat I have been accustomed to express the fact in this way. If

7ou trace down the fever districts on a map, and then compare that

:nap with the map of the Commissioners of Sewers, you will find

ihat, wherever the Commissioners of Sewers have not been, there ,

ever is prevalent ; and, on the contrary, wherever they have *

jeen, there fever is comparatively absent.

This statement is made in your Report—" It appears that the

;treets, courts, alleys, and houses in which fever first breaks out,

md in which it becomes most prevalent and fatal, are invariably

hose in the immediate neighbourhood of uncovered sewers,

itagnant ditches and ponds, gutters always full of putrefying

natter, nightmen's yards, and privies the soil of which hes openly

exposed, and is seldom or never removed. It is not possible

ibr any language to convey an adequate conception of the poison-

ous condition in which large portions of both these districts always

i-emain, winter and summer, in dry and in rainy seasons, from the

masses of putrefying matter which are allowed to accumulate."

Does much of that to which you refer still remain in the same

state? It is essentially the same. I have very recently been

over the same places with a distinguished foreigner, who takes an

interest in the welfare of the humbler classes, and who was desi-

rous, his attention having been drawn to these Reports, to test

their accuracy by a personal inspection of the places described.

Before we set out on our visit he could not conceal that he thought

the description exaggerated. From the cleanliness, neatness, and

apparent healthfulness of the main streets and thoroughfares in

London, he could not bring himself to beheve that there could be

laro-e districts containing hundreds of thousands of the people

allowed, year after year, to remain in such a ^neglected and

poisonous condition. "It would be incredible," said he, it

would be imworthy of your state of civihzation, were such descrip-

tions true, even of a few isolated places ; but when it is asserted

that they are true of the localities in which a very large proportion

of the population resides, I own I feel curious to see these places."

It so liappens that the cUstrict over which I took this gentleman

has been improved in some respects since these Reports were

'Written. A common sewer has been made in the most densely

crowded and filthiest locality; and the very worst place I ever

saw, namely, Baker's- arms-alley, a narrow court in Rosemary-

lane, Whitechapel, has been materially changed for the better, by
the building of the Blackwall Railway directly through it. But

these improvements relate only to a few of the larger thorough-

fares ; the places most concealed from the public view, the most

B 2



4 Comparative Value of Life in different parts of London.

T.so«ti,w.,ort close, crowded, and fiUby dislricts, remain wholly unaltered.

smiti..^.:,q.,
-^i^gj^ foreign friend saw these places, he admitted that the

wretchedness of their condition had been understated: when he

expressed his astonishment that a concern for the common safety

had not induced the authorities to attend to the sanatory condition

\^ of these extensive districts, I told him (but he thought the state-

ment scarcely mended the matter) that these places were as

unknown to our legislators, to almost all our people in power, as

an hour ago they had been to himself.

Have you, from your experience in these matters, lormecl a

strono- opinion that the fevers and other diseases to which the

humbler classes in these populous districts are subject might be,

to a great extent, removed by cleansing, draining, and improve-

ments in building?—Every day's experience convinces me that a

very larcre proportion of these evils is capable of being removed;

that if "proper attention were paid to sanatory measures the

mortality of these districts would be most materially diminished

;

perhaps in some places one-third, and in others even one-half.

5'- Are you aware that the rate of mortality is actually found to be

nearly double in some of the neglected districts m the east com-

pared with what it is in the western part of London? 1 am;

and this interesting and important fact is dependent on several

circuiTistances, and not on any one cause. Thus a large proportion

of the people who reside in the western part of London consist ot

•^the wealthier, while the eastern part is principally inhabited by the

poorer classes. The higher value of life indicated in the western

district is partly owing to the better food and clotliing ot the

wealthier classes, to their more temperate habits, and less exhaust-

ing labour, and especially to tlie better care taken of theirintants

and children, and in general to the more favourable circumstances

under which infancy and childhood, the most precarious and mortal

epochs of human hfe, are placed. But still the poorer classes, in

these neglected localities and dwellings, are exposed to causes ot

disease and death which are peculiar to them ; the operation ot

these peculiar causes is steady, unceasing, sure ; and the result is

the same as if twenty or thirty thousand of these people were

annually taken out of their wretched dwellings and put to death,

the actual fact being that they are allowed to remain in them and

die. I am now speaking of what silently, but surely, takes place

every year in the metropohs alone, and do not include in this

estimate the numbers that perish from these causes in the other

areat cities, and in the towns and villages of the kingdom It has

, been stated that "the annual slaughter in England and ^^ ales,

from preventible causes, of typhus fever, which attacks persons in

the vigour of life, is double the amount of what was suffered by the

allied armies in the battle of Waterloo." This is no exaggerated

statement; this great battle against our people is every year fought

and won ; and yet few take account of it, partly for the yery reason



Pauperizing effect of Fever. 5

tiatit takes place every year. However appalling the picture pre- T-^Southwood

juted to the mind by this statement, it may be justly regarded "m.'i)'."'''

s a literal expression of the truth. I am myself convinced, from

•hat I constantly see of the ravages of this disease, that this

lode of putting the result does not give an exaggerated expression

f it. Indeed the most appalling expression of it would be the

aere cold statement of it in figures.

But great as the mortaUty from these causes may be, do yovis^

link the mortality alone includes the whole of the evil?

^Jertainly not ; the number of people who die can be taken only

s an indication of the much greater number who fall sick. The

aortality, even of the London Fever Hospital, to which the worst

ases of' fever in the metropolis are sent, is not, on an average of

BU years, more than one in seven ; in some years it is not more than

ne in ten or twelve, and, comparing the number attacked with the

lumber that die over the whole kingdom, the mortality would not,

1 ordinary years, amount to one in twelve : so that the number

f sufferers from this disease is at least twelve times greater than

he number of persons that actually perish from it.

The classes of the population referred to are chiefly those

ccupied in labour ; in case of their being affected by fever they

re, of course, disabled from obtaining subsistence for their

amilies? This is among one of the most powerful causes of

Dauperism. The Returns made in the. year 1838 to the Poor

L,aw Commissioners from the twenty metropolitan unions, in

mswer to queries sent to the medical officers, with a view to

ascertain the actual prevalence of fever during one year, contained

:olumns to show the number of persons receiving parochial reUef

n the several unions, as well as the nuniber actually attacked with

ever. From these returns it appears, that of the total number

vho received parochial reUef in most of the districts a very large

proportion raceived it in consequence of tlieir being ill with fever
;

)ut in one cUstrict, namely, St. George's, Southwark, out of 1467

persons who received parochial relief, 1276, that is, the whole

lumber whh the exception of 191, are reported to have been ill

vith fever. This is an unusually large proportion; but these

'eturns in eencral place hi a very striking point of view the

pauperizing influence of fever.

If this be the case, the power of the humble classes of getting

-heir bread and maintaining their families is extremely diminished

by the neglect of sewage, draining, and cleansing which exists in

those localities? There is a special reason why it must be so,

the knowledge of which has been taught by large experience,

though that knowledge has hitherto been confined to very few

:

but the fact itself is one which ought to be familiar to the mind of

every man, and more especially to that of the legislator. There
are certain diseases w-hich prevail so remarkably at certain epochs

of life, that you may assume that three-fourths of the persons who
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Q Ages of Fever Patients. •

die at those epochs die of those diseases. Now it is established by

indubitable evidence, that of all the acute diseases to which the

human frame is subject, during that variable, but most important,

period of human life which intervenes between puberty (when the

dangers of infancy and childhood have been passed) and old age,

—of all the acute diseases which cut short this, the most precious

part of the term of existence, and the only part of that term which

it is in the power of human precaution and wisdom to extend

indefinitely, fever is incomparably the most prevalent : so pre- •.

valent, indeed, that it may be said to be the disease of adolescence :

and manhood. I was first taught this fact while making some i

researches into the cause and results of fever, derived chiefly Irom i

the records of the Fever Hospital, and as long ago as the year
|

1830 I pubhshed a table exhibiting the evidence of it. I took out

one by one the ages of all the persons who had died ot fever in

this hospital during the four years from 1825 to 1828, both inclu-

sive bein^ the four years immediately precedmg the year in winch

I was making the investigation. The results are most instructive

and important, and are shown in this table :

—

Table of Ages of Persons attacked with Fever.

Age for 1825.

Under 10

15
20
15
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85

Total .

42
67
172
133
81

29

28
10

10
10

1

1

2

1

1

0

588

Age for 1826.

Under 10

15

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

65

70
75

80
85

Total. .

. 27

. 87

. 170

. 143

. 102
. 46

. 37

. 28

. 13

. 7

. 5

. 3

. 3

. 4
1

. 0

676

Age for 1827.

Under 10

15

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

70

75
80

85

Total . .

25
70

163
164

107
35
50
20
13

8

13

2

4
2

0

0

676

Age for 1828.

Under 10

15

20

25
30
35
40
45
50
55

60
65
70
75

80
85

31

80

136
107
84
47
45
21

17

6

14
6

1

2
0

0

Total

.

597

From this table it appears that during the year 1 825 there were

attacked with fever, under twenty years of age, 109 ;
between

twenty and forty years of age, 443 ; and between forty and sixty

years of age, 31. Further, it appears that in the five years from

ten to fifteen the number attacked was 67 ; but in the five years

from fifteen to twenty they increased to 172 ;
in the succeeding five

years, from twenty to twenty-five, they were 133 ;
while in the five

years from twenty-five to thirty, they sunk to 81 ;
in the succeed-

ing five years, from thirty to thirty-five, they still iurtlier diminished

to 29 • and in the five years from thirty-five to forty, they were
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Inly 28. In like manner, during the year 1826 the number T._^so„«nvooa

tticked under twenty years of age was 14 ;
bu between tvv^n y m.d.

d ibrty years of a|e\he number was 498 wble between forty

ad sixty years of age the number was only 53. The i-esults dunng

le yeai-s 1827 and 1828 were perfectly simdar Taking the four

ears toffether the total number attacked was 2537 ;
of these the

;umber attacked under twenty years of age was 429; between

.ve.Uy and thirty years of age the number was 1188 ;
between

-arty and forty years of age the number was o31 ;
and between

^rtv and eighty years of age the number was 389 :
whence it tol-

ows that of the total number attacked, those between twetj y and /

tiirty years of age nearly equal the number attacked at all other (

ges put together, the number between twenty and thirty being

[188, and at all other ages only 1349. In the Circula.-s sent by

he Poor Law Commissioners to the medical officers of the twenty

aetropolitan unions in the year 1839, I requested that a column

nidit be made for the ages of those attacked with fever, with a view

,f testincr the correctness of the data on which the preceding table

vas founded by a still larger observation, and the returns obtained

.fford analogous results. Two consequences follow of the highest

nterest and importance. First, it is clear from these tables that

he period of human existence during which fever can alone be said

0 be prevalent is from the age of twenty to forty; that is, the

oeriod of maturity, the most precious portion of tne term ot exist-

nice, that during which the individual is best fitted for all the

luties and enjoyments of hfe, during which he is most capable of

oromoting the happiness of others, and of securing and appre-

3iatino- his own. But of this period that portion which is incom-

oarably the most subject to the ravages of this malady is the

^-arliest portion. Now it must be borne in mmd that the poorer

blas?es usually marry and have families at earlier ages than the

middle and higher, t:he great majority, at least of the women, bemg

married at twenty. Of course it is during the succeeding ten years

that they have young families, often very numerous ones, to sup-

port ; but we have just seen that this is precisely the ten years m
which fever is so prevalent as to furnish, in this comparatively short

space of time, nearly as many cases as all the other perioas ot lite

put toaether. It Ibllows, not only that the heads ol lamihes are^

more subject to the ravages of fever than any other class of per- -

sons, but" that these persons are peculiarly liable to be attacked

precisely at that period of life when they have the greatest number

of young children entirely dependent on their daily laboyir for sup-

port. This is deserving of consideration, viewing the subject merely

with reference to the pressure on the poor rates^ but viewing it in

its larger relation to the well-being of the humbler classes, it appears

to me to deserve great attention. Its importance is strengthened

by the results of the following table, which shows the proportion ot

1 the sexes attacked with fever :

—
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° '

1825 1826 1827 1828

Males . • 289 Males . . 325 Males . . 337 Males . 278

Females 299 Females . 351 Females . 339 Females . 319

Total . . 588 Total . .676 Total . . 676 Total . . 597

From this table it appears that in each of these four years a

somewhat larger number of females than of males were attacked

With fever ; that is, a proportionally larger number of mothers

were disabled from nursing their children and attending to their

famiHes, every such i'amily being of course thereby placed in the

greatest possible disorder and distress, the disease of the mother

being in many cases the direct and immediate cause of her hus-

band and her children becoming similarly affected.

Have you any evidence to show the rate of mortality in fever,

with reference to the ages of the persons attacked ? Yes. 1

submitted the experience of the London Fever Hospital for the ten

years preceding January, 1834—an observation including nearly

6000 patients affected with this malady—to Mr. Finlaison, the

Government actuary, by whom it was subjected to calculation.

Among other curious and instructive i-esults it was found that the

mortality of fever resolves itself into the following remarkable pro-

gression. Thus, suppose 100,000 patients to be attacked with

this disease between the ages of 5 and 16, of these there would die

8266 ; and of an equal number—
Between 15 and 26 there would die 11,494

25 , , 36 17,071

35 ,, 46 21,960

,
, 45 , , 56 . , 30,493

55 , ,
66 ; , 40,708

, , 65 and upwards 44,643

Thus the risk of life from this malady is twice as great at the age

of thirty-one as it is at eleven ; it is also nearly twice as great at

forty-one as it is at twenty-one ; it is five times as great at sixty-

one as it is at eleven ; and nearly four times as great above sixty-

^jive as it is at twenty-one.

Then, according to this calculation, although the rate of mor-

tality in fever progressively and rapidly increases as a^e advances,

yet the number of persons who actually perish by this disease at

the adult age, and in the meridian of life, is far greater than at

any other period of existence ? It is so on account of the much

greater number of persons who are attacked at those epochs. By

far the greatest number attacked is, as we have seen, between the

faeces of twenty and thirty; but according to this calculation the

I risk of life from this malady at the age of thirty-one is just double

the risk at the age of eleven.
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You say that fever is the disease to which the poorer classes are

eculiarly subject, as arising fi'om the filthy state of the districts

nd the wretched condition of the dwelhngs in Avhich they reside;

ut is fever the only disease produced by these causes ? 1 par-

cularize fever, because fever is the most obvious and the most

apidly fatal of the diseases arising from the neglect of sewage,

eutilation, and cleanhness ; but it would be a very inadequate

lew of the pernicious agency of the poison unceasingly generated

I these fil% and neglected districts, to restrict it to the disease

ae most obviously produced by it. Its indirect action is highly

-oxious, though the evil is not so manifest. It is a matter of

onstant observation, that even when not present in sufficient inten-

ity to produce fever, bv disturbing the function of some organ, or

ome set of organs, and thereby weakening the general system,

(lis poison acts as a powerful predisposing cause of some of the

tiost common and fatal maladies to which the human body is .

lubject. For example, the deaths occasioned in this country by

liseases of the digestive organs, by inflammation of the air-

lassages and lungs, and by consumption, form by far ihe largest

)roportion of the annual mortality. Now no one who hves long

II or near a malarian district is ever for a single hour free from

ome disease of the digestive organs. But disordered states of the

ligestive organs not only constitute in themselves highly painful

iiid even fatal maladies, but they lay the foundation of several

)ther mortal diseases. By a disordered state of the digestive,

organs, for example, the body is often so much enfeebled that it is

vhoUy incapable of resisting the frequent and sudden changes of

temperature to which this climate is subject:—the consequence is,

hat the person thus enfeebled perishes by inflamniation set up in

some vital organ, and more especially in the air-passages and

iungs, or by consumption, the consequence of that inflammation;

50 that to the total number of deaths that take place annually from

"ever in its different forms must be added those caused by the

indirect operation of the same poison that produces fever.

Your experience then leads you to the conclusion that these

causes, even when they do not produce fever and other acute

diseases, operate materially in affecting the health, and incapaci-.

tatino- from labour ? Yes ; even when they do not produce acute

diseases, and at once lay the individual aside, they produce diseases

of the nutritive system, and thus injure the constitution, diminish

its power of resisting the numerous causes of disease to which the

body is commonly exposed, and so enfeeble it that the individual

is very much incapacitated from labour.

So that those who live in such situations, even when they are

not positively attacked by acute disease, are nevertheless under-

going a process of deterioration? That is universally and

strikingly Indicated in two ways. First, by the incapacity of the

1 mothers to attend to their children; and secondly, by the bad

T. Soulliwood
Smith, Gsc}^

M.D.
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T. soutiiwood health of the children, and their great movtahty. It has been
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already shown by the experience of the Fever Hospital that the

mothers are more susceptible of fever than the husbands ; but when

not labouring under acute disease the mothers are often so en-

feebled as to be unable to attend properly to their domestic duties,

so that the children are not taken due care of, Avhile the sickness

of the children becomes an enormous tax on the time and wages

of the parents.

In consequence of the disease and weakness generated by the

V condition in which they live, the ability of the labouring classes to

support themselves, you conceive, is very much diminished?

Very much.

v... Has that the effect of throwing them on parish relief in many

instances ? In very many.
Has it the effect also of calling for the aid of the charitable, and

occasioning an increased expense to hospitals and dispensaries ?

Yes ; and the consequent burden on private individuals and

public institutions is the least part of the evil. The great evil of

V/" / this state of things is its tendency to'break down the spirit of inde-

pendence, and to reduce large classes of the people to the degra-

dation and wretchedness of depending for their support on charity,

and not on their own industry.

Have you any reason to believe that their mental faculties are

impaired, as well as their bodily health ? There is evidence,

that as they have not the bodily vigour and the industrious habits

of a healthy and independent peasantry, so they have not ihe

intelligence and spirit proper to such a race. One of the inost

melancholy proofs of this is in the quiet and unresisting manner in

which they succumb to the wretchedness "of their lot. They make

no effort to get into happier circums^-ances ; their dulness and

apathy indicate an equal degree of mental as of physical paralysis,

and this has struck other observers who have had opportunities of

becoming acquainted with the real state of these people. In the

Poor Law Commissioners' Report on the Sanatory Condition of the

Labouring Population there is the following statement, which

impressed my mind the more because it recalled to my recollec-

tion vividly similar cases witnessed by mpelf:—" In the year

1836," says one of the medical officers of the West Derby Union,

" I attended a family of thirteen—twelve of whom had typhus

. fever, without a bed in the cellar, without straw or timber shavings

/ —frequent substitutes. They lay on the floor, and so crowded that

J I could scarcely pass between them. In another house I attended

fourteen patients : there were only two beds in the liouse. All the.

patients lay on the boards, and during their illness never had their

clothes off". I met with many cases in similar conditions
;

yett-

amidst tlje greatest destitution and want of domestic comfort, /

have never heard, daring the course of twelve years practice, a com-

jjlaint of inconvenient accommodation,'' Now this want of com-
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,aint under such circumstances appears^ to me to constitute a very T._souiWd

plancholv part of this condition. It shows that physical wretch- m.d.

Iness has done its worst on the human sufferer, for it has destroyed

s mind The wretchedness being greater than humanity can

ear annihilates the mental faculties—the faculties distinctive ot

-e human beincr. There is a kind of satisfaction in the thought,

T it sets a limit to the capacity of suffering which would other-

wise be without bound.

With reference to these poor persons, you state that great

xpense is cast upon the community in the form of poor-rates

ad of subscriptions to hospitals and dispensaries, and in other

lodes, in order to give them the aid they require. Docs the

^sistance thus afforded extend to the support of the widows and

rphans of those who are carried off by death? The table to

hich I have already directed your attention affords the most

npressive and instructive answer to that question. This table

lows that the immense majority of the persons who are attacked

idth fever, and who die of this disease, are between the ages of

.venty and forty ; that is, the heads of famihes. But the fathers
^

nd mothers perishing in a state of destitution, of course the orphan /

hildren must be thrown for support upon the community.

Do you think that if proper' measures were carried out, sudi

.s good building regulations, a good system of drainage, and a

^ood supply of water, which might improve the health of the

iersons resident in those districts, the additional expense which

nio-ht be cast upon them in the form of a reasonable rent put on,

voiild be considerably less than the cost to which the community

8 now put by the illness arising from the neglect of those pro-

visions ? Ultimately it would be less. When once such regu-

ations have been brought into practical operation, and have become

reneral in a district, the cost of maintaining such a district in a

lealthy condition would be comparatively slight. I n the meantime

;he sum of money now expended in the mitigation of the evil, slight

as that mitigation is, would form a very important contribution

:owards the liind necessary to defray the cost of removing existing

auisances, and putting a district into a good sanatory condition.

That would be an apphcation of the same sum from the relief

to the prevention of calamity ? Yes, prevention being always

better than cure ; and in this case you cannot in fact cure. As

long as the poor remain in the situations which produce their
\

disease, the proper remedies for such disease cannot be applied to '

them; they cannot, for example, be surrounded with pure and

fresh air—the prime remedy.

So that no expense incurred in attempts to remedy the evil,

when once produced, can be effectual? It cannot ; and, on the

other hand, the apparent sum expended in carrying out sanatory

regulations, is not a true expression of the actual sum spent on
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T. Southwood preventive measures, because, from the actual sum spent in carry-

^'"m.'d!^"'' '"g out sanatory or preventive measures must be deducted the

large amount of money now annually expended in the support

of individuals and their families, deprived of health, and therefore

of the ability to labour, or rendered widows and orphans through

tlae non-adoption of those remedial measures.

You have to a certain extent stated that in the Supplement

alluded to, where you say, " The cost of these parishes, for the

relief of their fever cases, amounts to a large sum. By the returns

from the Bethnal-green and Whitechapel Unions, it appears that

the extra expense for fever cases for the quarter ending Lady-day,

1838, is: to the Bethnal-green Union, 21 6L 19^,; to the White-

chapel Union, 400^.
;
altogether 616L 19^-." And you go on to

say,—"Thus, at the rate of the last quarter, there will be incurred,

during the present year, for the relief of fever cases in these two

parishes alone, the sum of 2467/. 16s.?" ^That is perfectly

correct, being drawn from accurate data, from the books of those

particular parishes ; and I think that may be taken as a sort of

indication of what the saving might be.

Do you conceive, by proper preventive measures, properly carried

oliit, those sums now so inadequately spent might be very much

rbduced? Certainly.

Do you think the moral character and energy for the purposes

of exertion, and employment of those persons, is very much

lessened in consequence of their suffering, both from fever and the

other diseasfes you have mentioned, and the continual neglect in

which they appear to live ? The poison generated in these ne-

glected districts, and to which these poor persons are habitually ex-

posed, is a sedative poison, among the most distinctive characters of

which are the depressing effects produced by it both on body and mind.

This is one of the main causes, not only of the mental apathy, of

which I have already spoken, but also of that physical listlessness

which makes them incapable of any great exertion. I am satisfied

that this feeUng of depression is one of their chief inducements to

the use of stimulants, which the same feeling naturally leads them

to take in excess whenever a sufficient quantity can be procured.

I quite believe, from what I have observed of them, that the induce-

ment to take the most pernicious amount of stimulants often arises

fi-om a sensation of lassitude and languor, the direct result of the

debilitating causes that are incessantly acting upon them, and that

renders them so incapable of physical and mental exertion. Every

one who has observed his own sensations during the few days which

precede an acute attack of fevei-, can well appreciate that feeling of

mal-aise, more intolerable than pain; and it is no wonder that they

fly to anything which affords a prospect of temporary rehef from it.

When you speak of stimulants, do you mean that it drives them

to the use of ardent spirits ? Yes ; and some to opium.

1
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Is not opium now used to a great extent ? To a much T. Southwood

reater extent than any one could credit who is not aware of the ^'""^•.p^"'-

vidence of the fact.

Does the observation which you have made as to adults apply
\^

) children? It applies particularly to children. The inquiries

3cently made under the Children's Employment Commission are

ery extensive, because the terms of that Commission directed an

avestigation to be made into the actual condition of the children

imployed, not only in mines and collieries, but also in all branches

f trade and manufacture whatever, in which children work together

1 numbers, not included under the Factories Regulation Act. It was

jund impossible to describe the condition of the children without

iving some account of the domestic habits and mode of life of the

larenls; and among the facts brought to light under this inquiry,

ine of the most remarkable is the extent to which opium is proved

3 be used by the poorer classes, and more especially to the extent

) which it is given by mothers to their children. Among otliers,

)r. Mitchell, one of the Sub-Commissioners, reports that the

aedical witnesses examined by him state that the infants and •

ihildren are seldom brought to them before they are
_

benumbed

md stupified with opiates; the usual preparation given being

iodfrey's cordial, a mixture of treacle and opium, known by the

lame of " comfort," and an article in constant demand. A little

srirl will come to the chemists and ask for a dose of it to give to

he baby next day, telling him that her mother is going out to wash.

Sl respectable chemist stated that he made twenty gallons of

(• comfort" in the year, and that there were chemists who lived near

he market-place, and more in the way of the country people, who

iiade a good deal more. "It must not be supposed," adds the

mb-Cornmissioner, " that such medical treatment of children is

peculiar to colliers, or only prevails in places far remote from the

ight of the metropoHs
;

for, on making inquiry of a medical man,

md of a chemist, at Croydon, in Surrey, the same thing was found

0 exist there, and in the country around." Speaking of the districts

)f Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester, another Sub-Commissioner,

Mr. Grainger, states that the practice of administering opium to

nfaiits, which is very general in these districts, ''is usually begun

vhen the child is three or four weeks old." But Mr. Brown, the

;oroner of Nottingham, states that he knows Godfrey's cordial is

ijiven on the day of birth, and that even it is prepared in readiness

>br that event." The extent to which the system is carried may be

mdged from the fact, expressly ascertained by this gentleman, that

3ne druCTcrist made up in one year 13 cwt. of treacle into Godfrey's

cordial. The result of this terrible practice is, that great numbers
af infants perish, either suddenly, from an over-dose, or, as more
commonly happens, slowly, painfully, and insidiously. Those who
escape with life become pale and sickly children, often half idiotic,

and always with a ruined constitution. Compared with this,''
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T. soutiiwood adds the Sub-Commissioner, " the Chinese practice of infanticide

^'"m'.'d!^'^" may be called merciful."

Do the general debilitating and demoralizing effects, which you

;j
have described as acting on the adults, commonly act in like man-

I
ner on the children? The children are comparatively exeiTipt

fi-om some of these evils,—from continued fever, for. example, in all

its forms ; but then they are more liable than the children of the

higher classes to the exanthematous fevers, that is, acute fevers,

accompanied with an efflorescence, or rash, upon the skin, scarlet-

fever, small-pox, measles, &c. The poisonous condition of thi'

/ districts in which they spend the first wesks, months, and years of

/ their existence, predisposes them to these dangerous diseases, and

renders such diseases fearfully mortal. The result is shown in the

tables of the Registrar-General. In Birmingham, for example, in

which the condition of the working classes is better than in most

/ other large towns, one-half of the total number of deaths registered

are those of cliildren under five years of age.

y Though they may escape with life, are children so brought up,

• 'amidst such neglect, and dirt, and disease, likely to form strong

and healthy subjects; or, on the contrary, to be persons of weak

constitutions and habits, liable constantly to trouble the community?

They must be a constant burthen on the state ; and it is found
|

\ that even tliose who do endeavour to support themselves usually

'

adopt all sorts of expedients to shun anything in ihe shape of labour,

betaking themselves to such occupations as do not require any great

araount^'of physical exertion. However advantageous to them an

occupation of the latter kind may be, they shrink from it, because

they know that they shall break down if tliey undei-take it.

is it not almost impracticable in those districts where the drain-

age and cleansing, and the decencies of life are neglected, in the

privies and receptacles for filth, for decent persons to continue the

better habits they may have formed in other places where they have

formerly resided? Quite impossible ; it tends to destroy every-

thing approaching to, I will not say refinement, but the common

decencies of human creatures.

Is it not almost impracticable for a decent and respectable

woman Qoming into such a district to maintain that propriety of

demeanour and cleanliness to which she may have been accustomed

in the country ? It is quite impossible. A short lime ago I was

standing in one of the streets branching off from Rosemary-lane,

called Bliie-anchor-yard, looking at a stream of abomination tliat

was flowing down from a court into the open gutter in the centre of

this Blue-anchor-yard, the open gutter being the common receptacle

for the filth from the houses. This noisome stream was flowing

close to a house, at the door of which tliere stood a woman with

ruddy cheeks, neatly clothed. " Five times tliis very day, Sir," said

she to me, " have 1 swept this place as clean as 1 possibly could

;

but you see the state in which it is again. It is no use to try to
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;eep it clean.'' Her whole appearance indicated that she was a T.^outiwoo.i

iew comer ; in a few days she would naturally give up her hope- ™ m.'ix'^"

-ess attempt to keep the place clean, and if she remain there she

aiist necessarily sink into the state of squalor and filth so general

.mong her neighbours.

Are there any schools in the districts for the poor children to go

3 ?: There are some large schools to wliich a good deal of atten-

ton is paid.

Do you at all think that the good education they there receive,

lid tlie moral lessons they are taught, are neutralized by the bad

.abits into which they fall at home ? They are in school a few

>ours ; their life may be said to be spent in these wretclied places :

he practical education they receive at home must necessarily have

. far greater influence in forming their character and habits than

he formal and technical instruction they receive at school.

So that the neglect of provisions for the impi-ovement of the pa-

ents neutralizes very much any efforts made for the improvement

f the children? There is a powerful influence in constant ope-

ation counteractincr the occasional efforts made for their moral

mprovement.

Does the want of a decent and cleanly house for the men,

A\^xi they come home, produce any effect on their habits? ^
f'he moral influence of filth and discomfort has never been suffi-

"

iently attended to. That influence is in the highest degree anti-

ocial. The wretched state of his home is one of the most power-

Lil causes which induces a man to spend his money on strictly selfish

p-atifications : he comes home tired and exhausted ; he wants

|uiet ; he needs refreshment : filth, squalor, discomfort in every

.hape, are around him ; he naturally gets away from it if he can.

Amongst those domestic jars and disputes, and the neglect of

liose provisions for cleanliness and decency, you say a very large

iroportion of children is constantly brought up ? A very large

)roportion.

You have stated that from thirty to forty patients per day have

iccasionally applied of late for accommodation in the Fever Hos-
)ital, who could not be received for want of room? That is

lot usual ; but it has been so during the height of the present

pidemic.

Do you know what became ofthem? They were applications

•bieflyfrom the parishes, a considerable number of which are in a

ort of relation with the Fever Hospital. The parish gives an

minial subscription to the hospital, and in return the hospital

akos in a certain number of their fever cases. Most of the appli-

;ations to tlie hospital to which I have alluded were through the

ncdium of tlie parish officers, who desired to find a place for some
)f their people.

Then, in the event of their not being received into the Fever
[lospital, they would remain in their own houses, and in that case
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T. souti.won.i would be attended to as out-patients ? In most cases they must
smiti>,^Esq.,

^^^^ ^^^^^ attended in their own houses as out-patients; for I ap-

prehend the workhouses in general are destitute of any adequate

accommodation for them.

They would not be transferred to other hospitals ? Other

hospitals would not take them in.

Is it the case in all the London hospitals, that they do not take

in fever patients, except in a hospital expressly devoted to them ?

At one time most of the general hospitals absolutely refused to

take in fever cases, from the apprehension that the iever would

spread among the other patients. That apprehension is wearing

off, and the hospitals in general are relaxing a little now, so that a

certain proportion of fever cases are admitted; still I think they

are admitted reluctantly, and in no great numbers.

It is a fact, however, that patients are occasionally taken mto

other hospitals ? Certainly.

When they are attended in their own houses, what is the sys-

tem of medical relief given ? Then they are attended by the

surgeon regularly connected with the parish.

Does he attend personally every case? 1 beheve every case

is understood to be under his charge.

Is he not often assisted by apprentices ? 1 suppose he is.

With respect to the attendance of such cases at home, and also

in the hospitals, do you consider that the persons who wait upon

the sick, and who hive to follow out the directions of the medical

man, are in general well qualified for their office ? 1 am not

aware that there are any mirses in the pay of the parish, who at-

tend on the sick poor, receiving out-door relief at their own homes :

if there is any such practice it has not fallen under my observa-

tion With respect to hospital nurses, we find it difficult at the

Fever Hospital to get good nurses, and I am afraid the generality

of nurses in hospitals are not such as the medical men can place

much confidence in. . „

Are they sufficiently observant to manage the ventilation ol a

„.ard? No ;
they are not to be trusted with that, nor anything

else which requires the exercise of judgment : in general they are

grossly ignorant of their real duties, and some of them have very

bad habits.
i -m \

Is their pay low, considering the risks they run ? Very low

So that it is impossible to get them from a class of women well

brouohtupand trained? It is so difficult, and the want of

nurses from a better class of women has been so strongly felt, that

a society has been formed for the express purpose of mducing niore

intelligent and instructed women to devote themselves to the office

of nursing. ^ . , t i • i ii

What !s the name of that society ? It is called, I think, the

" Nursing Sisters," and is entirely under the management of a

society of ladies. Some of the women who have engaged to
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evote themselves to this important duty, as the business of their r.Pomi.wooa

ature Hfe, have gone to the general hospitals to receive the neces- ^"m.'d^;"'"

:iry instruction ; and I have been informed that some of the phy-

icians and surgeons have taken particular pains to teach them.

.'ertain it is that they are much more intelligent, conscientious, and

ustworthy than ordinary nurses. I have had several opportunities

f observing this in private practice, as well as in a public institu-

^on, of which I am one of the physicians, called the Sanatorium,

•hich is a club-house appropriated to sickness for the middle classes.

iot only the comfort, but sometimes even the life of the patient,

epends on careful and intelligent nursing ; and I have therefore

ilways regarded the idea which led to the formation of the Nursing

listers' Society as a very happy one ; and I should rejoice to see it

;ncouraged by the public, so that it might be able to supply both

ae public hospitals and private families with such nurses as it has

Ifforded some specimens of. Still I am bound to say that even

imong the common hospital nurses I have found some very kind,

onscientious, and trustworthy women ; but I cannot say this of thd

ilass.

You mentioned that fever often took place, sometimes in one dis-

rict and sometimes in another. Are you aware whether the dis-

ricts you refer to are subject to local visitations, as the wind blows

II different directions, sweeping the vitiated atmosphere from one to,.

he other at different seasons ? Every now and then we meet

yith a positive and precise fact, which shows that fever prevails in a

leighbourhood, just as the wind blows from an infected place in the

lirection of that neighbourhood, and that the production of any new

L'ases of fever entirely ceases as soon as the wind shifts. Many
nost instructive observations of this kind are on record, and I have

fiven one or two examples of them in the Report alluded to ; but a

arge and crowded town does not afford favourable opportunities

'or such observations. What we more commonly observe in the

metropolis is, that when once fever breaks out in one of the districts

ve have been speaking of, it continues to rage there during the pre-

valence of the epidemic ; it does not spread in any very clear and

emarkable manner to an adjoining district, but runr over it and

areaks out in a distant one.

As in cases of cholera? Very much so. Still experience too'X

iibundantly shows that when fever prevails in any one district no

blace is safe ; it sometimes breaks out unexpectedly iu the best

u^amilies residing in the large and open squares, and although such

squares are not its common abode, they are by no means exempt

from its visitations.

Referring to your great and constantly increasing experience as to

causes of the prevalence of diseases among the humbler classes, have ,

you observed any alteration or aggravation in the degree of fever of

late as compared with former years? The change is so great

and striking that I can only express it by saying, it is a new disease.

VOL. I.
* ' c



18 Change in the Character of

T. southwood The fever which prevails everjnvhere in the metropolis now is totally

SmUh.^Es.!..
(jifi«e,.m^t f,.oni that which I was accustomed to see for a long series of

years ; it is as different in its symptoms, and requires as opposite

remedies as any two diseases in the catalogue of nosology.

Would you ascribe the present aggravation, as compared to the

formerly existing types of fever, to the increase and augmentation of

the evils under which the poorer classes labour ? 1 can hardly

venture to say that. Of the catise which has produced the change I

cannot venture to predicate anything ; I can only state the fact

itself It is, however, a law of epidemics that a certain type prevails

for a number of years. This type sometimes gradually, and at

other times suddenly, disappears, and gives place to a type so dif-

ferent as to constitute a new disease : this new type in its turn gives

place to a third, and so on for a long series of years. These changes

notwithstanding their apparent capriciousness, must of course depend

on fixed and determinate causes, but those causes have not been as-

certained. Of the nature and extent of the change which has taken

place iti the present instance, I may, iii some measure, enable the

Commissioners <o judge bv this circumstance. Formerly there was

scarcely a day in which i't was not necessary to lake blood from

some of the patients in the hospital ; the inflammatory nature of the

disease was the obvious and prevailing one, and blood-letting wa.

indispensable to stop the progress of active inflammation in some

vital organ. Now no case presents itself with any indication of

active inflammation, and blood-letting is practised in the hospital

scarcely four or five times in the year. Formerly wme, brandy,

ammonia, anything in the shape of stimulus, was found to aggravate

the disease, and was never prescribed excepting in cases attended

with unusual prostration, or in the last stage of the malady
:
now

the prostration is fi-om the first so urgent that there is no case which

requires any treatment at all that does not stand in need of stimu-

lants ; and such remedies at present often save life, whereas before

they would probably have destroyed it ; and this arises from a total

change in the character of the disease.
_

As well as a deterioration, perhaps in the general condition ot the

health of the poorer classes before they are seized with disease ?

Any deterioration in the physical condition of the poorer classes

would not only make them more liable to be attacked by this dis-

ease, but w^ould render the disease more severe and fatal
;
whereas

the better they are fed and the warmer they are clothed, the greater

is their resisting power.

So that in proportion to the debilitating causes to which the poor

are subject, before they are attacked with this disease, its seventy,

when it does attack, woidd be increased? Just so; whatever

may be the cause, the fact is certain, that at the present lime an epi-

demic is prevaiUng, which lays prostrate the powers of life more

vapidlj and completely than any other epidemic that has appearetl

for a long series of years.

/
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The change you speak of in tlie type of the prevailing epidemic t. ^outiwood

enders it still more incumbent than the means you refer to, which ""w.a"'^''

uay operate as checks to its extension, should be employed ?

Yes, attention to the sanatory state of the country, and particularly

0 the condition of the localities in which the poor reside, at all

.imes important to the public safety, is now peculiarly necessary.

Is the prevailing epidemic particularly fatal? The rate of

mortality is unusually high.

You have attached considerable importance to the subject of sew-

jge, so much so as to state that you would be able to indicate the fever

ocalities by the presence or absence of sewage. Do you mean by
ihat to assign asaprincipal cause theabsence of sewage, not, ofcourse,

aying it is the sole cause? 1 conceive the immediate and direct

eause of fever to be a poison generated by the decomposition of ani-

.nal and vegetable matters. It is only by a system of good and
general sewage that the animal and vegetable refuse, which there

must always be wherever there are human beings, and the quantity

:)f which must, of course, be great in proportion to the number of

persons that are congregated together, and therefore must always be

ihe largest in the largest towns, and in the most densely-populated

Darts of those towns, can be removed before putrefaction takes

blace, and consequently before the poison of fever is matured and
liffused. Hence the rapid and complete rernoval of this refuse

iuatter, which it is the object of sewage to effect, is the primary and
Aindamental means of preventing the production of fever ; without

ihis all other precautions must be vain ; and next in importance to

;hi3 is A'entilation; both because currents of air are to the poisonous

jases, when generated, what the sewers are to the solid matters from
vhich the gases are produced—that is, the great means of carrying

hem off ; and because the free admixturie of pure air with poison-

)us gases, by diluting them, renders them innoxious.

The want of general regulations which you state to exist in

many parts of the metropolis in regard to building regulations,

as regards sewage and cleansing, and the supply of water, applies

?qually to many other large towns? Yes, fully.

Are you of opinion that the same necessity exists for the same
•emedial measures in the same or a proportionally great degree

in every other large town in the kingdom ? 1 think the evidence

lOW accumulated and recorded of that is perfectly indubitable.

And that for the sake of improving the health, moral conduct,

and comfort of the poor, such remedial measures are absolutely

Tecessaiy ? Absolutely.

Do you think that the same results would occur in point of eco-

nomy as in those districts you have referred to in the early part
Df your evidence ? Certainly.

Are you pei'Sonally acquainted with any populous district besides

that of London ? ^I have seen something of Manchester, Liver-

pool, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.
c 2
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T. youti.wood Are you acquainted with the description given of these dis-

'""m:!?."'" tricts by those who have personally inspected them? 1 have

read with great attention all the Reports returned to the Poor

Law Commissioners from physicians, surgeons, assistant-commis-

sioners, and others, on the sanatory condition of the labouruig

population in different parts of England, Scotland, and Wales.

What is the impression made upon your mind from these accounts

with regard to the sanatory condition of the provinces as com-

pared with that of the metropolis ? -I find the description given

^
of the state of the provinces to be everywhere very simdar to that

! of the metropolis. In some places, indeed, the state of thmgs is

j
worse than in the worst parts of London, as in Liverpool and

Glasgow.
1 IT

You are aware that in Liverpool there are many cellar-dweUmgs

/ within close courts, where the entrance is imder an arch, where

there is no access for the air besides? 1 know the fact; and

my only wonder is that the human frame should be able to resist

such causes of disease and death so long.

You are aware that disease is very prevalent in those districts

in Liverpool ?^ lam.
Do you know that the number residing in cellar-dwelhngs in

Liverpool is 40,000, and that the number residing in close courts

is upwards of 60,000? So I understand.

You think that in those large towns, as well as in London, it is

absolutely necessary that improvements should be carried out ?
i

Sanatory regulations are as necessary there as here :
the evds are

not local but general. Whatever regulations are made for one part

of the country should therefore be made for all, as far as it may ,

be found practicable to devise measures which can be carried out

;
in all. I should rejoice to see the present prevalent system of sepa-

1 rate local acts abandoned. If there are certain regulations which

are required for the whole country, and of this every fresh inquiry

affords additional evidence, then such regulations should be made

universal ; and if local acts are retained at all, their enactments

should consist of regulations specially adapted to each respective

locahty, in accordance with the great general regulations, and sub-

servient to giving practical effect to diem.

y JFrom your acquaintance with the humbler classes in tliose

necrlected districts, are you of opinion that their conduct with respect

tolndustry and regularity of deportment, and that their connexion

whh the commission of crimes of various kinds, is the same as it

would be if they were well off and were well attended to ;
or that

an additional expense in pohce regulations is required in conse-

quence of the present state of things? It is remarkable that the

districts of which we have been speaking are not only the seats of

disease, but the great seats of crime. I mean these places are the

haunts and abodes of the great criminals; so that the seats of the

most terrible diseases and the abodes of the great criminals pt the
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country are identical. The worst place I know in the parish of
'^^'Jj;"'^''^"'"'

'"Whitechapel is the place where the most dishonest and profligate '"m.'d"'
"

portion of the population lives.

Do yon think that neglect of decency and comfort is likely to

irender" those persons reckless of consequences, and. inclined to a

imode of getting their living dishonestly ? The neglect of the

Idecencies of life must have a debasing effect on the hximan mind ;
'

and hopeless want naturally produces recklessness. There is a

point of wretchedness which is incompatible with the existence of

any respect for the peace or property of others ; and to look in

such a case for obedience to the laws when there is the slightest

prospect of violating them with impunity, is to expect to reap

where you have not sown.

'"Will you state any of the circumstances which have occurred to

jrourself as bearing on the question of remedies which you consider

imost important ? If it is the wish of the Commissioners that I

should state any opinions I have formed with regard to remedial

measures, I am prepared to offer a few suggestions which have

occurred to me in the progress of inquiries which have now occu-

pied my mind for a considerable time.

The Commissioners will be happy to hear any suggestions which

your experience may enable you to offer on points coming within

Ithe power of the Commission.—In any legislative provision with

respect to drainage, I wish particularly to direct attention to the

importance of making such regulations as shall secure the prop^*.

construction of drains. I suppose the question of the paramount
inecessity of adopting some general measure for drainage to be

settled. I take it for granted that the overwhelming evidence

iwhich has been adduced to show how much the health and even

ithe life of the community depend on this, has entered into the

legislative mind as it has into the public niind. Then, if any
igeneral measure enforcing drainage be contemplated, it is of the

last importance that the enactments should be such as will really

secure the end in view; and that they should not be such as will

I add to the evils they are intended to remove.

Will you state the result of any observation and consideration of

your own on this subject? The great principle in iTgulating the

construction of drains appears to me to be to make such provisions

las will secure their being really conduits, not reservoirs—pipes,'

through which the refuse matter is carried away, not receptacles in;

•which it is deposited and detained.

Have you any observations to make as to the means of accom-
plishing this object?—Experience has shown that this object,

namely, the complete and rapid transmission of noxious matters,
niay be materially facilitated by giving to the bottom of the drains

' a particular form, that is, a semi-circular form, instead of making
^

them with flat bottoms.
Have you any observation to make as to the importance of pro-
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T. Routhwood viding for drains an abundant supply of water? ^Yes, it is quite

SraUii^Esq,.
^^^iQ^g tiiat it cannot matter in the least what pains are taken

with the construction of the drain, so as to give to it the form the

diameter, the fall, and so on, which scientific observation may sho^^'

to be the most effectual—it is plain that all tliis must be tiseless,

and that all the cost of making it must be entirely wasted, il it is

not amply supplied with water. No drain can be efficient through

which there do not flow currents of water. If, m any particular

jiase, it be not practicable to cause a current of water to be con-

"^ntly flowing through a drain, then contrivances must be adopted

to cause currents to flow through it, at regular and no distant

intervals. Without a provision for this regular and abundant

supply of water, drains not only fail in accomplishing their object,

-but they become positively injurious. They generate and dittuse

tiie very poison, the formation of which it is their object to prevent.

When the animal and vegetable matters contained in a drain are

not regularly and completely washed away, they become stagnant

;

a deposit is regularly formed ; the matters constituting this moist

and semi-fluid deposit are placed under circumstances highly

favourable to their decomposition ; at regular distances along all

the great thoroughfares, close to the pavement, and opposite the

doors of dwelling-houses, are placed gully-holes, most conve-

niently situated for the regular escape of the poison as it is lormed.

In this manner a dram may become at once a laboratory lu which

poison is generated on an immense scale, and a conduit by

which it is effectually spread abroad; and the extent to which at

present poison is actually thus generated and carried lorth may

be accurately measured by every inch of drain which is not regu-

larly washed by a good stream of water.

Have you met in your own practice with any instances ot mis-

chief occasioned by the escape of noxious gases from the sewers m
the streets and houses? 1 have been struck with the number ot

cases of fever in houses opposite gully-holes. I have observed that

when fever once attacks any one member of a family in such a

situation, it commonly attacks several individuals, and that the

disease is generally severe—that is, it becomes in its progress

^^Do'^you think this is common? It is certain that other

medical men have made similar observations. I remember one ot

the medical witnesses, examined by the foraier Committee on the

Health of Towns, states that of all cases of severe tj^hus he had.

seen, eight-tenths were either in houses in which the drains from

the sewers were untrapped, or which, being trapped, were situated

opposite gully-holes.

Can you ^ive any instances in support of this statement (

Instances are recorded in which servants, sleeping m the lo^ver

rooms of houses so situated, are invariably attacked with lever.

We have constantly coming to the Fever Hospital servants trom
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ood families who have slept in such rooms, often no other mem- t. Somuwoor

of the family having been attacked. Instances are adduced ^"'ti!uT'^'

here it had been fouud necessary either to trap or to remove gully-

oles in the vicinity of butchers' shops, to avoid the injm-ious

;fects of the effluvia upon the meat.

Then you regard an abundant supply of water as an essential .

art of a good system of house and street-drainage ? So es-
|

intial, that without it not only is no good done by a drain, but the

;;ry evil intended to be avoided is positively increased and extended

-it may be, on a large scale. I wish particularly to direct atten-

an to 'the importance of the plan adopted in the Holborn and

ihisbury Divisions, of flushing the sewers, and of carrying off all

le refuse by water. The Commissioners are aware that in this

^strict cast-iron flushing-gates are fixed in the sewers; the ordinary

ow of water accumulates at these gates ; the gates are opened, and

le force of the water is sufficient to sweep off" the deposit. It is

ated in evidence by the inventor of this plan, Mr. Roe, a civil

.igineer, who has a large experience on these matters, that in the

iwers constructed and managed in the common way, great accu-

nilations of deposit talce place ; and that from the sewers con-

dning the refuse that was at one time deposited in the cesspools,

lis deposit is now more noxious than it was formerly, the noxious

ases generated being more considerable, and escaping more exten-

vely into streets and houses where the drains are not well trapped,

t appears that in one set of sewers this deposit is allowed to remahi

bout five years, and in another about ten years : all this time the

ublic are exposed to the poison sure to be evolved from the decom-

osing accumulation. Moreover, when these accumulations in the

jwers reach a certain point, the private drains are choked ; then the

)ul state of the main-sewer becomes manifest, and the individuals,

•hose drains are stopped are put to great annoyance and expense,

^ow, all this is so much mischief and expense gratuitously inflicted

'pon the public : it might be avoided by this system of flushing the

^wers.

Do you think it practicable to carry ofF by such a system th4

afuse of 'the streets, if swept into the sewers ? Yes ; there ap-

ears to be no difficulty whatever in this, provided only there be a

ood sewer, proper gully-holes and shoots, and an ample supply

f water. The street-sweepers at present always do sweep whatever

aey can into the gully-holes, and where there is a good supply

f water it is found that everything is carried away without incon-^

eniencG.

Have you paid any attention to the value of refuse matter con-,

idered as manure, and to the practicability of so ordering things as

0 make this manure repay in some degree the cost of removal ?

Yes, I have been very much struck with the evidence that has
^

)een collected on this subject, which appears to me to be so im-

portant as to deserve the most serious attention. I own that I
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T. souiinvooii have been tmable to detect any fallac}^ In it, and I cannot but
smiti.,^Ks,,.,

,.ggg^,.(j affording a well-grounded hope that the means of

putthig every town and village in the kingdom in a good sanatory

state, and of removing the grievous physical evils which at present

oppress them, and especially the poorer parts of them, are within

our reach. When, for example, it is stated that refuse to the value

of nearly double what is now paid for the water of the metropoUs

is thrown away, partly from the drains which are sewered into the

Thames, and partly from the private drains which are not sewered

at all ; it is clear that the prevention of the disease, suffering, and

death, which, it has been shown, oppress such large classes of our

population, is quite practicable ; and that if measures are not taken

to stop these dreadful evils, it is owing not to any insuperable cUffi-

culty in the subject, but to om- own apathy and indifference.

You think, under proper regulations, it would be found practicable

to make the very refuse removed go far towards defraying the ex-

pense of constructing and managing the drains and sewers by which

sit is removed ? Yes ; and I think there is a reason for this ex-

pectation which has a deeper foundation than is apparent on a super-

ficial view of the subject. There are certain adjustments esta-

blished between the physical and the organic kingdonis, and between

the two great divisions of the organic kingdom, which we should

do well to bear in mind even in the most practical consideration of

this matter. We know that atmospheric air is equally necessary

to the life of plants and animals, but that they produce directly

opposite changes in the chemical constitution of the air : the plant

giving off as excrementious that principle of the air on which the

animal subsists, and living upon that part of it which the animal

rejects as excrementitious ; while the animal, in its turn, restores to

the air the principle which constitutes the food of the plant, and sub-

sists on that which the plant has rejected as no longer useful to it.

In this manner these two great classes of organized beings renovate

the air for each othei-, and everlastingly maintain it in a state of

pui-ity and richness. On this beautiful adjustment depends tliis

further principle, equally at the foundation of all rational and

efficient sanatory regulations—namely, that the very refuse of the

materials which have served as food and clothing to the inhabitants

of the crowded city, and which, if allowed to accumulate there,

invariably and inevitably taint the air, and render it pestilential—

promptly removed and spread out on the surface of the sin-round-

ing country, not only give it healthfulness, but clothe it with verdure,

and endue it with inexhaustible fertility. These are great laws of

nature which are now well known to us ; a due conformity with

which would bring us health, plenty, and happiness, but which

we cannot disregard any more than we can disregard any other

physical law without suffering, and perhaps destruction. Do we

act in conformity with these laws ? 1 turn to the Report on the

Sanatory Condition of the Labouring Population, and I find the
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ollowin.^ account of the actual state of things Within tlie town T^s™tinvoo,i

?e find the houses and streets filthy, the air foetid ;
disease, typhus, ^-^V.^.^"-

•nd other epidemics rife amongst the population ;
bringmg m the

i-ain destitution, and the need of pecuniary as vve 1 as medical

ellef
• all mainly arising from the presence of the richest materials

,f production, the complete absence of which would m a great

measure restore health, avert the recurrence of disease, and, it pro-

)erlv applied, would promote abundance, cheapen food, and in-

Tease the demand for beneficial labour. Outside the afflicted

districts, and at a short distance from them, asm the adjacent rural

ilistricts we find the aspect of the country poor and thinly clad with

•e'retatlon, except rushes and plants favoured by a superabundance

af^moisture, the crops meagre, the labouring agriculhiral popu-

lation few, and afflicted with rheumatism and other maladies,

avisincr from damp and an excess of water; which, if removed,

•yould" relieve them from a cause of disease, the land from an im-

oediment to production, and, if conveyed for the use of the town

population, would give that population the element of which they

stand in peculiar need as a means to relieve them from that which

is their own cause of depression, and return it for use on the land

as a means of the highest fertlUty. The fact of the existence of

these evils, and that they are removable, is not more certain than

that their removal would be attended by reductions of existing

burthens, and might be rendered productive of general advantage,

lif due means, guided by science, and applied by properly qualified

officers, be resorted to." If there be any truth in these statements,

lit is surelv worth while to consider how far it may be practicable

to lessen the present heavy expense of drainage, and what means

lare at our command of turning the refuse matters to account, so

las partly, at least, to defray the necessary cost of drainage.

How do you think the expense of drainage might be lessened ?

. By draining, on a well-considered plan, on a large scale, as

in districts, and under the superintendence of skilled and re-

sponsible officers. The evidence collected to show, both how much

1 better the work would be done in this way, and at how much less

. cost, appears to me to deserve great attention.

Have you any observation to make as to the distribution of the
^

1 expense ? 1 think that the expense should not fall exclusively
^

I on the present occupier or owner, but that the repayment of the

: sum to be raised should extend over a long term of years. With

i a proper distribution of the cost, the burthen would not press with

severity on any individuals. This, too, is a case in which posterity

would be equally benefited with the present generation, and there

is, therefore, no injustice in charging on them a share of the cost.

It has, I think, been fully proved, that the means which science

gives of cheapening the cost of conveyance of refuse from bouses /

might be rendered available for extending and completing the

cleansing of towns, removing the filth which oppresses the poorer
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clistricts, and venderiiiff the whole of it available m the best form

Smith, liSU.
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^
M.D. ' lor iuture use as manure.

Do you think any material saving covild be made in the present

^dst of street-cleansing ? It has been shown that two-thirds of

-'the annual expense of street-cleansing is the expense of cartage,

which a proper adaptation of the sewers would render wholly un-

necessary : the refuse of the streets might he removed in the same
way as the refuse of houses—namely, through pipes by means of

water. Tliis is proved to be the most rapid, cheap, and convenient

mode of removing the refuse from houses : in like manner the re-

fuse of streets might be swept at once into the sewers and dis-

^charged by water. Experienced engineers state that, whenever the

levels are not convenient, or whenever it is desirable to send the

refuse over heights for distribution, the contents of the sewers may
be lifted by steam-power, just as water is lifted in the drainage of

the fens ; and it might be sent for distribution wlaerever it is required

for use in iron pipes, in the same manner as water is conveyed into

towns by the water companies. The estimated expense of this

mode of cleansing and removal is about the same as that of con-

veying water into towns—that is, not a tithe of the expense of

cartage. I was struck with the following application of this prin-

ciple :

—

" A contract was about to be entered into by the AVest

Middlesex Water Company for hauHng out from their reservoir at

Kensington the deposit of eight or ten years' silt, which had accu-

mulated to the depth of three or four feet. The contractor offered

to remove this quantity, which covered nearly an acre of surface,

for the sum of 400Z., in three or four w^eeks. The reservoir was

emptied in order to be inspected by the engineer and directors be-

fore the contract was accepted. It occurred to one of the officers

that the cleansing might be accomplished more readily hy merely

stirring up the silt to mix it with the water ; and then, if a cut or

outlet were made in the main-pipe \ised for conveying the water to

London, that it might be washed out. He accordingly got thirty

or forty men to work in stirring up the deposit, and accomplished

the work at the cost of 40Z. or 50/., and three or four days' labour,

instead of so many w^eeks; when the directors went to see the basin

to decide upon the contract, the reservoir was as iree from any deposit

as a house-floor. Since the discovery thus made, the silt has been

reofularlv cleansed out into the common sewers. It is to ba ob-

served, in respect to the relative cheapness of the two modes, that

the contractor would only have r-emoved the silt to the nearest con-

venient place of deposit in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir

;

whereas, in the fluid state, it might be carried at the actual cost of

conveying water, as far as it is at pi'esent conveyed, and sold \> ith a

profit, twelve or fourteen miles, and raised to heights of 150 feet, at

2\d. per ton."

How far do you think the legislatui-e maj'- safely interfere in the

\ building of dweUing-houses, with reference to sanatory regulations ?
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—The lecxislatiire has already sanctioned and acted on the prhi- T.^s-J'^^ood

le of inteilerence in the building of dwelling-houses ;
havmg made m'.d.

'

•cial proNdsions for their strength, and taken special precautions

h a yie^y to diminish the danger of fire, but hitherto it has taken

manner of account of their sanatory concUtion. Now it is cer-^

nly ri^ht that no house should be allowed to be buih m so ira'-

•feet a°manner as to be insecure, and that precautions should be

ten against the ready communication of fire : but the preparation

the o-round on which a house is to be built, so as to afford the

Tree ^of dryness requisite for a human dwelling, and the con-

viction of the house in such a manner as to admit of the necessary

pply of water, and the easy removal of refuse matter, are just as

iportant as that the walls of the house should be of a certain

ckness, and should be constructed with special precautions

ainst the ready communication of fire: indeed, that a house,

uld be well drained, and capable of being kept clean, is even
|

Di-e necessary for health than the other regulations are for safety
;

d the public interest requires that both should be ahke under

irislative regulation.

Do you think the construction of the dwelling-houses for the

imbler classes requires legislative regulation as well as for the

yeUiiig-houses of the higher classes? The poor, in general,

e too Ignorant and too apathetic to take proper care of thena-

Ives, even in matters which far more obviously concern their iii-

ests than the construction of their dwelling-houses. The classes^,

lich live in the most wretched hovels complain the least of their

ndition, which will never be bettered until the more instructed

:erfere to improve it ; but were they ever so well informed, and

.xious to bring about a better state of things, they have no power

i effect any change. They must be near their work ; and their

iverty will induce them to take the cheapest houses they can

)tain closest to their place of work.

. Are the small landlords regardful of the sanatory condition of

eir tenements ? In the former Parliamentary Inquiry on th6

-ealth of Towns abundant evidence was collected to show that

^e smaller landlords obtain proportionally the highest rents, and -|

lat they are most unscrupulous with regard to the condition of

le houses let to the poor tenants. Every reason, therefore, which

-IS placed the construction of their dwelling-houses of the better

asses under legislative regulation, or which can be suggested to

low the justice and necessity of legislative interference in this

latter, for the well-being and security of the public, apply with

infold force to the dwelling-houses of the poor.

Are you acquainted with any instances which show gross igno- »

ince and neglect on the part of these small landlords ? One \

jmarkable instance of it, among several others, came to my
nowledge during my personal examination of the state of Bethnal-

i-een. I found there a small court, called Shepherd's-court,
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had occurred in succession. The house in question is small, con-

taining lour rooms, two on the ground-floor, and two above, each

of these rooms being let out to a separate family. On the present

occasion in one of the rooms on the ground-floor there were four

persons ill of fever; in the other room, on the same floor, there

were, at the same time, three persons ill of fever ; and in one ol

the upper rooms there w'ere also, at the same time, three person';

ill of fever ; in the fourth room no one was ill at that time.

The parish surgeon found that different families had in succession

occupied these rooms, and become affected with fever : on his

representation of the case to the parish officers, all the sick were

removed from the house as soon as possible. No remonstrance

on the part of the parish authorities could induce the owner of the

house to cleanse and whitewash it, or to do anytliing to put it

into a state of greater safety. An order was made by the Board

of Guardians to take the case before the magistrates at Worship-

street. The magistrates at first refused to interfere; they said

they had no authority to interfere ; but the medical oflScer stated

that several cases of fever had occurred in succession in tliis par-

ticular house ; that one set of people had gone in, became ill
j

with fever, and died ; that another set of people had gone in, and

been, in like manner, attacked with fever, and died ; that this had

occurred several times, and that it was positively known that this

house had been affected with fever for upwards of six w^eeks before

the present application was made. On hearing this the magistrate

sent for the owner of the house, and remonstrated with him for

allowing different sets of people to occupy the rooms without pre-

,

viously cleansing and \> liitewashing them
;
teUing him that he was

committing a serious offence in allowing the nuisance to continue.

They could not induce him to undertake to adopt any measures for

the improvement of the condition of the house. The magistrates

then gave the house in charge to the medical oflScer, authorizing

him to see all the rooms properly fumigated, and otherwise tho-

roughly cleansed ; and stated that if any persons entered the house

before the medical officer said that the place was fit to be inhabited,

they woidd send an officer to turn them out, or place an officer at

the door to prevent their entrance. The landlord became frightened,

and allowed the house to be whitewashed, fumigated, and tho-

roughly cleansed. Since this was done the rooms have been occu-

pied by a fresh set of people, but no case of fever has occurred.

The magistrates, however, were understood to have, at that time, no

authority to interfere as they did ; and this case, I believe, led to

the introduction of a clause in the recent IMetropolitan Police Act,

by which authority is given to the magistrates to interfere in any

similar case ; but, unfortunately, this provision in the Police Act

throws the expense of cleansing, and so on, on the occupier, not the
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^,J^gJ.^ so that the landlords are still as exempt as ever from all T.Soutuwooa

0-al obligation to keep their tenements in a state compatible with ^'"M.'b!"*'

e preservation of the health of their tenants.

Are there any practical regulations appUcable generally to the

velling-houses of the humbler classes which in your opinion re-

tire to be enforced by the Legislature? Yes; there are two

loailations wliich appear to me to be of paramount importance and

"universal application, and in the enforcement of which I see no

1-actical difficulty. The Legislature should prohibit, under ade-

jate penalties, the letting of any house as a dwelhng-house in /

liich water is not laid on, and to which there is no privy sufficiently /

reened from view. A good supply of water for domestic purposes^

Lid privies concealed from view, and so constructed as to admit of

nno- easily kept clean, are absolutely essential to the preservation

'

the public health and morals ;
and, as experience has too fully

10wn that these accommodations will not be given generally to the

uses of the poor without legislative regulation, it is the duty of

le Legislature to interpose its authority to secure them. I have

{ready more than once expressed my conviction (but it is my sense

' the importance of the subject which makes it recur so frequently

I my mind, and this perhaps may in some degree excuse the repe-

ition), that the humanizhig influence of habits of cleanliness, and of

lose decent observances which imply self-respect, the best, indeed

le only, real foundation of respect for others, has never been suffi-

iently acted on. A clean, fresh, and well-ordered house exercises

\er its inmates a moral, no less tlian a physical, influence, and has
J

direct tendency to make the members of the family sober, peace-

ble, and considerate of the feelings and happiness of each other

;

or is it difficult to trace a connexion between habitual feehngs of

nis sort and the formation of habits of respect for property, for the

aws in general, and even for those higher duties and obligations,

-le observance of which no laws can enforce: whereas a filthy,

:iualid, vinwholesome dwelling, in which none of the decencies com-

Qon to society, even in the lowest stage of civilization, are or can

e observed, tends directly to make every dweller in such a hovel

egardless of tlie feelings and happiness of each other, selfish and

ensual ; and the connexion is obvious between the constant indul-

';ence of appetites and passions of this class, and tlie formation of

labits of idleness, dishonesty, debauchery, and violence ; in a word,

he training to every kind and degree of brutality and ru'iianism.

rhis is what any man who has at all turned his attention .to the sub-

ject would expect ; and a demonstration of its truth appears to me
0 be afforded by the fact already stated, that in the worst districts

)f which we have been speaking, and in the most wretched of the

lovels in these neglected districts, live, and from birth have lived,

hat portion of the population out of which come not only the pick-

jockets, the thieves, and those other degraded and profligate per-

sons who constitute the ordinary pests of society, but also in general
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T. southwood, our great criminals, violent and reckless men, who every now and

^"m.'d.'"'' then perpetrate in cold blood, with a savage callousness, deed-

which fill the whole coimtry with disgust and horror.

Do not the humbler classes require e\ en greater facilities for

V cleanliness than the wealthier? Yes; it happens, unfortunately.
'

that while the humbler classes naturally require in their localitio-

and dwelling-houses greater helps to cleanliness than the classc^

above them, the former having invariably had less of these external

aids than the latter. People in good circumstances, who li\ e in
'

good houses, in the more open and less densely populated neigh-

bourhoods, can maintain tolerable cleanliness with fewer facilitit

for that purpose than the poor who live in small houses and in close

and crowded locahties. Yet, as a general rule, while the best class

of streets are cleansed once a-week, the second class are cleansed

only once a-fortnight, the third class only once a-month, and the

worst class never
;
though of course the worst,—for the very reason

that they are the worst,—ought to be cleansed daily. In like man-

ner with regard to dwelling-houses, it is the smallest and the least

convenient that have no water laid on, that are without pri\des, and

that are wholly destitute of every other means of removing excre-'

mentitious and noxious matter.

Did you find in the district which you personally hispected many

houses in which water is not laid on the premises for domestic pur-

poses, and in which there are no privies? In Bethnal-green

\
there are whole streets in which there is not a single house with water

laid on the premises ; in some parts of this disti'ict, for the use of

the houses of several streets, for example, for all the houses in Cran-

brook-street. Old Ford-road, Charlotte-street, Grosvenor -place, and

Twigg Folly, there are but two pumps : in one crowded part of tliis

district I found the poor inhabitants deprived of water altogether,

because the owner of the houses had had some quarrel with the

water company, and the water company had wholly stopped the

supply of water. It is fortunate that air is more accessible than

water, and that its supply does not depend on landlords and watei

companies ; but water is as indispensable for many pui^wses of life

as air is for life itself, and its supply ought not to be allowed tc

depend on the cupidity or caprice of landlords and water com-

panies, but ought to be made compulsory on whoever invests his

capital in dwelling-houses.

. You found many houses \\ ithout ])ri\ ies, and the privies whirl
'

are common to several houses in a deplorable state of filth?

Great numbers of houses are ivithout privies ; and that some con

ception may be formed of the state of the common privies I maj

recall attention to the description which I wrote on the spot ; lui

example, of Punderson's-gardens and Lamb's-fields. "The placi

called Punderson's-gardens is a long narrow street, in the centre o

which is an open smdc gutter, in which filth of e\ ery kind is allowe(

to accumulate and putrefy. A mud-bank on each side comraonl.^
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1

ieps the contents of this gutter m their situation; but sometimes, 'rs„^?;j,'^^^

ad especially in wet weather, the gutter overflows ; its contents are m.'d.

lured into the neighbouring houses, and the street is rendered nearly

ipassable. Tlie privies are close upon the foot-path of the street,

ing separated from it'only by a palling of wood. The street is

lofly without drainage of any kind. Fever constantly breaks out i

it, and extends from house to house ; it has lately been very pre- *

Jeut here, and we have had several fatal cases from it in the Lon-

)u Fever Hospital. The open area called Lamb's-Mds is about

JO feet in length and 300 feet in breadth ; of this space about

)0 feet are constantly covered with stagnant water, winter_ and

immer. In the part thus submerged there is always a quantity of

itrefyiiig animal and vegetable matter, the odoUr of which at the

esent moment is most offensive. An open filthy ditch encircles

is place, which, at the western extremity, is from eight to ten feet

xle. Into this part of the ditch the jDrivies of all the houses of A

'eet called North-street open ; these privies are completely unco-

red, and the soil from them is allowed to accumulate in the open

tch. Nothing can be conceived more disgusting than the appear-

ice of this ditch for an extent of from 300 to 400 feet ; the odour

the efflu\da from it is at this moment most offensive. Lamb's-

;lds is the fruitful source of fever to the houses which immediately

irround it, and to the staall streets which branch from it. Particu-

r houses were pointed out to me from which entire families have

en swept away ; and from several of the streets fever is never

isent.'' A part of this place has been improved since this descrip-

ni was written, by the cuttings of the Eastern Counties Railway,

hich jrasses through it ; but the offensive ditch, with the exposed

ivies emptying into it, remain just the same. I know that nO

Irbal description of these places can convey any conception of their

5gusting and poisonous condition
;
they must be seen to be at all

.derstood, and when seen every one involuntarily exclaims, " Can
ch a state of things exist in a country that has made any progress

civilization!" These places had remained in this state many
ars, and no one had made any attempt to improve them ; and

•w, after an account of their condition has been published to the

)rld upwards of five years, they are allowed to remain just the

me

!

Are there any further observations which you have to offer relating

the dwelling-houses of the poor? 1 wish particularly to draw
tention to the importance of having a certain number of rooms in

e dwelling-houses of the poor, though I am aware of the difficulty

I legislating on this mattei', and of the still greater difficulty of

Trying o\it practically what the Legislature inay declare to be its

tention and vvill. Still it is right that the attention of the public

id of the Legislature should be called to the physical deterioration,

id the moral degradation, which result from the want of proper

om in the dwelling-houses of the poor. Besides the evidence on
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T. Soiuhwood this subject which has been pubhshed in the Report on the Sanatory
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Coj^jitiojj of tl^^3 Labouring Population, a large mass of evidence to

the same effect will be found in the Reports of the Sub-Comnns-

sioners under the Cliildren's Employment Commission, and m the

statements of great numbers of witnesses examined by them. In-

stances such as the following are given:—"A mother and her sou,

being an adult, sleep in the same bed. Grown-up females and un-

married young men sleep in the same room. A man, his wile, and

his wife's sister, the latter being an adult, sleep together in the same

• bed." I have myself seen a young man, twenty years of age, sleep-

ing in the same bed with his sister, a young woman sixteen or seven-

teen years old. That incestuous intercourse takes place under these

circumstances there is too much reason to beheve; and that when

unmarried young men and women sleep together in the same room,

the women become common to the men, is stated in evidence as a

positive fact; but I regard another inevitable effect of tliis state of

things as no less pernicious; it is one of the influences which, for

want of a better term, may be calletl unhumanizing ,
because it tends

to weaken and destroy the feehngs and affections which are dis-

tinctive of the human being, and wliich raise him above the level ol

the brute. I have sometimes checked myself in the wish that men ol

hiah station and authority would visit these abodes of then- less foi--

tunate fellow-creatures, and witness with their own eyes the scenes

presented there ; for I have thought that the same end might be an-

swered in a way less disagreeable to them. They have only to visit

the Zoological Gardens, and to observe the state of society in that

large room which is appropriated to a particular class of animals,

where every ^vant is relieved, and every appetite and passion grati-

fied in full ^4ew of the whole community. In the filthy and crowded

streets in our large towns and cities you see human faces retro-

grading^, sinking down to the level of tliese brute tribes, and you find

manners appropriate to the degradation. Can any one wonder that

there is among these classes of the people so httle intelligence,—so

shght an approach to humanity,—so total an absence of domestic

affection, and of moral and religious feeling ? The experiment has

been lonc^ tried on a large scale mth a dreadM success, affording the

demonstration that if, from early infancy, you allow human beings

to hve like brutes, you can degrade them down to their level, leaving

to them scarcely more intellect, and no feelings and affections pro-

per to human minds and hearts.

Have you examined frequently the houses of individuals among

the poor in these neglected districts ? Yes.

Have you noticed particularly the state of the airin their apart-

ments? I have; and it sometimes happens to me in my visits

to them as physician to the Eastern Dispensary, that 1 am unable

to stay in the room even to write the prescription. I am obliged,

after staying the necessary time at the bed-side of the patient, to

<ro into the air or to stand at the door and write the prescription

;
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r sucii is the ofFensive and unwholesome state of the air, that I i\ southwooJ

xnnot breathe it even for that short time. What must it be to live M'.a

such an atmosphere, and to go through the process of disease

it?
, . a

' Your medical attendance never can have the influence you

;ould desire under these circumstances ? It cannot ; and there- '

,re it is that I have said, you cannot treat the diseases that are

roduced in these localities ; for the very same causes that produce

>.e diseases render the application of the proper remedies im-

?acticable.

The power of vetilation being one of the most important ?-
\

ertainly ; it is one of primary importance. When we consider

lat air is more necessary to life than food, that without a due

jpply of this first want of our nature no food, ho^yever excellent

ad abundant in quality and quantity, can sustain health and

-rength, and that respiration in a large bulk of air is next in im-

ortance to breathing a pure air, because it is necessary to the

?rfect performance of this function that the air should enter the

ings with a certain degree of force ; and when we consider further

lat in a large town with narrow streets, with still narrower alleys,

ith close courts, with houses built back to back, with small rooms

aving low roofs, two or three families living in each of these

joms, and sometimes even in the cellars of such houses, it is

yvious that every circumstance is here combined to vitiate the air,

) prevent the escape of the noxious gases that are generated, and

) present what little respirable air remains, in the form in which

. is the least fitted to answer the purposes of respiration. When
e bear these things in mind, we plainly see how impossible it

ould be to preserve health under such circumstances even with

le best means in all other respects which wisdom and science

ould afford to counterbalance the disadvantage. What then naust

: be to live under such circumstances in the deepest poverty, with-

ut a single aid from science to counteract the evil, nay, with every

ggravation of the evil likely to result from the profoundest

jnorance.

So that you regard the removal of obstructions to the circulation «

f free currents of air in streets, and the giving to the dwelling-
|

ouses of the poor the means of good and efficient ventilation, '

essential improvements ? 1 think they are scarcely second in

nportance to any ; and we now know that the evils arising from
ving in crowded places under circumstances tending rapidly to

ixhaust and vitiate the air, can be greatly counteracted by power-
al ventilation. The means of affording such ventilation at a very

:ioderatc cost are known. After much experiment and labour,

he means of affording good and cheap ventilation have been dis-

overed, and are familiar at least to some few scientific persons, and
here cannot be a doubt that under their direction a vast progress

night be made towards removing the most grievous of the existing
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T-Soutiiwood evils, and towards diffusing more correct knowledge on the subject,

'"m.'d.''''
' and forming improved habits with regard to it.

Taking into your consideration the circumstance of the horror of

persons of cold draugl:its when they are sick, and when the consti-

tution is in a debilitated state, do you think that external ventila-

tion without the ventilation of the individual apartment will ever

meet the wants of the case ?- 1 do not.

From what you have seen of the dweUingsof the poor, have you

any hopes of any ventilation being successful which does not ensure

the removal of the vitiated air from above the level of the head ?

^It is obvious that the supply of pure air externally is only the

first step towards real effectual ventilation ; if the air in the interior

of the dwelling-house, or in the place of work, is not duly changed,
\

little or no benefit can be derived from the purity of the external

air : it is of course the state of the air which is actually and habi-

tually breathed that influences the health. The ultimate object

of ventilation therefore is to supply the interior of apartments with i

air in a fit state for respiration. Now the means of supplying at a I

moderate cost the interior of apartments with fresh air, and even

with warm fresh air, and of saving thereby a vast expenditure of

fuel, are, as I have just said, perfectly well known at the present
i

moment. This is a piece of knowledge capable of effecting ai

a greater change for the better in the whole condition of the work-l

ing population, perhaps, than any other single improvement what-|

ever, because there is no other at all comparable to it in importance

capable of so general an application, at so small a cost.

You do not think that the knowledge possessed by scientific men

on this subject, eminently useful as it is capable of being, is likely

to be applied generally to the public advantage, without some

special provision for that pui-pose ?——I do not ; I am afraid many

years must pass away before such knowledge can become generally

diffused among the people, nor do I see how it can ever be actually

applied to their use, without some special agency for carrying it out

into practice. It has been justly stated that it is only when the

public health is made a matter of pubhc care by a responsible

public agency, that what is understood can be expected to be gene-

rally and effectually applied for the public protection.

You have a strong impression lhat certain evils pressing with

peculiar force on the humbler classes, the existence of which, how-

ever, is capable of being prevented, arise from the want of ventila-

tion. Do you not think that this is a case in which it would be

peculiarly advantageous to act on the principle of prevention radiei

than on that of cure ? The evils arising from the want of a du(

supply of pure warm air can really be remedied in no other waj

than by affording that supply. Charity cannot cure the sicknesi

produced by the want of pure air, and when it puts forth its utmos

exertions, all that charity can do to mitigate the suffering arising

\ from this cause .is next to nothing. Large sums of money an
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nninllv contributed by benevolent persons for the relief of thfew t. Southwood
iiuucmy

• ii, r Smith, Esq.;

ufferino s of the poor—sufferings arising ampng other causes, from m.d.

m wapt of ventilation. Still larger sums are annually contributed

y employers for the rehef of their workpeople, when sick or when

iiperannuated—suph sickriess and early superannuation being oftei>

aainly caused by the wgnt of v.entilation. In some cases large

urns of money, iii the aggregate at least large, are raised by the

workpeople themselves out of their hard-earned wages, for theie^-

iwn relief in sickness and when their time for profitable labour shall

LBve passed away; a considerable portion of the working hours of

very day haying'been lost, and the ultimate incapacity for perform-

:ig any longer a good and profitable day's work having been much

fastened by the neglect of the ventilation of the place of work.

You think a portion of the money thus raised would be most

Tofitably spent in obtaining a better ventilation of the places of

7ork ? 1 do. I find it stated, for example (and the description

lere given of one occupation, that of the journeyman tailor, is ap-

ilicable to many), that in a room 16 or 18 yards long, and 7 or 8

rards wide, 80 rnen worked together ; the men were close together,

nearly knee to knee. In summer time the heat of the men and

he heat of the irons made the room 20 or 30 degrees higher than

he heat outside ; the heat was then most suffocating, especially

i.fter the candles were lighted. " I have known young men," says

his witness, " tailors from the country, faint away in the shop from

he excessive heat and closeness ;
persons, working-men, coming into

he shop to see some pf the men, used to complain of the heat and

,lso of the smell, as intolerable. The men sat as loosely as they

jossibly could, and the perspiration ran from them. It is of frequent

occurrence in such workshops that light suits of clothes are spoiled

rom the perspiration of the hand, and tlie dust and fine which arise

luring the work. I have seen 50^. worth of work spoiled in the

•ourseof the summer season fi-om this cause. In winter these places

ire still more unhealthy, as the heat from the candles and the'close-

less is much greater. Any cold currents of air which come in give

mnoyance to those who are sitting near the draught. There is

:ontinued squabbling as to the windows being opened : those who

ire near the windows, and who do not feel the heat so much as the

nen near the stoves, objecting to their being opened. The oldest,

'Vho had been inured to the heat, did not like the cold, and generally

orevailed in keeping put the cold—that is, the fresh— air. Such has

oeen the state of the atmosphere, that in the very coldest nights

arge thick tallow candles (quarter of a pound candles) have melted

mcl fallen over from the heat. This state of the place of work pro-

luced a very depressing effect on the energies of the workmen.
Many could not stay out the hours, and went away earlier. Those
ivho were not accustomed to the place generally lost appetite. The
natural effect ol' the depression was, that we had recourse to drink

iS .a stimulant, gin being taken instead of food. 1 should say the
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T. Soutiiwoodrgreater part of the habit of drinking was produced by the state of

^""m'.r""'' 1 the place of work, because when men work by themselves, or only

two or three together, in cooler and less close places, there is

scarcely any drinking between times. Nearly all this drinking

proceeds from the large shops, where the men are crowded together

in close rooms : it is the same in the shops in the country. In a

rural place, the tailor, where he works by himself or with pnly two

or three together, takes very little of the fermented l^g^i.iof or spirits

which the men feel themselves under a sort of necessity for doing in

towns. The closer the ventilation of the places of work ttie worse are

the habits of the men working iu them." A large mass of evidence

has been collected to show thaf a similar state of things prevails in

other occupations. ^Ow it appears that no inconsiderable sutn is

raised annually by the united contributions of the masters and

journeymen in this; trade, for the benevolent pui-pose of afFording

assistance to destitute \vbrkmen in sickness and old age. There is

a benevolent institution for the relief of aged and infirm tailors, to

which the annual subscriptions of the masters amount to 800Z., and

the annual subscriptions of the journeymen amount to 525/., mak-

ing a sum total of 1,325Z. annual subscription. This sum is dis-

tributed in the relief of sickness and of the infirmities of old age

;

,1 but no contribution is raised to prevent the production of sickness

i and premature infirmity, by the removal of the causes of sickness

and of early superannuation. Yet a comparatively small sum, ex-

pended under scientific direction, in the ventilation of the places of

work would prevent sickness and retard the period of superannua-

tion, probably to such an extent as to justify the following state-

ment: *'If/' says the Report, ''the employers or the men had

been aware of the effects of vitiated atmospheres on the constitution

and general strength, and of the means of ventilation, the practi-

cable gain of money from the ^ain of labour by that sanatory mea-

sure could not have been less, in one large shop employing 200 men,

than 100,000/. Independently of subscriptions of the \vhole trade,

it would, during their working period of life, have been suflScient,

with the enjoyment of greater health and comfort by every workman

during the' time of work, to have purchased him an annuity of 1/.

per week for comfortable and respectable self-support during a period

of superannuation commencing soon after fifty years of age."

yT)o you not consider that a material saving would be effected,

even in money, by an agency which, though attended with some

expense, should better provide for the public health ? -I think a

very moderate cost woidd provide for a system of supervision of the

public health, which, even on the ground of economy, would be

highly advantageous to the public. There must, of course, be

some authority to carry out and enforce obedience to the measure,

whatever it may be, on which the Legislature may decide, relative

to drainage, sewage, the construction of dwelling-houses, and the

provisions for supplying those houses with the means of ventilation
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und cleanliness. The body to whom the administration of such a

aw is intrusted, whatever its particular enactments may be, must ""m.d?"^"

bviously require prolessional knowledge, such as the peculiar

mowledge of the civil engineer, the architect, and the physician.

I commission combining eminent hidividuals, each the most

minent in his respective science, whose services could be obtained,

ach devoting his whole time to its business, and a part of whose

luty it should be to see that the surveyoi-s who must supermtend the

perations in detail are persons possessing the requisite science and

Tactical skill, and of whose qualifications and mode of performing

lew work the members of a board so constituted would be compe-

jnt to judge ; such a commission, armed with proper authority, and
•jsponsible for its exercise, would not only enforce a general obe-

tience to the law, but in carrying the measure into practical opera-

on, by acting on a general and well-copsidered plan, by employing

s agents those only who possess the requisite science and skill, and

y exercising a due control over them in the execution of their work,

•ould save the country hundreds of thousands of pounds. A ge-

3ral administrative body, constructed in some such manner as this,

ppears to me to be indispensable to the practical working of any
aeasure on this subject which may receive the sanction of the

'/egislatiu'e.

Such an administrative body, you think, would be necessary to

arry into effect anj"- law which maybe passed regulating drainage,

jwerage, and the constraction of dwelling-houses, with reference

) their proper ventilation and cleanliness ; but such a body could

xercise no control over the public health, nor take any cognizance

fit, beyond the provisions that may be included in this particular

lactment ? No, and no agency for the protection of the public

\

iealth can be effectual which does not provide for the regular and
;sponsible personal inspection of the localities in which disease^
most apt to arise and spread. In endeavouring to devise such

n agency, it is natural, in the first instance, to inquire whether it

light not be connected with some branch of the public service

Iready established, and in extensive operation, having in it some-
ling analogous in nature and object ; or at all events capable of
:eing carried on conjointly and with mutual assistance, A sugges-\
on to this effect, which appears to me to be deserving of notice, has
een made in the Report on the Sanatory Condition of the Labouring
'opulation, namely, that an increase should be made to the per-
lanent local medical service, under the Poor Law Commissioners,

y the appointment, in districts, of a superior medical officer, for the
id and supervision of the medical relief at present afforded to the
*oor. If in military hospitals it has been found necessary to appoint^
ispecting surgeons ; and if unquestionable good to the service, in

arious modes, has resulted from the appointment of such officers,

he necessity that there should be some supervision over such a body
f men as are at present intrusted with the medical treatment of the
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*f . Southwood tioor, is still greater ; and the advElntages of such inspection in lliifi
|l

smiti,,^iis,|.,
•j^gtj^^^pe ^o^lfl be of proportionate magnitude. If among such a

nUraei-oiis class of medical men as the parish surgeons, notwitlistauding i

that all of them must have gone through a prescribed course of I

education, yet a considerable portion of whom are young, aiid com-

paratively inexperienced, there be no incompetence, no error, no f

neo-lect, still the' public has at present no security of this, and it is
f

a security to which, if it can be given, the public are entitled. The (

Bbards of Guardinns are altogether incompetent to exercise the

requisite control over this large body of tlieir officers ;
and there

m St b(3 occasions on which the Poor Law Commissioners themselves,

as well as individuals ambng the most conscientious, the best instructed,

and the most skilful of the medical men attached to the Umons,

must stand in need of the counsel and aid of a medical officer, filhng

comparatively a high station, and distinguished for his science and

integrity. That such an officer, exercising j urisdiction ovtir a certain

district, is at present needed, few will dispute who are acquainted

with the practical administration of tlie established medical rehef;

and the appoiritment of such an officer would, it is submitted, give

unmixed satisfaction probably to the poor themselves, and certainly

to the d-reat body of medical men iritrusted with their care during

sickness! to the Boards of Guardians, to the Board of Commissioners,

and to the public. Then each district inspector, with the aid of the

general body of medical men attached to the Unions in Ins district,

and with the assistance of the reheving officers, would become fully

cognizant of the sanatory condition of his district, atid would be capable

of rendering invaluable service to the pubhc, as_ a local officer of

health. Such a superior medical man in each district, -jvho should

be required to devote his whole time to tliis service, and who should

be responsible for the proper performance of the duties of his office,

might, with the assistance of the general body of medical men under

his supervision, together with the assistance of the relie\ing officers

and the Boards of Guardians, be made to afford in various ways,

/liighly important aid in the protection of the public health. But tlus

service to be complete should provide not only for the regular, per-

sonal, and responsible inspection of dangerous and positively mfected

districts, and of the particular circumstances connected mth the deaths

that take place there, but even of every circumstance of a sanatory

nature connected with every death that takes place, whatever the

^listrict and whatever the station of the indindual. The means of

securing such an inspection would appear to be simple and inexpensive,

and the office might be advantageously connected with a sernce, tlie

institution of which will probably prove to be a matter of absolute

necessity. It seems scarcely likely that, after a mature consideration

of the mass of evidence which has been collected relative to the evils

that result from the present mode of uiterraent in towns (to say

nothing of the minor but still very grievous evils that result from the

present oppressive charges for fuherals, oppressive to all classes from
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3 lowest to the liighest,) the Legislature will hesitate to place tlais \
atter under some restriction and regulation. Now numerous state-

euts are made by difterent classes of witnesses, such as clergymen,

3 better class of inidertakers, and others practically acquainted witli

i feelino-s and wants of lamilies when A-isited by death, that the ad-

inisti-ation of the pro\dsions of such an Act should be given to

jponsible officers, and that from the nature of their professional

idies, from their pecuhar knowledge, their station in life, and theiij

.neral character and habits, no less than fi-om the solemnity and

rjredness of the duties to be performed, it is desirable that these

acsi-s should be selected from the liigher class of medical men, The

3t duty of such officers of health would of coui-se be the verification

the fact of death ; and in order that the officer of health may be

liiiediately brought to the spot where any death has occurred, it has

len proposed that the last medical attendant on the deceased should,

; a small payment, be requii-ed to give immediate notice of the

,atli,in a prescribed form ; or in case there happened to be no medi-

1 attendant, which, however, would be a very rare occurrence, it.

olild then be incumbent on the occupier of the house, or the person

.viiig charge of the body, to give tlie required notice. With a view

the protection of the public health, it is easy to see the kind and

tent of service, which such a body of men would be capable of

ildering. With far greater accui'acy than it has ever yet been found

acticable to obtain, they would ascertam the cause of death, and

e circumstances connected with the operation of that cause, whether

the locality, the dwelling-house, or the particular apartment iii

aich the deceased expired, as well as the actual condition of the sur-

Fors. Suppose the death to have occurred from an orduiary cause,

fell they would be able to give such counsel to the family of the

ceased respecting the proper, that is, the safe disposal of the body

itil the period of interment, and to suggest such measures for the

terment, as while it might afford no small solace and assistance to

e family, and be the means of sa\dng them much expense, might

: a great security to the neighbourhood and the public. Suppose

e death to have occurred from an extraordinary and occasional

:.use, such, for example, as some epidemic disease, after giving the

5iructioiis, and talcing the measures necessary for the safety of the

Tvivors, such officers would ascertain how far the origin of this

sease, or the spread of it, or the increase of its malignity and mor-
lity, depended on any local agency capable of removal, and would

^mediately give the requisite information to the proper authorities.

1 the regular performance of those functions, such officers would,

rther, materially add to the security of life, and exert a new in-

iience in the prevention of crime, by imposing almost insuperable

ifficulties in the criminal disposal of a dead body, or in concealing
ny mark of violence upon it ; while they would perform in a con-

ant and efficient manner, certain duties which in theory are

ipposed to be performed by the coroner, but which in practice
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T. Southwood ave found to escape his notice, and to be altogether beyond his

^""m/d?**^" cognizance. Nor will it be regarded as the least important part

of the service capable of being rendered by such an instructed body

of men, to whom the present local registrars might act as auxi- I

liaries, that they would soon give to the registration that degree \

of accuracy and completeness which would fit it in a perfect man- \

ner for every use, civil and legislative, to which a perfect registra-

tion is capable of being applied. If it should be proved on trial

that this agency is insufficient for the protection of the public health,

the experience acquired by it would point out what modification of

it, and what addition to it, the necessities of the case absolutely

require. As a tentative course, as a mode of commencing with the

simplest and the least expensive machinery, a systematic, general,

and responsible care of the public health, this plan appears to me
to deserve the serious consideration of the Government.

Is there any other observation you desire to make ? 1 would

express my conviction, derived from much observation and some

experience, that the most general and distressing of the evils of

which we have been speaking are capable of being gradually re-

moved, and of being almost wholly prevented in future ; and that

this is a consideration which should encourage and animate the

y labours of the Commission. No Government can prevent the

existence of poverty ; no benevolence can reach the evils of extreme

poverty under the circumstances which at present universally ac-

company it ; but there is ground of hope and encouragement in the

thought that the most painful and debasing of those circumstances

are adventitious, and form no necessary and inevitable part of the

condition of that large class of every community which must earn

X^their daily bread by their manual labour. Those adventitious cir-

'cumstances constitute the hardest part of the lot of the poor, and

these, as I have just said, are capable of being prevented to a very

large extent. The labours of a single individual, I mean those of

the illustrious Howard, have at length succeeded in removing exactly

similar evils, though somewhat more concentrated and intense, from

our prisons
;
they are at least equally capable of being removed

from the dwelhng-houses and work-places of the people. Here

there is a field of beneficent labour which falls legitimately within

the scope of the legislator, and which is equally within that of the

philanthropist, affording a common ground, beyond the arena of

party strife, in the culture of which all parties may unite with the

absolute certainty that they cannot thus labour mthout producing

some good result, and that the good produced, whate\-er may be its

amount, must be unmixed good. I will only fiirther express my hope

and belief that the earnest and anxious labour which has been already

devoted to this subject, both by individuals and by the Legislature,

and which still continues to be devoted to it, will not be made in

vain.
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NATHANIEL BAGSHAW WARD, Esq., Surgeon, examined. 1 n.r. Wavd.Esq.

\ AVE you directed your attention to subjects connected with the

eahh of the humbler classes in crowded communities? 1

ive.

To what points have you particularly directed your attention ?

The influence of light and of air, freed from deleterious

articles.

1 What observations have you to make upon those points ?

luring a practice of 30 years in a densely populated neighbour-

3od, my attention ha's been repeatedly drawn to the influence ofV

^ht, not only as a most efficient means of preventing disease, but

kewise as tending materially to render disease milder when it

^curs, and more amenable to medical and other treatment. Du;^

uytren (I think) relates the case of a lady whose maladies had bat-

ed the skill of several eminent practitioners. This lady resided in

idarkroom (into which the sun never shone), in one of the narrow

reets of Paris. After a careful examination, Dupuytren was led

) refer her complaints to the absence of light, and recommended

ler removal to a more cheerful situation. This change was fol-

owed by the most beneficial results ; all her complaints vanished,

tir James Wylie has given a remarkable instance of the influence

f light. He states that the cases of disease on the dark side of

n extensive barrack at St. Petersburg have been uniformly, for

lany years, in the proportion of three to one to those on the side

xposed to strong light. The experiments of Dr. Edwards are

onclusive. He has shown that if. tadpoles are nourished with

roper food, and exposed to the constantly renewed contact of

/ater (so that their beneficial respiration may be maintained), but

TR entirely deprived of light, their growth continues, but their

oetamorphosis into the condition of air-breathing animals is

.ri-ested, and they remain in the form of large tadpoles. Dr.
Edwards also observes that persons who live in caves and cellars,

r in very dark and narrow streets, are apt to produce deformed
children ; and that men who woi k in mines are liable to disease

md deformity beyond what the simple closeness of the air would be
ikely to produce.

Does your observation in the densely peopled districts where
you have practised confirm those observations ? Most strongly.

Has any recent account of that case of the barracks at St.

Petersburg been received ? 1 believe not.

Do you propose any suggestion with reference to practical mea-
sures of improvement? 1 would only propose that as much
light be admitted into the dwellings both of the rich and the poor )
as can be possibly admitted, for I am satisfied that, cceteris pari-
hus, their health would be improved.
You think that regulations to secure streets being of a sufficient
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N.B. Ward, Esq. ^vidth, and regulations for the introduction of light and air into
,

the dwellings of people, would be beneficial to their health?

Yes.

Beneficial to their moral condition also, as giving thern more ,

cheerful habits ? Most assuredly ; the more dark corners you

have in the dwellings of the poor, the greater amount of dirt and

filth.

Besides your general impression froni what you have seen, arid

the facts you have quoted, do you happen to recollect any cases
|

where you were certain it was the physical influence of the want of
j

light, unconnected with other causes, which had produced the
|,

evils ? Yes. It is a very difficult matter for a general practi-
|

tioner, not attending any large collection of cases, to cite instances ; !

bvit from noticing hundreds of times the beneficial consequences of
)

the alteration from darkness to light, and the evils resulting from I

the want of light, I am satisfied that it is a matter of the highest

importance.

At what period of life do you consider that the influence of light

J
is of the most importance to the human species? During

childhood, because it directly influences the physical development.

The strength and constitution of the man is very much depen-

dent on his eal-ly rearing during childhood ? Certainly.

Whatever stints the growth of a child must operate upon his

physical capacity for labour ? Certainly.

Having good light and good air is of still more consequelice to

districts which ai'e thickly peopled, and where there are a great

number of children than where there are not so many children?

Decidedly.

The districts in the east of London are those most thickly peo-

pled? Yes.

When persons arfe going to be married, are you in the habit of

giving your advice as to residence ?—•—My advice to young people

who are about to marry, and can aflPord only one or two rooms,

is to choose the largest room they can find, and in which they can

obtain the greatest quantity of solar light ; the amount of disease

in light rooms, as compared with that in dark rooms, being

ihfinitelj'' less.

In those populous districts are the alleys and courts in which

the poorer classes reside open and well ventilated, or are they at

present close, ill ventilated, and unclean ? Many of them are

very close and very badly ventilated, and very dirty indeed ; for

instance, Rosemary-lane and its alleys and courts are as bad as any.

• And in which you have great difficulty to prev(3nt running over

the children? ^Yes, and in running over the pigs, who live with.

the children.

- Have you observed any cases in which recovery from illness and

efficiency in remedial measures was effijctcd by the diflference

between a light at),d dark room ?—^— If I were on niy oath, and I
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re asked that question, I should say, most certainly ;
the diffi- n. b. ward. Esq.

Itv is to crive an answer that shall be satisfatory to persons not

^dical 1 cannot say I have had three patients in light rooms

d three In dark ones (the bther conditions bemg precisely the

me) and state the effect ; but I am as certain of the uifluence of

;ht in preventing the fatal termination of disease in many cases

''

l am that I am sitting here.

;0n the same principle you would consider exposure to the iigtit

the sun of '^reat importance wherever it could be obtained ?

here can be^no doubt of that, for the rays of the stin are not only

;iportant for the amount of light, but likewise for the accorli-

inying heat, which effects abetter ventilation.
_ _

1 It is"hen a natural power producing ventilation atid sustammg

-? Yes.
' When yon speak of light, you speak of solar light ? -Yes

;

It if solar light cannot be obtained, a large quantity of diffused

irht is useful.
. . , . , ,

1 Is there a great deal of sickness in those districts in which the

jorer classes^reside, and in which the points above referred to are

mch neglected ? 1 believe there is ; but this I know only

tim conversations with th6 gentletnen attending the parish poor ; I

) not attend tliem.

Is there much fever in those districts ? -I know there is.

Such illness would have the effect of preventing such persons

allowing their ordinary occupations? Decidedly.

It would therefore occasion a deductidu from their earnings ?

Yes.

Would it not occasion also the incurring an expense to procure

le assistance of those who have to attend them in illness ?

:'es.

Also the money which the benevolent subscribe to fever ho^-

itals and other institutions? Yes; and those who do not

ibscribe to fever hospitals are applied to privately.

Do you tliink that measures to secure the cleansing of cdurts Emd .

lleys would have the effect of saving a considerable amount to
|

lose connected with public institutions, and to private individuals?

There cannot be a doubt of it.

Is there any other point on which you can afford information to

ne Commissioners ? There is one point to wliich I will venture

3 direct the attention of the Commissioners : among the diseases toN

.-hich the children of the poor are subject, there is not perhaps any

0 destructive in its immediate and remote results as measles, and

lone in which more good can be effected by prsevenient remedial

neans ; often insidious and mistaken in its onset, and not exhibit^

.ng any very active symptoms during the eruptive stage, the parents

ire lulled into fancied security. This stage, however, is too fre-

jueiltly succeeded by more or less active inflammation of the lungs,

vhich destroys the patient. Months, and sometimes years, will
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N. B. Wind, Esq. elapse before this effect is producedj during which time the patient

drags on a miserable and helpless existence. It has been my

'

invariable plan for years past, on the occurrence of measles in one >)

/ of a large family, to communicate the disease to the rest of the >

members when they have been healthy, and the weather favourable

I
Do you mean by a species of inoculation? By placing them

' in the same room or in the same bed. Now, I would strongly

recommend the adoption of this plan with respect to the poor, and!

I feel convinced that the results would be as favourable as those
|

'^hieh have followed inoculation and vaccination. The mortality)

from measles, I believe, is somewhere about 10,000, and the mor-

tality from consumption is about 50,000. Now of these fifty thou-)

sand, I can certainly say that a great number owe their consump-

!

\tions to preceding measles
;
many cases have occurred in my owti!

practice where consumption has destroyed the child after an!

interval of one, two, or three, or more years. I conceive my plan

would be one of exceedingly easy application^ and I am quite

certain that 12 or 14 days' attention to children would frequently

save them years of suffering, and eventually their lives.
]

In the course of your investigations on the influence of the!

temperature of air and light on the health and growth of animals I

and plants, you were led to the discovery of a mode of rearing

plants in lai'ge towns, and conveying them to and from distant

places, by what are commonly called Ward's Cases? Yes.

Are you of opinion that if plants were grown in that manner in

the dwellings of the poor, they would have any beneficial effect ?

1 think it would be laying the axe to the root of the tree ; that

you would do more good to the poor by the adoption of some such

plan than can be conceived ; that by the introduction of those

plants, you would induce the poor to get out into the woods round

London, instead of going to the public houses; and that it would

be an occupation of the most interesting nature to the women and

the children.

What would be the expense of one of the cases referred to?

The expense would be trifling
;
glazed and puttied frames can be

obtained at a shilling the square foot, which might be put in their

windows and little yards, and they would repay the expense of the

case within a twelvemonth by the growth of salad or flowers. These

cases are becoming more common, and furnish the most dehghtlul

blinds which can be imagined.

Have you reason to think that they have a direct influence in

diminishing the quantity of carbon or deleterious ingredient ?

There cannot be a doidot of it ; the concurrent testimony of all

nalurahsts proves that the vegetable respiration coiuiterbalances

animal respiration by purifying the air which animals vitiate.

In many cases where ordinary drainage could not be effected,

\ you would secure a similar effect by the introduction of vegetation?

. Yes.
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'Do you think that if plants could be introduced, they would N.^.w^a, Esq.

ve that effect?— I think the effect would be in proportion to the

lount of vegetation ; the most putrid ditches and ponds will be
.

rifled by plants growing in them, and the water is preserved in a

te fit for animals to drink.

Do you think there are any plants which can be kept in a room

:iere persons are living which are injurious?—There, are some

mts whose odours may be injurious to certain individuals, but,

aerally speaking, plants have no other effect than that of puri-

.ng the air.

lAre there any particular plants, in the dense, and not very good

mosphere of London, which are more easily kept in those small

363, which would be suitable for the poor ? By means of these

ses you can command, in the most smoky parts of London, a

ost ktxurious vegetation, and in proportion to the solar light and

at you may get flowering plants, and plants with greater colour,

d so on ; but there is light enough in the most dirty parts of

)ndon to grow plants of the most delicate kind
;

as, for instance,

2 Lish fern, the Trichomanes speciosum. Tlais is a plant which

s hitherto baffled all attempts at cultivation, and which, if placed

.a glazed case, will notvgrow in any blacksmith's shop in London.

lYour cases are not absolutely air-tight? The law regulating

e diffusion of gases would render such a state of things impossible,

le cases are only made sufficiently close to retain the moisture,

d exclude all deleterious particles.

NEIL ARNOTT, Esq., M.D., examined.
'

iNCE your first investigations into the sanatory condition of the
jfjq^M.o!'

)pulation, have any facts occurred to modify the views you then

pressed in your reports regarding the influence of impurities ^

the air in and about dwellings as a cause of disease ?
*

Luch has occurred to confirm them. Dr. Allison, about that

ne, strongly expressed an opinion that we had attributed too

uch to the emanations of decomposing animal and vegetable

ibstances, and too little to distress, as exciting causes of fever,

t the time when we made our inquiries there was in the Spital-

?lds district an unusually severe epidemic, although there was
pmparatively full employment. Subsequently the employment
^minished, to the extent of half the looms being out of work;
:id the medical officer of that district, who in times of full em-
loyment had as many as 800 fever cases to attend to in one year,
len found the number fall to 250 cases. He states that

—

" The greatest number of fever cases we have is of persons who fall ill

iring the time they are in employment. I think they are more attacked
hen in work, when the windows are closed, and there is no ventilation.
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Neil Ainott. Many of them are obliged to work with closed windows, to keep out the

Esq., M.D.^ moist air and prevent the dust blowing upon their work. When they are

out of work they are more out of doors looking after work—more in tho

open air ; and that very exercise may be the means of keeping them in

'^ealth. This observation applies to the weavers. I find that they have.

generally less fever when they are out of work. The reverse, I think,

holds as respects out-door labourers, such as those who work at the Docks.

When thoy are out of work, they stand about waiting in the cold, and when

cold, they generally take cheap gin, and no food
;
they catch cold, and on

going to their close, filthy habitations, their cold is apt to generate fever.

Have similar results been observed elsewhere? At Gla

gow similar observations have been made. Dr. Davidson, tli

senior physician to the Glasgow Infirmary, in his Prize Essa}

gives an account of the physical condition of the 429 persons a<

mitted to the hospital under the following divisions :

—

"1. Moderate; a person having an ordinary quantity of muscle aii l

cellular substance ; males 116 ;
females 93; total 209.

"2. Full or plethoric; having an extra quantity of adipose texture, (ir

of blood ; males 28 ; females 73 ; total 101.

" 3. Muscular ; males 44.
" 4, Spare ; males 24 ; females 41 ; total 65.

" 5. Emaciated or unhealthy in appearance ; males 2 ; females 8 ; totallO.

" The whole of these 429 cases were characterized by the typhoic

eruption, and will therefore be considered as decided cases of typhus. It

appears from this table that there were only 10 cases in an emaciated oi

unhealthy condition ; and almost all of them, as far as could be ascertained,

were engaged in their ordinary occupations at the time of their seizure,

the spare and unhealthy, when added together, form only about 17 pei

' cent, of the whole number."

Has there been any subsequent experience in the same pari

of the country? Yes; in May, 1832, there was an almosi

entire cessation of work at Paisley, so extensive that extraordinary

means were taken, by general subscriptions, and with the aid p

the Government, to relieve the distress. At that precise time th(

medical men having charge of the Fever Hospital were surprisec

» by an extraordinary diminution ii) the number of cases of fever

There were during that month just, one-eighth less than the averagi

during the five preceding years. But the demand for goods anc

labour subsequently returned, so t.hat the whole population wa

g,o-ain employed, and warehouses were cleared of goods that ha<

not been empty for ten years before. In this restored state of th

( iabour-marl<et a new. epidemic broke out.

"What are the later effects observed?—The district sui

geons of Glasgow state, in their Report on the town's hospital c

that city, that "in 1841—2 the number of cases received in tha

hospital was 5296; but the number received in 1843 has bee

19,085 cases, or an increase of 13,789 cases ; of whicji 12,967 wer

cases of a peculiarly distressing epidemic fever, and 736 were case

of typhus fever. The mortalit-y from typhus has been nearl

double that of 1842. The cases of disease generally in 1843 ha
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een f^reator than that for tlie whole of the four preceding years."
Esi^^Mo''

'he medical attendants stated that "it was the most severe

TOontyst the labouring classes, 'even although the individuals were

pparently somewhat robust, if their habitations were dark, damjj,

Wiy, and unventilated.'
"

Has there been any subsequent experience in England?

)ther confirmatory facts have arisen in the subsequent experi-

nce in Manchester. In the year 1840 the total deaths in that

)wn were 1 in 28 • 36 j but though distress increased, they were

?duced in 1841 to 1 in 31 -59. In the following year, when
iiere was an increase of general distress, they still diminished to a

ite of 1 in 33. They diminished in Manchester, which was dis-

•essed, in 1842, whilst in Liverpool, a commercial city where the

ibouring population had suffered little comparatively from distress,

.le deaths increased to the number of 700 above the average. •

'he followinof are the registrars' returns of deaths in the two dis-

dcts during the respective years. The remarkable reduction qf

le number of deaths from epidemics in Manchester during the

ear 1841, whilst there was no corresponding reduction in the

umber of deaths from epidemics in Liverpool, which was most
robably subject to similar climatorial influences, will not have
scaped the attention of the Commissioners. The returns for thje

vo last years have not yet distinguished the deaths from epidemics,

ut I believe it is known that they have increased again with the

eneral mortality.

1S38 1839 1840 1811 1842 1843

Uipidemics.
6706
1707

6774
2006

6489
1848

5821
1163

6139
• •

6263

Liverpool i^^^*-*^* hom all causes
^ (Epidemics. . . .

6627
1363

7435
1844

8470
2737

7556
1677

7400 7458
• •

Are you enabled to give any further information received on
iiis important topic ? The condition of the population of tlrei^

imerican towns has been referred to as being a population
mongst whom distress can be scarcely said to exist in such forms
3 in the British towns. The condition of the American town
opulation has been referred to in Parliament as an instance of
fhat may be done, independently of any sanatory regulations,
few it has recently been shown that in these towns the sanatory
ondition of a large proportion of the population of many districts
i even lower than in England. From a report by Dr. Griscom,
le inspector of funerals in New York, it appears that the average
ge of death there does not exceed 20 years, judging from the
eturns of one year, which does not seem to be an extraordinary
ear. It appears

—
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Nell Arnott, I
" That upwards of 33,000 of the population of that city live in cellaTs,

Es.1., M.D. 'courts, and alleys, of which G618 are dwellers in cellars. ' Many, he

states ' of those back places are so constructed as to cut off all circulation

of air, the lino of houses being- across the entrance, forming; a cul de sac,

while those in which the line is parallel with, and at one side of the en-

trance, are rather more favourably situated, but still excluded from any

General visitation of air in currents. As to the influence of these localities

upon the health and lives of the inmates, there is, and can be, no_ dispute

;

but few are aware of the dreadful extent of the disease and suffering to be

found in them. In the damp, dark, and chilly cellars, fevers, rheumatism

contagious and inflammatory disorders, affections of the lungs, skin and

eves, and numerous others, are rife, and too often successfully combat the

skill of the physician and the benevolence of strangers. I speak now of

the influence of the locality merely. The degraded habits of life, the filth,

the de-enerate morals, the confined and crowded apartments, and insuf-

iicient'food of those who live in more elevated rooms, comparativelj; be-

yond the reach of the exhalations of the soil, engender a different tram o

diseases, sufficiently distressing to contemplate, but the addition to all

these causes of the foul influences of the incessant moisture and more con-

fined air of under-ground rooms, is productive of evils which humanity

cannot regard without shuddering." He gives instances where the cellar

population had been ravaged by fever whilst the population occupying the

upper apartments of the same houses were untouched. In respect to the

condition of these places, he cites the testimony^ of a physician, who states

that, 'frequently in searching for a patient living in some cellar, my at-

tention has been attracted to the place by a peculiar and nauseous effluvium

issuine from the door, indicative of the nature and condition _ot the in-

mates By recent information obtained from Philadelphia, it appears i

/" that on the average of 12 years the mean age of death has not exceeded

20 years and 7 months. Half of those born there appear to die before the

fifth year, and no less than 27 per cent, of the remainder die under 50

vears of ase and the average age of death, of all who die there above 20

Tears of afe, appearB to be below 46 years, whilst in Bethnal-green, one

SSe worsTdist?icts in London,^ it is nearly 49 years ;
and the average m

>4.ondon appears to be 53 years."

Dr. Governeur Emerson, in a paper on the Medical Statistics of

Philadelphia, states that some publications there adverted to

«'have represented the mortality of Philadelphia as exceeding that

of the principal cities in the United States, whereas it has been

i/shown to present as low if not a lower rate than any one ol them

;

we mean under ordinary circumstances, and m the absence ot

those epidemic visitations to which all places are subject. Ur.

Emerson, in his own paper, states that he had shown in a former

paper,

—

" That the influence of the sickly air was expended upon that compa-

ratively limited portion of the population living m the environs and out-

skirts of the town. With these, fever in some of its forms was almost

unh^^rsal whilst in the more dense and well-paved
_
parts the air seemed

u usuanv healthy, and where remittents and intermittents were met with

Zy coufd almos invariably be traced to exposure to "ight air in h

country or suburbs. Never was a stronger demonstration afforded of th
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lis and other occasions have led us to ascribe this exemption for the most N<.ii Amott,

art to the pavements, which, by effecting a perfect draining, prevent i^^q., m.d.

xhalation, at the same time that it admits of the total removal of vegetable

nd animal matters, the sources of foul and unhealthy emanations. The

hief motive for paving the streets and side walls is usually convenience, r|

ut it has always appeared to us, that by far the most important object
j

thieved by it was the preservation of health. Whilst uj)on the subject of

ublic hygiene, we cannot restrain ourselves from noticing another con-

;deration connected with it, namely, ventilation,^ or a proper supply of

are, unrespired air. By far the greatest proportion of the annual sick-

«ss and mortality of ordinary seasons is furnished by the narrow and
j

jnfined alleys and courts existing in various parts of the town. The
iw terms upon which the small houses and rooms in such places can be

btained, causes them to be literally crowded with a class of population for

le most part negligent of cleanliness, and it can occasion no surprise that

lere should be a great disparity between the proportions of sickness and
lortality among these, compared with that which takes place in the por-

on living in larger dwellings, having a freer circulation of air. The
ifFerence just mentioned, though sufficiently obvious in adults, is most
iiiientably conspicuous among children. Notwithstanding the great

umbers of these which die annually of cholera, we feel ourselves war-

anted in asserting that deaths from this disease are rare in houses with

xrge and well-aired apartments. To one who in the capacity of physician

) a dispensary or other charity, has been engaged in the arduous duties

f attending the poor in their uncomfortable abodes, evidences of our as-

srtions must be abundantly familiar. The numerous instances wherein

36 mercenary calculations of individuals have tempted them to put up
ests of contracted tenements in courts or alleys, admitting but little air,

nd yet subjected to the full influence of heat, have often induced us to

rish that there could be some public regulation by which the evil might
e checked. Mankind have inhabited cities long enough to know from
evere experience that there are certain limits to the denseness of popu-
ition, which, when passed, always lead to disease and mortality. As we
hink everything tending to the preservation of public health must be a

it subject for legislation, we do not see why a law should not be procured

y which the undue crowding of population might be prevented, and the \

mmber and size of dwellings adjusted to superficial limits. There are at

)resent municipal regulations intended as a protection against conflagra-

ion, by designating the materials of which houses shall be constructed :

nd if such precautions be deemed so important when property is the

onsideration, of how much more consequence would be those for the pre-

ervation of health and life ! It is common to attribute the greater mor-
ality known to take place under ordinary circumstances in large towns,

mong the poorer classes, chiefly to meagre or unwholesome food, and
mmoderate indulgence in strong liquors. But in this country, Avhere,

:or a part of the year we are subjected to a degree of heat little, if at all,

lelow that of the tropics, the influence of both these causes in the produc-
ion of disease, is, in our opinion, insignificant, when compared to that of

ireathing air that has been previously respired, and which, moreover, is

tommonly charged with animal and vegetable effluvia. That the same
iiet and habits of life in the country or small towns would not be attended
with a degree of sickness and mortality corresponding to that found in the

:rowded portions of large towns, is, we think, beyond a doubt.

"

Does the remark upon the facts cited by the medical officer

Spitalfields appear to you just, when he says that distress

in itself cannot be a cause of good health, but that some of the

VOL. I. R
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NeiiArnott. consequeiices, such as absence from the crowded and ill-venti.

Es<i.,M,D.
lated work-rooms, or from ill-ventilated and ill-drained homes,

and the inability to gratify hurtful and costly propensities, may,

for a time, be more influential in preventing disease than the

scanty supply of food and clothing is in inducing it? 1 believe

this explanation to be applicable in many cases.

Do you continue to hold, in relation to the various subjects touched

upon, the opinions which you have previously expressed? 1 do

very nearly; and I might recapitulate them as follows:—Uur

inquiries gave us the conviction that the immediate and chief cause

of many of the diseases which impair the bodily and mental heahh

of the people, and bring a considerable proportion prematurely to

4he erave, is the poison of atmospheric impurity arising from the

accumulation in and around their dwellings of the decomposing

remnants of the substances used for food and in their arts, and ol

the impurities given out from their own bodies. The means ot

vemovina these sources of injury are— 1st, the labour of scavengers

for bulky solid matters; 2ndly, the use of sewers or drains, with a

sufficient supply of water for liquids and comminuted sobds which

running water can carry ; and 3rdlv, modes of ventilation for «;riai

matters. Now, in our best towns and improved localities, prodi-

gious faults are still committed in respect to all the particulars

• mentioned. 1st. There is in many places defective work ol

scavengers, as became notorious when the cholera prevailed. Jncliy.

Drainage is yet generally imperfect, and that in various ways.

(a) In some places there are only open or surface drains, allowing

exhalations freely to rise into the atmosphere, and tliese often are

stagnant, and by that more noisome—as still seen m some parts ot

the suburbs of London, (b) Even covered drains are often made

with insufficient fall or declivity, and so become only extensive

Vcesspools, contaminating the soil around them and the atmosphere

above—as may be discovered at any time in some of the streets ot

London, where the drains have to be opened at intervals tor the

removal by scavengers of a solid deposit, accumulating to obstruc-

tion, (c) Even with good street drains, there maybe delect in

[the house drains, or in their connection with the others
;
or m the

sinks, water-closets, &c. ; as proved by noted cases where tevers

have infested particular houses for long periods, until the drains

and adjuncts were put into good order. From want ot proper

supervision, one or other of these defects is very common, rendering

the heavy expense of the present system nearly fruitless to many

V parties, (d) Then the supply of water requisite to render drains

') effective is often altogether wanting, or is obtainable only at an

expense which many of the poorer inhabitants cannot aftord. l et

wo know that with good arrangements, such as have mdeea

already been made by the municipal authorities of certain places,

abundant supplies of excellent water for every useful purpose may
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je liad at less expense than in most places it costs in money or NeiiAinott,

labour to the poorer classes to obtain what is absolutely necessary '

I'or their mere drinking- and cooking. 3rdly. The subject of ven-

ilatiou has, as yet, been so little attended to, and is so little popu- '

arly understood, that even our Houses of Parliament, in which
the intelligent and wealthy of the land assemble, were until lately

leriously hurtful to those who had to be much in them from the

:p-eat impurity of the air occasioned by the crowd. The same
ault, unsuspected, exists to a considerable degree in many of oui,-

)rdinary domestic arrangements- and in workshops and the

iwellings of the labouring classes it is one of the great scourges of
ihe people. In the use of fuel also, by which so much impurity is

^
:)roduced in the forms of smoke and deleterious gases, the people

'

generally have yet much to learn and much to amend. Now I

ear that without legislative interference the evils here referred to

ivould long remain with little mitigation. But I believe that^ as

n a regiment or a ship placed in trying circumstances, the exertion

if competent skill and authority has often made the difference

jelween a body of men broken down by disease and loosened
liscipline, and British troops or a war vessel remaining in full

perfection equal to any high task which the pubHc good might
issign—so may suitable laws and a fit administration of them in

egard to the health of the whole community go far to annihilate

ntluences which now weaken constitutions, generate epidemics,
ind doom many of the labouring classes to hospitals and workr.

louses, with the consequences to all around them of lowering the
norality and the general tone of mind. Thus would a labouring
jopulation, among whom there is now much depression, suflfering,

aid disease, be changed into a more healthy, hardy, and happy
jeople, likely to prosper in their undertakings, and to exhibit
;ivihzation in improving forms.

Do you consider the means of ventilation to be now so clearly
iscertained that they may be prescribed in the same way as
he means of drainage have been by legislative enactment for

doption in houses built for the occupation of the poorer classes ?

1 fear, not yet. The means are known; but not being of the
ame simple nature and uniformity for all cases as the means qf^
training, and requiring to be adapted to constantly varying cir-

umstances, the right use of them must depend on the intelligence
.nd will of the people concerned'.

Do you think the object may be obtained by means of sug-
gestion? Although much must be left to the inhabitants of the
louses, I think it would still be desirable to command thus far,

hat there should be near the upper part of every room an opening, '

o be used on proper occasions, to allow the hot breath and other
mpure air, which rises to the ceiling, to escape there. It is

mpossible to ventilate aright a room containing a number of

E 2
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NciiAmott, persons, except through an opening near the top of it, and thd

Esq ,
M.D.

all our arrangements now is the want ot such an

^^Do" you think, with reference to the lower class of lodging-

houses, that, supposing they should be put under public inspec-

tion for the sake of the health of the inhabitants, some regulation

as to the ventilation of those houses might be enforced?-—! think

it might When I visited Glasgow with Mr. Chadwick there was

described to us one vast lodging-house, in connexion with a manu-

factorv there, in which formerly fever constantly prevailed, but

where, by making an opening from the top of each room, through

a channel of communication to an air-pump, comnoon to all the i

channels, the disease had disappeared altogether. The supply ot

pure air obtained by that mode of ventilation was sufhcient to dilute I

the cause of the disease, so that it became powerless.

Do not you think that, though it might be difficult to enforce, by

legislative enactment, any ventilation in the dwel ings of private

persons, still, by means of suggestion, a cheap mode ot ventilation

rnieht be gradually introduced in rooms where a number ot persons

were congregated together ? 1 believe it would, in many cases,

be sufficient to make the parties interested aware of the vast mi-

portance of ventilation to the inmates, and of the ease with which it

rnav be had. In work-rooms, such as those where tailors sit, or

milliners, or where work-people of various kinds are employed,

any new expense for the purpose of ventilation would always be a

consideration, but with improved means, likely soon to be intro-

duced, this expense would be trifling.

Do YOU not think that the same observation applies itselt v,\\h

increased force to the necessity of ventilation in schools, where a

number of the children of the poorer classes are congi-egated ior a

number of hours? 1. think legislative regulations should cer-

tainly be made with respect to them.

At all events, would you not consider that in schools, which are

supported by contributions from the pubhc, the public would have

a right to require that some such improvement should take place

.

ll beheve, as before stated, that the neglect is, in most ni-

stances, owing altogether to ignorance of the subject on the part

of the managers. We had a remarkable instance a year or two

ago which serves to show the degree of knowledge that exists

among the pubhc at present on this subject. In the Zoological

Gardin in the Regent's Park a new house was built to receive tlie

monkeys, and no expense was spared which. In the opinion ot

those intrusted with the management, could ensure o the.e

natives of a warmer climate all attainable comfort and satety.

Unhappily, however, it was beheved that the objects would be

best secured by making the new room nearly what an Engh-sh

gentleman's drawlng.room is. For warming it two ordmary
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lrawin<y-room grates were put in, as close to the floor as possible, NcIi Amoit,

md with low chimney openings, that the heated air in the room

hould not escape by the chimneys while the windows and other

(peninfs in the walls above were made as close as possible. Some

idditional warm air was admitted through openings in the floor

a-om around hot water-pipes placed beneath it. For ventilation

in cold weather, openings were made in the skirting of the room

(lose to the floor, witli the erroneous idea that the carbonic acid

produced in the respiration of the animals, because heavier than

ihe other air in the room, would separate from this, and escape

jelow. When all this was done, about sixty healthy monkeys,

many of which had already borne several winters in England,

vere put into the room. A month afterwards more than fifty of

ihese were dead, and the few remaining ones were dying. This

room, open only below, was as truly an extinguisher to the living

Lnonkeys as an inverted coffee-cup, held over and around the

dame of a candle, is an extinguisher to the candle. Not only the

s'armth from the fires, and the warm air that was allowed to enter

oy the openings in the floor, but the hot breath, and all the im-

oure exhalations from the bodies of the monkeys, ascended, first,

0 the upper part of the room, to be completely incorporated with

;he atmosphere there, and by no possibility could escape, except

as a part of that impure atmosphere, gradually passing away by

:he cliimneys and the openings in the skirting. Therefore, from

Jie time the monkeys went into the room until they died, they

could not have had a single breath of fresh air. It was necessary

Diily to open, in the winter, part of the ventilating apertures near

the ceiling, which had been prepared for the summer, and the

room became at once salubrious.

icYou are aware that in the greatest portion of the rooms of the

poorer classes the windows open only in the lower part, and that

the upper part does not open at all,—do not you think it might be

advisable to compel the sashes to be made so as to open both

below and above ? Yes. The day after I saw the monkey-

house just mentioned, 1 was sent for to visit a young gentleman at

a respectable school in the neighbourhood of London, where there

were about forty boys. The boy I went to see was thought to be

falling into consumption, and I learned that others of the boys

also were ill. On examination I found the cause to be only a

less degree of the error which had destroyed the monkeys. The
itwo cases struck me forcibly, as illustrations of the little knowledge

on the important subject of the essentials to health possessed by

persons otherwise highly accomplished.

Then the school was neglected in the same way ? Yes ; a

new school-room had been built at the back of the dwelling-house,

in which room the forty boys spent much of their time, and there

was no opening by which their breath could escape from the room.
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NeiiArnott, except thvougli the low fire-placc. There was, indeed, a skylight
Esq., M.D.

^^^^^ ^yj^^ sashes, wiiich might be opened ; but the schoolmaster

told me that he took care never to open these when the boys were

present, because, having done it once, a boy got severe inllam^

mation of the lungs, in consequence of the cold air rushing in upon

him. This gentleman had gone to great expense to secure, as he

thought, the health and comfort of his scholars ;
but, from want of

knowledge on the subject, had missed his aim, just as had hap-

pened in the case of the monkey-house.

Was not tliat monkey-house constructed, as it was believed,

with the aid of the best available knowledge on the subject ?

It was • persons were employed whose special profession it was to

manage such matters.

Are you Hot aware that there are Encyclopaedias of Architecture

and Building in which the topic of warming and ventilation does

riot occur ? 1 know that the subject has been very little under-

stood by those whose business it was to study it fully.

Is it not your impression, from the universal ignorance you

have met with on these subjects, that some measure is desirable,

independently of mere legislative enactments, to introduce a more

general knowledge among all classes of society upon the subject ?

——I beUeve that, if a good book were published on the subject,

it would be of great service. Public attention is now awakened

to it much more than formerly, and the book might be made very

simple.

Do not you think that it would be desirable, in order to ensure

the general adoption of these principles, to comprehend them in

the course of instruction in primary schools ?- Yes ; it really

is a most important part of every man's education to learn a httle

of physiology in its applications to the preservation of his health

;

and 1 have no doubt that in a few years this kind of knowledge

will be much more common.

You expect more from the general spread of knowledge amongst

the community than from any legislative measure ? Yes ;
but

I think legislative means should not be neglected. I think there

should be no room without an opening in or near the ceiHng, to

be used when needed. All rooms should have the upper

window-sashes made to be drawn down ; and, in certain cases, an

opening might exist into the chimney, or through the ceiling.

Knowledge of the subject, however, is required for the right use

of any of these means, as with an open fire the first and last men-

tioned might become inlets of cold air, passing towards the fire,

instead of being outlets for the impure air leaving the room.

Then, unless the inmates of a room were aware of the importance

of ventilation, they would rarely use any means which caused either

trouble or expense. More fuel would be required to warm a room

when well ventilated than when not.
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With respect to ventilation by opening the lower sash of the Neii Amoti,

,'inclow, do not you think that such a method of ventilation is ex-

remely objectionable on account of the cold air which rushes in,

vhich may be apt to produce chills and rheumatism to the in-

abitants, without allowing the impure air to get out? 1 think

t is. If the window be opened from the top only, some warm air

nay occasionally escape by it ; but if there be an open chimney

1 the room, unless the bottom sash also of the window be opened

onsiderably, the top will be converted into an inlet.

But the ventilation that can be obtained through open windows

5 not the kind that is desirable?-^ No.

it is too sudden and too rapid ? Yes.

Do you also entertain the opinion that provision for some sys-

ematic mode of heating is at the root of all improvement in ven-

ilation ? 1 do.

You have introduced a new stove for the purpose of warming

louses ? 1 have ; of which I published an account some time

go ; as also of new means of ventilation
;
by one of which the

Farm impure air that goes out is made to give up its warmth to

he pure air that is coming in. In that account I explained fully

he general principles of the methods, and illustrated them by

oarticular examples ; but the manufacturers, generally, wishing to

lave credit from modifications of tiieir own, did not follow my
lirections, and fell into serious errors. I am now preparing a new

•dition of my work, in which very detailed directions and observa-

ions on wliat has happened will, I hope, guard the public against

he recurrence of the faults. I have no doubt that simple and

;heap means, both of ventilating and warming, may soon become

:^eneral.

You are probably aware that many stoves are sold under your

lame as Arnott's stoves which are not constructed in any way upon

/our principle, having no means of regulating the combustion of

:uel, and which are not accompanied by any means of ventilation ?

Of the vast number of the new stoves made and sold over the

50untry, only a small proportion were made and used properly

;

and this led many persons to think the objects sought much more

hfficult to be attained than they really are.

Have you any plan to suggest for securing the better ventila-

tion of rooms ?- 1 have recently had a cheap apparatus con-

itructed, according to the principles laid down in my book, for the

purpose of ventilation generally, and I shall soon be able to

describe it and its applications in detail. If the members of this

Commission continue sitting for some time longer, I may have the

account prepared before they close their labours.

Is it not the case that you have met with extreme difficulties in

the general application of your stove, not only from ignorance in

the manufacturers, but also from the total inability of persons to
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NoiiAnioti, regulate the management of the air in their own apartments itt.

Esq., M.D.
^iiici^ ^,as placed ? 1 found that those using it, as well as ^,

those who made it, had to be instructed anew before they could

do their part aright. I have had a stove in my own library now
f

for six years, which the housemaid manages as easily as if it were r

a clock. It is lighted once at the beginning of the season, and \

then burns night and day until the end. The coal is put on once
\

a-day, and the fire is raked or stirred twice a-day, at stated times,
^

and no further watching is required. The ashes are taken away

once a-week. The consumption of fuel for the twenty-four hours

is but a small part of what would be required for an open fire in?

twelve hours. The heat of the surface of the stove is considerably

less than that of a tea-urn ; and by reason of the thermometric

governor, or other heat-regulator, it never varies from the degree

at which I may choose to set it.

Is it common coal that you use ? The Welsh coal, called

anthracite. Common coke is also suitable fuel.

Would your stove do for the humbler classes, on account of its

being sometimes dangerous to burn common coal in it? -II is

no more dangerous to burn common coal, in the form which I

directed for common coal, than to burn it in an ordinary grate. I

described two forms of the stove : one in which fuel containing

inflammable gases might be burnt ; the other for non-bituminous

fuel ; and the error was to use, in'many cases, that fitted for non-

bituminous fuel in lieu of the other. The modification for

bituminous fuel may be described as being a common Dutch

stove, made with well-fitting doors and joints, having a heat-

governor to maintain uniformity of combustion, and an external

covering or case around it, which becomes of only moderate heat,

and prevents the air of the room from touching the over-heated

surface of the inner stove or fire-box itself There can, therefore,

be no more danger from it than from the common Dutch stove.

The ordinary stoves sold under your name, in which common

coal cannot be burnt, have not been made according to your

principle ? Many of them not.

Have you ever had any of your stoves made altogether of fire-

brick without iron ? Yes, I had one put up in my pantry three

years ago, made all of brick except the doors and top ; it cost

about 30s., and has been in steady action during the winters ever

since. I think where a stove is to remain always alight it might

conveniently be made of two or three pieces of eartlienware. In

Germany^ood and handsome stoves are made of one piece, or of

two or three pieces, like the parts of a bee-hive placed one on

another.

You are aware that fire-brick is a much better reservoir of heat

than iron? All that is wanted in such closed stoves as I am
speaking of is some materia} that will exclude the air ; it is not
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iportant that it should be a good conductor. The heat is sure noj Arnott

come through as fast as is desirable,

I Would you refer to the evidence you gave upon the state ot the

or before the Committee on the Health of Towns, and to your

serrations in the Fourth Report of the Poor Law Commissioners,

;d in the other Report that you made respecting Eduiburgh, as

fording an explanation of your opinious of the present state of

ings, and of the necessary improvements? 1 would.

iWith respect to a cheap apparatus for ventilation, would you

ither wish to suspend your answer as to that for the present ?

may state, generally, that I propose the use of a very simple air-

imp or bellows, of suitable size, and free from an error of con-

•uction which, in those made hitherto, has rendered the labour of

orking from fifty to one hundred times greater than it needed to

I. This error has been the reason why mechanical ventilation

as not been introduced in innumerable situations where it was

iceedingly wanted. The philanthropic Dr. Stephen Hales, D.D.,

as, I believe, the first who had a bellows constructed for the

irpose of ventilation. He had remarked that in the human

ame, as in the frame of warm-blooded animals generally, a con-

dera'ble part of the bulk was occupied with apparatus intended

•lely for the purpose of ventilating the blood, or of exposing the

.cod to the action of pure atmospheric air. This part is the

nest, or breathing apparatus, which has to work incessantly from

ie moment when the individual enters the world until the moinent

hen he leaves it. To shut up, therefore, a thousand men in a

lip or a house, nearly closed against admission of fresh air, was,

e said, to render useless the breathing apparatus so admirably

rovided by nature. He concluded, therefore, that a ship or a

ouse, or any other place in which many persons were to assemble,

aould as unfailingly have its provision for ventilation as a man

as his chest and lungs. He proposed, for the purpose, a large

ellows. Of the first which he caused to be made, every stroke

isplaced about fifty cubic feet of air. It was not made with sides

f leather like a smith's bellows, or a common organ bellows, but

111 of wood, with a moveable wooden flap or shelf within it turn-

ng on hinges at one end, which flap divided the enclosed space

nto two parts ; and, when elevated, forced air out from the upper

»art ; when depressed, forced it out from below. But although

)r. Hales was aware to a certain extent of how much more easily,

n a common bellows, the air is drawn in and expelled through

he large valve or flap below than through the smaller opening of

he nozzle, he committed the fault of making the valves of his

ipparatus much too small, and the air, both in entering and pass-

ng out, was wire-drawn—that is to say, it was drawn in through a

lurrow opening, and forced out through a narrow opening. He
•eports that he first tried with the openings a hundredth part of
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NeiiArnoit. the size of the midriff or piston of the pump, but finding that the
Esq., M.D.

was forced through with extreme difKculty, he enlarged

the openings to a forty-fourth part, and he deemed that sufficient.

The truth was, however, that by driving the air out through an

aperture forty-four times less than the piston which he was mov- ^

ing, he increased the labour of moving the piston just forty-four \\

times beyond what would have been required to move it if the \

opening had been as large as the piston; and, farther, having

drawn the air in at a similar narrow opening, he still doubled the

expense. Thus, if one man had been able to pump air for a ship's

company by a bellows or pump with valves of a proper size, it

would have required a great number to do the work by such

faulty apparatus. In fact, two men at a time were required to

work the bellows, who had to be replaced by two othei-s every

quarter of an hour. So little is this subject yet understood in

quarters where it should be studied, that so late as last year an

air-pump on Dr. Hale's plan, ^vith all its faults, was put into a

ship fitted out in one of the Royal Dock-yards. A similar error

to that above described has been committed unsuspectedly ia

other apparatus. A lew years ago many of the steam-engines in

Cornwall were doing only half their work, and some of them much

less than half, because they were blowing their steam towards the i

piston through narrow openings instead of through large. In the I

ventilation effected by i'an-wlieels moving quiclily, the waste of

force is prodigious, being, at the least, in proportion to the greater

velocity given to the air, than what air should have when it reaches

the persons who are to breathe it. A pumping apparatus, to be

worked by one man, might be easily made to do the business whicli

a force of from forty to eighty men would accomplish with com-

mon defective machinery.

What is the principle upon which yoii dp it? 1 allow the air

to pass through wide openings, so that very gentle force or pressure

suffices, and which may be exerted Avith a comparatively light

piston, and with valves of cloth merely in the form of curtains

resting against wire-net supports, instead of heavy flaps of wood or

metal. Such construction removes the whole objection arisuig from

expenditure of power. I have already described the tiling generally

in my little publication upon heating and ventilating ; and I shall

soon give the details of the construction and use in my new edition.

I may illustrate the subject of this pump by supposing a passage

or lobby to exist 10 feet square and 50 feet long through a house.

This passage would hold 5000 cubic feet of air. If a little go-cart

were placed in it with a sail hoisted on it to fill the passage nearly

as a piston fills a barrel, the passage being open at the two ends,

and there being no wind, a child would, in pushing his go-cart fi-om

the one end to the other, discharge 5000 cubic feet at one end of

the passage, and would draw in as much at the other, without
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owin? that he was doing anything but moving his cart forward Neii Ainoit,

an empty space, and if the passage opened directly into a large

artment by a door as wide as itself, the action of the go-cart

add evidently change at each t\u-n 5000 cubic feet of air in that

artment. If, however, instead of having the end of the passage

ite open, a hole were left in it of only one foot in diameter, then

idently the air would have to pass out by that hole 100 times as

It as the sail of the go-cart was moving, and it would then

ijuire 100 times the force to cany the sail forward at the same

se to expel the air. And if, fin-ther, the air had to enter the

ssage by an equally narrow opening, the force required to move

; go-cart would again be doubled. With large openings at both

is very slight force suffices, because then the whole work to be

ne is not to lift any weight, but merely to overcome slowly the

?rtia of a certain bulk of light aerial fluid, nearly as is done by a

rson who pushes an expanded umbrella before him in a calm

•y.

IYou refer to cases where mechanical power must be applied ?

^Yes.
'Not to the ordinary spontaneous discharge from the top of

artments ? No ; but I believe there are modes of applying

; power that would be here required so cheap that tliere would be

objection to the cost.

Do you mean such as by sending air into houses by air com-

i.nies ? 1 mean that it would be possible to move a mechanical

ntilating apparatus at almost as little cost as to move a large

jck by winding it up, and so, for instance, to supply the pure air

quired for a crowded evening party.

But where mechanical power is not applied, in ordinary cases

lu would get sufficient power from natvn-e if it be not counter-

ited? Yes; the natural motions which occur among masses

air of different temperatures, and with diffijrent specific gravity^

led by wind, when there happened to be any, would be of power
rfectly sufficient in many cases. As, however, external and
ternal temperature are often nearly the same, and often there is

Itle wind, there should be, wherever crowds assemble, the power
calling in mechanical aid of certain efficacy. The simplest

rce in many cases might be the labour of a man, as in the case

turning a cutler's wheel, or other such work. It would be easy

so to make a winding-vip apparatus. It would be easy to make
water company supply the power, by filling a cistern at the top

the houses and letting the water work while passmg into a cistern

ilow
; and there are other simple means.

i Do you consider that such mechanical means would be more
iectual than a lamp or a little coke heating a chimney ? ^Yes,

Jt any one of such means could be made to answer, and the

loice would be decided by the circumstances of the case.
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In all public buildings, such as the courts of law, and so on^
f

would you think it right that the Legislature should enforce some-

thing of this kind for the heahh of the numerous persons whose

business compels their attendance there ? Yes ; and in regard
i

to churches, many illnesses and deaths proceed from faults of i

ventilation and warming ; from the rush of cold air in one place (

upon those who sit near the door or windows, and the want of

fresh air in other places.
_

. (

Do not you find that there is considerable difficulty in getting

persons suffering from deficient ventilation to take the trouble that

is necessary to understand the subject? Yes : they may tell

their medical man, when he makes any representation to them oa

the subject, " that ventilation is a hobby of his, and that hitherto

people have got on very well without attending to it." If they

hear of such occurrences as that in the first American war of 2000

British seamen dying in one fleet from fever and want of ventilation,

it is not their case, and they cannot understand it. Thus also, 9.

few years ago, when in the great charity-school at Norwood,

containing 700 children, the greater part of these fell into ill

health, and many died, really from imperfect ventilation of th.

house, it was believed by the public that the children were dying

for want of food, and there was consequently a great outcry against

the well-meaning man at the head of the establishment for not

feeding the children properly. In truth he was feeding them

better than the other proprietors of schools of the same class around

London, but he shared the common ignorance of the subject of

ventilation, and having so great a number of children in his

establishment, the ill etfects became more evident. The children

recovered their health when the faults in respect to ventilation were

pointed out and remedied. There were two or three medical men

who commenced the outcry, showing that among medical men

there were some who had not studied the subject sufficiently.

From what you have seen with respect to the state of the

atmosphere in buildings generally, do not you consider that it

would be a matter of great importance not only for medical men,

but also for architects and engineers, that the subject should be

enforced as a branch of education among those professional classes ?

. I do. I think acquaintance with it almost as important to

the utility of a medical man as acquaintance with anatomy.

And to architects and persons who have to do with the con-

struction of houses ? Yes; to architects especially, and surveyors

of buildings.

Would it not be important that in the appointment of officers

for the superintendence of new works, with reference to the health

of the population, they shovdd be required to undergo an examina-

tion upon the subject ? Unquestionably.

Would you consider that this effijctive ventilation, if necessary in
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owded places generally, is more especially necessary iu prisons? Neu Avnou,

Yes.

- Have you studied the ventilation of buildings erected for public

arities, and have you found that infirmaries and hospitals are

ten very badly ventilated ? Veiy badly indeed.

^ Would it not be veiy important to prevent the communication of

tsease that they should be properly ventilated ? Certainly ;
it

Hs been found in a pubhc infirmary that when the number of

^.ses of fever began 1o exceed a certain proportion of all the cases

. disease in a ward, the fever began to affect the nurses, who

sre constantly present, and therefore much exposed to the infec-

m ; and when the proportion became still greater it affected also

•e students, who were less exposed than the nurses, but more than

e physicians, and when increasing still, it affected also the physi-

ans themselves.

i But if the impure air had been constantly carried off that would

-)\. have been the case?

—

—It would not.

Do you consider that all the circumstances affecting the discipline

r hospitals ought to engage the attention of the Boards of Health,

i, for instance, connected with the disposition of the apartnaents,

id the question of mixing fever patients with other cases in the

ime ward? 1 think that such matters may be left generally

1 the medical men of the hospital.

Is it not the case that in some hospitals the fever patients are

lixed with the others in the same ward ? It is. The experi-

lents of wliich I was speaking were made in the Infirmary of

Idinburgh. It was there found that in wards occupied by fever

atients only the nurses and other attendants rarely escaped the

'fection ; but when such patients were scattered about so as to

ilute the poison, the attendants remained safe, as did also neigh-

Durs in the beds about them, proving that dilution of the con-

jgious poison, by scattering the patients, as well as the complete

antilation of a fever ward, affords safety.

Does not the placing fever patients in other wards sometimes

onvey disease to olhei-s ? It appeared at Edinburgh that this

id not happen in well-ventilated wards. It would be possible to

icrease the security very much by placing canopies, or covers,

ver the separate beds, to receive the breath and exhalations from

lie patient's body, and through channels rising from the canopies

) send the foul air directly to a ventilating apparatus. It is

trtown that a canary-bird, suspended near the top of a curtained

edstead in which people have slept, will generally, owing to the

inpurity of the air, be found dead in the morning ; and small

lose rooms in the habitations of the poor are sometimes as ill-

:entilated as the curtained bedstead.

Have you observed that in houses where the windows are very

lose, the attics and upper rooms have frequently a very offensive
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"jiArnoit, smell ? If rooms are close, impiire air remains long in them

and any change of air takes place chiefly where the air is purest,

near the bottom of the room, through the fire-place. In rooms

with fire in them, the air requh-ed for the fires enters from the

staircase or windows.

Have you considered the practicability of improving the supply

of water either in quantity or quality? Persons residing iij i

London are not so well supplied as the inhabitants of New York,

for instance, where a river laas lately been conducted into the town,

giving four times as much water to about 400,000 inhabitants

as enters London for about 2,000,000 ; but it would be quite

possible here to increase, to any amount, the quantity of excellent

water taken from the Thames at a suitable distance above the

town.

Would it not be of great advantage to the salubrity of London,

or any other large town, if the volume of water supplied was

increased? There can be no question of the great importance

of an abundant supply.

Have you considered the practicabihty, or the advantage if

practicable, of keeping it on always at liigh pressm-e? 1 think

that could not be conveniently done with one set of pipes, for

persons from neghgence or evil intention might at any time open

so many of the cocks in houses as to lessen or destroy the high

pressure. Unless there were some certain means of keeping the

cocks closed, except at stated times, it would be better to have

separate sets of pipes for high and low pi-essures.

Are you aware of the regulations enforced in Philadelpliia upon

that subject?—No.
Or the regulations enforced in New York, where they propose

to extinguish the danger of fire altogether? No; but I think

the safer plan would be to have a separate set of pipes for high

pressure, which nobody should touch but the firemen, or other

appointed persons. I think the expense of that would be less than

of any contrivance that should give even tolerable security in the

other way.

You think the expense of a separate set of pipes would be, in

fact, a great economy? 1 think it would; and the expense of

such a set for the purpose of extinguishing fires would be small

compared with that of the larger pipes for the ordinary supply of

houses.

Have you paid any attention to the effects produced by impure

water, or" water not perfectly purified, su^jplied to towns ? 1

think in some instances much evil has resulted from impurities, but

such water as is obtained in London from the Thames, above the

tide-way, is very good.

Such water contains 14 grains of carbonate of lime in a gallon of

water. Is not it often found that hard water is apt to produce
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istiveness? A change of water may, but when a man is ac- NoiiAinou,

stomed to such water, the stomach generally accommodates ^^i-''^-^-

'elf to it.

In an economical point of view, would it not be important to

amine into the softness of water on account of tlie expense of soap,

aere the water is hard? 1 think it would.

lit has been suggested that deep wells might be made in London

t take the deep water, and it has been stated that such water con-

ins carbonate of soda of medicinal qualities ; would you consider

at such water ought to be taken as a regular beverage ? Cer-

inly not, where purer water can be obtained. Absolutely pure

Iter is offered scarcely anywhere by nature, but such water as is

and in the streams of England and Scotland is generally very

itable. I believe the Thames water, taken from above the tide-

ay, to be very good.
' But there might be means employed for purifying the water and

aking it soft, which might be of use ? Yes ; as for the pui-pose

• saving soap in washing.

1 Have you any suggestions as to the expediency of improving the

es of new dwellings in the suburbs of old towns? The site

ould be such as to allow of a proper drainage and a proper sup-

y of vrater ; these are essential things. If houses were placed

arto marshes, or in low damp situations, it would be a serious fault.

lYou think that effectual di-ainage would be very important?

would.

From your acquaintance with the general state of large towns,

,d particularly the metropolis, do you think the humbler classes

md in need of some strenuous exertion to be made through the

adium of the proper authorities for the improvement of the

ainage, and of the structui'e of their dwellings, and cleansing,

id various other matters relating to their health? 1 have
ways believed that nearly half of the accidental illnesses, that is,

! illnesses not resulting from old age, that occur among the lower

•isses might be prevented by proper public management.
' You have given a table, in which you state the necessaries for

staining health, which you have classified under four heads; the
St, air ; the secontl, temperatui-e ; the third, aliment ; and the

urth, exercise. Do any of those come, in your opinion, within

3 province of public administrative regulation? 1 believe the

p does. If you allow sources of aerial impurity to exist in or

omul dwellings, you are poisoning the people ; and while many
ay die at early ages of fevers and other acute diseases, the re-

ainder will have their health impaired and their Hves shortened,
u unhealthy race will have arisen in consequence of the great defect;

> Will you have the goodness to deliver in a copy of the table just
•ferred to ?
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Nl'll Anintl,
rr^ -r. -kT

r.511.. M.li. The Fouk Necessauies.

Ill Fit kind and degree. In Deficiency, or of Unfit kind,
j

In Exceia.

Unchanged air.

Excess of oxygen,
j

1

2. Temperature . . . •
Heat (intense).

j

3. Aliment;
Food
Driuk

Hunger or bad food . . .

Thirst

1

Gluttony or surfeit.

Swilling water.

4. Exercise:

Of the body . . . •

Of the mind . . • •

Of the mixed social apti-

tudes.

Certain depressing passions

—

as fear, sorrow, &c.

Fatigue or ex-

haustion.

Certain exciting

passions—as an.

ger, jealousy, &c.

Cettaiu kinds of

debaucherj'

The two kinds of Noxious Agents.

1 . Violence :

—

Wounds—Fractures—Dislocations—Burns—Lightning, &c.

2. Poisons:

—

Animal, Mineral, Vegetable.

Certain of these, such as alcohol in its various forms, opium, tobacco, &c., which

in large quantities kill instantly, when they are taken in very moderate quantity can

be borne with apparent impunity, and are sometimes classed as articles of sustenance

;

or they may be medical, but, if taken beyond such moderation, they become, to the

majority of men, destructive slow poisons.

Contagious—as of plague, sraall-pox, and measles.

Malaria of marshes, thickets, and filih.

It has been stated, that in the course of experience it has been

found practicable on going into a school to select the children living

in the worst districts by their appearance ? 1 should think that

very likely.

In towns, which are increasing rapidly in population, and where

buildings are constantly extending over the suburbs, do you think

it would be right that the authorities should in some way reserve

open spaces for the purpose of exercise for the humbler classes of

inhabitants who may not be able to go to a distance, in the nature

of public walks, or something of that kind ? 1 would deem it

very important
;
and, independently of mere health, it seems cruel

to let individuals grow up from their infancy to maturity almost

without seeing an open field.

Is it not also greatly for the health of the children that they

should be able to walk out in some place of that kind with then

parents ? Certainly.

Have you observed a great want of those in the vicinity of manj

populous towns, and especially on the east^ on the north, and or
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J south of London?——The inhabitants there have to go con- NeiiAmott,

Lerable distances to get into the fields ; and in many places I

lievo the fields which exist are shut against them.

Do you consider that in the present state of physical depression

1 many of the lower classes they would receive as a boon

,;h measures of amelioration as it might be possible to adopt for

?ir relief?——I think they would; but at present many of them

; not aware of the want
;
they believe these evils to be the un-

jidable lot of the human race. They are, for instance, very

lorant of the nature and. importance of ventilation.

What is your opinion of the amount of evil with regard to the

te of the atmosphere which arises from slaughter-houses and

iwded burial-grounds in cities ?- 1 have no doubt that they are

iirious; though, I believe, they are not so injurious as the general

itamination of the atmosphere arising from all the drains being

sn. I know many persons who cannot come into London, to go

•ough the streets, without having an asthmatic oppression from tliis

ise. I think it would be very important to make the entrances

1 outlets of drains air-tight.

Do not slaughter-houses contain the same sort of miasmata ?

ley furnish part of the impurities of the drains. It is often possible

a person walking in the streets in the dark, or with the eyes

vered, to .tell when he approaches the open grating of a drain, by
.! offensive smell issuing from it.

Would not the system of a supply of water, by flushing, whicH

)\dd remove whatever was in the drains once a-day, before de-

nposition could take place, be an effectual remedy ? It would

sen the evil; but I think to remove it effectually the drains must
shut up or trapped, and escape allowed for their impure air by

<;y chimneys, in which it may be heated and partly burned. A
.niney has been made in Glasgow recently 100 feet higher than

. Paul's church in London, to carry away the offensive vapours

chemical works. '
'

Would not the chimney require to be extremely high, for if the

'Oke descends from ordinary chimneys, would not the maismata

It up from the sewers be apt to descend? After smoke issues

mi the chimney the solid particles in it gradually come down as

st or fleikes, but no solid matter rises from drains.

Is not there a good deal of carbomc acid ? There is from
mmon chimneys, but from the drains there are also quantities of

drogen mixed with the mass, and not disposed to come down,
ihlnk the impurities of the di-ain would not come down again, if

ated and sent up by a lofty chimney.

Would not you consider it indispensable, in case chimneys were
iployed for ventilating the sewers, that the gases that went up
ould be burnt? It woidd be desirable at least to gfive so much
at to them that there would be little chance of their coming
VOL. I. F
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Noil Aniuit. down again. I believe that even carbonic acid, heated and sent up
Ksq., M.u. ^ considerable height, would mix and remain with the air, and

that it would not descend again within a moderate distance.

Do not you think that there is a want of some additional autho-

rity for the purpose of preventing nuisances injurious to health in

the vicinity of large towns ? 1 think there is.

Would not the erecting of chimneys be proceeding upon the old I

system of allowing decaying animal matter to exist in the drains, i

wiiieh would not be necessary if a system of flushing were generally f

introduced, and no decaying matter were allowed to exist in the (

sewers ; and would it not be better, instead of providing by that i

plan for the evil that now exists, to remedy the evil? Nothino

can prevent the drains which carry away all the liquid, and man

.

of the solid impurities of a town, from being filled with offensive

effluvia, even if there be a good dechvity in all the drains, and a

rapid current. Flushing is properly the remedy only for the want i

of a sufficient declivity. '

Would it not be better to keep the sewers always clean, by a I

system of flushing, than to legislate for an evil that might bf'

remedied? Flushing, in defective drains, would lessen the

quantity of impure air produced in them, but would not free the

town from the amount, which is unavoidable.

Are you aware that the mode of introducing animal food into^

London now is such that a great portion of it must be carried off

by drains, and left to decompose, not being useful for food ?^

—

Evidently this must be the case.

By introducing living animals^ and slaughtering them in different

parts of the town, you bring into it, ostensibly for food, the

•whole of the animal—perhaps only two-thirds of the animal being^

really useful for food ? Yes.

Should you be of opinion, that since the unnecessary part of the

animal must either remain to decompose, or be carried out of a town,

or be an additional accumulation to be carried off by drains, that

unnecessary quantity should be prevented being brought to the

town ? 1 should deem it almost a reason for making it a law

that the slauofhterin^ of animals should take place out of the town

altogether.

Then there is another class of animal substances decaying in

large towns which the drains cannot carry away, namely, the con-

tents of crowded burial-grounds. What is your opinion of the

effect of those burial-grounds upon the atmosphere ? There is

no question that they render it in a degree impure, offensive, and

injurious. I have not looked into the evidence very carefully as tc

positively ascertained effects from that cause, but there can be nc

doubt that it is hui'tful. Common instinct makes men loathe th(

idea of the impurity from such a cause.
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JOSEPH TOYNBEE, Esq., F.R.S., Surgeon, examined.

pu are one of the surgeons of the St. George's and the St, tsq^^p^R^.'

imes's Dispensarj^? Yes, I am the senior surgeon^ and for

yeral years I visited the patients of the Westminster General

ispensary at their homes.

Is it not part of your duty to visit the out-door patients at their

7n liouses ? Yes it is, I visit cases daily in the neiglibourhood

i Golden-square and Grosvenor-square, large portions of which
B inhabited by persons in the poorest condition.

In a statistical report made by Mr. Weld, on a house-to-house

jitation made at the instance of Lord Sandon to the Statistical

iciety in 1842, it is stated that there were in the parish of St.

3orge's, Hanover-square, 1465 families of the laboiu-ing classes,

10 had for their residence only 2175 rooms and 2510 beds. Tlie

stribution of rooms and beds was as follows :—

•

Dwellings. Number of Beds. :;
Number of

Families. Families.

3gle rooms for each family . 929 One bed to each family . 623
ro

) 5
" 408 Two . . 638

jree ,

,

) > ' 94 Three,, , , 154
ur -

}} • 17 Four ,, . . 21

3 ) • 8 Five ,, . . 8
> > ) J • 4 Six ,, , . 3

sren
3 > • I Seven,, ,, . , 1

^ht
,

,

> ) • 1 Dwellings without a bed . . 7
it ascertained « • • 3 Not ascertained , . , . 10

Total • • t 1,465 Total . . . 1,465

I How far does this state of the occupation of the rooms accord
:th your own observation ? In the class of patients to our dis-

;nsary, nearly all the families have but a single room each, and
very great number have only one bed to each family. The state
things in respect to morals, as well as health, I sometiines find

I be terrible. I am now attending one family, where the father,
lout 50, the mother about the same age, a grown up son about
), in a consumption, and a daughter about 17, who has scro-
lous affection of the jaw and throat, for which I am attending
ir, and a child, all sleep in the same bed in a room where the
'ther and three or four other men work during the day as t.'iilors,

id they frequently work there late at night with candles. I am
Iso treating, at this present time, a woman with paralysis of the
nver extremities, the wife of the assistant to a stable-keeper,
hose eldest son, the son by a former wife, and a girl of 11 or 12

F 2
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J^Toynbeo, ygars of age, all sleep in the same bed ! In another case which
' ' '

I am attending in one room, there are a man and his wife, a
i

grown up daughter, a boy of 16, and a girl of 13 ;
the boy has r

scrofulous ulcers in the neck; the father, though only of the age

of 49, suffers from extreme debility and a broken constitution.
^

As another exemplification of this state of things, I may mention ^

the following instance rather extraordinary in its facts, but an \

example of the overcrowding of some of these places. In the

course of the first months that I was attached to the dispensary,
,

an aged Irish woman applied to me with a broken rib; she de-
|

clined going into an hospital ; the dispensary therefore supplied
J

her with a flannel roller, and I promised to visit her and apply it.
|

On reaching her hovie, I found that it consisted of one corner of a i

room on the first floor of a house in Peter-street. The landlady
1

of this room, who herself occupied the central part, near the fire-
(

place, had tenants in the other three corners, in one of which was
i

a widow with three or four children. I applied the bandage lo

my patient, who went on, to use her own words, very conifortably

for four or five days, at the end of which time I found her in con-
i

siderable pain from the following cause :—Not being able to go
i

out as usual with her basket, to sell fruit and vegetables, she could

not pay her daily rent, and therefore, on the suggestion of the

landlady, consented to under-let half of her bed ; but it happened

unfortunately, that the new tenant being bulky in person, occu-

pied more than her fair proportion of the joint tenancy, so as to

press against the broken rib of my poor invalid, and displace it,

thus producing a recurrence of the pain and suffering from which

she had but just been freed.

What do yo\i find generally the state of the rooms which are so

crowded? Wretched, extremely close, so close that, for self-

protection, I am obliged to have the windows open during the

visit
;
they are not only close apparently from overcrowding, but

they frequently contain noxious odours ;
the usual source of such

odovu-s, so far as it can be detected, is sulphuretted hydrogen

arising apparently from the privy, and from the neglected drains.

Odours from these sources are frequently to be traced to the top

of the house. In certain states of the weather, they are intolerable

even to the inmates, who are scarcely conscious of the existence of

• the ordinary odours.

One cause of the defective ventilation of the rooms in these

districts inhabited by the poor is, that the windows never open at the

top. The opening at the bottom fi'equently gives an inconvenient

rush of cold air, which I have known to be productive of very bad

results. The clothes of the poor people living in these places often

conlract such a smell that I have known a patient who has remained

a i'ew minutes in the room leave such a taint in it as was only to bs

removed by throwing open the windows and ventilating it.

Were there generally sewers in the fronts or near to the houses
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lich yon have visited? In some streets and courts there are J.Toynbeo,

I sewers; in others, in which there are sewers, there are scarcely ^«'i-> ^'•i'^-'*'

ly drains from the houses into the sewers, and the gully -holes are

f far apart that the slops thrown out from the street door mix
th the dirt of the street, and very little of the fluid appears to

rive at the sewer. There are great complaints that the guUy-

les emit very offensive smells.

I What do you find to be the effect of defective ventilation, and
e atmospheric impurity apparent as causes of disease ? The
fective ventilation appears to me to be the principal cause of the

•ofulous affections, which aboimd to an enormous extent

aongst our patients. When I have had a scrofulous patient come
ibre me, I have always been able to trace this as one of the agents,

am not prepared to state that other causes may not produce this

sease, but 1 am prepared to state that I believe this is the greatest

use in our district. We find as accessories the want of personal

eanliness^ badly chosen and badly cooked food, and defective

)tljing. y[y observation is very generally corroborative, how-
fir, of the view taken by Monsieur Baudelocque, who in a trea-

e, " Observations sur les Maladies Scrofulevise," states that

e i-epeated respiration of the same atmosphere is the cause of

rofula ; that if there be entirely pure air, there may be bad food,

d clothing, and want of personal cleanliness, but that scrofulous

sease cannot exist. He gives such facts as the following :

—

' The development of scrofula is constantly preceded by the sojourn,
nore or less prolonged, in air which is not sufficiently freshened. This
is the only cause which is always met with isolated, or united to cir-

cumstances whose action is very secondary. Seeing that scrofula spares
children born of scrofulous or of syphilitic parents, and children of a
lymphatic temperament, uncleanly, badly clothed, badly nourished,
mil brought up in a cold and humid country—seeing that it attacks
children whose parents and grand-parents have always enjoyed the best of
health, children—of a sanguine, bilious, or other temperament—placed,
too, in the most advantageous circumstances, as regards cleanliness,
clothing, and food, and brought up in a warm and dry climate, it is im-
possible to deny that hereditary disposition, syphilis, the lymphatic
temperament, uncleanliness, want of clothing, bad food, cold and humid
air, are of themselves circumstances non-effective for the production of
scrofula.
' When it is seen, on the other hand, that this disease never attacks per-
sons who pass their lives in the open air, and manifests itself always

.

when they abide in an air which is badly renewed, and this whatever
may be the extent of the other causes enumerated above, is it not evi-
dent that the non-renewment of the air is a necessary condition in the
production of scrofula? If this cause has not always been recognized
and pointed out, that arises from the importance attached to secondary
causes, which, having once perceived, inquiry has not been carried fur-
ther. Invariably it will be found, on examination, that a truly sci'ofu-
hus disease is caused by a vitiated air, and it is not always necessary
that there should have been a prolonged stay in such an atmosphere.
Often a few hours each day is sufficient, and it is thus they may live in
the most healthy country, pass the greater part of the day in the open
air, and yet become scrofulous, because of sleeping in a confined place,
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.i.Toyubco, •< where the air has not been renewed. This is the case with many shep-
Ksq., F.K.S. ,1

i-jgrds. It is usual to attribute scrofula in their case to exposure to

" storms and atmospheric changes, and to humidity. But attention has

" not been paid to the circumstance, that they pass the night in a conhned

" hut, which they transport from place to place, and which guarantees

" them against humidity ; this hut has only a small door, which is closed

" Avhen they enter, and remains closed also during the day; six or eight

" hours passed daily in a vitiated air, and which no draught ever renews,

" is the true cause of their disease. I have spoken of the bad habit oi

» sleeping with the head under the clothes, and the insalubrity of tin

" classes a number of children are assembled together. The repc-

" tition of these circumstances is often sufficient cause of scrofula, althougl

" they may last but for a few hours a-day."

He gives the following instances :

—

" At three leagues from Amiens lies the village of Oresmeaux
;

it is

" situated in a vast plain, open on every side, and elevated more than 100

" feet above the neighbouring valleys. About 60 years ago. most of the.

" houses were built of clay, and had no windows
;
they were lighted by one!

" or two panes Of glass fixed in the wall ; none of the floors, sometim^
" many feet below the level of the street, were paved. The ceilings weSI
" low; the greater part of the inhabitants were engaged uMveaving. A
" few holes in the wall, and which M'cre closed at will by means of a plank,

" scarcely permitted the air and light to penetrate into the workshop.^

" Humidity was thought necessary to keep the threads fresh. JS early fUl i

" the inhabitants Avere seized with scrofula, and many families, continually

" ravaged by that malady, became extinct—their last members, as they

" write me, died rotten with scrofula.
" A fire destroyed nearly a third of the village ; the houses Avere rebuilt

,

" in a more salubrious manner, and by degrees scrofula became less com-
|

" mon, and disappeared from that part. Twenty years later
_
another;

« third of the village was also consumed ; the same amelioration in build-:

«' in"-, with a like effect as to scrofula. The disease is now confined tol

" the inhabitants of the older houses, which retain the same causes of m-
" salubrity. I ought to add, that there is more wealth in the country,—

" that the weaving of linen has been superseded by that of cotton, for which

" moisture would be hurtful, and darkness inconvenient, and that m con-

" sequence of the division of landed property, many of the peasants pos-

" sess a little land which they cultivate between times. But all these

" advantages are common to the quarter which ha-s not been burnt with

" the two others, and in the mean while there is always scrofula m the

" first and never in the others. The difference seems to me to be dearly

" referable to the difference in the habitations. If, in the old quarter the

" number of the scrofulous is less considerable than formerly, it is neces-

«' saryto attribute it to the circumstance of the inhabitants being less

" sedentary, and their going more often to the fields,—the purity of the

" air respired during the day diminishes the noxious effects of that which

" is breathed during the night.
,

" In this village exists a numerous family, which may furnish matter

'« for instructive remarks on the cause of scrofula : this family, very poor,

" live in a house with two rooms, dark, low, sunk below the ground, un-

" paved, constructed of clay, where air and light can find no entrance

» save by two doors, of which the one opens upon the court and the other

" into the garden ; the second room is much worse lighted, and the ex-

" ternal air is much more impeded. The father is 47, hump-backed, and

" of a weak constitution ; the mother is robust (but she Avas born of

" a scrofulous woman); they have had eight children two died ear y;

'•«

six are living ; the eldest, aged 20, is dreadfully afflicted with scrofula,

» of which his body bears many scars. From his birth till he was seven,
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he was healthy, hut at that age an abscess formed near the angle of the j. Toynbeo,

lower jau- ; he was sent to school till 11 ; he was then placed in a cotton i^sq., F.n.s.

velvet manufactory : various scrofulous abscesses soon broke out in the

n-roins, thighs, towards the great trochanter, beneath the left clavicle;

^&c. A sister, aged l^h presents unequivocal traces of rickets and

•scrofula ; four others who are younger enjoy good health. These six

children have been brought up under very different atmospheric in-

fluences
;
during the first years of his marriage the father was a weaver,

and the afflicted eldest son scarcely quitted the house, and slept ha-

•bitually with his parents. When he ceased to attend school, he was put

to a sedentary employment. At a later period the father left the loom

and became day-labourer ; the mother tended pigs, and the children did

mot rest at home, but from the time they could walk, the mother took

ithem with her to the fields, or sent them begging.
" Here we have a scrofulous man,—^liis wife, born of a scrofulous mo-
Ither, giving birth to eight children, two of whom died young. Of the

six yet living, four escaped entirely the scrofulous disease ; the eldest,

on the contrary, is heavily afflicted, and the second bears marks.
" Whence the difference in the health of these children ? They cannot

allege the youthfulness of the parents at the moment of fecundation,

because the parents were 26 when they married ; nor the too great

age, because four children born since are quite exempt from scrofula.

[There was somewhat less poverty in the first years of marriage than

since; the eldest children were better nourished and better clothed.

The boy especially has always been placed in more favourable con-

ditions for nourishment and cleanliness than the others. Working very'

young in a cotton factory, and earning a little money, he was better

inourished and clothed, and afterwards, in consequence of sickness, he

was the object of most care. Bad nourishment and want of cleanliness

cannot therefore be here said to have caused the evil. Its true cause

appears to me to reside rather in the difference of the atmospheric con-

ditions in the midst of which these children have been elevated. The
younger, constantly in the open air, breathing always a pure air, are

very strong, and have never presented a trace of scrofula ; and yet they

'Were badly nourished, badly clothed, and exposed to all weathers; the

elder, on the contrary, habitually shut up, plunged in a vitiated air, is

ideeply scrofulous,—he was better nourished, better clothed than the

others, and always protected from atmospheric vicissitudes."

1 In speaking of the hereditai-y descent of the disease, he says

—

The cases I have stated appear to me to throw a broad light on the

influence which it exercises in the production of scrofula. Is it not

remarkable that of eight children born of such parents, one alone has

been severely afflicted, and that, too, precisely the one who has been

brought up under circumstances such as would have made it scrofulous

had its parents never been so ? This observation diminishes the im-

portance generally attached to hereditary constitution as a cause of scro -

fula, and it shows besides that it is possible to destroy the resulting pro-

disposition, and to avoid the malady, and also by Avhat means.
" Facts prove that parties may be born scrofulous ; but then the mo-
thers must be scrofulous at the moment of conception, and during the

; greater part of her gestation live in the midst of circumstances Avhich

ihave excited and which support the disease. The materials that she

furnishes to the support of the foetus should have the same effects on
'it as on her. It will be formed entirely, so to say, of scrofulous ele-

' ments, and nine months are more than sufficient for the symptoms of

scrofula to manifest themselves outwardly.
" When the parents have ceased to be scrofulous they can only transmit

to their children a predisposition to the disease of which they are cured.
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" ^^^^ disease be tleveloped, it is necessary tliat the children find

" themselves placed under the atmospheric condition of Mhich I have
" spoken ; that they habitually respire an air whose principal constituents

" are altered. In consequence of their prcdisjjosition to scrofula, it is

" true it will show itself more readily in their case than in that of other

" children exposed to the same cause; but the action of a vitiated air is

" always necessary to the development of the disease : to -withdraw from
" the one is to avoid the other, whatever may be the hereditary predis-

." position.*
" It is rather to the disposition of the places than to the substance cra-

" ployed that scrofula ought to be attributed. Professor Alibert has well

" observed, that the workmen employed at Meude, in the fabricating of

" cadis, a kind of coarse woollen serge, are nearly all scrofulous ; but it

" should be observed, that they prepare the wool without oil, and that to

" work the easier they work in low and vaulted shops, where the air is

" soon altered, and is but slowly and with difficulty renewed.
" As to wool, I will mention a remarkable fact, communicated by

" Mons. Regnault. At Aubigny, a small town of the Department du
" Cher, scrofula, and le teigne faveuse, scrofulous eruption, are much
" spread among the working class, and to such a degree, that it is often

" impossible to complete the number of soldiers for the annual conscrip-

" tion, la teigne faveuse being, as is known, a cause of exemption. The
" disease is generally observable among the woollen workmen; but the

" greater part of the houses of business are very damp, lower than the

" grounds, imperfectly lighted by very small windows, ?iever opened, or

" by panes fixed in the wall, the ceilings being low. The workpeople
" seldom go out, except for an hour or two in fine weather ; and during
" the night the re-union of all the fiimily, in proportion as it is numerous,
" and the door closes more exactly, alters still more and more quickly the

" air already vitiated. There is no need to suppose a special action of the

" wool to explain the frequency of scrofula; it matters not v. hat material

" is manufactured ; when the workpeo]ile are placed in the circumstances

" just mentioned, scrofula will soon appear."
" The above details I owe to M. Andrieuse, a young man full of zeal for

" science, whose father has practised medicine for 40 years at Oresmeaux,
" in succession to his father and his grandfather."

The following case is related by Baudelocque, on the authority

of Dr. Blache, Doctor of the Central Bureau of the hospitals. I

cite it in illustration of cases of a somewhat similar character,

* Mr. Baudelocque states, in refevence to locality—" There are countries where,

independent of the mode of living of the inhabitants, scrofula is endemic. This is

Dwin^ to the locality. This is tlie case with villages built in the narrow gorges

formed by the approach of elevated mountains, as is seen in the Alps and Tyrenees,

and especially in those of the valley of the Rhone. The air respired habitually in

these gorges is stagnant, Inmiid, warm, and corrupt ; \is renewal is very difficult.

Ordinarily this renewal can only be effected by the displacement of the upper strata

which are continually affected by the winds. Occasionally the direction of the

wind corresponds with the line of the gorge; and then fliere is a more rapid and

uflf'ectual renewal. But there always remains a part which, being arrested by the

bottom of the gorge, is, as it were, heaped back on itstlf, momentarily compressed,

but not displaced, or therefore not renewed.
" The renewal of the air is not so light a matter as is supposed. To effect it, a

simple communication is not sufficient, a mere contact of the external and internal air.

It is necessary that one or more currents exist to mxdtiply that contact, and cause

the pure air to pervade that which is vitiated. I believe one of the principal offices

tii' the winds is to maintain the uniform composition of this air by continually agi-

statiiig it, so as to mingle that which has lost a part of its oxygen with that which is

surcharged." .
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vhich have fallen under my own observation, and in which I have
l^^"'^']^^

oeen consulted both in London and the country.

" A child living at Versailles, of the age of eight or nine years, was

attacked with scrofula, and put under my iodine treatment. At the

' end of about six months the state of the child had not at all improved,
' notwithstanding scrupulous exactitude in the administration of the

remedy: Dr. Blache was then consulted, to whom I had just com-
' municated my ideas on the true cause of scrofula. In examining into

the mode of living of the child, Dr. Blache learned that he passed the

' night in a very small room, and that he had the bad habit of sleeping

with his head under the bed-clothes. He perceived that here laid the

• cause of the want of success in the treatment. lie gave the most

judicious advice in this respect, and renewed the use of iodine. Scarcely
• a fortnight had passed before a very great amendment was percepiiWe
' in the disease ; this amelioration has continued, and now its health is

' completely re-established."

Do your colleagues who have had equal experience with your-

,elt' coincide with you as to the causes of scrofula ? In all the

conversation I have had with them on the subject they do. Dr.

31akely Brown, who has visited even more patients than myself,

;nd who has read the statements I have subnaitted to the Com-
missioners, confirms my remarks in all particulars. I observe

ihat Dr. Duncan, in his Report on the sanatory condition of Liver-

)ool, adopts similar views, and refers to the authority of Her
Majesty's physician. He says

—

" But the operation of these physical causes is not confined to the
' generation or extension of fever. When acting with a less degree of
' intensity, there may still be sufficient to affect the general health ; and in
' fact, they do deteriorate the health of those exposed to their influence, and
' call into action the latent germs of other diseases. It would be a waste
' of time to point out the way in which the general health is injured by
' the habitual respiration of contaminated air, but there are one or two
' diseases whose existence seems specially favoured by this circumstance,
' and to these alone I shall call your attention. The first I shall notice is

' consumption.
" It seems natural to expect that the organs with which the foreign

' gaseous ingredients of the atmosphere come more immediately into
' contact, and whose blood-vessels they must enter on their passage into
' the system, should feel in a distinctive manner their noxious influence;
' and this « priori expectation is strengthened by observation both in
' man and animals, as well as by experiment on the latter. It has been
' observed that where individuals breathe habitually impure air, and are
' exposed to the other debilitating causes which must always influence,
' more or less, the inhabitants of dark, filthy, and ill-ventilated dwellings,
' scrofula—and consumption, as one of its forms—so very apt to be
' engendered, even where the hereditary predisposition to the disease
' may be absent. Professor Alison, one of the highest authorities on this
' subject, remarks:— ' It is hardly possible to observe separately the effect
' on the animal economy of deficiency of exercise and deficiency of fresh
' air, these two causes being very generally applied together, and often in
" connexion with imperfect nourishment. But it is perfectly ascertained,
" on an extensive scale, in regard to the inhabitants of large and crowded
" cities, as compared with the rural population of the same climate,—first,

" that their mortality is very much greater, especially in early life, and the
" probability of life very much less ; and, secondly, that of this great
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" early mortality in large towns, a very large proportion is caused by
' " scrofulous disease. And from these two facts it evidently follows, that

" deficiency of fresh air and of exercise arc among the most powerful and
" the most important, because often the most remediable, of the causes
" from which the scrofulous diathesis arises.'* Sir James Clark, who hag
" written the best monograph on consumption in our language, regards
" ' the respiration of a deteriorated atmosphere as one of the most powerful
" causes of tuberculous cachexia,' {i. e. the constitutional affection which
" precedes the appearance of consumption). He says, ' If an infant born
" in perfect health, and of the healthiest parents, be kept in close rooms in

" which free ventilation and cleanliness are neglected, a few months will

" often suffice to induce tuberculous cachexia.' ' There can be no doubt,"

" he adds, ' that the habitual respiration of the air of ill-ventilated and
" gloomy alleys in large towns is a powerful means of augmenting the

" hereditary disposition to scrofula, and even of inducing such a disposi-

" tion de iiovo. Children reared in the workhouses of this country, and in

" similar establishments abroad, almost all become scrofulous, and this
|

" more, we believe, from the confined impure atmosphere in Avhich they
" live, and the want of active exercise, than from defective nourishment.'
" The same distinguished physician has actually succeeded in inducing
" consumption in rabbits, by confining them in a cold, dark, damp, close

" situation, and supplying them with innutritions food. Monkeys present
" the same phenomenon in this country, Avhere they are often crowded
" together during the winter in a confined and heated atmosphere, and
" where true tubercular comsumption commits more extensive ravages

"among them than it does even among the human race. It is known,
" also, that this malady is very prevalent among the cows which supply
" milk to the inhabitants of some large towns, where they are immured
" during part of every year in dairies perfectly closed, and which, being
" too small for the number of animals they contain, soon become filled

" Avith heated, vitiated air, for the removal of Avhich no provision is

" made."

The general climate, the cold, the damp, and the soil, were at

first accused of the excessive mortality amongst the animals in the

Zoological Gardens, but it is now clearly ascertained that it prin-

cipally arose from defective ventilation. During the two years'

that I held an appointment at the College of Surgeons, I made a.

number of dissections of the animals -which had died in the

Zoological Gardens. I found that scrofula Avas by far the

greatest cause of their mortality. Whether the disease attacks

the bones, the joints, or the lungs, the diseases are of a scrofulous

character. A feAV days ago, the fine lion Avhich died there had a.

scrofulous affection of the bones and joints of the paAV. Since the

dens have been properly ventilated, the previous complaints have

much diminished; and it has been obserA^ed that the animals

have become more ravenous, and that some have attacked and de-

stroyed each other.

But do you find the operation of this one cause—the atmo-

spheric impurity arising from OA-ercrowding and defective ventila-

tion—attended only by one form of disease ? The forms of

scrofula I find are various : Ave have scrofulous affections of the

eyes, called sore or inflamed eyes, Avhich are very frequent; scro-

* Outlines of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, p. 194.
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ulous affections of the joints, called by the people themselves ab-
^-J^y"^"^'

ppgges—the abscess being in the neighbourhood of the joint, and

hey have no idea that they communicate with the joint ; this

lisease IVequently attacks the hip-joint. The defective ventilation

nay be considered one great cause of all the diseases of the joints

.vhich we so frequently meet with, as well as of the diseases of

ilie eye and the skin ; the diseases of the skin, herpetic diseases,

•re called shingles, lepra, jwrrigo, or ringworm. The disease

if liydrocephalusj or water in the brain, so fatal to children,

find associated with symptoms of scrofula, and arises in

ibundance in these close rooms. I believe water in the brain,- in

lie class of patients whom I visit, to be almost wholly a scrofulous

'.ffection.

The general depressing influences affect most injuriously the

nost sensitive or weakest organs. Besides the eye, the ear is, I

)elieve, injuriously affected by them. Amongst other forms of

hsease, which I think ascribable to the influence of vitiated air, is a

arge amount of what has not hitherto been ascribed to it, namely,

Jeafness. In j\istification of this opinion, I may state that I have

dready made between 500 and 600 dissections of ears, with the

'iew of determining the seat of this particular disease. One hun-

Ired and twenty of these cases I have submitted to the considera-

.ion of the profession in the twenty-sixth volume of the ' Medico-

I!hirurgical Transactions.' The general effect observable is the

hickening of the membrane of the middle ear. This membrane
s semi-transparent, and, being extremely sensitive and delicate, is,

[ believe, injuriously affected by the contact with the vitiated air,

md debilitated by it ; inflammation and other diseases are induced
i)y the access and pressure of cold air on leaving heated rooms to

^o out into the colder atmosphere. The delicate membrane of the

^ar, it is to be recollected, is longer exposed to the depressing

nfluence of the vitiated air than any other part of the body. On
eaving a room the surface of the body is relieved from the continued

iccess of the vitiated air, whilst the quantity of vitiated air contained

m the middle ear remains for a considerable time, and is only slowly

'emoved. The suspicion which I had formed from the dissections,

ihat the cause of deafness is dependent upon the contact of foul air,

ippears to me to be corroborated by the fact, that at least dovible

he number of children of the labouring classes are affected by
ear-ache and deafness than children of the rich and better condi-

doned classes less exposed to the like influences.

Have you obser\'ed any difference in the effects of medicine pro-

iuced by different states of overcrowding or different states of

itmospheric impurity? In the crowded I'ooms^ as a general

'ule, the diseases are excessively difficult fo manage. In the less

crowded and more cleanly habitations the mortality is not so,

^reat ; diseases are less severe, and last a shorter time, and do not
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IcEive beliind them the same shocking effects on the system. When
ventilation has been apphecl to the rooms where it is needed, the

patients have improved rapidly.

Have you been led to recommend the introduction of ventilation

as an effectual and comparatively permanent remedy ? Yes, I

have. The publication of the evidence contained in the Sanatory

Report drew public attention to the importance of the ventilation of

dwellings and workshops. I adduced "the facts there given (which

coincided with my own observations) in a Report which led to the

formation of a Committee of the Governors of the St. George's and

St. James's Dispensary, and tlie establishment of a Samaritan

Fund, in connexion with the charity, one object of which is to im-

prove the ventilation of the apartments of sick patients. It was

generally acknowledged by the Committee that ventilation was one

of the most important curative means. The new fund is placed

under the care of my live colleagues and myself, I being the hono-

rary secretary to it.. The objects are to ventilate the habitations of

the sick poor, and to provide them with flannel, and nutritious food.

The fund has been of the greatest service in carrying out

ventilation.

Will you describe the ventilation you have introduced ? 1

advised with a number of persons, and the means adopted were

these :—First. A ventilator for the admission of external air

through the wandows, consisting of a plate of zinc, very finely

perforated with 220 holes to an inch. The use of perforated zinc

w^is suggested to me by Mr. Cottam, the engineer, of Winsley-

street, Oxford-street, who, having observed the great value of its

application by myself in ventilating the rooms of the poor, has

lately made use of it in the ventilation of the whole of his ex-

tensive establishment. The size of the window ventilators varies

from 4 to 12 inches square, according to the size and con-

struction of the room. They are generally introduced in the

uppermost portion of the window, and in the corner pane the

farthest from the fire-place. These fine orifices prevent the air

coming in with a rush, which would occasion discomfort, and

tend to diffuse the air equally and gently throughout the apart-

ment. In the tap-rooms of public-houses a revolving ventilator

is introduced, which is objectionable, not only in letting in air

suddenly or in large quantities, but in making a -noise by its

revolutions, and being liable to be stopped up. Besides the

window-ventilator, w^e have introduced a chimne\'-ventilator, to

remove the vitiated air from the room,* It was contrived by

Dr. Arnott, who was consulted on the subject. This consists

of a square iron tube, of from 3 to 6 inches in diameter, and so

* The later experience of these chimney-ventilators proves that the size of the

chimneys and the badness of the draught render the benefit to be derived from them

very uncertain. Their use is now nearly discontinued.
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mtf that the outer orifice should be flush with the wall of the vJ^^'^^t'^Ti

partmeiit, and the nuicr one enter ——

,

ae chimnej% These tubes are kJ^r^r^K^^

siially from 4 to 6 inches in

Migth. At the orifice entering the

oora there is either a plate of per-

orated zinc or a piece of fine wire-

'ork ; from the upper and back part

f which hangs a piece of ordinary or oiled silk, which acts as a

alve so as to allow the W"arni and vitiated air to pass up the

limney and prevent any smoke from entering the room.
Have you considered that the apparatus you have introduced

:iight be further improved, to attain the desideratum of a cheap
i;lf-acting ventilator with air that is warm as well as fresh ?

1 have certainly considered that it might be improved, and that it

ill be improved when attention commensurate with the great

nportance of the subject is given to it, and a certain amount of

;uther experience i^ had upon it.

"Wliat is the expense of the ventilators now successfully used ?

For each window-ventilator, and the expense of fixing it, is

s. ; for each chimney-ventilator, and the expense of fitting it, 3s.

"he expense would be less if the houses did not lie so far apart,

ad if more were put in at one time.

If a neighbourhood of several hundred houses were ventilated

t once, what do you conceive would be the expense? 1 expect
oi one-half of the present expense.

What have you observed of the effects produced by these means
f ventilation?——The effect on the health of the patient, I have
bserved, is to accelerate the cure and to alleviate the symptoms
) as to give great comfort to the patient. The general observa-
on of the inhabitants, as well as the patients, is, that the room is

much more comfortable and airy ;" the smells from the abscesses
re very disagreeable, and in close i*ooms sometimes insupportable,
'he people remark that the ventilation has carried away the smells
ad purified the place. They have frequently said that they have
een in so much better spirits since they have had these ven-
ilators, and have always been most grateful for them

;
they have

'ten been more thankful for the ventilators than for the fiannel
nd bread and milk. I am now continually applied to by the
fiends of those whose rooms have been ventilated to bestow upon
lem a similar boon. In one at No. 8, Duke-street, Grosvenor-
juare, I commenced with one ventilator to a room, and, on the
xperience of this one, and the praises given of it by the patients,
le inmates of the other rooms applied to me for ventilators. I

•ave put ten ventilators there on the stairs and landing, and the
'hole of the people there express a very high sense of the comfort
ley have experienced. In the first room the smell was so bad
lat I could not enter into or remain in it, unless the windows were
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j-.Toynbeo, opeliecl. I caii now ffo there witliout annovance. Tailors working

at home have told me that they can now use the not irons lor

pressing with comfort ; before the ventilators were introduced they

suffered extremely from the heat and depression consequent thereon.

Yesterday, at another house, where I had put in one ventilator, I

was asked for five more by the inmates of five different rooms.

The landlady ofthe house herself joined in the application. I had

four other orders for ventilators to give during the same day. I

have taken clergymen and other gentlemen desirous to carry out

the plans of ventilation over the houses, into some, of the rooms of

which ventilators had been introduced ; we could always tell by

th© state of the air immediately we entered a room whether a ven-

tilator was in operation, I have had dispensary patients who paid

for ventilators themselves.

Were there no complaints at any time of the cold from the air

through the ventilator in the windows? In some instances there

were complaints from cold, in which instances I had erred in

placing too large ventilators in rooms that were very small. I

find that it requires some experience to judge of the proper size

and situation of a ventilator for a room, its position in relation to

the bed, &c. A room with a smoky chimney requires a larger

ventilator. I have very often succeeded in curing the smoke, and

have been applied to by patients to cure their chimneys.

An instance is stated of the scrofula having broken out at the

Norwood School in 1832. There were then 600 pupils there,

amongst whom scrofula had broken out extensively, and great

mortality had occurred, which was ascribed to bad and insufficient

food. The case was investigated by Dr. Arnott ; the food was

proved to be most abundant and good ; and defective ventilation,

and consequent atmospheric impurity, was assigned as the cause.

Ventilation was applied by his direction, the scrofula soon after

disappeared, and 1100 children are now maintained in good

health, where the 600, before ventilation, were scrofulous and

sickly. More recently, in some information given to Dr. Lj-on

Playfair by Mr. Fleming, surgeon, the latter gentleman mentions

the following case, which arose on the inspection of the state of

schools with respect to ventilation, which he almost everywhere

found to be extremely defective :

—

" On inspecting the Blue-coat boys at Manchester School, I observed a

" cutaneous eruption on the hands and arms ; and I have seen it since

" on the bodies of some of the boys. Three whom I examined looked

" delicate, and appeared to suffer from indigestion. On inquiry I found

" that this disease (I should call it scurvy) had prevailed some time

" ago to a more alarming extent, and that it was comparatively sub-

" dued. The first relief they obtained was from a change in diet, giving

" a portion of meat every day with beer, and more potatoes and less

" bread.
" I desired to be shown into the dormitories, where I saw large aper-

" tures had recently been made in the side walls near the ceiling.
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" I was informed that the object had been to improve the ventilation,
,7. Tovnbpa,

" and that they had to a great extent answered the i^urposc. Upon com- Ksq.. F.u.s.

" paring dates, it seemed clear that the disease to which I have alluded,
" though relieved by change in diet, assumed a much milder form from
" the time of the alterations in the dormitories, and is now almost over-
" come."

Have you, in the course of your own observations, met with
isimilar collective cases ? 1 have met with one case strikingly

similar. A charity school in London contained 60 boys and 60
girls, the ages of whom were from 9 fo 14 years. These children,

together with their attendants, lived in an old and large house,
:the girls and female attendants sleeping on the second floor, and
Ithe boys on the attic floor. All the boys slept in one large room,
having windows on each of two sides, and each boy had a separate
bed. Scrofula in a greater or less degree always existed amongst
these children. In the year 1825, a project which for a long
time had been entertained was carried out, viz., the erection of a
separate house for the boj's, which consisted of five stories, each
;story consisting of one large and lofty room. The basement was
the dining-room ; the ground floor the school; first floor, wash
and store-room ; second and third floors being sleeping-rooms

;

by this arrangement the 60 boys were divided, and 30 slept in
each of the two rooms which were large, well ventilated, and
lofty. With this change in their sleeping apartments, &c., the
boys took much more exercise in the open air. The result was,
that in a short time scrofula entii-ely disappeared from amoncr the
boys. Although the 60 girls, by the removal of the boys, gained
a great deal of additional room, and although they walked out
twice a-week, yet among them (at the very period that the boys
were getting well) scrofula was so prevalent that the attendance of
the consulting physician and surgeon was required in addition to
the ordinary medical officer. The boys and girls were from the
same class of the poor, and from the same localities ; their food
was quite alike. The girls did much laborious work as well as
needle-work ; the boys did the domestic work of their own house,
and were also employed in tailoring.

Have your duties at the dispensary brought before you in

numbers the complaints of any particular class of artisans ?

Yes, of tailors particularly, and other sedentary classes.

To what 'extent do you believe their health to be affected by
defective ventilation.? To a very great extent. One great
cause of the diseases which they suffer is from defective ventilation
and its results. This class of artisans, who work together in
numbers, suffer from a variety of scrofulous and gouty affections.
The scrofulous affections appear to me to be the immediate effects
of the want of ventilation ; the diseases of a gouty character are
the secondary effects.

Will you describe the way in which you believe that these
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.T.Toynbee,' secondary diseases are produced ? 1 find that the great
lisq.. F.R.S.

patients confess, upon inquiry, that they arc led

to indulge in spirituous and malt liquors to relieve the extreme

physical and mental depression produced during their occupations;-

and I have no hesitation in ascribing the diseases of a gouty'

character, which are extremely numerous and variable, to the

indulo-ence in spirituous and fei-mented liquors. I uiay add, that

I have found those who worked singly, even in their own rooms,

small as they iTiay be, and surrounded by their families, to be in

better health, or rather not to suffer so much as those artisans of

the same class woridng in numbers.

From what you have observed, do you entertain any doubt of

the expediency of a compulsory provision of the means of ventila-

tion in new houses, especially for those intended for the labouring

classes, or to edifices occupied as school-rooms, or as work-rooms,

or places of public assemblage, such provision being to be made to

the satisfaction of an officer competent to direct and judge of the

appropriate means of ventilation ? None whatever.

Do you think that the exercise of a similar authority for pro-

vidino- ventilation to existing tenements would, if proceeded with

properly, and duly explained, and the whole of the outlay not

required immediately, be acquiesced in by the landlords, and

received generally in the same grateful and satisfactory manner

which you have experienced from the labourmg classes? 1

have no doubt of the expediency and the benelits derivable from

such a provision.

Supposing a complete ventilation effected in the upper portion

of any of such houses as those you visit, but cesspools still allowed

to remain on the ground floor and give off their exhalations, though

those exhalations might be diluted and rendered less noxious ;
from

the observations you have made on the tenements now ventilated,

have you any reason to doubt that the cesspools would still, to

some extent, impair the general health of the inhabitants ?- -I

have no doubt of it; indeed that is one of the sources of which it

is absolutely necessary to remove before there can be any effectual

cure. Some of the cesspools are in the cellars, and give out their

exhalations from thence ; others are in a yard, close to the door,

which door is always open on account of the want of windows in

the passage. When I have proposed to ventilate some of the

rooms by means of the window ventilation, the occupants have

made the well-founded objection, " We are afraid of any opening

in the window on account of the bad smells wdiich come up from

the yard." I perceived at once that fixing the ventilator in the

window would only have been the means of intruducing this noxious

air. When I have proposed to fix a ventilator in the door of th«

room, a similar objection has sometimes been made :
" The bad

smells from the privy and the drain will only get into the room by

hat way." " The smells from the passage are often worse than
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those in our own rooms." One poor woman, labouring under J. Toyniiec,

extreme debility, and who attributed her illness to the bad smells

in the place, told me to-day that she coidd not go out of her room
(a kitchen cellar) without feeling sick from the smells arising from

the cesspool, and that it would make her still worse if any opening
ivere made in the window. In places which are not overcrowded,

and which do not need ventilation so urgently, I have had cases

Df debility, headache, pains in the head, and general depression,

ivhich were attributed, and were correctly attributable, to the bad
odours arising from the cesspools. The patients continually com-
alain of these smells. It is a common expression amongst them,
' We owe some rent, but as soon as we can pay it we shall get
iway from this place, on account of the bad smells from the cess-

oool." The strong bear these stenches ; but they take beer, which
:hey consider necessary to counteract their effects.

Then your own observations lead you to coincide in the con-,
jlusion that there cannot be a healthy population living over or
imidst the emanations from cesspools? Exactly so; I find

the people themselves are now becoming aware of the noxious
effects of these smells, which now form a subject of discussion
imongrst them.

You have mentioned that, in visiting this class of the popula-
ion, you find the want of personal cleanliness one collateral cause
of disease? Decidedly so.

Has the action of want of cleanliness as a cause been shown
oy the effect of cleanliness in abating it or removing it ? Yes

;

n the cases of porrigo or scald head in the children, and some
nflammations of the eyes—very common disorders amongst them
—which I have removed mainly by the strict enforcement of
ileanliness and general ablutions. I believe that a variety of
diseases, such as affections of the chest, rheumatism—which are
aot generally considered to have any connexion with personal
Jeanliness— are greatly aggravated by the neglect of it.

How far, in such places, does this want of personal cleanliness
ippear to be influenced or governed by the nature of the supply
)f water, its quality, whether it be accessible, or has to be fetched
nconvenient distances, or otherwise ? It was only this morning
ihat a patient stated that she could not drink the water that w^as
supplied to the house, it being ''full of insects." Patients have
said that they only drink water when they cannot get beer. They
lave complained to me that they are often compelled to go to a
listance to fetch water, because the water supplied to the house
s so bad.

Have you observed how far the impurity of the water may hare
irisen from neglect to cleanse the water-butts ? 1 have observed
hat the water-butts do not look very proper receptacles, being
made of wood, from which the paint has decayed, and the wood itself

VOL. 1.
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j.ToTnbee, lookintT clecaved, 110 covev on the top, and a film of blacks and

dust on the surface ol the water.

The water is generally laid on in the yard or the lowest part

of the premises, and a supply is generally given three timea

a-week, and at each time the water conies on the film of dust and

blacks that has been deposited ort the surface is mixed up with the

previous accumulations. Even in a more open and less sooty and

dirty neighbourhood, as on the surface of the Water Company's

reservoir, in the Green Park, the deposit of soot, or dust or dirt

may be at titnes observed as a dark scum or carpet spread over

it. One patient complained very much of the quahty of the

water taken from an old wooden butt. In respect to it I learned

that this same water is used for making bread by a baker who

supplies a great number of the poor. Since attention was directed

to the subject by the Sanatory Report, I have availed myself of

opportunies oi' making observations upon it, and the result is, the

strong conviction that the quality of the supplies of water, and the

mode in which it is received and kept in such atmospheres,

influences the diet and health of the population to a much more

serious extent than has hitherto been imagined.

As to the state of the household economy, have you observed

any effects apparent from water not being conveniently acces-

sible or laid on in the rooms which form separate tene-

ments? I have observed the same water, which is very

filthy from having been used in washing some clothes, used

again to wash others. They have told me, indeed, that they

have done this to avoid the inconvenience of fetching water from a

distance, and from the inability to carry the water up stairs when

the rooms inhabited have been on the upper floor. My mformants

on this topic, it should be remembered, are patients, sickly people,

weakened by sickness, and who cannot afford to pay for attendance.

To the mothers who are debilitated, the carrying water up stairs

is a very great exertion ; mothers not daring to leave a child m

the room, have to carry the child in one arm and the vessel of

water with the other. I have had even sick children neglected

and left dirty, arid the excuse given has been the inability to fetch

the water. Recently I have had a case of this kind. I have

attended three children, two of them with scrofulous inflammations

of the eyes, the other of them with a scrofulous affection of the

throat ; all of them rarely washed, and in an extremely filthy

condition. The mother is a poor woman, who has been in a

respectable condition, but she is now so far advanced in pregnancy

as to be incapacitated from going up and down stairs to feich

water. She continually deplores her condition ot having neither

the strength to fetch a sufficient supply of water nor the means of

paving for it being brought to her. v •

in these castis water is laid on in outer yards? -Yes; in
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outer yards principally. A considerable obstruction to the J. Toynbce.

proper cleanliness arises, not only from the inability to bring
Uaq., i'.u.s.

fresh water up, but from the inconvenience and inability, arising

from the want of proper sinks, to take dirty water down stairs.

One source of dampness and smell I have frequently Ibund is the

vessels of dirty water retained iu the room. The common excuso

for this retention is, '* We are so knocked up with the day's work
that the water must wait until to-morrow, when we shall be able

'to remove it." In some cases of accident to the female which
I have had, such as of sprained ancles, or bad vdcers on the legs,

which confine her to the bed, there has frequently been no water
'whatever in the room ; and after dressing and bandaging the

patient I have been obliged to try and get water in the next rooms

;

sometimes there has been none in the next rooms; at other times

that which the other occupants have had has been so dirty as to

;be unfit for use ; sometimes I have waited whilst water has been
sent for, for me specially, and sometimes I have been obliged to

:go away with my hands unwashed, and to take the chance of my
ifinding water at a neighbouring patient's. The towels given me
'to wipe my hands with, although ostensibly clean, yet having
evidently been washed in dirty water, are unfit for use. I fre-

jquently find that the water brought and kept standing in these

crowded and close rooms retains dust and other impurities: it no
idoubt absorbs some of the noxious gas, for it diflfers considerably

from the state in which it is when first obtained. The taste of
'water obtained from the common Companies' supplies I have
'found to be very different from that in which it was first obtained—veiy peculiar and veiy unpleasant. I have observed that the
people use a very small quantity of water in cooking; that, to save
iwater, they put greens into the pot without washing them, and to

save having to fetch more water.

Then the tall houses, let off into separate rooms or flats, such
as you describe, are in a worse condition than low separate cottage
tenements in a row, without drainage or water laid on them, the
labour of carrying water up or down two, tliree, or four stories

ihigh being so much greater? Certainly; and this has a very
:great effect on their economy, their habits, and their health. I
ihave frequently remarked that the condition of the whole of this

population has descended with the condition of the habitation. I
have indeed myself known respectable and cleanly people who
;haye for some time straggled against the degrading influences by
•which they were surrounded, who have ultimately become per-
sonally dirty and careless, and have had their moral feelings
evidently in some degree lowered. I beg to state, however, that I
frequently have occasion to admire the admirable spirit with
which the poor bear up against the dreadftil disadvantages under
which they labour. When 1 see the working man and his wife

G 2
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J. Toynbee, jiving ill a dark damp kitchen, or in a close attic, supphed with a
' '

deficient quantity oCimpure water, the odour throughout the house

being most offensive,—paying for this accommodation an exorbi-

tant rent, I must confess that the wonder to me is, not that so many

of the labouring classes crowd to the gin-shops, but that so many

are to be found struggling to make their wretched abodes a home

for their family.

It is stated, on the evidence of persons actually engaged in the

occupation, that the expense of cleansing a cesspool is in the

metropolis about II. per annum, and that it constitutes a charge

of 4hd. per week upon each tenement. It is also proved that if

the system of keeping on water constantly at high pressure be

adopted, that the use of water-butts and water-tanks may be

entirely dispensed with, and water may be distributed into every

room of such a house fresh from the general reservoir or filter, at

an expense not exceeding l^d. per week; that for the cesspool

a cleansing apparatus or soil-"pan, with water of the nature of a

water-closet, and the requisite drains, may be substituted, at an

expense of not more than l^d. per week, and all refuse be instantly

removed in water through impermeable pipes, so that the founda-

tion of the house need not be saturated with decomposing matter,

and none need to remain on the premises to give off effluvia:

according to your own experience and evidence it would appear

that the whole of an existing tenement may be ventilated com-

pletely at an expense which need not incur an addition of more

than one halfpenny per week to the rental; now, supposing these

several desiderata accomplished, the cesspools removed, abundant

supplies of pure water carried up to the tops of the houses to every

floor, and if required into every room, and ventilation made effec-

tual,' can you form any opinion as to the extent to which sickness

and'mortality might be reduced by these several arrangements ?

It is difficult to form an estimate, but I feel confident of a

reduction of one-third immediately. It is my opinion that the

diseases which are produced secondarily, and which have hitherto

been supposed to have no connection with the causes specified,

would be influenced or prevented to a very great extent—the

habit of drinking, stimulated, if not produced, by nervous depres-

sion would be abated—the diseases, which are rendered more

fatal and are modified by the habit, would be diminished. From

what I have seen I am disposed to expect that very beneficial

effects would arise from the depressing influences on the general

spirits the relief from the depression giving greater spirit and

enerffv to them. I am disposed to beheve, on a careful consider-

ation of all the effects producible by such alterations, that a reduc-

tion of one-half the existing amount of sickness and mortality

mio-ht be produced by them. I can corroborate by my own obser-

vattons of particular cases within the sphere of the charity, that the

excessive mortality arising from the depressing causes specihed
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does not diminish the numbers of the population, and that it only J-Toynbee,

produces a weaker and more wretched population. I find that

the woi-se the condition of the people the earlier are they married,

and the greater the mortality amongst the children the more rapid

the births. Amongst the scrofulous and even the consumptive

patients whom I have attended are remarkably numerous families.

I have seen reason to believe that the existence of scrofulous disease

is often a cause of sexual irritability ; even at the latter stages of

scrofulous disease I have observed peculiar irritability of that

description. I have observed not unfrequently in cases of con-

sumption of males a particular anxiety for marriage, even witliin

a period of four or five weeks of their deaths. I can also, from

my own observations within the district of my visits, corroborate

the facts already laid before the public of the demoralizing effects

of continued deaths in the absence of affectionate feeling and self-

ishness with which these events are ultimately treated.

If an increased rental were requisite for these improvements,

instead of there being generally reductions of existing charges, and
if they were to fall as new charges upon occupants, such as those

whom you have alluded to, do you believe they would defray

them cheerfully ? 1 have no doubt of it. Having been

informed of the practicability of laying on pure pure water con-

stantly at a penny a-week. I have asked a great number of the

patients whether they would consent to pay an additional rent of

'Id. a-week to have the water laid on in their rooms, and they

have expressed warmly their willingness to pay even more ; that

such payment would be but a trifle for such a "blessing," as they
have termed it. Tliey have not complained, because they never
imagined the practicability of any amendment.
Have you taken notes of the cases which you visit ? 1 have done

so, and I enter the information in a tabular form. The following

are the first 100 cases which I entered. In them I find a greater

frequency of deaths in the families, and a greater mortality among
families, whicli I consider to be the result of the earlier marriages.

From the amount of wages obtained in some of the cases it may be
conceived that there was no want of ])roper food ; and from my own

' observation some of the worst cases of scrofula occurred in families

who were provided with sufficient food and efficient clothing. From
: such experience I have been led to entertain views similar to those

stated by Mr. Baudelocque as to the origin of scrofula. The rich,

i amongst whom scrofula and the strumous diathesis prevail to a very
; great extent, will be found to have been in the habit of living and
sleeping in close and ill-ventilated rooms. Boys of the higher
classes, when they go to schools and live with numbers, then mani-

I fest symptoms of scrofula which have never been seen before. I
have known children cured of scrofulous eruptions by the removal
of close curtains and confined cots.
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The following appears to be a summary of the average ages

of death amongst the chief classes of the district of St. George's,

Hanover-square, during the year ] 839, which appears to have

been not an unusually unhealthy year :

—

District. Class.

Deaths of each
Class.

Proportion

per

Cent,

of

Deaths

of

Children

un-

der

10

to

total

Deaths.
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Epidemics

to
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Average

Age

at

Death

[
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all
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above

21.
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including

Children.
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premature loss

of Lile by
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1
=

o

OF a g
Total. .Adults.

Deatlis
above
Age
of 21

Deaths
of all

classes

St.

George,

Hanover-

squtire.

Population

66,43.3.

Gentry.
Tradesmen
Artisans, &c.

Undescribed
Paupers

Totals and
Averages .

138
191

872
35
89

110
11-2

528
18

77

2-1
6-

26-
1-3
•9

•9

1-7

9-8
•2

•6

59
50
47
61

59

45
29

27
32

51

2

12

15

1

3

io

12 V

7

1 in
50^

272

1,325

No. 0

845

Births

36-2

1-260

13-3

Age of

50

Livin

31

g28-3

12

Bir

8

:h8 1 in 53.

The summary of the returns you have collected as to the con-

dition of the first 100 families visited by you, of who.se condition

you were enabled to obtain the facts entered under the several

heads, appears to be as follows ?

—

Average Age
of the Heads of

Families.

No.
of

Chil-
dren

living.

Average
to

each
Family.

Average
Age of
Children
living at

once.

No.
of

Indi-

viduals
side.

No.
of

Chil-

dren
dead.

Average
to

each
Family.

Average .\ge at

Marriage.
Males.

Earliest,

IB to 30.

Latest,

30 to 45.

Male. Fem.
39-6 37-7 353 3,&53

rsDiain-

ing.

10-1 212 253 2, & 53
remain,

lug.

Average

.

23
Average.

36

38-6 25

Average Age at

Marriage.
Females.

Average Wages
per Family.

Average Number
Sleejiing in a

Uoom.

Price of
Ijodgings.

Earliest,

16 to 30.

Latest.

30 to 45.
Highest. Lowest. Highest. Lowest. Highest. Lowest.

Average.

21
Average.

32 30«. 4s. 9 1 Us. M. Is. 6rf.

.

21 19-9 Nea) ly 5. Average 4«.

From this summary it appears that the mean age of the living

adults or heads of farnilies is at the least six years lower than the

.1. Toynbee,
Esfi., F.K.S.
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average age of the living adults of an agricultural population,

Those whom you visited would be of the least healtliy ;
but sup-

posing they have the chances of life of the whole of the class of

artisans living within the district, the insurable span of existence

before them would appear, from the preceding returns of the

actual expense, to be restricted to eight years and a half instead

of upwards of 20, attained from the same age by better condi-

tioned classes, living in better conditioned tenements in the same

idistriets, or than agricultural labourers living in purer atmospheres

in other districts, and in receipt of a less amount of wages even

Ithan tliose families receive who are applicants for the charity

which you dispense 1- Yes ; and it is proper to direct attention

ito the pecuniary pressure of the excessive sickness and mortality

m'hich render the families really objects of charity, notwit hstanding

the wages they receive. Amongst the families will be found the

family of a policeman whom I attended. When he applied for

relief the observation which occurred was, " You have, as a

policeman, 20s. a-week regular wages, and other advantages
;

you are never oat of work, and cannot be considered a proper

object of relief from the funds of a dispensary intended for the

poorest class?" His reply was, that he paid for his miserable

one room, divided into two, 5*. a-week ; that he had \s. 8t?.

iweekly to pay for keeping up his clothes, which reduced the

imoney he had for his family of four children and his wife to

13s. 4.d. ; that he had had all his children ill, and lost two ; that

he had during three years paid six doctors' bills, principally for

medicine, at the rate of 2^. 6c?. a bottle, amounting to between

;3G/. and 40/. ; that two of the children had died, the funerals of

iwhich, performed in the cheapest manner he could get it dotie,

;had cost him 71. ; the wife and his four children were now ill."

IThey were so depressed and debilitated as to render them very

Igreat objects for the Dispensary and the Samaritan Fund. All

this misery was traceable to preventible causes. Take another

case in the list before me. A porter, in regular employment, at

'Wages producing \l. a-week; he paid 3*. 6c?. for a most miserable

land unwholesome room, in which himself and six other people,

'four children and three adults, slept ; the children were shoeless,

extremely filthy, and badly clad ; the wife ill in bed of a diseased
.knee, for which I attended her ; two children had been still-born,

and he had lost three others ; the sickness of one of these children,

'which had died at 14, of consumption, had cost him in doctors'

bills 16 guineas; the sickness of the one which died 11 months
old, of water on the brain, had cost him 6/. ; the third had died
14 days old. The expenses in the three cases had so impove-
rished him that he was compelled 1o apply to the parish for aid
for their burial. I will submit a third case ; that of a cook, in

receipt of 25s. per week regular wages. He was living with his
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E3q!"°F?R's;
^^'^'^ \h.VQ(i children in a small, close, ill-conditioned room, for

which he paid 5^. per week rent ; he complained that the water

was always " thick," and very disagreeable to the taste, and the

smells from the sewers and the drains in the house were very bad;
he had five children, of whom two had died; that he had paid

doctors' bills for his wife's confinements, 5Z. each; and for one
child, which died of scarlet fever, at four years of age, the doctor's

bill was 41. IS*. ; for the one which died of debility at the age of

10 weeks cost him 1/. lOs. ; the funeral of the eldest child cost

him '51.; and the one at 10 weeks \l. \0s.; he showed that the

expenses of confinements, the doctors' bills, and the undertakers'

bills, and the illness of his wife, arising from five miscarriages,

had so impoverished him, that having now two children ill with

scrofula, he was obliged, though reluctantly, to apply to the

dispensary for relief. The last case I will submit to the Com-
missioners is that of a shoemaker, a good workman, who earns

20s. a-week : he pays 5s. a-week for one small miserable room,
in a narrow court ; he has had seven children, of whom he has

lost five, for, which he has paid in doctors' bills between 2Z. and 3Z.

each ; the expense of his wife's confinements amounted to 3Z. \bs.

each ; the expenses of the funerals of the five children were between

3Z. and 4.1. each ; his wife's age was 32, his own age 37, and at

this age of 37 he continually suffered from nervous depression,

and having one of his two other children with a lingering disease,

a scrofulous affection of the hip, he was compelled to come to the

dispensary ; he complained that the water of the house was never

clear, and never sweet. A man in receipt of 30s. per week's

wages, considering his amount of rent, which was 5s. GtZ. for one

room, for himself, wife, and three children
;
having had four

deaths after lingering consumptions, and a wife and children

never well, I felt that he also was a proper object of the charity.

At the time I visited these 100 families, no less than 212 of the

members were suffering under disease, manifest in various stages ;

they had already had no less than 251 deaths and funerals, and a

corresponding amount of sickness. It was only in a late stage of

my investigations that I began to see the very serious amount of

miscarriages they have had, and which in many instances exceed

the deaths. Three hundred and fifty of the members of these

100 families were dependent children, whose average age was
little more than 10 years.
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WILLIAM AUGUSTUS GUY, M.D., examined.

Are you professor of forensic medicine at King's College, and A.Guy, m.i'.

one of the physicians attached to the King's College hospital ?

Yes.

Have you given much attention to the influence of employments
iupon health? 1 have.

In what way have you prosecuted your inquiries ?——In two
iways.

1st. By carefully entering the sex, age, and occupation of several

thousands of adults, presenting themselves as out-patients of

'King's College hospital, throwing the occupations into classes, and
contrasting the results with the mortuary registers for 1838,

1839 ;—and,
: 2nd. By a personal inspection of the workshops of the metropolis.

State the results of the first of these inquiries ? They are

briefly these :

—

1st. Consumption is relatively more frequent in persons working
in-doors than in those employed out of doors.

2nd. In those employed within doors, it is most frequent in

men using little exertion.

3rd. It makes its attack earlier where it is of most frequent

occurrence.

4th. It is very common in the intemperate, and in those ex-

posed to the inhalation of dust.

5th. It is more frequent in men than women, at least in the

metropolis.

Have you extended your inquiries so as to embrace other classes

of society, ^ well as working men, and if so, what are the results

of those inquiries? Yes, to the gentry and tradesmen, using
for this purpose the mortuary registers for 1838 and 1839. The
results are these :

—

1st. The proportion of consumptive case in the three classes of
gentlemen (including professional men), tradesmen, and artisans,

:(including all classes of labouring men), are respectively 1 to 5,

1 to 2-60, and 1 to 2-29
; or about 16, 28, and 30 respectively in

the hundred.

2nd. The average age of death from consumption is earlier in

the last two classes than in the first; but the artisan who dies of
iconsumption dies at a somewhat later age than the tradesman.
The tradesmen of the metropolis, then, are nearly twice as

liable to consumption as the gentry? Yes.
How do you account for this great mortality from consumption

among the class of tradesmen? 1 think that it is mainly
attributable to their confinement during so many hours of every
day in ill-ventilated shops.
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w. A.Giiy.M.D. Tliis observation of course applies equally to the class of shop-

men ? Precisely so.

Do you attribute the cases of consumption, which are so

numerous among tradesmen and shopmen, entirely lo the statij of

the shops ? Is it not partly due to the rooms they live in ?-

Not more in the case of shopmen than in that of other persons of

similar condition of life. But I think that the tradesmen of

London, as a class, including the petty tradesmen, are generally

very badly housed. They give up to their business almost all the

space they can command, and let the upper part of their housas

to lodgers, living themselves in small back rooms connected with

their shops, which rooms are often not larger or better ventilated

than those of the poor. This leads to much sickness among them.

It is only within a very few days that a London tradesman gave

me this account of himself. He had been originally a workman,

and having saved a little money, opened a small shop in a back

street. For some yeai's he slept in a small close back room

behind his shop ; and during the whole time was subject to frequent

attacks of cold, with affection of the chest. These attacks were

often so severe as to require medical advice and attendance for

weeks together. He has since moved into an open airy situation,

with ample accommodation for himself and family, and he is not

only very rarely subject to colds, but these, when tliey do cccur,

are readily cured by the most simple means. He states that he

saves in this way a large sum previously spent in medicine.

Then the tradesmen of London, as a class, not merely live in

small and confined rooms, but are employed throughout the day

in heated and close shops? Yes, most of the shops .of London

are very hot and close, especially during the evenings, when the

gas is burning. Many tradesmen are conscious that ^Jieir health

suffers from it; and those who do not think of that, complain much

of the injury done to their goods. The moisture and foul air

arising from the gas are extremely injurious to a great number of

articles sold by tradesmen, and the want of ventilation in shop

fronts is much complained of

. You have stated that though there are relatively more cases of

consumption among the artisans of the metropolis, nevertheless the

tradesmen who die of that disease are cut off at an earlier age.

How do you explain this ?„The class which I have designated

as artisans includes the whole body of labouring men, of whom a

large proportion either tise strong exertion witliin doors, or are

employed out of doors; and I have ascertained that the consump-

tive patients of both classes live longer than men following

sedentary occupations within doors, and longer than the class of

tradesmen. It is this which gives to the entire class of working

men this slight advantage over the tradesmen of the metropolis.

This is shown in the following comparison :

—
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Deaths from consumption under 30:—in-door^ 37^ per cent. ; w. A.Guy, M.i).

:radesnien, 33 per cent. ; out-door labourers, 25 per cent.

In-door and sedentary, 44 per cent. ; tradesmen, 33 per cent.

;

in-door, using great exertion, 31^ per cent.

The deaths under 40 in the three classes have nearly the same
-elation to each other as those under 30. In other words, the

radesmen of the metropolis hold an intermediate place between

: hose who work out of doors and those who work in-doors; and
jetween those who use Httle and those who use much exertion in

heir in-door occupations.

Do we understand you to assert that men who follow their em-
jloyments out of doors, though exposed to all the inclemencies of

ihe weather, are less subject to consumption, and that when they

lie of it, they die at a later age than men who work in-doors, and
ire protected from the weather ? Yes. Both men and women
vho follow their employments out of doors, possess this advantage

;

ind it is not the labourer only who is comparatively exempt, but
!ven the hawker who stands about in the streets and markets, and
vho probably uses little more exertion than the majority of those
vho work within doors. It is not therefore to exercise, but to the
jpen air that they owe this advantage.

You state that you attribute the great liability of tradesmen to

!onsumplion, as compared with the class of gentry, to their con-
inemeiit during so many hours every day to ill ventilated shops.

Do you assign the same cause for the great number of consump-
tive cases which you state to occur among men employed in-doors

as compared with those who work in the open air ? Yes. I

Delieve that the same cause is at work in both cases. Both classes

oreathe a foul and heated atmosphere. I would support this view
)f the case Jby a very simple argument :—the in-door labourers,
is a class, (I speak now of men,) have higher wages, and can
consequently command better food, clothing, and lodging, than
hose who work out of doors. In this respect then they are more
"avourably circumstanced. Their habits of life, too, are nearly
he same, and it is probable, (at least I have been le<3 to form
hat opinion,) that the out-door labourers, as a class, are more
iddicted to intemperance. There are only two things, then, in
vhich the two classes differ. A considerable proportion of those
!mployed within doors lead a sedentary life, and the whole of
hem breathe an air less pure than the out-door labourers. Now
t is an acknowledged fact, that among literary and professional
nnen, sedentary pursuits do not shorten life. Hence there remains
out one cause to which to attribute tlie greater liability of the in-
-loor labourer to consumption.
' -tHe is not only more liable to consumption, but he dies earlier.
Do we understand you to say so ? Yes. Not only are many
lives lost which might be saved, but those who die are cut off
prematurely.
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Do you mean by the term consumption, consumptionof the lungs,

the disease called by medical men tubercular consumption, and

phthisis pulmonalis? 1 mean consumption of the lungs.

You have stated lliat men are much more subject to this disease

than women ? Yes. In the metropolis, and probably in large

towns, the deaths from consumption in men are more numerous

than in women. I should state that there are about five deaths

in men for four in women.
Do you consider this disparity as a confirmation of the view

which you take of the cause of consumption ? -I regard it as a

very strong confirmation. I believe that in the metropolis, the

number of females who work in their own rooms bears a much
larger proportion to those who are engaged in workshops than in

the case of men ; and I find that men who work in their own rooms

are less subject to consumption than those who work in company

with many others in crowded workshops.

You think, then, that the apartments of the poor are mora

wholesome than their places of work ? Without doubt. The
air of the poor man's apartment, small and mean as it is, is much

more wholesome than that of the greater part of the workshops of

London, and I should say, than the shops of the metropolis.

Have you turned your attention to the health of milliners and

dress-makers, who are employed in workshops ? Not especially.

They have been classed with those following sedentary occupations,

and the results for this entire class agree with the results obtained

in the case of men.

It is your opinion, then, that both in males and females, there is

a greater liability to consumption among those who work in-doors ?

1 am decidedly of that opinion. The facts all point to that

result; and in this respect my own inquiries strongly confirm those

which have been made by others.

And this greater liability to consumption you attribute to the

want of proper ventilation ? Yes.

Have you foimd that a stooping or constrained posture exercises

much influence in promoting pulmonary consumption? 1

believe very little indeed ; and my opinion is founded upon pretty

accurate comparisons. Compared with the cause which I have

pointed out, it is as nothing.

Have you been able to institute any exact comparisons between

men breathing the same air, but using different degrees of exer-

tion? Yes; I have made very precise comparisons betw^een

the pressmen and the compositors, of whom the former use strong

exertion in their employment, while the latter make many small

movements of the hands and arms. Their rooms are generally

warmed and lighted in the same way, and they both have but

little space to work in, though the pressman requires more room.

The comparison is greatly to the disadvantage of the compositor,
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vho is extremely liable to consumption, and at a comparatively w. A.Guy, m.d,

jarly period of life. This is the more striking, as the pressman is

lotoriously more given to habits of intoxication than the compositor.

Sedentary occupations, then, as compared with those requiring

5ti-onger exertion, are decidedly injurious to health ?——Certainly,

very much so.

Are not men who use strong exertion liable to some diseases from

ivhich the more sedentary occupations are free ? ^Yes ; but they

iccur later in life, and in smaller numbers. Towards 50 years of

jge,men who labour hard begin to suffer from hard work, and they

jecome very liable to diseases of the air-passages of the lungs, and
losome diseases of the heart. The fact which I now state accounts

or the greater number of very old men found among those fol-

owing sedentary occupations. The few that can bear the un-

wholesome influences to which they are exposed, having reached

hat time of life when hard labour is injurious, still continue to

;njoy the health of which such hard labour deprives other men.
Do you attribute all the cases of consumption, which are not

he result of strong hereditary tendency, or which may be said

o be natural to the human body, under even the most favour-

He circumstances, to deficient ventilation? No. This I be-

deve to be more fatal than all other causes put together ; but
labits of intemperance hold the next rank, and after them every

ause which tends to debilitate the frame. Thus consumption
3 very frequent among the dissipated of both sexes.

The number of deaths from consumption occurring every year
n England and Wales, according to the returns of the Registrar-

general, amounts to nearly 60,000, are these all cases of pul-
aona»y consumption? No. I have reason to believe that

ibout 36,000 are cases of true pulmonary consumption.
This is the result of a calculation of your own ? Yes. It is

he best estimate I could form.

Of these 36,000 deaths from pulmonary consumption, how
nany, do you think, might be saved by proper sanatory mea-
lures ? According to a very careful calculation, foundeil upon
he number of deaths from consumption occurring in the dif-

erent classes, I have been led to estimate the possible annual
aving of adults in the whole of England and "Wales at little less
han 5000.

And at what number for the metropolis ? About half that
lumber.

What proportion of these unnecessary deaths are you inclined
0 attribute to the deficient ventilation of workshops ? About
i)ne-sixth of the whole number.
'i Then you attribute the remainder to the condition of the
dwellings of the poor? Yes, and principally to deficient ven-
ilation.
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-VT. A. Guy.M.D. Does tliis estimate include the probable sacrifice of life among
tradesmen ? No. Merely that which I suppose to occur

amoiicr the labouring classes.

Then your estimate is rather below than above the probable

number? 1 firmly beheve that my estimate is rather under

than above the truth. It indeed assumes, what is. not likely to

be the case, that the waste of life occurs only in tVie metropolis

and in about 20 of the largest towns of England, and that there

is no waste of human, life from this cause in the rest of the

country.

There is an opinion abroad that consumption is a national dis-

ease; that it is more prevalent in England than in other countries

—does this opinion seem to you to be well founded? No; I

believe it to be a vulgar prejudice ; it is altogether unsupported

by facts : but, as we have at present no means of comparing one

country with another in this respect, it is not possible to prove its

fallacy. The opinion, whether true or false, has exercised a very

injurious infiuence upon the public health—it has turned men

aside from an inquiry into the removable causes of consumption,

and led them to regard the disease as a sad necessity beyond the

reach of prevention. Englishmen, generally, seem to take a sort

of pride in making themselves out worse than they are. Not long

since we believed ourselves to be the most suicidal nation in the

world, and we were not easily convinced to the contrary. We are

always croaking about something or other, and our extraordinary

liability to consumption is a favourite topic with us. If we are

more liable to it than other nations, I am convinced that it is be-

cause we have a larger proportion of our population engaged in

manufactures, of whom a considerable, number lead sedentary lives,

and suffer from overcrowding and overwork, joined, in many cases,

to habits of intemperance unknown abroad.

You are, then, of opinion, that there is nothing in the climate of

England, or in the constitutions of Englishmen, which predisposes

them to consumption in a greater degree than the natives of

other countries? 1 am; but I speak of the European nations

only.

You have now stated the principal results of your inquiries,

based upon your hospital experience and the mortuary registers.

Does your personal inspection of the workshops of the metropolis

confirm these results ? As far as my inquiries have extended,

completely. I have found the ventilation of workshops very im-

perfect, even where the building was expressly designed for the

purpose to which it is applied. As far as 1 have had an opportu-

nity of observing, the history of a London workshop is this :—-A

man begins by employing a few hands in a house often but ill

adapted for an ordinary dwelling-house, and as his business in-

creases, he contrives to add one low apartment to another by knocking
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i-dovvn partition walls and making such slight alteratioii& as suit his w. A.Guy,.M.p.

immediate purpose. He contrives by this means to accommodate

an iiici-easing number of men, and the only practicable limit to

that number is the want of mere standing or sitting room, as the

case may be. He warms these rooms by a stove, by steam, or by

:hot air, and lights them with gas. 'I'he consequence is, that the

iworkmen are exposed at the same time to a high temperature

land a foul and stagnant atmosphere. This Combination is carried

(to its highest degree in the tailors' workshops ; and I have been

•told more than once, by the journeymen tailoi-s themselvesj that

ithey have been obliged to strip to the very skin that they might
be able to bear the intense heat to which they are exposed. In

ibuildings intended for workshops more space is given to the men,
but they are usually constructed on very bad principles. The
whole building often forms one space, divided by floors perforated

iby a common staircase. If a steam-engine is employed it is gene-

rally to be found in the lower compartment of this building, so

that the heat rises from this into the upper rooms, and mingling
with the foul air of the intermediate floors, ascends to the hiuhest

iflat, where the hot and foul air collects in great abundance. Such
a building as this once gave me the opportunity of a very striking

comparison; 15 men were employed on the second floor, and 17
imen in precisely the same way on the third and uppermost floor.

On making personal inquiries of each of the men respecting his

health, four only out of the 15 on the second floor made any com-
plaint; one was subject to indigestion, a second to cough, the
:the third to ulcers of the le£r, and the fourth was what might be
termed a valetudinarian. But of the 17 employed on the upper-
imost floor, three had had spitting of blood, two were subject to

aflections of the lungs, and five to constant and severe colds. Ten
of these 17, therefore, were subject to diseases affecting the chest,

while one only of the 15 in the room beneath had a disease of this

nature. The men themselves, who had been for a long time in

the employment of the same master, were fully alive to the injury
iwhich they sustained, and had made frequent representations to

their employer. Some unsuccessful attempts had been made to

remedy a state of things mainly dependent upon the faulty con-
struction of the building.

It is not a little remarkable that another workshop of the same
kind, and constructed in the same faulty manner, gave a similar
iresnlt : of 20 men in the upper room, two had had spitting of
blood, two indigestion, two rheumatism, one was subject to head-
ache, one had varicose veins, and two were subject to lowness of
spirits (hypochondriasis)

;
making in all 10 invalids in 20, being

exactly half the number. On the contrary, of 15 men employed
in the lower room, one only had spit blood, one complained of
weakness, and a third of indigestion, making three in all

;
being at

the rate of 4 in 20, in the place of 10 in 20 in the upper room.
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W.A.Guy, M.D. I may mention another striking fact of the same kind. In visit'~

ing workshops I have carefully noted the dimensions of the rooms,

the mode of heating, the mode of Hghting, the number of lights,

and the number of men employed. I have also ascertained from

each man whether or not he has been subject to any disease, and

if so, of what disease. All these particulars having been very

carefully noted down, I have had the means of forming some very

exact comparisons. The following is one of them :—Forty men

were employed in five rooms, containing an aggregate of 12,121

cubic feet of air, being at the rate of 303 cubic feet of air per man.

These rooms are lighted every evening by 60 gas-lights. Other

40 men were employed in other five rooms, containing 31,549

cubic feet of air, being at the rate of 789 cubic feet per man, and

these rooms were lighted in the evening by 75 gas-lights. All the

10 rooms were heated by stoves. Assuming that the gas-hghts in

the two sets of rooms produced an equal degree of impurity in the

air during the time that they were burning, I have thought that

the comparison between the two sets of rooms would become com-

plete if I dinded the quantity of air which they respectively con-

tained by the number of lights burning during the evenings. The

result of this division is as follows :

—

First set of rooms, 303 cubic feet of air per man, giving, when

divided by the number of Hghts, a quotient of 5 • 05.

Second set of rooms, 789 cubic feet of air per man, giving,

when divided by the number of lights, a quotient of 10-52.

It results from either of these comparisons that the 40 men oc-

cupying the first five rooms had less than half the quantity of air to

breathe which the 40 men in the five larger rooms had. In all

other respects their situation was precisely the same. Now, of the

40 men occupying the smaller rooms, and consequently breatliing

a hotter and fouler air, five had had spitting of blood, six were

subject to severe catarrh, six complained of indigestion, two of

great debility, and one of rheumatism. On the other hand, of the

40 men occupying the larger rooms, and having a purer and

cooler air to breathe, only one was subject to catarrh, two to uidi-

gestion, one to pain in the chest, one to nervous symptoms, one to

headache, and one had varicose veins. Not one of them had spit

blood. As a still further confirmation of the injurious effects attri-

buted to impure air, I beg to subjoin the following table, founded

upon a careful inquiry into the condition of the men as to healtli,

and an accurate measurement of the rooms in which they were at

work :

—
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Per Ceutag i Proportion,

Spitting

of
Blood.

Catarrh.
Other

Diseases.
Total.

Spitting

of
Blood.

Catarrh.
Other

Diseases.
Tolal.

14 men having less

than 500 cubic feet of

air lo breathe.

5 men having from
500 to COO cubic feet

of air to breathe.

1 meu having more
tlian 600 cubic feet of
aii; to breathe.

13

5

4

13

4

2

18

23

18

44

32

24

12-50

4-35

3-96

12-5

3-48

1-93

17-31

20-00

17-82

42-31

27-82

23 -70

How were the men employed in the rooms' which you have thus
Dmpared ? They were all letter-press printers.
Have you visited the newspaper offices ? No. But I have

lason to believe that they are still more unwholesome than tlie
imraon printing offices.

Have you extended your inquiries to other workshops ? Not
• the same strict manner ; but I have visited several Avorkshops
;
all kinds, and find them, as a general i-ule, very badly venti-

ited, and very unwholesome.
i Does the appearance of the men who work in these unwhole-
ime rooms correspond with the account which you have now o-iven
I their greater liabihty to attacks of sickness ? Yes, in most in-
ances

;
but there are remarkable exceptions to this as to all ae-

ral rules. Though it is very rare to meet with a stout or fresh-
bking man in these rooms, they are occasionally met with ; and
though there are comparatively few old men among the work-
en, there are one or two. I have met, for instance^Avith a man
1 72, who had been employed for the greater part of his life in
B same workshop, and that by no means the most wholesome
nich T have visited. He was in the enjoyment of the most per-
!t health. ^

.But, as a general rule, these cases* are to be regarded as excep-
ms? Without doubt they are rare exceptions.
Are the men whom you have thus visited employed constantly
the same offices and in the same rooms, or do they change
lOut ? By far the majority of the men continue to work for
3 same employer, and while they do so they generally occupy
e same room and even the same place. When I have visited
e same printing offices at intervals of some months I have recog-
^ed at once my old acquaintances in their old places. I have
«o seen several of them as patients at the hospital, and I have
most invariably found that they were working with the same
iployers as when I visited them.
You think, then, that the comparisons which you have just
aae are near approximations, and that the general results may
'•elied on?- 1 believe them to be very close approximations.
VOL. I.
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w.A.Guy.M.D. I do not think that they in any way exaggerate the baneful effect

of hot and foul air.

You have stated that men who use strong exertion in their

employments are less injuriously affected by the unwholesome

state of their workshops than those who use little exercise, that

they are less subject to pulmonary consumption. If this opinion

be correct, it should follow that the average age of the former

class is greater than that of the latter. Does your experience

lead to this result?——It does. I have carefully compared the

pressman and the compositor in this respect, and find that the

average age of pressmen, who began to work at any given age, is

higher than that of compositors beginning at the same age. I

submit a table which proves this :

—

Beginning their Employment at

14 Years. 15 Yeasa.

Age. Age.

Pressmen . •

No. of

Men.
14

Max.

55

Min.

19

Mean.

33

No. of
Men.
18

Max.

60

Min.

19

^^ean

3G

Compositors . • 139 n 15 30 42 47 16 26

16 years. 14, 15, an 16 Years.

Age. Age.

Pressmea ; . •

No. of

Men.
13

Max.

55

Min.

20

Mean.

33

No. of

Men.
45

Max.

GO

Mia.

19

Mean.

34

Compositors 16 38 17 25 197 72 15 28

Do you find that the compositors are more Hable to pulmonary

consumption than the pressman? Decidedly so.

Exercise, then, in some degree counteracts the ill effects of im-

pure air? -Yes, and-Xor this reason it is better that people who

are invited to breathe foul air in ball-rooms should dance than that

they should sit still.

Is pulmonary consumption the only disease which you attribute

to the defective ventilation of houses and places of work ? No.

I consider the heated and impui-e atmosphere of workshops, and

a similarly unwholesome state of the dwellings of the poor, as the

cause of a large number of diseases—of scrofulous diseases in

childhood, of inflammation of the lungs, of the febrile affections to

which the children of the poor are so subject, and of those chronic

disorders of the bowels which are so apt to terminate in mesenteric

disease. A freat proportion of the deaths of children entered in

the Reports of the Registrar-General as consumption are of this
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lature, and chiefly due to this cause. In adults the effect of the W'A'G"y>M.D.

lepressing atmosphere of places of work such as those I have

•escribed extends much beyond the production of pulmonary con-

umption. Both the mind and the body are injured ; the one is

fi a state to be excited by slight causes, and the other to require,

r to seem to require, the aid of intoxicating liquors. Each
linisters to the other's weakness, and each re-acts upon the other.

Are men employed withiia doors more addicted to habits of

itemperance than tliose who work in the open air? Does the

nwholesome state of the workshops, by producing the depressing

fleet you speak of, lead men to drink ? 1 believe that, as a

leneral rule, men who work out of doors drink more than those

mployed within doors; they have more temptations; they are

lore in the way of it. But I believe that the unwholesome state

f places of work, by the depressing effect it produces, is a great

ause of intemperance. It can scarcely be otherwise.
' In the course of your inquiries have you given any attention to

le influence of haloits of intemperance on health ? Yes. I

ave made an exact comparison between the classes most exposed
I the temptation of drinking, and those who are not more intem-
srate than the greater part of the labouring class. I have com-
ared, for instance, the drayman with the labourer, the potboy
ith the footman, and the licensed victualler with other tradesmen.
Jl these comparisons are very unfavourable to the classes most
fposed to the temptation of drinking. I find that, before 35
3ars of age, more than twice as many draymen die as labourers

;

id that before the same jaeriod the deaths among potboys exceed
lose of footmen by more than a third.

You state that men who work out of doors are more addicted
I drinking than those who are employed within doors. How do
)u account for this ? There are many reasons for it. Tiie
lan who has much exertion in the open air is not so conscious of
le effects of spirituous liquors as the man who leads a sedentary
fe within doors, nor does his occupation require so much thought
• so steady a hand as that of the artisan. Those who work hard,
lO, think that some kind of fermented liquor is absolutely neces-
u'y. Moreover, many labouring men are hired at public-houses,
kI must recommend themselves by spending their money freely

i. beer and spirits, The brewers' draymen, the potboys, and the
orters at wine vaults, all have access to intoxicating liquors at all
mes, and are allowed a large quantity of liquor.

Does your experience of the poor lead you to believe that habits
: intemperance are on the decrease among them ? Decidadly
>• I have taken much pains to ascertain the point, and have no
3ubt that they are fast improving in this respect, the Younger
lOre than the older. = ,

Have you observed that the working classes are alive to the
jury which they sustain from the unwholesome state of their

h2



i^. A. Giiy. M.D. places of vvoi'k? To some extent they are, and they often mu
representations to their employers. But the evil remains un
dressed, for the simple reason that all the attempts made to int

duce fresh air occasion draughts ; so that no sooner is an openi

made than the men who are working near it stop it up. The n
cannot bear cold air, and are much more afraid of draughts tli

they are of the poisonous atmosphere which by enfeebling th

makes them so sensible of cold.

Have you had occasion to observe any anxiety on the part

the labouring class to adopt measures for the preservation of tl:

health? Yes, among the more inteUigent. I have been

formed, for instance, by several compositors, that they reside

little way out of town in order to have the advantage of a walk

and from their work.

Are the employers willing to attend to the representations

their men with respect to causes affecting their health ?—^—I h
generally found them very willing to do anything which does

involve them m serious expense.

In your opinion, would any objection be made on the part

employers to a legislative enactment which should secure a pro

ventilation of places of work ? 1 think not, provided they w
not put to a very heavy expense.

Do you think that, without legislative interference, the re\

sentations of the men themselves would suffice to bring abou
change for the better? No. One of two things must hapj
Ventilation must be enforced by law, or the means of procui

fresh air must be made cheap and of easy access. The gr

obstacles to improvement are the fear of draughts on the par

the men, and the expense and necessary alteration of the exist

buildings on the part of the employers. No system of vendlal

can come into general use which does not prevent draughts, wh
is not cheap, and which interferes in any great degree with exist

structural arrangements.

You say that you have generally found employee willing to

anything which does not entail great expense, is this very geueri;

the case? ^Very generally; but I ought to add that when
greatest willingness has been shown, very shght obstacles hi

sufficed to prevent these good intentions from being carried i

effect This happened in the case of a poor wafcr-gilder, sutler

from trembling palsy, caused by frequent exposure to the fumes

mercury. I suggested to his employer a very simple plan of g

ting rid of these poisonous fumes, and he promised willingly £

gratefully to adopt it. I called alter a few days, and found t

he contemplated some alteration in liis premises in two or tli

months' time, that he had thought of a plan that seemed to 1

preferable, and would then adopt it. Though evidently a humi

and intelligont man, he seemed to think as little of this delay a
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riiey form a low estimate of the value of w. a. Gay. m.d;
m dies, and another replaces him without
)ut if it were a horse or a dog, the owner
I new one. This makes all the difference.
e, and not his employers, has to pay for his
log would have cost something. And yet
d be more anxious about a horse or a doo-
not necessarily hard-hearted. They have

sense of the surpassing value of health and
i classes are rendered in some degree indif-
a false theory, which, I believe, originated
nane man, or if not, is certainly entertained
nely, that plagues and consumptions were
to keep down a redundant population. We
it may be hoped that better feelings will
nformation. There is much ignorance to
prejudice to be overthi'own before the rich
r, and the employer to the workman. Those
)r instance, little think how many palsied
ze which the manufacturers use. As little

itute some wholesome material for com-
re no such thing as painters' colic or the
> men are constantly breathing irritating

icles, and poisonous air, with scarcely an
lem by ventilation or other efficient means,
erence on the part of the rich, and a cor-
)n the part of the poor. A long time must
will learn the true economy of health, and

'ith the duty and gain of preserving it.

xperience in the ventilation of dwellings
, I have introduced plates of perforated
the poor and into some of the reading-
with the best effect. The draught is the
nd to a much more extensive use of this
ig fresh air. The benefit, in many cases,
men are very grateful for it.

it has been proposed to appoint health
houses in which deaths have occurred,

f disease existing there, and recommend
Would such officers be useful ? There
ir utihty. I have myself lately performed
server on my own appointment, and all
savoured to assist, both masters and work-
elul for the advice I have given them. I
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w, A. Guy, M.D, that these were the cause of his illness. Accordingly I went to

the workshop where he was employed, and found the following

rude contrivance in use for carrying off these destmctive fumes.

The place of work was a narrow well of houses in one corner of

which was a rude funnel of wood with a spout about 12 feet long.

This was almost worse than nothing, for there was little or no
draught through it in a still state of the air; and when the wind
blew the fumes were forced down the funnel into the man's face.

The first thing that I saw within a few feet of the funnel, as I cast

about for a means of abating this nuisance, was a tall chimney
connected with a furnace used on the premises. I directed that

the funnel should be connected with the chimney, which was done,

and in a day or two I had the satisfaction of finding my patient

nearly well, and the red fumes of the nitrous acid curling out of

the chimney. I have also found benefit of a most marked kind

result from a little tinaely advice about ventilation, which patients

have had the good sense to attend to.

In this case, then, your representations were immediately

attended to by the employer? Yes. No time was lost in

abating the nuisance.

Can you give a short summary of the principal points of the

evidence which you have now laid before the Commission ? •

The result is briefly this. There is no sufficient reason for con-

sidering consumption as an English disease. A certain amount of

consumption, probably about one in seven of all deaths above 15

years of age, which is nearly the proportion occurring in the

higher orders and in the most healthy professions, may be con-

sidered as inevitable ; but all beyond that proportion admits of

prevention. The annual waste of adult life from pulmonary

consumption alone may be safely stated at upwards of 5000, and

this estimate is probably much below the truth. The chief cause

of this great mortality is the defective ventilation of houses, shops,

and places of work. Next to this, in point of importance, is the

inhalation of dust, metallic particles, and irritating fumes. One

cause, over which the poor themselves can exercise control, is the

abuse of spirituous liquors, a very fruitful source of consumption.

I will venture to add my own strong conviction, that the sacrifice

of so large a number of grown-up men and women has the indirect

effect of increasing the population, of substitviting young and

helpless children, for adults capable of earning their own sub-

sistence, and of contributing to the wealth and greatness of their

country; that this waste of adult life is, in every sense and view of

the matter, a great calamity and very bad economy, and to the

extent to which its causes are generally understood by individuals

or by tlie public a great and cruel injustice.
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JOHN LIDDLE, Esq., examined.

Are you medical officer of the Whitechapel Union? Yes. joimLiddie.EBq.

What number of cases do you visit per annum ? During the

first year^ 1838, I had 986 cases; they have gone on regularly

increasing, and they now amount to 2500. The annexed table

gives a return of the ages and proportions of death in 1839, in the

whole district of Whitechapel, from which it appears that the

average age of all who die of the class of artisans Is not more
than 25 years, and that about one-half of their children born die

before 10 years of age. More than one-half of those born, I

should say, according to my own observation, and without positive

enumeration.

What, with respect to overcrowding, is the state of the houses

which you visit ?—.—I know of few instances where there is more
than one room to a family.

Have persons with large families any difficulty in procuring

lodgings ? Most of the poor people with large families find

great difficulty in procuring lodgings. A man of the name of

Sculley, having a wife and five children;, the other day told me that

the only place he could procure for himself and family was a
cellar in Beck's Rents, and for which he pays Is. 2)d. a-week.

This was for the use of a cellar, which he inhabited with his wife

and five children, the youngest about six months old. He added,
" 1 had some difficulty in procuring any sort of lodging for my
targe family. I would willingly pay from Gd. to 9c/. per week
more if water was laid on in my room : it would be a great saving

of time and expense ; for if I want a cup of coffee in the morning,
I am obliged to get up and fetch the water from a distance, or
else to go to a coffee-shop, where I am charged more than it would
cost me at home." He further described the condition of the

court in which he was living by stating, "there is but one privy,

which is always in a fiUhy state. I am frequently obliged to clean
it myself, which is a most filthy job. I would willingly pay a
small sum weekly for the convenience of a water-closet for myself
and family, to be saved the unpleasant labour of cleaning the
common privy in turn. If water were laid on in the house, all of
us labouring men would keep ourselves much cleaner, and our
houses would be much cleaner. The labour of fetching the
water is the principal reason why the houses are not kept clean.
The water which we keep in the house in tubs soon becomes
spoilt and unfit to be used as drink. I would wilHngly pay a
halfpenny per week to have the court and outside of my house
kept clean."

Have you found in the course of your medical practice many
mstances of the extreme crowding of rooms, and their subdivision
amongst separate families? Yes; I have in a great many
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Population and Proportion of Deaths.

Jolin LidiUo, Es<i.
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cases. The subdivision of rooms is very common in many places JoimUWic, Esq.

in my district, and out of charity many of the poor give shelter to

a houseless friend in the corner of the room, and this is sometinries

the cause of fever in a family. An instance of a corpse being

admitted into a room of a friend occurred the other day in the

course of my practice. A young man died in the Blind Asylum,

and the mother lived up two pair of stairs in a back room in a

sfreet leading out of the Commercial-road, where it appeared

almost impossible to carry up a corpse, and a person of the name

of Hildebrand, living in Crown-court, kindly consented to allow

the body to be brought into her room, where her children were

playing about (one of her children was ill at the time), she and

her family, consisting of seven in all, were obliged to huddle

together to sleep in a small back room.

What is the common size of the rooms? About 12 feet by

8 would give a fair average size of the floors of the rooms; the

ceilings rarely exceed 8 feet in height. In many of the garrets I

am unable to stand upright. The number of persons living in a

room may average about 5. This would average about 153 cubic

feet of air for each person.

What is the height of these houses in stories ? The majority

two and three stories high; in the majority also no light on the

staircases; I find them dark and offensive. The close confined

smell on the staircases is very offensive indeed.

What are the rents usually paid for these rooms? 1^. 6o?.

and 25. per week ; that is for the worst description of tenements
;

for the better description of places Ss. a-week may be given.

Has this state of over-crowding been increased? In my
opinion of late it has been increased in our neighbourhood, iu

consequence of the metropolitan improvements ; a number of the

poorer houses having been pulled down to make the contem-

plated new street from the docks to Spitalfields church.

In consequence of the demolition of the houses to form the new
street, has it increased the crowded state of the houses in the

district? It has very much ; some of the larger houses are

now converted into lodging-houses, which for the most p&rt are

most shamefully crowded ; and the houses in many places in my
district are more densely inhabited, particularly Castle-alley,

Tewksbury-court, and Lambeth- street.

In what state do you find these rooms in respect to ventilation?

Very bad indeed, from the over-crowding ; from the privies

in the lower part of the houses ; from the dirty water and the dirty

clothes in their rooms.

How are these tenements usually supplied with water?

Usually from a tap or standcock in a court. In some few of the

better description of the houses I find the water laid on in the

yards of the houses in butts.
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JohiiLiddio.Esfi. Are the labourin g classes whom you have to visit as patients

hard-working labourers ? Yes
;
they are mostly dock-labourers

and persons employed at the water-side; they are also sack-
makers, and some are employed as charwomen, and some engaged
at slop-work.

Are their wives also labourers ? Yes
; they are usually

persons who sell things in the streets—vegetables, onions, fish,

and other produce. I find, as a frequent cause of the illness of

the infants, exposure with their mothers to severe weather in the

streets.

Then, all classes under these circumstances will be the least

disposed to take any extra labour that is not absolutely necessary ?

-I am compelled to visit their houses at all times, and it is

common to me to see the husband, who has just returned home,
lying on the bed fast asleep with his clothes on.

And that when you have not been expected to come in?

Exactly so : they never know at what time I may come, as I make
it a point of never telling them.

Therefore, to fetch water after the labours of the day can scarcely

be expected? It is only done for the most urgent purposes;
cleanliness is entirely neglected, and their persons and clothes

remain in a most dirty state.

You have seen Mr. Toynbee's statement of the condition in

which he finds the houses of the labouring classes in respect to

water at the west end of the metropolis, where they are supplied

from water-butts in the yards : what is the comparative condition

in which you find the houses of the working classes in respect

to supplies of water at the east end of the metropolis, where they

are supplied with water from common cocks or stand-pipes in the

courts? —My experience is precisely similar to that of Mr.
Toynbee. The smell of their linen, when they give me a towel,

which they tell me is quite clean, is often ofiensive. Their clothes

are pressed through dirty water, to avoid the trouble of going out

to fetch water.

In the houses which they inhabit would there be room for

water-tanks or butts, supposing that to be an eligible mode of

supply? —They might in every house have sinks, but there

would be no room for butts or tanks. Many of the houses have

no yards at all ; the houses in some places are built back to

back.

It is stated in evidence that water may be carried into a house

and supplied at \d. per week per tenement, and perhaps an

additional rental of d. per week per room ? Not by the

present monopolizing water companies.

If provision were made to accomplish that object, and it were
accomplished, do you believe the convenience would be so far

appreciated by the labouring classes as to induce them to pay the
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requisite addition to their rents to save the labour of fetching JoimLiadia.Esa

water from the common cocks? Unquestionably they would.

I can state a circumstance to show how much they appreciate the

convenience of having water brought into the premises. In a

place in Cartwright-street, Avhere there are a number of small te-

nements surrounding a piece of waste ground, which tenements are

occupied entirely by the labouring classes, a well has recently been

sunk by the landlord, and a large tank erected over the well.

This tank is filled by horse-power. From this tank pipes are

carried, and the water is distributed into the several houses. The

water is turned on three times a-week from the tank. Some of

the houses have a water-butt in the cellar, and the privy is there

also.

Are these houses visited by you ? Yes, they are visited fre-

quently by me ; and I may mention as evidence of their appre-

ciation of the supply, that they now pay 3^. Q)d. per week as rent,

in lieu of 2s. per tenement, which they formerly paid. It appears

that these houses were for many years in the opinion of the land-

lord underlet, but the tenants consider that the increase of the rent

arises from the supply of water.

\^^lat are the usual rates charged for water when it is laid on

the premises ? The New River Company offered to supply 100

houses on the above estate for 63Z. per annum, the landlord

agreeing to pay whether the houses were occupied or not, and the

landlord was required to lay the water on to every house. This is

now the custom, as there is so much less water required, it not

running to waste as when there is a stand-cock in the court. There

cannot be a doubt that the poor pay most exorbitantly for water;

the water companies being monopolists, charge the landlords ex-

travagantly high. Many of the houses in the neighbourhood have

ball-cocks, made of tin japanned, in their water-butts.

What is the state of the cesspools in the districts which you

visit inhabited by the working classes? Usually in the courts

there is only one cesspool. They are badly cleansed ;
often over-

flowing. The effluvium is most offensive and noxious. In many
of the houses the privy is in the cellar. In one of the courts in

Essex-street, now pulled down, the privy was within three yards

of the door of one of the houses, and the soil was lying outside

of the privy-door.

Where the cesspools are within the houses, do you not find them

commonly very injurious ? Yes, and until they are removed

good heahh cannot be expected in the district ; and it may be said

from their permeating the soil, however they are cleansed, that the

inhabitants are living on a dung-heap.

Have new sewers been driven through the district of late ?—

—

Yes.

From the description you have given of the state of the courts
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laio.Eso, and alleys, these sewers have done little good to this class of habi-
tations? No, they are constantly wet with stagnant water. I
scarcely know one place where a soil-pipe or house-drain has been
carried from any court or house into the sewer

; nevertheless, I be-
lieve the sewcf has been useful, and has considerably diminished
the surface-water in some places, so much so as to reduce the
amount of fever.

You are aware that a new line of sewers has been made in a
part of your district ? Yes, through four streets—White Lion-
street, Leman-street, and Red Lion-street on the east, Prescott-
street on the south, Mansell-street and Somerset-street on the west,
and Great Alie-street on the north. These four streets enclose the
large open space called the Tenter Ground. Three parts of this
have been constructed rather more than two years.

Are any of the houses inhabited by the poor which you attend,
that you are aware, drained into this sewer ? Not one in tliat

district.

Are these sewers trapped? Most of the sewers were now
trapped. Soon after the sewer was opened, the waste hot water
from the steam-engines of some sugar-bakers' premises ran through
the sewer, and the effluvium arising from the open gully-holes
became so intolerably offensive that the inhabitants complained
urgently, and the sewers were trapped in consequence ; but in the
neighbourhood of Whitechapel and St. George's there are some
gully-holes untrapped.

Since the houses of the poorer classes whom you attend are not
drained into the sewer, is the presumption well founded that they
derive no sanatory benefit from it? 1 do not conceive that they
derive as much benefit from them as might be effected.

Ai"e you able to trace any improvement in the health of the new
district ? There has been much less fever in our district, but I

have been unable to trace it as an effect of the formation of the
new sewer.

Has there been any diminution of the number of privies or cess-

pools by the formation of water-closets with drains communicating
with the new sewers ? Very few.

Then the cesspools remain as they were ? Yes, nearly so.

Has the surface cleansing of the streets or alleys been improved?
No ; the mode of cleansing the streets is very faulty. By the

mode in which the scavenging is performed in the courts, I ofVen

doubt whether they do not create greater nuisances than they re-

move. I came home quite ill a few days since from being in one
of the yards whilst the scavengers were at work.

Have you, do you believe, on the whole, less animal and vege-

table matter remaining and decaying at any one time than formerly

in the neighbourhood ? No ; the matter in the slaughter-houses

and the cess-pools remains the same-as before j the surface refuse
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in the slrcels remains the same as before. Tlie only cffect/of ^-•'''^'-''^'"l'-

which I know is, that some of the better class of houses have been
rendered less damp, and probably more comfortable. A landlord

(who I may mention is a commissioner of sewers), in answer to

the suggestion of the necessity of house-drainage, observed, " If

every tenement is to have a communication with the sewers you
will create a greater nuisance, and the house will be more unhealthy
than at present, arising from the smell of the sewer." How the

sewers can benefit the health of the poor living in the courts and
alleys I am at a loss to conjecture. The poor are still exposed in

the same degree to the pestiferous emanations of the overflowing

of cesspools, decayed animal and vegetable matter, and stagnant
water, which circumstances are proved, by direct experiment, to

be the cause of fever ; and without some legislative measures are

speedily adopted to remove these evils, another epidemic similar
to the one in 1838 will ere long make its appearance, which
epidemic in the quarter ending Lady-day cost the Whitechapel
Union upwards of 400/. The mere diminution of the surface-

water can do but little good in removing the causes of fever
;
nay,

it may even be productive of evil ; for unless the heavier impurities
: are removed along with the surface-water, the exhalations arising

from them will be more concentrated and dangerous.

You are of opinion, then, that private house-drainage and
1 cleansing must be comprehended in any general measure of efficient

: sanatory improvement? Undoubtedly it must, nothing efficient

has been done
;
nothing will be done, unless it be general and

' compulsory, and enforced by a competent authority, divested of
I local iiifliience or connection.

It is stated on the evidence of persons engaged in the occupation
that the expense of cleansing a cesspool is, in the metropolis, about
\l. per annum, and that it constitutes a cliai-ge of A\d. per week

I upon each tenement. It is also proved that if the system of keep-
: ing on water constantly at high pressure be adopted, that the use
I of water-butts and water-tanks may be entirely dispensed with,

: and water may be distributed into every room of such a house
1
fresh from the general reservoir, or filter, at an expense not ex-
ceeding \\d. per week ; that for the cesspool a cleansing apparatus
or soil-pan with water, of the nature of a water-closet, and the

: requisite drains may be substituted at an expense of not more than
\\d. per week, and all refuse be instantly removed in water through
impermeable pipes, so that the foundation of the house need not
be saturated with decomposing matter, and none need remain on
the premises to give off" effluvia

;
according to the experience and

evidence of Mr. Toynbee, which you have read, it would appear that
the whole of an existing tenement may be ventilated completely at an
expense which need not add more than one hallpenny per week to
the rental. Now supposing these several desiderata accomplished.
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John LWaie, Ksq. the cesspool removed, abundant supplies o pure water carried into

the houses to every floor, and if required into every room, and ven-

tilation made effectual, can you form any opinion as to the extent to

which sickness and mortality might be reduced by these several

arrangements ? If these measures were carried out, I see no

reason to doubt tliat the health of the labouring classes might be

made quite as good as that of the better classes, and that it is

practicable to do so. By the labouring classes I mean dock-

labourers ; but this observation does not apply to artisans engaged

in unhealthy trades. The mental anxiety of many of the middle

classes tends to the shortening of life. The nuisances which these

measures would remove are in their excess the chief circumstances

which distiviguish the poor classes from the wealthier and middle

classes. They would still have mismanagement of infants, of

which 1 have spoken, and their exposm-e to the weather, but these

are very subordinate. Drainage, supplies of water, and ventilation

would extensively diminish existing mortality. I may mention one

instance which shows the eff'ect of a very partial measure, viz., of

better paving and cleansing the surface of a court. Windmill-

court, in Rosemary-lane, was one of the most unhealthy in my dis-

trict. It was unpaved and filthy, and with stagnant water before

the houses. I used to visit it sometimes two or three times a-day

for fever cases. About 12 months ago it was flagged ; it was well

supplied with water from a large cast-iron tank, which enables the

inhabitants to have a constant supply, instead of an intermittent

one, on three days a-week. The court is regularly washed down
twice a-week, and the drains are so laid that all the water passes

through the privy and carries off" the soil, which was formerly a

most foul nuisance, and a constant expense to the landlord. In the

seven months ending March, 1843, I attended 41 new cases of

sickness in that court : in the last four or five months 1 have had

but two cases.

It has been stated that sickness is the most common cause of the

inability to pay rent, do you know if, in tliis instance, the rent has

been better paid? The rent is better paid, and the landlord is

considered to have made a good thing of the improvements, which

were executed at his own expense. There is no doubt that sick-

ness is the most common cause of the inability to pay rent.

Have you, in the course of your practice, met with instances of

the efficiency of such measures in effecting the recovery of the sick,

as well as in warding off" sickness? 1 have lately found an in-

stance of this at the London Hospital, where I was formerly a

pupil, and on visiting it a few days since, I learned the effects of

sanatory improA^ements which had been made there. They had

improved the sewerage and drainage of the house, when an im-

mediate and marked improvement in the diminution of the pro-

portions of death took place. The buildings had been warmed
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by dry hot air, which was found not to answer well; and that JojmLiddie, Esq.

form of warming was discontinued. A new wing was added to,

the hospital, by which the ventilation was improved ; this im-

ment was followed by a still more marked dimiaution of the per

ceiitage of deaths. The following are the numbers per cent, whoi

have died during each year :

—

1837 .... 14

1838 .... 12^
1839 . . . . 9J Tbis year the sewerage was completed.
1840 .... 9 Hot air discontinued.

1841 .... 10

1842 .... 8 The new wing was opeiied.

1843 .... 7

Can you verify by your own observation as a fact that in the

places which you visit the excessive mortality is accompanied by
an excessive re-production ; that the mortality does not diminish

the population, but only renders it more wretched? Yes, that

is visible to all of us who visit these places; it is now universally

acknowledged.

What are the physical characteristics of the population brought
up under the circumstances you have witnessed ? Not nearly

so robust as those brought up under better circumstances.

C. J. B. ALDIS, M.D., examined. C.J. B. Aidis,

M.D.

In what dispensaries have you acted as physician, and for what
time ? 1 am acting as physician to the London Dispensarj^
which receives patients from a great portion of Bethnal-green and
Spitaltields. At that dispensary, where I have acted for five!

years, we have about 3000 cases annually. I am physician to
the Parringdon Dispensary, where we receive patients chiefly
within a radius of a mile from Skinner-street, Snow-hill, chiefly
from the neighbourhood of Holborn, Smithfield, Clerkenwell,
Fleet-street, and the Old Bailey : there they receive 5400. I
act as physician to the Surrey Dispensary, where we receive pa-
tients from two districts

; one, the eastern district, extending froral

London Bridge to Millpond Bridge ; and the western from Lon-
don to Vauxhall Bridge. The whole number at the Surrey Dis-
pensary maybe about 7000. There are four physicians connected
with the Surrey Dispensary.

In these different dispensaries do you, when necessary, visit the
patients at their own habhations ?——Yes, we do.

In what condition do you find the places of habitation which
you visit?—Generally one badly-conditioned room occupied
oy a whole family, badly ventilated and filthy. The greatest
overcrowding is displayed in Field-lane and its neighbourhood,
in the courts leading out of Smithfield, in the courts leading out
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c. J. B. Aidis, of Fetter-lane, and the courts and buildings leading out of Fleet-
si. d. . .

Ob
street.

Some of the worst features of overcrowding are displayed on
the Surrey side of the river, in the neighbourhood of the Mint,

otherwise the characteristics are conamon. Within the roonas

close offensive smells, the atmosphere quite vitiated, the faecal

smell of the cesspool is often distinguished ; the courts are un-

cleansed and in a dirty condition. Some of the streets in Spital-

fields are remarkable for their filth. The most overcrowding in

the district of the London Dispensary is detected in the neigh-

bourhood of Artillery-passage, Bell-lane, and Petti coat-lane.

It has been stated in evidence before the Board,' that the over-

crowding in the houses in the vicinity of Spitalfields has been

greater in consequence of the alteration now in progress for the

new street, does your knowledge of the district enable you to con-

firm this statement ? It does ; for instance, Keate-street,

Keate-court, and its immediate neighbourhood, situated in Spi-

talfields, have become overcrowded in consequence of the improve-

ments now going on in Essex-street, Whitechapel ; and 1 have

been informed that four cases of fever have been received into the

workhouse at the same time from one habitation in consequence

of this increased pressure.

In what state do you find the drains, sewers, and water sup-

plies ?—•— 1 have observed them to be in a very neglected con-

dition. At the back of Ray-street, Clerkenwell, which is densely

populated, a most otfensive and open drain, a part of Fleet-ditch,

passes by the back of the houses, and takes its course parallel

with Great Saffron-hill, running under West-street, where it dis-

appears. The evils from this open sewer are of course most felt

in the summer, when the stench is intolerable. I have noticed

similar nuisances in Lock's-fields, Bermondsey, and Rotherhiihe.

In many places the refuse water, which has been employed for the

purposes of cooking and cleansing the houses, flows through gully-

holes into the kennels in the street, where it frequently remains

stationary, producing in warm weather the most offensive exhala-

tions. Old Nichol - street, with some streets in its vicinity,

situated in the district of the London Dispensary, is very offensive

in warm weather, in consequence of the exhalations from stagnant

water. I am called upon to visit more cases of fever there than

in any other part of the district. In regard to the water suppUes,

they are little calculated to add either to the comfort or health of

the poor. In many courts there is only one supply of water for

all its inhabitants, and it occupies a good deal of time to procure

it and carry it back to the different rooms, where it soon becomes
^ covered with black scum. There is generally a filthy accumula-

tion on the surface of the water in the water-butts. In some courts

there is no supply of water; such is the case in Ireland-court and
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Lusigneas-buildings, Red Lion-street, SpitalfieMs, which I visited c. a. h. A-idb.

to-day. One woman informed me that her husband lay dead,
and that she could not obtain water without the greatest difficulty

to wash his " rags." I went into her room, and found her hus-
band lying dead in a coffin ; the room was small, dark, and dirty,
and occupied by six children, in addition to the father and mother!
Another female represented the place to be "stinking alive" for
the want of water. In the neighbourhood of Field-lane some per-
sons have not even cesspools or privies ; all their excrements are
thrown into a little back yard, where they are allowed to accumu-
late for months together ; others have a cesspool, but it is not pro-
vided with a drain, so that the excrements run into courts or
streets, where they remain until a shower of rain washes them into
;he gutter. These are the places we are called upon most fre-
quently to visit.

What is the usual size of the rooms occupied by the single fa-
^ily? Each room measure from 8 to 10 feet by 8, and from
) to 8 feet from the floor to the ceiling, in the neighbourhood of
Pield-lane.

What rents do they usually pay? The rents are from Is. to
Is. for each room weekly ; the rent for some of the larger rooms is
i-om 3s. to 4s. Q)d. per week.
Are the patients of the condition of artisans ? Generally so.

n Spital fields they consist chiefly of weavers.
Can you state the average earnings per M'eek ? 1 am told that

he average does not exceed 8*., and from this even some deduc-
ions are made.

_

As physician to these institutions, what are the chief species of
disease you find in the dispensaries most commonly attendant on
he physical cn-cumstances or upon the atmospheric impurity
aused by filth, decomposing animal and vegetable matter and
etectiye ventilation? The regularly recurrent diseases are fever
ases, inflammatory aff'ections, and derangements of the intestinal
anal. When heat and moisture prevail, I anticipate the occur-
ence of febrile diseases in various forms. In one place the same
eneral state of the weather will be attended with ordinary fever •

1 another place, at the same time, with small-pox. At the same
lace, where fever occurs, it will occur in different forms For
sample, in a house at the corner of George-street, Spicer-streef,
ear Hanbury's brewhouse. This house was situated in the front
I a dirty swamp with stagnant water, now occupied by the new
uildings of Hanbury's brewhouse. The house, from its situation
1 tront ot the swamp, would receive the force of the exhalationsom It whenever the wind was in the direction of it. I attended

cases of remittent fever in one family. This family occupiedne loom on the first floor. The father was a weaver hi. the sLe3om, and worked the loom close to the head of the eldest patient,
VOL. I.

i
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c.J.n.Aidis, his daughter, who lay on a bed on the floor in a state of dehriura.

She occasionally obtained intervals of repose, from which she was

roused by the working of the loom. On the ground floor I was

attending, at the same time, a patient in another tamily, suffering

from scarlet fever. This is an example of such cases as those

mentioned by Dr. Ferguson, and quoted by Dr. Mason Good,

where persons stationed near marshes, those nearest to them suiter

with the most severe form of fever, whilst those who occupied

higher ground were attacked with a diflferent and milder form ol

fever More commonly we are rather called upon to attend dif-

ferent cases of fever occurring in different houses ol the same

street than in different rooms of the same house. The ditlerent

forms of disease in the different houses we find attended by dit-

-ferent circumstances ; one may have an open dram or cesspool .

behind ; the other may be a house in a close and confined situa- .

-tion, admitting of little ventilation, and subject to the concentrated >

action of whatever impurity there may be. Generally we find the

most severe attacks of disease in the worst conditioned places.

Very recently the places which I have mentioned as the worst con-

ditioned in the district of the Farringdon Dispensary, nariiely,

Field-lane, Clerkenwell, and the courts out of Fetter-lane, and the i

neighbourhood of Smithfield, have been subjected to an attack ot

epidemic small-pox, which has been as virulent as a plague. 1

have found as many as three cases of small-pox, a mother and

her two children in one small bed, and another child m the next

room suffering from confluent small-pox ; the mother having re-

fused to adopt my advice, and send the case first attacked to the

small-pox hospital. The same disease has also been lately very

prevalent in the crowded parts of Bankside, which is situated m

the western district of the Surrey Dispensary. It is now making

its appearance in Spitalfields.
, , i ,1

In these ill-conditioned districts, are not the tradesmen and

other classes living in better conditioned houses sometimes at-

tacked? Sometimes, but comparatively rarely, and the diseases

are less fatal. .

f

Besides this description of cases, do you find any species ot

chronic disease attendant on the physical condition of the popula-

tion in respect to defective ventilation and cleansing .'—-ihese

cause the vitiated atmosphere, and the close state in which the

patients live produces first physical depression then functional

disorder, and ultimately organic change. Glandular swellmgs ar^^

produced, scrofulous affections o different pai-^^

f
the bod , and

scrofulous ophthalmia. Lately I accompanied Mr. Crookes ont

of the surgeins to the Farringdon Dispensary, to one or two of his

cases. One of them was a case of scrofulous, or, as it is some-

time termed, strumous inflammation of the ej^s. The place was

aTovv dark room, more like a den than the habitation of a human
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L being. The patient was a female, and Mr. Crookes observed to J. o. b. Aidis,

her, medicine was of no use so long as she remained in so confined

a place ; that in order for her to recover she must change her
residence, I have been accustomed to make similar observations

to niy own patients.

What is the ordinary physical condition of the population
brought up under the physical condition you describe ? They
are emaciated, pale, and thin, and in a low condition, the cases of
asthenia being of common occurrence. They complain of sinking,

depression of the strength, of spirits, loss of appetite, accompanied
by pains in different parts of the body, with disturbed sleep. This
feebleness of constitution, among other causes that come before us,

mar be ascribed to the unwholesome habitations in which they
'reside. We find, indeed within our experience, considerable
differences in respect to this depressed condition. I usually warn
pupils that they must not bleed freely in the depressed districts.

Bleeding, which may be resorted to freely in rural districts, or in
comparatively healthy suburban town districts, cannot be resorted to
safely to the same extent in the more crowded and depressed dis-
tricts. I find, whatever maybe their condition as to employment,
that more stimulants are requisite in proportion to the depressino-
influence of the impure atmosphere in which they reside. In all

cases of disease, the removal to a purer atmosphere, or from their
3lose rooms to the more spacious and better ventilated wards of
the hospital, gives early relief The depressed and low condition
)f health in which these people are always found, induces habits
)f intemperance unfortunately so common among them.
In such visits as you have to make into the rooms described, do

uiy circumstances come under your observation which tend to
ihow any moral as well as physical effects arising from this over-
'rowding? Sometimes I have found grown-up young men
sleeping in the same bed with a middle aged or young mother,
Jrothers and sisters above the age of puberty lying in the same
)ed. In one case of melancholia in a young woman, which ended
n insanity, she described the cause as arising from an incestuous
ntercourse with her brother. But the moral effects only come to
)ur knowledge accidentally.
Do you find a due attention paid (o the separation of the sexes

II the lodging-houses, or that there is any distinction made in the
'partments set apart for the married or single people? The
exes are not properly separated in the lodging-houses, for single
nales and females sleep in the same room, in beds about six inches
.part. The lodging-house keepers profess to make a distinction
'ctween the « married" and " single ix)oms," which no doubt is
[enerally maintained, but not always. I happened to be in one of
tiese lodging-houses in Keate-court the other day, and was shown
nto the " married room," where I observed five beds; the room

1 2
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c. J. n. Aidi», was stnallj and four of the beds were large enough to contain two

persons in each. The landlord told me that the fifth bed was

occupied by a single female. Each lodger pays three-pence

a-night for the bed, and if two individuals, male and female, enter

the house together, no question is asked as to their being married,

and they sleep in the same bed.

You have twice mentioned Field-lane and its neighbourhood as

a district where the inhabitants were densely crowded, and suf-

fering from fever, do you find any other causes for the unhealthi-

ness of this district? ^The courts in Field-lane are low and ill-

ventilated, leading to back yards and houses. The yards are

strewed with decayed vegetables, dust heaps, dung, human excre-

ments, and other putrescent substances. In one yard I have

noticed some pigs. I find the cesspools imperfectly covered, and

the privies in a most filthy condition. All this must necessarily

occasion eflfluvial poisons. Red Lion-court, Saffron-hill, is quite

unfit for human beings to dwell in ; the houses are in a most dila-

pidated and dirty state. The privies and back yards are exceed-

ingly disgusting, the former being filthy and out of repair, and

both emitting a most horrible stench. One yard, especially

pointed out to me, was filled with a mass of putridity. There are

no privies to some of the houses. Other sources of unhealthiness

may arise from the knackers' yards, in one of which I was in-

formed that 60 horses were slaughtered weekly. Different kinds

of animals are skinned here, and the bones boiled, which occasion

a sickening smell, and heaps of bones may be seen in the yard,

the washings of which, with the oflral from the animals, are thrown

into the Fleet-ditch already meationed.

Do you now from dispensary practice find ague prevailing m
any parts of London? Patients attacked with ague not un-

frequently apply for admission to the Farringdon Dispensary

;

they come from the Valley of Holborn," as it is sometimes

called, and I am told, on good authority, that intermittent fever Is

occasionally produced in Pimlico and Camden Town.

To what extent do you consider the excess of mortahty, and its

corresponding sickness, admit of abatement by administrative mea-

sures ? A very large diminution may without doubt be made

;

such a diminution as has been made in the sickness and mortahty

formerly prevalent amongst the higher and middle classes, appa-

rently by the improved condition of their dwellings and the streets.

Many of the districts I have had to visit are apparently as filthy

as the whole of London was described to have been at the time of

the plague. I have stated that the small-pox has fallen like a

plague on some of the worst conditioned spots. The crowding of

the habitations is apparently increasing. I am informed that the

alterations now making in St. Giles's have contributed to the over-

crowding a part of Westminster and Drury-lane ; this I am in-
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formed by a pupil who lives close to St. Giles's. The epidemics,
c. J. ^^ k\

continued fev^er, and even small-pox are increasing, and I imagine m-d.

that no one will venture to deny that conditions of the atmosphere
may occur which might produce in these districts a dreadful mor-
fahty. I may mention that I have become so much impressed
with the importance of ventilation that I have proposed to some
!of the committee of the Surrey Dispensary the application of the
ventilators used by Mr. Toynbee as one of the most important
charities that can be promoted in the overcrowded neio-h-
bourhoods.

^

The present registration of births shows an excess of births
above even the excess of deaths in the least healthy of your dis-
tricts; for example, it appears that the positive number of births
beyond the rate of births in healthier districts, such as Camberwell
for example, where the births appear to be 1 in 44, and in the less
healthy districts the proportion is 1 in 33. Thus if the same dif-
ference existed in all parts of London it would cause an excess of
Dirths to the amount of 4633. Does your experience confirm this
ireatexcess of births? The only means we have of judgino- of
Ae births in these districts is by the number of children"wh*om
;ve see in these places. I find the rooms where we attend, the
;ourts and alleys where the houses are situated, commonly crowded
vith children.

E. RIGBY, M.D., examined. e. nigby. m.d.

you senior physician to the General Lying-in Hospital in
he York-road, Lambeth ? 1 am.
• How long have you been a medical officer to that institution ?
-— Since 1832.

It may be presumed that a lying-in hospital, from the peculiar
usceptibility of the patients, is a place in which the effects of
itmospheric impurities, or miasma, would be more strikingly
naniiested than with any other class? Ye^—cceteris paribus,
heir effects would be more immediately manifest on such patients
han upon any other class. From the various circumstances
/hich are connected with the puerperal state, few patients render
^e surroundmg air impure from animal effluvia more rapidly
nan lying-m women, fever cases, perhaps, excepted.
In the management of the General Lying-in Hospital were any

ilticulties encountered, either from the locality of the buildiucr,
•elective state of the house-drains, or adjoining sewers, or from
eficient mternal ventilation? The hospital was seldom free
5r any length of time from puerperal fever, occasionally pro-
ucing {rightful ravages and requiring the building every now and
aen to be closed. After the greatest attention had been paid to
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E.Rigby.M.D. cleanliness in every respect, the wards left open night and day

for weeks, fumigated, the walls limed and pamted, the beds

thoroughly cleaned, fumigated, repaired, and frequently renewed,

and the most scrupulous attention paid to cleanliness, the fever

re-appeared, on some occasions immediatehj, on the hospital beuig

re-opened. This circumstance made us look to external causes,

when we ascertained that in the immediate vicinity of the hospital

there were upwards of 1500 feet of open ditches, receivnig the

drainage of the poor and dense population of the neighbourhood

one of the ditches being not more than 30 feet from the walls ot

the building. It was black and stagnant, and in constant ebulli-

tion from the disengagement of gas. After great difficulty and

trouble, the hospital having to bear a large proportion of the

expense, the Commissioners of the Sewers were induced, althougli

with much reluctance (in October, 1838), to have a portion ot

these ditches cleaned and properly arched over; an immense

quantity of black pestilential mud was excavated, but instead ot

beino- removed, it was spread over the adjoining ground.

Was any effect manifest from this spreading of the soil, and

increase of the surface emanations? At that time the hospita

was free from disease, but two cases of puerperal fever occurred

within 24 hours after this unjustifiable act.

What extent of these ditches has been bricked over f b44

feet were bricked over ;
which, deducted from the 1500, leave 8ob

feet of open ditch still uncovered. ^
Bv whom were these expenses borne? The Commissioners

of Sewers (Surrey) agreed to bear one-third the ex^pense but

required the other two-thirds to be paid "befoi^ they entered

into any contract for excuting the work." The fo lownig account

stood between tlie Commissioners and the hospital, lOlh Septem-

ber, 1838 :—

Contract for the 404 feet

Fiirtlier length 240 feet, at 16s. 4rf.^ ....

Deduct one-third payable by the Commissioners

Paid by the hospital

Balance

£. s. d.

329 14 0

195 0 0

525 14 0

175 4 8

350 9 4
300 0 0

50 9 4

Had you Still cases of disease? Puerperal fever still con-

tinued to make its appearance from time to time, and occasionally

with great severity. As the physicians were dissatisfied with the

existing means foi- ventilating the wards to such an extent as could

be doni with safety to the patients, and as it was found that unles

quickly changed, he air became speedily loaded with effluvia it

was deemed advisable, in April, 1842, to adopt Dr. Reid s plan of
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ventilation, and, accordingly, a large sum was expended in the e. lUgby, m.d.

necessary alterations. The scheme adopted by Dr. Keid was

upon the following plan :

—

Fresh air was introduced under

enter from the

mightthe roof a, that it

purest source. From the

general air-chamber h it descended to the

separate apartments. A hot-water pipe c

gave it a moderate warmth ; double glass

windows gave additional warmth. A viti-

ated air-chamber e regulated by valves

received the air from the rooms. The air

in the basement was prevented from pass-

ing into the wards above by the flue e,

the air from it with that from the chamber
the roof, passing to the descendinge n\

• shaft/, from which it passed ultimately into the discharging shaft g.

When this new plan came into operation, much opposition

i was experienced from the female attendants, antl great difficulty

I in preventing them from closing the different valves for admitting

fresh, and emitting foul air. In November, 1842, dui-ing a moist

and unusually warm state of the atmosphere for that season of

the year, I found, on visiting the hospital one evening, that the

air of one ward which had its full number of patients, all of vyhora

had been recently delivered, was exceedingly close and oppressive,

and the thermometer at 75°, and it was stated to have been even,

: so high as 78°, the air had a decidedly sour smell, and was evi-

dently much loaded with effluvia. This improper state of things

had been produced by closing the valves and cutting off the ventila-

tion, in defiance of my strict orders to the contrary. I strongly

remonstrated, declaring that puerperal fever would appear within

24 hours. In 18 hours' time I was called to see a woman with

symptoms of the disease in that ward; she died, and several

other women in the same ward were also attacKed, but I

recollect rightly, recovered. The hospital continued in an
unhealthy state until the following spring, when on finding

(February, 1843) that water rose at times in the bottom of the

shaft, where the fire is placed for producing the current of

air. Dr. Reid carefully analyzed some of it, and declared his

conviction that it must have proceeded from some obstructed

drain in the neighbourhood. The entire drainage of the building

was thoroughly examined, and it was then ascertained the main-
drain was entirely blocked up by two logs of wood. The whole
basement was flooded with every description of decomposing
impurities, and it was impossible to tell how long this state of

matters had existed. The whole ground must have been saturated
with impurities to an extreme extent. In July, two of my own
pupils became house-surgeons to the establishment

;
gentlemen in
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E. nigby, M.D. whom I placed the fullest confidence, and who carried out my
orders respecting the ventilation of the wards in spite of much
opposition and personal annoyance. From that moment Ave have

not had a case of puerperal fever; patients have been admitted

broken down by poverty and misery ; severe and dangerous labours

have occurred among them, and there has been every possible

variety of weather, but up to the present time since July, there

has not occurred the slightest trace of puerperal fever.

Might not the improved healthiness of the patients have arisen

from the drainage being put into thorough order and repair?

Under the circumstance in which the drains were found, there can

be no doubt but that their being again rendered effective inust

have been beneficial to the hospital. The air of the wards was

always close, oppressive, and bedroomy, which I can only

attribute to want of proper ventilation. ' On the other hand, as

soon as Dr. Reid's plan of ventilation was permitted to have a fair

trial, the air in the wards became not merely free from effluvia,

but has now a remarkably clean, clear, refreshing feel, which I

can only compare to the sensation produced on entering an eiiipty

room which has been recently whitewashed.

What is the nature of puerperal fever ? It is of the same

class of diseases as the plague, yellow fever, and the putrid marsh

intermittents of tropical climates, &c. ; diseases which essentially

depend on a vitiated state of the blood arising from the introduction

of some (usually animal) poison into the circulating current.

Is it communicable in the same way as the diseases to which

you have alluded? It is. It may in the first instance be

generated under the ordinary circumstances, which are known to

favour the production of typhoid fevers ; it may be propagated by

contact, and it may become infectious from the air being charged

with effluvia emanating from the patient or her discharges. On
this latter point I would, with permission, quote a passage from a

work of my own on these subjects :

—

" The lungs afford a ready and ample means by which effluvia maybe
conveyed into the circulating current, and enables us to account for the

fact adduced by Dr. Stevens, that in situations favourable to the produc-

tion of fevers, the blood is frequently found in a very unhealthy state, even

before the outbreak of the disease itself."

In your practice as a physician, have you had occasion to notice

in private houses defects such as you experienced and struggled

with at the hospital ? 1 have every reason to believe that in a

large majority of cases the ventilation of private houses is very

inferior to that of our large hospitals, more particularly as regards

the effluvia from drains, &c. The arrangements also for venti-

lating the sleeping-rooms, especially the servants' bed-rooms, are

very defective ; the peculiar close, disagreeable smell of these latter

chambers must be familiar to all.
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These defects, then, are not confined to the houses of the poor, e, Ri^by, m.ix

but exist also in those of the \vealthy ? They do ; and in

houses which have been built many years, to a great extent.

Can you give some instances ? 1 may mention one family,

the members of which were constantly exposed to the effluvia and

stench arising from bad drains
;
they never had a cook remain

with them long without suffering severely in health • as the state

of the drains became worse, they all suffered, and at my urgent

advice removed to a healthy suburb of London with the most
marked effects in the improvement of health. These defects, as

reufard effluvia and stench arising- from defective drainage, exist

also among houses comparatively or quite new ; for instance, in

• the Marylebone district, and even among some of the recently

built houses of Hyde Park. In the former locality I am at this

moment attending a lady in her confinement, whom I have with
some difBculty rescued from an attack of puerperal fever, which

; threatened to assume the malififnant form. On being summoned
t to her when in labour, I was struck by the offensive drain effluvia,

• which not only pervaded the lower parts of the house, but rose

I

perceptibly from the area as I stood at the hall door, and I cannot
i help attributing this attack coming on, under all the favourable

. circumstances of wealth and station, to the deleterious influence to
' which I have just alluded.

Does your experience as a physician enable you to vouch for

I the integrity of the sense of smell as a warning against injuries to
I the public health? 1 consider that it is frequently the most
i useful sense in detecting atmospheric impurities. On many occa-
: sions, especially in midwifery practice, the sense of smell during
I the short interval in passing from the door to the patient's bedside
;
gives me more accurate information with regard to the circum-
stances under which the patient is placed on many very important

I

points than I can gain by other means during the rest of my visit.

. A crafty nurse may hide much from the eye, but she can conceal
' nothing from the nose of a medical man Avho is at all experienced
in these matters. In coming home at night, or in the early

I morning, through those streets which consist chiefly of shops, and
where some of the inmates frequently sleep in the basement story,
if it has been warm weather, and the window beneath the area

.
grating was left open, the dense effluvia of a close and heated bed-
room is not merely perceptible, but very offensive. On many
occasions we may detect by our sense of smell the vicinity of a
sewer grating, by the effluvia which is exhaling into the street,
although it may be 20 or 30 yards distant, and which I consider to
be a strong argument in favour of all these openings into the
sewers being properly fitted with a trap.
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Liverpool. On the Physical Causes of the High Rate of Mortality in Liver-

Dr. D^can. P^'oZ. By ^ . H. DuNCAN, M.D., Fhysician to the Liverpool

Infirmary, and Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence in the School

of Medicine, Royal Institution.

It has long been known that where a number of individuals are

gathered together within a narrow compass, as in towns, the mor-

tality among them considerably exceeds that occurring among an

equal amount of population scattered over an extended surface, as

in country districts. But it is only within the last few years, since

the Registration Act for England and Wales came into operation,

that we have been enabled to give precision to this knowledge by

an appeal to facts upon a large scale, and of undoubted authority,

by means of which we have ascertained the exact amount of the

difference, and may point, with confidence, to the causes in which

it has its origin. In the Appendix to the Third Annual Report of

the Registrar-General, a statement is given of the relative mortality

of a town and country population, amounting, in each case, to up-

wards of three millions and a half, and combining the results of

the observations of two years, 1838-39 :

—

Table 1.

Area in

Square Miles.

Estimated Popu-
lation, January

1, 1839.

Deaths Regis-

tered in Two
Tears.

Inliabitants

to One
Square
Mile.

Annual
Mortnlitj'

'"Country Districts

Town Districts

England and Wales .

17,254
747

57,805

3,559,323
3,769,002

129,628
197,474

206

5,045

265

I in

54-91
38-16

46-00

Another evidence of the greater unhealthiness of towns is afforded

by the comparative longevity of the inhabitants of tlie different dis-

tricts, as shown by the following table, in which the proportion of

deaths, out of every 1000, which occurred at tlie age of 70 and

upwards, in Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, Cornwall, Somer-

setshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Cumberland, Westmoreland, Northum-

berland (except the mining part), and Lancashire (North of More^

* The country districts included in this statement comprise the counties of Corn

wall, Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Essex, Gloucesttr (except Bristol and Clifton)

Hereford, Norfolk (except Norwich), Somersetshire, Suffolk, Sussex. Westmortland

and Wiltshire. The town districts include the Metropolis, Batli, Birmingham and

Aston, Bristol and Clifton, Cambridge, Cailisle, Derby. Dudley, Exeter, Leeds

Leicester, Liverpool and West Derby, Manchester and Salford, Maidstone, New
castle-upon-Tyne, Northampton, Nottingham, Sheffield, Stoke-upon-Ttent, Sunder

land, and Wolverhampton.
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cambe Bay), is contrasted with the proportion occurring at the Liverpool,

same ages in the metropolis, Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester, i)r.D.mcan.

and Liverpool.
Tabi,i5 2.

Total Deaths,
lS39-iO.

Deaths at 70
and upwards.

Deaths at 70,

&c., to eveiv
1000 Deaths'.

52,204
71,544

10,538
6,457

202
90

England and Wales .
141

To this it may be added, that the average age at death in two

counties (Rutland and Wilts), was 36^ years ; and in four towns

(Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, and Bolton), 19 years.

More than one cause may be assigned for this marked difference

in the mortaUty of town and country districts ; but the one gre.at

cause, which in its operation seems to absorb all others, is the

vitiation of the atmosphere of towns ; to effect which a number of

agencies are constantly at work. By the mere action of the lungs

of the inhabitants of Liverpool, for instance, a stratum of air suffi-

cient to cover the entire surface of the town, to the depth of three

feet, is daily rendered unfit for the purposes of respiration. If to

this we add the changes caused by the products of combustion

from forges, furnaces, and other fires, mingling with the atmo-

sphere (to say nothing of the enormous quantity of gas, oil, and

candles nightly consumed in large towns), and by the escape of

gaseous effluvia from manufactories of different kinds, we shall

have enumerated the principal sources of the unavoidable vitiation

of the air of towns.

But it must be remembered that wherever large masses of the

community are congregated together, there is a proportionally

large amovmt of vegetable and animal refuse produced, which, in

the process of decay, gives out various gases prejudicial to health,

and whose effects will be proportioned to the more or less imme-
diate removal of the matter, or to the attention given to its being

so disposed of as to prevent the escape of the gases into the general

atmosphere. Further, it has been observed that where a poor

population is densely crowded, a kind of poisonous matter, of a
highly contagious character, is generated in the system, affecting

with typhus and other fevers not only those in whom it first origi-

nates, but spreading with rapidity amid such a population, from
individual to individual, from house to house, and from street to

street. Could the atmosphere, in such locaUties, be renewed, from
time to time, the evil would be diminished j but from the high
value of land in the larger towns which are the seats of industry,

from the desire on the part of builders and landlords to secure the

most profitable investment for their money, and from the total

ignorance or neglect of hygienic principles, the dwellings of the
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Liverpool, poor havG been constructed with the most notorious inattention to

Dr. Duncan, the means necessary to secure an efficient ventilation, either in the

houses themselves, or in the courts and streets inhabited by the

working classes. It is not my intention to enter at any length on the

consideration of the share which poverty has in augmenting the

I mortality of towns in general, or of Liverpool in particular ; but as
' conclusions drawn from comparative statements of mortality in

classes of the population differing very widely in their command
of the necessaries of life, would be obviously liable to suspicion, I

may state that there is less difference in this respect between the

town and rural population of this counlry than might, a priori, be
supposed. Mr. Farr, in his first letter to the Registrar- General,

says, (p. 78) :
" The occupations in cities are not more laborious

than agriculture, and the great mass of the town population have
constant exercise and employment ; their wages are higher, their

dwellings as good, their clothing as warm, and their food certainly

as substantial as that of the agricultural labourer. The Poor
Law Inquiry, and successive Parliamentary Committees, have

shown that the families of agricultural labourers subsist upon a

minimum of animal food, and an inadequate supply of bread and
potatoes. The source of the higher mortality in cities is, therefore,

in the insalubrity of the atmosphere." On the other hand, it

appears from a return quoted by Mr. Chadwick, " obtained in

1836, and presented to the Manchester Statistical Society, of the

cattle passing the toll gates and the meat sold in the markets, that

the consumption exclusively amongst this population (the factory

classes) could not be less than 105 lbs. each person annually,

man, woman, and child, or 450 lbs. yearly per family, of butchers'

meat alone, exclusively of bacon, pork, fish, and poultry."* Be this

as it may, it appears from statistical documents presented to Par-

liament, that the proportion of paupers to the entire population

is considerably greater in the agricultural than in the manu-

facturing counties; the 15 principal agricultural counties having 1

pauper in every 8 of the inhabitants, while in the 12 principal

manufacturing counties the proportion is only 1 in 13. In Lanca-

shire it is 1 in 11. f
But although it has been generally believed that large towns are

more unhealthy than the open country, there has been, until very

lately, a prevalent impression among not only the professional but

the non-professional part of our own community, that, as compared

with other large towns, Liverpool occupied a favourable place in the

scale of mortality. The fact, however, is, that judging from the

annual proportion of deaths to the population, Liverpool is the most

* Report on the Sanatory Condition of the Labouring Population of Great

Britain, p. 182.

+ See Appendix; E. to Eighth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners ;

and tables complied from it, in Morniny Chronicle of 5tli November, 1842.
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1 unliealthy town in England. The following table gives a view of Liverpool,

the relative mortality of seven of the principal towns, calculated Dr.oi^cai

on tlie average of the three years 1838-39-40 :

—

Table 3.

Towns.

Metropolis . . .

Birmingham ...
Leeds
Sheffield ....
Bristol ....
Manchester (Union) .

Liverpool (Parish) .

Population, 1841.

1,870,727

138,817
168,667

85,293

64,298
192,408

223,054

Deaths.

1 in 37-38

„ 36*79

„ 36-73

„ 32-92

„ 32-38

„ 29-64*

„ 28-75*

The proportion of deaths occurring at the age of 70 and
upwards, in the different towns, shows nearly the same result;
but it is to be remembered that no absolu(e inference as to the
ihealthfulness of these places can be drawn from this, unless the
proportionate numbers living at the age of 70 and upwards were
exactly the same in each town. Until the results of the late census
lai-e laid before the public, we can have no means of correctly
1 ascertaining the proportions living at different ages.

Table 4.-]-

Towns.

Metropolis . .

i Birmingham . ,

Leeds ....
'. Manchester
I Liverpool .

(Parliamentary).

Total Deaths,
(two years)
1839-41.

Deaths at 70,
and upwards.

Number of Deaths to everv
1000 Deaths.

Above 70. Below 5.

93,030

7,456

8,701

16,546

10,358

654
688
990

Ill

88
79
60

408
482
480
510

18,084 970 54 528

It is important, also, to bear in mind, that statements of the
proportionate mortality of different towns or districts do not of
themselves aflford evidence, which can be absolutely relied on as to
the comparative healthfulness of those localities; for it is quite
possible that the proportionate mortality of two districts may be
the same, and yet the chances of life (or the average duration of
hfe) may be considerably less in the one than the other, from the
fact of a larger proportion of the deaths occurring at an early
ago. The following table,| however, showing the average age at

* The rate of mortality in Liverpool and Manchester is deduced from the ayeraee
ot the fave years, 1838-42. °

^ntr^°^'^''°*''^'J'°""'
^^''^ ^ ^^^^ *° tfi'^le a column exhibiting tlie pro-

qS^Jefmrd to'
°^ ^^^"'^ °^ ^'""^ ""''^

t See Sanatory Report, p. 170, Note.
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Liverpool, which the deaths occurred during one year, in five of the principal

Dr. Duncan, towns. Confirms the fact of the extreme unhealthfulness of Liver-

pool, already inferred from the table of proportionate moilality.

Table 5. ^
Average Age

Metropolis, i. e., Kensington, Strand, Whitechapel, and
Betlnial-green Unions . . 26^ years.

Leeds 21 „
Manchester 20 „
Bolton 19

Liverpool 17 „

The causes of this unfavourable position of Liverpool, both ab-

solutely and relatively, will be found to be the same as those

already indicated as the sources of the higher mortality of towns

generally, and which appear in Liverpool to reach their maximuui

degree of intensity.

The population of the parish of Liverpool, by the census of

1841, amounted to 223,054 ; of whom about 160,000 may be

estimated to belong to the working classes ; and of these it is well

known that a large proportion inhabit courts and cellars, the re-

mainder living in houses or rooms to the front of the street. The
COURTS, in which so many of the inhabitants of Liverpool reside,

consists usually of two rows of houses placed opposite to each

other, with an intervening space of from 9 to 15 feet, and having

two to six or eight houses in each row. The court communicates

with the street by a passage or archway about three feet wide,

—

in the older courts, built up overhead
;
and, the farther end being

also in many instances closed by a high wall or by the back or side

of an adjoining building, the court forms in fact a cut-de-sac with

a narrow opening. Such an arrangement almost bids defiance to

the entrance of air, and renders its free circulation through the

court a matter of impossibility. When other circumstances, to be

afterwards mentioned, are taken into account, such as the dense

population and abominably filthy state of many of the courts, it is

easy to understand in Avhat way the construction of these dwelHngs

may contribute to swell the mortahty of Liverpool. The houses

themselves are three stoiies high, contain three rooms of about 10

or 1 1 feet square, and being built back, to back with tlie houses of

adjoining courts, there is of course no thorough draught. An
enumeration of the court and cellar population of the borough was

made two years ago, under the authority of the Town-Council,

when it appeared that there were, in the parish of Liverpool ,

—

Courts. Honsos. Inliabitants.

1982 containing 10,6'J2 and 55,534.

That is to say, more than one-fourth of the w^hole parochial popu-

lation, or more than one-third of the working classes, were residents
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in courts. With regard to the character of these courts, it appears Liverpool,

from the Report of the Corporation surveyors, that— Dr. Duncan.

629, or nearly one-tliird, were closed at both ends
;

875, or le.ss than one-half, were open at one end ; and only

478, or less than one-fourth, open at both ends.

The CELLARS are 10 or 12 feet square; generally flagged,

—

[ but frequently having only the bare earth for a floor,—and some-

; times less than six feet in height. There is frequently no window, so

: that light and air can gain access to the cellar only by the door, the

: top of which is often not higher than the level of the street. In such

L cellars, ventilation is out of the question. They are of course dark;

: and from die defective drainage, they are also very generally damp.

There is sometimes a back-cellar, used as a sleeping apartment,

\ having no direct communication with the external atmosphere, and

. deriving its scanty supply of light and air solely from the front

. apartment.

The enumeration already alluded to showed that there were, in

[ the twelve wards forming the parish of Liverpool,

—

Inhabited Cellars. luhiibitants.

6,294 containing 20,168,

; exclusive of the inhabited cellars in coui'ts (of which there were
' 621, containing probably 2000 inhabitants). From pretty exten-

sive data which I have in my possession, I should be inclined to

I think these numbers, both of the court and cellar population, to be

1 under the mark ; but as they profess to be from actual enumeration,

I am of course bound to take them as I find them.* Of the entire

: number of cellars, 1617 have the back a^aartmentl have mentioned
;

i while of 5297 wiiose measurements are given, 1771, or one-third,

; ai-e from five to six feet deep,—2324 are from four to five feet,

i and 1202 from three to four feet below the level of the street : 5273,
I or more than five-sixths, have no windows to the front ; and 2429,

I or about 44 per cent., are reported as being either damp or wet.

The streets inhabited chiefly by the working classes are on an

1- average perhaps about eight yards in width
; they seldom exceed

I ten, and are sometimes not more than five yards across. Each
i house is usually occupied by two or more families, exclusive of the

I cellar ; and most of the densely peopled lodging-houses are situated in

I the streets. As a general rule, the houses have no thorough draught,
I being frequently built up against the houses in the courts behind.

Such being the vicious construction of the dwellings themselves

! in point of ventilation, let us next see what means their numerous
•inhabhants possess to dispose of the large amount of refuse or-

. gauic matter necessarily eliminated, in such a way as to prevent its

contaminating the atmosphere. In other words, is the supply of

privies and ash-pits, and the state of the drainage and sewerage,

adequate to the wants of a population whose solid excretions alone

(exclusive of all other refuse matter) must amount to between two

* Possibly, casual lodgers have been omitted in the enumeration.
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Liverpool, aiid thi'ce hundred thousand pounds weekly, or nearly six thousand

Dr. Duncan. toHs annually.

With regard to the first branch of this inquiry, it may be staled

at once that the whole of the cellar population of the parish (up-

wards of 20,000) are absolutely without any place of deposit for-

their refuse matter. Of the front houses inhabited by tlie working

classes, a large proportion are in a similar predicament. I am
unable, on this subject, to give statistical data applying to the en-

tire parish, but from an investigation made by the Watch and

Scavengers' Committee^ two or three years ago, I am enabled to

state that in 26 streets of the description referred to, situated

between Scotland-road and Vauxhall-roaci, and containing about

1200 front houses, not less than 804, or two-thirds, were without

either yard, privy, or ash-pit. Although the courts are better

supplied in tlais respect, it may be doubted whether, on the whole,

their inhabitants derive any advantage from the circumstance. In

each of the larger courts there are usually two privies, with an ash-

pit between them, situated within three or four feet of the dooi's

and windows of the houses at the upper end, and which are the

common property of all the houses in the court. These offices

are often in such an abominably filthy and ruinous condition as to

make it a matter of wonder, how they can possibly be used ; the

:ash-pits are entirely uncovered, and the door of the privy is some-

times absent, having been broken, or become dilapidated from age.

In many instances the inhabitants of the front houses and cellars

make use of the conveniences in the courts, so that the ash-pits

generally become full to overflowing, long before the nightmen

make their appearance to empty them. The consequence is that

the filth, wliich would otherwise find its way into these receptacles,

is deposited in the corners of the court, in the entries or back

passages adjoining it, or in the street itself. The street inhabitants

who have no offices of their own, and who do not or cannot make

use of the courts, are driven to deposit in like manner their refuse

in the streets or entries ; so that, in addition to the privies and ash-

pits themselves, a large surface of the ground within and about

these ill-veiitilated courts and dwellings is constantly polluting the

latmosphere with its noxious effluvia.

Where thei-e are means of carrying off even the fluid portion of

'this superfluity of filth, the mischief would be lessened, as the

noxious ingredients would less readily mingle with the air ; but no

such facility exists, for I do not know of a single court in Liverpool

which communicates with the street or sewer by a covered drain.

The fluid contents, therefore, of the overcharged ash-pits too fre-

quently find their way through the mouldering walls which confine

them, and spread a layer of abomination over the entire surface of

the court. In some instances it even oozes darough into the neigh-

bouring cellars, filling them with its pestilential vapours, and

rendering it necessary to dig wells to receive it, in order to pre\ent
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the Inhabitants being inundated. One of these wells, four feet deep, i.iwrpooi.

filled with this stinking fluid, was found in one cellar under the bed ; Dr. oii^can.

where the familj^ slept. I may mention also an instance of a cellar/

belonging to a covvkeeper not inhabited, but used as a dairy

—

where milk was kept—and which, from the absence of drains and
sewers, was filled with the poisonous fluid in question, and the air

;bf the apartment rendered unfit to breathe.

^But, even supposing the courts to be properly supplied with
h-dins, these would at present be comparatively useless, from the
ibsence of sewers in the front streets with wliich they could commu-
'licate ; for it would of course be out of the question to allow them
;o discharge their contents into the open sti-eet. Within the last

Aveh'e years much has been done to improve the sewerage of the
parish, more than 100,000^. havmg been expended under a local
\ct in the formation of sewers ; but these have been principally
main sewers in the leading streets, and a very small proportion of
he bye-streets inhabited by the working classes have as yet par-
icipated in the benefit of the Act. I know not whether it is the
ntention of the Commissioners to extend their patronage to these
•treets, nor indeed whether they have the power to do so; although,
rom the fact ofsome of them being sewered, I infer that the legal
)ower, at all events, is not wanting to sewer the whole. It can be
10 matter of doubt that the power ought to exist somewhere, and
hat it should be exercised as speedily as possible. It is far from
ny wish to cast any reflections on the Commissioners of Sewers,
yho, I am sure, have endeavoured to carry out the provisions of the
Act in the way which they deemed most beneficial to the town. In
ny entire ignorance of their powers, their means, and their plans, it

t'ould not become me to express any doubt as to the wisdom of
vhat has been already executed under their direction. No doubt
nain sewers must be laid down before branches can be formed

;

md it can only be looked on as unfortunate that in the poor streets
>'hich are as yet nearly destitute of sewers, the necessity for them is

nuch more urgent than in the wider streets where the main sewers
.ave been almost exclusively laid down.

^
With the assistance of the map publislied not long ago by the

commissioners of Sewers, I have made a rough estimate of the
3ngth of the sewers formed under their direction in the inhabited
treets of Liverpool. The number of inhabited streets in the parish
estimate at 566, measuring 101,290 yards, or about 57i miles;

•f which 235, measuring 25i miles, are either wholly or partially
ewered. But these 25i miles are veiy unequally divided among
he different classes of the inhabitants; for while of 243 streets,
neasunng about 20 miles, inhabited chiefly by the working popu-
ation, only 56, measuring about four miles, are sewered, the pro-
•ortion of sewerage in the streets chiefly occupied by other classes
•I society, IS 179 streets, measuring about 2U miles, out of 323,
neasunng 37i miles.
VOL. I.
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.

Table 6,

DescripUou of StreeU.
Total. Sewered.

Streets. MiU-s. Streets. Miles.

Inhabited by Working classes . . . • 243
323

20

37i

56

179
4

21i

Total .... 566 57^ 235 25^

The next element of mortality (and I believe one of the most
important) to which I have to direct attention, is the unusual

density of the population of Liverpool. It was, of course, to be

expected that the evils arising out of the concentration of the popu-
lation would, ccBteris joaribus, be aggravated in proportion to the

degree of concentration ; and that this is the case with regard to

Liverpool I shall presently endeavour to show, in so far as the ditli-

culty of eliminating the effect of a single cause out of the combined
effects of several will permit me to do so. The aggregate density

of the population of England and Wales is in the ratio of 275
inhabitants to a square mile. The towns of course present a

much higher ratio ; the average density of population in the 21

principal towns included in the first table being 5045 inhabitants

to a square mile—in some cases being considerably above, and in

other instances below, this standard. The following table, giving

the ratio of density in five of our most populous towns, shows that

Liverpool, in this respect alsoj enjoys its usual bad pre-eminence :

—

Table 7.

Towns.

InhsLbllants to Square Mile.

Total Area. Builded Area.

Manchester (Township) . . .

Liverpool (Parish) ....

20,892

27,423
33,669

83,224
100,899

87,256
50,000 ?

40,000 ?

100,000 ?

138,224

I am not in possession of information enabling me to fill up the

second column of this table accurately, in so far as relates to Lon-

don, Birmingham, and Manchester; but with regard to the two

latter, it is not probable that they contain within their boundaries
j

any considerable extent of unbuilded area ; and if we assign 40,000

inhabitants to Birmingham and 100,000 to Manchester for eacli

square mile of builded area, we can hardly have underrated the i

density of their population. The metropolis, including as it does

an extensive range of outskirt, must have a larger allowance made

for the open area within its limits, so that the population on i(-

builded area would probably not be less than 50,000 per square mile.

Should this estimate approximate to the truth, the towns ivould •
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stand, in reference to the density of population on their builded Liverpool*:

. areas, nearly in the order of their relative mortality (see Table 3, jj^ ol^iJcan

p^ 125), viz., Birmingham, 40 ;
London, 50 ; Leeds, 87 ; Manches-

ter, 100; Liverpool, 138. Particular portions of all these towns
are much more densely peopled than the average here given \ but

it may be doubted whether any English town could afford examples
of a greater concentration of the inhabitants than exists in one or

two localities in Liverpool. In a paper published about three years
ago in a periodical journal, it is stated that " in some of the most
populated parts of Liverpool the rate is so high as 83,262 per
square mile ;" and Mr. Farr, in noticing the extraordinary density

of population in a small portion of London (East and West Londoix
Unions), where there are nearly 243,000 inhabitants to a geo^
graphical square mile, states that this is " the greatest density

attained in the heart of English cities." I shall, however, mention,
by and bye, a district of Liverpool containing about 12,000 inhabit-

ants crowded together on a surface of 105,000 square yards, which
gives a ratio of 460,000 inhabitants to the geographical square
mile; and if we confine the calculation to a smaller portion of this

district, but still comprising a population of nearly 8000 (on 49,000
square yards), we shall find the inhabitants packed together in the

proportion of 457,963 to the geograpliical square rnile, being
nearly 2| times (he maximum density of London, as stated by
Mr. Farr. The most densely populated ward of Leeds, the only
other town with regard to xvhich I possess the means of comparison
as to maximum density, gives a rate of only 193,500 inhabitants

per geographical square mile on its builded area.

With regard to individual dwellings, it is in the " lodging-
houses "—usually situated in the front streets, but sometimes in

tlie courts—that the overcrowding of inmates is carried to the
highest pitch. The worst description of houses of this kind are
kept by Irishmen, and they are resorted to by the migratory Irish,

among others, who may, perhaps, not remain more than a night
or two in the town, as well as by vagrants and vagabonds of all

desci'iptions. In every room of such houses, with the exception of
the kitchen or cooking-room, the floor is usually covered with bed-
steads, each of which receivesj at night, as many human beings as
3an be crowded into it ; and this, too, often without distinction of
3ex or regard to decency. But there are cellars, usually the double
cellars I have described, which are used for the same purpose ; and
here the overcrowding is carried still further, if that be possible,
and is certainly even more prejudicial to the health of the inmates,
fi'om the still more defective ventilation of these dark and miserable
abodes. At night the floor of these cellars—often the bare earth

—

is covered with straw, and there the lodgers—all who can afford to
pay a penny for the accommodation—arrange themselves as best
they may, until scarcely a single available inch of space is left

:moccupied. In this way as many as 30 human beings gr more
K 2
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Liverpool, are sometimes packed together underground, each inhaling the

nr-ix^iican poison which his neighbour generates, and presenting a picture in

minature of the Black Hole of Calcutta. Each individual, in the

course of the night, vitiates about 300 cubic feet of atmospheric

air, rendering it quite unfit for the purposes of respiration ;
and if

we suppose 30 pair of lungs engaged in this process, we shall have

9000 cubic feet of air rendered noxious during the period of sleep.

But the cubic contents of the cellars in question do not, on the

most liberal computation, exceed above 2100 feet ;
which is the

same thing as to say that 30 individuals are furnished with a supply

of air sufficient for the wants of only seven. The Inspectors of

Prisons in England recommend "not less than 1000 cubic feet

for every prisoner " as being essential to health and ventilation
;

and yet here we have free agents voluntarily immuring themselves

within a space which limits them to a supply of 70 feet, or less

than one-fourth of the niinimum necessary for the purposes of

healthy respiration. I speak, of course, with reference to the im-

perfect natural ventilation of the cellars, aided, as this source of

mischief is, by the pains taken to exclude even a breath of air from

without. I have described an extreme case, but it is one which

every medical man who has practised extensively among the poor

must have had an opportunity of witnessing; and I believe it may

be said, without fear of contradiction, that there is scarcely a

"lodgina-" house or cellar in the town whose inmates are not, as a

general rule, too numerous for the breathing space afforded them.

The natural consequences follow :—Fever breaks out from time to

time and spreads with rapidity among the inhabitants, ^or is

this the worst ; for, from the migrant character of their population,

these dens become foci which radiate infection not only tliroughout

the town, but to other towns, and to distant parts of the country.

But the evil of overcrowding is not confined to the lodging-houses.

The houses, both in streets and courts, are very generally sub-let,

each room being sometimes occuped by one or more families
;

so

that it is not uncommon to see an apartment 10 or 12 feet square,

and, perhaps still more frequently, a cellar of the same dimensions,

inhabited by 12 or 14 human beings, giving a ratio of conden-

sation in the case of the cellar (which is lower in the roof) very

nearly as high as in the case of the worst lodging-cellars just

noticed. In some districts of the town, inhabited chiefly by the

lower Irish, whole courts and streets are densely crowded. Some

instances of the latter will be afterwards mentioned ;
at present 1

shall only notice a filthy, pent-up court (in Crosbie-street), con-

taining 118 inhabitants on an area of 150 square yards, or about

n square yards to each. The average breathing-room during the

niaht for the entire population of the court would be ittle more

than one-half of what it ought to be, supposing the inhabitants suc-

ceeded in their attenjpts to prevent the admission of fresh air to toe

houses In this court 50 cases of fever (nearly one-half oi the
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entire number of inhabitants) were attended by the disjjensary in a Liverpool.
.

single yeai-j besides a considerable number of patients with other Dr.Dil^can.

diseases.

By the last Census the number of inhabited houses in Liverpool

was 32,079, which gives an average of very nearly seven inhabitants

to each house. The average of the court just mentioned (by no
means the worst that could be adduced) is 15 inhabitants per house;
and there are some entire streets of small houses where the average,
including both front and back houses, is nearly as high.

Now all the conditions which I have mentioned, viz., the vicious

.constniction of the dwellings, the insufficient supply of out-offices

and of receptacles for refuse and excrementitious matter, the ab-
sence of drains, the deficient sewerage, and the overcrovvding of the
population, tend in the same way to increase the mortality of
.Liverpool, i. e., by contaminating the air which its inhabitants are
.compelled to breathe. If it is considered that each individual re-

quires a daily supply of upwards of 600 cubic feet of pure air to

maintain the healthy composition of his blood, there will be no dif-

ficulty in understanding why, if 600 cubic feet of tainted air be
supplied to him instead, and lhat not for one day only or occa-
sionally, but constantly and habitually, the chance, or rather the
certainty, is, that he must die before his time. But if we are asked
to point out more explicitly the modus operandi of these causes in
increasing the mortality of Liverpool, we reply that they act partly
by inducing a specific disease, and partly by deteriorating the
general health of the inhabitants in such a way, as to render them
more prone to the attacks of nearly all diseases, but more particu-
larly of the specific disease alluded to, and also of those organs
which feel the first brunt of the poison, i. e., the organs of
respiration.

The disease I refer to is fever,—the common fever of this coun-
try, which may be taken as a generic term, including the varieties
known as typhus, synochus, low adynamic fever, brain fever, nerv-
ous fever, &c., and which I shall presently show to be the charac-
teristic disease of the poor of Liverpool. With regard to one, at
least, of the conditions noticed, i. e., the congregation of the inha-
bitants within small and pent-up areas, where the means of ventila-
tion are denied, (and where, as I formerly observed, the atmo-
sphere is vitiated, not by their respiration only but by the poisonous
emanations which arise from their bodies,) there can be little doubt
as to its being an efficient cause of fever, the fact being established
by the concurrent testimony of nearly every medical writer of i-e-
pute. The operation of this cause, in its highest intensity, is shown
in the case of the Black Hole of Calcutta, where, out of 146 human
beings who were confined within a space of about 5000 cubic feet,
not more than 23 survived the night, and these " were said to have
been alterwards attacked with a fever analogous to typhus." The
same cause, acting in a less concentrated form, produces the same
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Liverpool, effpcts, niove slowly, it is true, but not the less surely, in the "black

Dr.Dii^cau. holes,"—ihe crowded courts, and cellars, and lodging-houses,—

with which Liverpool abounds. I could give many examples ni

proof of this were it not a matter so notoriously admitted, both in

theory and in fact, that it would be a needless occupation of youi-r

time to do so. One or two instances are mentioned in my Report

to the Poor Law Commissioners on the sanatory condition of

Liverpool, in which are also introduced some other particulars and

illustrations of the subject, which I have therefore abstained from

repeating here. Forriierly,—before attention was paid to ventila-

tion in the construction of our public buildings destined for the

reception of large numbers of inmates,—fever was never absent

from our crowded gaols, and hospituls, and barracks ; while our

transport ships seldom made a voyage without losing a considerable

proportion of the troops, from the same disease. So much w-as this

the case, that the disease obtained a specific name from the circum-

stance—''gaol fever," " hospital fever/' "ship fever," "camp

fever," being terms constantly met with in medical writings. Even

where the individuals who generate the poison remain free from its

effects, they may communicate the fever to others, as was the case

in what is known, from that circumstance, as the Black Assize at

Oxford in 1.577, where the LordCliief Baron, the sheriff, and about

300 more, (all who were present in the Court,) were infected by the

prisoners, and died witliin 40 hours; and also in the famous Old

Bailey session of May, 1750, in which most of those present who

occupied one side of the Court, (including the Lord Mayor, two of

the judges, and one of the aldermen on the bench,) so as to receive

the emanations from the prisoners' bodies, contracted fatal typhus.

As illustrating the effect of overcrowding in the wards of hospi-

tals, it will be sufficient to quote the experience of the late Mr.

Pearson, a surgeon of eminence, attached to the Lock Hospital ni

London, who "uniformly observed, when more than a certain

number of patients were placed in any of the wards, fever became

prevalent in the establishment ; and from repeated observation o(

this fact, he was induced to restrict the number of beds in each

-ward, and never afterwards witnessed the recurrence of fever in the

house."

. It is still a disputed question among the medical profession,

whether the malaria arising from the accumulation of filth from

decomposing animal and vegetable matter, such as the contents of

ash-pits and cesspools,—is sufficient in itself to generate fever.

Although there are numerous recorded instances in favour of the

affirmative, and many high authorities support that side of the

question, I am myself inclined to doubt whether this is an efficient

cause of fever, independently of other circumstances. But there is

no difference of opinion as to the most important point in this in.

quiry, i.e., as to the fact of these exhalations favouring, in the

hi^yhest detrree, the extension of the disease when it has once ap-
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])Ocired ill a locality where they abound. It is admitted on all hands i-ivorpooi.;

that, although this condition may not suffice to originate fever, it Ur. Duncan

invariably promotes its rapid extension.

As to the influence of deficient ventilation, I may refer to the

comparative absence of fever in our prisons, and workhouses, and
hospitals, since the proper principles of construction have been

better understood ; as well as to the improvement, in this respect,

in certain situations in large towns, where densely-peopled localities

have been opened up, and streets carried through them so as to

admit a freer circulation of air. I may mention one instance of this

kind in Liverpool,—St. Andrew-street,—through which a pretty

wide street was carried, some years ago, with the effect of diminish-

ing, to a considerable extent, the number of fever cases occurring

there. Doctors Barker and Cheyne, in their History of the Fever
Epidemic in Ireland, in 1817-18, state a remarkable instance of a

>ward in St. Patrick Dun's Hospital, by the peculiarity of its con-

struction—affording unusual facilities for ventilation—protecting the

attendants upon the sick from the effects of contagion. When the

hospital, " by agreement with Government, contained 100 patients

in fever, the male ward (the one in question) was crowded, contain-

ing 44 patients, yet only one nurse was affected with fever ; at the

same period, the nurses in attendance on the female patients, who
Avere certainly not so much crowded together, were continually

taking the complaint, and generally had it with severity." On this

subject I shall merely add an example to the same effect, men-
tioned by Mr. Chadwick in his Report on the Sanatory Condition
of the Labouring Classes in Great Britain. He says there is in

Glasgow, attached to one of the factories, " an assemblage of

dwellings for their work-people, called, from its mode of construc-

tion and the crowd collected in it, the Barracks. This building
contained 500 persons

;
every room contained one family. The

consequences of this crowding of the apartments, which were badly
ventilated, and the filth, were, that fever was scareJy ever absent
Irom the building. There were sometimes as many as seven cases
in one day, and in the last two months of 1831, there were 57 cases
in the building. All attempts to induce the inmates to ventilate

their rooms were ineffectual, and the proprietors of the work, on Ihe
recommendation of Mr. Fleming, a surgeon of the district, fixed a
isimple tin tube of two inches in diameter into the ceiling of each
room, and these tubes led into one general tube, the extremity of
wliich was inserted into the chimney of the factory fnrnace. By
the perpetual draught thus produced upon the atmosphere of each
room, the inmates were compelled, whether they would or not, to
breathe pure air. The effect was, that during" the ensuing eight
years fever was scarcely known in the place. The cost of remedies
jH-eviously applied in the public hospitals to the fever cases, con-
liiiually produced as doscribed in the Barracks, was stated by Dr.
Cowan to have afforded a striking contrast ta the cost of the means
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Liverpool, of prevention." (p. 107.) It is the more airy and better ventilated

Dr.T)^can. Condition of the dwellings of the wealthier classes which explains

the fact, that when fever does happen to be introduced there by

contagion, it is hardly ever known to spread ; while in the badly-

ventilated houses of the poor, it seldom stops with the individual first

attacked. In the former case, the fever-poison is at once freely di-

luted and speedily carried off ; in the latter case, it accumulates

until the whole atmosphere of the dwelling becomes impregnated

with the noxious virus.

The causes I have mentioned are in operation, more or less, in

almost every town, and if it be true that they are influential in the

production or extension of fever, we should expect to find that

disease more prevalent in towns generally than in the country,

where the cffluvial gases are more at liberty to follow the bent of

their UiUure, and diffuse themselves through the circumambient

atmosphere with velochies inversely proportioned to the square roots

of their densities. And this we find to be the case. Comparing
|

the number of deaths from fever in two years, in the towns and in i

the country districts comprised in the first table, Ave find there were

10,930 in the former, and only 6,515 in the latter; the proportion

being about 168 in the towns to 100 in the country districts,

(which include, however, a number of towns of inferior magnitude).

Further, if it be true that these causes act with greater energy in

Liverpool than elsewhere, their effect or fever ought also to appear in

a greater ratio ; and this, too, we find to be the case. Pre^dously to

the publication of the Reports of the Registrar-General, I stated my
belief, founded chiefly on the Records of dispensary practice, that 1 in

25 of the working population of Liverpool was annually affected with

fever, and that this probably afforded a liigher ratio tlian any other

town in England. This estimate is confirmed by the following table,

showing the number of deaths from fever, in the five principal tow^ns of

England, during the whole period (3^ years) comprised in the Regis-

trar-General's published Reports :

—

Table 8.

Towns.
Deaths by
Fever.*

Total
Deatlis.

Per Centage
Proportion of

Fever Deaths
to others.

Proportion of

Fever Deaths to

Population
Annually.

Birmingham
Leeds (Parliamentary

Borough).
Metropolis ....
Manchester (three years)

Liverpool and West
Dei by.

Liveriiuol (Parish) .

502
661

9,150
1,121

2,060

l,795t

12,224
14,747

189,379
19,969
33,022

26,456

4-10
4-48

4- 83
5- 61
6- 23

6-78

1 in 917

, , 849

, , 690

,, 498

, , 488

, , 407

* Exclusive of scarlet fever and the exanthemata.

] This gives 513 yearly for the parish alone; and as the mortality of fever in

Liverpool is not more than 1 in 12 or 15 cases, 513 deaths will represent about 7000

cases of fever, which, multiplied by 25, will yield more than the estimated number ot

the working population.
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Liverpool and \^^est Derby include a rural population of about ^""^''P""'-

: 25,000 beyond that oC the municipal borough, but notwithstanding Dr. Duncan.
'

this, it presents a larger proportion of deaths from fever than any

other town, not only as compared with the popvdation but with the

total number of deaths from all causes. In the parish of Liverpool,

.'the proportions are as high as 1 in 407 of the population annually,

and 6'78 per cent, of the total deaths,—while the proportion in the

;more thinly-peopled and better-ventilated suburbs is only I in 1037
I of the population, and 4'03 per cent, of the total deaths.

' But the ojieration of these physical causes is not confined to the

:
generation or extension of fever. When acting with a less degree of

intensity, there may still be sufficient to affect the general health

;

and, in fact, they do deteriorate the health of those exposed to their

influence, and call into action the latent germs of other diseases. It

would be a waste of time to point out tlie way in which the general

health is injured by the habitual respiration of contaminated air, but

ithere are one or two diseases whose existence seems specially favoiu'ed

by ihis circumstance, and to these alone I shall call your attention,

iThe first I shall notice is consumption.

It seems natural to expect that the organs with which the foreign

gaseous ingredients of the atmosphere come more immediately into

contact, and whose blood-vessels they must enter on their passage
into the system, should feel in a distinctive manner their noxious

influence ; and this a priori expectation is strengthened by observa-

tion both in man and animals, as well as by experiment on the
latter. It has been observed that where individuals breathe,

habitually, impure air, and are exposed to the other debilitating

causes which must always influence, more or less, the inhabitants

of dark, filthy, and ill-ventilated dwellings, sci'ofula—and con-
sumption, as one of its forms—is very apt to be engendered, even
where the hereditary predisposition to the disease may be absent.
Professor Alison, one of the highest authorities on this subject,

remarks :
—"It is hardly possible to observe separately the eff'ect

on the animal economy of deficiency of exercise and deficiency of
fresh air, these two causes being very generally applied together,

and often in connexion with imperfect nourishment. But it is

perfectly ascertained, on an extensive scale, in regard to the
inhabitants of large and crowded cities, as compared with the rural
population of the same climate,—first, that their mortality is very
much greater, especially in early life, and the probability of life

very much less ; and, secondly, that of this great early mortality
in large towns, a very large pi-opoition is caused by scrofulous
disease. And from these two facts it evidently follows, that
deficiency of fresh air and of exercise are among the most powerful
and the most important, because often the most remediable, of the
causes from which the scrofulous diathesis arises."* Sir James

* Outlines of Pathology and Practice of Mudicine, p. 194.



Liverpool. Clark, who has written the best monograph on consumption in (

Dr. Duncan, language, regards "the respiration of a deteriorated atmosphere
one of the most powerful causes of tuberculous cachexia," (i.

the constitutional affection which precedes the appearance of a
sumption). He says, "If an infant born in perfect health, and
the healthiest parents, be kept in close rooms, in which free venti

tion and cleanliness are neglected, a few months will often sufl

to induce tuberculous cachexia." "There can be no doubt,"
adds, '^that the habitual respiration of the air of ill-ventilated a

gloomy alleys in large towns is a powerful means of augmenting
hereditary disposition to scrofula, and even of inducing sucl

disposition de novo. Children reared in the workhouses of t

country, and in similar establishments abroad, almost all beco
scrofulous, and this more, we beheve, from the confined imp
atmosphere in which they live, and the want of active exerc
than fiom defective nourishment."* The same distinguisi

physician has actually succeeded in inducing consumption in r;

bits, by confining them in a cold, dark, damp, close situation, s

supplying them with innutritions food. Monkeys present the sa

phenomenon in this couniry, where they are often crowded toget

during the winter in a confined and heated atmosphere, and wh
true tubercular consumption commits more extensive rava

fimong them, than it does even among the human race. It

known, also, that this malady is very prevalent among the cc

which supply milk to the inhabitants of some large towns, wh
they are immured during part of every year in dairies perfoc

closed, and which, being too small for the number of animals tl

contain^ soon become filled with heated, vitiated air, for the

moval of which no proper provision is made. This is remarka
the case with the cows belonging to the milkmen of Paris, wh
are annually carried off by consumption in considerable number
A confirmation of the influence of this cause is afforded by
exemption of the horse from consumption, although frequen

placed in the same circumstances with the cows, but with inter\

of exposure to fresh air and the enjoyment of exercise. Wher
number of horses, however, are collected together in ill-ventila

stables, they may become consumptive. Mr. Cljadwiok says, the

discovery of this kind was only lately made as to the effect of >

fective ventilation on the cavalry horses, in some of the Governm
barracks in England ; and it is stated that a saving of seve

thousand pounds j^er annum was effected by an easy improvem
of the ventilation of the barracks near the metropolis." (p. 104.

* Cyclop, of Pract. Medicine, iv. 320.

f Knppoit ii M. 1« I'r^fet de Poliie, s\ir la Poinmelicre o\\ Phthisic Pulmon
dus Vaches LaitiereK do Paris et di-s Kiivirons ; in Annales d'Hvf^ii'ne, xi. 4-47.

'

llepoiter says,—" Tlie only measure which the adminiiitiafiiin can take to dimii

the evil, is to direct the t<eeiier.s to luovide very wide and very loftv staliles for 1
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proportion of deaths from consumption in Liverpool.

roper to say a few words as to the nature
jji-. Dmirnc

•om privies, cesspools, &c. The principal

;se deposits is sulphuretted hydrogen, the

isoous poisons, two or tiiree cubic inches

vhen injected into a vein, or into the chest,

if animals. A rabbit died in ten minutes

a bag containing sulphuretted hydrogen,

eft free so as to allow it to breathe the pure

irts injected into the intestines of a horse,

killed it in a minute ; and I have heard it

to keep horses in high condition in the ira-

of large privies, where sulphuretted hydro-

en out, Even when largely diluted with

ns, in a great degree, its noxious properties,

ing made to breathe a mixture of 1 part of

s of common air; and air containing only

huretted hydrogen proves speedily fatal to

Drincipal ingredient of these emanations is

h destructive agency, we should expect it to

(ccasionally on the men employed in clear-

e it accumulates. Various instances of this

some of which immediate death followed

»n of the effluvia in a concentrated form

;

the gases were more diluted, the persons

le faint, deliiious, and insensible, or were

ons, even where they ultimately recovered.

examples of this kind have occurred in

ents of the Fusses d'aisance are allowed to

period ; but it is not a great many years

ims to the poison while engaged in clearing

)ton ; and still more recently an accident of

ned at Clapham.—Twenty-three children,

g-school at that place, M'ere simultaneously

ritation of the stomach and bowels, convul-

uscles, and excessive prostration of strength;

in about 24 hours. The symptoms were
ical attendants, to the inhalation of sul-

m the contents of a foul cesspit, which had
arden adjoining the children's play- ground.

I are breathed by the inhabitants of our

in a state, of course, of extreme dilution, we
isy are on that account entirely harmless,

d form, is so very deadly, must, in a diluted

)alth.
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Limpooi. tlio powers of nature aro luiable to wage an unequal war with

Dr. Duncan, such a nunierous cohort of morbific agencies. Infancy, in par-

ticular, will fall an easy victim. The records of foundlino-

hospitals, workhouses, and other public institutions abundantly

show the especially injurious influence of impure air during the

periods of infancy and childhood. One way in which it increases

the mortality of infants is by inducing convulsions, in consequencr;

of the peculiar irritability of the nervous system at that age. In a

paper I'ead before the Medical Section of the British Associalion,

in 1834, it was stated, on the authority of the Registrar of the

Lying-in-Hospital of Dublin, that in 1781, owing to the impurity

of the air in the wards, " every sixth child died within nine days

after birth, of convulsive disease ; and that after means of thorough

ventilation had been adopted, the mortality of infants in the five

succeeding years was reduced to nearly one in twenty." Dr.

Andrew Combe, in his Treatise on the Management of Infancy,

quotes an equally striking instance from Mr. Maclean's account of
j

his visit to St. Kilda in 1838. " After remarking tlmt the popula-

tion of St. Kilda is diminisliing rather than increasing, Mr.
Maclean states that this unusual result is partly owing to the pre-

valence of epidemics, but chiefly to the excessive mortality which

is at all times going on in infancy. ' Eight out of every ten

children,' he says, ' die between the 8th and 12tli days of their

existence !' On perusing this statement, the reader will naturally

be disposed to wonder what poisonous quahty can infect the air or

soil of St. Kilda, to cause such a tremendous destruction of life,

and will infer that here, at least, there must be some powerfully

deleterious influence at work, which human means cannot success-

fully cope with. So far, however, from this being the case, Mr.

Maclean expressly states, that ' the air of the island is good, and

the water excellent j' that ' there is no visible defect on the part of

Nature;' and that, on the contrary, 'the great, if not the only,

cause is the filth amidst which they live, and the noxious effluvia

which pervades their houses.' In proof of this, he refers to 'the

clergyman, who lives exactly as those around him do in every

respect, except as regards the condition of his house, and who has a

family of four children, the whole of whom are well and healthy ;'

whereas, according to the average mortality around him, at least

three out of the four would have been dead within the first fortnight.

When it is added, that the huts of the natives are small, low-roofed,

and without windows, and are used, during whiter, as stores for the

collection of manure, which is carefully laid out upon the floor and

trodden under foot till it accumtdates to the depth of several feet,

the reader will not hesitate to concur in opinion with Mr. Maclean,

and admit that had the clergyman's children been subjected to the

same mismanagement as those of the other islanders, the proba-

bility is, that not one of them would have survived." (p. 15).

A passage to the same effect may be quoted from Mr. Chadwick's
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Report. Speaking of workhouses, schools, &c., he says, (p. 1 19):

—

Liverpool.

' Since the attention of medical men has been sufficiently chrectetl
Dr. Duncan

o the subject, the explanation has become complete of many
leplorable "cases of general ill health and mortality in sucli places,

ittributed at first to deficiency or bad quality of food, or to any

jause but the true one,—want of ventilation, A striking illustra-

ion of tliis was afforded in the case of a large school for children

luring the years 1836 and 1837, as recorded in the second volume

)f the Poor Law Repoi-ts. Such general failure of health, and

uch mortality, had occurred among the children as to attract pub-

ic notice, and the animadversions of many medical men and others

vho visited the schools ; but by most the evil was attributed chiefly

0 faulty nourishment ; and it was only after the more complete ex-

iraination made by the direction of the Board, that the diet was

bund to be unusually good, but the ventilation vei-y imperfect.

Suitable changes were then made; and now, in the saine space

Ivhere 700 children were by illness awakening extensive sympathy,

1100 now enjoy excellent health."

I have already shown the high ratio of infantile mortality in towns

.generally, and pointed out the fact that Liverpool, in this respect,

surpasses all our English towns ; 53 out of every 100 children born

lying before the completionof their fifth year.—(SeeTable4,p. 125.)

riie following table shows the proportionate number of deaths from

:onsumption, and from convulsions, in Liverpool and in the four

)ther largest towns in England, durhig the three years 1838-

Table 9.

Towns.
Total
De.illis

(3 Years).

Deaths
by Con-
sumption.

Proportion of Deallis

from Consumption to
Deaths
by Con-
vulsions
and

Teetliing.

Proportion lo

Total
Deaths.

Population
Annually.

Total
Deaths.

Population
Annually.

3irininghann

I'letropolis .

jieds .

klauchester

-.ivfrpool .

10,765

164,420

13,165

19,969
22,532

1,910

22,027

2,316
3,256

4,043

Per Cent.

17-74
13-39
17-59
16- 30
17- 94

1 in

207
246
209
172
156

616
11,993
1,612

2,735

3,365

Per Cent.
5-72
7-29

12- 24
13- G9
14- 93

1 in

645
453
301
205
188

In the column of convulsions I have included the deaths from
;eething (710 out of the 3365 in Liverpool), because "teething
i'ery generally causes death by convulsions ; and the disease in that

2ase might be registered under either title ; and because the pre-

disposing cause of death in both cases is the same, i. e., excessive
irritability of the nervous system. The numbers in this column
embrace children, or rather infants, almost exclusively, 822 out of
869 deaths in one year from convulsions alone, in the parish of

Liverpool, having occurred within the first twelvemonth afterbirth.
It will be observed that, in this division of the table, the different

towns maintain their accustomed positions ; the mortality gradually
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Livmpooi. rising from 5§ per cent, of the total deaths, and 1 in 645 of the

Dr.lluiican. population in Birmingham to 15 per cent, of the deatlis, and 1 in

188 of the popidation in Liverpool, Among the 88,000 indivi-

duals hreathing the purer air of the surrounding district of West
Derby (including, however, Toxtelh Park, Edge Hill, &c.), the

deaths from this cause are only 1 in 334.

In the first division of the table (consumption) the usual order

is somewhat departed from, Birmingham giving pi-ecedence to

London and Leeds, and ranking next to Manchester in point of

absolute mortality from this disease, and next to Liverpool as re-

gards relative mortality, i. e., the proportion of the total deaths

caused by consumption. Liverpool occupies its usual position at

the foot of the table. In London, the mortahty from consumption

is 13^ per cent, of the total mortality, and 1 in 246 of the popula-

tion ; in Liverpool and West Derby it is nearly 18 per cent, of the

deaths, and 1 in 156 of the population annually.

The seeming anomaly with regard to Birmingham, so startling

at first sight, may be explained, in a great measure, by the nature

of the occupations in which so large a number of the working classes

in that town are engaged. Of these, the process of " dry grinding,"

especially needle-pointing, maybe mentioned as being particularly

apt to induce consumption, from the inhalation of the metallic par-

ticles projected into the air. The Committee of Physicians and

Surgeons who repoi ted on the sanatory state of Birmingham, men-

tion also " the dusty employments of pearl button-making and ol'

the brass-foundry as producing detrimental eftects on the air-pas-

sages. The process of lackering metals they believe also to be very

unhealthy. This proceeding is carried on in hot rooms, the atmo-

sphere of which is extremely impure, generally by young females,

great numbers of whom become the victims of consumption," p.

216. Were the comparison between Liverpool and Birmingham

in this respect confined to females, comparatively few of whom are

engaged in these unhealthy processes, the result would be much

more favourable to the latter town; for, if we contrast the propor-

tionate numbers of male and female deaths respectively, from con-

sumption, to the total male and female deaths in the t^vo towns, we

shall find that in Liverpool the proportion of females to males is as

9921 to 1000, while in Birmingham it is as low as 919 to 1000.

So, in a paper published in one of the jom-nals, about three years

ago, and ^vritten, I believe, by Mr. Farr, it is stated that the pro-

portion of deaths of females from consumption was, " for England

and Wales, 1 in 431 ; for the Metropolis, 1 in 464 ; for Birming-

ham, 1 in 404 ; for Manchester, 1 in 392 ; and for Liverpool, 1 ni

298, of the female inhabitants
;
giving an advantage of nearly 56

per cent, in favour of London over Liverpool." It is probable that

the deaths from this disease in London are somewhat diminished

by the lai'ge proportion of the w^ealthier classes among its inha-

bitants, whose means enable them to avail themselves ol' the chance

of recovery aftbrded by removal to a milder climate. It has been
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supposed that consumption is particularly prevalent among tho Liverpool';

factory jiopulation ; but tliis idea seems to be discountenanced by Dr. u^cm
the fact of the lower ratio of this disease in Leeds and in Manches-

ter than in Liverpool, where we have only one solitary mill. At all

events, whatever influence the absence of this cause may exert, it is

more than counterbalanced by the influence of other causes which,

ire unfortunately present and in active operation.

If the conditions noticed in the former part of this paper really

jontribtite to the high rate of mortality in livel'pool, we ought to

ind other large towns (whose rate of mortality is lower) better

situated in those respects; and there can belittle doubt that such is

ihe case. I shall contrast, in as far as I have the means of doing

<o, the condition of Liverpool with that of Manchester, whose mor-
.ality is the highest (excepting Liverpool), and of Birmingham,
vhose mortality is the lowest, of all the large provincial tovvns in

England. A perusal of the evidence taUen by the Select Com-
nittee on the Health ofTowns will satisfy any one that, in Livei'pool

ind Manchester, which are the most unhealthy towns in the king-
lom, the state of the dwelhngs of the working classes is also vporse

:han in any other town in England ; but that, in this respect^ as

veil as in point of mortality, Liverpool is still lower in the scale than
Manchester.

In the first place, Liverpool appears to have a larger amount of

;ellar population than any other town. After a careful investiga-

ion of the cellar residences, both here and in Manchester, by the

statistical Society of the latter town, about seven years ago, they
sstimated the proportion of the working classes inhabiting cellars

n Liverpool at 20 per cent., in Manchester at llf per cent., and
n Salford at only 8 per cent. In Birmingham, the most healthy
)f all the large towns, it appears that there are no cellar residents

vhatever. The Committee of Physicians and Surgeons who drew
ip the report on the sanatory condition of that town state :

—" Our
nquiries have not enabled us to discover a single example of a cellar

ised as a dwelhng in Birmingham. We have requested some vigi-

ant officers of pohce to discover if, in any part of the borough,
;ellars are used as dwellings ; and the result of their inquiries has
;onfirmed our own observations on this point." The cellars in

Manchester, while they are not so numerous as in Liverpool, seem
0 be at the same time less obnoxious in their consti-uction, Mr.
Riddall Wood, who examined them in both places, says, in his
ividence before the Committee on the Health of Towns,—" My im-
oression is, that they are not nearly so numerous in Manchester as in

Liverpool. Bad as they are, they are of a superior description, as
ar as light and ventilation go." (2210.)

I have not been able to meet with any estimate of the number of
ndividuals inhabiting courts in Manchester, but they appear to be
•CSS numerous than in Liverpool. Mr. Riddall Wood, in answer to

1 question (2212), "Are there many courts in Manchester?" re-
plies, " Not so many as in Liverpool." Mr. Fletcher, secretary to
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Liverpool, the Hand-loom Weaver Commissioners, states, "that sort of con-

iJi'.lMican. struction is less common in Manchester than in Birmingham."

(1273.) In Birmingliam, a very large proportion of the labournig

classes (not less than 49,016, according to the estimate of the phy-

sicians and surgeons) reside in courts, or villages, as they are termed

by the inhabitants ;
but, although the older courts are described as

beinff'^for the inost part narrow, filthy, ill ventilated, and badly

drained," they seem, on the whole, to be superior to the courts of

Liverpool. The description quoted above does not apply to the

newer portion of Birmingham ; and with regard even to the old town,

Mr. Wood states that, in tliis respect, " as compared with other

places, it is much superior." (2278.) But even were it otherwise,

there is another point of difference which would prevent the mal-con-

struction of the courts being producti\'e of the same amount of mis-

chief as in Manchester or Liverpool ; i. e.,the much smaller number

of inhabitants who are pent up witliin an equal space. Mr. Wood

states, in answer to the question (2268), " The state of their dwel-

lino-s (the humbler classes at Birmingham) is supposed to be a great

deal better than that of the poorer classes at Manchester and many

Lancashire towns ?"—" Very much better. In th« first place, I

rarely met with any dwellings at Birmingham in which more than

one family resided ; each family had a separate dwelling, and they

were not let off in flats, as they are in Manchester and Liverpool to

a very great extent." And the Committee of Pliysicians and Surgeons

say, " We cannot but beheve that the comparative exemption of the

inhabitants of this populous town from contagious fever may be in

some measure owing, in addition to other causes, to the circumstance

of almost every family having a separate house, although a large

portion of these houses are situated in courts, and are built back to.

back," p. 196. In Manchester, Mr, Wood says, " Although a very

large number of the working classes reside in houses with separate

rooms in the same house, the majority reside in separate houses. ,

(2319.) This could certainly not be said of Liverpool. In point of

general density of population, it will be remembered that Liverpool

considerably exceeds all other English towns, having lOO'^OO inlia-,

bitants to the square mile ; while Manchester has only Sd,000, and

Birmingham not more than 33,000 to the square mile.

During the investigation made by the Special Board of Health

Manchester at the time when cholera prevailed in this country, it was

discovered that of 6951 houses inspected, 2221 (or nearly one-third)

were without privies, so that in this respect Manchester is probably

little better off than Liverpool. Birmingham, however, seems to be

more favourably situated, for Mr. Riddall Wood, in reply to the

question (2287-8), "Did you take notice whether tliere was atten-

tion paid to the privies or cesspools, or whether they were in a

neglected state?" says, " My impression was favourable in respect

to Birmingham, as compared with other places. —He makes the

same remark in his evidence with regard to the drainage. C.eno-

rally speaking," he says, " the streets and the drainage m Birraing-
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ham are very superior to those in Manchester and other towns in Liverpool.

Lancashire." (2269.) "I made frequent inquiries of the inha- Dr.olllcan.

jitants of the courts, and found much fewer complaints (as respects

Iraina^e and sewerage) ; that may be partly owing- to its situation

;

t is all on inclined planes. Manchester lies on a dead level, or

learly so ; of course the situation of Birmingham is better." (2279.^
' I know there was under-ground drainage in all the leading streets

)f the town, and there were soughs lying along the sides of the

rtreets, covered over. (2280.) In like manner the Committee of
Physicians and Surgeons say, in their Report, " The present

ewers are numerous and large, and the principal streets are well
(rained. " (P. 192.) Mr. Hodgson of Birmingham, one of the wit-

lesses examined by the Select Committee of the House of Com-
nons, remarks that " there exists in the town a body of commis-
ioners, possessing considerable powers with reference to the erection
if buildings, the sewerage, and so on;" and "that power is

xtremely Avell exercised, and becoming more so every day."
2974-5.) In Manchester the sewerage seems to be much on a
lar with that in Liverpool, for although Mr. Cobden, in reply to

he Select Committee, says, (1831), " In those parts of Manches-
3r which are under the management of commissioners appointed
or the purpose, I should say the streets are as well cleansed and
oughed as any town can be." Mr. Wood gives a more quahfied
pinion. He says (2216), the state of cleansing and sewerage in

Manchester is " decidedly bad ; to say worse than Liverpool, would
erhapsbe going too far, but quite as bad." In a Report of the
^Commissioners of Sewers which appeared some time ago in the
Manchester Guardian," it was stated that the length of streets

3wered in the township of Manchester was upwards of 22 miles,
'hich gives a ratio to the population somewhat higher than in the
ase of Liverpool. I have no means of knowing the proportion of
awered streets inhabited chiefly by the working classes in Man-
hester or in other towns, but 1 have no reason to suppose that,
ith the exception, perhaps, of Birmingham, they are much better
'tuated in this respect than Livei-pool. The same intelligent wit-
ess whom I have so often quoted, when asked (2238) " Have you
ny doubt that the state of the poorer classes in those towns in these
ipects is the cause of a great deal of discontent ?" replied, " They
ave frequently remarked to me, when I spoke about the drains,

—

lat the habitations of the poor and the comforts of the poor were
•together neglected ; that the parties who were commissioners, or
'ho had the power of making alterations and drains, and improv-
:ig the streets, and so on, had taken care of their own property and
leir own dwellings, and left the streets in which they resided almost
ntirely without such conveniences."
I ought to have mentioned, among the evils requiring remedy in

Liverpool, the inefficient system of scavenging and cleansing in the
;reets inhabited by the poorer classes. The visits of the scavengers
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Mvorpooi. t(i these localitite are, I fear, like " angels' visits" in more respect*

Br.i^uoun. than one; none of these streets being \asited oftener than once

a-week, and a much longer interval frequently mtervenmg. W lrat

the practice is in this respect in other places, 1 do not know ;
but m

the Report of the Manchester Commissioners I observed it stated

*
that during the previous year 13,000,000 of yards had been svv^ept,

and 39,000 loads of sweepings removed. This will give some idea

of the quantity of refuse left to contaminate the atmosphere in the

neglected districts of this and other large towns. The courts, not

being under the, control of the commissioners, are never favoured

with the visits of the public scavenger.

Another source of mischief which ought to have been noticed pre-

viously and which I am convinced must contribute its share to the

disproportionately great mortality of childliood in Liverpool, is to

be found in the state of the dame-schools and common day-schools

in the poorer parts of the town. In these schools, where very little

is even professed to be taught, and which are frequently held in

cellars or in garrets, children are often crowded together, for two

or three hours at a time, in numbers which soon render the atmo-

sphere of these ill-ventilated apartments most oppressively close,

and prejudicial to the health of the scholars,—an effect which is ;

evidenced by their exhausted looks and languid air after having

been an hour or two confined. Mr. Riddall Wood, who spent

some time in Liverpool, about seven years ago, m investigating tlie

state of education in the borough, found that there were at that

time 244 dame-schools with 5240 scholars, and 194 common day-

schools witla 6096 scholars. In his report to the Manchester Sta-

tistical Society, he says, "The condition of most of the schools in

an extensive and populous district, stretching upwards trom the

North Shore to Scotland Road, is wretched in the extreme, cor-

responding in a remarkable manner with that of the population.

With few exceptions the dame-schools are dark and conhned ;

many are damp and dirty; more than one-half of them are used

as dwelling, dormitory, and school-room, accommodating in many

cases a family of seven or eight persons; above 40 of them are

cellars
" " Of the common day-schools in the poorer districts (.ne

states in another part of his Report), " it is difficult to_ convey an

adequate idea; so close and offensive is the atmosphere in many ol

them as to be intolerable to a person entering from the open air,

more especially as the hour for quitting school approaches, i ht^

dimensions rarely exceed those of the dame-schools, wlnle h-equentij

the number of scholars is more than double. Bad as this is, it is

much aggravated by filth and offensive odour arising from othei

causes Mr. Wood states that the masters and mistresses wen

generally ignorant of the depressing and unhealthy effects ot 1 1.

Itmosphere which sm-rounded tliem, and he mentions the cas^oMh(

* See Report of a Committee of the Manchester Statistical Society, on the Stat

of Education in the Borough of Liverpool, m 1835-6.
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mistress of a dame-school who replied, when he pointed out this to Livcr|.v>oi.

her, that " the chikh-en thrived best in dirt" ! He notices particu-
d,.

•larly a school in a garret up three pair of dark, broken stairs, with

forty children in the compass oi" ten feet by nine ; and where, " on
a perch forming a triangle with the corner of the room sat a cock
and two hens; under a stump-bed. immediately beneath was a dog-

. kennel, in the occupation of three black terriers, whose barking,

added to the noise of the children and the cackhng of the fowls on
itlie approach of a stranger, was almost deafening. There was only
one small window, at which sat the master, obstructing three-fourths

of the light it was capable of admitting." In Manchester, so far

as I can judge from the Report of the Committee of the Statistical

"Society, the schools for the working classes, especially the day-
schools, are somewhat better than those in Liverpool, although the
dame-schools are described as being "deplorably bad." • " Neither
in Manchester nor Liverpool was there a common day or dame-
school where there was a play-ground, where the chiklren could get
the. change necessary for young persons.'' (2231.) In Birming-
iiam, Mr. Wood stated to the Committee on the Health of Towns
diat, " taken as a whole, the state of the dame-schools was much
better than in Liverpool and Manchester." They were small
rooms, but generally on the ground floor, and not, as in Liverpool
and Manchester, frequently in cellars or garrets. (2300.)
What has been already stated with regard to the hiorh rate of

mortality amongst us, and its physical causes, applied to Liverpool
as a whole ; but I have now to show that the mortality is dis-

tributed over the parish in very different proportions, and to point
3ut- how far any connection may be traced between the ratio of
mortality in each district and the particvdar degree of intensity with
ivhich those physical causes may there be found to operate. . The
subsequent tables have been constructed with the view of facili-

.ating the illustralion of this important point. The materials from
yhich they have been framed were derived from the enumerators'
ists of the late Census, with which I was favoured by Mr. Eckers-
ey; the returns of the Corporation Suiweyors with regard to the
-ourt and cellar residences; the map pubhshed by the Comrais-
ioners of Sewers ; the records of the dispensaries-; and a.list of the
leaths in the ditierent registrar's districts of the parish; for two
/ears (1838 and 1842), with which I have been.' oljligingly fur-
lished by the superintendent registrar. The fi-rst table contains
nerely some of the facts from which the others "have been cal-
•-ulated. "

I have stated here the estimated population on -Ist July, 1837
as well as the population enumerated in 1841), that being the mean
erm of the five years, 1835-39, from which the'anjiual average of
ever is to be deduced. The court and cellar population was enume-
ated about six months previous to the taking of the Census, so that
he proportion of inhabitants of courts and cellars in the ditterent

l2
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i/novpooi. wards will be a fraction higher than the numbers here given ^vould

n. ZZcn indicate. I have no means of stating the proportions oi difterent dis-

eases which have caused death in the various wards, but, as a substv-

tute. I have given the number of patients w.tli tever.-one ot he

principal diseases of the poor,-attended at their own houses by the

officers of the North and South Dispensaries, during the five years

from 1835 to 1839 inclusive.

Table 10.

Wards.
Population

184L.

Fopulatioa Resident (1840) in
Fever Cases,

5 Wars,
Pnpulalioil,

Jiilv 1,

183T

.

Cellara.
Courts and
Cellars.

Vaiixhall

St. Piiul's .

Exchange •

Castle-street •

St. Anne's .

Lime-street .

Scotland .

St. Peter's .

Pitt-street .

Great George
Rodney Street

Abercromby .

»9fi 14f)

18,00-2

17,709
9,691

18,88-2

18,848
35,613
9,533
15,263
19,645
15,202

tl5,899

11,585
5,209
3,975
1,829
5,588
4,079
10,628
1,589
1,742
4,590
2,567
2,153

3,253
1,931
2,491

570

1,983
900

3,166
499

2,103
1,337

903
982

14,838
7,190
6,466
2,399
7,571
4,979
13,794
2,088
3,845
5,927
3,470
3,135

4,346
1,615
2,955

955

1,078
480

1,867
673

1 ,108

1,863
265
264

23,849
16,766
15,493
9,168
17,136
17,514
28,7-29

9,,394

14,166
17,700
12,491
12,651

220,493 55,534 20, 168 75,702 17,469 195,057

The next table shows the per centage ot me popuiauoii ul .uc ....

ferent districts who are resident in courts and cellars, with the propor.

Sn of the entire population of each district annually attended with

W by the dispensaries, and the annual rate « mortality from all

causes in each of the corresponding districts, in the years 1838 and

1842.
Table 11.

Wards.

Per Centage of Population in

:1

Courts. Cellars,

j

Comls and
Cellars.

45 '44 12*76 58-20

24-74 11-33 36-07

18*10 9-00 27-10

26-22 7-83 34-05

31-28 9-32 40-60

15-98 0-38 22-36

Fever Cases

to total Ward
Population
Annually.

Vauxhall .

St. Paul's .

Exchange •

Castle Street

St. Peter's .

Pitt-street .

Great George
St. Anne's.

Lime Street

Scotland .

Rodney-street

Abercromby

* Exclusive of Northern Hospital (80), but includtug Borough Gaol (536), and

""fE'cl£o/wo;khot.e(1643)^
and Infirmary, &c. (3-20).

1 in

27-44

37-66

56-51

109-30

77-0-2

237-18

Total
Deaths.

Averaue of

Two Years.

1 in

23-50

30- 67

31- 30

31-51

31-74

41-02
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1- In stating the deaths, I have been obliged to group together several Liverpcoi.

of the wards, as the registration returns do not show the deaths for j)r. uliUQai,

each wartl separately, but merely for the different registrar's dis-

tricts into wliich the parish is divided, and which, excepting in two
instances, include more than one ward.

It will be observed that Vauxhall Ward, where the largest pro-
portion—more than one-half—of the population reside in courts or
jellars, is also the ward in which fever is most prevalent, 1 in 27 of
the inhabitants having been annually attended by the dispensaries

done
J
while in Rodney-street and Abercromby Wards, where this

lisease prevails the least (only 1 in 237 of the inhabitants having
aeen attended), there is also the smallest proportion of the popula-
ion—between one -fourth and one-fifth—resident in courts and cellars,

rhe same connection will be found to subsist between the proportion
')f court and cellar population and the prevalence of fever in the
)ther districts, with the exception of Scotland Ward and St. Anne's
uul Lime-street Wards, where the cases of fever are considerably
)elow the ratio of the court and cellar population. Nearly the same
•emarks apply to the rate of mortality in the different districts, 1 in
^3>\ of the inhabitants of Vauxhall W^ard dying annually, wWle in

-Rodney-street and Abercromby Wards the proportion is only 1 in

\\\. Scotland Ward is again an exception, standing next to Rodney-
treet and Abercromby in point of mortality, while in the amount
f court and cellar inhabitants it ranks next to Vauxhall. But St.
inne's and Lime-street present nearly the same ratio of mortality as
'f court and cellar population. Although fever is not of frequent
tccurrence in these wards, the general mortality is as high as we
bould expect to find it. But it is to be remembered that the pro-
ortion of court and cellar population is suggested as merely one
lement of mortality out of several which are exerting a constant
ifluence ; and where so many causes are at work, each pullino-, as it

•ere, a different way, and tending to derange the calculation, it is

ot to be expected that, when we attempt to show the influence of a
ngle element, the result should be so uniform as we might expect to
nd it were that element the only one in action. People do not die
lerely because they inhabit places called courts or cellars, but be-
ause their dwellings are so constructed as to prevent proper ventila-
on, and because they are surrounded with filth, and because they
re crowded together in such numbers as to poison the aii- which
ley breathe. Thus, although in Scotland Ward, where the ratio
f fever and of mortality is comparatively low, a large proportion of
ne population inhabit courts or cellars, it may happen that those
ourts and cellars are of a superior construction, or that they are less
Ithy, or that their inhabitants are less densely crowded together;
ny one of which circumstances would account in some measure for
le exception presented by the present table.

The next table shows the comparative character of the courts
1 the different districts of the town, with the relative prevalence
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Liverpool.- of fever among the court population, and the relative mortality of

Dr.^ncaB. each district. Tlie last column gives the average number ot ni-

habitants in each of the court houses.

Tadi.b 12.

Fever Cnses
Per Contago of Courts

Total Iiilinbitaiits

per l!ou?c
111 Courts.Wmds. in

Courts. Open. Closed.
Uealhe.

Vauxhall . . . . 1

St. Paul's . . . . 1

1 in

25 -CO 25-77 33-39

1 in

\ no M f\f\

5-46

Exchange • i •!

Castle-street i • • i

21-42 2-15 63-66 5-08

St. Peter's ...
.I

Pitt-street . . . . >
no • no 17-29 28-94 31-30 5-51

Great George . . •

)

St. Anne's. . • •]

Lime Street . . .J

Scotland ....
98-64

57-92

30-38

38'41

36-28

15-24

31-51

31-74

5-11

4-96

Rodney-street . . •!

Abercromby .... J

108-64 23-88 3-88 41-62 4-31

37-01 24-11 31-73 *30-95 5-19

Here, attain, it will be observed that the fever cases were th^

most numerous among the inhabitants of those courts which were

the worst ventilated ; 1 in 211 of the population of the courts in

Exchange district having been affected, while in Rodney-stree|

district, where the courts are of the best construction, the inhabil

tants were affected in the smallest ratio, only 1 m 108^ havin|

been attended with fever. With the exception, agam, of St. Anne
|

and Lime-street, tlie same relation will be obsen^ed bebveen th|

character of the courts and the prevalence of fever among theil

inhabitants in the intermediate districts. And here we find onj

circumstance which will help to explain the comparative exemption

from fever and low mortality of Scotland Ward; for although sj

many of the inhabitants reside in courts, it appears that a large'

proportion of those courts have a free ventilation, bemg open ^

both ends, than in any other district; and, with the exception

Rodney-street and Abercromby Wards, a smaller proportion ai

closed. In this ward, where 1 in 58 only of the residents i

courts are annually attacked with fever, 38 per cent, of
_

tl

courts are entirely open, and not more than 15 per cent, entirelj

closed • wlaile, in Exchange and Castle-street Wards, the annual

ratio of fever being 1 in 214, the open courts form only 2i per

cent., and the closed 63f per cent, of the whole number. Ihe

general mortality of the districts corresponds with the character

of the nourtsin_eadi^alth^^^ St. Anne s and Lime-street

• • The years 1838 and 1842 were the two years of lowest mortality, since the

Registration Act came into force, the average mortahty of Liverpool for the last five

vefrs being, as already stated, 1 in 28- 75. So that the average absolute mor a ty

^f the different districts is somewhat higher than it appears in the above table,

Which givef, however, a pretty correct idea of their -relative mortality,.
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Dr. Dmicaii.

Wards have a larger proportion of closed courts than the Pitt- Liverpool,

street district, whose mortality is a shade higher^ they have also a
considerably larger proportion of open courts, so that in this re-

spect the two districts may be considered to be on an equality,

A similar connexion is observable between the density of the

copulation of the courts (in so far as the average number of in-

labitants per house is a test of that), and the fever and mortality

n the various wards. This column exhibits another fact, explana-
ory of the apparent anomaly with reference to Scotland Ward in

Table 11, viz., that with regard to density of population in its

lourts, it is more favourably situated than any of the other districts,

.'xcepting Rodney-street and Abercromby* St, Anne's and Lime-
;treet rank next to it, and this may help to counteract the un-
avourable influence which the number and chara'pte'r of their

courts would otherwise exert; for although the difference may
•-ppear small when the average merely is stated, it is to be remem-
lered that where the aggregate of houses in a district is of large
iraount, it requires a considerable number, of densely-peopled
ourts to raise the average of each house in a perceptible degree

;

.nd, on the other hand, that a low comparative average, though it

aay not strike the eye, is a pretty sure proof that there are not a
;reat many crowded houses in the district.

The records of the dispensary do not enable me to furnish the
ame precise information with regard to the comparative frequency
f fever among the cellar population of the different wards, nor in-
.eed am I enabled to state with any accuracy the proportion of
aver treated in cellars throughout the parish generally. But from
n average of several hundred cases of this disease attended by
nyself, chiefly at the north end of the town, and by Mr. Higgin-
on, who has kindly favoured me with the particulars, at the south,
! have calculated, as stated in my report to the Poor Law Cora-
iiissioners, that the cellar population yields 35 per cent, more of
wer than it ought to yield, as compared with the total working
opulation. That is to say, if the whole of the working population
f Liverpool lived in cellars, 135 cases of fever would appear
mong them for every 100 which now occur. ' ,' ' '

'

The following table shows that the proportion of damp and wet
hilars is greatest, and least, in the same districts, respectively,
'here fever reaches its maximum and mjnipium • and that the
n-ee most unhealthy districts generally are- the most unfavourably,
^hile the three comparatively healthy districts are the indst favour-
bly situated in this respect; the proportion. of "dajnp' and jvet cellars
1 the former being 44^ per cent., and in- the latter 28 per cent,
t the whole. Other diseases are probably also'mbre prevalent in
ellars, for the total number of dispensary patients residing under
round is certainly much larger than the cellar proportion of the
'orking classes should give ; but that fever especially infests these
bodes is shown by the fc^ct (so far as a few hundred cases can be
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Liverpool.

Hi. Duncan.

trusted to for the purpose) that while of every 100 disiiensary

patients of all descriptions attended by Mr. Higginson and by myself,

31-22 resided in cellars, there were 36-22 in cellars out of every 100

cases of fever.

Wards.

Vauxhall . .

St. Paul's .

Exchange .

Castle-street

St. Peter's .

Pitt-street .

Great George
St. Anne's
Liine-street

Scotland •

Rodney- street

Abercromby :)

Tadi.e 13.

Per Ceulago
of

Pamp
Cellars.

Inhabitants
per

Cellar.

Total
Feter.

Total
Deaths.

1 in 1 in

43-83 3-03 34 -OG 27-02

59-34 3-18 32-81 29-60

53-37 3 87 56-51 31-36

34-47 2-99 109-30 31 51

35-44 3-25 77-02 31-74

19-16 3-36 237-18 41-62

The small ratio of inhabitants per cellar in St. Anne's and Lime-

street Wards will be noticed as another power to counteraction to

the influence of their comparatively numerous court population.

In the next table is given the proportion of sewered streets among

those inhabited chiefly by the working classes, with the proportion

inhabited by other classes, and the total proportion of sewered streets

in the various districts :—

•

Table 14.

Wards.

I'er Centage length of Sewered

Streets.

Working
Classes.

Vaxhall . .

St. Paul's . .

Exchange . •

Castle-street .

St. Peter's

Pitt-street

Great George
St. Anne's .

Lime-street •

Scotland • .

Rodney-street

Abercromby t :1

15

20

24

6

23

25

Other
Classes,

Total.

20

58

59

65

50

48

59

Tot.-il

Fever.

Tot.-il

neaths.

57

30

41

48

43

35

53

lin
27-44

37-66

56*51

109-30

77-02

237-18

44 55-80

1 in

23-50

30-67

31-36

31-51

31-74

41-62

30-95

The prevalence of fever and the rate of mortality proceed inversely

as the efficiency of sewerage, excepting in Scotland and St. Anne
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districts, where the operation of tliis element is masked by the

interference of alleviating causes. It should be noticed, also, that

in St. Anne's and Lime-street Wards there are many streets

occupied chiefly by "other classes," but where there are courts and

cellars, in which the " working classes" of course reside. I am
inclined to look upon the absence of sewerage—although certainly

one element of mortality—as less influential in its action than some

of the others which have been noticed. At the same time, there

can be no question as to the importance of an effective system of

sewerage carried into the heart of the densely-peopled localities

inhabited by the working population.

Table 15 exhibits the influence of perhaps the most important

element of all,—density of population. It has been already shown

that Liverpool, in the aggregate, is the most densely-peopled town

in England ; we have now to see in what particular localities it is

that the people are gathered together in such numbers as to give

rise to this peculiarity.

Liverpool.

Dr. Duncan.

Table 15.

Square
Yards to

One
Inhabitant.

Fever
Cases to

Population.

Total
.Deaths.

Average
Inhabitants]

per
House.

1 in 1 in

19-50 34-06 27-02 7-42

17-26 32'81 29-00 7-82

25-49 56-51 31-36 7-67

24-86 109-30 31-51 6-00

46-03 77-02 31-74 6-39

57 '78 237-18 41-62 C-03

30-70 55-80 30-95 0-83

Wards.

I Vanxhall . t • • •

St. Paul's

I Exchange....... 1

Castle-iitreet )

• St. Peter's 1

I Pitt-street ^

I Great George . • • . . .J

St. Anne's 1

I Lime-street
' Scotland

! Rodney-street. . • . . . 1

. Abercromby ..••••}

On examining this table, we observe that, with the usual exception

of St. Anne's district, fever and density of population advance, step

I by step, from Rodney-street and Abercromby, where they are both

at their minimum, to Exchange Ward, where they reach their cul-

i minating point (13'45 square yards). The general mortality follows

! the same course, excepting in Vauxhall district, where it is higher than

' in Exchange and Castle-street Wards, although tlie ratio of conden-

sation is somewhat less. The disturbing elements in this case are

probably the very large proportion of court and cellar population in

Vauxhall Ward (58-20 per cent, of the inhabitants), and the de-
' ficient sewerage ;—in both these respects, as well as in point of mor-

tality, the Vauxhall district behig the worst of the six. But al-

i though, its mortality appears higher, the proportion of fever is a
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'

Livorpooi. shade lower, on the average of the five years, than in Exchange
Dr.D^can. Ward ^ the uumbers being 1 in 27-44 of the inhabitants annually

in Vauxhall, and 1 in 26-21 in Exchange. This is a curious fact,

and one worth inquiring into. It would be interesting to ascertain

what are the causes of the very high rate of mortality in Vauxhall
Ward,—the causes, I mean, medically speaking,

—

i. e., the dis-

eases which carry off so many of the inhabitants. This could only

be done by an examination of the registers, to the accomplishment
of which, I believe, obstacles exist. It is not unlikely that much
of the excess of mortality would be found owing to the two other

scourges of Liverpool, i. e., convulsions among children, and con-

sumption among adults ; and that the higher ratio of fever in

Exchange Ward may be explained by two other circumstances,

viz., the inferior character of its courts, which are the worst in the

town, not less than 69 per cent, being closed at both ends, while

only 2J per cent, are open,—and the very large proportion of Irish i

among its population, amounting as it does probably to three-

fourths of the whole. On this subject I shall say more imme-
diately. To understand the apparent discordance of the two facts

j

that fever is more prevalent in one district, and the mortality '

higher in the other, it must be borne in naind that all diseases are

not equally fatal. Only one individual, for instance, dies of fever

out of every 10 or 15 attacked, while many more will die out of

the same number attacked with convulsions or consumption ; and
the circumstances which predispose to fever ..may not be identical

with those, which bring on convulsions or consumption. Over-
crowding, combined with defective ventilation, is known to be
especially favourable to the existence of the . former disease, and
we have seen that in Exchange Ward both these causes act with

the greatest intensity. In Exchange Ward there are only 13-45

square yards to each inhabitant ; in Vauxhall .there are 22*35
;

in the former more than two-thirds of the courts"are closed at both

ends ; in the latter less than one-fourth" are of "this construction.

We have seen also that it is in these overcrowded and ill-ventilated

courts of Exchange Ward that fever is principally found ; for

while the difference in the ratio of the general population of the

two wards annually attacked with fever was only as 1 in 26-21 to

1 in 27'44, the difference in the ratio of the court population so

attacked was as 1 in 18-96 to 1 in 25-21.

The average number of inhabitants per house appears, by the

table, to be higher in Pitt-street district than in Vauxhall ; but

•this may be partly explained by the fact that many of the front

houses inhabited by the working classes in the former district are

of a larger size than those in the other districts, and of course

accommodate a greater number of families or of lodgers. In
•many instances these houses were formerly occupied by persons

engaged in business, who gradually deserted them as the town

.moved eastward. The high average in this district, however.
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auist be partly owing to the crowded state of some of the small Liverpool,

iourt-houses, particularly in Great George Ward. r>,.'^om.

This table again shows influences at work to counteract the

effect of the large amount of court and cellar population in St.

Anne's and Scotland districts, the former presenting a lower

iverat^e oT inhabitants per house than any other district ; while,

n point both of general density of population, and of average per

louse, Scotland Ward stands next to Rodney and Abercromby,

vhicli are the most favourably situated as regards the first, and

u-e nearly on a par with St. Anne's and Lime-street with reference

:o the second.

Let us now return for a moment to Exchange Ward, and the

orevalence of fever there. I formerly mentioned that, in a parti-

Milar locality of the town, the inhabitants are congregated together

n the ratio of 657,963 to the geographical square mile; that

iistrict is situated in Exchange Ward, and it is to it that I wish

iQ call your attention. It is bounded by Addison-street, Mary-

oone, Johnson-street, Dale-street, and Byrom-street, with Great

Drosshall-street, running through its centre, and has a superficies

)f about 105,000 square yards. In this small district are pre-

sented nearly all the evils on which I have dwelt, in an aggravated

brm. It has the largest amount of cellar population, the great-

i-st number of damp cellars, the courts are of the worst construc-

ion, the sewerage is more defective than in any part of the town,

vith the exception of some portions of Vauxhall Ward, few of the

Vont houses have privies or ash-pits, most of the streets and courts

ire the filthiest in the town, and density of population here

•caches its highest point. The district contained, in 1841,

1531 houses, and 11,860 inhabitants; giving a ratio of 8'91

;quare yards to each inhabitant, and 7*74 inhabitants per house.

As might be expected, it is here that fever has its favourite abode
;

503 cases, out of a population of 10,853, having been attended

xnnually by the dispensaries, on an average of five years ; i. c.,

I in 21'57 of the entire population was attacked yearly. That
portion of the district bounded by Addison-street and Great Cross-

aall-street contained, in 1841, 811 houses and 7938 inhabitants,

on about 49,000 square yards, giving the ratio which I mentioned,
df 657,963 to the geographical square mile.* Excluding Byrom-
5treet, the number of square yards to each inhabitant was 6-23,

and of inhabitants per house, 8"33. But if we take a single

street of this portion of the district, Lace-street—which, when I was
in the habit of visiting it four or five years ago, was unquestionably
the worst street in Liverpobl—the result will be still more strik-

ing. The street has 1434 inhabitants in 109 houses, 51 of which

* In Kxcharifre, Vauxhall, and St. Paul's Wards, there is a population of 62,003,
condensed into the ratio of 260,438 per geographical square mile. The maxiniiiin
density of London, according to Mr. Farr, is " nearly 243,000 to a geographical
square mile,"
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Livonmoi. are situated in courts (13-15 per house), and has, including the

Pr. Uimcan. houses, an area which gives only about four square yards to each
inhabitant. In this street, 1 in 9 87 of the inhabitants was yearly

attacked with fever—on the average of five years !
* Of 58 front

houses, 51 are without either privy or ash-pit. The effect of this

absence of necessary conveniences is seen in the state of the courts,

and of the entries and back passages connected with them, which
may be more easily imagined than described. Next to Lace-
street, in all that is abominable, ranks North-street (in the Dale-
street division of the district), which has seven square yards to

each inhabitant, 10 inhabitants per house, and more than three-

fourths of its front houses unprovided witli out-offices. Nothing
can exceed the filth of some of its courts. Here about one in

seven of the inhabitants were fever patients yearly. The only

streets in Vauxhall Ward which at all approach to Lace-street

and North-street in filthiness, and in the other particulars I have
mentioned, are Oriel-street, off Vauxhall Road, and Stockdale-

street, off Marybone. Oriel-street had, about five years ago,

1585 inhabitants on an area giving six square yards to each
;

41 out of 50 front houses had no place of deposit for refuse, while

the cellars under many of the inhabited houses in courts were used

as receptacles for manure and various kinds of filth. The annual

ratio of fever was about 1 in 11 of the inhabitants.

Before ascertaining the relative mortality of the different wards,

I felt little doubt that Exchange Ward would show the highest

rate of mortality, from my knowledge of the peculiar condition of

the district which I have described. One or two circumstances

have been mentioned, which probably contribute to the higher rate

of mortality in Vauxhall Ward ; but I still think it likely that if

the deaths in the Lace-street district could be separated from those

in the rest of Exchange Ward and in St. Paul's Ward, with

which they are associated in the Returns, the mortality in that dis-

trict would be found to be at least as high as it is in Vauxhall

Ward.
In the south division of the town there is an analogous district,

not nearly so bad as the Lace-street district, but bearing the same

relation to the remainder of the southern division as the Lace-

street district does to the northern end of the town. It is situated

in Great George Ward, and includes the streets between St.

James'-street and the Docks, extending from Crosbie-street on one

side to New Bird-street on the other. In these streets there are

1 1 ,9 1 5 people, with 10*35 square yards to each, and 7-88 inha-

bitants per house. One in 30-67 of the inhabitants was attended

annually with fever. The three worst streets of the district are

Crosbie-street, Brick-street, and New Bird-street, which contain in

• Attended at their own houses by the dispensary officers alone ; i. e, exclusive of

children brought to the dispensaries', as well as of club patients, and those attended

by private practitionerst
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iie ao'oregate about 4600 inhabitants, a large proportion of whom i.ivnrpooi.

•ire Irish. Crosbie-street affords only seven square yai'ds to each
],,. o"^^,,

)f its 1544 inhabitants, and New Bird-street only about six to

'ach of 1835 inhabitants. Of the 339 houses in these two streets,

W9 are situated in courts, and only 130 to the front of the street.

The average number of inhabitants per house is 9*08 in New
3ird-street, and 11-27 in Crosbie-street. It was in this street that

he court was situated which was mentioned before, as having

lad nearly one-half its inhabitants treated for fever, by the Dis-

)ensary, in a single year. The ratio of fever for the street gene-

ally was 1 in 16' 79.

.- The Irish poor are especially exposed to the operation of the

J
physical causes " of fever. " It is they who inhabit the filthiest

iiTid w'orst-ventilated courts and cellars, who congregate the most
lumerously in dirty lodging-houses, who are the least cleanly in

heir habits, and the most apathetic about everything that befalls

hem." Accordingly, it is a well ascertained fact that, wherever

hey are found, they are attacked with fever in a larger proportion

lan the native inhabitants of Great Britain. It may be said that

his is merely the result of their greater poverty, which deprives

hem of a proper supply of the necessaries of life, and compels
hem to select the most unhealthy (because the cheapest) localities

s their places of residence. To a great extent this is true ; but

t the same time there appears to be among the lowest classes of

fish such an innate indiiference to filth, such a low standard of

omfort, and such a gregariousness as leads them, even when not

•riven by necessity, into the unhealthy localities where they are

)und to congregate ; and which they render still more unhealthy

y their recklessness and their peculiar habits.* Tliis idea is con-

rmed by Mr. Baker, Surgeon and Inspector of Factories at

jeeds, from whose report on the sanatory condition of that town
quote the following remarks-)- :

—" Whether it is the improvi-

ence of the Irish character, or their natural habits are filthy, or

oth, or whether there exists the real destitution which is ap-

arent in their dwellings, I know not ; but in them is more of

enury, and starvation, and dirt, than in any other class of people
hich 1 have ever seen. The proverbial misery of the poorer
rish people is not overlooked, nor indeed is it apparently without
?ason ; but whether that misery is the result of improvidence or

'*"Nor," as I have elsewhere observed, "does the evil stop with themselves,
y their example and Intercourse with others they are rapidly lowering the standard

; comfort among their English neighbours, communicating thei/ own vicious and
;iathetic habits, and fast extinguishing all sense of moral dignity, independence, and
ilt-respect. * * I am persuaded that so long as the native inhabitants are exposed
) the inroads of numerous hordes of uneducated Irish, spreading physical and inoriil

Jntamination around them, it will be in vain to expect that any sanatory code can
mse fever to disappear from Liverpool."

—

Local licporls on the Sanatory Condition
f the labouring I'ojAUation of England. ' Liverpool ;' pp. 293, 294.
t Local Reports on the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population of

..nglaad. 'Leeds ;' p. 392.
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hhTrpnoi. not, is anothei' question altogether ; for the average amount of

labour which they obtain in Leeds is evidently quite equal lo that

of the English labourers." He then gives a table of the wages of

a large number of Irish weavers and their families, in the months

of November of ten successive years (1831-40), and October,

1841; and goes on to say, "The average rate of wages of the

labouring classes of England scarcely exceeds this ; and it is pre-

sumed, therefore, that the statement is borne out, that were the

habits of the Irish settler made more provident by sanatory regu-

lations—regulations affecting his dwelling, his means of livelihood,

and his indifference to personal and local cleanliness, and by the

example of his English neighbours—that his character would

cease to be what it has long been, viz., an expression of desolation

and misery ; that he would not be so often found the recipient of

parochial and general charity, but might possess the same inde-

pendence which his English neighbours possess, and that the desti-

tution and mortality of towns might be materially reduced."

In conformity with what has been said, the districts of Liver-

pool, where we have seen fever to be most prevalent^ are exactly

those where the Irish are congregated in the greatest numbers,

viz., the Lace-street district in Exchange Ward, and the Crosbie-

street district in Great George Ward. In Lace-street, about four

years ago, where 1 in 9-87 of the inhabitants was yearly attacked

with fever, 87-22 per cent., or seven-eighths of the entire popula-

tion, were Irish ; in North-street, 1 in 7 of the inhabitants being

fever patients, yearly, the proportion of Irish among its population

was 85-11 per cent., or six-sevenths of the whole. In Crosbie-

street, it was stated not long ago by the Rev. Mr. Parker, of St.

•Patrick's chapel, that 1196 of the inhabitants (about 80 percent.)

were Roman Catholics, which will give a tolerably correct ap-

proximation to the number of Irish resident in the street. The

greater liability of the Irish to attacks of fever is more directly

proved by the following facts, thrown into a tabular form, showing

the ratio which the proportion of Irish fever patients, out of the

total number of Irish patients attended by the dispensaries, bears

to the proportion of Enghsh fever patients out of the total number

of Enghsh patients. The numbers comprise only the medical

cases attended by the officers of the North Dispensary, during

nine months of the year 1838:

—

Total Fever Per Cenl.age of

Medical Cases. Cases. Fever Cases.

English 2,428 637 26-07

Irish 1,836 601 32-73

The Irish fever patients formed 43i per cent, of the whole fever

cases attended; but in a district comprising Exchange and Castle-

street Wards, and a few adjoining streets of St. Paul's and Vaux-

hall Wards, they amoimted to not less than 54i per cent.

If the facts which we have now brought fprward are really what
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tliey profess to,be, they are surely calculated to arrest the atten Liverpool,

tion of all who are interested in the welfare of the community. DLi^^ieac

>Not the least striking result of the investigation is the very different

rate of mortality which we have found going on in the various

districts of the town ; for while in Rodney-street and Abercromby
iWards, with upwards of 30,000 inhabitants, the mortality is below

that of Birmingham—the most favoured in this respect of the

large towns in England—in Vauxhall Ward, with a nearly equal
amount of population, the mortality exceeds that which prevails in

tropical regions. In Rodney-street and Aberci'omby Wards, 100
persons die annually out of 4162; in Vauxhall Ward, 2350 per-

sons are sufficient to furnish the same number of deaths, leaving

an excess of 1812 persons engaged in furnishing additional deaths

a.t this high rate of mortality. In other words,. 177 persons die

iamiually in Vauxhall Ward for every 100 dying out of an equal
imount of population in Rodney-street and Abercromby Wards.
Should not this simple fact be sufficient to arouse the attention and
stimulate the exertions of the most indifferent ? It is calculated
fhat about 1500 lives are annually lost by shipwreck on the
British coast, and not a single wreck occurs without exciting a
arge amount of public sympathy. These lives are lost by the

iecrees of Providence, by causes which perhaps no human fore-

jight could avert ; and yet we look idly on, while on a small spot
)f that coast, less than two square miles in extent, hundreds of our
ellow-townsmen perish yearly, by causes which in a great measure
t is within our power to remedy or remove. And here I must
:igain beg to guard myself from the chance of its being supposed
hat I hold the defects which have been noticed as chargeable
vith the whole of the excess of mortality in Liverpool, or of the
.'xcess of mortality in one district of Liverpool over another. Part
tf the excessive mortality of Vauxhall Ward over Rodney-street
ind Abercromby Wards, must be ascribed to the different charac-
er of the population of the two districts (although' iii this last
learly one-fourth of the inhabitants reside in courts or cellars of a
luperior construction) ; and if it can be established that in other
owns, where the mortality is lower, the lower classes have a greater
ommand of the necessaries of life, then there can be no question
lilt that this must be held suflScient to explain part of the extra-
•rdinary mortahty of Liverpool. Of course no one but a Utopian
Ireamer can expect that—where there is such a wide difference in
he command of the necessaries of life as must always exist between
>ne section of the community and another—any sanatory regula-
ions will succeed in reducing the mortality of the poor to the same
evel with that of the wealthier classes; but after making every
tUowance of this kind, will any candid mind refuse to admit that,
n the case of Liverpool, a large balance must still remain to be
charged to the account of the physical causes which have been
)omted out ? Does any one suppose that if the inhabitants o.
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i;.veii>ooi. Eodney-street and Abercrombv-square were to exchange places

Dr. Dm;c:m. with those of Vauxhall or Exchange Wards, leaving their spacious

mansions to be occupied by the inhabitants ot the latter districts,

while they took up their residence in the filthy and miserable

courts and cellars of Vauxhall or Exchange—their relative com-

mand of the necessaries of life remaining undisturbed—does any

one suppose that the relative mortality of the two classes would

likewise remain unaltered ? that 1 in 23 would still die in Rodney-

street and not more than 1 in 41 in Vauxhall ? or that the average

duration of life would not be prolonged beyond 15 years among

the former inhabitants of Vauxhall, and fall far below 35 years

amons the present occupants of Rodney-street?
_

That the influence of these seats of pestilence is not confined to

those who reside within their immediate limits, but extends itself

to the whole town, poisoning the atmosphere which all classas are

compelled to breathe, is shown by the fact that the excess of rnor-

talitv as compared with other towns, is found to affect the highest

as well as the lowest classes of the community. This appears trom.

the following table, compiled from Mr. Chadwick's Sanatory

Report on England, (pp. 158-161) :—

Table 16.

Average Age at Death.

Towni.

Kendal
liath

Four Metropolitan Unions

Leeds
Bolton
Manchester . • . .

Liverpool . . • • •

Gently ami
Professional

I'tTsons.

45 years

55
44
44
34
38
35

J >

J >

J )

5 >

} >

> >

Truilesmen.

39 ye

37
28

27
23
20
22

>

}

>>

Labourers, &e.

34 years

25 ,,

22
19

18

17

15

> >

s >

> >

> >

Gener.il Ave-
rage.

36 years

31

25

21

19

IS

17

) >

) I

} >

J >

5 )

So that all classes of the inhabitants are interested in effecting an

abatement of the evils with which Livei-pool is afflicted

An Act "for the promotion of the Health of the Inhabitants of

Liverpool," which obtained the Royal Assent on the Ibth of June,

came into operation on the 1st November last year ;
and no wiOi-

standinff its defects and omissions, there is no doubt that, if strictly,

enforced it will effect a very great improvement in the character

of the dwellings in future to be erected for the use of the woi^mg

^"^Thi^ Act fixes the minimum width of streets and courts in future

to be built, as well as the mininum size of rooms and windows; it

prohibits the occupation of cellars in courts as dwellings, and enacts

hat, after 1st July, 1844, no cellar is to be occupied as a dwelling-

plac; unless it be at least seven feet in height, and have two feet

of its height above the level of the street. It provides for tlie
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1

Iraining of houses situated in courts; and there are clauses which
vill probably be found to be ineffectual, which relate to the cleaus-
ng of privies and cesspools, &c., and to the cleansing of houses,
vhich are certified to be in a filthy and unwholesome condition.
The Act, imperfect as it is, is almost entirely prospective, no

emedy being attempted (except in the case of the cellars) for' the
vils previously existing. But something surely might be done,
nd ought to be done, to improve the condition of the large body
f the working- classes, already suffering from these injurious

;
for it is to be remembered that if nothing be attempted

ie destructive influence of these agencies will not be confined to
ae present generation, but will be exerted throughout all future
me, at least so long as the present residences of the labourino-
ppulation continue in a habitable state. While these residences
;main in their present condition, Liverpool can never be a healthy
nvn.

• Of the 1982 courts within the parish, 629 are closed at both
-ids; and with these the Act does not attempt to interfere. But
lese courts, in their present state, are quite unfit for the habitation
human bemgs; and why should not power be obtained to pur-

aase and pull down the house, wall, or building—whatever it may
•!—winch obstructs one end of the court, and thus open a commu-
cation with the external atmosphere. After all, the court would
! imperfectly ventilated. A great improvement would be effected
so m the health of some of the densely-peopled parts of the
wn, by opening them up and intersecting them with wide and
ry streets, so as to form a substitute for those parks and squares
aich it seems impracticable to introduce into the heart of a
lly-peopled town. An instance has been already mentioned
aere a measure of this kind was attended with a favourable
ect m Liverpool, and in other places it has been found equally
inehcial. From a paper published in the Philosophical Trans-
itions Jor 1782, it appears that the rate of mortality in York had
minished from 1 in 2I| in 1735, to 1 in 28^ in 1781 ; and this
eat improvement was ascribed chiefly to the fact that many of
B streets had been widened by pulling down old houses which
rnost met in the upper stories so as nearly to exclude the sun
d air from the streets and lower apartments, and to additional
ains having been made, and other measures taken to promote
5 cleanliness of the city.

^

'The common lodging-houses—those fruitful sources of mischief
•ought to be subject to regidation and inspection by the public
nonties. No one should be permitted to keep a house of this

1 T previously received a license from the magis-
ites, who should fix the maximum number of lodgers allowed toep m each house, and in each room of the house ; the number
ing ot course proportioned to the cubic contents of the space
^y ^VG to occupy. No house should be licensed whose construe-

Dr. Duncan.
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Dr. Duncan, tion cloes iiot admit of the most thorough ventilation, nor which is

situate in a court, unless the court be open at both ends. All

lodging-houses should undergo periodical cleansing : but perhaps

the present Act gives tlie magistrates sufficient power to enforce

this where necessary.

The dame-schools and common day-schools, which are produc-

tive of the same physical evils in a less aggravated degree, should

also be subject to license and inspection. Nor, even should this

measure have the eflect of diminishing the number of scholars,

need any fear be entertained that the cause of education would

suflfer from the circumstance ; for in nine cases out of ten the

children are sent to the dame-school merely in order to be out of

the way of mischief^ and not with the hope or expectation that they

will learn anything useful ; and were it otherwise, " the generality

of the teachers, both of the dame and day-schools, are wholly in-

competent to the task of instruction; and their ignorance, on the

most common topics, is lamentable ;" * although the masters them-

selves, according to the Committee of the Manchester Statistical

Society, " have generally a better opinion of their own qualifica-

tions for their office. One of them observed, during a visit paid

to his school, that there were too many schools to do any good

;

adding, ' I wish Government would pass a law that nobody but

tJmn as is high larnt should keep school, and then we might stand

a chance to do some good.' " (Report on Manchester, 2nd edit,

p. 7.)

As there is a separate Sewerage Act for Liverpool, the " Im-;

provement Act" says nothing on the .subject of sewers. But an

attempt should be made to direct a portion of the funds annually

levied from the inhabitants, to the sewerage of the poorer streets,

where it is so loudly called for, but which have hitherto been so

much neglected. I am glad, however, to learn, tiiat the Commis-

sioners have determined to devote, immediately, some part of then

attention to the class of streets in question.

A change in the construction of the sewers would make then

much more extensively useful than in the mere removal of th(

surface-water, to which they are at present almost confined. VVer

they properly trapped, and fitted up with cast-iron flushing gates

the experience of the Holborn and Finsbury district has show

that the sweepings of the streets and other refuse matter might l

carried off without any inconvenience to the inhabitants, and wit

an ultimate saving of expense. It has been found that the ord

nary flow of water in the sewers, accumulating behind theflushint

gates, is sufficient, when the gates are opened, to sweep oft' tU

deposit which otherwise might take place. No town can be bett|

situated than Liverpool for this purpose, seated as it is on imdulal

* Report of Manchester Statistical Society, ou the State of Education

Borough of SalforJ.
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ing ground, and washed by a broad river with daily tides, which Dr. Duncan,
would immediately carry off into the ocean the refuse matter dis-
charged from the sewers.

Every ash-pit should be made to communicate with the sewer by
a guarded drain, so as to carry off at once the fluid portion of it^
aoxious contents : the poisonous effluvia from the remainder would
.hen act with diminished power. Additional advantage would be
rained by causing every ash-pit to be effectually covered over
In connection vyith sewerage, I would suggest, in addition, that

10 cellar should be allowed to be inhabited unless situated in a
street that is sewered, and where the sewer is below the level of
he cellar floor

; and every such cellar should have a properly
onstructed drain, communicating with the sewer.
Lastly, I would suggest that the very inadequate supply of

.rivies should be remedied by the estciblishment of public build-
igs, distributed over the town in numbers and situations regulated
y the wants of each locality, i. e., by the number of houses in each
istrict, lound to be destitute of these necessary conveniences.
1 cannot conclude without expressing my regret that, in this

ountry, the public health should occupy such a very subordinate
iace in the estimation of the public authorities. In this respect
e are far behmd our continental neighbours. In France and other
)untries on the continent, tlie promotion of the public health is a
mstant object of solicitude, both with the government and the mu-
icipal councils. Nor is any important matter bearing upon this
Dint decided on without the sanction and concurrence of the best
rotessional and scientific opinions, which are previously sought for
r the Minister of Public Works. In Paris there is a Council of
wealth, appointed by the Prefect of Police ; and to this body, as
all as to the Academy of Medicine, questions of medical pohce
e coiis antly referred by the Central Government. There can be
.
doubt that if the Town Council of Liverpool had consulted any

edical practitioner acquainted with the poorer districts of the town
eyiously to applying to Parliament for the " Improvement Act "
at Act would Itself have been greatly improved. The present
unci! has degenerated, in this respect, from the practice of their
.3decessoi-s 40 years ago, for " in the beginning of the year 1802
3 cori^oration of Liverpool, being about to apply to Parliament for
'«^ers to improve the streets and the police of the town, requested

^

physicians of the mfirmaiy and dispensary to suggest to themich alterations as might contribute to the health and comfort of

tl^^Sl «'l u'^^f'
t'^^^' necessary, they might include

J to ca .f n^'
Parliament, the poSers requi-

miTn J
alterations into effect. The physicians took this

fuest into serious consideration, and presented a report of consi-

kxZ^lrk T'^^"'^'"^ f
^^"^ °f of the uncommon

T^^Z f / preceding years, and of the measures requisite
pievcnt Its recurrence, and to remove the frequency of contaaion

M 2
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Dr. Duncan, in the habitations of the poor."* With this view they recommended

the removal of slaughter-houses, and all other offensive trades or

manufactories, the consumption of smoke, the enforcing of cleanli-

ness in the streets, a general review of the common sewers, and other

measures of a like nature. But in a more especial manner, they

directed the attention of the Town Council to the habitations of the

poor, noticing particularly the evils connected with the inliabited

cellars and courts. With regard to the former, they say, " The
vast number of persons that occupy such dwellings, and the impos-

sibility of finding other habitations, forbid us to hope that any re-

commendation for preventing them from being generally inhabited

could be attended with immediate effect. But a general survey

should be made of these subterraneous dwelUngs, and such means

adopted for promoting their salubrity as circumstances require and

admit," They then specify the alterations which they deem neces-

sary, and recommend that " in regard to all houses to be built in futm-e,

powers should be obtained to prevent the cellars from being inhabited

at all, except they be constructed according to the plan just pomted

out." The Report here mentions a few places in which, from local

circumstances, the cellars are particularly obnoxious, and advises that,

as soon as possible, they should be emptied of their inhabitants, and

filled up. It proceeds as follows :— The habitations of the poor in

the greater part of the small and narrow courts, back from the streets,

are equally objectionable in point of health as in the cellars. It is

much to be lamented that such a form of building should have grown

into general practice. * * Powers should be obtained for prevent- ,

ing ground from being occupied with buildings of this description in

future ; and the proprietors of courts already built might be com-

pelled to give them the ventilation of a thorough draught of air,

which would, in general, be obtained witli Httle difficulty. If any

courts are permitted to be built in futiu-e, it should be on condition

that they may be made of a certain width ; that the entrance should

not be through an arch-way ; that the houses should not be above t^vo

stories high ; and that the upper end of the court should be kept open.

Every court should have two or more necessaries, according to its size,

and a plentiful supply of water."

Dr. Currie adds, that " every attention was paid to this memorial

by the gentlemen of the common council of the corporation; and in

the draught of the Bill proposed to b^ brought into Parhament,

such clauses were introduced as were necessary to enable them to

carry into effect the various regulations recommended to dieh

notice. But the interests of different individuals beuig affected,

difficulties have arisen in procuring that general assent so desirable

in all such applications to the Legislature. The measure is, how-

ever, in progress, and it is not to be doubted that, by the exercise

of candour and patience, every obstacle will be removed, and thai"'

the public good will triumph over all inferior considerations."

* Currie's Medical lleports, 4th edit., vol. i., pi'. 371, 372,
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Dr. Currie's expectations were not realized. Inferior considera- Br.Dancn.

tions triumphed over the pubhc good. Had it been otherwise, and
had the rate of mortahty in Liverpool been thus reduced to that in
Birmingham, nearly 40,000 lives would have been saved in the parish
of Liverpool, during the interval which has elapsed since these recom-
mendations were offered to the notice of the common council. Could'
the rate of mortality now be reduced to that of Birmingham, 1250
lives would be annually saved. *

°

Borough of Preston ; Report on its Sanatory condition.

By the Rev, J. Clay.*

The state of the town, with regard to health and mortality, Preston,

yaries with the social rank and with the employment of the RevT"ciay
inhabitants

; with the cleansing, draining, and ventilation of their
clwelhngs, and of the streets, courts, &c., in which those dwellings
are situated. It would have been desirable to obtain the popula-
tion of all the streets, in order to show this variation more at
length

;
time, however, has not permitted this to be done, and we

must content ourselves with a comparison upon a more limited
scale, which will nevertheless illustrate the effects on the one hand,
if good air, cleansing, &c., and the total want of those advantages
)n the other. Before going into such particulars it will be well
o advert to certain general facts which have been arrived at
;hrough the laborious and accurate investigation of Mr. S.
^artwright.

Table 1.

UerageAgk of Death in Preston, from the 1st July, 1837, to the 30th June,
ia4d. (Calculated from the Superintendent Registrar's Books.)

Classes.

Average Age of Per Ceatage of each Class dying Total
Number of
Deaths,

(upon which
the Calcu-
lations are

made).

Total
Deaths.

Deaths
after 21
Years of
Age.

Above
21 Years

old.

Above
5 Years
old.

Under
5 Yeari

old.

U Gentry and pro-i
fessional men, and i

their families . 1

!. Tradesmen andl
their families .

J

5. Operatives and)
their families . j

Average ofthe whole

47'39

31-63

18-28

61-165

54-73

,50-305

76-31

51-83

31-64

82-43

61-78

44-58

17-57

38-22

55-42

148

764

8017

19-6 51-25 34-11 46-68 53-32 6)8920

1488

This table gives the average of deaths in Preston for the six
;f^;s^nding 30th June, 1843; and respects, 1 . The Gentry;

•on^PlajS/''''"'
°" ''^'^ °f ^"ge Lancashire, by Dr.
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Presion. 2. The Tradesmen; and 3. The Operatives and their respective

Rov.Tciay. famiUes. Taking the average population during that period at

50,000, which is most probably higher than the truth, we have

the deaths yearly amounting to 1 in 33-6 of the inhabitants.

From the Mortuary Registers of 1841, it appeared that in the

Preston Uiiion the rate of mortality in that year was 2-9 percent,;

in the Borough the rate of mortahty was still higher. The popu-

lation being 50,131, and the average deaths for 1839, 1840, and

1841 being 1734, the mortality was upwards of 3-4 per cent. ; a

rate exceeding that of Manchester (3-2 per cent.), and nearly

approaching that of Liverpool (3-5 per cent.). But it appears

that the years 1840-41 were accompanied in Preston by a very

unusual number of deaths; for the deaths in 1838-9 averaged

only 1273, and those for 1842-43 only 1461. It will be right,

then, to take the mean of the six years, as shown by the table

above, viz., 1488 ; and still a rate of mortality is evinced very

nearly approaching to 3 per cent., viz. 2-976, and that upon a

population somewhat over estimated. Now, recollecting that

many districts in England and Wales exlaibit a rate of mortality

below 2 per cent, per annum, and assuming, as it will be seen

from facts hereafter to be presented, we have a right to assume,

that Preston is naturally healthy, and that the mortality should

not much exceed 2 per cent., it results that during the six years

under consideration there have been upwards of 2800 deaths

more than there would have been but for the injurious operation

of causes, which, to say the least, are susceptible of great control.

While the ratio of deaths to population is so great, it will be

also seen from the table that the chances of life at infancy, includ-

iug all classes in the calculation, are very low. These chances, as

estimated by the lowest of the insurance tables (Northampton),

are given at 25-18 years; but, as shown by the actual experience

of Preston (gathered from the average age at which the inhabitants

die), they are only 19-6 years. The average age of the Uving, as

calculated from the Census of 1841, is 24-435. It shoidd be observed

that this low average age at death is effected by the great pre-

ponderance of the third-class " operatives and their families," who,

owing to their large proportionate numbers, bring down the

general average to a near approximation to their own, which is

18-28 years. The chances of life among the "professional men

and their families" are high—47-39 years; among tlie " tradesmen"

they are scarcely as favourable as they are elsewhere—31 63 years.

If the duration of life in Preston be calculated from an equal

number of each class, we find that 32-43 yeare is its low term.

When the age of 21 is passed, it appears that the chances of lite

come very near to the general rate. As compared to the mortality

of the metropolis, the average age of gentlemen and tradesmen in

Preston is favourable; but it is otherwise with the labourers, as

shown by the following table

—
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Classes.

Avoriige Age nt Death,
including Children.

Metropolis. Preston.

Gentlemen . . ,

Tiadesnaen . . .

Labourers • .

Yeurs.

44
25
22

lears.

47
32
18

301 32^

Preston.

Bev. J. Clay.

The large proportion of infant mortality among the working
slass is also evinced by the table. While the gentry lose only

17^ per cent, of infant life, the operatives lose 55^ per cent. For
the whole of England and Wales^ the per centage of deaths under
five years of age is 39" 1.

Mr, Cartwright has drawn up an interesting table No. 2, to
ihow tlie comiexion between the varying mortality and the varying
seasons, by giving the centesimal proportion of deaths in each
garter of the year.

Table 2.

jIffect of Seasons upon Health, as evinced by the Deaths for the Six Years
ending June, 1843.

July,

August,
September.

October,
November,
December.

January,
February,
March,

April, May,
June.

Whole
Year.

Calculated on

—

Total number ofl

deaths . . . /

Under 5 years old
Above 5 „ . ,

Above 21 „ .

iverage age of death!
during the six years

)

20'352

21-195
19-363
19-437

18-75 yts.

24-134

23- 489
24- 868
24-261:

20-24 yrs.

28- 088

26-941
29- 415
29-448

21*29 yrs.

27- 426

28- 373
26-352
26-854

19-53 yrs.

100

100
100
100

19-6 yrs.

cooking first at the general results of this table, we perceive that
he per centage of mortality is least in the quarter embracing Jidy,
Yugust, and September, and greatest in the quarter from January
st to March 31st; while April, May, and June are j^iore fatal

han October, November, and December. Infantile mortality
eems less influenced by season than that of older persons

; varying
.t the utmost only abou£ 7 per cent. The difference, both as
iCgards those above 5 and those above 21, between the September
juarter and the March quarter, is somewhat more than 10 per cent.
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Trcston.
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It has been justly observed that " the standard in cominon use Preston,

throughout Europe, of the numbers only and proportions of deaths Rev.TTciav

to the population^ when used only by itself, is often mischievously

misleading/' and that " the returns of the average age of death,

» which gives the average age and sum of vitality of each class, is

the chief, the most correct, if not the only correct, standard for the

measurement of the pressure of evils in the sanatory condition of the

population." An evidence of the tmth of the principle thus enun-
ciated by Mr. Chadwick is furnished by table No. 2, which
Ishows that, out of 100 deaths occurring in the year, 20-35, the

lowest and most favourable quarterly proportion, in July, August,
and September, coincide with the lowest and least favourable average
duration of life, 18-75 years; and that, on the other hand, the
season from Januai-y to April, which affords the highest average
sum of life, 21-29 years, also gives the greatest number of deaths,
28-09. But a more striking illustration of the principle is flirnished

in the table No. 4 ; in the first columns of which it is shown that,

in the corresponding quarters for two consecutive years, July to

October, 1837 and 1838, the totals of deaths in each of the three
classes coincide to a unit ; but the average age at death in the
former of these quarters, as shown in the third table, is only
16-72 years, and in the latter 23-73 years. The numbers of the
first-class " gentry and professional men" are so small, that
anything approaching to a law of mortality from them can scarcely
36 elicited, that is, as regards the average age of death. Taking
ihe results of each year of the sLx separately, we find the averat^e
Duly 37-73 years in 1840-41, and 61-98 years in 1841-42; o*r,

faking the extremes in the table relating to that class, we are pre-
sented with the very low average of 22-1 years in April, May, and
June, 1839, and the very high one of 69-87 in July, August' and
September, 1841. This discrepancy, as already intimated, arises
rom the paucity of the total number furnishing the data ; so that
he deaths of a few aged persons would immediately raise the
iverage, and vice versa.

^
In the more numerous class of tradesmen

ukI their families, the widest variation during the six years between
iny one year and another (1837-38 and 1840-41) amounts only
0 5-67 yeai-s, and the extremes in the different seasons to 23-38
^ears; and it is to be observed that these extremes, relating to the
niddle class, occur in the same year, 1840-41, the lowest in the
October quarter, the highest in the July quarter, showing a
endency to compensation or equilibrium. The yearly variation
luring the six years, of the third class, amounts to 4-08 years;
md the extreme seasonal divergence is from 23-1 years in the
^pnl quarter of 1838, to 12-27 years in the July quarter, 1840, a
litlerence of 10-83 years. These observations are comprised in the
ollowmg table—

-
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Preston.

Rev. J. Clay.
Classes.

Extreme
Yearly

Variation.

Extreme
Seasonal
Variation.

Average
Age

at Death.

First Class .

Second Class

Third Class

.

Years.

24-5
5-67
4.08

Years.
47-8
2,3-38

10-83

Years.

47-39
31-63
18'28

The above small table shows that there is a greater amount of

uncertainty in the average of life among the poor than among the

middle class. The yearly variation of the second class (5-67 years)

is much less, in respect to the average age of the class (31-63

years), than the yearly variation of the third class (4-08 year.s), in

respect to the average age of the poorer class (18-28 years) ; that

is, if the yearly variation in the age of persons whose sum of life

averages 31^ years be five years and a-half, the yearly varia-

tion in the age of those whose sum averages 18i years shovild

be about three years, instead of being what it appears to be—four

years. This greater uncertainty of life is attributable to the occa-

sional ravages made among the children of the poor by disorders,

which are more fatal among them than among those who are nursed

in sickness with solicitude and judgment. The year 1840-41 was

mai-ked by a great fatality among the children of the poor. Scarlet

fever, during that time, to use the language of a medical gentleman

in extensive practice, " was more like a plague in its virulence and

frequency." By a table of particulars furnished to Dr. Playfair

it appears that, in the year ending June 30th, 1841, 200 children

under five years old died of this disease ; while small-pox, hooping

cough, and measles carried off respectively 66, 37, and 23.

In the fourth table, Mr. Cartwright has given the actual number

of deaths during the six years, distinguishing as before, the three

classes of persons, and the four quarters of the year. The table

requires no remark unless indeed it be necessary to state, that the

coincidence, already referred to, between the figures at the head of

the column for the July and October quarter is a real one.

In table 5, Mr. Cartwright has exliibited particulars similar to

those of the previous one, but relating only to persons who have

attained the age of 21.

It will be there seen that the chances of life among the three

classes are brought nearer to an equality. Recurring to the third

table for a moment, we see the difference of the average age at

death in the three classes, infants and minors included, to be about

16 years between the tradesmen and the gentry, and 13 years between

the operatives and tradesmen ; but when the strong constitutions

which have resisted the trials of infancy and youth begin to tell

among the operatives, this difference is reduced to less than seven

years between tradesmen and gentry, and little more than four

years between operatives and tradesmen j
and, now that 21 years
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are attained, the variation between any two years of the sexennial Pioston,

period, for all the classes conabined, but for the peculiar circum- iievrTTcin

stances of 1840-41, would scarcely exceed one year. The effect

of season is visible, in the fifth table, in the higher rate of mor-
tality during January, February, and March. It is m those

months that the aged are removed, and their advanced years raise

:he average age at death for the time. It is worthy of remark,

:oo, that this higher rate obtains in all classes. The result

bf this table is susceptible of a favourable comparison with
•jertain returns for the metropolis, given by Mr. Chadwick, from
vhich it appears that the average ages at death, of all above 21,

vere

—

Gentlemen. Tradesmen. Labourers.

In the Metropolis . • GO 51 49
In Preston . . 61 55 50

It is true that the general average in the metropolis is 53, and
n Preston only 51 years ; but this arises from the much larger

)roportion of the working class in Preston than in London. In
he Metropolitan returns the paupers are given as a distinct class

;

n Preston they have been included in the third, class. This, of
ourse, will have no effect on the general average. Table
"^0. 6 contains an account of the actual deaths after the attain-

nent of 21 years. Comparing this table with the previous
me, it becomes again evident that the increased mortality
f 1840-1 is referable to children; a truth yet more strik-

!igly apparent in Mr. Cartwright's seventh table— from which
: is shown that, during the whole six years, the deaths of
tifants under five, as compared to all deaths above that age,
re in the proportion of 47 to 41 ; that at one period (1841-~2)

ley were in the more favourable proportion of 67 to 74 ; but
lat in the unhealthy seasons, they were, in 184:0-1, 94 to 78, and,

1 the previous year, no less than 105 to 68. • But, probably, the
aost important tmth, made plain in this table, is, that the excessive
ifant mortality is chiefly manifested among the families of the
forking class. In the year most I'atal to their children, the low
roportion of infant death among the first class remains unaltei-ed,

lid although the middle class, in that year, suffered a double amount
f what they had undergone the year before, yet that increase is not
3 much above the average of the six years as the increase whicli
elates to the third class : the increase of the second class in 1839-40,
eing about one-fourth above the six years average ; and the increase
f the third class being about one-thii-d. Since the formation of
he tables now treated of, a careful analysis has been made of all the
eaths under five years of age during the six years. The result of
le mquiry shows, that of the 4,751 deaths, which appear in the
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seventh table as taking place under that age, 3,610 occurred under
two years old ; and the age, in each instance, was, on the average,

only 0-7 years, or about nine months; 1135 children died between
two and five years old, whose average was 3"29 years, or three

years and something less than foiu- months. The average age of

the whole is only 1"32 years, or one year and about four months.

Nothing can show more strikingly that the earliest periods of

existence are attended by a proportionate liability to deatli. It is

necessary, however, to observe the loss of infant life among the poor,

as contrasted with the same among the middle and first class, in

another view. The following presents the precise amount of this

contrast :

—

Classes.

Number of Deaths Proportion of Deathi
under 5 to those

above 5,Under 5. Above 5.

1st Class ....
2nd Class ....
3i'd Class ....

26

282
4,443

122

482

3,574

1 to 4-7
• 1 to 1-7

1 to 0-8

4,751 4,178 1 to -87

To place these facts in another light. If the infant population of

the working class could have been reared amidst the advantages of

food, air, attention, &c., which are afforded to the offspring of the

upper class, during the last six years 3034 children would have

reached five years of age, who, as it is, have been prematurely

swept away by disease.

To show still further the great difference in the probabilities of

life, as respects the three classes now treated of, the following table

has been framed, showing the progressive decrease in the sum of

vitality in the three classes of the inhabitants of Preston. The
calculations founded on the ages at death for the six yeare ending

June 30, 1843:—

1. Gentry. 2. Tradesmen. 3. Operatives.

100 100 100

Remailiing at the end of 1st year. 90-8 79-6 68-2

» !'
2nd year. 87-6 73-5 57-5

a 5th year. 82-4 61-8 44-6

It >}
10th year. 81-1 56-6 38'8

}> » 20th year. 76-3 51-6 31-5

» » 30th year. 72-3 45-9 25-2

>} 11 40th year. 63-4 37-5 20-4

1) >l
50th year. 56- 28-

1

15-6

5) )>
60th year. 45-1 20-5 11-2

1! )>

1)

70th year

.

25-4 13-3 6-1

1> 80th year. 8* 4-5 2-1

» >}
90th year. 1-3 •8 •2

« » 100th year. .

.

.

.

•03

Terminates in

the 92nd year.

Terminates in

the 96th year.

Terminates in

the 103rd year.

The following table shows the progressive decrease in the vitality

of the three classes from the age of 21 years:—
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2 1 yesrs old ... •

Remaining at 30 years old

40 years old

50 years old

60 years old

70 years old

80 years old

90 years old

100 years old

»

»
if

I)

»

Gentry, Sec. Tr.idesmen, &c. Operatives.

100 100 100

• » • 94-7 89*4 79-7
• • • 83*2 73-2 63-7
• • • 73*4 55'0 48-9
• • • 59* 1 40*4 34-6

• • • 33*4 26*5 18'9

• t • 10-8 9'6 7-1

• • 1'6 1-5 I'l
• • • •

.

0-6
Terminates at Terminates at Terminates at

92 years. 96 years. 103 years.

Preston.

Kev. J. Clay,

The fact.s involved in the above numbers may be presented to

borne minds more forcibly through the eye, and therefore two
isiagraras accompany this Report, exhibiting the streams of life as

laey flow in the three classes now adverted to. Looking at the'

ggure which illustrates the vital condition of the third class, it will

.'6 seen that although the stream has been deprived of more than

a alf its volume before it has flowed through one-twentieth portion

if the course which it actually runs ;. yet, after having sustained

lat remarkable diminution, it then proceeds with a regularity not
visible in either of the other streams, and finally reaches a point

much beyond their utmost limits. It may be well to bear in mind
laat the appearance of centenarians in the third class alone is due,
oo doubt, to the great number in that class (8017) which fur-

L'ished the basis for the calculation. According to the registers,

inree persons belonging to it, of more than a century old, died in

'reston during the last six years, and of course they would pro-
)ng the current of existence in their class, although narrowed to^

ihe smallest thread, after it had entirely disappeared in the two
Ithers, which, with numbers so much more circumscribed (148
md 764), give proportionally fewer chances of the attainment of
extreme age.

An interesting table. No: 8, has been prepared by Mr. Cart-
•right, showing the ratio of mortahty, as respects persons above
nd under five years of age, in 1783, and the decennial periods
•om 1791 to 1841 inclusive. Few remarks are called for on this

-ible, beyond those which Mr. Cart\vright has appended to it.

*V'ith regard, however, to the year 1831, and the coincidence
etween the excessive mortality of that year and the appearance of
ae cholera in the kingdom, it may be observed, that although few
ases of that disease were known in Preston, there is reason to
uppose that many were concealed, owing to the ignorant preju-
aces of the poor. If any value should be attached to this sup-
•osition, the sudden rise in the average age at death will also be
iccounted for, inasmuch as the cholera generally attacked adults.
I he proportion of deaths to the population is not given in the
able

;
and, in fact, several circumstances interfere with the

quality of the conditions in each year, and render it difficult to
rrive at any general conclusions in that respect. The population
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Preston. of 1783 and of 1791 is uncertain. 1801 was a year of extreme

Rev.TTciay. distress ; after 1814 the Parish Register did not contain the whole

amount of burials; and 1841 was accompanied by an unusual

mortality. If, however, we take the years 1791, 1811, and 1841,

supposing the actual population of the first year to be about the

amount stated, and calling the mortality of 1841, 1500, which is

about the average of the sexennial period including it^ the propor-

tion of deaths to the population will stand thus :

—

Years, Population. Deaths.
Proportion of Deaths

to Population.

1791
1811
1841

8,000
17,065
50,131

178
380

1,500

1 to 45

1 to 48

1 to 33

favourable a view of the sanatory state of Preston as might be ex-

pected when the town was the resort and residence of persons

of birth and polished manners." The average age at death was

only 31-65 years, or eight years short of the standard given by

the Carlisle table. But 60 years ago the probabilities of hfe, even

among persons of birth," were less favourable than they are now

among the general class of the well informed. The ravages of

small-pox were uncontrolled by vaccination, and disease generally

was unchecked by the pmdence and knowledge which educated

persons now exercise for the preservation of the health of their

children.
Table 8.

The Average Aqe of Death, and Comparative Mortality of Children, in the

Years 1783-1791, and the Five following Census Years, (calculated from the

Preston Parish Church Registers). Showing that the Progressive Reduction of

the Duration of Life and the Increase of Mortality among Children have been

almost in inverse proportion to the increase of Population.

Average

Per Centage of

Persons Dying
Number of Burials

Population.
Years. Age

of Death.
Above 5

Years old.

Under 5
Years old.

Above 5
Years
uld.

Under 5
Years
old.

Total.

1783
1791
1801
1811
1821
1831
1841

31-65
28-609
23-252
19-998
18- 942
23-39
19- 54

70-712
55-057
55-608
48-685
43-427
67-79
46-64

29-288
44-943
44-392
51-315
56-573
32-210
53-36

169

98

238
185

218
481
465

70
80

190
195
284
230
532

239
178
428
380
502
711

997

About 6,000
About 8,000

11,887
17,065
24,575
33,112
50,131

The following are from the Superintendent Registrar's Books :—

1840-1
1837-8

1

16-45 44-77 55.24 773 956 1,729

to

1842-3 \

Average of 1

G Years. J

19-6 46 -GS 53-32 696'3 791«8 1,488

i
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" For many ages Preston took the lead of all the towns in the Preston,

country as the resort and residence of persons of birth and polished ~ '

manners." ''A material change has taken place in some of these '

^'''^*

respects, within the last forty years, (from 1825,) by the introduc-
tion of the manufactures, and the claims of gentility have been
materially abated by the presence of an active and enterprlzing
industry." The first small "factory" was built in 1777; and
ithe population had, during the preceding century, fluctuated
between 5,000 and 6,000. From 1791 to 1797 five other fac-
tories were erected by the late J. Horrocks, Esq., and from this
period " the ratio of increase (of population) is scarcely to be
.Bqualled, even in this county, where men mvdtiply faster than in
any other portion of the kingdom."—fames' History ofLancashire.

1 783. The ages are not entered in the register for many years
previous to this date.

1800 and 1801. Years of great distress. The mortality of
Lancashire considerably above the usual average. The marriao-es
n Preston were 23 per cent, lower than the average of the two
iireceding and two following years.

1814. The Roman Catholics began to inter in their own burial
p-ound

; and the parish church register of course does not contain
ill the deaths of the town after this period.

1831. The mortality of adults is considerably greater, and of
children less, than what would appear to be the usual proportion.
5ome explanation has already been given of the mcrease of the
verage age of death in this year.

^
1840-1. This year has been most unfortunately chosen by the

:!ommissioners for their calculations respecting the mortality of
'reston; the average age of death being in that year 16-45 years,
nd the number of deaths 1729 ; while the average age of death for
ix years (from June, 1837, to July, 1843,) is 19 6 years, and
ae average number of deaths 1488.
The difference between the average age of those dying in 1841,

3 registered at the parish church, and those in the superintendent
jgistrars' books for 1840-1, appears, in the above tables, so great
3 to require explanation. The number of deaths in the year
admg 31st December, 1840, was most excessive, being no less than
993, while the deaths in 1841 were only 1508, and the average
rthe six years was only 1488. It will be remembered that the
.!gistrar's year commences on the 1st July ; and his year 1840-1
lerefore includes the last six months of 1840, in which year the
eaths of children under five years exceeded the average number
[six years by 414 ; a fact which explains the low average age of
840-

1
(16i years) as compared with that of 1841 (19J years)

'

iinn^^'^^
^^^^"^"^ ^" registrar's books for 1840-1, upwards

t UUO appeared also ui the registers of the parish church.
An argument in favour of the natural healthiness of Preston is to

e found in the sanatory condition of the inmates of the House ofvn r TVOL. I. N̂



Preston.

Eev. J. Clay.

178 Comparison of the Deaths in Preston Gaol.

Correction there. For more than five years the daily average

number of prisoners has exceeded 21.9 (one-sixth ot whom ha e

been females), exclusive of infants who do not appear on the

books and who are generally about six m number. The aveiap

age ol- the 219 appears to have been 28-9 years. During

period mentioned, one death took place from a casualty, and on y

one from natural causes ; the latter being the case ol an aged iemale

who was in a dying state when brought into the prison
;

this gm^

a ratio of mortality in the proportion ot one death yearly to 547

persons. Now the mortality in the town of Pres on for the e

years ending June 30, 1843, has been proportionately 17 time, as

great as that which has taken place withm the prison ^^ alls•

fther words, if the ratio of mortality in the town had been the same

as that in the prison, instead of 7767 deaths, only 457 ^-""If
^ave

been recorded. Or if, in the comparison, we place agair^t he

deaths in the prison those only in the town which take place aft^

21 years of age, and call them for the five years (see lable b)

2556, we stilUmve an excess of nearly 2000 deaths above .-^la

would have taken place had the same ratio obtained in tlie town

which obtains in the prison.
vr-., r,f fl-ip

The argument thus furnished by the sanatory conchtioi of the

Preston tlouse of Correction is strengthened by comparing the moi -

tahty in that prison with others in the county ;
a comparison which

may be shortly given as follows :-

Tiisons,

Number of

Years fur-

nishing t)ie

Average.

?roiiortion of

Deaths
to Prisoners
Annually.

Kirkdale .

Liverpool Borough
New Bailey • «

Lancaster Castle .

Criminals

,
, Debtors .

Preston . .

Years.

4
5

5

0

1

^

1 to 62

1 to 69

1 to 70

1 1 to 90
1 to 75

1 lo 547

But there are many circumstances favourable to the g-eral Pro-

babiUtv of life in a prison not existmg in a town i he small

™tion o he aged, the many vagrants with constitutions braced

rresrah-V thesf and other facts' tending t. raise the general

cWes in favour of prison life, may not be fully counterpoised by

tL dem" of confinement and the weakened constitutions

Smtrof the dissipated and profligate. ^^^^^^^^
that the inmates of the gaol have, as a body, b'-^Jte c anc^^s

Zss of tlie people, ifthey would only stnve to do for themsehe.

what discipline and order do for the prisoners.
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In estimating- the chances of life in Preston, with reference, 1. 'I o
iry and well-cleansed districts ; 2. To districts only moderately
leansed and ventilated; and 3. To districts of the worst kind
'here ventilation, cleansing-, and drainage are ill provided for or
:re altogether absent, it would have been desirable to obtain accurate
3turns of the deaths and ages in each district for a period of years
:
ime, however, has not permitted this; but the effect of locality on
ealth may be shown with sufficient force by the followin^r table
.hicli applies to the whole town (deaths in the workhouse and
ouse ot recovery, and those which have been the subjects of
.rouers' inquests being excepted) for the year ending June 30,

Ages.

WeU-eo
Str

nditioned
Jets.

Moderately-
conditioned Streets.

Ill-conditioned

Streets.

Deaths. Per Cent. Deaths. Per Cent. Deaths. Per Cent.

ider one year old

love one and under
five years.

out five years old .

21

26

88

15-5
19-3

65-2

158
238

364

20-8
31'3

47-9

250
210

192

38-3
32'2

29'5

135 760 652

There is in the " lowest deep a lower deep ;" and in the " dis-
cts of the worst kind " there are certain streets and courts, &c. the
rst of the distiict. These have been most minutely and carefully
amined by the agent of the Preston Charitable Society, a person
11 qualified by his intelhgence for the task he has performed
ae names of these streets, &c. are Canal- street. Back Canal-street"
ope-street,Holden's-square, Holden's-yard, Edward-street, Buck-
tham-street, Clarence-street, Poplar-street, Willow- street, Queen-
^et, and Savage's-court. In these streets, ike. the mortahtv for
: year mentioned was as follows :

—

Under one year old 56 or 44-4 per cent.
Above one year and under five years 37 „ 29*4
Above five years 33„26'2

126

rhe population of these streets, &c., as ascertained by careful
on-y IS at present (October, 1843) 2400, which is probably pretty
r what It was in 1840-1, the places having undergone since the^
e or no change. Assuming, then, this to be the population, we

he nvl °'"""™f '

year, in the above-mentioned streets,

toJn t?"" ^ ^ ^^f" ^''''^ P^^«°"^- the whole 0
•

to\;n the deaths are 1 to every 29 persons.

ch^^r''
^'""^ the inquiries made (the particulars resulting from

ses 0 dSr" T^T'^l'
^""^^^^ hev,^\ih) that there are many

-ets s l ltr
''"''^^ operating in these worst conditioned

•ets simultaneously; yet most of them controllable by measures
N 2

Preston;

Rev. J. Clay
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which a community fully alive to its social responsibilites, or even to

the universal danger which at any moment may arise from tho^e

causes would seek to employ or enforce. Those causes are sue i as

usual y exist wherever sickness and death prevail ;
clefectwe ventjla-

^on, cleansing, and draining of streets; the same evils with regard o

dwellings; the over-crowdfng of rooms and of beds; filthmess oi

apartments, persons, clothing, and bedding ;
prevalence o damp,

yet want of 4ater ; absence of proper and decent accommodation as

to privies; keeping of pigs in, or too near, dwelhngs; and pervad-

ng^a l sikeni^glmells-signs of the presence ot an aUnospher.

destructive of he'alth to all who breathe it. As to ventilation one

court Back Willow-street, is described as - closed at both ends by

pHvies;" other courts and streets are "entered by passages under ,

Se houses;" others are ''closed atone end by wals." As o cleans- .

ng, in Bad. Canal-street, "pigsties, middens, P-^^^/^-'^^^T
j

side of the street." Buckingham-street " is swept every week by the I

police but the cart cannot let down to carry the dirt away, whi h ,

?s w pt into heaps and tl.en left." " When airy person goes to h

Dispensary out of this street, the doctor te Is them it - - wond

at there being sickness in that street." Other streets exhibit a still

more abominable condition. Back Queen-street (south of Queen- ,

street) is approached by several lobbies leading fi-om Queen-stiee

A visitor, on entering the former, finds himself acing a row oi

privfes o more than 100 yards long. The doors of the prijues are

about six feet from the house doors opposite ;
and the space between

one pr y and another is filled up with all imaginable and innmagin-

able fi th • so that the street consists of a passage hitle more than

sk feet wide, with dwelling hoases on one side, and a continuous

r^ncre oTnecessaries, pigstks, middens, heaps of ashes, &c., &c.
;
on

he lther, with a filthy and sluggish surface drain running along one

sSe The doors opeLginto this street are, msome cases the back

dooi-s of the QueeA-street houses; but 12hou.es have their

oXs-doors and windows-upon this disgusting and pestifero>.

Tssa'c According to the returns for the year ending Jime 30,

iST'the deaths in Queen-street, Back Queen-street and Queen,

street Court we fo^that year 36, or 1 death to 14-6 persons.*

'In a cTw in King-stiJt a few yards from -d o^^^^
;

street a poor female has been l.vmg ^^^^^"^ W'^^'t :.?tll

bel ved t'o be upwards of 102 years old Her bodily ai^ me

powers are, considering her age, remarkably vigorous He^
^^^^^^^

nf limb is equal to that of many women of 50, and cspeciaU) a.

tardsherarms.! Her sight sclrcely requires the aid ot spectacle.

&

. . •rr&T »H.T'r« £^Lr:f
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ind her hearing is but little impaired. Her hair is abundant and Preston.

olack. Her memory appears clear and prompt ; and her disposition Rev.TTciay.
lot merely cheerful but full of humour. A daughter, aged 70,
lives with her, who looks, in her spectacles, almost as old as her
oarent. The cellar in which they live appears dry and warm ; faces

he end of a tolerably wide street, (Paradise-street,) and is altogether
iree from the very noxious circumstances which beset Queen-street.
fhis case has been noticed here as confirmatory to a certain degree
fan observation made by Mr. Chadwick. " It is a singular and
et unexplained fact, that centenarians are often found in the greatest
iroportion, in times and places where the average duration of life of
le whole population is very low."*
The streets, courts, and yards examined contain about 422 dwel-

ings, inhabited at the time of the inquiry by 2400 persons sleeping

1 852 beds, i. e., an average of 5-68 inhabitants to each house, and
':S persons to each bed.

In 84 cases 4 persons slept in the same bed.
28 „ 5 „ „
13 „ 6 „ „
3 J) 7 „ „

. .
1 )) 8 » )j

And, m addition, a family of 8 on bed stocks covered with a little straw.

Greatly injurious to health as this crowding into the same bed must
2, it is scarcely requisite to intimate its equally powerful tendency
• moral corniption. The tables appended to this Report record too
lany instances in which there is cause to apprehend the worst con-
:quences in this respect.

It is not only among the poorest that small and ill-ventilated
3d-rooms are contributing to disease, but also among many whose
leans would enable them to provide more wholesome chambers,
he following case will illustrate the indifference on this point, which
suits from ignorance or habit, or both combined. A night-watch-
lan to one of the principal mills having met with a serious accident,
as taken home and there visited by the medical gentleman who has
rnished this account. The sufferer's home or lodging was ap-
-oached by a passage of 3 feet 2 in. wide, and the lodging itself
nsisted of a low room 6 feet % in. long, and 4 feet S^^in. wide,
^hted by a pane of glass in the roof 9 in. square. The small bed
hich almost filled this wretched room was occupied alternately by
e watchman, and an old man labouring under paralysis ; the latter
ntting the bed when the watchman returned from his nightly duties,
id entering it again when vacated in the evening. The watchman
as a single man, sober, and orderly in his conduct, and receiving
gular wages of 18^. per week, a sum which would have enabledm to procure good lodgings and every attendant comfort,

^es per hour, in company with her daughter, but supported only hy her stick ;she did not feel quite so well, and therefore had come out for a walk."
" Inquiry into the Practice of Iiitermentu in Towns," -p. 12, note. See also

Heporl on the Sanatory Cojidition of the Labouring Classes," y>. 176, note.
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A shoemaker, who, with his wife, coiild earn 25.. weekly keeps a

KevT-cuv pis under the room in wliich lie, his wife, and three children live. A

low belon-inff to a friend, having brought forth a more immerous

iTeiTan^shf could support, the Ihoemaker fitted up for the i-ece|>-

tion of the two supernumerary pigs, a corner ol his living room, ni

which they were found by the agent of the Chan able Society

A map of the town has been made, shaded m those distnc ls

which are ill-ventilated, drained, and cleansed ; the increased de,. a

of tint indicating a proportionate degree of dirtiness, &c. l i e

number of deaths in the respective streets is also given
;
every b e

spot representing a death from fever or epidemic disease and the

S spotl showilg the frequency of deaths from other disord...

The residences of persons charged with offences during the last

year are also indicated ; and the whole tends to show that dirt,

disease, and crime are concurrent.

From the statements made in this Report,
f
ppe=^ ^^^^^^

mortality of the town chiefly predominates among the chddren of the

working classes, the mortality among them increasing as the ^ocm

condition of the parents sinks. The filthiness, want of drainage, bad

r &c already described, will account for very much of the infantde

deith but tlireis reason to fear that in addition to those caxises

which are alike obnoxious to adult and infant health, there are others

TemtW peculiarly against the latter. Most of these additional

cau es afed ected lith the Ignorance, indifference, neglect, or

selfishness of the parents. Their ignorance leads them to give to

£ offspring the'most improper food, -en when h^^^^^^^^^

procure for them wholesome sustenance; and too often the clidd is

destro^^^^^^ the gin poured into it with the intention to ''nounsh

ft It is ignorancf, too, which bhnds the parent to the necessity ot

care and clution in nursing such complaints as measles. hen^^^

measles are "out," and the little patients should he kept waim,

hev may be seen as the writer has seen them, exposed to the fata

windroT December or January. The neglect of, or indifference

^children's health by the pooJ is evinced in a very marked man-

npv bv the records of the dispensary. ^-

ml Holden, one of the honorary surgeons to that institution

has minutely investigated its statistics for the year ending Octobei

2r 1840 during which period accurate memoranda were pre-

Lrv d; and the%esult of his inquiry shows a great discrepaiicy

between the amount of deaths under five years old, as recorded n

ihe books of the institution, and the amount ol similar death

Imongte poor as registered ; a discrepancy which gn^^^ occa .o

tn anSrehend that the gratuitous advantages provided lor ttiem in

ScknSsW not been made available for their children to a due

extent FrL Mr. Holden's statement accompanymg this Repor

Cpeavs that the average age of deaths among d.s^^^^^^^^^^

reaches almost 25 years, while, as seen m Mi Cartwright^^^^ tab^e

the avQrage age of the operative class is only lb 28 yeais.
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variation between the ages at death, in dispensary patients and in I'reston.

the operative class genoi-ally, is shown in the following table :— Rev.~rciay

Centesimai. Proportion op Deaths in

Dispensarv Palients for the Year ending
October 21,1840.

'Under 1 year . , . 8*5 I

Between 1 and 5 years 20 • 9 )

Per Cent.

•29 '4

»
»

5 and 10
10 and 20
20 and 30
30 and 40

„ 40 and 50
50 and 60

„ 60 and 70

., 70 and 80

„ 80 and 90
Jpwards of 90

11

14

7

9

9

7-

4

4

1

0

70-6

Tin: Class of Operatives
as per Mr. Cartwii'-ht's

Table, No. 1.

In ihe worst Streets
visited by the Agent of
the Charitable Society.

Now although the particulars relating to the dispensary patients
uid those relating to tlie ''worst streets" are not for the same
oeriod, they are for similar periods, as regards the general pre-
valence of disease; and we find that while 44-4 per cent, of infan-
!ile death took place in the '''worst streets," only 8-5 per cenl. died
jnder the cognizance of the medical officers of the dispensary ! and
ret, if the wretched inhabitants of these worst streets sought
medical aid at all, they would seek it most likely where it could
je obtained without charge. It is known that druggists are often
esorted to for medicine and advice by the poor, and probably in
-ome or many cases assistance from such quarters may have been
obtained for sick children ; but after making all allowances, it is to
)e feared that, among certain classes of the poor, a great amount of
nfant death takes place without anything worthy the name of medi-
lal assistance having been obtained or even sought.
If the druggist is sometimes applied to for the medicine which,

vith greater propriety and safety would be prescribed by the medi-
tal man, he is too often asked for compounds, which no medical man
vould prescribe, such as " Godfrey's Cordial," " Infants' Preserva-
ive," Soothing Syrup," "Mothers' Blessing," &c. Returns have
leen obtained from all, or almost all, the chemists and druggists in
'reston, of the quantity of these mixtures sold by each ; and it is
lue to those gentlemen to say that the information requested from
hem was furnished in the most prompt and obhging manner. It
loes not appear that any one particular di-uggist sells the extra-
)rdinary quantity of Godfrey's Cordial, &c., which has been heard
)t in other towns, but all vend the nostrums in question to a
greater or less extent; and the aggregate of the whole quantity
Ola indicates that, allowing half an ounce per week to each family,
ipwards of 1600 families are in the habit of using " Godfrey'^
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Prcsion, Cordial/' or some other equally injurious compound. It is not thi>

Mov.TTciay least melancholy feature in the general aspect of these facts tli;\i

"Godfrey" (as it is familiarly called by its purchasers) is not given

in ignorance of its noxious properties, a circumstance which the

Charitable Society's agent had frequent occasion to notice. It is

administered not so often, probably, by the mother, as by the nurse.

The former, while ^vorking in the factory, intrusts her infant to an

old woman or young girl, who may also have the charge of other

infants ; and this general nurse, in order to frilfil her task with as

much ease to herself as possible, drugs the unfortunate babes with

" Quietness." Mr. Robert Brown, surgeon, who collected much

important information on this subject, had, among other communi-

cations made to him in writing, the following, which, although it

may not at first appear very important, gives clear intimation of

the obtaining medicine and advice from druggists,—of mothers leav-

ing their children in the care of most improper nurses,—and of the

general suspicion of the use of deleterious dnigs :—
" A child was brought to me for a little aperient medicine ; the mother

suspected that the person wlio nursed it had been in the habit of giving it

some narcotic. It had not had more than two or three motions for the

space of three weeks. I advised the mother to stay at home and attend

to it herself. The advice was followed, and the child recovered in a few

days."

Another highly respectable chemist and druggist writes,—

" A woman brought a bottle to me containing some medicine for

examination, which Avas found to be an infusion of opium. She said a

neighbour had given some of it to one of her children, upon the recom-

mendation of some quack, who was in the habit of calling upon poor

families for the purpose of selling the medicine. Her child became

stupitied in half an hour, and ultimately died. The man denied that the

death was the effect of the medicine, as he had a very extensive sale, and

could bring many proofs of the good resulting from its use."

The apathy, or ignorance, or prejudice of parents among the

poor, has also been evinced in regard to the small pox. Mr. Hal-

dane, who filled the office of house surgeon to the dispensarj' for

about six years, has obligingly furnished, on this point, some infor-

mation, rendered valuable by his intimate knowledge of the poor,

and his activity and ability in the promotion of their health. He

states that the first case of small pox admitted in the books of the

dispensary, within his knowledge, was in January, 1838. By Mid-

summer of that year, the disease had rapidly increased, boUi as

regarded the nunibers attacked and tlae severity of the symptoms.

" The disease continued through 1839 and 1840, during which time

many hundreds of children must have suffered from it. In 1841 it began

to subside. Previous to 1838 very few of the poorer class ot cluJarf"

the town had been vaccinated, though it was well known that all children

brou-ht to the dispensary for the purpose of being vaccinated would have

the operation performed without any charge. Of the numbers taking

advantage of this in 1838 I do not think there were a dozen ; m 1839 there
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>re 35 ; in 1S40, 44. At this time I was appointed by the Board of

.lardians vaccinator to the town, and as I knew it would be in vain Rev.j. ciay.

pecting parents to bring their children to the dispensary for vaccination,

lorformed the operation at their own houses, very frequently having to

mbat objections raised by the parents. In 1841, I vaccinated 468 ; in

42, 204 ; in the present year, 326."

\ Messrs. Harrison and Ewings have instituted a careful and most
iborate inquiry into tiie circumstances influencing the health of the

uilies of 749 married men employed m factories. Although
ose gentlemen regret the insufficiency or inaccuracy of the returns

i>y have obtained, yet there are many facts ascertained which are

\ much importance. There appear to be about 4*7 persons, on
i average, in each family ; sickness remains in a family about 17
ys, or with an individual four days, yearly. The average age of

! fathers of families scarcely exceeds 35 years; their average age
marriage was but little more than 23 years. In each family

are are, on an average^ about 2-7 cliildren living, and 1-6 removed
. death ; and of those children so removed 76 per cent, died under
e years old. Those operatives receiving the highest wage.s,

ilressers," appear to have the most numerous families, and their

^s by infantile death has been only 62-2 per cent. The men had
3n married on an average only 12-2 years. This short duration of
irried life will in a great measure account for the high proportion
iinfantile mortality. Wlaere deatlis do occur in families such as those

w adverted to, the age at death will necessarily be limited to a
riod ranging from new-born infancy to about 11 years, and the

obabilities of death, which are up to a certain point in an inverse

io to advancing age, are scarcely fiilfilled, when, as in the case
fore us, of 100 children dying under 11 J years, 76 have died
der five years. This amount of infant mortality, which will at
st be startlhig, will assume a more favourable appearance on a
mparisonwith the infant mortality of the kingdom generally. By
:able given in the "Companion to the Almanac" for 1840, p. 51,
appears that of all the deaths registered in England and Wales
1839, 39-1 per cent, took place under five years of age, and 7"2

1- cent, between 5 and 14. But restricting the inquiry to children
der 15, out of 100 dying under that age, no less than 84 died
low five years old. The absolute amoimt of naortality in the
nihes under consideration, or the number of children removed by
ith in comparison with those spared, appears to be in the propor-
n of 16 to 27, or of 43 born 16 die before reaching the age of
or 12 years; this is undoubtedly a much higher ratio than that

lich exists among families of a superior class, and it is to be re-
etted that we have not the means of making an accurate cora-
rison of the two classes. It is sufficiently evident, however, that
3 sanatory condition of the families now under consideration con-
ists favourably with that of the working class generally. May
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I'reston. not tlus better condition be mainly attributable to the circumstance

Hev.Xciay. of most of these young families having the benefit, imperfect as it

may be, of a mother's superintendence ? Only 133 mothers seem

to be working. The imprudence of the labouring class is visible in

the facts recorded by Messrs. Ewings and Harrison as to the very

early marriages of 90 out of the 749 men; four of them were only

children of 16 when they contracted that engagement.

Great pains have been taken by Mr. Holden to collect informa-

tion relating to the management and statistics of the sick-club.s in

Preston. There is much reserve, however, in giving such informa-

tion, and consequently less has been acquired than would have been

desirable for the purpose of forming any genei-al conclusions as to

operations and value. The following summary, circumscribed as

it is, is sufficient to manifest the widely different amounts of sickness,

and rates of payment, existing in only 11 clubs. The table relates

to the year ending July 1, 1843 :

—

Total

Sick duriug Year. Average
Period of

Averai^e
Payment to

Members.
Members.

Per
Ceulage.

Sickness in

Weeks.
each Sick
Person •

Female Rechabites . . •

Foi'eslers

Cathohc Beneficent . . .

37

47
80
116

689
30

230
111

167
SO
58

2
5

12

19

124
6

52
28
51
25

20

5-4
10-6
15-

16-3
18-

20-

22-6
25-2
30- 6

31- 2

34-4

3-

8-2

7- 5
3-7
4-

3-3
8- 8

]0-
9'

6*1

£ s. d.

1 10 0

4 2 0

3 7 8

1 17 7

2 0 0

1 0 0

2 11 0

3 7 6

2 19 3

1 13 10

2 7 11

1645 344 20-9

There is one circumstance apparent in the above table, which adds

further proof of the vahie of temperate habits among the poor.

The Tee-total Society (of which, however, the numbers are rather

small for the purpose of any general deduction) presents not merely

the smallest proportion of sick, but a proportion amounting to little

more than one-half of that next most favoui-able, while at the same

time its members suffer the shortest average duration of illnesS.

The extremes in the amount of sickness, as shown by the proportion

of sick members pressing in their respective societies, are very

striking, being only 5-4 per cent, in the Tee-total Society, and 34*4

per cent, in the Perseverance. The Rechabites, who might be ex-

pected to occupy a creditable place near the Tee-totallers, are not,

in all cases, as appears from the Returns, worthy of the name they

assume.
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Most, of the sick-clubs are also burial-clubs; that is, a certain I'leaion.

iwm, vai-ying from 2Z. to 10/., is allowed on the death of a member. i(cv."j7ciay.

There are also in Preston seven societies acting only as burial-clubs,

jut acting as such very extensively. Papers sent in to the secreta-

ies to three of these clubs accompany this Report* From them it

ippears that the present members belonging to the three societies are

ipwards of 23,400 ! and that the aggregate sum expended by them in

imerals, or rather paid to claimants, amounts to 2460/. yearly. Ili

mly one return are any particulars given as to the age or death of

)arties entered as members, and from that it appears that 64 per

* The collector to a burial-club, containing upwards of 5000 members,— a man
ihose intelligence is greatly superior to his rank in life, states, that while he believes
ach societies to be productive of much general benefit, he knows several instances
1 which they have been much abused. He is acquainted with cases in which hired
urses have speculated on the lives of infants committed to their care, by entering
-lem into the clubs. Within the last few days, two young women proposed to him
0 enter a child into the society in which he holds office, offering to pay the weekly
j-emium alternately. Upon inquiry, in conformity with his usual custom, as to the
lation subsisting between them and the child, he learned that the child's mother
as dead ; and that the infant itself wasplaced at nurse with the mother ofone of these
)wig zvomen. He also detailed the particulars of tlie case of an illegitimate child,
hich, having been in the care of its maternal grandmother, was removed, on her
5ath, to the house of its father's relatives. Within a week of that removal, the child
ied, (although, previously, it appeared to be in strong health,) and under such
ircumstances as induced him not only to refuse payment of the burial money from
is club, but also to make such a representation of the affair to the officers of au-
:her club in which the child had been ensured, as led them to make a similar refusal.
0 attempt was made to compel payment from either society.
The same " collector " has kindly furnished an account of the ages at death of
00 members of the society to which he belongs, being the number removed by death
uring the last three years and three months :

—

>-62

Under 12 months old • • • 69 17-22
From 1 year to 2 years old

.

• 79 19-77
2 years to 3 52 13-

3 to 4 • 28 7-

4 » to 5 >> • • 20 5-

5 >» to 10 » • 36 9-

10 }> to 20 » • 23 5-77
20 (> to 30 II • • 17 4-22
30 » to 40

)i • • 23 5-77
40 to 50

)> •

.•) •

25 6-22
50 « to 60 14 3-5
60 J) to 70 !> • • 10 2-5
70

5J to 80 !) • 4 1-

38

I In consequence of a suggestion made to him, the same person states it to be his
union, that much advantage would be found by the adoption of a plan tending to
crease the sohcitude for the preservation of iniaut life; by which plan, a small
eekly payment, C(™mencing at or soon after birth, and continued for 10, 12, 13,
more years, should ensure a liberal allowance for one, two, or three years, at a

ine when education would be most valuable to the child, and the necessity for
iiiding it to the factory would, in a great measure be obviated.
It is also admitted by the same authority, that a great improvement would be
ifctcd, if, instead of money being paid by the club at the death of a member, the
uieral were undertaken by the society, and performed in a solemn and appropriate
aiiner; but, nevertheless, to effijct this, it would be necessary that all the burial
'Cieties should adopt the plan. Were only one or two to act upon it, ensurances
uuld soon be withdrawn from them, and transferred to those societies in which the
a system of money payments was continued.
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Preston.
ggj^^_ Qf those members die under five years old. The Returns do

Bov. J. Clay, not afford the means of comparing this liigh per centage with that

of the operative class generally. There are other circumstances

connected with the operation of these clubs suggesting matter for

grave consideration and inquiry. Tlie same person may be entered

into every society. The respectable secretary to one of the societies

states that he knows several instances in which the same person is on

the books of three clubs. Thus, on the death of a child, the parent

or other ensurer may receive 16/. 6s. 6c/., (according to the pay-

ments of the three clubs now referred to,) while the expense of inter-

ment with all befitting propriety should not exceed, and in fact sel-

dom amounts to, 31. There is no restriction in any of the societies

as to the admission of illegitimate children. If the weekly penny

or halfpenny is paid for the stipulated period by either mother or

father, he or she is entitled, on the demise of the ensured, to all the

benefits which the society promises. The burial-clubs enroll 12 or

15 times as many members as the sick-clubs, inducing the inference

that the prospect to a poor person of support and assistance in illness

is less desirable than the possession of 51., lOL, or 15/. on the decease

of his cliild. Such a sum, too, being a larger one than the insurer,

in most cases, ever before possessed at one time, or ever could hope

to possess except from such a contingency as that adverted to.

Burial-societies are, no doubt, susceptible of highly beneficial opera-

tion, especially as ensuring the lives of fathers of families ; and it

is right to speak with reserve of their tendencies, in the absence of

all positive proof of their injurious effects ; but the facts above

mentioned will be, to some minds, suggestive of painful ideas.

When an ensured child is attacked by sickness, the feelings created

by the ajiaticipated payment from the burial-club, should it die, may
sometimes be stronger than the anxieties for the preservation of its

life. A respectable collector of cottage rents states in writing,

—

" That he often fails to obtain the rent from cottagers, in consequence

of sickness. The sickness of children is most commonly assigned as a

reason for the non-payment. Almost all the children in families where

he collects are members of burial societies, most commonly are subscribers

of a-week each child. The children of the poor are, when sick, greatly

neglected, and lost from want of due attention to cleanliness ; and the

poor seldom seek medical assistance for sick children except when on the

point of death. One poor child, living in street, the son of Thomas
, sits in a chair, or lies in a corner of a room, upon some bags of rags,

without any covering upon him, and entirely neglected, both as regards

nursing and medical relief. Such cases he is constantly witnessing."

Another collector of cottage rents states, " The poor people have often

told me that they were unable to pay at that time ; but when a certain

member of the family,—generally a chOd,— died, they would be able to

pay. I have felt much shocked at this, and I have told the people that it

was very wrong to depend upon anything of the kind. Most of the

children at the houses which I visit are in burial-clubs." A lady, a friend

of the author of this Report, states, that a young woman, whose services

she required as a wet nurse, having a child ill, she oftered to send her own
medical friend to attend to it. The reply of the nurse was,—" Oh ! never

mind, ma'am, it's in two burial-clubs !"
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Returns have boon furnished by the respectable and intelligent Preston,

officers of the " Preston Original Legal Friendly Burial Society, Rcv.TTcia

established 31st December, 1831." From these returns the

follovvinof table is formed :

—

Cliildren between Two Months and Five Years Old.

Entered.
^ctniil

Number
on

the Books.

Average
Number

on
the Books
during

the Yeur.

Died.

Per Cent.
on all

the Deaths.
Years
ending

December
31st,

Number
of

Children.
Payable. Per Cent. Not

Payable.*
Per Cent.

1840
1841

1842

1843

1,513
1,467
1,549

2,413
2,842
3,292
4,140

2,627
3,067
3,710

167

202
253

0-35
6'58
6-81

• •

40-

54
32

1-52
1-76
0'86

7-87
8'34
7-67

9,410 622 126 • • • •

Average of three 1

years . . .J
3,137 207 6'6 42 1-4 8-0

• Having died within IS weeks of entrance.

The following table shows the progressive increase of members
since December 31, 1840:

—

Years
ending

December
31st,

Under Five Years. Above Five Years.
Total

Members.
Members. Incresise. Members. Increase or

Decrease.

1840 2,413 • 11,489 • • 13,902

1841 2,842 429 12,675 + 1,186 15,517

1842 3,292 450 12,708 + 33 16,000

1843 4,140 848 12,560 — 148 16,700

The rules of the society prohibit entrance before the completion
of eight weeks of age, and also after 55 years. They also exclude
all persons who may " have any disorder or complaint upon them
. .

.
"and in no case shall any member receive any benefit from

this society unless 16 clear payments (weekly) to the fund have.'
been made previous to the day of their death."

In the last printed report of the society it is stated that at the-
close of 1843 the number of members was 16,700, and the
funerals, during the year, 469. Calculating upon the mean of
the number of members between December, 1842, and December,
1843 (16,350), this mortality is about 2-9 per cent. The table
has shown the mortality of infants in the society, for 1843, to be
6-8 percent., and it remains to be stated that the mortality
among the members above five years (the mean of that portion of
the society being 12,634, and the deaths being 216) is 1-7 per
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[Preston. ceiit. ; and that the general mortality of the society for 1843 (469
Bev. J. Clay, deaths "payable" + 32 "not payable" = 501) is 3 per cent.

The mortality of Preston has been already stated at 2-97 per
cent. But this mortality includes a class of infants inadmissible

to the burial societies, viz., those under nine weeks old, and also of
adults beyond 67 years (55 years, limit of admission + 12 years,

age of the club). In order, therefore, to compare the mortality
of the society with that of the town, we must deduct from the

latter the deaths under nine weeks and above 67 years : thus,

Total Annual FTJiider Above
Deatlia. 9 Weeks. 67 Years.

1488 — (170 + 125) = 1193 deaths, = 2-4 per cent, on a population of
50,000.

In this view the mortality of the burial society exceeds that of

the general population by 0*6 per cent.; or, for 4 deaths in the

town, there are 5 in the society.

In pursuing the comparison now attempted, many other consi-

derations must be taken into account. On the one hand, sick and
weakly persons are not admitted into the society, and the members
who are above 5 years of age must consist chiefly of persons from
6 to 19 years old ; on the other hand, the general mortality of the

society will be much affected by the large proportion of infant

jnembers, one-fourth of the whole.

Assuming, as we may, that the . deaths in the society " not

payable" appertain almost solely to children dying before "16
clear payments have been made for them,"

—

i. e., to children

between two and six months old, a comparison, as regards this

class of children, between the town and the society may be thus

given :

—

Annual average of deaths in the town (excluding those under
2 months and above 67 years) 1193 :— deaths between 2 and 6
months, 125 = 10'4 per cent, on all the deaths.

Deaths in the club for 1843, 501 ; deaths between 2 and 6 months,
32 = 6*4 per cent.

A difference of this kind, though not perhaps to this extent,

might be expected. The children entered into the society are, in

a great measure, select lives
;
and, during the 16 weeks, they are

sure to receive as much attention as can be bestowed upon them
;

while, on the contraiy, the uninsured children will include all the

weakly and precarious lives rejected by the societies.

The total of infant deaths in the society is, according to the

table, 8 per cent, on all the children entered.

The deaths in the general population, of the same class of

children (between two months and five years) have been, on the

average of the last six years, 629 annually. The census of 1841

slated the children under five to be 6885; and if we take from

that number 300 as the proportion under two months old,—

a

deduction greater, probably, than the facts would require, we have
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a mortality (629 deaths in 6585 children) at 9 • 6 per cent. Having Preston,

seen that infants dying in the town between two and six months Kev.TTciay,

are 10*4 per cent, in all the infant deaths, while the same deaths
in the society are only 6*4 per cent., we should be led to expect
that a similar proportion would appear when infant deaths from
two months to five years in the town are compared with those of
the society

; the non-insured comprising the poorest and sickliest,

and the insured being more choice lives,, and that the facts would
probably be represented thus :

—

Mortality Mortality
between Two and Six Mouths, between Two Months and Five Years

calculated calculated
on Infant Deaths. on Infant Population.

Town. Society. Town. Society.

As 10-4 : 6-4 : : 9-6 : 5-9

But the mortality of the society, instead of appearing as above,
5-9 per cent., is 8- per cent.

!

The members of this burial society forming so large a portion
of the whole population, it may be desirable to separate them
from the general mass, and compare the mortality of the two
parts respectively for the year 1843, estimating the population at
52,500, and taking the mortality from the table :

—

Members of burial society. . 16,700 . Deaths. . 501 = 3 pev cent.
Remaining population . . 36,150 . ,, . . 996 = 2- 75 per cent.

52,500 1,497

Let it be borne in mind that, although the society has a very
! large proportion of infant members to account for its excessive
! mortality, the remaining population comprises all infants under
! two months, all the sick and ailing inadmissible to the society, and
all those whose age exceeds between 60 and 70 years.

In 1841, the children in Preston under five amounted to 6885
;

:
they may now be calculated at 7200. If from this latter number
are deducted those under two months old (300), the children un-
likelj--, from their station, to be entered into any club (800), and
also sickly children, together with the offspring of the very lowest
class (500), there remain 5600 children eligible to burial clubs, of
whom two-thirds are entered in this club alone.

In glancing at the second table now given, it will be observed
that tlie society in question has, latterly, derived its increase from
children alone. The adults have already been entered; and
henceforward children only will constitute the new members.
From the data already obtained relative to burial clubs, it is

•suggested that it would be desirable to obtain still further details.
ITlie writer has, in all cases, found the officers of the burial societies
intelligent, respectable, and willing to afford any information
which may be desired, and very anxious to place their societies
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Vieston. upon a footing vvhicli shall hold out no temptation to abuse their

«i!v. J. ciuy. advantages.

The lollowing is presented as giving a proximate estimate of

the expense to be incurred, and of the saving derivable from

sanatory improvements in Preston :

—

Estimate of Expenditure.

As regards a full supply of water, it will be unnecessary to adverf

to the cost of mains, as that is defrayed by the Water-works

Company.
1. There are about 5000 houses still unsupplied with water.

This may be remedied at a cost of 1 Os. for each house = 2500^.

2. The extent of sewerage yet required would comprise about

2500 vai'ds of main sewer four feet diameter, which, at 20.9. per

yard, would amount to 2500Z. ; 23,759 yards of 2 feet 6 inches by

2 feet, at 95. per yard, 10,69H.; 23,759 yards of 2 feet by I foot

6 inches, at 7s. Qd. per yard, 8908^. The cost of the mam sewer

would be charged on the ivhole town by a rate of 5^. for each

house. The cost of the secondary sewers would be charged on

those houses not yet provided with them, being 7919; which, at

49s. 6d. each house, would amount to 19,599^., the cost specified

above. .

3. It may be considered that proper house dramage is wanted

for the whole town. The average length of drainage for each

house would be about 12 yards ; and the cost Is. 3d. per yard

= 75001.
, ,

„_
4. Various calculations have been made as to the expense ot tit-

tino- up a cheap, but efficient apparatus in the nature of a water-

closet. The cost for the whole toion, supposing that many houses

would require something of a more expensive kind than that which

would suffice for the poorer tenements, may be reckoned,—sup-

posing that a large number are fitted up at the same time and on

the same plan,—at 2Z. for each house = 20,000Z. _
5 With regard to ventilation, and the cost of effecting it, it is

clear that the simple and cheap plan of Mr. Toyubee would serve

the desired end ; and that a most important sanatory improve-

ment may be wrought at an expense very triflmg mdeed, when

compared with its valuable results. The houses of the poor in

Preston generally contain three or four rooms, more frequently

'.the latter number: but supposing that Mr. Toynbee s plan were

-adopted in the houses of a somewhat better kind also, it may be

calculated that 10,000 houses, containing on an average five rooms

each, would require ventilation at a cost of 3s. for each room;

. 10,000 X 5 X 3,v. = 7500Z.
. .

i
•

6 The cost of street sweeping, although not involving, as in

other improvements, a sinking of capital, would constitute a con-

siderable annual outlay, if the work were performed efficiently.
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which outlay should enter info the estimate of expenditure for I'leston.

improvement. iievrTciiy

In many parts of the town where the best houses are situated,

the traffic is so infrequent that the aid of the scavenger would be
little required. The total length to be swept may be estimated at

15 miles, and the average breadth at 7 yards
;

or, in round
numbers, about 185,000 square yards. To sweep this extent of
pavement, it may be supposed that 185 men would be required

;

and the number of days on which they would be employed, de-
ducting Sundays, and days when their labour would be impracti-
cable or unnecessary, would not exceed 250 in the year. Wages
being estimated at 2^. per man per day, the annual cost of sweep-
ing the town would be 4625Z., which would be (in the whole year)
about 12/. 13*. 5c?. daily, or 9s. 3c?. for each house per year, or a
httle more than 2f/. per house per week.

Estimate of Saving, Sfc.

1 . The first and most obvious benefit and saving to arise from
: efiicient sanatory measures, are connected with human life. It
I has already been shown that the average number of deaths annually
I taking place in Preston are 1488; and adopting the supposition
I that one-third of these would be prevented by due care and pre-
;
caution (a supposition certainly much within the probabilities of

I the case), and that the expense attending each death is 21. 10s. (a
sum much less than the average amount paid for each funeral by

;
the burial clubs), the deaths prevented annually would be 496, and
the money saved would amount to 1240Z.*

2. The next item of saving is in respect to births. It has been
fully established that a large proportion of births to population is
a certain attendant upon a low sanatory condition. The births in

i Preston are 1 in 26, instead of being in the more healthy ratio of
I

I in 44. The excess of births, annually, is therefore 827 ; and the
annual saving to the town by the institution of measures to obviate
this excess, would be, at least, as many pounds sterling.

3. The investigations of Messrs. Harrison and Ewings into the
:
condition of married men in factories, showed that the average
duration of sickness with each individual is about four days yearly
Among the superior classes the period of sickness will be less, butm the lowest of the population it will be greater ; so that for the
whole population four days' sickness to each individual maybe
taken as the average; 50,131 inhabitants x 4 days = 200,524
days lost by sickness. The population under 13 years of a<^e may
be estimated at 16,100, and the remainder at about 34,050? Con-
sidering the loss on the sickness of the children to arise only from
the ^xpense of medicine (though the sickness of the child must

nf^In'r
P"''.^^'^ "P°"« °f two burial societies, just published, give an aggregateof 540 funerals, costing 2167/. 8*. = 4/. 0*. 7irf. for each.

a^giegaie

VOL. I.
^
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rrestun. often cause a loss of employ and wages to the mother) that loss in

Uev.j. cky.j money may be reckoned at 3s. for eacli case, or 16,100 + 3s. —
2415Z. The loss attending the sickness of the older portion will

involve a loss of employ as well as the expense of medical aid

;

and reckoning in each instance 3s. for medicine, &c., and 8s. for

loss of wages, the whole loss is (34,050 + lU'. =.) 18,727/.

Under an irilproved sanatory system one-third at least of the

duration of sickness, and one-third also of its attendant expense,

would be saved ; that is (200,524 3 =) 66,841 days, or 16,710
cases, and (2,415Z. + 18,727/. -f- 3=) 7,047/. 6s. %d. in money.

4. The books of the relieving officer of the Preston Union have

been carefully examined in order to ascertain the sum expended in

the maintenance of widows and orphans chargeable to the borough
for the year ending December 31, 1843. This sum amounts lo

1002/. 12s. ?>d. It is assumed that a better order of thinss would
diminish the widowhood and orphanage by one-half, and so cause

a saving in this respect of 501/. 6s. id.; and it must be i-emem-

t)ered that this saving is irrespective of what would be produced in

public and private charity. Were that also taken into account, the

estimate of saving should be doubled.

5. By adopting precautions which would render the supply of

water in the mains available in one minute throughout the whole

town—as it already is to a great extent—a saving of insurance

would be reahzed, which, at 6s. per house for half the number of

houses, would amount to 1500/.

6. The drainage of the town, to a certain extent, is at present

carried into the river and lost ; but a complete system of sewerage,

which should make all the refuse available as productive manure,

is practicable, and would, if effected, work a saving, calculated at

10s. per head on the whole population, of about 25,000/.

The smoke from the factories is consumed in only two instances,

and in both of them Parke's plan is adopted. This plan, although

not completely effective, is so far valuable^ that were all the facto-

ries of the town to use it, an annual saving in the washing of

clothing, &c., would take place to the extent of \d. per head per

week ; that is, of 208/. 17s. per week, or 10,450/. 4s. per year.

Mr. William Elsworth, the able and experienced engineer, super-

intending Messrs. Horrocks and Millers' factories, states that the

adoption of Parke's plan, in fitting up the boiler, &c., does not

involve an additional expense of more than 5/. The saving in

coal, as tested by more than 20 years' experience, is 7 per cent.
;

two tons of coal produce only four pounds of ashes ; and diu-ing

eight hours out of the twelve the smoke is perfectly consumed.

Besides the saving in respect to washing and painting which

would ensue from the consumption of factory smoke, another

would arise in regard to the land near the town, occupied by

market gardeners. A considerable extent of such land lies close

to the town on its south-west side, and the wind never brings the
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factory smoke to it so as to cause injury ; the garden land on the Piston,

opposite, or north-east, side of the town is to a certain extent affected iiov.Xciay.

by the smoke carried thither by the prevalent west and south-
i west winds, so that although it does not prevent the growth of

market vegetables, additional labour is required in washing them
free from the smoke and soot which falls upon them. The pre-

; judicial effect of smoke is more visible upon shrubs and trees

which retain their leaves for a long period. The land on the
south-west is of a somewhat better kind, and that circumstance,

. combined with the absence of factory smoke, will make its yearly
^ value 3Z. per acre more than the ground on the north-east.

The annual saving in productive manure appears to be esti-

: mated at a very large amount. It is in fact based, not upon any
actual experiments or calculations instituted for this locality, but

; upon general conclusions arrived at by Edwin Chadwick, Esq.,
and other gentlemen, who have given their attention to this subject.

A glance, however, at the position of the town will enable any one
to conceive that the application of a little engineering skill would
render many hundred acres of low and level land in the immediate

I vicinity capable of benefiting by the drainage, which is now almost
entirely wasted. Some small fields on the south-west are occa-
sionally covered with the contents of one of the sewers, which, not
being suflSciently diluted, are productive of annoyance to the
inhabitants of the neighbouring houses. In another quarter five

or si.K acres are irrigated by drainage in a much more diluted
condition; and no complaints are made of smell or other incon-

, venience arising from the practice. The land itself produces two
crops of hay in the year, besides supplying a great abundance of

.
green food,

8. Among the savings consequent on the general consumption
of smoke, and by the removal or laying the dust in the streets, an
estimate should be included of that which would arise from the

I less frequent occasion of outside painting of shops and houses.

The cost of painting the humblest kind of cottages
varies from 85. to 6s.

Houses of 10/. rental cost from 6s. to 10s.

„ 20Z. rental cost from 16s. to 40s.
30Z. to 50Z. cost from . . . . 3/. to lOZ.

upwards of 50Z. cost from . . . 12Z. to 25/.

^
Upon the whole, 25s. as the cost of outside painting of each

iTn^^n
^'^^ "^^y ^® considered a low estimate ; that is

1 10,000 X 25s.= 12,500Z. ; and as this painting takes place, to use
the words of a tradesman extensively employed in the business,
" every three years for preservation of wood-work, and every two
years tor cleanliness," the sutn above named may be regarded as

'^o^n, *° y^^^'lyj and of this, one-fourth, or
yzo\)l., might be sayed.

o2
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Proton. 'X'lie following is a summary of the foi egoing estimates :

—

Uev. J. Oliiy.

I.

—

Proximate Estimate of Expenditure.

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

In want of water

, , main sewer
secondary do.

,
, house-drains

,
, water closets

,
, ventilation

, ,
street-sweeping

Total

Number

of

Houses.

.5,000

10,000
7,919
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Cost

per House

for

Capital.

£, s. d.

0 10 0

0 5 0

2 9 6

0 15 0

2 0 0

0 15 0

Rent

per House

s. d.

0 6

0 9

2 0

Total

Outlay.

£.

2,500
2,500
19,599
7,500
20,000
7,500

D.
Total Increased Reii* i

'

required defrayinj
by Annual Instalmi :

of Principal and
Interest of 20 Yeai

for tlie

House cleansin<{ and
Water Apparatus,

and 30 Yi;ars

for Sewers and Draius

£. *.

200 15

162 12

1,274 18

487 17

1,606 1

602 4

4,025 0

d.

0

6

9

9

0
6

0

Total immediate expenditure of capital required for the im-

provement of the town 51,599 0 0

Total increased rental (including the annual expense of street-

sweeping) . 8,959 9

Immediate expenditure for each house . , . . . 5 19

Total increased annual rent for each house . . . • 0 15

Total increased weekly rent for each house . • • • 0 0

Immediate expenditure per head of the population... 13
Annual expenditure per head of the population . . • 0 3

Weekly expenditure per head of the population . • . 0 0

8

3
11

3|
9

Oi

Of
ii

From the foregoing statements, it must be concluded that, while

on the one hand Preston possesses, in its air, soil, and position, ad-

vantages of a superior kind, on the other there are many and hea\ y
causes at work, pressing upon the general vitality of its inhabitants,

and shortening their term of existence before its course has been

half run. We have seen that the wealthy, who live in the best

cleansed and best ventilated districts, have, from the time of birth,

a probability of life extending to more than 47 years ; but that the

poorest class,—surrounded by the miasmata generated in filth and

putridity, crowded into rooms into which pure air never penetrates,

and into beds utterly and in every way unfit for their purpose, with

minds sunks in ignorance, and with affections (social and family)

uncultivated, with their children exposed to tlie unrestrained in-

fluence of disease, improperly fed, and drugged with narcotics by

ignorant and indolent nurses,—have their chances of life bounded

by a limit extending little beyond 18 years. We have seen tliat,

if the children of the poor could have been reared under the same

advantages as the children of the rich (and few of those advantages

are necessarily beyond their reach), more than 3000 infant deaths

would, within the last six years, have been prevented. But, it may

be asked, what would become of the comxiiunity if infant life among



and of Savhifffrom Sanatory Improvements.

II.~Proximatb Estimate of Pecuniary and other Saving from Sanatory
Improvements in Preston.

Preston.

Bev. J. Clay.

y'm% by
le-tliird

.f the

dual
nlier of
aaths.

expense
each

.einj;
\

latcri at

. lOi.

Saving in
the excess of

Births
beyond
1 in 44
of the

Population
;

the expense
of each

Birth being
taken &t\l.

240

£.

827

Savin;
day's labour

from
sickness,

estimating
one third of
the cases
out of the
expense.

16,710
Cases.

£.

7,047

Reduction
by one-half

of the
existing

expense of
Widowhood
and Orphan-

age, the
amount

taken from
the actual

expenditure.

£.

501

Saving in the
expense of

Insurance, bj
keeping

the water on
night and

day, so as to
be in readi-

I

ness at one
minute's

notice. Esti-

mated on halt
the number of
Houses at 6i
per House.

£.

15,000

6

Saving of
Productive
Manure

estimated at
10s. perliead
on the whole
Population.

All liquid and
solid Manure
and Street

Sweepings
being carried
out of Town

by the
Sewers.

Saving in
Washing,
&c., con-
sequent on
the burning
of Factory
Smoke.

Estimated at
Id. per head
per week
of the

Population

£.

25,000

£.

10,450

Saving of
outside

painting of
i^hups and
Houses ;

estimating
the cost per
House at
25s., and

the saving at
one-fourth
of the sum.

£.

1,250

Total annual saving to the town. ,
Total weekly saving to the town.
Total annual saving to each house
Total weekly saving to each house .
Total annual saving to each individual.
Total weekly saving to each individual

£. s.

47,815 0
919 10

4 15
0

0 19

0

(L

0

4
7

I 10

1

0 4i

ae poor were as well preserved as it is among the rich ? WouldDt over-population produce more deplorable consequences than anvhich are now sustained? The answer is, that whT nfant iSoiong the poor IS better preserved, that most desirable resuk vv^Uattained chiefly by the prudence and intelligence of the parente

oulhout'thT f? ''f^
^•^"^^'i activity and vigoux-oughout the whole class to which those parents belong v/hilp

let t?roVthr/'''t"^ ^^-frr^^"^
health'fndtmfome cottages ot the poor, they will be exercised in another Iw

?roe prepared to futfil f^T.^"
-^^""^ ^""^ "^^^^^ the slightl

ther can r ad th. f "^'^""^bent upon them. Perhaps

frugallv she
?^f"-\^^""ot prepare a meal either comfortably

m^tT& adantd f IV'
''"^^'^ "^'^^ ^^"^band's wages in theDest adapted for the support and convenience of their home
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PrestoB. she can neither repair his clothing nor her own; and thus good

evTciay wages are often squandered by ignorance and incapacity, which,,

under proper management, would procure every requisite and somei

luxuries, and permit a little to be placed in the savings' bank. With

such unfitness for the character of a wife, in what light does she appear

as a mother ? Probably she is compelled, by the necessity for her

attendance at the factory, to forego one of the greatest of a mother s

delights—the nursing of her child. The infant, when a tew weeks

old, is committed to the care of a nurse, who exposes it to cold,

feeds it improperly, and drugs it with " Godfrey, until the httl..

sufferer is soon removed from the world to make room for a successor

doomed to the same short but miserable course. Marriages amon^

the poor are prompted not only by thoughtlessness and mere animal

instinct, but sometimes, on the part of the man, by heartless selfish-

ness The writer has met with several cases in which the husbaiifl

was living in Avilful idleness, supported entirely by his poor wi(e

wa^es, ea'i-ned as a warper or power-loom weaver.

Is it true that the characteristics of barbarism are most mani-

fest amoncr people whose women toil while the men are idle ?

It is not by any means assumed that were the working popuiatior

temperate, provident, and intelHgent, to the fiillest degree which then

condition would admit and their sin cerest friends desire, their diancei

of life would be equal to those enjoyed by their wealthier neighbours

Poverty and its attendant train of evils would occasionally pres

even upon the most deserving, and diminish their powers of resist-

ance to disease ; but it is assumed that, in Preston, forethought anc

reeular conduct, and the sound information which is withm reach o

thl artisan and labourer, joined at the same time to veirtilation

cleanhness, and good drainage of dwellings and streets, would greatl;

extend their term of existence, and certauily render it nauch happie

To promote this moral and physical improvement wdl be a tas,

dependent, not on any one class, but upon the energies and good-wil

of all classes. If, indeed, one order of society is required to exei

itself for the common good more than another, it is that to whic

Providence has given the most abundant means of attaining a.i

of communicating benefits. Statutes may be passed, and office

appointed to enforce observances necessary o tlie general healtli, bi

iss the whole community cordially a^id actively unite to secon

the wise measures of the Legislature,
.^.^^^^

"

ensue. It should be impressed upon every one desirous of the meU

ration of his kind, that filthiness of pei-son and sordidness of mm

are usually united ; and if you would banish squalour and sickne

from the labourer's cottage, you must remove ignomnce and cormi

lion from his head and heart. Aimdst the dirt and chsease of filtl

back courts and alleys, and yards, vices and crimes ai-e lurking a

tocrether unimagined by those who have never visited such abodes. .

Should be remembered,'too, that these reservou-s of conl^g-;^-

certain ConcUtions of the atmosphere, or some other not improbab
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contingency, may suddenly overflow their usual boundaries, and de- Preston,

vastate neighbourhoods, the inhabitants of which are now unconscious nav"Giay.

of their proximity to such danger ; and let it not be imagined that

the attempt to improve the sanatory condition of the poor is hojjeless

—'that the endeavours of the well-intentioned and well-educated would
not be responded to. There are, even in the most wretched streets,

evidences of a leaning to better things—momentary glimpses to

reheve the eye and heart aching with the loathsome monotony of
pei-sonal and mental degradation. Something may be hoped for in

people who can feel "a joy in flowers/' and cultivate roses and
geraniums in the polluted atmosphere of Holden's-square and Willow-
street. Queen-street Court, a district especially obnoxious to all the

evils which depress the health and morals of the poor, from which
noisome smells and consequent sickness are never absent, has some
families who keep their houses clean, who appear to attend a place of
worehip, and who, in every instance but one, are provided with
religious books. Springfield-place and River-street also contain

persons struggling for cleanliness, and health, and respectability.

These symptoms are healthy and encoviraging
; they manifest a

readiness—nay, an anxiety-—for emancipation from the barbarisrn

(alas ! that the use of such a word here should be justifiable) in

which thousands in this town, as in others, are shrouded. We
endeavour to civilize distant people by winning their confidence, by
striving to develope the better qualities of their nature, by promoting
intercourse with them, and making them ahve to its benefits : the

same measures are needed at home, where the moral and intellectual

extremes of society are as far asunder as if separated by untrodden
deserts or untried seas. This mental remoteness and local propinquity
cannot long co-exist without change ; a great community is never
stationary ; there is always a tendency upwards or downwards,
according ai, the few above or the many below exercise influence

;

"hile, independent of the movement of the general body, there are
ever some individuals sinking, and, happily, more successfully strug-
gling to rise. But the great mass is yet chaotic ; and unless, by
God'? blessing, breathed upon by the spirit of intelligence, and of
order, and of r-ehgion, it may be hurled upon all that is fair and
good among us, with a momentum as sudden as irresistible.

Comparison of the Mortalitxj in Preston and three adjoining Rural
Districts.

1. JValton-le-Dale. comiprhes the townships of Walton, Samles-
bury, and Cuerdale; its area is about 5 miles by 4, and the centre
of the district is about 2^ miles from Preston. The population
consists of agricultural and general lalwurers, weavers, and factory
hands; the last bein^, probably, in the greatest proportion.

2. Alston, comprising the townships of Button, Kibchester,
Dilworth, Alston, Hothersall, Grimsargh, Elston, and Ribbleton,
lies on the right bank of the Ribble, in a direction north-east of
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BIRDS EYE VIEW OF CROUP OF COTTAGES & CESSPOOL REFERRED TO tN THE REPORT ON PRESTON BY THE REV? J.CLAY.



i

Health of Tcwn.y Inquiry

Mdt^A aTOitRoof,....

t^Wie^ _ _ _ _

Windows nJuch cant be -penecL...

(kpmg if Cesspool WaJt.

McUs /ar^Tics.. :

ZeveL cf^zrds, shemv hf iht irumffis ofdbrams.
M)Us /rum fHnes
Mu^U of Mth..,.
Sicpposed. hotbjTTL ._

FROM THE CENTRE CESSPOO L

D£SCRIPTI0J^. ^etffen the Jiarh Yard* ofthe two row ofCcttaffe^, a Cef<fpc^l eactevcU t^e whole length the Street, which receiver the Contente cf the J^ivi^f S Ih-ains ,& the Ashes & refuse eftke whole BlcchjnAt the time cf our visit planks were

flcatin0 m the liquid /ilth The Yards are surrcvLnded by WaiU- S feet hiffh: there is no access to /S of them, e.vc^.pt through the b^ack door^ of the Kon^es; into these square wells the openings fhom the JPnvies act as chimnm
fhcm the Cesspool, £ the foul air so nszng into them, has ne means vf escaj.e, except over or through the Cottages on each side, or-at the end of Ike Street which is not closed byBuildings Several of the Yards hme the additvonal odour^

cfa J^gsty and its dzmg heap A^dcor to each J¥ivy would he an advantage, hi* t they are nearly all removed, as unfortunately they Jicst Ht recesses in the bach rooms, and are more usetUl as tailes than doers. J7ie Contints cf the Cesspccl

belong to thf Xandlrrd, and are taken cut twice in a year. The lieap ofone erriptying had lain for feveral months within 6 Yards of the end of the Cottages and £ other Jieaps were at a short distance, from Che appearance of the adjoin

tng Zand this Streetwill probably be extended to nearly double its present length. Three other neighbouringBlocks cf Cottages are built dn a similarplanj the Cesspool of one of them is about /Cf Yards long, and the other

two about €€Yba^ds each.
I

PLAN OF COTTi^OES REFERRED TO INTHE REPORT ON PRESTON-BYTHE REV? J.CLAY.
d'tOTiHidati I'rlirliP Lomlon
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Preston. It is 9 miles long by about 2| broad, elevated between Preston.

100 and 200 fert above the level of Preston; and the centre of lUw.J.ciay.

the district is about 6 miles from Preston. The population is

principally agricultural, but includes a considerable number of the

poorest class of hand-loom weavers.

3. Broughton comprises the townships of Broughton, Barton,

Fulwood, Lea, Ashton, Haighton, Woodplumpton, Wittingham,

and Goosnargh. It lies north of Preston, has an area 5^ by 6^
miles ; and the centre of the district is about 3^ miles from that

town. The population is entirely agricultural.

These prehminary observations will be sufficiently introductory

to the following table which tends to illustrate the general

salubrity of the neighbourhood of Preston, and furnishes another

instance of the fallacy of estimating the value of life solely by
reference to the proportion of deaths to the population rather than

by ascertaining the average age at death of those who are removed.

Thus while the deaths in Alston are 1 in 50 of the population,

and those in Broughton 1 in 56, the average age at death (espe-

cially after the attainment of 21), is higher in the former district

than in tlie latter.

[See the Table in page 200.]

[The annexed sketch represents some groups of cottages which are built upon
a system so extraordinary as to deserve particular mention. They are introduced
as examples of the evils. The plan shows 22 cottages (exclusive of those which
block up one end), with their respective back yards opposite to each other.

Each back yard is furnished with a privy by the landlord, and, in many cases, with
a pigsty and its attendant midden by the tenant. The yard—privy, pigsty, and
midden included—is 13 feet 7 inches long by 11 feet 3 inches wide. The wall
which separates one yard from another is 6 feet 9 inches high. The range of yards
(or wells, as they have been aptly named by Mr. Cartwright, who has drawn the
plans from a personal survey) is separated from a corresponding range by a fosse,

or, as the inhabitants of the houses call it, a ^'midden-pan." This niidden-pan is

3 feet 10 inches wide, and in depth about 4 feet below the level of the street; it

extends the whole length of the double row of houses, and into it the contents of
each privy drain through a hole made for the purpose. The matter thus collected
is removed twice a-year from the pan, though not always at the same time from
the neighbourhood. When the place was visited, three large heaps of the manure
were lying within a few yards of the houses, awaiting purchasers. One of these
pans drains into a large pit, which appears stagnant, and which must often be
injurious, owing to the source from which it receives a large portion of its con-
tents. It is right to state that the inhabitants of the cottages do not complain of
annoyance from these reservoirs of filth ; and, with the exception of one row of
houses, the mortality does not appear to have been excessive. One woman ex-
pressed her great satisfaction at having removed from Albert-street to her present
abode

;
it was " so pleasant to hear the birds singing in a morning, and to see the

llowers growing in the spring." It is, probably, owing to the freshness of the
surrounding atmosphere, which dilutes the miasmata from the "pans," that the
sickness of the district has not been greater; but if, as is probable under the in-
fluence of the renewed activity in trade, the buildings should be extended, the
circulation and supply of good air will be proportionally impeded, and the present
surface of refuse and decomposing matter—exceeding, as it does, 3000 square feet—-will produce an amount of disease and death equalling, if not exceeding, that of
Queen-street, adverted to in a subsequent page. In another part of the town the
' pan" of a block of cottages, built in a manner similar to those just mentioned,
was found so offensive that it became necessary to arch it over, and to place a
chimney at one end to carry off the bad aii.j
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Chorlton-upon-Medloch Report on its Sanatonj Condition, hy
H. P. Holland, Esq.*

^''°Cuoor"' In order lo answer the question " What is the general condition

.P.Hr^idiand "J'^*^"^^
'""^^ *'*^^P«^t health ?" upon sure grounds, I have

Esq, ' undertaken a very laborious examination of the condition of every
street and court of the district ; and next, have ascertained the rate
of mortality in each during the five years ending June, 1843. I
first obtained from the books of the assessors of the poors' rate the
number of occupied and unoccupied houses in each street, and their
rent; I next visited each street, and took notes on the spot of its

condition as to paving, cleansing, sewering, and free circulation of air
or otherwise; of the general condition of the dwellings with respect
to cleanhness, dampness, or dryness, and supply of water ; whether or
not they had back-doors, yards, privies, &c. ; and remarked upon
any other circumstances which caught my attention as likely to in-
fluence the health of the inhabitants. These observations I com-
pared with information kindly furnished by Mr. Langtry, the district
surveyor, and other public officers, as well as from the inhabitants
themselves, and from the result classified the streets into nine sub-
divisions; first, into three divisions as respects the streets themselves,
the best, intermediate, and worst-conditioned classes

;
next, each of

these into three subdivisions, according as the houses were of the
first, second, or worst rates.

In tliis classification almost all of those streets are excluded which
are situated south of Corn Brook, partly because that part of the
township can scarcely be considered a town district, partly because
pf the difficulty of determining with a close degree of accuracy the
amount of their population during the whole of the period in question.
The first class of streets includes those of the town part of Chorl-

tpi|-upon-Medlock, which are completely paved and sewered,
regularly cleaned, are thoroughfares, and wide enough to admit of
a free circulation of air, such as Oxford-street, Grosvenor-street,
Greek-street, York-street, &c.
The second or intermediate class are such as are unpaved and

imperfectly drained, but still kept clean and tolerably dry, as well
as such as, though paved, are too narrow and confined to admit of
a free circulation of air, of which class Angel-street, Prospect-street,

Burton-street, Newton-street, Cross-street, Lord-street, StaflTord-

street, &c., are examples.

The third class are those which are not paved, not sewered, not

cleaned, and not well ventilated
; are often little better than courts,

such as Mark-lane, Garden-street, Medlock-street, Allen-street,

Billington-street; Heyes-street, Bury-street, Back Temple-street,
Woburn-place, &c.

The subdivisions are made according to the houses.

* Extracted from the Report on the State of Large Towns iu Lancashire, by
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

I
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The first class of which are those of ample size, provided with
^'"J^\'jJ^""|f""-

yards, lobbies, and kitchens, are well supplied with water, and —

-

and which have nothing about them which attracted my notice as ^"
"ks^'.""'"''

likely to be injurious to health. Generally speaking they are those

which exceed 20/. a-year rent ; but the rent alone is a very insuffi-

cient guide, as it is much influenced by the situation, and other

circumstances.

The second class includes the better sort of cottages, those that

have back-doors, and those larger houses which, being close behind,

or on damp soil, or badly supplied with vvater, cannot be considered

quite unobjectionable.

The third class includes those streets where the majority of the

dweUings are without back doors, without yards and privies, without

a proper supply of water, or have some other very evident defect.

I next undertook an analysis of the deaths registered, as occurring

in the district during the five years ending June, 30, 1843, and

ascertained how many deaths had occurred in each of the streets

during that period. The number of inhabitants and the number of

houses in 1841 was ascertained by the Census, and the proportion of

inhabitants to houses in each part of the district at that time is

known and is given in the enumerators' schedules. Assuming that

that proportion remains the same, I have calculated the number of

inliabitants of each street from the number of houses in occupation,

as given by the assessors' rate-books, and though these numbers are

not quite correct, the errors must be so small as to be unimportant.

Thus the average rate of mortality in each street may be ascertained

within a small error.

In order to avoid the possibility of unconsciously warping the

result, I completed the classification of the streets before I knew
what was their rate of mortality ; the two inquiries were completed

separately, and the results compared afterwards. Many of the

streets have been paved and sewered during the five years : these

have been placed in two classes ; in the class in which they were
before their improvement during the time they remained unimproved,
and in the class to which they now belong during the years subse-

quent to their improvement. In some cases a small street has
been taken as part of the next large street, when the two are in the

same rank as to condition ; such arrangement causes no error in

the estimated amount of mortality, and was convenient.

This analysis shows a very striking difference in the average rate

of mortality among the inhabitants of the different streets; for in-

stance, it has been 1 • 9 per cent, per annum among the inhabitants

of the first-class streets and. the first-class houses, and 4 per cent, in

the third or worst-class streets and third-class houses. It would be
a great mistake, however, to suppose that this great difference is

owing only, or even principally, to the bad condition of the streets

and houses where the mortality has been greatest, powerful as

that evil influence undoubtedly is. These worst streets are, of



Partly due to the larger imipovtmi of Children.

Siocr'" ^""'•se, inhabited exclusively by the poor ; those who can afford to

1' h7i7ii..„!
^^^^ accommodation will not live in these miserable

Esq. dwellings. The inhabitants of these worst streets are therefore not
only worst lodged, but also the worst fed, the worst clothed, the most
over-worked part of the population. Many of them are also the
most improvident and dissipated, and are poor because they are so

;

whilst almost all of them have been, during the period in question,
among the most severe sufferers from the pressure of bad trade and
dear food, evil influences which are so constantly connected together.
The influence of all these circumstances must be allowed for before
assuming that the high rate of mortality is attributable to the bad
condition of the houses and the streets. Another circumstance also
must be taken into consideration. A poor district has almost
always a larger proportion of children than a wealthier one, and
the rate of mortality among children is higher than among adults.
A great part of this high infantile mortality among the poor is in-

deed owing to removable causes of disease, but still some allowance
must be made for the naturally higher rate of mortaHty among a
population which has a large proportion of children.

The rate of mortality among the inhabitants of the first-class

houses does not appear to be powerfully influenced by the cha-
racter of the streets in which they are situated^, though it is somewhat.
None of the streets containing the best class of houses are in a very
bad condition

;
persons who can afford to live in large houses can

afford to have their streets kept in proper order. But still some
difference exists, some of the streets are not so wide and open
as the others; for instance, Sidney-street, Russell-street, and Rut-
land-street, as compared with Oxford -street, Brook-street or Ard-
wick-green, and the rate of mortality has been pretty constantly

higher in those streets, which are least airy.

The effect of the condition of the streets appears greater among
the inhabitants of the second class of houses; for of these, among
those in the first class of streets the rate of mortality has been 2*2
per cent, in the second class 2-6, and in the third class 2*8 per
cent, per annum.

In the third-class houses the rate of mortality has been 2*7 per
cent, in the first, and 2*8 per cent, in the second class of streets,

and 4 per cent, in the worst class of streets and houses. Part of
this excess must (as has been before remarked) be attributed to

other causes than the bad condition of the streets; and it is difficult

to determine how much ought to be attributed to this latter, the
most easily removable of the causes of disease. "^Vitli the view of

in some degree answering such inquirj^, I have ascertained what
has been the mortality in 20 streets wliich were a few j-ears ago in

a very bad condition, and which have since been improved, and I

find that in some few the rate has been higher after the improve-

ment than before, but in most of them it has been lower. The
streets in question arc inhabited by about 3500 persons, among
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whom the rate of mortality was about 3-1 per cent., or 1 in 32

before the streets were paved, and 2*53, or 1 in 39 since the im-

provement. There seems to be no reason for supposing that the

rank of the inhabitants has altered, or their number diminished. It

would appear, then, that the deaths are diminished more than 20

a-year out of 110, by putting the streets into proper condition.

N or shall we be surprised at the beneficial effects of such a change,

when we i-ecollect that when a street is properly paved and drained,

and regularly cleaned, it becomes comparatively easy to keep the

houses clean, which before was almost impossible ; thence follow

habits of personal cleanliness, which before could not be fostered.

There is good reason to hope, therefore, that as those habits become
strengthened, the beneficial influence will become still more ap-

parent. The facilities afforded to cleanliness are also favourable

to economy ; clothes and furniture last longer, provisions will keep

better, hence there is less waste ; and in various ways the scanty

income of the poor is made to go further. The different moral
effects of living in the midst of dirt or in cleanliness, are too evident

to require mentioning.

The following table (No. 1) exhibits the proportion per cent, of

each class of streets and of houses, in which the rate of mortality has
been during the last five years below 2 per cent, per annum, between
2 and 3 per cent, and above 3 per cent.

Table 1.

Class
of Streets.

Ist .

2nd .

3rd .

Class of
Houses.

'1st

2nd

2nd
,3id

Proportions per Cent, of Streets in

which the Mortality has been

Below 2
per Cent.

&0

20

54
30
14

Between
2 and 3

per Cent.

50

65

33
39
30
43

50
20

Above 3
per Cent.

15

67

7

40
43

50
80

Examples of Classes of Streets
and Houses.

ClinrUonupon-

P. 11. Holland,
Esq.

Oxford-st., Grosvenor-st., Sid-
ney-st., Rutland-st.

Greek-st., Clarendoii-st., Chat-
ham-st.

Charles-st., York-st., Ctiester-st.

Angle-st,, Carver-st., Prospect-st.

Ann-st., Burton-st., Caygill-st.

Cross-st., Evans-st., Rathbone-st.
None of the third class of streets

have first-class houses.
Bell-st., Mark-lane, Charlotte-st.

Medlock-st., Makin-st., Bury-sl.,

Burns-st.

Inspection of the above table will show how constantly a low
wate of mortality has accompanied a good condition of streets and
dwellings, and a high rate of mortality the contrary condition.
\Among the inhabitants of the first class of houses and streets, it

*will be seen that in none has the rate of mortality exceeded 3 per
3ejit. ; and of the second-class houses and first-class streets, in 1 in

15 only has it risen above that amount. But of tlie third-class

I

mouses in 67 per cent, of the first, 43 per cent, of the second, and
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ci.oruon upon- 80 per Cent, of the third-class streets, lias the rate of mortality
Mc^ck.

exceeded 3 per cent. ; in some particular streets it has been twice

V. ii.jioibn.i,
^jjg^^ amount. Among the worst are Bury-street, Burns-street,

Heyes-street, Doriiing-street, Medlock-street, Tebbutts-court, Wil-

son-street, Woburn-place, Back Temple-street, Back Kay-street,

Allen-street, and Bond-street. All of these streets have some

evident defect; the seven first-mentioned are not thoroughfares,

and are built up, or nearly so, at one end ;
all of them are unpaved

and undrained ; the houses are built back to back, and have no

back-doors. They are all of them little belter than courts.

It will further be observed, that in none of the worst-conditioned

streets has the rate of mortality been lower than 2 per cent., whUe

of those of the best condition a considerable proportion have had

a lower rate of mortality : and further, of the worst-conditioned

streets in half of those with second-class houses, the mortahty has

been less than 3 per cent., while of those with third-class houses

four-fifths have had a mortahty exceeding that amount ^
^

These facts present a striking illustration of the ill ettects ot

badly-conditioned dwellings and streets, but still more strikingly

exhibit the destructive influences of poverty, as shown by the high

rate of mortality among the inhabitants of low-rented houses.

The following table (No. 2) exhibits the rate of annual mortahty

in the different classes of streets of the town part of Chorlton-

upon-Medlock, in the average of the five years ending June, i«4d.

The amount of the population of this part of the township is com-

puted at 24,682 ;
among whom there have been 3235 deaths, or

647 a-year, being an average annual mortality of about 2" b per

cent., or 1 in 38. The rate of mortality in the different classes ot

streets will be seen to differ very widely.

Table 2.

Class
of Streets.

1st .

2nd

3ld

Class

of Houses.

1st.

2nd
3rd

fist

.^2nd

(3rd

fist

.^2nd

[Srd

Computed
Population.

Rate of Mortality.

(For examples see Table 1)

5153
4350
980

1431
5094
2780

820
4074

Per Cent.

1-95 or 1 in 51

2-2
2-7
1- 8
2- 6

2-8
•

2-8
4-

1

1

1

1

\

1

1

45
36
55

38
35

35
25

Table 3.

Exhibiting the Rate of Mortality in different Classes of Streets, the Houses being

of all Rates.

Streets of 1st Class

2nd Class

3rd Class

Hate of Mortality.

2-2 per Cent., or 1 in 46

2.0 ,, 1 in 39

3.7 . . \ in. n
>

)

Excess per Cent, above

First-Class Streets.

18
68



p. II. Hollaud,
ISsq.

What the most injiuential Causes of Mortality. 5^07

Table 4. Choilton-upon

Exhibiting the Rate of Mortality among the inhabitants of Jiffereut Classes of
Mi^dlock.

Houses, the Streets being of all Classes. p. ii. HoI

lixcess per Cent, above
Rale of Mortality. First-Cluss Streets.

Houses of 1st Class . 1 -9 per Cent., or 1 in 52 About
2nd Class .2-5 1 in 40 31
3rd Class .3-4 1 in 29 78

Yvom. comparison of these tables it would appear that the rate
of mortahty is more influenced by the class of house inhabited
than by the condition of the street ; for we find that the mortality
in the first, second, and third classes of streets, the houses beiiio-

of all classes, has been in the propoiiion of 100, 1 18, and 168 ; bul
in the houses of the first, second, and third classes, the streets being
of all classes, that the proportion of mortahty has been 100, 131,
and 178 ; there is therefore a greater difference in the rate of mor-
tality among inhabitants of different classes of houses than in those
of streets of different condition. When, however, the evil influences
of both badly-constructed dwelhngs and of badly-conditioned streets
operate together, the destructive effect is very striking. For in-
stance, the tliird-class houses of the first, second, and third-class
streets are nearly alike in construction, are about the same size,
are charged about the same rent, and are inhabited by about the
same class of persons ; but the rate of mortality in the third-class
houses in first and second-class streets has been 2-7 and 2-8 per
cent, respectively, wliile in those of the same class of houses, but
in third-class streets, the rate has been 4 per cent., or a higher rate
!3f mortahty, in the proportion of 10 to 7. I am aware of no
-nrcumstances but those connected with the bad condition of the
treets which will account for this great difference.

It may be thought that these streets are inhabited by a poorer
.dass than the others, but I do not believe that that is the fact,
\!xcept so far as their poverty is increased by the expenses of sickness
Lnd death in their families, and by consequent loss of work. Their
incomes while at work must be much the same, for they have the
.anie sort of employments. There seems every reason to hope that

;
these worst streets were put into good condition, the rate of mor-

lahty would fall 25 per cent., or more. The diminution in the
ate of mortahty has been nearly 20 per cent, in the streets which
iav8 been improved, as before stated, it has fallen from 3-1 per
:3nt., or 1 in 32, to 2-53 per cent., or 1 in 39; the effect of a
ermanent good condition, as we have just seen, appears to be still
lore beneficial; and there can be no doubt that if the houses, as
ell as the streets, were put into proper condition, the rate of mor-
Llity would fall still more. It is, indeed, unreasonable to expect
lat the general state of health and longevity of the poor can be
used, as high as that of those in more comfortable circumstances by
ly, the best, sanatory arrangements, but I think the evidence here
Iduced distinctly shows that the rate of mortality, among the poor
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carocir"'
C6'"t'i'i"ly» among all classes jjrobably, is unnaturally high, from the— ' operation of removaUle causes of disease.

e«i. When we find the rate of mortality four times as high in some
streets as in others, and twice as high in whole classes of streets as

in other classes, and further find that it is all but invariably high in

those streets which are in bad condition, and almost as invariably

low in those whose condition is good, we cannot resist the conclusion

that multitudes of our fellow-creatures, hundreds of our immediate
neighbours, are annually destroyed for want of the most evident

precautions.

The great faults in those parts of the district where disease is

most prevalent are, as regards the streets, want of drainage, paving,

and regular scavenging, obstructions to the free circulation of air, and
a sufficient supply and proper regulation of the privies. Three of

the worst streets in the township are Bury-street, Binn-street, and
Heyes-street. These are three little streets, or rather alleys, on the

north of Jackson-street, each about 50 yards long, and five or six

wide : there are in all 62 houses, of wliich five were unoccupied.

There have been during the last five years 77 deatlis in those three

streets, being a rate of mortality of about 5*4 per cent,, supposing

the population to have averaged about five in each house. The
ground on wliich these 62 houses stand is, including tlie streets,

about 1250 square yards, being less than five square yards for

each individvial. The ill effect of tliis very confined space is in-

creased by the narrow streets being closed at one end ; and to make
the matter worse, at these closed ends there are pi'ivies, generally

over-full and in bad order, which, joined with the filth in the streets,

cause an almost constantly bad smell. The streets are wretchedly

paved, and apparently not drained at all. The water ft'om tlie

pumps is foul, probably fi'om filth filtering through the soil into the

wells. The houses are close and dirty, have no back-doors, or free

passage for air. The inhabitants are poor and wi'etched ; and it is

no matter of surprise that the mortality among them is above twice

the average amount.

There are, perhaps, a dozen streets and many courts to which

such a description would nearly apply, and in all such the rate of

mortality is liigh. The reason whjy the miserable habitations of

such streets find tenants is of course the lowness of the rents ; it may,

however, well be doubted if such saving be not far overbalanced by

the mere money loss, fairly calculated, resulting from their insa-

lubrity, to say nothing of the bodily and mental suffering unneces-

sarily endured. For instance, the rent of the houses in the streets

above mentioned, where the average rate of mortality has been 5"4

per cent., or 1 in 18, varies from \s. 9d. to 3s. a-week, the average

is about 2*. Sd. The rent of the second-class houses in the second-

class street, is about 3s. 6d. or 4s., or about 41. a-year more; but

the average rate of mortality in this class of dwellings has been two

and a half per cent., or 1 in 40, not half as much as in those houses

erroneously considered cheaper. The rate of mortality is a pretty
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fair iiulication of the amount of sickness ; and we may, jserhaps, ciioiiton-upon-

assume that tlie amount of sickness, or of sickhness, as well as of

mortality, has been about twice as great. Supposing that (accor- ^'
"u"q"'""^'

ding to the aj^proximation given belowj the average amount of sick-

ness among a population where the rate of mortality is three per
cent, is about 12 days a-year, it will be about 20 days where the
mortality is five per cent., and about 10 days where it is two and
a half per cent. In a family of five individuals, therefore, there
will be on the average about 50 days a-year more sickness diie to

the insalubrity of the dwellings. There can, I think, be little

doubt that the expenses, loss of work, time occupied in nursing,
for 50 extra days of sickness in the family, added to occasional
extra funeral expenses, &c., consequent upon the insalubrity, will
be a greater pecuniary loss than Al. a-year, the difference of rent
between good and bad habitations for the poor. As has been
repeatedly remarked, a great part of the high rate of mortality

; among the poor is a direct consequence of poverty ; but it must
I not be forgotten that the frequent sickness, and a generally low
state of health, and therefore diminished mental as well as physical

I energy, is one great cause of the poverty. Let us remedy that
;
cause of general ill-health (insalubrity of the habitations of the poor)

' which is quite within our reach, and we shall certainly diminish
;
that other cause, poverty, which appears to be only partially under

I our controul.

I know of no satisfactory means of ascertaining with any con-
; siderable approach to accuracy the average.duration of illness. I
I know of no returns including Ihe whole population, female as well-
as male, and infantile as well as adult. The sick-clubs do not

i include a fair average of all ages, nor do they include the most
sickly part of the population, and the rate of sickness deduced from

I then- retui-ns is too low. The dispensaiy cases are drawn from an
uncertain amount of population ; while answers to individual
inquiries are not much to be depended upon. An approximate

.
e.stimate may, perhaps, be drawn from the rate of mortality. Out
of 324,041 cases (excluding slight accidents, &c.) admitted at four
medical charities in 12 years, there were 11,587 deaths, that is,

about 28 cases to one death. Supposing this to be about the pro-
portion of sickness to mortalify, and that each case of sickness lasts
about two weeks (a very low estimate), there would be 12 days of
sickness per annum among such a population of all ages as that of
the working classes of this township, among whom the mortality is

1
about three per cent, per annum, or 1 in 33 (14 days x 28
X -03== 1176 days).* The amount of both sickness and of mor-
tality IS mucli affected by the state of trade, and by the dearness or

Mr. I'arr, from widely diffeient data, has estimated the number constantly sick

V Vn nJ^'^'^"'^
^"^'^^ I'er cent.

;
this gives 11 days' sickness (365 days

Too-T ~in^^
'^^'^'^'^ individual on the average.—iJn/n/i Medical Almanac,

looi, p. Ido,

VOL. I. p
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ciioriton-uiion- cheapuGss of pi'ovisioii, as has been shown bv Mihie, Villerme, and— otliei- eminent authorities. 01 this fact the number ol cases and of

"'Es-'jl'"'"''
dt^aths at the four dispensaries of Manchester, in a series of 12 years,

is an ilUistration ; for during the six years of cheaper food, tliere

were admitted 154,692 patients, of whom 5205 died, while in the
six years of higher prices 169,349 patients were admitted, of whom
63S2 died, being an excess in the dearer years of 10 per cent, of

cases, and 22 per cent, of deaths. No reasonable person would
think of drawing a general inference from a simjle observation of

this sort, but there is, perhaps, no statistical lact better established

than that diminished comfort causes diminished health,—increases

disease and death.

Replies to Supplementary Questions.

Do the poor frequently delay the burial of their deceased friends,

and do any evils result from this ?

Among the labouring classes funerals are very generally delayed
until the Sunday next after the decease, when the friends will be
able to attend the funeral without the loss of their wages, a loss

which they can ill afford
;

besides, they are often obliged to wait
till Saturday for their wages to pay the expenses. When the body
can be kept in the house without its being necessary for any of the

family to sleep in the same room in which it is, no great mischief

results; but among the poor this is not often the case. In the

summer it frequently happens that when the bodies are brought
for interment they are quite offensive, and it cannot but happen
that mischief must be caused to those who are compelled to live

in the same room with a decomposing corpse. In some few cases

I have, I think, traced the spread of infectious disease to this prac-

tice of keeping the dead unburied. In one instance, six cases of

small-pox, several of them fatal, were apparently thus produced.

The mother of three of the sufferers told me that her children had
caught the small-pox in consequence of her mangle-woman allow-

ing the body of her child, which had died of small-pox, fo remain
several days unburied ; and I think she was correct in this suppo-
sition, for it appears that the mangle-woman allowed the clothes of

these children to lie on the bed on which tlie deceased child was
laid out. Within a week these three children were attacked, two
of whom subsequently died. The other cases occurred in the same
street, and apparently arose from the same source of infection.

How far the disease spread I cannot learn. It is almost certain

that if the body of the child who first died had been quickly re-

moved, and ordinary precautions taken, that several of the victims

of this most dreadful disease would have been spared.

I think it would be impossible to force the poor to bury their

dead much sooner than they do, and certainly very undesirable to

try, except by persuasion. But if a dead-house were provided, in
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which the dead might be de23osited until the friends could attend (;iioriton-upjn-

tlie liineralj I think, IVom some few inquiries wliioh I have made, M'^cu.

that ihe plan would find I'avour, and gradually, though slowly, the p- M""""''.

injurious practice of keeping their dead for several days in their

liouses would decline. No force need be, or ought to be, iised in

this matter, except in extreme cases where public safety demands
if. If the poor were firmly assured that their deceased friends
would be safely kept, and that not even post-mortem examination
would be allowed without their consent, and if at their own time
I hey would be allowed to manage the funeral in their own way, as
at present, their objections to removing their dead from their own
immediate superintendence would quickly die away, and the comfort
and safety thus procured for them would be felt as a valuable boon.
By the adoption of such a plan we should secure most of the

advantages of quick interment, without the danger of burying those
who may be only apparently dead. It would be quite easy and
safe to keep the dead in a well-ventilated dead-house, until the
commencement of decomposition assures us that the death is real.
IThe use of chlorine would render infection impossible, and would
i decompose any sulphuretted hydrogen and putrid gases that might
!be evolved. And prompt assistance might be provided for the
chance of reviving any brought there, who may be only apparently
idead.

Are there any serious and removable evils attending the present
arrangements of necessaries ?

Yes, many very serious, and very easily remedied. Frequently
Ithe seat and floor of the public necessaries are allowed to be dirty.
I am told it would be easy to have them regularly cleaned by
contract (the contractor to be liable to penalty for neglect), in re-
turn for the value of the manure. Often they are not in proper
repair, and the contents are allowed to overflow. The owner of
H;he property is, by the PoUce Act, compellable to repair them, and
It would be easy to enforce this provision. Sometimes the midden
of a necessary is separated from a house only by a wall, which is
not always impervious to liquid. I have known instances where
the Wcdl of a dwelling-house has been constantly wet with foetid
fluid, which has filtered through from a midden, and poisoned the
air witli its intolerable stench ; and the family was never free from
5ickness during the six months they endured the nuisance. Instances
in which foetid air finds its way into the next dwelling-house are
«ot unfrequent. I know an instance (and I believe there are many
^uch) where it is impossible to keep food without its being tainted
lor even a single night in the cupboards on the side of the house
next the public necessary, and where the foetor is offensively per-
:;eptiblc always, and oppressive in the morning before the door is
opened. In this instance the woman of the house told me she had
never been well since she came to it, and the only reason I could
?et for her living in it was, the house was 6c?. a-week cheaper than

1-2
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choiUon upou- Others free from the nuisance. It is evident that these evils would

"L^ ' be very considerably diminished by lining the walls of all the

"'e!.^!''""''
necessaries which are not separated irom houses with flags and

cement, so as to make them impervious either to air or liquid, while

a flue should be erected to convey the foetid gas above the roofs of

the houses, and not leave it to be diffused among the air which the

inhabitants must breathe. But to remedy the evil effectually,

water-closets should, be substituted for necessaries, and no accumu-

lation of excrement allowed.

Would it be a sufficient remedy to compel the owners to erect a

separate privy for each house?

This ought to be done wherever possible, if only for decency's

sake. I have no evidence of any actual licentiousness resulting frona

both sexes and all ages, of perhaps 20 families using the same

necessary, but it must undermine modesty at least. I am, however,

afraid it is an evil that must be borne with, as some thousands of

houses are so built that a necessary could not be attached to each

without pulling half of them down. None, however, should be

allowed to be so built for the future. But even when each house

has a separate necessary, where many are close together the evil

may be, and often is, very serious indeed. For instance, I know a

back street about 4 feet wide and not 300 long, in which there are

38 necessaries, each with an open midden. The street baing too

narrow to admit a cart, the manure has to be carried in wheel-

barrows, and much of it is spilt during this tedious operation, and

the passage is not generally carefully cleaned afterwards. It rarely

happens that more than a few days pass without one or other ofthese

38 middens requiring emptying, when all the inliabitants of both

rows of houses are annoyed by the stench from the disturbed filth,

and the back street is almost constantly dirty. Each of these mid-

dens will contam more than a ton of manm-e, and are not emptied

till they are full ; there will be therefore, on the average, in each

more than half a ton, or nearly 20 tons of decomposing filth in the

very confined space between two rows of houses only about five yards

apart, a space, including the yards, of less than 500 square yards.

It is evident that the only complete remedy is to prevent the accu-

mulation of manure in such large quantity in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of dwellings, by washing it away into the sewei-s, that is,

by the erection of water-closets in all cases where houses are built

closely together. Where great economy is important, a very simple

form of water-closet would suflSce. A pan with a perpendicular

pipe leading into the drain, through which the waste water frona

the house and roof would flow woiJd be suflScient. The present

necessaries might be converted into such water-closets at an exj^ense

of 51. or 6/. each, and the tenants would very gladly pay a small

additional rent to be free from the annoyance and injury the present

arrangement produces; while the landlords would find it then-

interest to incur some expense to avoid the injury which their pro-
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perty now s.iffers from liquid filtering through to the foundation of <^"°;'%-7°°

^^^Ai-e"there not general evils from the present mode of getting
^-

"e","'""'

rid of the manure of a large town like Manchester, and liow do you

think they can ba most easily and economically avoided?

The present mode of getting rid of the enormous quantities of

manure and filth of all sorts produced in this great town is both a

nuisance and an injury. Much of it has to be carted away. Along

one road alone (the Chester road) more than a hundred loads a-day

are carted. Mr. Moore ascertained that in the week encUng 16th

of August, 1843, 647 loads of manure passed through the Corn-

brook bar; probably tliis is much below the average of the year, as

the greatest quantity is taken in winter; and the nuisance caused by

the constant passage of manure-carts is very great. But a very

large proportion of the filth is washed into the streams, which are

rendered foul beyond description.
a j •

i

The river Medlock is the receptacle for the drainage of Ardwick,

Chorlton-upon-Medlock, Hulme, and a large portion of Man-

chester, in all having a population of about 100,000. In addition

to the filth drained from the streets and houses, it receives the waste

from numerous dye-work, print-works, and factories, the whole

forming the vilest compound of \illainous smells that the most hvely

imagination can conceive. Part of this fluid filth (it cannot be called

water) flows into the Irwell, near Hvdme Hall, but part also is re-

tained to feed the Duke of Bridgewater's canal, which
_
for miles

gives out its disgusting odours. A constant decomposition of the

filth at the bottom of the canal is going on, and large quantities of

carburetted hydrogen bubble up, causing an appearance hke strong

ebullition. I'he inhabitants of the houses near the canal are much

annoyed, and it no doubt causes a very great deterioration in the

value of the property in its neighbourhood. The little brook which

runs through Greenheys, Cornbrook, produces injury of the same

sort on a smaller scale, but as there is more valuable property in

its neighbourhood, the actual injury it causes may be even greater,

and it is the more annoying as the remedy is so easy, that of send-

ing the filthy water underground.

Entirely to remedy the nuisance produced by the filth sent into

the Medlock and the canal, and carted along the streets and roads,

is perhaps not possible ; but it is quite possible to diminish it to a

very great extent, and even to produce revenue by so doing.

A very large sewer or drain carried along the bed of the Med-

lock, avoiding the large curves, where economical to do so, might

be made to receive the drainage of all Ardwick, Chorlton, Hulme,

and about one-third of Manchester, all of which now flows into the

Medlock . The area of this district is something less than four square

miles. 'Y\ii average yearly fall of rain is 35,51 8 inches, or less than

1-1 0th of an inch per day, therefore the average quantity falling on

four square miles, or about twelve million square yards, is about
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:

'''wedTT"'
^^'^^^ y^'"^^

^^'^Y' ^vhich a sewer of three yards area,

iiTi7iinn,i
"'^^ ^^^^ enough for a run of two miles an hour, would convey

'Esq,""'' away in less than three hours and a haH"; such a sewer, with
such_ a fall, would therefore be sufficient for the drainage of a
district of four square miles, whenever the quantity of rain did not
exceed seven times the average amount, exclusive of what sinks
into the soil or evaporates. For the purpose of securing the ma-
nure a larger one would not be necessary, as in time of flood,
except for the first hour or two, little besides water would be
brought down, and that might, without injury, be allowed to
overflow into its natural channels.

But in order to make the most economical use of the manure,
it must be conveyed to the land by irrigation, and in order to
effect this I would propose that a large sewer, about 7 feet high by
4 wide, be made, commencing near Ardwick Bridge, runnino-
along the course of the Medlock and emptying itself into a large
tank, on the south bank of the Duke of Bridgewater's canal. Its
length would be about 3000 yards, its cost 10,000/. or 12,000/.,
probably less, for the bed of the river might be taken advantage
of and much excavation avoided. In the tank the heavier solid
matters would subside, and might be from time to time conveyed
away in boats along the canal; but all the soluble and easily sus-
pended portions should be conveyed by a drain and distributed by
irrigation upon the land. A covered drain should run along-side
the canal to Stretford, and distribute its contents on the rich

grass land of the valley of the Mersey. The distribution of the
manure need not, however, be delayed until it arrive there, but
branch drains might lead it off to the fields to the south of the
canal, beginning at Old Trafford and continuing in its whole course.
The level of the land here is a little above that of the proposed
drain, but the expense of raising the liquid manure, if wind power
were employed, would be inconsiderable, certainly much less than
the expense of spreading manure by hand. As the quantity of
liquid manure would be thus constantly diminishing, so also might
the drain which is to convey it ; and probably an average area
of six square feet would be large enough. Such a drain, running
at an average depth of 4 feet, (the country is nearly level,) would
not cost more than 14,y. a running foot, or about 3700/. a mile,
and not 16,000/. from the tank at Hulme to the bank of the
Mersey at Stretford, where the large drain would terminate in

the smaller drains required t"rom distribution info the particular
fields. For this purpose di'ains of the size of common street

surface sewers, 15 inches by 12, would be sufficient, which cost

2.V. 'M. a lineal foot, or 594/. a mile. Suppose 20 miles of such
drains, including those branching off from the main drain on its

course to be required, the cost would be less than 12,000/. In
all, the expense of these drains would be from the large drain con-

veying all the liquid fihh to the main tank 12,000/., the large
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drain of four miW length from the tank to Stret^rd 1^000/ -.ujjy

twenty miles of distributing drains 12,000/.,—in all less than

'^^To ?he interest of this large sum must be added the probable

annual expense of obtaining a sufficient supply of water to wash

down all the filth, and the expense of the tank, and of additional

sewerino to convey the filth from all the houses. Most of this

latter expense would be borne by individuals, but part probably

by the pubUc. Let us suppose 2000/, a-year to be required lor

these items. . . ,

It is difficult to form a satisfactory estimate of the quantity and

value of the manure produced, but an approximation may be

arrived at. Mr. Moore ascertained that in one week in August

647 loads of night-soil, averaging nearly two tons each, passed

through the Cornbrook Bar; this is at the rate ol more than

60 000 tons a-year, and the quantity is much greater in winter

than in autumn. Probably not half of the manure produced, par-

ticularly of the hquid and most valuable part, is thus carted away.

The expense of loading, carting, and spreading this manure

cannot be less than I0,y. a-ton, and at least 30,000/. a-year must

be spent in this manner, either by the farmers for manure, or by

the occupiers to get rid of it. If we suppose that only half ot

1 he manure carted through Cornbrook Bar is brought from tiie

district in question, and that only half of that could be conveyed

to the soil by irrigation, the annual saving would be 7500/.

;

and there is no doubt that a much larger portion could be so

conveyed. Deducting from this saving 2000/. a-year for expenses

of water, repairs, management, &c., would leave 5500/. as interest

vipon an outlay of 40,000/., or 13f per cent.

That this estimate of the value of the manure is below, rather

than above, the truth, will, I think, be allowed when the enormous

quantity really produced is considered. Liebig estimates the

weight of excrement as 1^ lb. per day for each individual (i lb.

fteces, Ulb. urine,—the most valuable portion, most of it now

lost).' A population of 100,000 would, therefore, produce 150,000

lbs. daily, or 24,440 tons a-year; to this must be added that

produced by cattle, horses, and domestic animals, refuse from

slaughter-houses, kitchens, and manufactories, in all, perhaps, as

much more. Suppose this uncertain quantity to be disregarded, or

to be considered as a set-ofF against that part of the rest which

would not find its way into the sewers
;
according to this estimate

we shall have 24,440 tons weight of the richest manure, containing

3 per cent., or 738 tons of nitrogen, sufficient, according to Liebig,

to manure 50,000 acres of land,* and, if conveyed to the soil by

irrigation, worth at least 12,000/. a-year, and probably much more.

I'hat even such an estimate as this is not altogether extravagant

, II. lloUiind,

Esq.

* Keport on Ihu bauatoiy Cuudition ol' the Labouring Populalion, p. 5'
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^' Mo-irocil'."""
evident from the experience of Edinburgh, where the rent of

„— , ,
some land irrigated from the drainage of only part of that city has

1'. II. Holland, . 1 • 1 i /• 1 1 11 1 ^ ^- X .1
lis,,. mcreased in value tenfold, and where the owners estimate tlic

compensation which would induce them to discontinue the practice

at 150,000/. It would appear that if the whole drainage of tlie

city were rendered available, and the profits secured to the public,

there would be an income of from 15,000/. to 20,000/. a-year for

public purposes.* My estimate of an income of 7500/. from the

manure produced by a population of 100,000 is then very

moderate, indeed it might, perliaps, be doubled or trebled ; so

even supposing the first expenses to be very much under estimated,

it appears certain that there would be a very large profit.

It is evident that to effect such an alteration as this the corpo-

ration must have increased power from the Legislature. They
must have the right to construct the drains in any one's property,

paying, of course, for any injury they may occasion; and they

must have the right of receiving the extra rent produced by the

additional fertility caused by the irrigation, or, perhaps, the right

of purchasing any land at its present value, in order that the

public may receive the benefit of its increased value. In order

lhataZ/the manure produced should pass into the main drain, and
so be most economically employed, it would be necessary that

water-closets should be universal; but practically it would,

perhaps be sufficient if all householders were compelled to open

drains from their midden or cesspools into the public drain. By
this plan the most valuable part of the manure would pass; but

perhaps owners would be induced pretty generally to erect water-

closets if the police regulations with respect to night-soil were

stringently enforced, and facilities for the supply of water afforded.

At any rate there would be no difficulty in procuring all the

soluble or easily suspended manure by conveying the waste water

from the house and roof through the midden, and thence by a

drain into the public sewer ; and though without the use of water-

closets we could not avoid entirely the necessity and nuisance of

manure-carts, yet the occasions for their employment would thus

be very much diminished.

A similar plan might be adopted to dispose of the liquid manure
of Manchester and Salford, which might be conveyed along the

north bank of the Irwell, and distributed upon the meadow land,

beginning with those opposite Throstle Nest.

If such methods of conveying the filth away were adopted, not

only would the water in our rivers and the canal be much less

impure, but the nuisance caused by daily carting hundreds of tons

of manure along the public roads rendered in a great degree

unnecessary; while it is almost certain that a very large revenue

might be obtained in addition to these evident advantages.' Foul-

* Report on the Sanatory C'onilitiun of the Labouripg Voinilation, p. 50.
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water irrigation in the immediate neighbonrhood of a town ought Choiiion-upon-

not to be allowed; but the land which I have spoken of lies a *'^;^ck.

long way off" any considerable number of houses^ and the nuisance ^- "-.""""nd,

produced by thus manuring it would not be nearly so groat to so
large a number of persons as that at present endured. Lime,
gypsum, and other substances, might be easily added to the liquid
manure while passing through the tank, which would both add to
its value and diminish the offensive smell. It is not impossible
that, without incurring any extravagant expense, the manure might,
by artificial means, be rendered quite inodorous.

City of Yoik.
IReport on the State of the City of York, in reply to the Questions

circulated by the Commissioners for inquirincj into the State of™
Larye^ Toions and Populous Districts. By T. Laycock, M.D.,

^•^'"^'-"'"^"•D-

Physician to the York Dispensary.

Geographical Position.

York is situate in the centre of an extensive vale of that
name, in north latitude 53° 48", west longitude 4° 19". It lies
between the rivers Ouse and Foss, immediately above tlieir
junction. Boih are tidal rivers, and navigable. The tide, how-
ever, is prevented from rising so far as the city by a lock
,'Naburn Lock), about five miles distant. The summer level
of the Ouse (as measured on July 1st, 1842) is 16 feet above
the datum plane of mean tide ; that of tho Foss is 23 feet above
r.lie same plane; a lock just above its junction with the Ouse
veepmg it at this higher level. The geology of the district

^ explained m the following letter addressed to me, by the
Reverend William Vernon Harcourt, M.A., F.R.S , FGS
Janon Residentiary of York Cathedral, &c., &c., and Chairman
t»t the York banatory Sub-committee.*

-)ear Sir,

} ^"^^^ l^^PPy to contribute such assistance as lies in my power
0 the labours which you have so laudably undertaken, by statim; to youhe views I entertain of the waters and drainage of York.

^

the water available in York for different purposes is supplied fromhree sources ;-first from the river Ouse ; second from wells which va^y
J,? pj™""

o^^''^ *° f*^^*; third, from borings carried down to aeplh of from 350 to 380 feet from the surface

udP. •^'L'^tf^i"^^ r^^^'
the water is found and stands at different alti-

.nn fp'pt
?P

^Y""
chief supply is found below the depth of

n^.t Wl T r 7 "f^'
''''t^"* to ^bout the same level, and

i-^r Out Ti """^f f"'"^ ^'^^ the common level of the

In this M'"', J'^"
^''^""^^ lie^ a higher elevationaan this. I hus, the bottom of the well in front of the north-west door of

' * The following gentlemen constituted this Committee :—The Lord Mivor •

le Recorder; Alderman Hudson: Rev. W. V Hirconrt - T UnTcf
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City ofYurk. tlio Minster is 12 feet 3 inches deep from the surface of the ground ; and

T.Lnycouk, M.D, the grouiid is, I hclievc, about 32 feet above the mean level of the river.

The su])ply of water from the Artesian wells is so copious that the pump
of one of them, as its proprietor, Mr. Nash, informs me, has furnished 100
gallons per minute, for 10 months together, without intermission or dimi-
nution, M'orking day and night. The use of the supjily is to serve the
boilers of steam-engines, the rapid incrustation of which with an ochreo-
calcareous deposit, shows the water to be ill adapted for ordinary purposes.
As no analysis has yet been made of this deep water, I have thought it

worth while to examine it, and find its constituents such as may perhaps
render it serviceable for medicinal use, since it contains, together with a
small proportion of bicarbonate of iron, a mixture of Epsom and Glauber's
salts, amounting to 48-3 grains in the gallon, that is to say, 33-9 grains of

the crystals of suljihate of magnesia, and 14-4 grains of the crystals of sul-

phate of soda.

Mr. J. Spence has published an account of the principal ingredients in

the waters of 20 of the superficial wells in York, from which it appears
that of these only five contain any sulphate of magnesia, and that in that

which contains the largest quantity of it he did not find one-third of the

quantity which I find in the deep springs, and this unaccompanied with

any sulphate of soda.

Mr. Spence has also analysed the water of the river Ouse, and has found
in it little more than one-fiftieth of the sul}ihate of magnesia found by me
in the deep springs, and no sulphate of soda.

These chemical differences concur with tiie differences of level at which
the waters of the superficial and the deep wells are met with, and at which
they stand, to show that they have little, if any, connection with each other,

or with the water of the Ouse. The causes of the difference in the quality

and ingredients of the three classes of water, as well as of the superiority

of the lower springs in volume of water, will be found in the geological

conditions under which they are collected.

The section of the beds on which the city of York stands, presented by

the borings of the Artesian well at Mr. Swale's factory in Walmgate, is as

follows :

—

Feet.

1. Clay and gravel 18

2. Sand, fine river, light coloured, darker ... 60

3. Sandstone rock, fine grained, white.... 1

4. Loose sand 1

5. Sandstone rock, as above 58

C. Clay, blue (and water), a thin seam .... 0

7. Sandstone rock, as above 62

8. Clay (and water), a thin seam 0

9. Sandstone rock, as above 17S I

378 ;

This sandstone rock belongs to the beds of the new red sandstone forma-

tion which crop out in a low line of undulating hills along the western

margin of the basin of the vale of York, passing in a south easterly direc-

tion from Rainton by Borough Bridge and Ouseburn to Green Hammer-
ton, and emerging again from beneath the diluvial covering of that basin

at Bilbrough, within a few miles of York. The immediate substratum of

the soil in this line, over a considerable tract of country, consists of these

porous beds, and the water which falls or flo^\ s down upon it passes through

them, between the seams of clay which alternate with the sandstone, along

the dip of the strata, eastward to York ; it is thus carried beneath the di-

luvium and below the bed of the Ouse, and is dammed up westward under

the superincumbent mass, in the reservoirs of the sandy beds, (o the abnve-

mcntioned height of 15 or 20 feet above the summer level of the river, to
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which height it is found to rise where the superior seams of clav arc citvofVork
perforated by boring?. ' '

The water of the Ouse consists chiefly of the contributions of the rivers
'^'I'^y^o^'^-M-D.

* which flow from the high hills on the north-west of York (especially the
• Swale, the Ure, and the Nid), and are fed by the rains falling on their
- summits. The streams from this source, after percolating the mill-stone
out, with which those hills are capped, find their channels on the surface
ot tlie impervious beds of the subjacent limestone and sliale along the val-
leys, and are conveyed on linings diluvial clnij, across the edge of the su-
ipenor strata, and over the drift-covered plain of the red sandstone to

To this account of the geological conditions under which York is sup-
plied with water is to be added :— 1st. That the gritstone hills which
turnish the river-water include few materials of saline impregnation. 2nd
Ihat the beds of the red sandstone in which the deep springs run are iire-
•emmently saliferous. 3rd. That the rubbish of centuries, accumulated insome parts of the city to the depth of three or four yards over the diluvial
beds which contain the superficial wells, is full of decomposing matters
tending to mineralize and contaminate the water.
The waters of these wells, accordingly, are highly charged with solid mat-

ter, amounting on an average to about 60 grains held in solution in an im-
iperial gallon. In two cases Mr. Spence found in them from six to seven
grains ot Epsom salts, and in one 11 grains; in two others he found 31 and
08 grains of neutral salts of soda and potash. In these last an infiltrationmay be suspected from the deep springs ; but in general there are suffi-
cient materials in and upon the drifted beds to account for the sulphateand carbonate of lime, of which the solid contents of these waters are
cluefly compounded, and which render them harder than is desirable either
for drmking or for culinary use.
The solid contents of the water of the great springs amount, according

to my analysis, to 06 grains in the gallon
; and of these one-half are medi-cinal salts. It IS evident, therefore, that it cannot be employed for eitherof the above-mentioned purposes. ^ ^ 'uner

In the water of the Ouse, on the contrary, derived from purer sources

ouise, the wiiole amount of solid contents held in solution, according toMr. Spence, is only nine grains in the gallon ; and there appears to bl nongredientin It to prevent the supply which it' offers to the Sfty from beino

Sst'^rdvanta^^^
unlimited in quantity, were it turned to thS

At present the public use which is made of it is insufficient to keep the^ourts and alleys of the city clean, and its domestic use, especiX amon"
_

e poor, ,s greatly limited. by the unfiltered state in which it is fShed
u"u nVroTurtir?ri"rf

°' ^T' ^'''"P^"^'- condit/onTts usually so turbid and dirty as scarcely to be fit for washinsr and still less
>:or cooking, or for being drunk. I conceive that arrangeSrS t benado without much difficulty which would effectually^remedy thi?great

o?ou; siton^oJ r'r'^'T'-
'"''^!^^' fi"'"'"^ ^'-e./construJtecl ofthe

nnnif!^ / ^ ""'^^'-^^ct, jointed with Roman cement, might I think

hetK.:;^ ^^^y^^}^^^^ on a large scale to the building such a box atne uatenvorks, within or at the leve of the river the water of wbinh|VOuld penetrate the six sides of the cistern at a m; whicr^" uld enabS-he pump connected with it to supply the city with Xed uate? 0?

e8cdprS,rT"'''l""'/"'f'^i^^ ^^^^' --^"er.filters of the same

'rn^ent SiancS fh. ^ Tf "^'^^ ^^^t'^^' distributed at con-

upp Iv Snift ?''P
^'m'"'

P™•'^'"'^ tl^^'" to an adequate3 water
indispensable requisite for cleanliness and health,
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CiiyofYoik. If this object \A'ere effected, a material obstacle would also be removed

T.Lavcock.M.D. ^° '^'^ complete drainage of tlie city.

At present, even in some of the highest parts of it, the same water that

supplies the wells forms with the mixed matters that lie in it a black bog, in

which the foundations of the buildings rest. Waters standing so near the

surface, and breathing out from the organic matter dissolved in it carbu-

retted liydrogen and other gases (as in one case was proved by probing
under the iloor of the house with a rod, when an inflammable gas issued

from the hole), cannot but be suspected of being injurious to the jjublic

health. These waters might easily be drawn off by a deeper dramage;
but the consequence would be the loss of some superficial wells, which, till

the river water shall have been rendered more generally and perfectly

available, cannot perhaps be dispensed with.

Attention was drawn to the condition of the drainage in York in the

year 1831, when the appearance of cholera was expected ; and the follow-

ing statement on that subject was then made by the Central Board of

Health :
—" The want of sufficient common sewers, and the general imper-

" foction of the whole drainage of the city is placed in the strongest light

" by the reports of the District Boards. It is the subject of complaint in

" every district and almost every parish in York. By this great defect

" every public and private nuisance is doubly aggravated. The slaughter-

" houses, dung-heaps, pig-sties, &c., M'hich unfortunately subsist in the

" heart of the town, are represented in several instances as pouring their

" foitid contents into open drains, and the effluvia to be sometimes such as

" might alone suffice to generate contagion. The dampness also of the

" dwellings in some of the streets is to be attributed to the same cause, and
" must be considered as scarcely less prejudicial to the health of theinha-

" bitants. In ordinary seasons these are among the principal sources of

" the fevers and other complaints which constantly prevail, more or less,

" in the ill-drained and offensive parts of a populous town ; but at a time
" when the ajjproach of pestilence is dreaded, the most serious and imme-
" diate attention ought to be devoted to the improvement of the drainage."

During the twelve years which have elapsed since this statement -vvas

published, many new drains have been made, and the Commissioners act-

ing under the City Improvement Act have expended considerable sums

in effecting this object ; but although the drainage of York has been thus

improved at several points, much remains to be done before it can be

deemed by any means sufficient. The greatest impediment to its further

improvement is created by the damming up of the Foss at the Castle Mills

for the sake of the navigation, seven feet above the level of the Ouse
;
and

not only is the drainage of the whole eastern side of the city impaired by

these means, but the population are subjected on the sides of the Foss to

the influences of a stagnant water, replete with vegetable and animal mat-

ters. This has been long felt to be a most serious public evil: it is one

which all who have any regard for the health of the inhabitants ought to

exert themselves to remove, and it might be removed, I conceive, at a cost

from which the rate-payers of the city ought not to shrink.

The last point of sanatory suggestion, to which I have to advert, is the

case of that portion of the popufation of York who have the misfortune to

live in the lower parts of the streets bordering on the Ouse, and whose

dwellings are continually inundated by the floods :
you well know how

much the virulence of epidemic and contagious diseases is aggravated

under these circumstances, and are aware, I doubt not, of cases in which

the use of the limbs has been lost by the chronic disorders consequent on

long inhabitation in these houses. In one such case within my own know-

ledge the house is uncellarcd, and the brick floor of the room in whic.li the

faniily live retains the dam]) for weeks or months after the flood has

subsided. The evil might be relieved, if it were possible to dimmish the

height to which the water rises in floods above its mean level by any lui-
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provement of the outlet of the river heXow York; but the inuodation is cuy of v.ul;.

sonietinies too great and sudden to be ])revented by these means ; and it y l-

—
2 -k, n

i deserves consideration whether houses so situated should not be subjected '
•

to the regulations of a sanatory police.

I have now recorded, I think, all the information which I possess relative
to the drainage and waterage of York, and it only remains for me to beg
that you will make whatever use you may deem advisable of this com-
munication.

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

(Signed) Wm. Vernon Harcourt.
i Bolton Percy, May 1st, 1833.

The following Report on the drainage of York, supplied to
the Committee by J. B. Atkinson, Esq., of York, architect, will
appropriately follow Mr. Harcourt's communication, Mr.
Atkinson says :—

Previously to an Act of Parliament being obtained which placed the
management of the city paving, draining, and lighting under the control
of Commissioners, the drainage throughout was very ineiBcient, and al-
though during the last 12 or 15 years about 6000 yards of drains have been
constructed at a cost of 2000/., raised from the city rates, yet much remains
to be done in order to render the sewerage efficient. It is much to be re-
gretted, that in carrying out this important object the regard for economy
which it has been thought requisite to observe has materially lessened the
utility of what has been done, as the present drains are not such, either in
3ize, solidity, or depth, as the future interests of this important city would
zall for; and this circumstance will be a great obstacle to future opera-
;ions. The whole of the drains built during the last 20 years are laid on
:he vegetable soil, which is of a spongy or boggy nature, and fails in giving
:hat support necessary to enable the drains to retain their form and level
rhe general dimensions of the drains are 12 X 18 inches to 18 X 21
inches, and they are all executed in 5-inch brick-work, and of a barrel
orm. fhe lower portion is generally laid dnj, and the upper arch turnedm mortar. The fall of the drains per lineal yard is about half an inch, and
lometimes less; and, on account of the spongy bottom, and the slin-ht and
ipen nature of the brick-work, I believe, the majority are in a very ineffi-
aent state. In some of the principal streets, the depth of the drains isrom 8 to 10 feet below the street level, whilst in others it is only 5 or G
eet. rhese depths are barely sufficient to allow of a drain passing under
he cellars of contiguous property, as they should not enter the street drain
.t the bottom level, but at the top

; and in preparing the foundations for
lew buildings, I have rarely been able to keep the trenches free from water •

nc It may be adduced from this remark, that the foundations of cellared
luikUngs generally stand in water. The majority of the public drains are
iischarged into the river Ouse, whilst those in the vicinity of the riverOSS empty themselves into it. This latter river is retained at a level

fill ,
•

K^,^''?"
lock-gates placed at Castle Mills-

'riUge, which locks have a detrimental eliect on the drainage of that part
t the city near this river ; and it is a well-known fact that the vicinity of

Zr,ZM ri ^-
W^l^"S^te, Hungate, and the Foss Islands is fre-

tr^«fc f AT^'^'iu"^
^'^ exhalations from the damp. The

7om%Z .-t r^^
^^^^ Skeldergate are likewise subject to be flooded

Z iV.^f ll
occasionally, and much inconvenience results there-

cW t?p imptT%".?
'""''^^^ ^•"^^'^ \^ '"^l^Pl^^^'^ ^° *is evil without sacri-cing tl e interest of the navigation. In carrying any more efficient pro-

m ol rn.lTn"^
into eSect, advantage cannot'be'takL of the cSmou^r

^ n ? °^ S'""'";"^ '^'^^^^^ stands, but it will be im-

Jl liv ^^pT/''*''^''
'^^^'"^ ^^'^ l"^'^ «f the present streets

; the
ddtive levels of different parts of the city being previously ascertained.
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city of York. Inefficient as tlie sewerage of the city is, it is rendered more

T.uy^. M.n. so by tho fact that back courts and streets, and many dwelling-s

have no side drains communicating with the main sewers

ah-eady formed. The remarks of the District Visitors, acting

in connection with the Sanatory Committee, am])ly sliow to

what an extent tliis serious evil, so easily remedied, is allowed

to exist, and apparently without any means being adopted to

remove it. In fact, the description of the state of the city in

1831, as given by the Cholera Board of Health, may be applied

with general correctness to its present condition. It is manifest

that immediate, energetic, and systematic measures are more

requisite than inquiry.

The houses of the higher classes and all the more respect-

able houses recently built have water-closets which empty into

drains or cesspools. In the newly built ranges of cottage tene-

ments, one privy is appropriated to from four to eight, twelve,

and even fourteen families; sometimes, however, there is a

privy to each house. The position of the privy is selected

evidently without any reference to the health or comfort of

the inhabitants. In a new range of cottages in Long Close-

lane, there may be seen the door of the common privy at each

end exactly opposite to the door of a tenement, so situate that

it is impossible there can be any ventilation. In " Plow's

buildings," the privies of the houses are in front. The soil-

holes are usually open, and run over, and flood back courts (as

in Court, No. 46, Hope-street, Beedham's-court, Skelder-gate,

&c.) In St. John's-place, Haver-lane, during wet weather, the

privies have to be emptied by buckets into the open channel in

the middle of the street. In the Water-lanes there are several

houses without privies, so that the inhabitants have to use those

of their neighbours by stealth, or go into the street. The pig-

sties attached to numerous cottages and yards constitute a

most unnecessary and unpleasant nuisance. If the cottagers

and others were to sell their offal food to pig-feeders in the

country, as they sell their manure, the profits Avould be much

greater, leaving their improved health out of consideration alto-

gether. The extracts from the District Visitors' books, pre-

viously referred to, further strongly elucidated this part of the

inquiry.

The courts and alleys inhabited by the poorer classes are

cleaned by appointed scavengers. The night-soil is retained,

giving off its impurities, ixntil a sufficient quantity is accumu-

lated, when it is removed from the yard during the night in

barrows (and this is the method also in private houses), and put

into the street ; from thence it is carted away to large dung-

hills within the city. There is an immense heap of this kind

at the side of the river Foss, close to Layerthorpe bridge, and

the inhabitants all around complain loudly of the stench. There

is another such dung-heap behind St. Margaret's church, whicli
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quite pollutes tlie atmosphere around it. Minor similar heaps ,

cuy or Yo.k.

I are placed (for the convenience of water-carriage) in the nci<rh- T.Luy,;;;;;:, m u
bourhood of the Foss, into which the liquid contents of all are
discharged. The night-soil of the city is usually sold to the
proprietors of these dunghills, who are manure merchants by
trade. Sometnues the inhabitants of a court, havino- a common
privy, sell the soil from the soil-hole, and appropriate (he pro-
ceeds to the payment of the water-rates; in other cases the
landlord of the tenements takes the night-soil, and in return
pays the water-rates. A load and a half is on the average
taken from each house annually, and the cost of getting out and
loadmg IS about 2.. per load ; so that the city pays at least
yOO/. per annum for this labour. The annual value of the

f'Tn nnn,
''^y''"??.'^''^'' cannot be less than 8000/.

to 10,000Z. In addition to the night-soil, there is the manure
Dt pigsties, cowhouses, and stables, all which are found in ffreat

blTser'^
^^^^

'^""^"'^ ^""^ ^^P^^^^^y of the poorer

^
The City Commissioners are vested with powers for the en-

forcement of cleansing and the prevention of public nuisances •

out It appears from the statements just made that these powei-s
ireinadequate to the full attainment of the object in view
Houses are built both in wide streets and in narrow courtslo some cottage tenements lately built there is no drain orlewer m the street, it is also unpaved and so full of ruts and

ishes and all kinds of filth as to be quite impassable to pedesnans or even topersons on horseback. The road is higher than
.he adjoining yards, and the filthy mud flows into the back pieaises and e^^n houses m the next street. A case of typhus fevera a father of a family inhabiting one of these houses^term nated.ta ly, and subsequently, in the same house, a case of nialil-iant scarlatina occurred.* The City Act giv;s no control ovi-le builders of houses, nor can tl/ey be compelled to sewer

emence of the inhabitants except as their own iudffmentictates. The consequence is, that several new streets hfyorkre unpaved and undrained, full of deep holes, ruts! and mudnd traversed with difficulty even by cai'ts
'

leVrnf
'^"'^'\'i^^^l!i"8-« in York, unless the cellar kit-lens of the more newly-built hoij^es come under that desLna

SndnT' ^"^^^^'''.'^ the^poorerclasse
. The Se

Sv Xr"^'^-
'^'^ Y'F their out-buddh gs

nts ' Hojr o?T. rf f
-^blet as apaS

.wn verv fe'v il-P
""^

^^IT'^^
various parts of the

dledBedirn r^ / .''T';
(or as it was formerly

ecclesiasti jlT^^f^'T' t ''f^^}^^-
originally occupied

f ecclesiastics attached to the cathedral, and once a fihionlble

' Since writiBs the above a sewer has been commenced.
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City of York, quartci', is now sublet in this manner. Of 98 families living

T la 7d"c jiD
there, 67 have only one room for all purposes, 18 two rooms, and

.
.aycock.M.D.

vooms or more. One entire building is let off in single

rooms. The stair-case windows are so made that they cannot

open, the rooms are low and confined, the light of day almost

excluded, and the walls and ground damp and undrained. The

building is occupied by 16 families, two abominably filthy

privies being appropriated to all, and situate, with their ac-

companying " ash-hole" or " bog-hole," in a little back court.

As might be expected, the smell in rooms of this kind is most

disgusting and oppressive. Against the back wall of a cottage

there is sometimes a dung-hill, the fluid from which soaks

into the house. Indeed, this circumstance is repeatedly com-

plained of by poor people.

The District Visitors visited 1636 houses occupied by 2195

families in ten districts in York, of which number 202 were

sub-let
;
they also inquired the number of families with one,

two, and three, or more rooms respectively, and the sleeping

accommodation.

From these inquiries it appears that in the parish of St.

Dennis, in which strict accuracy was observed, from 8 to 11

persons slept in one room in 4^ per cent, of the families resi-

dent there ; in 7i per cent, from 6 to 8 persons slept in one

room ; of the total 2195 families visited by the district visitors,

26 per cent, had one room only for all purposes ;
the highest

proportion in one room was in Beddern, being 68^ percent, the

lowest in the parish of St. George, inhabited i)rincipally by

artisans and small shopkeepers, where it was 2^ per cent. Table

1 (Appendix) shows the average number of persons in one

family in each of the districts inspected. The mean average is

4-12 persons ; the highest (4-61) is in the parish of St. Dennis,

the lowest (3 • 24) in the Castlegate district.

The rent of a single room used as a residence varies from

6d to 2s. per week ; the usual rent is Is. to Is. 3rf. ;
in some

clusters of buildings the amount of weekly rent is nicely gra-

duated according to the comfort of the room or the accomoda-

tion it affords, one room being let for %d., while another

adjoining is charged lO^cZ. per week. In 11 per cent, of lo4o

dwellings reported on by the district visitors, the state ot

repair was represented as indifferent or bad, and of 1418 dwell-

ings, 460, or 324 per cent.^were noted as being damp and

From the answers given to the visitors it was found that ui

the lowest districts nearly 27 per cent, of the families had not

resided one year, and 37 per cent, had been less than two years

in their present residence. This frequent removal alone must

amount to a heavy annual tax upon the income, time, and

comfort of the poor. It appears to be caused in a great

measure by the discomfort or unhcalthincss of their previous
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dwellings; at least that is the reason usually given for the CityofVork.

change of residence.
^ ^

t. Luycock.M.u.

The general state of the air in the dwellings of the poorer

classes, as is amply shown by the observations of the District

Visitors^ is bad; the courts and yards ai'e confined, the inhabit-

ants numerous ; the privies, sewers, and drains defective, the

latter, indeed, genei'ally wanting ; and yet there is usually an
evident desire to keep all clean and neat as possible, even

under circumstances the most unfavourable to personal and
^domestic cleanliness. There were some instances of extreme

poverty observed in Beddern. In a yard, also, in Hungate
Ithere was a family without either bed or bedding, and in another

a man, his son, aged 18, and his two daughters, aged 10 and

15, occupied one bed made up on the floor. In St. Margaret's

a family of seven were found in one room with no other bed
'than a few shavings in a corner.

Coal is cheap in York, and may be purchased of a sufficiently

good quality for from 6s. to 9s. a ton ; it is the usual fuel of the

people. Gas-light is extensively used in the houses and shops

;

but no escape is provided for the bad air which it produces.

It may be proper to mention the nuisance occasioned by the

smoke from chimneys belonging to breweries, bakehouses,

foundries, gas and glass-works, steam-engines, &c., as per

list

Steam-engines. ...... 28
Glass-works ....•«, 2

Iron-foundries. .••«•. 3
Coacli-manufactories 6

Pipe-manufactories • . . . • 3
Bakers 25
Confectioners ....... 7

Brewers 14
Smiths 35

Total .... 123

It does not appear that the smoke is burnt in any of these

'ixccpt one.

The quantity of soot which falls is very great. Some idea of

he amount may be learnt from the fact that a drawing-room
vindoAv not having been opened for two or three months, the soot

lad collected between the bars just as in a chimney, the current
)f air passing from without into the room being loaded with
ind depositing the soot there as it passed through the bars,

rhe pollu.tion of the air from this source must be extremely
;reat, and injurious to the health. The injiiry done to furniture
md clothing, and the additional cost of washing, must form no
nconsidcrable item in the expenditure of the citizens. The
otal amount, on a very moderate estimate, cannot amount to

ess than thousands per annum.
VOL. I. Q
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city of York. The sites of the public school-rooms in York (30 in number)
T.Laycock/M.D. for the children of the labouring class, are mostly open, well

drained, ventilated, lighted, and warmed. There are but few

private schools for this class of children, and those which exist

are small and very fluctuating.

The public buildings are the cathedral and 23 churches, 13

chapels, a theatre, a suite of assembly rooms, concert room, a

suite of banqueting rooms, the museum of the Yorkshire Philo-

sophical Society, and several halls for holding public meetings.

There are also the County Prison, the City Gaol, the Guildhall,

the Lunatic Asylum, County Hospital, City Dispensary, alms-

houses, usually termed hospitals, &c. Their sites are indi-

cated in the map of the Ordnance Survey. The ventilation

of these buildings is various ; in some, especially the older, it

is insufficient, as, for example, in the Workhouse and County

Hospital. In the yard of the latter there is a large cesspool.

Some of the almshouses have been rebuilt with some regard, to

this important point, as Lady Hewley's charity, Wilson's Hos-

pital, &c. The workhouse has been improved as far, probably,

as the nature of the building will admit. But the character of

its ventilation may be inferred from the following remarks of the

District Visitors :—" The female patients' day and night-room

is ventilated through the women's infectious room ;" and " the

infectious room for women is ventilated through the sick aged

women's day and night-room." From this it appears that those

to whom pure air is of the greatest importance, namely^ the

sick females, have it the most impure.

The state of the parochial burying-grounds ofYork must have

a considerable and noxious influence on the atmosphere within

the churches, and on that of the city generally, and on the water.

The greater number of these grounds are of extreme antiquity,

and must have been buried over very often. In fact, many of

them are raised above the street level from the accumulated

remains of generations. Thatof St. Michael, Spurrier-gate (now

closed), is at least three feet above the floor of the church. A
few years ago the ground of St. Helen, Stonegate, was raised

three feet by fresh soil in consequence of the great number of

bodies placed there. York having now an excellent cemetery,

a strong feeling is very generally expressed against the con-

tinued use of these grounds for the purposes of interment.

Graves are dug in the public thoroughfares and putrescent

)iuman remains exposed ; nor is it an uncommon circinnstance

to see bones lying about. The analysis of the water from wells

near St. Cuthbert's and St. Sampson's churchyards, shows that

t]ie wells are tainted by the drainage from these burying grounds,

and there can be no doubt that the air is abo polluted, not only

by the direct emanations, but as well from the drainage from

the bodies into the public sewers. Indeed, individuals have
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stated that they perceive the stench as they pass along the cityofYorU.

street.
_

_
T. Laycock, M.IV

York enjoys several public walks. In addition to the com-

mon lands, amounting to several hundreds of acres, possessed

by the freemen of the city, and which are used, during a part

of the year at least, for cricket grounds, &c., there are St.

George's Fields and the New Walk planted with trees, and
having seats, extending above a mile along the east bank of

the river Ouse ; the opposite bank of the river has also a foot-

path, and towing-path along its edge, used as a public walk,

land the old city ramparts, (for a length of a mile, or nearly,)

'have been repaired, and made into a dry flagged walk, com-

imanding a view of the city, and the surrounding country. The

;
grounds on the north side of the minster and the walks in the

cemetery are open to the public, but admission to the gardens

of the Philosophical Society is limited to members, and their

families and friends, except on certain public occasions. Non-
subscribers pay \s. for admission. In addition to these pro-

menades and grounds, the approaches to the city and numerous
footpaths afford agreeable walks. The river Ouse presents

: great facilities in summer for aquatic excursions and rowing

matches.

A convenient swimming-bath and shower and douche-baths

were estabhshed by a company in the year 1837, on a portion

of the manor shore adjoining the grounds of the Yorkshire

I Philosophical Society. The annual subscription is from 5*. to

IIS^'. per annum, and a single ticket costs 6(i. ; on Saturday

1 afternoon the charge is 'Id. There is no provision, however^

for warm bathing (and this is generally regretted by those who
appreciate its importance) except at the Avater-works, where the

charge for a warm slipper bath is 2s., or for the season 25^.;

for a tepid plunging bath Is., for the season \l.

The rivers Ouse and Foss are both bathed in, and in summer
: the conduct of the bathers in the former is much complained oi',

I by pleasure parties on the river.

Water is supplied to the city from wells and cisterns, but

I

principally, for all purposes, from the river Ouse, by a company
I first established in 1677, and subsequently by Act of Parlia-

! ment. The wants and wishes of the poor in those districts

inspected, as made known to the District Visitors, may be found
in their proper place. It appears, from the answers of the

clerk of the company, to the questions of the Commission, that
iron mains of 11 inches and of 3 inches are laid in the prin-

cipal streets, and lead service pipes to about 3000 houses ; the
total number of houses in the city being nearly 7000. The
greater number of the houses supplied from the water-works
have cisterns, but many of the smaller have no cisterns, and
only taps in the yards.

q2
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wty^ork. The annual charge made by the Company appears to be about
T.Lajcock.M.D. 9c?. or \s. in the pound of tlie rental; it varies according to the

class of houses from 4s. to bl. A six-roomed house at 13/. rental,

pays from 8s. to 10s., a cottage of two rooms, the rental of which
is from 4Z. to bl , pays 4s. or 5^. for water supplied to a tap in

the yard for a limited time every day, except Sunday. The
time seems of various duration ; some persons complained to

the District Visitors that the water was on occasionally for 10
or 15 minutes only. The poor in the neighbourhood of the
rivers get their water from thence, otherwise the water-worlts

company have a monopoly of the supply of river-water to the

city. Filters are used in private houses of the middle and
higher classes, but not often by the poor, who complain of the

muddy state of the water.

Mr. Spcnce, who analyzed the waters of York, states that

the water of the Ouse is remarkably pure when at its summer
level, containing less solid matter, in fact, than the water of

cither the Thames or the Clyde. In time of floods^ it holds a

large amount of alluvium in suspension, and is not fit for

domestic use without filtration. The water of the Foss is

impure, even if taken two miles above the city.

A few principal streets are watered, under the direction of

the city commissioners, by water-carts supplied from the pipes

of the company. No means are adopted to wash, or cleanse

the streets by flooding them. There are no means, except the

common fire-engine, for throwing water to a height ; for although

a steam-engine of 20-horse power forces the water into the

city, that power cannot be made available in case of fire, as the

larger mains having an 11-inch bore, and the smaller only three,

it is apprehended, perhaps erroneously, that the latter would
burst if the necessary pressure on the water were applied. The
mains, however, are always full, and the steam-engine may be

put in motion in 15 minutes at any time, and any quantity

supplied from the river to all those parts of the city and
suburbs to which the company's mains extend.

The sanatory condition of the population in York may be

considered under several different heads. The density and
wealth in any given district will materially influence the health

of the inhabitants ; the two indeed are generally in an inverse

ratio to each other ; and with the density all the causes which

aggravate the mortality of a district are increased. The em-
ployments of the population also merit special consideration.

As regards the duration of life in different classes, it appears

from the following table (which has bean carefully drawn up
from the mortuary registers of 1839, 1840, and 1841), that the

mean age at death of the artisan class is 26i years less than

that of the gentry and professional class. Labourers in Y'ork

live on the average years less than labourers in the country.
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Tadle 1.

—

Abstract of the Deaths in the York Registry District during the CiiyofYoik.
Years 1839, 1840, 1841

;
distinguishing the Station in Life and the Locality,

whether Urban, Suburban, or Rural. Total Population of the District, 47,706. T.Lnycuck, M O.

^1

« 9« 2
d CI

Gentry and professional!

persons and their families/

Tradesmen & their families

.

Artisans and their families.

Persons wliose condition inl

life is undescribed . , J

^Labourers and their families

Gentry, &c., and their fa-l

milies , . . . . .J
Tradesmen, &c., and their 1

families
j

Artisans and their families .

Persons whose condition of 1

life is undescribed . . /
Labourers and their families

f Gentry, landowners, and)

^ o
I

their families . . . .

)

"B 3 5o J Farmers, village tradesmen, i

"S S
J

and their families . . .J
5* I Agricultural labourers andl
2l ^ their families . . , . /

Totals .

Averages

Totnl

Number

of

Deaths

from

1839

to

1841

incusive.

<

Per

Cent,

of

Deaths

under

15

Years

of

Age.

Per

Cent,

of

Deaths

from

Epidemic

and

Contagious

Diseases,

Average

of

all

of

each

Class

dying

above

21. Average

Age

of

all

of

each

Class.

146 23-28 11-64 64-85 48-62

429 46-38 22-14 56-72 30-76
798 57-89 25-06 51-76 22-10

521 34-74 11-55 57-28 35-82

504 56-94 21-23 54-02 23-75

lO'UU fiO . AO 49-20

104 30-77 14-42 55-95 39-54

o4 /I • /I /I4b • 04 ZU bo

87 25-28 10-34 60-63 41-93

188 44-68 26-59 60-65 30-68

29 13-79 20-69 56-45 44-86

243 32-51 19-75 59-44 39-10

279 40-86 15-05 55-18 31-99

3,432
44-84 18-03 57-03 35-30

32-21

V36'40

>38-65

j
Proportion of annual Deaths to the Population. 1 in 41-70

The whole Union. (Proportion of annual Births to the Population . 1 in 39-34
(.General average age at death 35-30 years.

The following- table exhibits the less healthiness of York, as
compared with the surrounding rural districts. The average
or mean age of all dying in York is 6i years less than of those
dying in the country, and the deaths from epidemics more
numerous.

Tablk 2.—Showing the relative Sanatory condition of the Urban, Suburban, and
Rural Districts of the York Union.

Per Cent.
Dying

under 15
Yenrs
of Ago.

Per
Cent,

of Deaths
from

Epidemics.

Average
Age at

Death.

Proportion
of

Annual
Deaths.

Proportion
of

Annu.tl
Births.

In the City of York .... 48-49 20-00 32-21 37-77 33-87

In the Suburban Districts . . 37-06 19-46 36-40 55-28 '52-63

In the Agricultural Districts . 35-75 17-49 38-65 51-32 45-85
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(;ityj)rY(>iii. The causes of the unhealthiness of York, as compared with

T.Laycock.M.i). the country, have in some degree been indicated. Bad sewer-

age and drainage, bad water, bad air, not only from the decom-
position of refuse animal and vegetable matter, but from the

crowding of the artisan class into a confined space. In addition

to these noxious agencies, their employments and their work-

shops are often unhealthy; sickness makes them poor, and
their food and clothing are consequently scanty. It is difficult

to estimate the influence of all these causes on the health in

York. The city is divided into wards and parishes, and in

these good streets and bad streets, open thoroughfares and
gardens, and densely populated badly ventilated courts, are

closely intermingled.

There is no standard by which deficient drainage can be mea-
sured. The natural drainage, as well as the sewerage, or in

other words, the varying altitude of different parishes will

indeed have an influence on the health of the inhabitants, and
so the altitude may (though not without many exceptions) be

taken as tlie standard. Even when two districts are closely

contiguous and sewered alike, and inhabited alike, a difference

in the fall, it may be inferred a priori, will be accompanied by
a difference in the viability of the people in the two parishes,

for the lower-lying parish will not only receive the drain water

of the upper as well as its own, but the deposit from water

thus charged with impurities will move more slowly along the

sewer than the former, and therefore receive a larger quantity

of foul air. Trapping the sewers will not altogether prevent the

malaria escaping, as it is satisfactorily shown in Mr. Chadwick's

supplement to his General Sanatory Report on the health of the

labouring population of Great Britain, that water Avill drain

into sewers through the brick-work, and if water will pass in,

we may be quite sure that the air will pass out. Indeed Dr.

Reid detected the escape of deleterious miasm from a grave 20

feet deep. Independently of these considerations, it is certain

that in York the low-lying districts are inhabited principally

by the poor, and are really the worst sewered districts.

The site of the city of York is of a very varied character.

The raised ground to the south-west bank of the river is sand

and gravel, on the north-east claj' and gravel. The parishes

of St. Mary Bishophill, junior, St. Mary Bishophill, senior. Holy
Trinity, Micklegate, and St. Martin with St. Gregory, are situate

on the south-west declivity to the river, the highest ground

opposite the parish church of Holy Trinity Micklegate, being

49 feet above the summer level of the river, and 65 feet above

the datum plane of mean tide. At the foot of this declivity, close

to, and parallel with the river, are the parishes of All Saints,

North-street, St. John Micklegate, and a small part of Bishop-

hill, senior. On the opposite side of the Ouse, are the parishes
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of St Mary Castlegate ; St. Michael Spurriergate; St. Martin cuyofjork.

Conev street St. Helen Stonegate, and St. Michael le Belfrey, T.Laycock.M.o

\ the latter containing the highest point, (52 feet above the level

of the sea,) on the north-east side of the Ouse, From this parish

: the o-round declines through the parishes just mentioned, except

St MaiT Castle-gate, to the Ouse on one side, and through

part of St. Helen, Holy Trinity Goodramgate, Holy Trinity

Kino's-court, St. Crux, St. Saviour, St. Maurice, and St. Cuth-

bert" to the river Foss, on the other side. Portions of St.

Sampson, All Saints Pavement, and St. Mary Castlegate, have

also a declination to the Foss. The drains from the parishes

of St. Dennis, St. George, St. Margaret with St. Peter-le-

Willows, and St. Lawrence with St. Nicholas, empty into the

Foss exclusively, and, in common with the barracks, are situate

on an almost level plain, backed up by a ridge of hills, similar

to those on the south-west side of the city. There is a great

deal of made ground between the banks of the rivers Foss

and Ouse. Coney-street, in the parish of St. Martin, which

runs parallel to the north-west bank of the Ouse, is raised not

less than nine or ten feet above what appears to have been

the surface in the time of the Romans. A regular pavement

was discovered about 40 years ago, between the river and St.

Helen's-square, at a depth of seven feet; and about the same

time, when a deep drain was made along Newgate, a Roman

street was discovered with channel tiles. When Parliament-

street was built, the nest and eggs of a wild duck were found 12

feet below the surface. And there can be no doubt but that

originally the whole tract of land between the Ouse and Foss,

was marshy, and that a great proportion of the parishes of St.

Cuthbert and St. Saviour, now thickly inhabited, was, up to a

comparatively recent period, a marsh formed by the Foss. The

Saxon name Peaseholm, sufficiently indicates this with regard

to the former ; and the church of St. Saviour was formerly called

Ecclesia Sancti Salvatoris in Marisco—the church of St. Saviour

in the Marsh. In fact, the whole depth of the made ground in

this district has rarely been penetrated either when building or

draining.

In table 5 in Appendix I have endeavoured to give data for

estimating the difference in salubrity of different localities, and

the causes of that difference.

For the better understanding of the subsequent tables I here

subjoin the totals and averages of the whole city.
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City of Vurit . Table 3.

T. LayrockjM.D.

Population.

Mean

altitude

above

the

Sea

in

feet.

Inhabitants

per

rood

occupied

by

Bnild-

iags.

Inhabitants

to

one

Birtli

annually.

Inhabitants to One Dcatli
annually from

Per

Cent,

living

aged

under

5

Years.

Per

Cent,

dying

aged

\

under

5

Years.

|

Per

Cent,

of

De.iths

;

of

Artisans

and

La-

!

bourinf!

Classes.

|

Mean

A
ge

at

Death.

All

Causes.

tn

a

"a,

W

187

Pulmonary

Diseases.

28,952 44 37 33-87 37-77 181 11-7G 42-lG 54 -39 32-21

The per centage of the total deaths which were from the

artisan and labouring class in each parish, with the mean age

at death, coincide approximately with the domestic condition of

the population generally in each parish, as regards ventilation,

&c. The density of the population will also be observed to have

a connection with the mortality of the artisan and labouring

classes and the mean age at death, but particularly when con-

joined with a low altitude, or with what in the table must be

considered a convertible term, namely, deficient sewerage and

cleansing. The mean age at death is manifestly dependent

upon the distribution of the living as to ages ; but by the

column showing the annual proportion of births, it will be seen

that this is higher wherever a priori the locality would be

thought unhealthy. The per centage of living and dying, aged

under five years, in the families residing in such localities is of

course greater, and the mean age less.

It may happen, however, that the population is not a re-

productive population from a preponderance of unmarried

adults. In this case, it is manifest that neither the average

age nor the annual proportion of births or deaths will express

the sanatory condition of the locality ; it is to meet this case,

that I have added two columns showing the proportion of deaths

from epidemic and pulmonary diseases. I need not here explain

how much the fatality of both these cases of death is increased

by deficient ventilation and miasmata. It will be seen that

these two columns present the most uniform results, and have

a reciprocal ratio.

A comparison of two parishes will illustrate my meaning.
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Table 4.

1

Squaru!

to

oue

h.

Inhiibitanls loono An-
nual Dealli

OJ

Q

to
<
0
a

01

lean

Altitudi

'opula

iou

tc

Ruod.

rom

all

Causes.

From

Epide-

mics.

rom

Pulmo-

nary

Dis-

eases.

ahouving

Clai

per

Cent.*

(X- g

Holy Trinity^ Kii3g*s"|

Court . . • •)
53 43 38-92 47-80 171 207-5 38-07 56

Ail Saints, North Street 39 143 24-82 36-40 100 164-2 19-56 7S§

City of Yorit,

T.Laycock, M.D.

* Includes artisans as well as labourers, properly so called.

All Saints, North-street, it will be seen, is in every column
below the mean of the city

;
Trinity is below the mean in one

only, the mortality from epidemical diseases. The single state-
ment that the shambles, made up of narrow streets and filthy
yards, are situate in this parish, will explain the matter at
once. That the prevalence of epidemical disease during the
three years (1839—1841) in this parish was not accidenta], is
confirmed by the fact, that in common with North-street, it was
one of the locahties in which cholera appeared the earliest.
On comparing the altitudes with the indexes of healthiness

or the contrary, it will be seen that the mean age diminishes,
;
and the proportion of births, of deaths from all causes, and of
deaths from epidemics, increases as the altitude is less. Taking
the deaths from epidemical and pulmonary diseases as the
standard by which the efficacy of drainage may be measured,
two high parishes adjoining the Ouse and two low adioininjr

i the Foss stand as follows :—
Table 5.

Holy Trinity, Micldegate

a 1st. Martin cum Gregory.

^ j
St. Saviour ....

>S [St. Cuthbert ....

Square
Inhabitants to one
Death Annually Death.

Population

to

Rood.

Mean

Altitudi

From

Epide-

mics.

From

Pulmo-

nary

Dis-

eases.

Mean

Age

at

1

24 45 404 281-2 42-58

32 34 213 34G-2 41-89

50 16 142 231-9 23-62

40 13 103 120-1 22-47

* From the summer level of the Ouse and Foss.
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City of York.- There can be no doubt that deficient ventilation, even in

T.LaylJ^.M.D. wcll- drained districts, will increase the mortality from epidemical

and pulmonary diseases ; but it is not generally remembered

that the effects of deficient drainage are not to he avoided by

good ventilation. In proof of this, the following facts will

probably be deemed conclusive. The village of RufForth, near

York, is very badly drained, a wide stagnant ditch passing

through the village. It is situate in a slight hollow, on a level

plain, bounded by Marston Moor, Askham Bogs, &c. The
village of Acomb is about two miles distant from Ruffbrth, and

is situated on an eminence, overlooking the level. Both of course

are as well ventilated as country villages usually are, but

Eufforth being less populous, and more agricultural, has of the

two the advantage in this respect.

Table 6.

Population
in

1841.

Altitude
in

Feet.

Inlialjilanls Living to One
Annual Deatli from

Mean Age
at

Death.

All Causes. Bpidemics.

RufForth ....
Acomb ....

276

774

61

110

34

41

69

258

28

35^

The scarlet fever, when epidemic in RufForth, was so malig-

nant as to be fatal in a few hours, and was termed by the villagers

the " black " fever.

On the other hand, the town of Birmingham is an example,

in proof that a very good natural drainage may diminish the

noxiousness of a dense population. The only cases of cholera

that occurred in that town were imported. The centre of the

borough is 475 feet above the level of the sea.

It will be seen from the table that the labouring classes

reside in the lower altitudes, and that the density of the popu-

lation increases also as we descend. This is most obvious in the

two extremes of the scale. The intermediate parishes have

varying altitudes and varying densities. Some of these, how-

ever, sfrikingly illustrate the effect of deficient sanatory arrange-

ments. The parishes of St. Peter the Little, and All Saints

Pavement, are contiguous and alike as regards the facilities for

good drainage. In the one, there is, however, deficient drainage

and narrow streets ; in the other, tolerable drainage and wider

streets.

The following table shows the sanatory condition of each:

—
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Table 7.

•u

-a
a to

Square Inhabitants Living
to one

Dealli Annually

HI

p 'Deaths

of

g

Class.

Mean

Altil

'opulation

Rood.

From
all

Causes,

From
Epidemics. lean

Age

er

Cent.ol

Labourin

til la Oi

All Saints, Parement .

St. Peter the Little .

47

47

23

70

62-61

44-07

313-53

172'07

30-30

25-28

55-0

58-4

City of York.

T. Luycock, M.D.

So that the average duration of life for each individual living

in the parish of St. Peter the Little is five years less than if

he resided in the adjoining parish. It will be seen from the

deaths of the labouring class, that the proportion of the living

of that class is nearly the same in the two parishes. There is

also a crowded churchyard in All Saints. The difference in

the sanatory condition of the two parishes can only be accounted
for by the bad ventilation and drainage of St. Peter the Little.

About 12 years ago, when the York Improvement Act was
obtained, the site of the present market (part of which is in
All Saints) was covered with streets resembling those in St.

Peter the Little. We can see that the sanatory effect of that
great improvement has been to raise the mean age at death
considerably.

Although these results are obtained from a small population,
and a limited extent of the city, there can be no reason to doubt
their accuracy, but rather the contrary, for the more limited
the field of the inquiry the more precise may be the analysis.

If, however, the whole city be taken, the general results are the
same.

Table 8.

Best drained andl
ventilated parishes J

Intermediate parishes
Worst drained and)
ventilated parishes}

50

43

33

O O

.2 ID

27

40

63

O
>

under

j
Living

1

e

Age.

i

ito

out

nually.

|
Inhabitants to One
Death Auuually

a cu
a
,o
si an

Mean

Age

a

Ratio

Dyinj

5

Years

to

at

the

sam

Inhabitants

Birth

An

From

all

Causes.

From

Epi-

demics.

From

Pul-

monary
Disease.

Deaths

of

L

ing

Clas

Cent.

35-32 3-03 47-50 54-32 347-72 334-22 40-2

27-79 3-86 36-53 41-41 247-20 219-70 52-5

22-57 3-83 26-82 32-15 129-43 153 00 62-8

It will be seen that as the altitude diminishes, the proportion
of the labouring class is greater, and the mean age less. The
two extremes show a difference of 12| years in the mean age of
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CiiyofYort. cacli individual dying. The intermediate parishes comprise

T.Lajwdi.M.iK every variety of site and population. The parish of J3ishophiU

Senior, for example, varies in altitude from 54 to 26 feet. If

the deaths in one of these intermediate parishes be arranged

according to altitude, they are as follow :

—

Tab LP. 9.

An latormediute Parish.
Me.m

Inlmbitiints to One
Annual Death

Mean A ^'o

AUitudi'.
From all

Causes.
Fiom

Ejiidemics.

at Dealli.

1 High part .

Bishop-hill Senior < ^[Low part •

54

30

43

41

260

150

27i

241

The same results are seen if the healthy parts of all the in-

termediate districts he separated from the unhealthy.

Table 10.

Mean
Altitude.

Popu-
lation.

Inhabitants to One
Annual Death Moan

From
all

Causes.

From
Epidemics.

Age at

Death.

Bt'st conclltioned portion of thel

inteimediale parishes . . . j

Worst conditioned portion ol'thel

inlermediate parishes . . .

)

49

38

4858

6871

43-91

37-08

323-86

177-08

30 '48

27-35

To show further the connection between deficient sanatory

arrangements and disease, the localities of the cases attended

by the medical officers of the dispensary for the five years,

1839-43, have been tabulated; and it will be seen that the

annual expenditure of this charity is almost exclusively in tlie

badly drained and badly ventilated parts of the city. In the

higher altitudes and well-conditioned districts, the cases of

fever, &c., were only 15 per 1000; in Walmgate district, east

of the Foss, there were 73 per 1000; in the Hungate district,

on the west bank of the Foss, the cases averaged 91 per 1000.

(See Table 6, App.) The tabulation of the residence of the

poor attended by the medical officers of the Union shows, also,

that the medical charge on the poor-rates is principally from

the ill-conditioned districts. The residences of 349 persons who
received sick relief from six benefit societies during the year

1843 are arranged below in a tabular form with similar results :

—

54 members, living on the west bank of the Foss, received 3/,

'Is. each ; 40 persons, living in the best-conditioned districts,

were paid only 1/. 7s. lOrf. each. These numbers comprise
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only a few of tlie sick relieved by these societies, as the follow-
ing enumeration of those from which no returns have been
obtained will show.

, . , . , , Courts or Lodgers.
Independent Order of Odd Fellows 8
Grand United Order of Odd Fellows .... 3
Ancient Order of Foresters 5
Ancient Order of P"ree Gardeners 5
Ancient Order of the Ark 4
Ancient Order of the Druids 1
Friendly Benefit Societies .' .* 8

Total 34

The cost of deficient sanatory regulations to the provident
poor is a Rule of Three question :—If 167/. 6*. be expended in
the badly-drained districts, on sick members annually, by sIk
friendly societies, how much will 34 expend ?

Table 11.—Showing the Number of Sick Members of Six Benefit Societies in
Six Districts, during the Year 1843; the Duration of Sickness; and the Al-
lowance received.

*

Dislrict.t

1. Streets and courts (Hungate.l
&c.) adjoining the west bauk>
of the river Foss . . • . j

2. Walmgate, and its courts andl
lanes east of the Foss . ./

3. Streels and courts (North-
street, &c.), adjoining the

' banks of tlie river Ouse . .

4. Old streets and courts, imper-
fectly paved and drained . J

5. New streets and courts, imper-i
feclly paved and drained . J

3. Streets not included in the]
preceding, comparatively >

well-drained and paved . .J

Totals and Means .

Mean
Altitude
of District

iu Feet

29

31

34

44

46

53

Number
Sicls.

Per Cent.
Sick to tlie

Total of

2385
Members.

Average
Dm-ation

ofSick-Pay
to each in

Weeks.

Sums Paid
per Head
dtn'in^

Sickness.

54 •022 15-27
£. s. d.

3 9 0

43 •017 7^93 2 4 8

71 •029 9-50 2 0 8

62 •026 9-24 2 6 7

79 •033 7-87 I 19 4

40 •016 5-87 1 7 10

349 146 9-00

City of York.

T. r-iiycocl;,M.l).

The benefit societies are the following :—The York Female Benefit Club; the
iTork Amicable Society; the York Female Friendly Society; the Lord Dundas'sJaion; the New Union Benefit Society; the York Brotherly Society,

n Appendix No ^e''"'^

sanatory condition of thesis districts, see the Dispensary Table

It is impossible to ascertain the amount of losses of rent and
•ates Irom the poorer classes of tenements by interruptions in
Lhe employment of the inmates, and the expenses occasioned
)y sickness and mortality. The subjoined Table is a return
rom the Union, in which particulars bearing on this point are
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City of York. Table 12,

—

Return from the Board of Guardians of the York Union.

T.Laycoclj.M.U.

Number

of

Husbands

or

Faihers

who

have

died

below

60

Years

of

Age.

>

Avorajie

Age

of

the

Husband

or

Father

at

Death.

O
•c *

u •

t s
°§

So
<

4J =

's y g

ipsi
< M c K

I— S 1,

£ 2 o —£= o -
E-

Total number of persons at pre-l

sent on the oiit-door or in-door 1

relief list, relieved on account >

of chiiins forrelief arising from

Total number of children belong-

ing to widows in receipt of

Total number of children relieved]

whose fathers and mothers are >

176

t •

• •

Years.

43 I

• •

• •

Average
period of

dependence
ai'.tuully

experienced

n

• m

|Not known.

Table 13.

\^'eekly

Cost.
Annual
Charge.

1. Total amount of relief given to persons at presentl

Widows . . . .3031
Children of widows , 246J

£. s. d.

188 0 0

59 4 11

•28 6 9

£. S. d.

• •

3080 15 8

1474 11 0

4555 6 8

Table 14.

1. Total number of cases"

which have been attended

by the medical officers of

the Union
2. Total number of cases

in which support has been
given on account of sick-

ness during the last three

years

3. Number of cases in which 1

coffins have been given .
)

4. Total number of cases

in which the whole ex-

pense of interment hns

beea provided at the pub-
lic charge .....

Year ended Lady-day

1839

Cases,

606

122

45

Money
expended.

£. S. d.

241 6 0

2 5 6

63 0 0

Year ended Lady day,

1840

Cases,

553

229

51

Money
exi)ended

.

£. s. d.

172 10 0

5 6 6

54 15 1

Year ended Lady-day,
1841

Cases.

513

187

45

Money
expended.

171 0 0

3 2

55 14
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The total annual charo-e on the Union for the year ending- City (.rvork.

March, 18-13, being- 11,634/., the total average annual expense r.LayiS^.M.r

of cases of widowhood and orphanage upon the Union is nearly

30 per cent, of the total annual expenditure. This is, of course,

but a very small proportion of the cost to the community of
deficient sanatory arrangements. If the distress and destitution

experienced by widows and orphans in private could be ac-

curately estimated, the amount would be incredibly great.

Medical advice is given gratuitously to a great extent by the
medical profession generally, and also by the City Dispensary
and County Hospital. The latter takes in patients from any
part of the county : the Medical Staffprescribe also for the out-
patients of the charity, the greater part of whom reside in York.
The advantages of the dispensary are confined almost entirely

to the sick poor of the city ; those unable to attend at the in-

stitution are visited at their homes. There is also a small
district dispensary : it is not, however, a public institution.

The following is the average annual expenditure and number
of patients of the two medical chai-ities:

—

Table 15.

Average An-
nual Number
of Patients

for- Five
Years.

Average Annual
Expenditure

of Five Years.

York Couuty Hospital .... 974
£.

1496

York City Dispensary .... 2119 574

York having had for many centuries a municipal government,
land as a commercial and military locality having partaken in
all the social changes of the kingdom from time immemorial, it

ds an interesting question to determine how far the better,
^although unsystematic sanatory regulations of later years, have
been followed:— 1st, By a concomitant improvement in the
.'general health

; and, 2ndly, By a greater immunity from epide-
imics. The former may be inquired into in various ways, p'irst,

ithe general rate of mortality at successive periods can be com-
pared with that of the present time, and the mean age at death
in each parish with the general mean.

Drake, the historian of York, has given the number of births
>and burials for seven years, from August 5, 1728, to August
3, 1735; during this period, the average annual excess of
ourials above births was 98 ; and calculating the then popula-
:ion in the ratio of 1 birth to 27 inhabitants (the ratio of all
arge cities), the deaths were 1 in 21-77, or 498 annually to

i: 0,800.
^
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City of York. In 1777, Dr. White of York communicated a paper to tlic

T Luy;;^ MD Royal Socicty of London, in which he compared the mortality
" ' '

of York for the seven years from 1770 to 1776 with the tables

of Drake. He estimated the population of the city by two

different methods, at 12,798, being an increase of 2000 in the

years subsequent to Drake's publication ; but the annual ave-

rage number of deaths had decreased nearly 45 annually, and

the births now exceeded the deaths by 21 annually ; the popu-

lation living to one death annually having risen to 28-22.

Dr. White attributes this great improvement in 45 years

(one-third fewer dying in the latter than in the former period)

partly to the introduction of inoculation, and the improvements

in medicine, and in the hygiene as well of infants as adults

;

partly to the local improvements in the city during the pre-

ceding years. " The streets," he says, " have been widened in

many places by taking down a number of old houses built in

such a manner as almost to meet at the upper stories, by which

the sun and air were almost excluded from the streets and

inferior apartments. They have also been new paved, additional

drains made, and by the present method of conducting the ram

from the houses, are become much drier and cleaner than for-

merly. The erection of the locks, about four miles below the

city, has been a great advantage to it, for before this the river

was frequently very low, leaving quantities of sludge and dirt in

• the very heart of the city, also the filth of the common sewers,

which it was unable to wash away."— Trans, vol. Ixxu.

The subjoined table presents a view of the gradual and

steady improvement in the sanatory condition of the city Irom

the time of Drake to the years 1826—1831, when it appears to

have retrograded. It is remarkable, however, that the average

age has varied so little. The deaths in 1781 were 1 m 28, and

average age at death 28 years; in 1839—41, the annual pro-

portion of deaths had fallen to 1 in 37, and the mean duration

of life risen to 32 years. The health of the city appears much

more deteriorated in 1841 than it really was ;
that year was an

epidemic year. The period for which the" mortahty was calcu-

lated is shorter, and the mode in which the previous results were

obtained, an average of five years being taken as the mortality

of the fifth, would necessarily render them rather more tavou-

rablc than they really were.
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[Table 10.

241

Cily of York.

;lhowiug the progressive imiirovement in the Health of York since the commence- T.Lajcock, M.D.
meat of tlie last Century.

-

[^Period.

"

Numbur

Deaths.

Popula-
tion.

Per Cent-
age of Per-
sons Dyiriii

undiT 5

Years of
Age.

Per Cent-
age of Per-

sons Dying
abuve 5
Years.

Per Cent-
age of Per-
sons Buried
aged above

70

Average
Age of
Persons
Buried.

Inhabitants
to one
Death.

ol728 to 1/00 o,48o 1U,0UU • fl • 21 -77

ol77v.io l/ol • • li , /yo 00 'o 0 1 - O ID • 0 no . OA

l/Slto 1791 4,oo8 i4,u/y DZ'Uo 14- b7 on cno0«52 oo -AO32 -Uo

T Tfil 1 1 OA 11/yi to loOi A Am
4, yyi 16, 140 o7 • lo (to . Q7 T A , A A14-44 OA . t! A oo . oo6i'6S

1801,10 lisUo
o coo2,000 1 7 1 Ql

1/ , lol 00" 00 04* 1/ 1 0 . c: /IlO-04 OA » fiO29 '3d OO OA00-84

ion/*! lOii1806 to 1811 lo,

7

QT. on oi ' /O lo-oo on - A AoU-90 O C . TOo5-72

1811 to 1816 n one2,oao QO .OAoo •o4 DO Id J 7 - 71 /I n - TA

1816 to 1821 2,557 20,787 35-88 64-12 16-62 31-4 40-56

1821 to 1826 2,643 23,523 36-23 63-77 15-82 32-56 44-51

1826 to 1831 3^033 26,260 36-87 63-13 13-04 29-39 43-30

1839 to 1841 2,398 30,152 42-16 57-84 32-21 37-77

The average annual mortality of each of the periods in this table is considered

s representing the mortality of the last year of the period, on the population of

,hich the ratio of persons living, to one death annually, is calculated. The per-

jntages are from 26,000 deaths in the parish registers.

: a. This estimate is on data from Drake's " History of York."

b. From data published by Dr. White, of York, in the 72nd volume of the " Phi-

isophical Transactions."

On comparing the mortality of the several parishes in York
vide Tables 7, 8, App.), as deduced from the entries in the
arish registers from 1778 to 1831, we find that their sanatory
ondition during that period was generally analogous to their

resent. The two parishes on the high ground on the sotith-

'est bank of the river are at the top of the list ; the two lying
lose to the margin of the river are at the bottom. The follow-
ig table will show this more clearly ; and also that while in the
)rmer the sanatory condition has improved, in the latter it has
emained stationary or deteriorated :

—

VOL. I. R
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fjjly of York.
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Although the data derived from the parish registers are not city of York.

3 be relied on so certainly as those from the modern registers, t. Lay^< m.e
le results are so constant as to leave little doubt of their

eneral accurac3^ In some of the other parishes where a similar
niformity of sanatory condition has not been observed, it

ould appear that the deterioration or improvement is attri-

utable to the increased or diminished density of the population.
»ne or two parishes, formerly in a great degree suburban, con-
lin now an increased civic population ; Avhile in others, in the
eart of the city, old buildings have been taken down, the streets
idened, and the population diminished. The following tables
ill illustrate these views':

—

Table 18.

1 Rate of Mortality at Three Periods in Two Parishes, with a Decreasing
Population,

Ancient City Patishes.
Population
in Census

Year.

Per Cent,
dying aged

under
5 Years.

Mean Age
at Death.

Parish of St. Helen, Stonegate

1839 to 1841

678
707
607

51-7
41-9
23-8

23'4
]8-7
39-9

Parish of St. Michael, Spurriergate.

From 1816 to 1821
1826 to 1831
1839 to 1841

593
645
499

39-8
46-1

37*03

28-8
22-1
33*3

hese results, however, being derived from the parish regis-
Ts, must be considered as approximative only; as also those
the following table :

—

Table 19.

I Rate of Mortality at Three Periods in Two Parishes, with Increasing
Population.

Parishes in part Suburban.
Population
in Census
Year.

Per Cent,
dying aged

vinder

5 Years.

Mean Age
at Death.

•arish of St. Saviour.
From 1816 to 1821

1839 to 1841

1172
1348
2028

29-6
35-4
53-0

35-4
28-2
25-2

?arish of St. Cuthbert,
From 1816 to 1821 824

1797
1995

35'8
40-2
53-6

34-1
30-1
28-8

r2
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City of York. Witli I'cgard to the second mode of comparing the past and

T.Laycook.M.D. pvcsent salubvity of Yorlc, it is probable that the mortahty from

the exanthematous epidemics, if it could be ascertained from the

parish registers (as I think it might be), would correspond with

the general mortality. The pestilential epidemics certainly

have this correspondence. The last of this kind from which

York suffered was the cholera ; and the localities of 145 deaths

from that disease out of 185 which occurred in the whole city

show that it was fatal to the people in proportion to the de-

ficient drainage of their locality. I add a historical sketch of

the epidemics of York, commencing with those of the middle

ages. From this it is manifest that the frightful mortality of

these plagues and visitations," as they were termed, was

altogether dependent on the malaria generated in the city,

partly from absolute uncleanliness, partly from deficioTit sewer-

age and drainag-e. It also shows that the seasons of prevalence

and the localities of previous epidemics (the plaguem 1551, tiie

plague of 1604, and the cholera of 1832) are, to a great extent,

identical with those in which they still flourish in a mitigated

form, although the insalubrious localities now principally

occupied by the poor were then the residences of the wealthier

classes of society.

The means requisite to be adopted for improving the sanatory

condition of the labouring classes in York are, I presume, suffi-

ciently obvious from the details in the two Reports and the

Appendix. A thorough, systematic, and provident application

of the best medical and physical science to the architecture,

drainage and sewerage, and the hydrauhcs generally of towns,

Avould, without question, be the cheapest eventually, although

possibly the most costly at the outset. As some of the causes

of insalubrity remain yet to be ascertained, and as the registries

of births and deaths must constitute the basis of all sanatory

inquiries, it would be well to secure a more accurate entry of

the cause of death by a systematic application of medical science

to registration.

Thomas Laycock, M.D.

York, March, 1844.
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APPENDIX.

\ASANATOKif Table for York; calculated on the Census of 1841, and the Entries of Deaths

in the Registries of the York District during 1839, 1840, 1841.

Parish.

E Holy Trinity, Micklegate .

• St. Martin with St. Gregory

St. Helen, Stonegate .

i Holy Trinity, Kinj^s-court

St. Martin-le-Grand

: Minster Yard . . .

St. Giles • . •

St. Nicholas . .
_

. .

: St. Michael, Spinriergate
* St. Maurice (/) . .

• St. Mary, Bishophlll, Junior

St. John, Delpike . •

. All Saints, Pavement .

: St. Wilfriil and Mint Yard
; St. Mary, Castlegate .

: St. Olave, Maryt;ate (g)
: St. Michael le Belfrey .

* St. Lawrence . .

: St. Sampson ....
: St. Mary, Bishophill, Senior
* All Saints, Peaseliolm
* St. Margaret . . .

St. Peter the Little . .

* Beddern ....
* St. Andrew .

Holy Trinity, Goodramgate
* St. Saviour . . .

* St. Crux ....
St. John, Micklegate .

* St. Cuthbert . . .

* St. Dennis ....
* St. Helen-on-the-Walls

All Saints, North-street .

•» St. Peter-le-VVillows .

* St. George ....
Total and Averages
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Z

61 OA 84-75 '59 . fiQ 404 281 - 8 9- 04 17^ 39 42-58
C - /too4 50 90 49-02 fl-i Jo —> X o 346. 2 7- 40 32- 16 41 • 89
CAT
fiU7 48 QQGO 45-63 404- 3 8- 40 23- 80 39 • 95

685 53 A Q 38-92 47. finHi/ OKI 1 71 207 • 5 9- 05uo 34- 88 38' 07
(t '3 44 QnoU 50-27 4^ . fi*? 332 184- 3 7- 23 26- 47 37^ 18

c A .1 54 lb (a) 321 416 - 9 9- 59 35- 29 35 • 47

1 jZDO 48 oi 43-37 ^1 • ft! 358 147- 2 10- 60 29- 63 35. 30

iOi • •
1 Q19 45-5 01 UO 606- 6 7. 18 20- AO08 34 • 30

/I (in 40 A 141 32-67 07 •70 150 249- 5 9- 62 37- 03 33- 35
1 AO A
1 , 4Z4 40 36-37 dO 70 356 178- 0 13- 11 33- 00 32- 54
1 n r 1
1 , 7a7 48 QC 39-39 37-38 210 125- 5 12- 85 31" 91 31 • 51

or 1 47 c o0 i 28-53 OO . d 117 117- 0 10- 08 46- 66 30- 95
ATI417 47 0 Q 33-9 TiO • fil 313 1390- 0 10- 09 40- 00 30 • 30

OOO 50 1 Qlo 44-59 75 • C|fi
/ O JO 357 593- 3 6- 46 35- 55 30 • 18

36 AO4Z 34-69 286 151 -
1 11 02 47 29 29- 69

ceo 46 ^QOJ 10-68 1 7'i 154- 3 12 09 45 83 29- 35
1 0 1 c 54 35-07 o/ uu 143 287- 9 9 37 43 87 28 27

no 1 42 00 32-73 7^7/ Of 105 4 13 25 39 72 27 31

761 52 38 43-23 OO 1 u 254 253 6 10 77 46 51 27 09

1,123 40 31 34-44 dX'(\\IJ, uo 196 153 8 12 91 40 24 26 61

373 34 33 (6) io uu 225 286 1 14 20 47 82 26 47

1,207 37 50 25-68 7 • 69 125 165 3 13 58 47 69 25 94

573 47 70 28-65 44. n711 u / ] 72 286 5 11 69 43 59 25 28

368 48 59 a29-13 1 10 102 2 12 •22 52 50 24 12

318 44 33 43-56 28-95 318 96 0 8 -80 44 •11 24 00

551 52 46 28-11 44-59 275 1836 15 -24 45 •94 23 -89

1,995 39 50 29-51 37-22 142 231 •9 13 -95 57 •87 23 -62

910 38 57-35 45-5 2'27 211 -6 10 -10 45 -0 23 26

1,026 33 131 29-31 30-78 114 132 2 11 •98 50 -45 22 -87

1,138 36 40 •25-Ofi 25-67 103 120 •1 14 •70 57 •94 22 -47

1,314 35 38 32-57 36-18 172 146 •0 12 •25 52 •29 21 •36

444 40 135 (6). 66-66 334 740 •c 14 •18 57 -89 19 •52

1,199 39 43 24-82 36-40 100 164-2 14 •76 55 10 19 •56

497 39 40 27-89 27-61 93 115 •5 16 •70 59 -25 19 •9

1,024 37 40 (0 38-88 140 147 •7 15 •13 60 •67 18 -07

28,93^. 44 37 33-85 37-77 187 181- 11 •76 42 -16 32 •21

(a) Minster Yard and Beddern, (6) All Saints Peaseholm, St. Cuthbert, and St. Helen-on-the-

Walls, and (c) St. Dennis and St. George are respectively united. No return of the births

the parish of St. George could be obtained.
. „ u •. ,

{U) Exclusive of the asylum, (f ) No deaths of this class. (/) Exclusive of the hospital.

(g) Exclusive of the workhouse.

Note.—The parishes which are marked * have a declination exclusively to the Foss
; and

as the level of that river is 7 feet higher than the Ouse, their true draina|re altitude = the mean

altitude - 7 ; thus the true drainage altitude of St. George is 30, or 37— 7.
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for the ichole City and in different Parishes. 249

City of York.

Table sliowins the Average Ape at Death, and Per Centnges at Three Ages T.Lay^.M.D.
Ages of all the Persons Buried in each Parish of the City of Yoik (whose are

entered in the Registers) between 1770 and 1831.

For the whole of the city

a St. Olave . .

St. Martin cum Gregory

Holy Trinity, Micklegate

St. Martin, Coney-street

Mary Bishophill, Junior

St. Crux ....
Mary Bishophill, Senior

St. Cuthbert . . .

6 St. Maurice . . .

St. Saviour . . .

Trinity, King's Court

St. Lawrence .

St. Michael-le-Belfrey

St. Mary, Castlegate .

St. Sampson .

St. Dennis....
All Saints', Pavement
Trinity Goodramgate.
St. Margaret • . •

St. Helen ....
St. Michael, Spurriergate

All Saints', North-street

St. John ....

S.2
S 3i

1 ! •

(3 a;

5 to

a

u

<
O

<U Si

Per

Cent.

Dying

aged

under

5

Years.

Per

Cent.

Dying

aged

above

5

Years.

Per

Cent.

Dying

aged

above

10

Y'ears.

Years

above

or

be-

low

the

Average

at

Death

in

the

whole

City.

26 045 30-80 36-44 63-56 15-00 • .

3 233 40*42 22-05 77-95 21-72 + 9-62

623 34. 18 28-36 71-64 20-05 + 3-38

33-86 27-89 72 - 1

1

22-20 + 3-06

400 33.65 30-14 69-86 15-59 + 2-85

946 33 '20 30-29 69-21 16-59 + 2-40

711 32-96 37-84 62-16 17-40 + 2-16

1 ''711,-11 32-67 35-00 65-00 17-67 + 1-87

1,40.1 31-61 35-90 64-10 15-41 + 0-81

652 30-18 35-90 64-10 18-58 —0-62
1 229 31 '37 33-12 66-88 15-68 + 0-57

'lOl 30-14 41'63 58-37 23 • 63 —0-66
9S7 29-59 34-14 65-86 14-42 —1-21

1 ,828 29-41 36-96 63-04 14-94 —1-39
1,614 29-28 31-56 61-44 13-41 —1-52
1,883 28-41 44-10 55-90 14-00 —2-39
1,294 28-30 42-36 57-64 12-90 —2-50
1,197 27-91 41-82 .58-18 11-76 —2-89

799 26-70 41-53 58-47 12-73 —4-10
1,250 26-70 44-61 55-39 12-01 —4-10

539 25-44 45-69 54-31 11-41 —4-36
909 25-83 43-59 56-41 11-94 —4-97
889 25-30 47-12 52-88 11-01 —5-50

1,005 22-74 49-17 50-83 9-04 —8-06

The names are given as the average age is above or below the mean age of

the whole city.

a. With the deaths from the County Asylum, the city workhouse, and a hospital

for decayed gentlewomen.

b. The deaths in the County Hospital, situate in this parish, are not included.



250 Mortalityfrom the Plague in the Year 1348.

City ofYork. Report on the Epidemics of York, especially those prevalent in the

T. LaycQck.M.D. 16(f/«, 17th, and ISth Centuries, and on their connection with

deficient Sanatory Regulations. By T. Laycock, M.D.,

Physician to the York Dispensary.

During the middle ages, the towns and large cities of Europe

were ravaged, at intervals, by destructive epidemics. The

history of these " visitations," is of very great political import-

ance, as I shall show subsequently, and I have therefore thought

it would be proper to place on record some facts respecting

them, and their prevalence in York, which have not hitherto

been noticed.

The first notice I have met with is in connection with the

"black death," a glandular typhus or plague, by which it is

calculated 25,000,000 of persons perished in Europe only,

during the years 1348 and 1349. In the latter year, according

to Dr. Barnes, the historian of Edward the Third's reign,

m

the City of York it raged furiously from about the Ascension,

to the Feast of St. James the Apostle," that is to say from

April to the end of July- As in London, so in York, the com-

mon grave-yards were insufficient for the interment of the dead.

On the 10th July, 1349, a Commission was granted to the Bishop
;

of Damascus to dedicate the chapel of St. Olave at Fulford,

and the cemetery thereof, which is dependent on the church of

St, Mary, York, " in regard ecclesiastical sepulture had ceased

therein, by reason of a pestilence and great mortality had then

reigned."* Mr. Thiselton, Registrar to the Dean and Chapter,

has favoured me with a perusal of a manuscript copy of " Some

Memoirs out of the Ecclesiastical Registers of York," m which

there is the following entry :—" 1368. The ChanceUor, pres.,

John York to the school, though not Master of Art, such bemg

scarce by the late mortality, Jan. 9." The black death " left

scarcely a iciest alive," but this entry is at too late a period to

be referred to that destructive plague. A " great plague,

however, broke out in London in 1363, and since the provmces

rarely escaped, when the metropolis suffered, York and the

North of England may have experienced imusual mortality at

this date. Again, in 1379, according to Gent, " so great a

mortality happened in the north, that encouraged the Scots

to come into England, killing the sick, and driving the health-

ful into the southern parts." This is doubtful, but during the

prevalence of the " black death," the Scots certainly made a

foray into England, taking advantage of the weak condition

of the population, and carried the disease back with them.

Again, in 1390, the North of England suffered from a pestilence,

in common with the Avhole kingdom, and Gent says that 11,000

* From the records of the York Ecclesiastical Court, (luotetl in Collectio Rerum

Eccles., by G. Lawtoii, Es(i., vol. i. p. 44.



The " Sweating SicJuiess.'* 251

persons were buried in York in that year ; an incredible num- ciiyofYork.

ber, as it must have been much more than one-half of the x.Lay^i.M.n.

population. The " sweating sickness," an epidemic resembling

the cholera in all its most essential features, the only difference

being, that in the one the skin, in the other the bowels were

affected,* appeared first in England in August 1485, being

imported, according to Hecker and preceding historians, by the

Earl of Richmond's invading army. It is doubtful a priori,

however, whether the sweating sickness " was really a new
disease, and imported as stated. Indeed, Hollingshed distinctly

observes, that in the year 1252, "sweats, agues, and other

diseases," prevailed in England after a dearth ; a murrain
among cattle following them in autumn. It is not a little

remarkable, too, that in June of this year, a pestilential disease

was prevalent in York, as appears from the following entry in

the corporation records :

—

" Md. that the fift day of Juyn, in the secund yere of the reigne of King
Ric. the Third cam in p'per p'sone before Nicholas Lancastre,
iiiayre, and shewed how oone Robt Hewarth of York, shomaker, unto
whome the said stode apprentise, licensed hymefor fere of the plage
of pestilence that reigned to dep' frome his s'vice unto his p'per frends,

and that he the said suld wele and truly come agane to his s'vice

unto the said RoLt Heworth, assone as it shall pleas o' lord Jhu to sease the
said plage, the forsaid made a bodily othe upon tholy Evangelist be-
fore the said maire, desiring his lordship to testifie the same.'t

Mr, Davies seems to incline to the opinion that this plague^
then in York, was the disease alluded to. He observes in a
note,^—

_

" From this memorandum we learn that a pestilential sickness, of so se-
rious a nature as to be called the plague, was raging at York early in the
year 1485. It is recorded in Arnold's Chronicle (p. 38), that there was
' this yere a grete deth and hasty, callyd th' swetynge syknes,' which
proved fatal to two successive Lord Mayors, and several Aldermen of
London, within a few days, during the month of September. On the 16th
of August, when the York council were assembled upon receiving in-
formation of the Earl of Richmond's landing, no more than three alder-
men, and seven of the twenty-four were present ; and it is noticed, that
the others were sojourning without the city, ' for the plage that reigneth."
By the alarming spread of this pestilence, the coronation of Henry VII.
was delayed until the 30th of October." (Pol. Verg. 567.)$

* In this disease, the sweat ran from the patient throuffh the beil-tlothes iti a
stinking stream; the voice was weak and tremulous, respiration difficult, the heart

;

palpitated violently. The hands and feet turned blue, the nails were curved, aud
•the skin wrinkled. The mind was rarely affected. It was as rapidly fatal as the
- Pj^olwa. " Some in one hour," writes Kaye, " many in two it destroyed,* and at
-the longest, to them that merilye dined, it gave a sorrowful sujipir. As it founde
^

them so it toke them, some in sleape, some in wake, some in mirthc, some in care,
• iome fasting and some ful, some busy imd some idle, and in one house sometyme
' „

^'
*°™'^'-J'"!'' *^"^) sometime souen, sometime eyght, sometyme more, sometyme

all, ot the which, if the haufe in euery towne escaped, it was tlio\ichte trreat
. fauour." t) ts

.. t Extract from the Municipal Records of the City of York, by Robert Davies,
f.S.A, 8vo. 1843, p. 213. J Ibid. p. 213.
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City of York. It cei'tainly seems probable that the disease observed in the

T.Lay^t.M.D. army at Bosworth, in the beginning of August, was the same
as that prevailing at the same time in York. This would be
amost interesting point to ascertain, which might be done by
reference to contemporary records. The next " visitation " of

the sweating sickness occurred, according to all historians, in

1506 ; but there is undoubted proof that the disease was pre-
vailing in York in 1493, as the folloAving extract from the

manuscript "Memoirs," before quoted shows. " 1493, William
Beverley died, but his residence approved, though he had kept
in two days of the sweating sickness. Jan. 4."

With the exception that Archbishop Rotherham died of the

plague at Cawood, in 1500, caught probably at York, we find

no record of an epidemic, until 1550. In that and the following

year, it aj)pears, both from the parochial register of St. Martin
cum Gregory (the only one of that date in existence), and from

the municipal records, that a contagious disease was exceedingly

destructive in York, and created great alarm. I am indebted

to Mr. Davies, the town clerk of York, for the folloAving docu-

ments, which, as Avell as the statistical data from the parish

register alluded to, are certainly unique. The first appears to

have been preparatory :

—

" xvj die Februarij, Anno iiij'" R.R.
" John Lewes, Mayer, Edw. vj''.

" Assemblyed in the counsaillChambre'of Ousebryg,\vhen & where

the sayd presens dyd tayke one ordre as well for the relief of all suche per-

sons as are visyted with the playg of pestylens in any place within this city

• and suburhes of the same, as also for the relief, help, & succour of all indi-

gent and poore people, and especially suche as are impotent & not habyll

to laybour."

From the following we may conclude that in May the disease

had created more serious alarm, and was increasing in viru-

lence.
" vij die Maij anno iiij'° R.R. Edw. vj".

" It was agreyd that all wardens in ther wardes shall generally take

shuche ordre for savegard of this citie, that all those whiche be, or herafter

shalbe, infectyd with the plaige, shall kepe their owen howses, and to be pre-

paryed for accordynglie. And if it forton any of them uppon great neces-

site to go abrode, then such as dothe goo abrode, shall have a \vhite Rodd

in ther hands thentent they may be knowen ; and that every howse that is

infectyd shall have Rede Crosse sat uppon the Dower ; and also that suche

as departith uppon the plaige shall be buryed uppon the day, and not

uppon the nyght ; and further, Avhen any person is departyd, that ymme-
diatlie before the corse shalbe hadd to the buryall, the bell shalbe knylled

unto the corse be hurried ; and further, that no Dogges go abrode m this

citie uppon payn to forfait for every dogg that goith abrode vj». viij .
' _

The mortality in the parish of St. Martin cum Gregory, for

that year, seems uncertain. The entries in the register number

5 in July, 21 in August, 25 in September, 6 in October, 4 in

November, and 6 in December. The average annual number

of burials in the parish, for the eight or nine preceding years,
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was 5-43; so that the mortality, during the summer months C'tyofYoik.

only, had increased more than twelvefold ; and as the popula- t. Lay^cM.c
tion, estimated on the births and burials of previous years,
would not be more than 212, about one in three died. 'J'he

disease abated as winter advanced, for on the 12th January,
1551, the Lord Mayor wrote to the Lord President, stating that
since Christmas not more than six persons had died of the
plague in all the city and suburbs, and at that time there
was not one sick in all the city.

The respite, however, was but temporary, as the disease re-
appeared with summer weather ; and in June the authorities
are again compelled to interfere :

—

« xxvjto. die Junij, Ao- R.R. Edw. vjti quinto.
'

" For soo moche as the Sykenesse hath nowe latly renewed in some
parts of this citie, and specially of the Weast side of Ouse, and is feared to
encrease onlesse bettar ordre be not herin had. It is therefore ordered," &c.

[To the same efPect as to keeping house, and marking the houses
with a red cross, as in the former order.]

This document is remarkable, as pointing to the locality of
the disease, "the west side of the Ouse." The united parish
of St. Martin cum Gregory is situate on that side, and again
suffered severely, but not apparently at the date of the docu-
ment just quoted; for there are no entries in the register of
burials until September, in which month 5 are entered; then
20 in October, 14 in November, 1 in December. If the popu-
lation of the parish be calculated at the same number as in
the preceding year, namely, 212, the deaths are 1 in 4, and are
again increased tenfold. From the entries we may infer that
in June, July, and August few deaths had occurred in this
parish, and we must look elsewhere for the habitat of the epidemic
on " the west side of the Ouse." Now the two parishes of St.
Martin and St. Gregory are situate on the declivity trending
towards the river, the parishes of All Saints, North-street, and
St. John, Micklegate, and part of Bishophill Junior being
between them and the river itself It is to these parishes, and
especially the two last, as being nearest the west side of the
Ouse, that Ave must infer the Lord Mayor alluded in his order
of the 26th June. This being granted, we can easily see howm due course St. Martin cum Gregory would become infected in
September and October. It should be added, however, that
the entire absence of entries in June, July, or August, could
scarcely depend on the circumstance that there were no deaths
in those months. Above one-half of the estimated population
ot this parish was carried off in the two summers of 1550 and
1551

;
and as it was then, as now, one of the healthy parishes

ot York, the births annually exceeding the deaths by nearly
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City of York. 37 poi* cent., we cannot fairly estimate the deaths in the city

.LayMdi.M.D. generally from this epidemic at less than 1 in 2, or one half,

but most probably the mortality was greater.

It is singular that, j ust as in 1485, the year in which historians

assert the sweating sickness first appeared in England, York
was infected with a plague, so in this its last recorded appear-

ance in England, we find York again ravaged by an epidemic.

Whether this was the true sweating sickness does not appear,

but it is more than probable that it was.

The sanatory regulations of the day are curious. Above

thirty years after their date, we find it is ordered in London by

the Lord Mayor, that a red cross and "Lord have mercy ujjon

us," be posted on all the houses infected with the plague, and

persons going abroad from infected houses were required to

carry a white rod in their hands, " two feet long." The red

cross had an early reference to pestilences. In the " black

death" of 1348, the flagellants, a sect of wandering ascetics,

brought into existence by that terrible destroyer, wore red

crosses upon their cloaks. Much light would no doubt be

thrown upon the epidemics of this century by a diligent search

in the valuable ecclesiastical records of our cathedral.
_

No further account of epidemical disease is met with from

1551 until 1604: '^In thisyeare," in the Avords of a city parish

register, " was the greate plague in Yorke." But, in fact,

Avhat would now be esteemed a very high mortality was then

little thought of, so numerous were the causes of disease and

death during the middle ages. When the plague was absent,

'•'the purples" (petechial fever), small-pox, autumnal cholera

(termed "the plague in the guts"), and exanthematous typhus

were constantly rife. But while these destroyed only 1 in 10

or 1 5 of the population, " a great plague," or " great visitation,"

destroyed 1 in 2, or 3 in 4 ; and this was the kind of epidemic

that happened in York in 1604. In the previous year (1603)

the disease was prevalent in London ; it was in Pontefract in

the autumn of the same year, and only very gradually ap-

proached York in the spring of the year following.

From the documents found in the city archives it_ appears

that the efforts of the authorities were directed principally .

against the propagation of infection by mendicants and vagrants

generally. Apparently, no measures were adopted to purify

the city from miasmata; and as there were wide stagnant

moats, no drainage, narrow streets, and filthy open channels,

the tide flowing above the city, and at ebb leaving sludge and

mud on the deep banks of the river, and exposing the mouths

of the sewers, the results may readily be anticipated. The di-

sease broke out, according to tradition, in " The Hag-wonn's

Nest," or Beedham's-couvt, on the west side of the river.
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corresponding to the habitat of the plague in 1551, and city of York,

in a few months carried off 3512 persons. The registers Ibr t.Lay^cM.D
that year of 17 parishes are extant (that of St. Nicholas

is in the Will-office), and from these I have been enabled to

make out the table subjoined, the clergy generally having
rendered me all the assistance in their power. It i8 to be
regretted that the registers of six large parishes are wanting
for that year. The probable population in each parish is

calculated on the average births and deaths in the four or five

preceding years ; the estimate for the whole city would be
about 1 1,000, a number very near that fixed by Mr. Rickman
in the Census Abstracts of 1831. A century later it was not
12,000. The deaths, therefore, from this plague would be at
least about 1 in 3. The first entry of death from the epidemic
is on June 4th, in the register of St. Michael, Spurrier-gate.
It is a singular coincidence, that while the cholera commenced
in the " Hag-worm's Nest"—the traditional natal spot of the
plague under consideration, and probably near to that of 1551
—the first death from cholera took place also in the parish of
St. Michael, Spurrier-gate, and on June 5th. The annexed
drawing is of a street in this parish (First Water4ane) in
Avhich the cholera was most fatal, and in which the first death
took place. The street is just wide enough for one cart to pass,
and stands now as it probably stood in 1551 and 1604. June,
indeed, appears to have been the epidemical month in York :

on " June the fift," 1485, we find the apprentice of Robert
HeAvorth was licensed by his master to leave York, " for fear
of the plage of pestilence that reigned," and so with the other
documents referring to 1550 and 1551. The first steps also of
the plague seem to have been very similar to that of cholera,
marking the badly drained districts by its course, as did the
latter. The mortality attained its height in the several parishes
of the city progressively, as will be seen by reference to the
subjoined table of monthly deaths. The low-lying parishes,
namely, St. John, Micklegate ; St. Michael, Spurriergate ; St.
Mary, Castlcgatc ; All Saints, Pavement, and All Saints,
North-street, first suffered in the order mentioned. St. Mary,
Bishophill Junior, adjoining Skeldergate, was ravaged concur-
rently with St. John, to which it is contiguous; and St. Martin
cum Gregory concurrently with All Saints, North-street.
Next in order were the parishes on the made ground between
the two rivers, on the east bank of the river Foss, within the
walls

;
then the eastern parishes ; the outlying parishes suffer-

ing last.
J b I
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Past and Present Mortality in certain Parishes. 2b7

^
Following the practice of their ancestors, the citizens left the cityof yovU.

city, and encamped on Hob Moor and on the Horsefair. Com- t La^ m d
munication with the country was cut off, and crosses erected,

"^^"^^

a mile or two from the city, on three or four of the principal
roads, that markets might be held around them. This pesti-
lence extended, however, into the rural districts. It was at

> Stamford Bridge during the same summer, and in the followino-
at Northallerton, Darnton, &c., as may be gathered from the
parochial registers of those places.

In considering the table, with reference to the mortality from
this epidemic in the different localities of the city, and to the
more modern mortality, various discrepancies occur. Holy
Trinity, Micklegate, now, and doubtless then, one of the
healthiest parishes, lost, apparently, one-half of its population

;but as Hob Moor, where the citizens encamped, is situate in this
parish, probably the number of burials was increased from this
nrcumstance. On the other hand, St. John, Micklegate, now
ihe worst parish in York, is one of the best in the table : the
haracter of the population at the two periods will perhaps
JXiDlain this. Many of the large houses now sub-let to poor
amihes were then the residences of wealthy merchants, who
TOuld be able to remove their families at once into the country,
'iut Its sanatory condition, even then, was lower than that of
he higher situate parish of St. Martin cum Gregory in 1550
isee ante)

; for during the four preceding years the laurials in
he parish exceeded the baptisms by above 22 per cent. The
arish of St. Helen, Stonegate, was in a very low sanatory
3ndition, the deaths during the plague year being 1 in 2-24,
nd the burials exceeding the baptisms in the four preceding
ears nearly 100 per cent. With respect to the other parishes
except St. Martin, Coney-street), their mortality corresponds
enerally with their present state, and shows very strikingly

P^i'^anent the causes of a low sanatory condition are.
if the mortality from cholera had been as great as from this

OKlemic, the deaths would have been about 9000 instead of
50. Indeed, it seems almost incr^ible that one-third (and
/en one-half) the population should have died; but this hap-
2ned with the cholera in towns where filth and miasmata
evailed. It is manifest, from the repeated recurrence of the
-me name m the registers, that whole families Avere destroyed.
1 the register of St. Helen, Stonegate, the occupation or
irentage of the deceased is stated, so that I am enabled to
Djoin the deaths m a few families resident in that parish :—

VOL, I.
s
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City of York
. j'qm linson, joiner.

T.Laycock.M.p. Son Thomas, buried . . . 2G Sept.

Daughter Ana . . . .26 ,

,

Wife ....... 27
Son John 30 ,

,

John Wilson, clocltsmith.

Son William, buried . . .15 Aug.
Anthony Leonis (his '))rentic-e326

,

,

John Wilson, the cloeksmith 28

Richard Cararie, "potticary."

Richard Cararte, " the rotti--} „ „ .

cary," buried . . . I
^ Sept.

Son Robert 7 ,

,

Son Clnistopher . . . . 16
Qaughter Elizabeth . . .18
Wife Cicelly 4 Oct.

Nicholas Cripleiige, haberdasher.
*Ani], his wife, buried . . 30 Aug.
Daui;h'fer Miiry . , . , C S'ept.

Nicholas Cripleuge, thel
3

haberdasher . . . , J
' '

'

Son Thomas . . . . .10
,

,

Son Robert 11 ,

,

W'n. Porson, the goldsmith.
Daughter Joan, buried . . 21 Aug.
fion John 23 ,

,

Daughter Eliza . . . .23 ,

,

Son William 24 ,

,

Daughter Anne .... 1 Sept.
Wm. Porsop, the goldsmith . 7 ,

',

Ralfe Harveye, Imhrother.
Ralfe Harveye, Imbrpther,

1

buried

Son Roliert

D.iughter Elizabeth

AFife Susanna 9

6 Oct.

3 Nov.
4

It is evident that the wife, son, and daughter of the em-
broiderer were away when he died, probably gone to their
friends in the country ; and a month after, in the beginning
of November, when the deaths had almost ceased in their parish,
had ventured back to look after their property, took the infec-

tion, and died, like their neighbours, within a few days of each
other.

The above details need no comment; simple as they are,

they sufficiently exhibit the domestic distress and desolation

caused not only by this epidemic, but also by those oft-recurring
pestilences of the previous centuries. Drake says this was the
last of the plagues by which York Avas periodicaU}^ visited

;

meaning, probably, that it was the last of the "great plagues."
We have no further record of the epidemics of "York until his

own time, when Dr. Clifton Wintringham published an accouni
of the weather and epidemic diseases of York for the twenty
years from 1715 to 1735, and when the deaths were about 1 to

22, and exceeded the births by nearly 20 per cent, annually

;

This essay is a very interesting document, and it is a fortunate
circumstance that his son. Sir Clifton Wintringham, republished
it with the other works of his father. Its title is " Commcnta-'
rius Nosologicus, Morbos Epidemicos et Aeris Variationcs in

Urbe Eboracensi Locisque Vicinis, per viginti Annos grassantes
complectens. Editio tertia," (first published in 1739).
From this essay it appears that York suffered constant^

either from one epidemic or another. Small-pox appeared a

three or four intervals during the 20 years over Avhich hi

Her son Bartholomew was baptized on the 23rd ; and this infant, as ofi

happens to infants in epidemics, appears to have survived (probably the only i>

of the family), the name never occurring in the register of burials.
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J qljsevyations c^ctpnd. In 1715 they assumed the conflupnt form, Cityofvork.

ajid a malignant type ; in the subsequent year their virulence t l.

—

'

, >vas diminished ; and in the winter of 1717 they tlisaj)pcared

altogether. In April 1721 the measles -vvere epidemic
; and in

the spring of 1 723 the confluent small-pqx re-appeared, accom-
panied in some instances with petechias. In September, 1725,
the raeasl.es of a mild charapter became epideniic, and continued
through the winter; and in the summer of 1726 the small-pqx
took their place, also in a milder form than in 1723. In the
autumn of 1729, a distinct kind accqn^panied an epidemic in-

: iluenza, and in thp fqllowing year were associated with measles
and other exanthemata. . In the winter of 1731, they bepame
iiiore malignant in charactpr, but disappeared almost entirely

! as summer advanced. In the spring of 1732, they re-appeared
in the neighbourhood, were confluent, and in summer were
prevalent in the city, but in a milder form. In the winter of
1733 the influenza, which extended over Europe, was prevalent
in York, and there was with it a few cases of small-pox ; in the

i autumn the latter were more frequent, but of a milder kind,
. and maintained that character through the winter and spring
of 1734 : in the autumn pf that year they became confluent.
The fevers noted by Wintringham were principally those

I dependent on malaria, and seemed to be eyery-day diseases.
Intermittents of every type appeared in spring and autumn

;

in summer, bilious remittents, ending in regular intermittents.
Phqlera, dysentery , or intestinal inflammation usually prevailed
iin July, August, and September. Sometimes the chqlera had
a mahgnant t3^pe, and was fatal in a few hours, as in the summer
of 1727. In Ma}^, 1719, a destructive "putrid fever," qr, in
other words, a typhus gravior broke out in York, and was at
ijts height in July and August, just as in 1604 the plague
was, 115 years before. Death in many cases followed on a
sudden and violent diarrhoea, which symptom seems also to have
preceded the outbreak of the fever. The weather was ex-
tremely hot and dry with little wind, and that little from the
south until the middle of July, Avhen a large quantity of rain
fell, and the weather was cold for a fortnight ; extreme heat
then suddenly returned. It is remarkable, with reference to
the sweating sickness, that in this fever, and in the summer
remittents and continued fevers of succeeding years, copious
partial or general sweats, with great depression "of the powers
3f the system, were observed. In May, 1728, the "putrid
rever" a^ain broke out, concurrently with extreme heat after
iontmued rains

; it terminated occasionally in a fever of the re-
mittent or intermittent form, as the heat declined. Wintringham
•cm arks that, like all other epidemics he had noticed, it was
•ishcred in by numerous cases of yomiting, diarrhoea, and pro-
use sweats, which he considered to be critical discharges of
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City of York. moi'Lid humours, and as indicative of nature's method of cure,
j

T.Lay^cM.DrThe " putrid fever" of this year was accompanied by an erup- i

tion not unlike flea-bites, and by a marbled redness of the I

skin, particularly about the chest. The breathing, before

difficult, was relieved on the appearance of this eruption. This

fever resembled, in all its essential circumstances, the puncticula,

or febricula, called also febris stigmatica, and petechial fever,

which prevailed in Europe first in 1490, and subsequently ac-

companied the sweating sickness. Hecker considers it to be ;

a variety of the bubo or Levant plague ; and it maybe reckoned

very properly amongst the pestilences of the city. In York,

epidemic sore throat (scarlet fever of later years) preceded it

in spring. Wintringham discusses the question how it was that

the character of the fevers at York changed with the tempera-

ture ; the malignant typhus becoming remittent as autumn
|

advanced, the remittent changing into semi-tertian, quotidian,

and tertian, coincidently with decrease of temperature, until \

quartans only appeared in winter, and then passing througl)
;

the same phases reversely as the warmth of spring came on, and

the heats of summer.* It is a remarkable lesson to theorists,

that he neglected altogether the malaria arising from the

stagnant surface water in the streets, from the putrid contents

of the sewers, and from the deposits on the shores of the river,

(as described by Dr. White,) and the eflfects of summer heat

upon them, to discuss an unmeaning hypothesis.

The health of the city gradually improved concurrently with

improved sewerage and drainage. The beneficial effects of

Naburn Lock, and of a greater attention to architectural

arrangements raised the ratio of mortality in 40 years from 1 in

21 to 1 in 28 ; so that the births exceeded the deaths
;
and^ for

the first time, probably for centuries, the population of York

increased independently of immigration. The epidemic exan-

themata were still however fatally prevalent, as is shown by the

numerous entries in the parochial registers, of death from small-

pox and measles. The Rev. J. C. Camidge remarks that in

the year 1785, of the 31 deaths registered in that year m St.

* « Quaest. 47. Annon successio harum febrlum sibi invicem, pro ratione aucti

vel dimiuuti caloris, tarn in variis anuis quam variis ejusdem amn tempestatibiis,

naturam et indolem earum eaudem feres esse demoustrat ;
difterentias autem a

minori fluore leiitores febrilis, et torpidiore sanguinis motu, m tempestafe fn^ida ;

et afluxiliori statu, agiliori motu, et majoii forsan coiiia, acnmonia, et putrediue m
calidiore plurimum pendere ? durante autem calore regnavit febris putnda, hoc

autem decliiiante, in intermiltentem, et deinde hyemis f. igore in quaitaiiam conver-

febatur. Pari etiam ratione accedente vere, iterum surrexerunt inlennittentes, quce

pro ratione caloris adaucti, febribus continuis similiorcs evaserunt, quosque tandem

auclis ulterius volalilitato, acredine, et putrediue materia;, febrem pulndam produ-

cebant Kt nnnon, hoc sic se habere exindc etiam patet. quod quo magis ad mter-

mittentes perfectus vergunt febres, et longiori inteivallo sibi mutuo succedunt

iiaroxysmi, eo ca?.teii3 paribus, dis?olveutia lortiora postulant, ct vice versa ;
ut tarn

in remittentibus quam iutemittentious quotidianis, tcrtiauis, et quartanis viUere

estP"p. 295.
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; Sampson's, 20, the number dying, aged under five years, were •

^.^

1 from small-pox. Statistical data of considerable value might
! be obtained from the parish registers commencing with 1 770-

1780; as the causes of death are generally stated, and no doubt
correctly, so far as regards the exanthematous fevers.

In 1832, when the epidemic cholera first appeared in Eng-
i land, the sanatory condition Avas stiU low, although when
I compared Avith the previous century it was improved to an
I extraordinary degree. The moats of the city Avere yet open
i and full of stagnant Avater ; many streets AA'ere imperfectly
I drained, and others not drained at all. It Avill be seen, from
! the list of streets drained, that active measures Avere taken to

1 remedy these defects by devising and executing neAV drains.

The moats Avere also covered in, the hovises of the poor
I systematically visited and cleaned, nuisances of all kind in-

quired into and removed; and to complete the arrangements
! for the expected foe, a house of recovery established. These

I

plans, devised by medical science and forethought, and carried

out in concurrence Avith the gratuitous assistance of medical
men, are in striking contrast Avith those of the authorities in

11604, and the results Avere proportionally different. On June
.2nd, 1832, the first example of the new pestilence occurred in

IBeedham s-court (" the Hag-Avorm's Nest"), situate in the

locality already marked out as the habitat of the pestilences

of 1551 and 1604, and by the 17th ten cases had been treated

in that filthy court. On June 5th, a street scarcely less im-
pure, the First Water-lane, furnished the next case, and the
first death; and by the 21st 30 examples of the disease had
occurred in that district. Other loAV-lying, ill-kept, and badly-

.ventilatedjDarts of the city Avere next visited, and by the 15th
the cholera had made its Avay into Coppergate, Hungate,
'Walmgate, Fossgate, Tanner-roAV, and North-street. From
thence it extended to other districts, and on August 13th 162
deaths Avere reported in the noAVspapers. The localities of 145
of these are stated in Table 11, in the Appendix to my report

on the present sanatory condition of York. It shoAVS distinctly

the connection betAveen miasma and the susceptibility of persons
living amongst them to imbibe fatal infection. On October 22^
the disease had entirely ceased in the city.

In revieAving this historical sketch of the epidemics of York,
the first and most obvious, general fact is, that they Avere all

Imost prevalent during the summer, and quiescent during the
Avinter. In 1551, for example, in January, there Avas not one
sick person in the Avhole city ; but in April, as the spring warmth
camo- on, so did the pestilence, and by the end of June had at-

tained such malignancy, that the cruel measure was adopted of

cutting off afflicted families from the assistance of their neigh-
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City of Yoik. "bdurs, and confining the healthy members of those families to the

T L&y'^i M.D. infected and confined air of their houses.

The following table strikingly exhibits this connection between

increased temperature and increased mortality :

—

Table 2 — Siiowinfr the Mortality in each Month of the three Epidemics, 1550-1,

1604, and 1832.

Deaths in the Parish of St.

Martin cum Gregory, during

the prevallence of the "sweat-

ing sickness" (?) in 1550,

1551

Deaths during the " Plague"

of 1604, in 17 parishes

Deaths from the " Ch(

Spasmodica" of 1832, ir

whole city of York .

June.

i

July.

August.

September.

October.

November.

1

December.

j

Total Deaths.

p
o

" = .

B.E g

> . . 5 21 30 26 18 7 107

• 53 249 638 793 115 93 45 1,913 3

1
66 98 13 13 1 • » 185 142

Further proof were scarcely wantiilg, as the histWy of all

epidemics exhibits the same relatidns. The table is, however,

a curious historical document, and is, I believe, unique, indeed,

our own modern experience of the cholera of the " plum season,

recurs annually to convince us of this connection and every year

people attribute their attacks of "bowel complamt to eating

plums or toasted cheese, or salmon, or to any cause except the

true one, namely, the miasmata evolved from stagnant water, or

impure drains, by the heat of siimmer.

xNow, no one wbuld be so illogical as to mfer that it was solely

the higher temperature that increased the mortality m the preced-

ing enemies, or liow could the healthiness of dry hot seasons or

climates be understood? or the commeiicement and greater lua-

li-nancy of these epidemics in the badl^ drained localities of the city

be explained? But if we suppose that it was the heat of summer

tad moisture co-operating to facihtate the chemical decornposihon

of organic remains; we can readily explain the whole mattei
.

This

connection between pestilential diseases and the decomposing ^/eim

of towns, and of coiigregated human bemgs has indeed been long

observed although its vast importance has been rarely appreciated

CaTus (o; Kaye) in his -Boke, or Counseill agam^ the Disea

coTmonly calU the Sweate, Or Sweatyng Sick--e, paHicularly

refers to miasmata as the first cause, ^1;^^"^^ n vtntJ
camps, the emanations givenoff after great floods, or battle^ or fK,m

putref;ing locusts, or from the earth during earthquakes. The v^

Lse/to quote his quaint language, -is close, and vnstirreda re,

Sre putrified or corruptt out of old welles, holes m ye grond
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made for grain^ wherof many I did se in & about Pcsaro, in Italy, by cily bf Ydfit;

openig-the aftre a great space^ as both those coutrime do cofesse, & T.LayTOci.M.i

also by exaple is declared, for y« manye in opemg the vhwarely be

killed." And his treatment is suitable to his doctrine: "Take
away the causes we maye, in damnying diches, auoidynge carios,

lettyng in open aire, shunning suche euil raistes as before spake

of, not openynge or sturrynge euill brethynge places, landynge

muddy and rotte groundes, burieng dede bodyes, kepyng canelles

cleane, sinkes and easyng places sweat, remouynge dongehilles,

boxe and euil sauouryng thynges, enhabitynge high and open

places, close towarde the sowthe, shutte toward the winde, as reason

will and the experience of M. Varro in the pestilece at Corcyra coii-

firmethe." At the time Kaye wrote the above, there was certainly

large room for the removal of ''the cause;" for Erasmus asserted

that in England "the floors of houses generally were made of

nothing but loam, and are strewed with rushes, which being con-

stantly put on fresh, without a removal of the old, remain lying

therfe, in some cases, for 20 years, witli fish-bones, broken victuals,

and other filth underneath, and impregnated with the urine of

dogs and men." The condition of the sewers and privios corre-

sponded doubtless to that of the house. The epidemics of the mid-
dle ages were, in fact, so fatal and destructive, as described in the

preceding pages, almost solely iri consequence of the deficient

architectural arrangements of the towns, and the want bf clocln-

liness. The population of Europe was thus kept Ao\i'n by pesti-

lence, as well as by war and famine, and its social progress retarded

to an extent really incalculable. If, throughout England, the chd-

lera of 1832 had been one-half only so fatal as the black death of

1349, or even as several of the later epidemics, the frame-works
of society would have been loosened, and the empire In dainger of

being broken up. Those acquainted with the social effects of

these scourges upon the thinly-scattered population of the middle
ages would anticipate no less than this, from the destruction of five

or six millions of persons in England within a few months. The
utter depreciation of property, terror, despair, and a total abandon-
ment of all social ties, would have been the consequence. In 1348,
the people in general thought the springs and wells were poisoned,
and thousands of Jews were slain with fire and sword as the

poisoners, in conjunction with hundreds of Christians, their supposed
accomplices. During the cholera epidemic in Europe, similar

suspicions were muttered against medical practitioners, as well in

England as on the continent ; and some were even murdered in

the streets of continental cities by mobs. Indeed it is but too
probable that, if the deaths from cholera in England had increased
so as to equal the mortality from the black death, the popular
frenzy would have wreaked itself in an irresistible paroxysm of
national mania, first, on the practitioners, and then on any class
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City ofYork. to whicli private malice might direct its malignant attention. It
T.Laycocu,M.D. must be remembered^ Government was quite unprepared i'ov

results of this kind ; the mortality only was thought of. In about
49 years the population of England, already one of the most
densely populated countries in Europe, will have doubled ; and
as the political danger of destructive epidemics increases with the
population, it becomes an imperative duty to ascertain whether we
are quite safe from the recurrence of these scourges ; and if not,

whether we have the means of placing ourselves beyond their

reach. The state of our large towns and villages sufficiently

answers the first ; we certainly are not safe. With respect to the

second^ the more researches into the history of epidemics are

prosecuted, and their nature ascertained, the more clearly it will

appear, that by an improved system of public hygiene, society may
be so shielded from their ravages as almost in effect to disarm
them. Even those more recondite causes of epidemics,—great
cosmic or telluric changes,—may be rendered comparatively
innoxious by a proper use of medical science and observation.

Delay, however, is dangerous ; for we may infer, from the expe-
rience of preceding epidemics, that the cholera will break out

again, and its second advent may be with such a coincidence of

atmospherical phenomena as to equal in destructiveness the most
virulent of the pestilences recorded in history. We may hope that

this will not be the case ; but when the momentous results of such
a return are contemplated, society should have a more rational

and certain safeguard against this and similar epidemics than an
amiable hope.

T. Laycock, M.D.

York, March 23, 1844.
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Different Rates of Mobtahty and of Biuths amongst the same Classes of Society

liviug in the Suburban and Rural Townships

—

continued. Sfieftield.

Separate Townships;

Nether Hallaiii Heeley Division

Ecclesall Bierlow. i i . i

Nether llallam . . ; . ;

Beauchief • •

Totley

Upper Hallam < • . « •

Norton .......
Dbre i i

ToAVn Distfict.

Rural District i ,

Whole Union . •

I*roporti6n of Average
Annual Deallis to

Population.

1 in 38
1 „ 44
1 45

1 ,y 45
1 „ 51
1 „ 54
1 „ 62

1 70

i „ 44

1 „ 58

1 „ 45

Proportion of Average
Annual Births to

Population.

1 in 32
1 „ 28
1 „ 26
] „ 28
1 24
1 29

1 ::

1 37

i „ 28

1 „ 30

1 „ 28

Different Rates of Mortalit-t prevalent among Classes of Persons engaged in the
Manufactures of ShetBeld, and resident in the Townships of Ecclesall Bierlow
and Northern Division of Nether Hallam.
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General Trades . . . . 2(!-57 54-81 24-83 14-33 18-43 7-69 414
r

(•Silver and Plated Workers 18-69 63- 24-39 1-62 20-31 41

u White Metal Smiths 17 -75 34- •22 21-25 28*
8

-aw Makers . . .
. 13-94 44-33 29-63 -9 25-06 17-67 27

o Edge To6l Forgers andX
59-03 2-78J2
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21-86 1-29 17" 14 2-92 35

3
a
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a Table Knife Forgers imd

( 19'43 56- 2-26 1-18 19-57* 6- 31
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=j i<
File Forg6rs, Cutlers, and i
Hardeners , . . . j

16- 08 45-36 28-05 . 3-02 22-92. 16-64 sa

tn Table Knife Hafters, J4-68 37-66 17-86 1-96 24-32 24-34 56
a Spring Knife Cutlers. .

Razor Sriiiths. . . .
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:Vnripns . . ; , . 19 -20 49-89 23-68 4-03 19-80 12- LI 114
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Class 5. Panpcrs in Workiiouse. 35-51 63-38 23-44 1-51 3-49 64
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6-37

.5-29
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Total* .... S2-58 52-70 20-82 57-53 10-42 .9-30 1787-
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Hiidaorsiicld. Different Rates of Moktality prevalent amongst different Classes of Socitty in tho
"""" Huddersfield Union.
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Different Rates of Mortality prevalent during Three Years amongst Merchants,

Manufacturers, and persons of different occupations connected with the Manufac-

ture of Woollen Cloths in the Huddersfield Union.
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Ill Leicester—in Middle Class Life. 2G9

Comparative Mortality in the Drained and Undrained Districts of the Town of

Leicester.

Leicester.

Streets.

East District.

Ctilverled . .

Partly culverted

Not culverted .

West District.

Culverted .

Partly culverted

Not culverted .

Streets culverted

Partly culverted

Not culverted .

184:0

» a

2I

Years.

13*

20
21

14^

25i

21

17

2 c.
ga
2 B OS

° S'S

The 3 years
averase 21,

and rather
more.

1841

24

21

18

30
23i

21

o

as 3
O O '2

1

lSi2

Average

Age

of

Death.

Proportion

from

Epide-

mics.
Average

Age

Death

for

Three

Years.

26 i I

T2 241
211 I

H
20

17* 1
7

16A

29 26^
22'22

17* 1

g m
These years were taken hecause the year
1840 was remarkable for the increase

of disease and the number of deaths
throughout the town,

Standard op Vitality actually attained in Middle Class Life. •

Average Age of Death amongst the Society of Friends, of whom the nnmher
ascertained to be in the United Kingdom in the year 1840 was less than 20,000.

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Year 1841—42.

Total Number of Deaths.
Average Age at Death of all

who have Died.

Average Age at Death of
all wlio have Died above 20

Years.

M. F. Total. M. F. Total. M. F. Total.

158 189 347 48-80 55-13 52-25 61-58 62-39 62-05

Year 1842—43.

Total Number of Deaths.
Average Age at Death of all

who have Died.

Average Age at Death of
all who have Died above 20

Years.

M. F. Total. M. F. Total. M. F. Total.

160 196 356 45-22 52*77 43-78 60-96 63-45 02-40



2/0 3Iean Age at Death in Middle Class Life.

Average Ago of Death amongst tho Society of Friends

—

coniinued.

London and Middlesex, York, Lancaster, Essex, and Westmoreland; 1811—30.»

Total Number pf Deaths.
Average Ago at Death of all

who have Died.

Average Age at Death of all

who have Died above 20

Years.

5M. ? Total. M. . K. Total. M. F. Total.

29'§4 .^1-5^ 61-13 4.0-27 43-19 ;41-78 59-12 58-96 59-03

* This retuni of deaths from 1811 to 1830 is from the registered ages.of deaths

in the burial-grounds of the Society, enabraces all who were buried in them, and

includes many who were not in membership with them. The returns of the deaths

in Great Britain, made up for tlie years 1841 to 1843, are strictly limited to the

members of the Society.

Propo|b.tions out of 1000 Dkaths at different Periods of Life, in the Society of

Friends, and in tl]e General Population of England and Wales.

Age.

Society of FpiENoa.

Great Britain aqd Ireland.

Populatiim of
England and
Wales, Four

Year
1841^2

Year
1842-43

Years,

183T-1S41

78-6 216-1

98-

28-8
17-3
34-6
74-9
63-4
80-7

100:9
152-7
204-6
126-8

17-3

148-9
36-5
8-4
50-5

84?3
67-4
50-6
89-9
126-4
165-7
146-1
25-3

396-8
50-8

26 9

34-9
77-7

66.3
61-5
61-8
79-8
84-8
60-7
7-7
•3

All ages .... 1000- 1000- 1000-

The numbers in this series are included in the next, " Under 5 years."

In the city of Geneva, where the average age of death appears

tQ be the highest yet ascertained of the whole population of any

city, being upwards of 40 years, or 10 years higher than in

in "London, the births but slightly exceed the deaths, and there is

but a slow increase of the population. In the community from

which the above returns are taken, in which there is great atten-

tion to temperance, cleanliness, and order, and in which an

average duration of life of from 12 to 14 years above the expe-

rience of the Carlisle table is attained, and in which a marriage

under age is unheard of, and improvident marriages are rare,—

it is stated on good authority, as a well known fact, that amongst

this population also the annual number of births only slightly

exceeds that of the deaths.
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SAMUEL HOLME, Esq., of Liverpool, Builder.
Liverpool

The position of Liverpool is eminently favourably for carrying Samui4 noime,

out those general improvements so necessary for ensuring the

comfort of the population. It is situated partly on the crest of a
minor elevation extending from the site of the old docli, along
Paradise-street, Whitechapel, Byrom-street, and Scotland-road^

and returning to the river, and partly on the side pf the ridge of

hills forniing part of Evertpn, Edge-hill, and Toxteth Park; the

valley between the two having been the original natural ditch or
streamlet which discharged itself into the old pool, on the site of

which the Custom-House is now built. That valley, now ocpupied

by the streets above mentioned, was therefore the great drain fprmed
by nature to carry off the water from both hills.

2. About two-fifths of the substrata of Liverpool is clay, vyhich

rises to the surface of the ground in many places, but is generally
covered with a coating of soil of about 15 inches to 18 inches thick.

The clay extends from the river to Scotland-road, and follows the

old stream before raentipned to the top of Whitechapel, when it

ceases ; and a line dra\\ai from this place to the river at the gputh
end of the Prince's Dock encloses all that portion of the town which
stands pn a subsoil of clay, and which is prpverbially the cpldest
and most unhealthy part of the town. Alpng the bc^nks of the old
stream, for a distance of about 100 yards on each side, we find
little "else than a bank of mud, evidently deposit, with occasipnetl
beds of gravel, and in a few instances irregular rock. Between
the site of this stream and the southern and eastern boundaries pf
the town, there is an admixture of yellow sand, and red and yellow
rock of a shelly nature, lying in beds of about an inch or two in
thickness, and generally resting on good rock of a solid nature at
an average depth of 15 feet.

This part pf the town is inhabited by the upper classes, and is,

with a few exceptions, (such as Crosby-street,) unquestionably the
healthiest. From an intimate knowledge of many of the large
towns and cities of the empire, I unhesitatingly assert that the
facilities for drainage in Liverpool, both from its peculiar position
and Its geulpgical character, are inferior to none, and that it is
capable of being rendered as healthy as amj town in the kingdom.

3. Some years ago the water from the higher levels was inter-
cepted

;
and instead of running down into Whitechapel, which is

below the level of a 20 feit tide, (taking the datura of the old dock
sill,) was carried off both at the extreme north and south ends pf
the town

;
and from this circumstance, and also from the number of

new sewers which have been formed during the last 10 years, we have
not had those serious floods with which we were formerly \isited.

4. There are many obstructions to the natural drainage, in conr
sequence of the numerous small outlets which formerly discharged
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Liverpool, themselves into the river having been stopped up, and their sites

SnmudHoimo, covered by buildings, docks, wharfs, and other commercial depots

;

J^si- and this renders it doubly necessary to provide artificial di-ains, not

only to take off the surface water which by these rivulets formerly

found its way into the river, but also to take off the foul water en-

gendered by our numerous manufactories, and from our thousands

of dwellings, a great portion of which, at the present day, is dis-

charged on the surface, and evaporates in pestilential exhalations.

5. Liverpool has suffered from the want of a correct public

survey, comprehending a system of levels from !:ome common datum,
to which architects and builders might have free reference. Nothing
of the sort, as yet, so far as I know, has been done. No systematic ^

plan has been originated on a comprehensive scale ; and not one
builder in ten takes any precaution as to internal drainage, partly

because in great numbers of streets there are no public sewers, and ^

partly because there has been no legislative enactment to comjjel

him to do so. Without such enactment I despair of seeing a better

state of things. Two-fifths of the land within the ancient limits of _\

the borough belongs to the corporation, and they might make it

a stipulation that every lessee should have perfect internal drainage,

but without a compulsory act, two-fifths of the remaining property

in the borough would, I am convinced, be left as it is, even if there

was a sewer in every street into which they could discharge their

overflows. In truth, from the absence of any systematic and com-
pulsory arrangement, every man has built as it has pleased his

own fancy, and little precaution has been used as to drainage.

There are thousands of houses and hundreds of courts in this town

without a single drain of any description ; and I never hail any

thing with greater delight than I do a violent tempest, or a terrific

thunder storm, accompanied by heavy rain; for these ai-e the only

scavengers that thousands have had to cleanse away the impurities

and the filth in which they live, or rather, exist. Much of this evil

will, however, be remedied by the Health of Town Bill, which

is now in operation, and which compels attention to cleansing

courts.

Then, again, except where the corporation obtain a local Act to

widen a specific thoroughfare, we have no plan for laying out our

public sti-eets, nor any structural arrangements to regulate their

width, or the description of dwellings to be placed upon their

margin. The Finance and Improvement Committees of the

Council have indeed a veto on all elevations of buildings placed on

leasehold land, the fee simple of which is vested in the corporation;

but this very circumstance operates most ridiculously. The cor-

poration have, perhaps, one-third of a street, and that, not in con-

tinuous property, but here a lot and there a lot. For example, I

hold a piece of freehold and a piece of leasehold in the same street.

For the latter I submit an elevation, which is sanctioned by the

committee, and I am restricted from placing on it a steam-engine.
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a chandlery, and other noisome trades. But on the adjoining lot Liverpool.

I can place any of these
; and as the corporation does liot; possess sumuJTr iany plan of the elevation of the various streets, they 'sanction """"^sq."

isolated elevations without knowing what is built, or intended to be
built, on the adjoining property, and we have consequently buildings
without any uniformity,— warehouses, shops, and offices, intermixed
with dwelling-houses of various heights and various characters, and
a mass of incongruity is the natural result.

In Liverpool, too, with the exception of Lord Derby and Mr.
John Leigh, we have no very large landholders. The soil is sub-
divided into a multitude of holdings, and a man runs a new street
generally as narrow as he possibly can, through a. field, not only to
save the greater expense of soughing and paving, which, in the first
instance, falls upon himself, but also that he may have a .greater
quantity of land to dispose of. The next owner continues that
street, if it suits him, but he is not obliged to do so, and the con-
sequence is, the growth of narrow thoroughfares, the erection of
mean edifices, the utter neglect of proper sewerage, the inattention

1
to ventilation, and that train of evils which is so much to be de-

!

ploi-ed, is the inevitable consequence. If we could have a good
1

public sewer in evenj street, sufficiently deep to drain every cellar
and a proper system of levels adopted, and each person was obliged

1
to make branch drains into the general sewer ; and if, in addition,
a general plan was arranged for the future extension of the town, it
would be of incalculable advantage. Very much has, however

.
bean done of late years by the Commissioners of Sewers.

(), 7. The regulations of the Health of the Town Bill lately
passed will show what provision is made for the future construc-
tion ot courts of houses, by which I mean houses built in rows and
ronling each other, for the dwellings of the poorer classes ; but

tliese provisions, admirable in themselves, are at best but partial
I and prospective, and do not reach the existing evils . In nu mberless
instances, courts and alleys have been formed without any declina-
tion tor the discharge of surface water. Many are laid without
channels; and while the solid refuse thrown upon them rots upon
the surface, the liquid matter is absorbed, and much of it finds itsway into the inhabited cellars of the courts. The north end of theoun is tuU of pits of stagnant water, which form so many recep-
tacles lor the putrid matter that is constantly-lferown into them,
sucti as dead animals, the drainage from starch and other manufac-

ntll'' u "Vp?^
^veather the stench from these places is frequently

intolerable, fhe whole of the north end of the town being, as I

Wn 1 "^^^""l'^^'^'
a bed of clay, these poisonous pools ai e never

dr,t?„ ^""""T
^^^^Poration; and from tliese, and the imperfect

sun '^'f ""^"-'T
*° ^b'^^b ^ ^^'-^^^ advert, instead of being

n orH ft ^ 1

n'ortahty of Liverpool, 1 am surprised that thS
molality, taking all things into consideration, is so exceedingly

VOL. I.
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Livenwoi 8. The privies of the houses built in these courts are, in almost

s.mu;i Holme every case, improperly situated, and are utterly inefficient for pur-

'

poses of convenience, much less of decency. Generally, a court

containing 16 houses will have two single privies, for the accommo-

dation of a population averaging 80 persons. They are almost

always built between the two upper houses at the top of the court,

but sometimes at the street entrance, leaving only a passage betvveen

them of three feet broad, for the ingress and egress of the whole

of the occupants. The ash-pit, which is destined to hold the ofial

from all the houses, is generally about four feet long, three leet

broad, and five feet deep; this is speedily filled, and the filthy

water oozes through the sides, or finds, by capillary attraction, it.

way into the nearest cellars ; most of these courts are built up al

the ends, and the houses are placed back to back, thei-e is therefoi '

no thorough ventilation, and as there is no underground drainag.

the stench is horrible. Yet thousands of our poorer classes ar.

living, or prematurely dying, in these fever succession house

There are no public necessaries whatever, and not a public urinal in

the whole town, except three small unsightly ones opposite the

sessions-house. if
9. The house drains, where they do exist m the better class ot

houses, are not properly cleansed by water ; nor is there, except in

comparatively few instances, any precaution taken to trap the

drains, and so prevent the stench from rising through the aper-

10. Even the public sewers are not constructed either to be

washed out by sluices, or to prevent the emission of smells from

the mouths of the gratings in the streets. Large accumulations ol

decomposing refuse are found in them when occasionally opened

and the miasma continually arising through the openings of th«

eyes is very offensive. This might easily be avoided by having c

cesspool properly trapped in each branch leading from the sid(

eyes which are covered by the street gratings, and which wouU

completely prevent the stench from rising through them. Ih

Commissioners are now desirous of remedying this defect

11. Notwithstanding the Commissioners of Sewers have ex

pended above 100,000/. in new sewers and paving during the las

few years, very much remains to be done, even in the prmcipa

thorouohfares, Wore our sewerage can be considered to be ac

complished. And although the Commissioners will permit (strang

that permission should be necessary) any person on applicatio

to make a branch drain into the public sewer, on payment ot th

sum of 18*. ;
yet with strange perversity they forbid an overtlo^

from a water-closet to be turned into them, and tlie consequence i

that nearly all the water-closets are discharged into open ash-pi

or cesspools, impregnating the atmosphere in numerous places, an

exposing that offensive matter to the suriace, and to the docon

posing effects of the atmosphere, which ought to be earned by tl
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public sewers into the main artery of the river, and the air is tlius Liver ooi
tainted through the mistaken views of those whose functions it

-°

especially is to provide the means of carrying off tliis effluvia.
S'''">i^^ i^ioimo.

13. Our street sewers are commonly of the egg-shape, which is

undoubtedly the best. The general size is three feet nine inches
high, by two feet nine inches wide ; and when the owner of anv
property is desirous of turning in a branch drain, the latter is at
least one foot in diameter, with a nine-inch rim. The cost of our
public drains, of the size above mentioned, is, as near as may be,
taking a fair average, 20s. per lineal yard, and the branch drains
11*. perl meal yard, but these prices include opening the ground,
filling in again, and repaving or reflagging over the top.

14. I am not aware that our public sewers are ever cleansed, ex-
cept by the rain. Some years ago the old sewers in Paradise-street
and Whitechapel, being about the level of an average tide, used to
be cleansed out by men who went inside for the purpose, and the

"

deposit was Hfted out at various vertical apertures by buckets;
but I thuik that since the formation of the new sewers this is no
longer practised. The cleansing of the sewers is however under
consideration.

15. There are scavengers, (generally paupers,) employed in
' cleansing the surface of the streets. The parochial authorities
'
contract with parties for the removal of the mud, &c., for manure;
but I am not aware that there are fixed gangs of men to certain
districts, for I believe that when the superintendent reports upon a
street it is ordered to be cleansed. On this point, however, I do

' not speak with certainty
;
but, generally speaking, the streets are

!

in a filthy condition in the lower and northern parts of the town,
:
and are, at certain seasons, especially near the docks, almost im-

I

passable.

16 The courts and alleys which are inaccessible to carts are
not cleansed by the parochial authorities, but are left to the in-
habitants to cleanse or not at their pleasure ; and the result is, that

.

great numbers of the courts inhabited by the lower orders receive
little or no cleansing except that which Providence showers from
the clouds. This, however, will be amended by the local Act to
which I have already adverted.

17. Few of the houses of the middle and poorer classes are pro-
vided with proper dust-bins or ash-holes, in many of the leading
streets where land is valuable- and I have already stated that the
courts inhabited by the poorer classes have middens so small and
metucient that there is no room in them for the refuse, and there

^'"l! .u"^^"^^
^^^'^^ ^"^f^se upon the public highways,

doiTg so^" ' ^^"^^^^ "^^""^ they subject themselves by

18. The highway board have a yard in Arrad-street where
remse has been deposited, but the inhabitants complained of the
f^mell which arose from it. The quantity, however, deposited there

T 2
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Liven,.„i. was small. The corporation have provided a receptacle near the

« TT, , canal, which is extensively used, but the largest quantity is taKen

yards near Leed's-street, which lie on the ban K of a

branch of the canal, and it is taken from thence in flats up the

country for agricultural purposes.
, n

19. The local authorities intrusted with the management ot the

sewers, the lighting and cleansing of the streets, &c., are, first, a

committee of the town council called the Watch Committee, con-

sisting of 25 members, and who devote a great deal of time to the

purpose. They have also the management of the pohce. Jsext

are the highway board, commonly called the Commissioners of

Sewers Their functions are principally directed to the fomiatiou

of sewers, watering the streets, repairing the footpaths and pave-

ment of the streets.
,

Fifteen are elected by the rate-payers in public vestry, and are

formed and act under special legislative powers, and nine members

are nominated by the Council, who pay 5000Z. a-year towards the

There is also, of late, a special committee of 16 members of the

council, called the Health of the Town Committee, whose province

it is to carry out the local Acts connected with buildmgs, and

other general matters. These various boards consist of active

men well versed in local afFairs, but it has always appeared to me

that'unity of purpose is not obtained by having separate com-

mittees of action. ,

I think that if these bodies could be amalgamated, and our

watching, pohce, hghting, sewering, and cleansing, together with

the regulation of our buildings, were all placed under one com-

mittee: acting in unison ; and if they, in fact, were resolved into a

minor corporation, much confusion would be avoided, and much

benefit would result. There would be no jealousy of separate

power, "Ephraim would cease to vex Judah, and as, with the

exception of that part contributed by the corporation, all the re-

mainincr funds are levied by rate on the inhabilants a committee

might be created of 42 members, 28 being elected by the rate-

payers, and 14 nominated by the corporation, and by the abolitior

of the cumbrous machinery of separate boards, or rather its re-

arrangement under one head, unity of purpose and vigour ot actioi

would be obtained. , . . „

20. I have already glanced at the evils arising from nari-ov

streets, and I should be glad to see a general survey made of th.

environs of Liverpool, and a local Act obtamed to prevent sucl

miserable thoroughfares; and without power is granted by tlK

Legislature to compel landowners to make public streets ot .

suitable width, I fear it will never be done.
_

21. It is unnecessary for me to reply to this question. Ih

melancholy facts elicited by previous inquiries clearly show tha

LiveiTOol contains a multitude of inhabited cellars, close am
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damp, with no drain nor any convenience, and these pest-houses tiven>ooi.

are constantly filled with fever. Sometime ago I visited a poor samuci Hoimo.

woman in distress, the wife of a labouring man. She had been

confined only a few days, and herself and infant were lying on

straw in a vault through the outer cellar, with a clay floor, im-

pervious to water. There was no light nor ventilation in it, and

the air was dreadful. I had to walk on bricks across the floor to

reach her bed side, as the floor itself was flooded with stagnant

water. Ttiis is by no means an extraordinary case, for I have

witnessed scenes equally wretched ; and it is only necessary to go_

into Crosby-street, Freemasons'-row, and many cross-streets out of

Vauxhall-road, to find hordes of poor creatures living in cellars,

which aie almost as bad and offensive as charnel houses. In

Preemasons'-row I found, about two years ago, a court of houses,

the floors of which were below the pubhc street, and the area of

the whole court was a floating mass of putrefied animal and vege-

table matter, so dreadfully olfensive that I was obliged to make a

precipitate retreat. Yet the whole of the houses were inhabited !

22. The recent local Act, by prohibiting courts being laid out

narrower than five yards, and preventing their being built up at

the ends, will prove of great value. But as it is not retrospective,

and cannot alter existing property, much of the evil arising from

bad ventilation will remain. But every court in the town may be

properly drained, and receive such a declination as will tlirow off

the water. They are capable also of having proper receptacles

for soil.

23. Liverpool is admirably supplied with school-rooms for the

children of the labouring classes ; in almost all these schools great

attention has been paid to warming and ventilation. Many of

them are well sewered, they have spacious necessaries, good play-

grounds, and are fitted up with every convenience. I should think

no town in the kingdom is better provided with school-rooms, and

they are to be found in every part of the borough.

24. We are not so well provided with places of recreation, such

as parks or open and convenient places for the use of the lower

orders. The numerous steamers, however, which are continually

plying on the river, tal<e great numbers to all parts of the Cheshire

coast, and supply, in some degree, the want of parks. There is a

spacious marine parade at the Prince's Dock, and several of a

smaller description on the margin of the river. The Mount

Gardens used to be well frequented, but since they have been sur-

rounded by buildings they are not much used. The Council is

well disposed to form a pubhc park, and the subject has been dis-

cussed, but the value of land is so great in the vicinity of Liver-

pool, and the Council have had so many demands upon it, that

they do not feel justified in incurring such an expense. A park

would undoubtedly be a great public advantage.

25. There are pubUc baths, of a spacious description, which

belong to the corporation, and are leased out. The charge for a
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T.ivevpooi. bath is 1*. For a \varni bath 2s: The water is raised from the
Samuel Holme, I'ivers by a steam-engine, and, being fihered, is pure and pleasant,

'I- 'I'hese baths are not frequented by the lower orders on account of
the price of admission ; but the corporation have built baths and
wash-houses at the south end of the town, where the price for a
bath is twopence, and if the state of the corporate funds woukl
admit of it, the Council wovdd erect a similar establishment at
the north end of the town ; and I have little doubt, from the great
use of the one already in operation, that another, if not two
such establishments, will be speedily erected.

There is no other pubUc bathing establishment in the town

;

but great numbers use the caravans on the north shore, and many
of the poorer classes undress on the sand of the shore ; but this is

extremely unadvisable, and even indecent, the shoi-e being now so
public, and the frontage to the river so covered with dwelling-
houses.

26. Liverpool is supplied with water by two public companies,
each having an Act of Parliament, which confers upon them a
monopoly of supply. One is termed the Bootle Water Company

;

the other the Liverpool and Harrington Water Company. The
former Company raise their supply from springs at Bootle, distant
from the Exchange three miles ; and the latter have wells in

various parts of the town. The original shares of 100/. in the
Bootle Company are now worth, in the inarket, 380Z.. and those of
the Liverpool and Harrington Company are worth 610Z. The
charge for supplying water for domestic use is one shilling in the
pound on the rental, and it is usually supphed every other day.
It therefore follows that had the corporation or the parochial au-
thorities originally supplied the water from the pubhc funds, and
no legislative enactment had given to these companies exclusive
privileges, that we should have been supplied with water at one-
sixth of the present price ; or if we had paid the same price, a
large disposable revenue would have accrued to the public local

exchequer, which would have diminished our taxation, or have
enabled the authorities to have established public fountains, and
had public reservoix's for the use of the poor in every locahty.

The many calamitous fires which have occun'ed, and which, since

the commencement of the present century, have destroyed buildings
and other property exceeding two millions in value, have at length
roused the attention of the whole community. It has frequently

happened that, at the commencement of a fire, an hour or two has
elapsed before any water could be obtained. There are stipulations

in the Companies' Acts that they shall supply water in case of fire,

but as no penalty is attached, and as fires generally originate in

the night, it has so happened that we have seldom been supplied
until a fire has widely spread, and then not in sufficient quantities.

Power was therefore obtained during the last session to levy a
rate upon the inhabitants, sink wells, and lay pipes in such of the

streets as the Commissioners may deem fit; but from the oppo-
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sition of the Water Companies, there is a restrigtion imposed, viz., Liverpool

thnt mich water shall be used only for public purposes viz., water- samuei Holme.

.

ina the streets and extinguishing fires, and consequently the intm-

bitants will have to pay lor water which they are prohibited Irom

usino- for domestic purposes ; and we shall yet be subjected to the

exorbitant charges made by the two Compames.
'

'?7 The water, however, which is supplied by them is extremely

pure and <-ood ;
which, indeed, is the case with all the water raised

Lm springs in this vicinity; and no complaint is ever made of its

qu-ilitv It is carried under the streets in iron pipes, and there are

branches into the private cisterns. In the poorer neighbourhoods

there is usually a cock in each court, and the inhabitants carry it

and store it in jugs or wooden vessels from day to day
;
but, com-

pared with the' dense population, the supply is totally inadequate,

as the turncocks of the Company cannot allow it to nin a sufficient

length of time; and many of the habitations of the poor (whether

from this circumstance, or from inherent habits of filth, I do not

venture to say) have never had their boarded floors properly scoured

since the houses were erected. Many of the poor beg water,—

many steal it; and if the Companies were to prosecute all such

cases, I apprehend that a magistrate would not find time for much

other employment.

33_45. The complaints as to the scarcity of water m cases ot

fire, and also as to the present prices of that much-needed com-

modity, are both loud and general ; but the companies, who have

a valuable property in the monopoly, and whose shares are at such

a hicrh premium, do not see fit to lower their price ; and so long

as both companies have a mutual understanding, they may advance

the price or make specific agreements as favourable to themselves

as they choose ; and I am not aware that any one has redress. If

you don't like the price, you need not take the water. But \yhat

are you to do ? The supply of rain-water is uncertain, and it is

so impregnated with soot that it is not fit to drink. You cannot

go to the expense of sinking a well 100 feet deep, and you have

tlierefore no resource but to pay. There are no stand-pipes in the

town for cleansing foot-walks ; and, with an exception or two near

the docks, no watering places for cattle.

46. We have an admirable fire police, well officered and disci-

plined. They are provided with excellent engines and material

of all descriptions ; but I have seen stacks of buildings in flames,

and this efficient body of men rendered powerless for want of water.

I feel confident, from experience and observation, that when our

new arrangements are made, and we have mains in each street,

always kept full of water (which is not the case at present), our

fire brigade will be equal to any emergency.

For answers to the subsequent questions I must refer to the

pamphlet of Dr. Duncan, and to that statistical information which

can be given with greater correctness by the parochial authorities.

In respect, however, to ventilation, I may observe that it is not
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Lh^jTooi. generally understood, and consequently not sufficiently valued even
Samuel Holme, by many above the ranks of the poor. Few indeed are the dwell-

mgs in which proper apertures for ventilation are constructed:
and, since the introduction of gas, it is more than ever necessary.

1 he annexed is a simple mode of ventilating a room, which costs
a mere trifle, and if adopted would be very useful. The stench in

[Section through line A. B.

A. FlucB for descent of pure Alv.
B. Flue for ascent of vitiated Air.

many of our courts is most abhorrent, arising from their narrow-
ness, their being blocked up at the ends, the garbage and fluids
thrown on their pavements, the insufficiency of theii- privies, and
their want of sewers; but the air of the interior of thousands of
the dwellings is, if possible, much worse. There is a sickening
smell and a closeness which makes it wonderful how human beings
can exist in them ; and it is well known that, in houses not exceed-
ing 12 feet square, with one bed-room and a low attic, there are
often found 20 to 30 persons huddled together. I will mention a
circumstance which came under my own observation :—About six
years ago I had occasion to examine some pi-operty in C
street, and it being in the summer, 1 went at six o'clock in the
morning. I found in one bed-room about 20 persons, nearly all
adults, and of both sexes. They were lying on coarse beds, ad-
joining each other, on the floor. I was witness to scenes of great
indelicacy; and among the occupants were several young females
of 18 or 20 years of age, who, when dressed, had an appearance
of decency; and one to whom I spoke did not appear to think
herself degraded by her situation. This was a lodging-house.
The atmosphere of such places is poisonous.

It has often occurred to me that it would be a great public con-
venience if all the gas and water pipes in our streets could be
enclosed in lai'ge chambers. The present mode of imbedding our
gas and water pipes in the soil is attended with these disadvan-
tages :—Whenever a pipe wants repairing, the paving of the street
must be taken up, an excavation must be made, and the rubbish,
during the repair, is an obstruction to the public thoroughfare. In
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addition, the soil thrown in again settles down, and the pavement Liverpool,

is loosened ; and it frequently happens that a second relaying of SamudTioime,

the pavement is requisite before the ground becomes solid. Besides,

we have frequent escapes of gas from defective joints ; and the

continual tearing up of the streets is a great nuisance. This might
be avoided if all the pipes were contained in a sewer or chamber,
with proper eyes at stated distances for ingress and egress; and it

would be very easy to ventilate these chambers by upright shafts

every 60 or 80 yards, which might be carried up as chimneys in or
alongside the adjoining buildings, and would deliver the foul air

above the tops of the houses. I have long desired to see such a
plan carried out, but fear that in Liverpool it would now be im-
practicable, except in streets yet to be formed.

Several of the remaining questions I pass over, as they are
not within the scope of my practical experience and observation

;

but on a subject of such paramount importance as the health of
our large towns, I shall stand excused by hazarding some general
remarks connected with and arising out of the consideration of the
subject. Having been extensively engaged for 28 years in build-
ings of every description, from the most stately of our public edifices
to the humblest cottages of our labouring poor, and having in my
early years assisted, as a workman, not only to erect many build-
ings, but also to construct many of the sewers of that period, I am
fully aware of the general defects under which we labour in our
great towns, and of the difficulty which our public boards find in
adopting the proper remedies. Having a considerable number of
workmen in my own employment, and being, from my peculiar
engagements, brought into daily contact with all classes, from the
highest to the lowest, 1 can speak from experience upon some sub-
jects on which many men can only theorize. Generally, I am
averse to legislative interference vnih. the details of constructing our
dwellings. It brings men under the surveillance of surveyors and
others, who, frequently elected to their situations by political or
other influence, and often ignorant of the general principles of science,
exert their brief authority in a manner so arbitrary that feelings
are engendered which defeat the best plans, more particularly when
It occurs that a man of ability is controlled by a public officer,
whom he knows to be profoundly ignorant, or only partially
informed, on the very subject with which it is his duty to be
acquainted. I beg, however, in making this remark to observe that
I do so only on general grounds ; for it is a fortimate circumstance
that in Liverpool we possess public officers in every way competent.
It would be extremely difficult to find in any place a man of
greater attainments and practical information than the surveyor of
the .Sewerage Board, or one more attentive than the surveyor to
the corporation. But all rules have their exceptions ; and where
mankind congregate in masses, it is as much the duty of the civil
governor to interfere in sanatory matters as it is for him to direct
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Liverpool. OLir police to pay attention to public weights and measures, or to

mueTHoirao ™ake byc-laws for the government and regulation of our hackney-

Es'i- coaches. The man wlio, in a crowded street^ is living in filth and

breathing a putrid atmospherej or who makes that street a recap-'

tacle for the offal which he casts from his dwelling, becomes the

instrument of danger to his neighbour by spreading infection, and

he not only hazards his own life but endangers that of others.

The man who erects a flimsy edifice in a crowded thoroughfare,

which by its falling may destroy hfe, should be prevented doing

so ; and he who constructs a house to let for profit, and pays no

attention to those matters which are essential to comfort, but^ on

the contrary, so constructs it as to engender fever, and endanger

the lives of his tenants,—all these are cases where, with propriety

and in jvistice^ the Legislature ought to interfere, and to insist upon

such a mode of construction as will not endanger human life. The

subject then resolves itself into a few general heads, viz.

—

1 . Width of public thoroughfares.

2. Proper construction of the frame-work of all build-

ings, so as to ensure their stability, by which I mean

the strength of the external walls and the bearuig-

timbers.

3. The width and ventilation of courts or wynds.

4. Public sewers.

5. Private sewers.

6. A copious supply of pure water.

On each of these heads I pro]pose to offer a few observations.

First, the width of pubhc thoroughfares. I have already stated,

that by the subdivision of land in this neighbourhood (and it is

generally the case in all our large towns), it is impossible for the

public authorities to compel any man, in laying out his own land,

to make a thoroughfare any other width than he chooses, notwith-

standing that in a few years it will become a public street, and be

kept in repair at the public expense. Nor ought a man to sacrifice

his property without remuneration. What then is to be done? A
special Act of Parliament is expensive,—it cannot, in many cases,

be obtained except by a rate on the inhabitants; and without some

general plan the local legislation would be piece-meal, and conse-

quently inefficient. To widen a street in the middle of a large town,

like Liverpool, Manchester, or Leeds, is a costly matter. The

value of the land is so great, the purchase of the leases so enor-

mous, and the claims for compensation so terrific, that it requires

a bold man to propose it. The widening of Lord-street alone cost

the corporation nearly 100,000/. I see no remedy for the existing

evil in this respect, but it may be avoided in future. If a general

and correct survey was taken of the suburbs of large towns (and

probably the Ordnance Survey would be suflScient), and if general

plans of extension could be arranged on a comprehensive scale, with
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widths of streets defined upon it ; and if it was made compulsory Liveii,ooi.

on every owner of land to contribute a certain quantity or width, samuTT Holme
and the magistrates were empowered to levy a rate to remunerate ^^i-

him, according to the valuation of three surveyors chosen in the

usual manner, for the quantity he gives up beyond that width, no
injustice would be done to the individual, and the public would only

pay for the accommodation which such extra width of thoroughfare

would afford. For instance, it is desirable that no leading tho-
roughfare should be less than 20 yards wide, no secondary street

less than 14 yards, and no back street less than 10 yards. In thq

first case, let the landholder contribute 10 yards, and the public
pay for the additional 10 yards. In the second, the landholder
contribute 8 yards, and the public pay for 6 yards. In the third,

the landholder contribute 6 yards, and the public pay ibr 4 yards.
This would be an equitable arrangement, very simple, and easy to

be carried out. Private property would not be invaded for public
benefit, nor would the public have to pay at a remote period for
the widening of our streets, with the enormous additions of in-

creased value in land, buildings erected upon them, purchase of
leases, and compensation to tenants.

Had our ancestors adopted such a plan a century ago, the
corporation of Liverpool had been at this time wealthier by
half a million of money, our parochial rates would have been
comparatively light, and Liverpool would have been as healthy as
any town in England. The necessity for public parks would be
materially lessened by spacious and airy suburbs, and although
the bare mention of a rate would at first cause an outcry, I am
convinced, that on reflection, it would be generally acquiesced in,
and a penny or three half-pence in the pound upon the rental of
any town would be ample, if continuous, to carry out such a
design.

On the second head, viz., the proper construction of the frame-
work of all buildings, I need say nothing in reference to Liverpool,
as it already possesses a Building Act which is strictly enforced'
and a different and improved mode of building has resulted frorn
Its salutary provisions. It is, however, defective in some respects,
and if, instead of the interference of the magistrates, all of the
departures from the provisions of the Act were first submitted to
and sanctioned by a Board of Surveyors, it would be preferable,
beca\ise, in some cases, departure would be an improvement, and
while a magistrate cannot be a judge of such matters, he has no
resource but to convict, even though such departure should be
proved before him to be advantageous.
The next proposition is, the width of courts and wynds. And

here, too, I am happy to say, that a great improvement has taken
place in Liverpool, which ought to be extended to every large
town. A local Act, designated "The Health of the Town Bil£"
has been obtained, and its provisions are attended to by a Com-
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Liverpool, mittee of the Council and two district surveyors. It provides that

samu^ioime, oppositc rows of houses shall not be built where there is a carriage-

vvay, except they are separated by a street of 24 feet wide, and

where there is no carriage way by a space of 15 feet. Each house

must have at least one room on the ground-floor, containing in the

clear 108 superficial feet, the height of the rooms to be not less

than 8 feet, except the attic, which may be 7 feet. Each room,

not an attic or cellar, is to have a window containing not less than

15 superficial feet, and those of attics and cellars not less than

9 feet. All windows are to be made to open. All inhabited

cellars are to have two feet of their height above the level of the

ground. The Committee are empowered to compel the con-

struction of proper privies and ash-pits; to cause the proper

drainage and sewerage to be done, and the removal of all ofl'ensive

matter; and the Council are empowered to make bye-laws to

ensure proper drainage, cleansing, and flagging, &c. The Act,

as far as relates to general construction, came into operation on

the 1st November, 1842, but in reference to the inhabited cellars

of old houses, does not take effect till the 1st July, 1844. It is

likely to prove a great blessing to the town, and will tend most

materially to remove many of those causes of unhealthiness which

have imhappily rendered Liverpool so notorious. It is, however,

a misfortune that it has to be carried out by an ever-changing

body; when a gentleman has made himself master of its salutary

provisions, and has become acquainted with the various localities,

he is probably rejected by his constituency, and new men are

introduced who have everything to learn. However much it is to

be lamented, it cannot be avoided, and it is inseparable from our

municipal institutions.

The fourth head is that of public sewers.

These are constructed, as I have already stated, under the

superintendence of a separate and distinct Board, constituted under

an Act of Parliament. It consists of twenty-four members, viz.,

fifteen elected by the rate-payers, and nine nominated by the iovm

council.

They levy rates upon the inhabitants, to raise funds as they are

wanted ; and they meet every Thursday for the transaction^ of

business. All questions connected with the soughing and paving

of the town are decided by them. The town is divided into

districts, and three of the body are appointed to each district, to

whom are referred all applications for paving, taking up footpaths,

and other matters arising on the same. Their proceednigs are, if

approved of, confirmed at the general weekly meetings. They

have one principal surveyor, a man of great talent, who prepares

the plans and specifications, and who has the general management

of the constructive part of the sewers. He has under him two

assistant-surveyors, whose business it is to see the work properly

executed. The Commissioners have also, in addition to the
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necessary staff of treasurer, collectors, and clerks, an able and Liverpool.

experienced law clerk, under whose advice they act in all matters samudTFoimo,

connected with his department. The staff is therefore most Esq.

complete ; and if this Board was increased in numbers, as I have

before observed, so that they might form sub-committees in the

same way that the council do at present ; and if, in addition to

their present duties, the charge of watching, lighting, and cleansing

was added, it would give unity to their proceedings, and there

would thus be one vigorous and compact body invested with full

powers. Without entering into a particular explanation, it will be

obvious that such an amalgamation would be most desirable.

This Commission has rendered essential service by constructing

sewers to a great extent, and at tliis time about two miles of new

sewers are being formed. Their average size is 3 feet 9 inches

high, and 2 feet 9 inches wide ; and their sectional shape is that of

the egg, which is undoubtedly the best that can be formed. It is

clear that we cannot have a perfect system of private till we have

a perfect system of public sewers; and by reason of the great

expense incurred in the latter it must necessarily be a work of time

before all can be accomplished. There must be the arteries before

we can have free circulation through the veins; and as our river

forms a cloaca maxima, there is no doubt but when our public

sewers are completed throughout the town, the whole filth and

debris that now poisons the air may be swept away into the great

receptacle provided by nature.

Flushing has never yet been attempted in Liverpool ; but when
the great reservoir is formed on the high level of Everton or Edge
Hill, which is about 200 feet above Whitechapel (the lowest part

of the town), there will be a sufficient pressure of water to distri-

bute, not only for the purpose of extinguishing fires, but to aid in

cleansing out the public sewers. The surveyor has been in

London to examine the system so successfully practised there
j

and I anticipate great advantages from his attention being now
specially directed to this important subject. Our town, however,

will never be as healthy as it might be until every street has its

sewer, and every house and court its branch drain connected with

it, all the eyes being trapped to prevent the stench rising up
through the street gratings, and every sewer being thoroughly

cleansed by washing out. I come now to the subject of private

or branch drains, a matter which has been much neglected, but to

which the public attention ought to be drawn. As a general

principle, these ought to exist in every dwelling, because from

every house there is offensive matter which it is desirable to carry

off, or which must otherwise assist in tainting the atmosphere by
the gases which are evolved during decomposition. These drains

need not be either large or expensive; and a drain of six inches

diameter will be kept much cleaner than one of a larger bore by
the pressure of the water, if it could be had, acting more forcibly
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Liverpool, upou it that! upoii 0116 of 12 or 18 inches, just as the soil-pipe of
Samuel Holme, ^ Water- closet Seldom blocks up. If, however, we could have in

' 1- each house a sufficient pressure of water, at an elevation of 20 feet
or upwards, to act on larger drains, I should prefer them. It
must be observed that the mode of disposing of ashes is different
here from what it is in London. In the latter place they are
removed by the contractors from each parish, while in Liverpool a
receptacle connected with the privy is appropriated for them;
and the night soil and that from waler-closets is most commonly
discharged into these middens. It is obvious, therefore, that an
overflow from these receptacles would speedily block up the drains,
especially if trapped, by the admixture of ashes which would get
in; and the private drains, therefore, with us, would be used to
convey away the overflow from the dry wells, into which water-
closet soil is generally carried, together with the drainage from
sinks and wash-houses. A very cheap drainage tile is manufac-
tured in Staf^brdshire and in Wales, the latter being the most
durable ; and if these were glazed inside the expense of a private
drain from each house would be inconsiderable, and they may be
easily constructed so as to be washed out at pleasure. The latter

object, I conceive, is indispensable, and the internal glazing would
prevent all adhesion of the passing particles to the sides. Before
quitting the subject, I beg to direct attention to a valuable paper
read some time ago to the Polytechnic Society of this town by
Mr. Cunningham, an eminent architect, whose scientific acquire-
ments are well known ; and although the account is abridged, it

contains many matters deserving of attention, and I would recom-
mend its perusal to all who take an interest in the health of our
population.

The last point to which I would direct attention is an adequate
and copious supply of water to our large towns. In Liverpool the
monopoly enjoyed by our two great water-companies has been, I
consider, prejudicial to the health of the community. Whatever
is made a matter of sale, presupposes two parties having opposite
interests, viz., the seller and the buyer. It is the interest of the
former to get the very highest price he can for his commodity;
and if there be no other means of supply, and no competition, the
buyer is necessarily at his mercy. An understanding between the
two companies can of course prevent competition, and consequently
the inhabitants of Liverpool have to pay a price for water which
yields to the original proprietors of the first company, or their

successors, 30 per cent, on the original subscribed capital ! and to

the proprietors of the second company 19 per cent. This, coiT-

sidering that the shares are marketable, may be right enough,
and the proprietors are justified in getting as large a price as they
can for their water: but it is a great local misfortune, and is

severely felt. We have not in Liverpool a single public fountain,

very few troughs for watering cattle, and those only near the docks;
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no stand-pipes for cleansing the footwalks or fronts of our dwell- Liv«ipooi.

ino-s, nor any reservoir for washing out the public sewers. Water samHlninime,

is "purchased for nearly all our public buildings, our charitable ^"i-

institutions, and our private dwellings; and its scarcity or price

induces many of the poorer classes to obtain it surreptitiously, and

consequently irregularly, and thus obtaining it is not considered a

crime. No individual possessing a steam-engine, and a constant

supply of water from his own well, can sell his surplus water to his

neighbour, and the overflows have to be turned into the sewers.

Water is as essential to the health and comfort of mankind as the

air we breathe ; and when mankind congregate in masses, counted

only by tens of thousands, it is essential to the public health that

it should be most abundant, not doled out to yield to others 30

per cent, interest, but supplied from the public rates and at the net

cost. That cost ought only to be the price of raising and distri-

bution ; and in this town pure water may be found in every

direction, and in superabundance at an average depth of 120 feet.

If we had fountains, at once useful and ornamental in every

direction, as in most of the cities of the continent, and baths in

every locality, so that water was free to all, the benefits would soon

be perceived ; and 1 am convinced that if the interest of the two

water-companies was purchased by rates levied for the purpose,

even at their high premium, the town would soon be the gainer,

for it is impossible that the public will much longer be satisfied

with the price and comparative scarcity of water, and the power

recently obtained to distribute water for extinguishing fires will be

sought to be increased ; and it will be impossible for Parliament

to refuse such extension, unless a very great reduction in the pre-

sent charges is speedily made. I make these remarks with reluct-

ance, becavise the enterprise of capitalists at a former period gave

to us a supply of water when the public bodies neglected or refused

to do so; and they or their successors have an undoubted right to

the fruits of their enterprise : but what was once a convenience, lias,

by the rapid growth of the town, grown into a great inconvenience,

the public health demands a remedy. Thaf, remedy it will be

impossible much longer to defer. I would sum up these few

hasty remarks by observing, that Liverpool ought to be one of the

most healthy towns in England, from its local advantages and
its proximity to the pure sea-breezes. It wants, however, wider

thoroughfares, better drainage, both pubUc and private, better

cleansing, more attention paid to ventilation, and more water ; and
until all these are obtained, it will be as wise to look for health in

a human being with a narrow and insufficient chest, diseased lungs,

constantly inhaling muriatic acid gas, and never being cleansed, as

it will be to expect this to be a town celebrated for its healthy con-
dition, while it sets the laws of Nature at defiance, and neglects

those means which Nature places at our disposal for the preserva-
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Liverpool, tioii of ouv own health, and the enjoyment and privileges which
Samuel Holme, follovv in obeying her necessary and yet simple laws.

Esq. Previous to our obtaining a Building Act, it was a common
occurrence after a storm to hear of stacks of chimneys being
blown down, and also a whole court of houses. In a few instances
houses of a better description were partially destroyed, but it was
not often that a house actually tumbled through its being shghtly
built. I have known probably a dozen houses, principally of a
small description, that have fallen through slightness, and in two
instances caused loss of hfe ; but when houses are built in streets

they support each other, and a building that will not stand alone
may be safe enough when forming part of a street or row. Since
1820 above 30 lives have been lost during storms; in a few in-
stances by the partial destruction of dweUings^ but in the majority
of cases by the stacks of chimneys being blown down, and carrying
with them the roofs and floors into the cellars. In the majority
of these cases the victims were above the lower ranks : and cases
were then developed where the roofs and bearing-timbers were so

insufficient that the corporation introduced a Building Act.
Where accidents of this kind have happened it has been generally

from the thinness of the walls, the sagging of the roofs^ and the
scanty nature of the bearing- timbers. Previous to the Act being
passed, many hundreds of houses had only a wall of 4i inches
between them, and the common thickness of the front and back of

a five or six-yard house was nine inches. Joints of 15 feet bearing
were often put in of 5 x 2 inches, and 14 inches apart^ and the roof-

timbers were of similar scantling. During the hurricanes to which
on this coast we are subjected, chimneys imiumerable were thrown
down, and roofs were broken in, in all directions ; and, besides

the lives which were lost, numbers were bruised and injured. I

have known houses fall from absolute decay, but not to any
extent. An Act was obtained, forbidding the external and party-

walls of any house of the smallest class being less than nine inches

in thickness, and that thickness is gradually increased with the

size of the house. It gave power to the corporation to appoint

two surveyors to see its regulations carried out, and a schedule

was appended describing the scantling of all bearing-timbers,

both for floors and roofs. This Act was imperfect, and it was
evaded in the quality of the materials used, because quantity only

was provided for ; houses were built of the vilest rubbish. I knew
a six-vard house erected with two tons of lime, whereas twelve at

least ought to have been used. Loam with a sprinkling of lime

in it was substitued for mortar. In some cases the party-wall was
built nine inches thick, but it was done thus : the two brick

breadths were built separately, that is, they were not bound to-

gether, and one was built with sand or loam. After the building

surveyor had certified that the house was of proper strength, one
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brick breadth was taken down again, and so the Act was evaded. Liverpool.

Refuse timber was also used to a greater extent, and it became samu~~
absolutely necessary for the corporation to seek an amendment of """eI""^""''

the Act. This was done; power was given to the surveyor over
the qxiality of materials, and the various schedules were amended.
A heavy penalty was attached to the reduction of the thickness of
walls, chimney shafts were not permitted to be less than 2^ bricks,
or 2 feet broad, nor more than 5 feet high, without being stayed •

and many clauses were added, compelling the separation of bear-
ing-timbers in party-walls, the better to guard against communica-
tion from fire. The consequence has been that we have now better
buildings for all classes ; accidents have decreased, life is not so
much endangered, and rents have not increased by the operation
of the Bill. The Building Act has proved of inestimable advan-
tage, and though some of its provisions might be amended, and,
in some cases, a strict accordance with its letter may prevent an
improvement in judicious and honourable hands, yet a loop-hole
once admitted, and hundreds without any regard for principle will
leap through it. By this Bill the Legislature takes cognizance of
the stability of the edifice so far as the frame-work is concerned •

but a man may do what he pleases in the interior, and this is the
correct principle. If the making of proper drains was also com-
pulsory It would be an advantage, but, as I have elsewhere ob-
served, you cannot make private drains, until the public sewers are
nrst completed.

I do not think that the increased expense of building thicker
walls, &c., could be better applied in directions of greater neces-
sity, such as water laid on, cleansing apparatus, floors of wood
instead of tile, on similar improvements, because the first and
most essential point in all buildings is stability, to ensure securilv •

without this all the rest is useless; but the whole may, and ought
to be combined. It has not added above 10 per cent to the
original cost ot a labourers cottage to make it conformable toour Budding Act, nor quite 10 per cent., to our better class of
euitices. But the Government made a deplorable mistake bvmcreasuig the duty on brciks, which has told severely on the dwel-
lings of the poor. Rubble stone is now extensively used and
't IS cold and porous,- it retains the damp, and is seldom dry in

urn^Sl 1 ;

10,^^.- ^«!=«'-d'ng to Its internal finish; out of this>um he duty on bricks ,s 5/. 18.., and it is much to be wished

iHok r ?
Government had lowered the duty on

nv„ T convinced that the increased quantity used would

•mploTmem^
deficiency and it would havl afforL increa^d

P^^lZ Ai, i"'''"^
hundreds of additional labourers. Theeduction of the duty on timber will advantage the cottage builder

rtick f '^ ^'^••il'"^
substifutelne

Dr brick IS very strong in these districts where stone is abundant

:

VUL, I, '

V



^^rf General Si'ipervision—Appointment of Officers.

Liverpool, aiicl Gbvernnierit cannot confer a greater boon on our labouring

SarauIiTioime. population, especuilly in large towns, than by reducing the cost of

^"1- all building materials. Wliat increased conifoi-ts to the.poor would

i-esiilt fi'om the entire reduction of the duty on bricks, which in this

towii and heijgboQrbood does not reach 20,000?, a-year ! tiot half

the atnbiiiit chargeable to the parish by the destitution and disease

of those hundreds who become a burthen upon it from causes

which ma^ be distinctly traced to their wretched habitations, aiid

the destructive habits and crimes which are engendered thereby
;

arid so far as ridy expei-ience leads me 1 have invariably found that

crime is inore or less associated with filth and discomfort : aiitt

that invariably the most sober and res]Dectable of our working men
enjoy the comfort of a clean and decent habitation. And I am
convinced that better, ventilation, better drainage, a good supply of

water, and that supervision which would result from these objects

Being generally carried biit, would be attended with the happiest

f-esults to public morals. At present no officer has any legitimate

authority to iiiterfere 111 pi-omoting or compelling internal cleanli-;

ness ; but if such was the case, and every large town was divided

into districts, a perfect supervision would be obtained, which would

act as a preventive of much crime, and would be better than a

whole |:iq3se of police.. Yet, great as are the benefits which would

result fi-om cleanliness, it must not be effected at the expense of

stability in building, as this is the ground-work on
_
which the

superstructiire c^f cleanliness must be raised; and without such

gi-binid-work your subsequent operations would be imperfect. All

hiay be done ; and 1 do not think that an^ additional rent of more

testa- 12*. per aiinum iieed be made upon a Liverpool cpttago,

wKicK avei-ages 9Z. a-year! to i'emunerate a landlord (or such au

outlay as will secui-e the advantages, of better ventilation, drainage,

and water. The reductioii oF tlie^ duty on bricks would reduce that

advance just one-half j and I hope the Government will take this

matter into their serious consideration. .

^
. .

In considering the qualilications that ought tip be secured in an

officer to regulate local public works, it is obvious that a scientific

engineer, who has a good knowledge of architecture, and who, in

a-ddition to theoretical attainments, has had practical experience ill

cbnstrucfibn, would be of all men the fittest person to carry out

such Views as I contem^jlate. No general Act pan hj possibility^

be framed but it will require some adaptation to suit particulai

localities. Ueiice arises a difliculty which w'e e.xperience in pui

present Building Act. A departure from the strict letter is some

times an advantage, but the surveyor lias no ppwer to remit or t(

alter, and the niagistrate^ cannot 'be supposed to be a ludge o

svich matters: we are therefoie obliged to conform, altliough .

can often improve. But power must be lodged somewhere, or th

Act would be speedily and continually evaded. I apprehend th

difficulty may be got over thus :

—
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A board of public works sKouIcl be constituted in the mStrq- Liverpool,

polls, at the head of which one of the ministry should be placed, sumu^oime.

Tills board should have the nomination of local boards throughout

the empire, to be selected from the inhabitants,, and they should

all consist of an admixture of surveyors, orie or two medical men,

and a selection from persons, who are kh9wn to be well acquaiiited

Ayiliithe subjects on which they are to legislate. The chairman,

iri everV case, ought to be a magistrate. These local boards

should appoint the various surveyors in their own districts, subject

to the veto of the metropolitan board : and they should sit weekly,

not only to administer in a legislative capacity, biit as a board of

appeal, possessing power to alter or amend the various details of

the, Act, according to the requisition or necessity arising from

those contingent and local sources, which no general and specific

enactment can embrace. The minister pf public works, the

head of the central board, might have a veto on the, prbceedings

of the local boards, if deemed necessary to prevent tyranny or

sujpjDress favouritism. A general surveyor would be neqessary in

all our large towns, with deputies under Kim in proportion to the

number of dwellings, and the expenses of the officials should he

defrayed out of the poor-rates, which would soon be lessened if

proper sanatory regulations were enforced. By this means tliere

would be sufficient popular infusion to preserve to every localitjr a

control over its own expenditure, but the pulsation must be given

from the centre. Tbere may be doubts whether to give to a central

board the nomination of all others^ would be consistent with our

notions of liberty, because centralization carried oiit to a great

extent has ever been the grave of freedom; but I am convinced

that if local boards are to be chosen by popular election, they

will be constituted, in the majority of cases, of men utterly incom-

petent ; and noisy demagogues will often be chosen in preference

to skilful and experienced, yet retiring men. If therefore the

r most suitable iheii are to be obtained, they must be sought out

.1 and nominated, and not i-eceive their appointment by popular

e election. Let the boards be formed of suitable men, and I have
mo fear of proper and skilful officials being appointed to carry out
the sanatory objects which are contemplated.

., . f-

The last subject to which you direct my attention is tKat of the

best mode of charging old property with the cost of the altera-

tions.

This is probably the most difficult part of the questibn. The
(hversity of tenure, the fluctuation in value, th6 variety of oiodes of
loasing, and the thousand changes which are constantly occurring,
render it not only a .ditlicult but a delicate subject to deal With.

' Simphfication must be attended to; for the bulk of mankind do
not understand those abstnise calculations which relate to the

\ alue of leases at any given periotl. It appears to me that if

(Parliament should see lit to pass a general and compulsory
U 2
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Liverpool, measure, involving to the owner a present and considerable outlay,

Samuel Holme, h« ouglit to have the means of recovering (during his possession)

from the occupant a suitable return for the money he is obliged

to expend.

In Liverpool, for instance, about one-third of the whole pro-

perty is leasehold under the corporation for various terms, but all

determinable during the next 75 years. There is scarcely a week
but property in a dilapidated condition falls into their hands, and

the renewal of leases is continual. In one place I am the possessor

of a freehold. Adjoining this freehold I am the possessor of a

leasehold for two lives and 21 years. Next to that I have a lease

of 72 years ; while adjoining me, one of my neighbours has a

house which in six years falls into the hands of the corporation,

because it is not his intention to renew. When the latter falls

into their hands, they will put it up by public auction in its then

condition for a further term of 75 years, and they will sell it to the

highest bidder. Now it may be just to compel me as the holder

of a fee simple to incur an outlay, because I derive perpetual

benefit from the improvement, but it will be very unjust to my
neighbour (and I have not stated an imaginary case) to compel

him to make improvements where he is only a tenant for six years.

And so also with the tenant of a freehold, held under lease with a

repairing clause, or with a mortgagee obliged to foreclose to

enable him to recover. These and numberless other cases environ

the subject with considerable difficulties, and while in general

terms I think your proposition to spread the charge of permanent

improvements over a period coincident with the advantages enjoyed

from such works by the generation by whom they are constructed

I must avow myself incompetent to go into the details of such £

distinctive and delicate subject, which is, I think, more within th(

province of the lawyer than the surveyor.

Answers to Questions contained in a Communication fron

Dr. Lyon Playfair, respecting the establishment of theBATHf

and Public Wash-house, by the Corporation.

1. How long has it been established? The wash-house an<

baths were erected by the corporation at a cost of 2300^., exclu

sive of land, and were opened to the public on the 1st June

1842.

2. State in detail, for the last 12 months, the number of peopl)

who have had tubs, and the number of dozens of clothes washedj

(See the Report.) '

3. The number of baths let of the various kinds for the sam
period ? (See the Report.) \

4. The number of tubs in the establishment, the regulation

under which those using them are placed, and the price for usJ
There are 26 tubs in the establishment, 21 in the wasll
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house, and 5 in the house for washing infected clothes. (See the Liverpoo

rules.) . Wash-hoiises

5. A similar statement in the case of baths, statmg also when the a'^i UatUs.

price was raised, and for what reason ? There are eight baths

in one room, and two private baths.

6. The annual cost of the establishment to the corporation, the

T,annual receipts, and the receipts of baths and tubs separately ?

" The annual cost of the establishment, 281/. 6*. ; the receipts

will be found in the Report.

7. The amount paid to the water-works for water, the number

of gallons of water used, and the limitations, if any, as to amount

made by the water-works ? The amount paid for water is

52Z. 10s. annually, by contract with the Liverpool and Harrington

Water Company ; about 1,638,000 gallons in the year, say about

6000 gallons per day during the summer months, and 3000 during

the winter months ; no limitation as to amount made by the water-

works.

8. The class of people who use these baths and tubs, whether

they are generally the same, and whether they are neiglibours or

come from a distance ? The persons who attend the wash-

houses are principally from the neighbourhood ; the persons who
frequent the baths principally come from a distance.

9. State if the number of applicants for baths and tubs is on

!.;.the increase. With regard to the baths, state if the largest pro-

J
- portion of applicants is male or female, and what proportion of

!» children? The number is on the increase. The majority of

J. . applicants are males, in the proportion of eight to one. The
children who attend are about one in eight.

10. Whal is to be the price of the vapour-baths, and how many
are to be made? The Committee have ordered two vapour-

baths to be erected, but the price is not fixed.
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Account of Pul^lic Baths. 29§
Liverpool.

Account of Warehouses from May 25, 1842, to May 25, 1844.

First Year'.''*"" ""Second Year.

Number of

Tubs at 1 d.

Dozens
of Clotlies

Washed.

Amount
Keceivurt.

Number of

Tubs at Id.

Dozens

W4sliea.
a , .... .

Amount
Received.

9,837 19,261

£ . s. d.

40 19 9 12,067 25,435
£• s» d,

50 5 7

The First 9,837 19,261 40 19 9

Increase on Second 'Tear • 2,230 6,174 9 5 10

Income of the Baths and Warehouse.

First Year. Second Year.

Ainount from
. Baths.

Amount from
Waslihouses.

- Total
Amount.

Am'nunt from
- Baths.

Amount from
Waslihouses.

Total
Amount.

£. s. d.

118 11 4
£. s. d.

40 19 9

£. s. d:

159 li 1

£. 4'. ' d.

229 16 6

£. S. d.

50 5 7

£. s. d.

280 -2 1

1

The First Year . . . 118 11 4 40 19 9
' 1

159 11 1

Increase on the Second 'STpar . 1115 2 9 5 10 120 11 0

Total Income for the two Years . 348 7 iP '91 5 4
., <

439 15 2'

Wash-houses and Baths.

The monies, as received, to be put by the superintendent, at the

time of being received, intd a locked box, the 'key of which shall

be kept by the treasurer of the corporation. Counter ticket's

shall be retained till the part'ies leaVej- and then be ' delivei-ed to

the dddr-lieeper.

The mbiiey t(> be paid weekly to the treasurer.

Hours for the Eath§.

Tuesday ^

^ Wednesday 6 to 9 A.M.
f^.^^W. ^Saturday

f
6 to9^P.rf.

Thursday )
'" "

''

Tiiesday
]

r7^ Wednesdayf 10 A.M. to 2 p.m.
1* or women Sc' 1. ^ ^ a\ k.^v, •

-

T - ' Saturday 1 4 to 0 p.m.

I Friday ]

On Monday, the baths to be shut up till 4 in the evening, for

cleaning, which s'hall be done at the ejijpense of the kedperi'

'

'Stindiy, only bpeti 'from 6 till 8 itr th'e iriOrningVtibi" Lad^-
day to Michaelmas ; and 7 till 9 in the morning, from I^ichaeltiias

to JLady-day, for men. -
•
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Liverpool. The wash-houses to be open all day, from 6 in the morning till

^"^Bathr*"'^
^ and,on Saturdays till 10 at night.

Tekms.
s. d.

Warm baths each 0 2
Two or three children using the same water 0 2
Cold and shower baths 0 1
Private cold baths 0 6
Private warm baths 10

One bath to be reserved for infectious complaints.
The above rates to include the use of one towel.
Persons wanting to bathe to sit down in the waiting room in

the order in which they come, and to be served in that order.
All quarrelling and all improper conduct and conversation

must be prevented in the baths and in the wash-houses. If any
such should take place, the superintendent and matron to have the
power of suspending the offender till the next meeting of the Sub-
Committee or Committee, and then report.

The bathers to find their own soap, but the institution to find
one towel to each bather.

The towels to be washed and dried.

Washing infected Clothes.

A note from any physician or surgeon, parish officer, or visitor
of any charitable society, shall entitle a person ill of any infec-
tious complaint to send her clothes, or, if necessary, to have them
fetched from her house, and one of the family who"is able to assist
in the washing should be sent with them.
The note to specify date, name, residence, and disorder, and

whether any of the family can assist.

The matron herself must be always present at the opening
of the clothes to see them counted by the person bringing them,
with the precautions prescribed to her. This is a trust never to
be delegated to the persons employed to wash the clothes. The
utmost expedition must be used in the washing, thoroughly dryino-,
and returning any clothes belonging to the sick ; and if these and
the family washing interfere, the sick to have the preference.
A book to be kept in which nmst be entered the number and

kind of pieces received, and a receipt for that number given to the
person bringing them, to be pi-oduced when they are sent for.

All infected clothes to be immediately put into chloride of
lime. Each infected family's clothes to be kept separate from
ail others. A woman to be hired for washing the infected clothes
at 2s. per day when needed.

All persons getting their infected clothes washed here, to show
that they are taking means to rid themselves of the disorder, by
having advice from the dispensary, or some other medical esta-
blishment or practitioner.

The owner of the clothes to find soap.
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Wash-houses. Liverpool.

Each woman to pay \d., for a length of time not exceeding six Washhouses and

hours, for the use of tubs, water, and having her clothes dried.

Each woman to have the choice of any tub vacant at the time of

her coming ; if there is not then room, to be served in the order

of application. The matron to decide whose clothes shall go into

the boiler together, and to see that each washer puts in a proper
proportion of soap and soda; to direct who shall clean out the
boiler on clothes being taken out, and to see that it is immediately
filled again. Each person to put her small things into the boiler

enclosed in a bag.

Great care must be taken that the boiler be not left without
water, or it will burn.

The matron to superintend the placing of each person's clothes
on the drying horses, and see that they be kept separate ; no
horse to be drawn out without the matron being present.
When the boiler is not used in the other cellar for the clothes

of the sick, it might be used for general purposes, if necessary.
The name and residence of each washer must be entered in

a book, and these washers must be divided into " regular " and
" accidental."

A woman who would be entitled to wash her own clothes in
the cellar may employ another to wash them for her. Many of
the clothes are full of vermin, which boiling does not destroy; the
clothes of the clean should therefore be boiled together, and those
of the dirty together, in the second boiler when it is not wanted for
infectious clothes. The woman must be very cautious, however,
how she gives such reason, or she will give great offence.

These wash-houses are only intended for the poor, and the pre-
ference is to be given

—

Isf. To those who only occupy a cellar, or single room
only, and therefore wants it most.

2nd. To those with the largest families, occupying more
rooms than one, but having the smallest means of
living.

Paint « corporation" on the tubs, and any other implements
to be marked with the corporation stamp.
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300 Proposed Baths at Ashton-under-Lyne.

Extracts from Mr. Coulthaut's Report on Ashton-under-Lyite,

addressed to Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Aahton-under- In Connection with a public park, I have likewise to inform you
^2^' that there are no public baths in the town, nor any natural or arli-

j. R. Couithart,
flgial collcctions of water in the neighbourhood, in the remotest

degree suitable for the healthful and refreshing ablution of the

body. It is therefore highly desirable that public baths should

be erected on a scale commensurate with the wants of the town and

district, and that the terms of admission should be so low as to

promote among all classes of the community the general practice

of bathing. The bath house ought to contain at least 16 or 18

warm slipper baths, 2 Buxton-baths, 2 Matlock-baths, 2 shower-

baths, 2 sulphur-baths, and 2 large swimming-baths, besides the

necessary dressing rooms and all other appliances. No charge

ought to be made for a bath beyond what would be absolutely

requisite to keep the baths in order, and as the Water-works Com-

pany have generously proffered to supply such an establishment

with water gratuitously, it is quite possible that the charge for a

warm bath may be as low as 2d. or 3cZ., and for a cold one. Id.

To obviate the expense of erecting public baths in the town, a

number of the mill-owners recently took into consideration the

propriety of constructing baths in connection with each factory, and

of 'appropriating the condensed water of the engine, to the use of

the baths ; but it was urged in opposition to that proposition, that

the work-people would have a serious objection to the plan, and

that the baths would speedily be treated with contempt if the

scheme were carried into operation. For that reason the idea of

constructing bath rooms adjoining the factories has been abandoned,

and the erection of a complete establishment of public baths for

the town and district has been seriously entertained. As a pre-

liminary step, the local Health of Towns Conmiittee recently

applied to Lord Stamford for a grant of land on which to erect

pubhc baths, but up to the present time no answer has been re-

ceived from his Lordship. Meanwhile the annexed design has been

received from Mr. Bake, architect ; and, when you have carefully

examined the drawings, I have no hesitation in thinking that you

will consider the arrangements excellent, and every way worthy of

our adoption. The design is in the Italian style of architecture,

and the work is intended to be executed with stone from quarries

in the immediate neighbourhood, except the facings and mould-

ings, which are proposed to be of Yorkshire stone.
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Estimated Cost.

The piilii-e cost oX erecting and fitting up baths according to the Ashton-undor-

plah and specification alluded to, would be about 4500i?. ; but it
'-—

"

ou'o-ht to be stated that ah establishment of baths slightly mo- J- «• ^'^»in>"'.

dified in Ibrm, and not materially diminished in size from the

above, might be built and fitted for 3000/. But as the differ-

ence between erecting baths on a coiivehient and commodioiis plan,

and building them on a small and contracted principle, would, be

a paltry and injudicious saving to a rjch.comrnijnity lilce this, it is

expected that tjie aimexed Resign will,, ;j3e. generall^^ pro-

vided Lord Stamford grants land sufficient for a site.

Table showing the ??uni.ber of. S^iudle^, Power-loom^ and, Horses'

Power, usually in operation at Ashton-under-tyne, and at several

other Places in the immediate Vicinity; distinguishing also the

average Nurabei: of Hands employed, the average wqekly Wages paid,

and the average weekly. Amount, of Raw Cotton consumed. ,

Places.

Ashton-under-Lyrie .

Slalybritlj^e .

Dukinfielil . . .

Hyile . . . .

Mossley . . . .

Total .

CO -

a) V}

I53 13

595,276
560,844
178,344
331,2(32

200,396

1,866,062

to

9,000
4,836
2,592
16,708

33,136

E
o
o

6,'738

5,579
2,476
7,283

630

22,706

1,667
1,509

521

1,212
444

^2

10,!)2(

9,288
3,538
8,483
2,336

5,353 34,165 18,763

£.

5,7^5
5,103
1 ,942

4,661
1,282

a o

W O ;.

338; 390
316,776
101,316
194,823
112,210

1,063,515

It will be founds from the statements in the above table, that the

average weekly wages per, head is about \0s. \ \%d. ; and I may
add that the following wages per. ,\yee.k can usually be realized by
factory, operatives

,
when thp mills. are running full time, viz.,

dressers '27s., overlookers 26i;.>, Qngineei-g 256-.,. spinners 22s. 6d:,

warehousemen I5s.f twisters-jn 14*., weavers 10*., card-room hands

9j.,_ jyiuders 8*. 6c/., warpers Ss. 6d., reelers 8s. 6d., big piecers

Ss.^d., and little piecers 4s. 6d.
, ,, ,1, ,

it will also be seen by the above table that when the factories

are fully employed there is a weekly SMm of 5775/., or, reckoning
50 weeks to the year, the annual amount of 288,750/. paid to the
cotton operatives of Ashtoa-undei'-Lynej irrespective of the wages
paid to tailors, shoemakers, bricklayers, joiners, and all other
handicraftsmen and day-labourers. This ig unquestionably a
large surn of money,. and if a table could ba made..out. exhibiting
fully auH accurately the various objects upoA,,which it is annually
expended, a^id the relative cost which each object bears to another,
it would be a valuable document in your hands or any other gen-
tlemen commissioned to,inquire into the sanatory condition of the
labouring classes. Such, a table, however, I an) afraid cannot be
compiled, and that an approximation to one of the kind is all that
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Ashton-un.ier- Can reasonably be expected. Impressed with that opinion I have,
with the assistance of a committee of intelligent cotton operatives,

J.u.couithait. drawn up the following table, which will in some degree enable
you to form an idea of the way in which the working-classes of
this town spend their wages, although its details are not given,
and its statements only an approximation to accuracy :

—

Table showing the Average Annual Amounts expended by the Cotton
operatives of Ashton-under-Lyne, in Food, Clothing, Fuel, House
Rent, and sundry small items of domestic consumption ; also the sums
paid annually by the same persons for Education, Ale and Spirits,
Medicine and Medical advice

; together also with a statement of the
aggregate annual amount deposited in the Savings' Bank.

CO

Food.

Clothing.

Fuel.

House

Rent.

Sundries.

Education.

Ale

aud

Spiri

£. £. £. £. £. £. £.

185,720 26,410 9,350 33,870 8,180 2,220 14,430

a -:3

£.

6,160

a

n
"bo

bo

.S'>
O
CO

£.

2,410

£.

288,750

In conclusion, I beg to submit a proximate estimate of the
expense of introducing into Ashton-under-Lyne sanatory measures
of prevention

; and per contra a calculation of the pecuniary and
other saving lhat may be expected to arise to the town by the
intrqduction of improvements of the kind. I am the more desirous
of bringing under your notice an account of this description from
firmly believing in the accuracy of the old adage, that " pre-
vention is better than cure ;" and also from knowing that Ashton-
under-Lyne possesses within itself all the elements of cleanliness
and longevity, and that it only requires the exercise of its own
available resources to make it everything (hat can reasonably be
expected from a town population. Before submitting the estimate,
however, allow me to notice the data upon which it is founded,
as a clear understanding on that head may induce you to attach
more weight to my postulates, and greater value to my conclu-
sions, than you might otherwise be inclined to do. It is necessary
to premise, however, that although I have included in the estimate
the expense of sewering and paving the streets of the town that
are at present inefficiently sewered and paved, yet it must be
remembered that all owners of property in the town have cove-
nanted with Lord Stamford in their building leases, " to sewer,
pave, keep clean, and in good condition," all the streets co-
extensive with their premises; and hence if the streets are not
sufficiently sewered and paved, the evil is chiefly attributable to
the leniency or mistaken views of Lord Stamford's survej-ors, and
would easily be remedied by a properly qualified public oflScer
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deciding' that additional paving- and draining were necessary. Ashtonunder-

Having noticed the circumstance, I now beg to advert to the

account itself, which, I need scarcely inform you, is only sub- es^I''''"''

mitted as an approximation to probable results, and by no means
intended to exhibit an accurate statement of future occurrences.

Indeed the nature of the account, as you must be aware, pre-
cludes the possibility of arriving at anything like demonstration,

and more particularly so, that inquiry has not yet established

how far sickness and mortality are removable by sanatory means

;

and of course until that question has been set at rest, any calcu-
lations based on an assumed removable amount must, to a certain

extent, be susceptible of correction. But to proceed—
The first item on the debit side of the proximate account

assumes, as you will observe, that there are 700 houses in the
town unsupplied with water, and that 12*. 6tZ. is about the average
expense of bringing water into a cottage. My authority for

making these statements is Mr. Henry Hibbert, the Secretary to

the Ashton-under-Lyne Waterworks Company.
Tile second item of the proximate estimate, you will also ob-

serve, assumes that there are about 3000 houses in the town
without a main sewer, and that an expenditure of \l. (Ss. %\d. per
house would be required to put the whole town in an efficient

state of main-drainage. These statements have been made after

measuring the unsewered streets, and counting the houses built in

them, by means of a map of the town, on which the existing

main-sewers are accurately delineated. According to that
system of measurement it appeared that there were about
12,320 lineal yards of streets unsupplied with main-sewers, and
as I have previously stated that 6*. Q)d. per lineal yard is

the general expense of main-sewers in the town, it follows that

12320x61-4-3000=26 Un, or 1/. 6.^ S^rf.
.

The third item assumes that there are 3132 houses in the
town without .proper houserdrains, and that an expenditure of
capital equal to \bs. per house would be requisite to supply the
deficiency. These statemeirts are founded on an estimate by Mr.
John Wild, who for many years was the principal pavior and
culvert sinker of the town, but who has recently retired from the
business. Mr. Wild calculates that two-thirds of the houses of
the town are without proper drains, and that on the average each
house would require a drain 5 yards long and 18 inches di-
ameter, the expense of which for doing a large number would be
after the rate of 3*. per lineal yard.

"^Thefourth iten; is.for paving, and its two assumptions are also
founded on an estimate by Mr. John Wild, who, from personal
knowledge, calculates that there are about 900 houses in the town
in want of paved streets, and that it would require an immediate
outlay of not less than 21. 10.y. per house to remedy the defect.
The fifth and most important iteiia on the debtor side of the
VOL, I. X
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Asiiton-nmier- proximate estimate is that for the erection of cheap water-closets

in the tenements of the working-classes, with the view of gettin^r

j.H.CouUimrt, j-jj of ^jje deleterious necessaries I have previously mentioned, and

of rendering the cottages of the poor as vmobjectionable in that,

respect as the mansions of the rich. The general adoption

of apparatus of the nature of a water-closet would be an immense

stride to general cleanliness, and would unquestionably diminish

by three-fourths the pernicious exhalations that emanate from all

the courts, alleys, and back yards of the town. It would aho

abolish the obnoxious employment of night-soil collecting, which

is not only injurious to the health of the persons engaged in the

trade, but is likewise detrimental to the commimity at large.

In order to effect tliis desirable object at a surmountable cost,

I have collected the opinions of the most intelligent and expe-

rienced architects and builders within the range of my ac-

quaintance, and the following is a statement of what I consider

to be the least expense at which seemly and efficient apparatus of

the nature referred to can be erected in Ashton-under-Lyne :—
Calculations of the expense of erecting a cheap Water-closet.

£. s. d.

To one strong circular fire-clay water-closet basin,

IS inches deep, 12 inches wide at top, 4^ inches

wide at bottom, and glazed and smoothed inside

wilh a proper fitting socket-joint

To one strong fire-clay S soil-pipe, 2 feet long, 4^

inches diameter, with proper fitting socket-joint,

and glazed and smoothed inside like the above

To four yards of fire-clay water-piping, 4J inches

diameter, glazed and smoothed inside like the

above, with proper fitting socket-joints, at the rate

of Is. per yard

To five yards of half-inch patent lead service piping,

at 1^. Ad. per yard • •

To one newly-invented economic water-tap (estimated

at)

To Mr. William Briscoe's estimate for erecting and

fitting up the apparatus, including, among other

things, the joining and laying of the pipes, repaving

the street, covering and casing the' closet in a

handsome manner with inch board, and finding all

necessary cement, hinges, nails, &c, . . • •

1 15 2

Five per cent, off for large numbers . .
.019

1 13 5

0 2 6

0 10

0 4 0

0 6 8

0 6 0

0 15 0

The above would be the expense of fitting up a closet on

ground floor, but an additional charge of \2s. would be requi
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for fitting one np on the bulk-head in the chamber story in con- AsWon-undar.

Sequence of the extra length of fire-clay and lead service piping
that would be required. It is worthy of observation, that the fire-

^-

clay pipes mentioned above are three-quarters of an inch in thick-

ness, exceedingly strong in texture, and by no means brittle like

earthenware. Indeed, I could not be convinced of their great

strength, nor of their adaptation to the purpose required, until I
had seen them manufactured, broke two or three of them with a
hammer, ascertained that considerable quantities ofthem are used
for gentlemen's water-closets, and established that in all cases
they answer exceedingly well. In fact, the cohesion of the parts
of well-burned fire-clay is wonderful ; and in that respect it ap-
proaches cast iron in a much closer degree than could possibly
be supposed in an argillaceous substance. I have, therefore, no
hesitation whatever in recommending fire-clay pipes to your no-
tice

;
and, as they are bent into any shape with the greatest ease

when in the doughy state, no additional charge is made for

manufacturing them to suit particular curves and angles.

The sixth and last item on the debtor side of the estimate is that
for fixing ventilators in the upper portions of existing rooms,
whereby a current of fresh air would be created with the external
atmosphere through the medium of the chimney flue. If this
simple plan were invariably adopted, I have no hesitation in
saying that the excessively unwholesome smells in many of the
sleeping apartments of the labouring classes would be essentially
lessened; that sickness of a typhoid description would be greatly

' diminished, and that vigour of body and mind would be materially
promoted. I verily believe that" there is scarcely any external
circumstance more destructive of robust health than imperfect
ventilation

; and yet its effects are so insidious that thousands of
excellent constitutions are completely ruined by it long before

' the unhappy patients are sensible of the danger. It is, therefore,
of the utmost importance that ventilation should receive mature
consideration, and that it should be carefully provided for in any
measure that may be brought forward for the promotion of pub-

i Me health. So long, however, as the smoke of our factory chim-
neys remains unconsumed, and large quantities of soot and small
coal enter our dwelling-houses whenever the doors or viandows are
opened, I am afraid that ventilation can only be partially effective
in Ashton-under-Lyne.
The following plan, which I now respectfully submit for your

I consideration, would, in my opinion, materially diminish the evil

;

and the cheapness and simplicity of the method are important
reconamendations. The plan wholly consists in making an opening'
mto the flue at the top of the cbiinney breast, and fixing therein a

I biU-mouthed iron tube, 12 inches diameter at the lower orifice,
which, after communicating with the chimney flue, extends in a

' vertical direction for about 15 inches, and then terminates in a

x2
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/shton-uiidei- contracted aperture of about 3 inches diameter. This kind of
.Lyiic.

ventilator is sometimes used in public-houses for clearing rooms
•'• ^"

Es^'^^'*''''
of tobacco-smoke ; but it is obvious that, if the plan is found

effectual in doing that, it must also be efficacious in disengaging

impure air from imperfectly ventilated sleeping apartments. The
entire cost of the tube and fixing would not exceed 4s.; and, as

three ventilators, on the average, would be sufficient for each
house, the expense of ventilating the whole town on that principle

would not exceed the sum stated in the proximate estimate. Per-

haps the most effectual method, however, of ventilating dwelling-

houses would be by constructing a separate ventilation flue at the

time of erecting the house ; but as that regulation could only

apply to future buildings, it is scarcely worth while alluding to it

in regard to existing tenements.

Having thus shortly noticed the data upon which the conclu-

sions on tlie debit side of the estimate are founded, permit me to

draw your attention to the credit side of the account, whilst I

point out to you as briefly as I can the principle upon which I cal-

culate that there would be a pecuniary saving to the town, if sana-

tory measures were introduced.

1st. In the first place, then, the positive number of deaths an-

nually in the town is 699, or 3*2 per cent, per annum of the

population; whilst in 1838-9 the mean annual rate of mortality of

England and Wales was only 2*1, or about two-thirds that of

Ashton-under-Lyne. I therefore calculate that the introduction

of sanatory measures would reduce the average mortality of the

town to that of England and Wales, and would consequently re-

duce the positive annual number of deaths from 699 to 466,

thereby saving the lives of 233 persons annually, and the pecu-

niary expense attending their interment. Through the industry

of Edwin Chadwick, Esq., the talented Secretary to the Poor Law
Commissioners, it has been ascertained that the average cost of

funerals of persons of every rank above paupers in Great Britain

is 141. 19s. 9d., and that the average expense of funerals among
the working classes is 51. Assuming, then, that the whole of the

233 lives annually saved by sanatory means would be of the

labouring class, and that the average cost of interment would not

exceed 51., it follows that 233 x 5 1165, the sum stated in

the estimate.

2nd. In estimating the amount of the pecuniary saving that

may reasonably be expected to arise to the town by the introduc-

tion of sanatory measures, the saving in the expense of 1 in 44 of

the population ought not to be omitted, as you are aware that

observation has fully established that births increase and diminish

in proportion as mortality increases and diminishes ; and that a

diminution of the rate of mortality in any given town, county, or

nation, is quickly succeeded by a reduction in the number of

births, and vice versa. This law of population justifies me in cal-
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culating', as I have done, that the number of births in Ashton- Ashton-undor-

iiuder-Lyne would be reduced, by sanatory means, from the present ~'
annual number of 825, or 1 in 27 of the population, to 516, or ^'^-e";'"'"

1 in 44, as in the county of Hereford ; and estimating the average

expense of each birth at only 25s., it follows that 825 — 516 x li
= 386J, or 386Z. 5s., as stated in the account.

3rd. In computing the saving from reduced sickness, I have
proceeded on the principle that disease will diminish in the same
ratio as mortality, namely, one-third; and in determining the

amount of illness in the town, 1 have taken the sickness returned

by the Boards of Health as the basis of calculation. The returns

alluded to show that nearly one-fourth of the entii e population
are subscribers to these associations; that for every 100 members
there are annually 118 distinct cases of illness; and that the ave-

rage duration of illness is four days. Taking these statements as

criteria by which to estimate the aggregate number of cases of
sickness in the town, it will be seen that there are annually 26,780
of four days' duration ; and reckoning on the average 4s. per case
for lost labour, 2^. 6d. per case for medicine and medical atten-

dance, and 8928 as the positive number of cases diminished by
sanatory means, the sum under this head in the proximate esti-

mate will be found in this manner, viz., 8928 x 6^ -f- 20 —
2901 if, or 2901^. 12s.

4th. The data for calculating the saving in respect of widowhood
and orphanage have been obtained from Mr. Enoch Turner, the

assistant-overseer of the town and parish. According to that gen-
tleman's returns, there are on the average 118 cases of widowhood
and orphanage dependent upon the poor-rates ; and if we esti-

mate the expense of each case at 101. per annum, and that sanatory
measures would diminish the number by one-half, it follows that
the saving is [J 18 - 59 x 10 590] 590/.

5th. In noticing the last item of the estimate, I have to observe
that the saving to ,the town in respect of life assurance is calcu-

lated on the principle that the average duration of life will be
extended from 1 7 to 23 years, and that consequently the mean
expectation of life will be as great, ceterisparibus, at the age of 23,
under improved regulations, as at 17 under existing circumstances

;

thereby diminishing the risk of death, and (according to the tables
of the Scottish Widows' Fund Life Assurance Society) saving
annually 5^'. 7d. per cent, premium on all policies for the whole
period of life. Of course, such a reduction in the rate of assurance
can only be expected to occur when the extension of life alluded
to has become general' and been satisfactorily established. I
find by personal inquiry at the principal life-assurance offices in

Ashton-under-Lyne, that the aggregate amount of sums assured
by life policies in the town exceeds 110,000^., and taking 6s. Id.
per cent, as the average arimial s'aving in premium, it results that
the saving annually would be 307/. \s. 8fZ.

The estimate referred to is as follows ;

—
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Ashton-uuaer- Proximat^ ESTIMATE of the Expenditure necessary for introducing

^7^' into Ashton-undev-Lyne Sanatory Improvements.
K.CoultUail,

lisq..
^""^^

1st. In want ofwater laidi

on in the house . J

2nd. In want of main)
sewer . . • • j

Srd. In want of housel
drains .... J

4th, In want of paved 1

street , . . .

j

5th. In want of ajipara-l

tus of the nature of >

a water-closet . . |

6th. In want of ventila-

tion by openings in

the snperior por-

tions of existing

rooms ....

Total
Number

of
Houses.

Cost
per House

lor

Capital.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

700 0 12 6 0 0

3,000 1 0 8i 0 1 4

3,132 0 15 0 0 0 9

900 2 10 0 0 2 6

4,650 2 5 5 0 2 H

4,700 0 12 0

Ilent

per House.

0 0 7i

Total Outlay,

£. ». d.

437 10 0

4,003 2 6

2,349 0 0

2,250 0 0

10,559 7 6

2,820 0 0

Total Incrcabed
Bnntal

rcquirt'd for the
District Iniproveti,

dcfravillf,' by
Aunual Inatulment*

of
Principal & Intcresl

of 20 YeurB
for the

Paring, House
Cleansing, and Water

AppuraiuB;
and M Years for
Main Sewers

and Iloube Drains.

£. «. d.

33 7 3

237 16 2

139 10 9

171 11 3

805 2 7

215 0 6

£. s, d.

Total immediate expenditure of capital required for lhe1,P2 419 o 0
improvement of the town /" '

Total increased rental required for the improvement of)
^ 8 6

the town J
'

Immediate expenditure for each house in want of alll g
j

.j

the ajipliances • •

)

Total int:ieased rent for each house in want of all the) 0 8 1
ajipliances ..J

Immediate expenditure per head on the population . 0 19 9

Weekly rents per head on the population .... 0 0 0^

Besides the improvements mentioned in the preceding table, there

is also to be taken into consideration the expense of erecting public

baths and making a new road round the moss. Several influential

gentlemen of the town think that the expense of these objects

ought to be defrayed by a rate, and if such should prove to be the

general opinion, the following will be a statement of the account :

—

£. s. d.

To erecting and fitting up public baths, accord-

ing to a design 4500 0 0

To making a new road round Ashton-under-

Lyne Moss, according to plan and specifica-

tion previously given ,,,».. 912 0 0

5412 0 0
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•P S d Ashtonunder-
• Lync.

By rate of 2s. 6d. in the pound on 44,8'J'7^.,
^ ^ Couiiiai

being the net rateable annual value of the '

"es.".

property of the town 5519 12 6

Leaving for the expense of collection, &c., a

bahmce of ^101 12 6

Proximate Estimate of the Pecuniary and other Saving that may be

expected to accrue to Ashton-under-Lyne from Sanatory Improve-

ments.

1.

Saving
by One-third of

the

Positive Number
of Deaths,

live Expense of

each Deatli

being
Estimated at

£o.

2.

Saving
in the Excess of

Births

beyond 1 in 44
of the

Population,
tlie Expense of

eacli Birth
being

Estimated at

25s.

3.

Saving
in

Days' Labour,

4.

Reduction
by One-half of the
Existing Number

of Cases of

5.

Saving in the Risk of
Death,

and consequent Expense
of Assurance,

by extending tlie
•

Average Duration of Life

from 17 to 23 Years,
estimating tlie Aggregate
Amoiuit ol Life Policies

in the Town at £110,000,
and the

Reduction of the Annual
Premium

at 5s. Id. per Cent.

and in

a Reduction by
One-tliird

of the Cases and
Expense

of Sicliness,

Compuliug
the Saving at

6s.6d.per Case.

Widowhood and
Orphanage

Ueoendent upon
the

Poor's Rates,
taking the Expense

of each Case to

Cost £10
per Aunum.

£. s. d.

1,165 0 0

£. s. d.

386 5 0

£. S. d,

2,901 12 0

£. s. d.

590 0 0

£. S. d.

307 1 8

£, *.

Total annual saving to the town, which may be considered

K

a set-ofF to the total increased rental per contra , . . J
'

Total weekly saving of money to the town 102 17

Total annual saving of money to each house iu the town . 1 2

Total weekly saving of money to each house in the town . 0 0

Total saving of money per head per annum to each indi-1
q ^

vidual of the population /

Total saving per week in money to every individual in the i
q q

town J

But if instead of paying off the whole of this sum in one year,

it was repaid, with interest at the rate of five per cent, per annum,

in 30 years, an annual rate of IfoJ. in the pound would only be

required, which would be sufficient to raise the necessary sum,

viz., 3251. 6s. 6d.

In closing this letter, allow me to remark, that in all the state-

ments I have made I have endeavoured to be critically correct, and

in every instance I have been at great pains in verifying my asser-

tions. It is not impossible, however, but that errors may exist,

after all the care I have taken to avoid them ; but I feel confident

that their number, if any, must be exceedingly small, and that

their deviations from accuracy must be of trifling importance.

Trusting that this communication will, iu some degree, promote

the object of your inquiry, and that Ashton-under-Lyne will not be

overlooked or forgotten when sanatory measures of improvement

are introduced into populous districts by the Legislature.

d.

8

8

9

5^

Si
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Nottinglmni,

T. IInH kalcy,

Esq.

Geological Condition of Nottingham.

TOWN OF NOTTINGHAM.

Population. Number of Houses.

Number
of Acres.

1831 1841
• 1831 1841

Inhabited. Uuinliabited. Inhabited.
'

Uninhabited.

2,610 50,680 53,091 . 10,407 . 435 . .10,934 678

[Extracted from the Tables of the Registrar-General.]

Deutlis of Persons in

1841. Deaths of Persons in 1810, 1841, and 1842.

Popula-

tion

in 1841.

Totul Num-
ber whose
Boiiths were
llegiitered.

Under
Five Years
of Age.

Total
Number
whose
Deaths
were

Registered.

Mortality
per Cent.

Number of
Deaths which
would have
happened if

the Mortality
had been
2 iier Cent.

Excess of
Deaths

above the
Average of
2 per Cent.

53,080 1,239 565 4,462 2-8 3,185 1,277

Replies to the Queries issued hy Her Majesty s Commissionersfor
inquiring into the jjfesent State of Large Toicns, Sfc. With
additional Observations in Answer to the further Inquiries of
James Ranald Martin^ Esq., one of the said Commissioners.

By T. Hawksley, C.E., M.I.C.E.

1. The town of Nottingham is in latitude 52° 57' North, longi-

tude 1° 8' West. It is for the most part placed at a considerable

elevation above the country surrounding it on the southern, eastern^,

andvrestern sides. Its site is on the declivity of the southern ter-

mination of a long range of hills of considerable elevation, and its

aspect is consequently very decidedly southerly. The valley of

the Trent, about one mile in width, lies at its foot.

The following pen-sketch (p. 2.), which is intended to exhibit an
approximate vertical section of the Borough of Nottingham, will

probably convey a more correct idea of the position' of the town
with respect to the adjacent country, and of the relative levels of

the upper and lower districts into which it is naturally divided by an
extensive geological disruption, than could possibly be obtained

from any written description, however minute.

2. Three-fourths of the town is based immediately on the new
red sandstone rock, which is exceedingly dry and absorbent.

This portion is elevated from 50 to 200 feet above the adjacent

valley of the Trent, and comprises the best and most respectably

inhabited part of the town, together with numerous densely-popu-r

lated places of very inferior description, inhabited by the working

classes. The remaining portion stands on an alluvial deposit of

gravel, sand, " silt," and decayed vegetable matter, and is prin-

cipally situated in the valley of the Trent, or in the valleys of

streams communicating with that river. The soil of this portion

is damp, and the situation moist and unhealthy. The substratum

is invariably sandstone.
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The natural facilities for drainage are exceedingly good, as
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.Notiingimm. t^e town Stands, with trifling exceptions, upon inclined ground

TuiJ^sie
'

^'^^"^to
196 feet in little more than one mile. The waters are re-

•K*q,"'^' ceived and carried off by the river Leen on the south, and its tri-

butary the river Beck on the east. These streams, after uniting,

discharge themselves into the river Trent, about three-fourths of

a mile south of the town.

There are no insurmountable impediments to efficient surface

drainage by sewers, even in the lowest parts of the town. The
drainage of cellars and sub-stories is, however, in some few situa-

tions impracticable, especially during the not infrequent occurrence

of floods from the Trent, which " tail-up " the sewers in such situ-

ations.

3. No part of the town is now liable to be flooded by the

rising of the river Trent ; but some of the lower portions suff"er

from accumulations of water during heavy rains, in consequence

of the inadequacy of the sewerage to the conduct of the waters

of rain-storms ;
Poplar-place, Narrow-marsh, and the Meadow-

plats, or some portions of them, are thus affected.

4. There are no obstructions to the natural drainage incapable

of remedy by deepening the outfalls of the rivers, by enlarging and

otherwise improving the sewers, and by forming better communi-

cations with the streams than at present exist, except, perhaps,

the one obstruction occasioned by arching n\ on a very contracted

scale, and subsequently building over, the river Beck. This im-

portant obstruction is the result of a long-continued neglect of the

authorities formerly charged with the maintenance of the drainage,

and is of a kind which could not have occurred under public ma-

nagement of the most moderate efficiency. A portion of the

adjacent country is now drained chiefly by absorption, but, m the

event of an extension of the town, would obviously discharge a

o-reatly increased proportion of its waters into the natural valley

of the river Beck. The diameter of the river Beck sewer is only

from four feet to four feet anda-half, while the surface of the district

likely to be ultimately affected is little less than three square miles.

5. There is no public survey whatever, nor do any regula-

tions exist with respect to new buildings.

6. In the principal portion of the town the natural incluiation of

the streets is very considerable, there is therefore no stagnant

moisture in them. Many of the courts and alleys adjoining these

streets are however indifferently drained, some indeed not at all^;

these are therefore liable " to the retention of stagnant moisture."

The very ample supply of water afforded by the two incorporated

Water Companies occasions the moisture to be frequently changed,

and therefore prevents many of the ill consequences which would

arise from the putrefaction of the organic matters contained therein.

Many of the streets in the inferior parts of the town are neither

paved i
nor drained in consequence of the indisposition of the

Boards of Highways to accept these streets as public roads, not-

withstanding the inhabitants are assessed and compelled to con-
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tribute to the repair of the highways in the same proportion as NottihRii

persons residing in adopted streets.
^ ^-^
—

Accumulations of filth and moisture, attended with the worst
and most fatal consequences, have repeatedly occurred in several

of the courts of this town. Cabbage-court in Charlotte-street, (an
elevated portion of the town,) and Morley's Yard on Leen Side,
(a low 'part of the town,) may be particularly instanced amongst
many other places of only somewhat inferior notoriety. In these
the most malignant and fatal diseases are generated and matured,
and hence they spread themselves to the danger and detriment of
the whole community.

There are very few stagnant pools in the neighbourhood of
Nottingham. In the cavities created by the formation of streets
in the ground called the West Croft, enclosed by the Corporation
in the year ] 839, water occasionally accumulates under circum-
stances the most favourable for the generation of malaria, and

^ produces at times an effluvium exceedingly offensive. These
cavities are only 200 or 300 yards from a populous part of the town.

7. Sewers have been formed to a very considerable extent
;
they

are however, in general, very defective and unsystematic. A great
number are indeed so shallow as to be incapable of efifectino- more
than surface drainage, and but few are laid sufficiently deep to
effect the thorough dramage of basement stories. The sewers in
the natural valleys have been constructed without reference to
future wants, and are not sufficiently capacious to effect the
drainage of the town when it shall be hereafter extended ; the
sewer formed on the course of the River Beck is even now inca-
pable of conveying the waters of heavy rains, and has therefore
occasioned the houses in its vicinity to suffer from inundation when
these have occurred. Very many streets have as yet no public
sewers or other sufficient means of under-ground drainage. For
instance, the whole or considerable portions of each of the follow-
ing streets :

—

Lamb-lane.
Sherwood-lane.

Rumford-street and four or five adjacent streets.

Twenty or thirty streets in the Meadow-plats.
Eight or ten streets near Pierrepont-street.
Back-lane.

Clinton-street and several adjacent streets.

Chesterfield-street and five or six streets adjacent.
Newcastle-street.

Clare-street.

Parts of Narrow Marsh, &c. &c.
and numerous blocks of buildings containing 1000 to 3000 inha-
bitants, all rated to the maintenance and repair of the highways
of the town. In general, where there are sewers, there are also
branch drains from the houses abutting on the streets ; many of
the courts are however still drained into the gutters of the streets
by open channels.
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8. The smaller houses (of which there are about 8000 out of

r. Hn^icy, 11,000 under 10/. per annum rent.) are not provided with proper

^"'i- necessaries. One necessary to three or four houses, or to 15 or

20 inhabitants, is very general under the more favourable cir-

cumstances; frequently there is not more than one to five or six

houses, and in some instances to 8 or 10 houses. The necessaries

are mostly placed in clusters of two, three, four, five, or six, with one

dirt-pit to the whole, the doors close to each other, the partition-

walls 4^ inches thick, frequently more or less open beneath the

seats, commonly erectedunder dwellings in which whole families live

and sleep, and nearly always exposed to the direct gaze of the in-

habitants of the streets, courts, and places in which they are situ-

ated. These mal-arrangements militate most grossly against the

comfort, decency, morality, and health of the labouring population

of the town.

In the better parts of the town there are many water-closets

supplied by the Water Companies, for the exceedingly moderate

annual charge of 10*. each. These, for the most part, now dis-

charge into the public sewers, though in opposition to an anti-

quated regulation- of the Highway Board to the contrary. Many
of the superior houses have privies in their back-yards, situated

under immediate view from the dwelling-rooms of the occu-

pants of the houses to which they are appended, and very fre-

quently within the observation of the occupants of the adjoining

houses also. This defect arises from the exceedingly crowded

state of the town, and is obviously productive of num'brous evil

consequences, amongst the least of which may be mentioned the

injury to the animal functions from retention, while waiting an

unobserved opportunity to obey the calls of nature. It is perfectly

well known that, in Notringham, females suffer much in conse-

quence of the indelicacy of the existing arrangements. A personal

examination of the dwellings in all parts of the town will how-

ever do more to inform the Commissioners of the defective

structural arrangements of its buildings, than the most elaborately

written description.'"

There are no pubhc necessaries except, I believe, one recently

erected by the Corporation in the Meat-market. Through this a

stream of water is frequently passed. There is also one public

urinal connected with the Town Hall, which, though m a very

public situation, is usually suffered to remain in the most filthy

and neglected condition.

9. The supply of water being good, the house drams are gene-

rally clean, and of course are seldom choked by accumulations of

deposited matter. Offensive effluvia are sometimes emitted from

them when not properly and effectually trapped and substantially

built. This defect is, however, entirely the fault of the owner or

occupier, as no local authority has any control over those portions

of the drains which lie beyond the boundary of the pubhc street.

10. Where the ground is inclined the sewage is rarely obstructed.

« This examiuatiou haa since been made.
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but. where the around is level, accximulcitions, consistuig- princi- Notibj-imni,

pally of sand from the soil of the town, mixed with animal and'f. iiu^ie.
vegetable matters, occasionally occur. About J 2 of the inlet shoots "Esq."''

are effectually trapped; the others, which are very numerous,
frequently emit most noisome stenches. No means are employed
to prevent accumulations. When stoppages happen, the sewer or
pit (as the case may be) is opened under the direction of the
officer of the Board of Highways ; the obstructing matter is then
raised to the surface of the street, and is afterwards carted away.

11. With respect to the original construction and subsequent
maintenance and repair of the sewers and drains no local reo-ula-
tions of a systematic character are in force.

12. In those streets in which sewers have been constructed, the
liquid refuse is, for the most part, carried off by them ; but in un-
drained and unpaved streets the liquid refuse partly soaks into
the soil, partly evaporates, and is partly carried off by rain and the
water supplied by the public Companies into other streets where
sewers exist.

13. The section of the street sewers is generally circular. They
are mostly half a brick (4^ inches) thick, the lower half laid
" dry," and the upper built with mortar. They are chiefly 2 feet
and 2 feet 6 inches diameter, very few being larger, but some
smaller. The cost (including excavation to a depth of6 feet, and
radiating bricks) is about ^d. or 3if/. per inch diameter.
The rivers Leen and Beck are both arched over, and are, in

many cases, built upon. The British and Foreign School, a con-
siderable building in Canal-street, in which a numerous body of
children receives education is actually built upon the arch of the
Leen, the principal and the foulest sewer of the town. One sewer
(elliptical in section,) near 400 yards long, about 4^ feet high
and 3 feet wide, passes down Lister Gate and Carrinaton-street •

this is laid at considerable depth, and is the best constructed and
most efficient sewer in the town.

_
14. The public sewers are cleansed, as already stated, by open-

ing the ground from the surface of the street, breaking throuah
the brickwork, and digging out the accumulated matters but the
annual expenditure consequent on this operation has not been as-
certained.

15. There is no regular service of scavengers. Only a few of
the streets are swept, and those at very uncertain periods. The
s reets inhabited by the poorest classes are seldom or never
Cleansed at the pubhc expense, although it is beyond doubt thata minute attention on the part of the public authorities to thehealih and comiort of the labouring population would result in alaige economy ot the pubhc expenses consequent on the existingamount ot sickness and premature mortality.

16. The refuse of the courts and alleys is reserved in the neces-
sary-pi s till the accumulation is very considerable, the inhabitants
then sell it to « muck-majors," (as the dealers in excreinentitious
manures are here denominated,) for a few shillings per load, and
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Nottinsiiatn. divide the amount so obtained amongst themselves. The refuse is

T. iiawTsiey, Carted away by the purchaser during the night, and not later than

seven o'clock of the morning in summer, and nine in winter.

This regulation is imposed by a bye-law of the corporation. The
carts frequently let fall a portion of their semi-fluid contents in

the public streets, notwithstanding a regulation exists to the con-

trary. The penalty attached to the neglect of the regulation is

however rarely inflicted, and of course the regulation itself is only

imperfectly operative.

17. Dust-bins are not very general. The privy-pit is the usual

receptacle for every description of refuse.

18. The purchased refuse is partly carted directly away to the

country, and is partly deposited upon two or three wharfs, situated

on the side of the canal, but surrounded by densely-populated neigh-

bourhoods, to which they are of coui-se a nuisance. In the vicinity

of one of these wharfs fevers and other contagious diseases are ex-

ceedingly prevalent.

19. A Court Leet is annually held under authority of the Cor-

poration as lord of the manor. This Court professes to take cog-

nizance of and have authority in particular cases of nuisances, and

to be able to impose lines upon certain descriptions of wrong-

doers. It is, however, almost needless to say that, in common

with other similar feudal Coui'ts, this either does not possess the

powers it claims to be invested with, or is incapable of asserting

any extensive or generally useful authority. Small tines are

exacted for certain classes of nuisances and encroachments, which

may then remain undisturbed, so far as the Court is concerned,

till the next annual perambulation, when the fine is again mi-

posed. These fines are collected when the parties are willing

to pay them, but are rarely enforced when a disposition to deter-

mined resistance is manifested. When the; Court acts it is by

the rule of might,—it receives no evidence, hears no arguments,

nor carries in any of its proceedings the most remote resemblance

to a legally constituted and competent tribunal. In fact, it claims

to be judge, jury, advocate, witness, and prosecutor. This is the

only body which asserts to have any special local authority of a sana-

tory nature. There is therefore no local authority vested, with ade-

quate powers (and of course there is no authority responsihle) for the

enforcement of cleansing or other sanatory regulations in this town.

20. With few exceptions the houses of Nottingham and its

vicinity are laid out either in narrow streets, or more commonly

are built in confined courts and alleys, the entrance to which is

usually Ihrout^h a tunnel from 30 to 36 inches wide, about 8 feet

high, and from 25 to 30 feet long, so that purification by the

direct action of the air and solar light is in the great majority of

these cases perfectly impracticable. Upwanls of 7000 houses are

erected hack to back and side to side, and are of course by this in-

iurious arrangement deprived of the means of adequate ventilation

and decent privacy. Some idea of the extraordinary density occa-
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sioncd by this ai-rangement may be inferred from the fact, that in Noitingharf.

one quarter of the town, of wliich an account was some time since T.n^aiby,,
taken by Mr. Barnett, the clerk of the Nottingham Union, more '

^'''"i-

than 4200 people were ascertained to dwell in a square of less

than 220 yards on the side.

The courts are almost uniformly closed at both ends, being
entered by the tunnel already spoken of, and no arrangements
exist for cleansing or even viewing them.

21. The cellar dwellings aie not numerous, being probably
under 200; they are mostly situated below the " back-to- back "

houses, of which they form the sub-story. They are lighted from
an area of perhaps four or five feet wide, are not drained, and are
only ventilated by the door, window, and chimney. The occupants
are, as might be anticipated, almost invariably squalid and sickly.

22. There is no local Act to prevent any owner doing exactly
as he thinks proper with his own land, or with any buildino-g
thereon. Every proposition for a General Improvement Act has
hitherto been successfully withstood by small house-owners and
other interested parties. The lands surrounding the town beino-
subject to right of common during a portion of the year, oppose an
effectual barrier to extension or other improvement for the relief
of the numerous over-crowded districts above referred to,

23. The school-rooms are, with few exceptions, bad as regards
site, light, height, and ventilation. Warmth is in most cases
afforded by open fire-places, and is not distributed with sufficient
equaUty. There are " necessaries" to all the schools I have
visited, but not such as would be implied by the word " proper,"
used in the query. I do not bear in mind any public school with
a play-ground attached. I think only two private schools have
play-grounds annexed, and these grounds are of inconsiderable size.

St. Mary's Girls' School (recently erected) is, from want of avail-
able land, built in the corner of a crowded burial-ground, imme-
diately fronting another similar place of interment, and alongside
an alley, till recently, if not now, in the occupation of the lowest
characters. The British and Foreign Boys' and Girls' School
IS, for the same reason, built on a public sewer, and the structure
IS at the present time sinking in consequence. The Boys' Na-
tional School is in one of the most degraded and vicious neio'h-
bourhoods, a neighbourhood in which moral precept is more than
hkely to be counteracted by immoral example. To these important
schools the public street is the only play-ground. The Free
C:rrammar School, the Blue-coat School, the Lancastrian School,
and many other schools, though better situated, have no better
accommodation. I believe the drainage is generally good.

24. With respect to open spaces, Nottingham is very peculiarly
cn-cumstanced. The town is nearly surrounded by lands more or
less open during certain periods of the year, but only for the
purpose of exercising the legal right of common thereon. The
public, and especially the juvenile portion, does however trespass
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>roU!u(!iiam. to a great extent upon these lands while thrown open, i.e., for

T. Ha^iey, about three months in the year (August to November) ; for

'^^i- although the meadows remain open for a somewhat longer period,

they are too damp after the early part of October to be then ad-

vantageously used for the purposes of recreation and exercise.

At a distance northward of nearly a mile from the centre of the

town is a plot of land containing 124 acres, called the Notting-

ham Forest, being an unstinted common, the soil of which is

claimed by the corporation as lord of the manor. This is open

during the whole year, and is partly applied as a cricket-ground,

an exercising ground for the military, and a race-ground, and

partly remains an unreclaimed waste.

Still further to the north, about two miles from the market-

place, and therefore at a distance too remote for convenient recre-

ation, is another portion of common, containing 57 acres, called

Mapperley Plain, of similar tenure to the Forest. The partial

cultivation of this common has ceased in consequence of the ob-

jections raised by the freemen.

There are no public parks, gardens, or walks, appurtenant to or

maintained at the expense of the town. If, however, the two incon-

veniently situated commons, which contain together upwards of 180

acres, could be enclosed and sold, and the proceeds be apphed in

the purchase, construction, and maintenance of well laid out walks

and gardens in the immediate vicinity of the town, ample spaces

might be obtained, and great sanatory advantages would result

therefrom.

25. There are no proper open bathing-places. The Trent is fre-

quented during the hot weather, but neither very decently nor very

safely. There have been about 50 cases of death by drowning in

the Trent during the last few years. There are no public baths,

unless a bath, the property of an individual, to which the subscrip-

tion is 25,?. per annum, and a bath constructed by a mill-owner, for

each use of which a charge of Gc?. is made, can be so denominated.

Various projectors have at different times brought forward schemes

for the construction of public baths on the banks of the Trent. My
own observation convinces me that a habit of bathing for corporeal

purification cannot be induced nor will be hkely to be persevered m
unless the baths be erected in the immediate vicinity of the dweUings

of the classes by whom they are intended to be used, and the water

be raised to the temperature necessary for personal enjoyment.

26. The town and suburbs are supplied with water for domestic use

from the works of two companies, established by Acts of Parlia-

ment, and by two or three minor works, the property of private indi-

viduals, constructed for the special supply of very elevated places.

The oldest company is the Nottingham Old Water Company,

which commenced its operations about 150 years ago, but was

not incorporated till 1826. This company now derives its water

from springs about one mile and a half north of the town, and

supplies from 12,000 to 16,000 of the population.
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The largest company is the Trent Water Company, incorpo- Notii„.,i,am.

rated in the year 1825. This Company obtains its water from a t. iu^^\.

'

reservoir and other works on the banks of the Trent, three-fourths *

'^^^'i-

of a mile south of the town, and supplies upwards of36,000 of the
population of Nottingham and of the adjoining village of Sneinton.
The minor works procure their water from wells sunk in the

new red sandstone rock, and supply together probably 5000 in-
habitants.

The supply for the extinction of fires is wholly obtained from
the works of the Trent Company, and mostly so for the waterino-
of streets.

27. It is not known that any quantitative analyses of the
waters supplied to the inhabitants of Nottingham are in existence.
I believe all the waters are, in respect of quality, unexceptionable;
They are almost invariably pellucid, and contain only usual pro-
portions of sulphate and carbonate of lime, muriate of soda, &c.
The water of the sandstone rock contains, in addition, carbonate
of magnesia in notable quantity. The qualities of all the waters
vary somewhat according to the period of the year and amount
of ram, particularly those of the two incorporated companies.
No complaints are made against any of the waters, except such

as have their origin in the competition of the companies. These,
under whatever form they may be alleged, almost invariably
resolve themselves into an application for reduction of rent. No
evils are experienced by the. public in respect of the supply or

' quality of the water in Nottingham. The companies are, how-
ever, frequently much imposed upon, and are upon the whole very

; ill-remunerated for the capital invested. The Old Company has
received no dividend for near 20 years. The Trent. Water Com-
pany paid no dividend for five or six years; and although this
Company now divides six per cent, on the nominal capital, it does

:

not obtain more than five per cent, on the actual investment. The
Northern Water Works Company receives little or no remunera-
tion for its outlay

; and the minor works, I am given to understand,
scarcely recompense the owners for the trouble and attention
bestowed upon them.

28. The modes in use for supplying water to the town of Not-
tmgham are as follow :

—

'- 1st. As to the Old Company. This Company possesses a
reservoir about one mile and a-half north of the town, into which
the water of certain springs flows. The springs are on the marain
01 t he river Leen, and on a fault at the verge of the new red
sandstone rock. It is not known how much of this water is pro-
auced trom the rock, and how much by filtration from the Leen.
^vom this reservoir the water is conveyed by a very circuitous
route (through a pipe of about three miles in length, and 10 or
11 inches diameter, with a total fall of 28 feet) to the south-

' western entrance into the town. Thence the water is pumped by
a water-wheel into a reservoir, at an elevation of about 110 feet,

VOL. I. y
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Nottinftimm. fof the Supply of the inhabitants. Tlie river being inadequate to

T. keep the water-wheel in constant motion, the aid of a steam engine

Eaq. '

of 14 horses powefj is bccasionally required. The vvorks of dis-

tribution, whith consist both of cast-iron and lead pipes, extend

over only a portion of tlie town.

2ndly. As to the Trent Water-Works Company. This Com-

pany's reservoir and mechanical works are situated on the banks

of the river Trent, three-fourths of a mile south of the town. Tlie

water is derived from a natural stratum of sand and gravel, in

which the lowfer reservoir and certain filter-tunnels have been

formed. The water is forced along a main of 15 inches diameter

through the centre of the town, and into a reservoir situated near

"the Parki" at an elevation of 135 feet, by a " double-powered"

steam-engine of 40 horses power. This principal main supplies

various district mains, which again feed the smaller pipes ibr the

supply of the several streets. On these pipes are placed numer-

ous fire-plugs. The principal and district mains are never

"tapped" for branches. The pipes of this company, which are

wholly of iron, extend over nearly all parts of Nottingham and

New Sneinton.

Srdly. The minor works have all steam-engines of small power,

and iron pipes for distribution.

29. See reply to query No. 26. Public officers have no control

over any of the water-wovks.

30. The houses and population of Nottingham are returned in

the abstract census of 1841, as follows, viz. :

—

Houses. o

Inhabited 10,942

Uninhabited 675

Building 30

Total . . 11,647

Population.

Males 24,53fi1
j)jg.g^ 4 008

remales 28,544|

Total . . 53,080

31. It is not possible to say into how many houses the water is

separately laid ; but I conceive the number to be between 4000 and

5000. All the houses in Nottingham and its suburbs are supplied

very efficiently either in the houses or by cocks in the courts, ex-

ceptincx about 800, the inhabitants of which are necessitated by the

parsimony of their landlords to beg or steal from their neighbours.

The lar^e houses originally supplied by the old Company have

very extensive brick cisterns, capable of holding several weeks

supply AH the other houses are, with few exceptions, served trom

pipes directly communicatuig with the water-mains, in which a

supply is constantly maintained.
, . „ , , i

32 The poorer classes are supphed chiefly from water-cocks

placed in the courts in which they reside. The proprietors of small
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tenements provide the j^ipes and apparatus, and discharge the water
rent, receiving- an allowance of 25 per cent, for risk and trouble.

33. See reply to query No. 27. An impoverished population,
such as that of the working classes of Nottingham, will always
complain of price, however low it may be.

34. The old Company have no regular scale of charges. The
Trent Water Company's scale, established in 1831, and the rates
granted by Parharaent in 1825, are as under.

Nottingham, Trent Water-Works Company.
Annual Charge or Rentfor supply of JValer.

Incidental Annual Charges.

Per Cent.
Allowance to landlords Com-
poundins,'for tenants.wheu
poor's ratfis and other pa-
rochial charges are paid
hy them . . . f ,

Allowance when rates* are)
not paid by landlords . . }

Aili)w;ince on houses partlvl
used as shops . ".

j
'^^ *°

25

20

Stahle and one horse . . .

Stable and more than onel
horse, for each horse . . |

(Stables in inns to be taken at
half the number of stalls.)

Cows, each

"Warehouses . . . . ./

Offices

Gardens within the town . .

Private baths in dwelling-)
houses ..,,..]

Slaughter-houses ....
Water-closets in private houses
Water-closets in warehouses,!
^.A-^- .7
Victuallers' brewhouses, twol
brewings per week . , . f

Ditto, less than two brewings)
per week

)

Pipe for watering street inj
front of private house . , J

Boilers of highpressuresteam-i
engines, working 10 hours?
per day, per horse power . |

Lace dressing rooms, per yard
j

in length, single frames . /
Ditto, double frames . , .

Bakehouses .....
Malt-rooms per quarter of malt]

contained in the steeping
cistern

Water consumed in erection of-i

new buildings, per yard su-
(

perficial, on plan of each(
''*0'y

Water consumed in erection of)
fence-walls, per yard su-l
perficial, ....,(

Mill hands, for drinking and 1

washing only, per indivi-l
employed

j
Workhouses, including baths')
and washing-rooms, per in-

1

dividual on the average off
the whole year . . . . J

Y 2

*. d.

4 0

2 6

1 6
5 0

and upwards.

10 0

,5

10

20 0

20 0

16 0

7 0

9 0

0 9

1 0
bs. to 8*.

2 6

0 1

0 3

0 8

Nottingljan;.

T. Hawksley,
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NoUlnglinm.

T. Huwkslcv,
Esq.

Quantity of Water consumed.

Special Annual Charges,

J-inch . • .

|-inch . • t

^-incli . • •

J-inch . • •

1-inch . • •

1^-inch . • t

l|-inch . . •

I and 1 inch

\l and 1-inch .

1^ and 1^-inch, or

1^ and 1-inch ,

1| and IJ-inch .

l| and 1^-inch .

Dyers, &c. Eslimato Accouula.

£. s. d. Gullons. £. s. d.

5 0 0 50,000 1 10 0

7 10 0 100,000 2 12 9

10 0 0 200,000 4 12 0

15 0 0 300,000 C 10 0

20 0 0 400,000 8 6 0

25 0 0 500,000 10 0 0

30 0 0 600,000 11 12 0

35 0 0 700,000 13 2 0

40 0 0 800,000 14 10 0

0
900,000 15 16 0

45 0 1,000,000 17 0 0

50 0 0 2,000,000
3,000,000

32 0 0

55 0 0 45 0 0

,0 9

V = £> a f

J

3 a 2^

Rates allowed by Act of Parliament.

« Where the rent of such dwelling-house, or part of a dwelUng-house,

shall not exceed 20/. per annum, at a rate per centum per annum not ex-

ceeding 11. lOs. ; and where such rent shall be above 20/. ana not ex-

ceeding 40/. per annum, at a rate per centum per annum not exceeding

7/ • and where such rent shall be above 40/. and not exceeding 60/. per

annum, at a rate per centum per annum not exceedmg 6/. 10^.; and

where such rent shall be above 60/. and not exceedmg 80/. per annum, at

a rate per centum per annum not exceeding 6/.; and where such rent

shall be above 80/. and not exceeding 100/. per annum, at a rate per

centum per annum not exceeding 5/. 10s.; and where such rent shall be

above 100/. per annum, at a rate per centum per annum not exceedmg

5/ ; and every rate shall be payable according to the actual amount of

rent, where the same can be ascertained, and where the same cannot be

ascertained, according to such rent as such inhabitant shall be assessed

for the house tax : Provided nevertheless, that the said Company of pro-

prietors shall not be entitled to receive from any such inhabitant moi;e

than the sum of 10/. in any one year for such supp y, nor shall such

Company be obliged to furnish such supply to any inhabitant fi^r less than

I2T in one year, unless they shall think fit so to do ;
and m case oi

schools, manufacturers, dyers, printers, bleachers, brewers, ^nn-keepers.

livery stable-keepers, alehouse-keepers, vintners, or other Persons requi -

ing a supply of water for other purposes than those for his or her ow .

family's^consumption, or persons requiring a supply of water for baths

ponds, pools, or closets, o^ for washing carriages, or ior cows or ho e,o

for the purposes of any trade or business whatsoever, such supply shall
1

(

f irn lhed by the said Company of proprietors in such cases at such ra

as shall be settled by and between the commUtee of management of th,

said Company and such persons respectively."

35. It is impossible to state with accuracy the quantity of watei

consumed by each class of tenants, as all take it ad lihitum. I li«

quantity delivered by the Trent Water Company is after the averag.

rate of 17 or 18 gallons per individual per dicm, or bU or Ji

gallons per house, but this is inclusive of trade consumption, th(

•amount of which cannot be satisfactorily ascertained.
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36. The charges for wafer cannot possibly be enhanced beyond Notiin i

the rates allowed by Act of Parliament, and practically can never
"

attain that limit. But in respect to inferiority of quality or defici-
^'

"fitq.'^'''^'

ency of quantity, the Acts authorizing the establishment of water
companies do not profess to afford any redress. It has indeed
bean suggested, that perhaps a mandamus from the Court of
Queen's Bench might in the latter case issue, to compel a neglect-
ful Company to afford a proper supply; but I have never heard
of any application being made to that Court to interpose its

authority for this purpose, nor do I think such a course would be
complete or effectual : an appeal to Parliament by Bill to esta-
blish an additional Company is the unsatisfactory and very ex-
pensive mode of procedure usually adopted. As it rarely happens
that the defect from which a public inconvenience arises extends
to more than a small portion of the works or capabilities of the
Company complained against, the remedy applied by Parliament
is always of necessity many times more extensive than is actually
requisite.

Parliament authorizes the establishment of public Companies,
requiring from them the faithful fulfilment of certain purposes in
return for conferring the necessary powers, provisions, and limi-

: tations which are deemed to be useful and proper for the preserva-
I tion of the interests both of the proprietors and of the public. But
:
here the concern of Parliament terminates ; no competent authority
IS appointed to compel the fulfilment of the purposes, or to protect
the Companies against the aggressions of the public ; the conse-
quence IS, that the Companies and the public are left to adjust
their conflicting interests as well as they can. The Companies on
the one hand usually seek to obtain all they can from the public,
and on the other hand the public generally takes the first oppor-
tunity afforded to set up rival establishments to crush what it de-
nominates an odious monopoly," and to institute an acrimonious

:
rivalry from which its promoters futilely expect to derive a per-
manent advantage. That " competition must do good," is a mtxim
of such universal acceptance, that Parhament now without much
hesitation concedes the necessary powers to the proposed rival, and
again without imposing supervision. A second capital therefore
becomes invested—a warm contest for public patronage ensues
which usually ends in one, or perhaps both the Companies beinc^
reduced to the verge of ruin : at length a coalition takes place—
dividends must now be made upon at least a double investment, the
expenses of dupbcate works and managements must be defrayed
an-a the final result almost invariably is this—that the public paysmore than at first, or at least equivalently fails to obtain those re-
ductions which a single Company might, and under proper su-
pervision would, have effected. But this is not all ; both works
are constructed with little regard to future wants; though in du-
plicate, they are scarcely capable of being extended except at
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NottiDRiiam. great and disproportionate cost, and thus the streets and highways

T.Huwkliey, become filled wilh indifferent aud parallel works to the great in-

^^i- convenience and obstruction of other public accommodations of at

least an equal degree of importance. And so great is the un-

certainty of capitalists with respect to the security of investments

in public imdertakings, that it has become needful as an induce-

ment to authorize the shareholders to divide upon the capital

employed a much higher rate of interest than would be required

if greater security were afforded. Moreover, all these circum-

stances operate most injuriously in other ways. The value of the

shares in the undertaking fluctuates with the hopes and disappoint-

ments of the holders, jobbing and gambling result, confidence is

weakened or destroyed ; when shares are high, the public are

vehement in their expressions of dissatisfaction, and active in their

endeavours to introduce an opponent ; when low, the holders

(amongst whom are very commonly found the widow and the

orphan) are materially injured, and not unfrequently ruined. And
it may be further observed, that the apprehension of insecurity

is found to operate most powerfully and most injuriously, during

periods of commercial depression, when the maintenance of public

confidence and private credit is of the last importance to the

general welfare.

37. A permanent Board ought, in myjudgment, to be established

for the purpose of directing and superintending the operations of

all public companies and other public bodies, which derive their

powers from local Acts and Royal Charters. This Board would

not only hear and remedy grievances as they might arise, but would,

by the introduction of better construction and more experienced

management, provide as far as possible against their origin. The

companies themselves would encounter less risk and feel more

secure under the protection of a permanent Board than they now feel

in the hands of the public. In short, both parties would be much
benefited by the operation of a supervising and appellate autho-

rity, and particularly so, if the members were selected with the

same attention to their competency for the discharge of their duties

as is now bestowed in the choice of judges in the superior courts.

They ought to be equally independent and to hold their appoint-

ments not at will but at the very least " quamdiiLsehene gesserint''

The cost of the Establishment would be insignificant in comparison

with the vast sums now annually wasted in establishing aud con-

ducting the operations of public companies, while national benefits

would accrue from its operations and under its influence quite inde-

pendent of and far beyond those which would undoubtedly result

from the introduction of increased efficiency of construction and

greater economy of management.

38. The water supplied is so pellucid that filters are wholly

needless, and accordingly there are very few if any in use.

39. The Trent Water Company maintains the supply by night
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and by day, and has done so ever since its establishment, (12 years Nottiimhnm.

ago,) except during a periodof one month, when for the purpose of ^ n^siev
experiment, the water was shut off at 10 in the evening and turned Esq.

'

on again at 5 in the morning ; it was then ascertained that it

would be less expensive to pump water than to maintain an extra

establishment of servants and workmen to open, shut, and repair

the valves, to draw the fire-plugs for the more frequent cleansing

of the pipes, to attend to complaints of deficiency and inconve-

nience, and to make the inspections necessary to prevent advan-

tage being taken of the absence of the water to attach commu-
nication-pipes without the Company's consent or knowledge. The
original plan was therefore resumed without loss to the Company,
and with very decided convenience and security to the public. Any
other Company being possessed of an ample quantity of Avater at

its works, and an adequate reservoir in a sufficiently elevated

situation, may adopt this mode of supply loithout difficulty or dis-

advantage ; as I find that one experienced man and a youth of

18 years of age are quite sufficient to manage the distribution of

the constant supply to near 8000 tenants, and to perform all the
necessary plumbing and repairing required by the branch-pipes
and mains. The Old Company has followed the example of the

Trent Company, and now maintains a nearly constant supply.

40. There is no system of stand-pipes for cleansing houses and
pavements ; some few cocks have at different times been put down
for private individuals at a charge of 7s. per annum. They have
been found inconvenient, and have been, in nearly every case,

abandoned by the parties who ordered them.
I do not think such a system as that implied by the query

would be beneficial in English towns, nor do I think domestic ser-

vants would manage the force of water with ease or safety. If
adapted and used for the contemplated purposes, the apparatus
must certainly be placed under the management of competent per-
sons, who should go from door to door at proper hours to apply it

;

but as many walls are thin, and the bricks of which they are built
are absorbent, I cannot recommend an unlimited application of
water to the fronts of houses. I believe, however, that a well-
arranged system of stand-pipes applicable to the purposes of road
watering, street scouring, the extinction of fires, the flushing of
sewers, and other similar public uses, would, in the hands of skil-
led officers, be not only a great present convenience and security
to the community, but ultimately prove to be attended with a real
pecuniary economy of no inconsiderable amount.

41. The water is ahvays in readiness and at full pressure in the
mains of the Trent Water Company, from whose numerous plugs
it is instantly obtained in case of fii-e. Immediately on the drawing
of a plug, a stand pipe fitted with cocks, hose-pipes, and
nozzles, can be applied, and the water be thence thrown upon any
building of the usual height of three stories, if situated on the low
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Noiiingiinm. or medium levels of the town. Those parts of the town placed
T. iiawksiey, more nearly on the level of the upper I'eservoir of course cannot

command this advantage. The stand-pipe is always used to fill

and enable the fire engines to take up any position that may be

found most desirable. Great additional force can be given to the

jet from the stand-pipe by closing the communication with the

reservoir and pumping directly into the mains with the whole
power of the engine, but the injury occasioned to the lead pipes

and other weaker works of the Company's tenants by the increased

strain would be such, that this course, however in other respects

desirable, cannot be prudently resorted to. With the ordinaiy

pressure, and a half-inch adjutage only, water has been thrown
from a hose-pipe over a four-story building, the plug being 70 feet

below the reservoir, the estimated height of the jet 48 feet, and
the discharge 33 hogsheads per hour.

42. From 20 minutes to half an hour will usually elapse from

the time of despatching the messenger before the fire-engines

arrive and get into effective operation.

43. There are no special arrangements provided by the Com-
pany to afford supplies of water for the protection of buildings and
other property from damage by fire. Two mills have A'ertical

iron pipes, of three inches diameter, placed in the staircases, with

branches to each floor ; these pipes communicate with the Trent

Water Company's mains, from which, by opening the cocks, the

floors may at any time be partially flooded. A few other pre-

mises have fire-cocks and hose pipes.

44. Perhaps only four or five fires have happened per annum,
nor have these been of much magnitude. The accidental cir-

cumstance of the bed-room floors of houses in Nottingham being

generally constructed of plaster (burnt gypsum), two inches and

a-half in thickness, instead of boards, prevents the origin and
spread of fires. In about 9000 houses coarse plaster is the only

material used for floors above the ground story, the floor of which

is mostly laid of bricks ; in half the remaining houses the two-

j)air floor is of plaster ; and in many of the better houses plaster

is used instead of lime pugging or sawdust beneath the boarded

floors. A " counter-plaster floor," of one inch and a-half thick,

placed between the floor and ceiling, and in the roof, is the best

preventive to fire and the passage of sound and cold with which I

am acquainted.

45. There are no proper party fire-proof walls in Nottingham.

Except in the ancient parts of the town, each distinct property usu-

ally possesses its own boundary wall. In no cases are the walls of

connected buildings carried through and above the roof. In the

majority of instances the end or side walls of buildings are only

four inches and a-half thick, and almost invariably so in ranges of

small houses, whatever may be their extent ; even in great num-

bers of first-class houses the narrowness of the plots has rendered
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the abstraction of a few inches from the thickness of the walls a Notliiiglinm.

matter of considerable importance.
_

t. Ha^oy.
46. The jjolice have just begun to act as firemen, but with what i^^a-

efBciency I have fortunately not had the opportunity of remark-

ing. There are four or five very good and tolerably well-appointed

engines under the control of the Municipal Watch Committee.

47. The general condition of the town with respect to its health

is singularly bad. The annual mortality is 2'84 per cent. The
average age at death amongst males is only 20'5 years, and

amongst females 23"9 years ; and yet the site of the town is de-

cidedly salubrious, and the occupations of the people not neces-

sarily unliealthy.

To arrive at a satisfactory conclusion respecting the actual sana-

tory state of the town, I have, with great care, analyzed the mor-
tuary registers for the years ending June 1840, 1841, 1842, and

1843, comprehending the two years preceding, and the two years

subsequent to, the census of 1841 ; and from these and other

sources have been enabled to ascertain the rate of mortality, the

age* at death, the degree of density, and other of the more im-

portant particulars requisite in an investigation of the causes of

human mortality.

The abstracts compiled from these documents, and the calcula-

tions based upon them, extending as they do to each of the 65 enu-

meration districts into which the town was divided by the Census
Commissioners, are, I am aware, far too numerous and volu-

minous to be included Avithin the necessary limits of this report.

I have, therefore, condensed the more important facts into the

following tables.—See pages 330, 331, and 339.
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Tabi.k No. 2.—Showing the Density of the Population, and the Mean Age at

Death in differently conditioned Minor Districts of the Town of Nottingham
;

and tlie apparent influence of Density on the Mean Age at Death.

Yai ds of

Surl'iice to

pnch In-

hubitant.

No. of

Inlmbitants
per Acre.

Rural Districf

40^ 1201

28i
34
48i

30
36

38^
31

33
45

31i
3SA

35^
81

28^
24

21*
22

50
12i

30A
22|
II*

14^
28*
42^
66*

18*
20
10

170
143
100

161

135
126

155

147

108
151

126

136
60

170
204
230
222
97

389
158
216
418
336
171
114

73

259
2^3
492

Mean Age
at Deutli.

40-0

'(/)

a

Q

bo

39
36
36
33
33
32
31'8
30-8
30-6
27-8
27-0
26-9

26

26

26
26
26

25
25
25-2
24-5
24-4
23-6
23-6
23*4
23-2
23'

22'

22'

22'

22'

22-

II

u
Q
la

r o)

its

<
ci

he

Yards of

Surface to

each In-

habitant.

13

8*

38^
10*
• •

11*
17*
14*
20i

23^
16*
24

51*
51

27
10*
16

13J
16^

164

13*
11*
• •

15*

No. of
Inhabitants
per Acre.

376

568
190
512
127
460

426
277
330
238
206
292
203
96
97

180
453
307

365
295

293
365
417

313
265
438

11

d
a;

p
a
ea

Mean Age
at Death.

21

21

21

20-9
20'

20'

20'

20'

20'

20'

19'

19'

19
18'

18

7

3

3

2

2

1

7

4
2

7

5

18-4

18-3
17-8
17-6
17'

17

16
16'

15
15'

14'

14'

14'

14

13

13

"5

C a)
be

<
a
C3

S
>
<

11-1

The extreme densetiess of the population, the high rate of mor-
tality, the low age at death,—^both indicative of a short duration of

life, and the extraordinary differences in the sanatory conditions of

the best and the worst- conditioned districts indicated by these tables,

will probably be thought to demand some further explanation. I

may, however, pause to remark, that these returns afford important
corroborations of the accuracy of the conclusions stated by Mr.
Chadwickin the Supplement to the Sanatory Report, page 245 ;

—

" That there is no general law yet established that is applicable
to all places and all countries, or to all classes or to all times, as
commonly assumed ; that every place and class and period has
rather its own circumstances, and its own law varying with those
circumstances;" and that, as a practical consequence, in assuring

against the casualties of sickness or mortality, the immediate town,

or parish, or district experience should, when attainable, be re-

garded as preferable to any assumed law deduced from other

Nottinghnm.

T. Uawksley,
Gsq.
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Noitingimm. places and other times ; and that the neglect of this necessary pre-
T.iiawksify, caution hasj in many cases, proved the ruin of benefit and provi-

dent societies, established with the best intentions, and otherwise

conducted on the soundest principles.

1. Park Ward comprises Nottingham Park and the liberties

of the Castle, together with a portion of the west end of the town.
In the open and suburban districts, the mean age at death is about
37 years

;
but, in the densely-built, ill-drained, and badly-venti-

lated district, lying between Mount-street and St. James's-street,

the age at death is at once reduced to less than one-half of this

amount. The highest mortality occurs in the back-to-back houses
of enclosed courts, situated within a few yards of the open and
healthy neighbourhood, to the lowness of the mortality of which it

affords a striking contrast.

2. Sherwood Ward includes one side of the Market-place,
a long stripe of buildings erected on land sold by the Corporation,

the whole of Upper Parliament Street, the commonable lands
called the Sand Field, and the open common called the Not-
tingham Forest. On the hills of the common the mean age
at death is 40 years ; but in the crowded and otherwise ill-con-

ditioned districts which include the enclosed courts of Parliament-
street, the mean age at death is reduced to 20 years, and in the

courts themselves it is undoubtedly much lower.

The stripe of land above mentioned is very densely occupied; it in-

cludes many close courts, and is, in a great degree, undrained. It

is an exceedingly well established fact that, in this district, the mean
age at death is only 20 • 2 years, while in the open district imme-
diately adjacent, the mean age at death amounts to 40 3'ears. To
an excessive mortality amongst children, upon whom the causes

of disease most speedily manifest themselves, and most fatally

operate, this low result is to be attributed.

A remarkable difference is observable in the ages of the males
and females, wliich is stated to have been occasioned in this and
some others of the wards by the immigration of adult females, who
obtain employment in various departments of the lace-trade. The
assigned reason is not very satisfactory, as it is equally probable

that the dearth of employment for males in Nottingham has the

effect of impelling young men to seek occupation in other places.*

. 3. Castle Ward.—This ward comprises one of the southern

portions of the town, and is situated on a much lower level than

the ward last described. Some portions, of comparatively recent

erection, afford most striking instances of the evil consequences

resulting from the absence of sanatory regulation. One of the sub-

districts in the neighbourhood of New Bridge-street, ill-built, ill-

drained, unventilated, constructed with privies under the dwellings,

and with such compactness that only 11 J yards of space is allotted

* The accuracy of the atter conjecture has since been corroborated from other

sources.
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to each inhabitant, affords, upon 97 deaths, a mean age at death Noitiugiiam.

of 14" 3 years; and another adjacent district, of still more recent r.iii^siey,

erection, affords, upon 63 deaths, a mean age at death of only '^'"i-

14 '9 years.*

In Castle Gate, open, elevated, and well drained, the mean age

at death is 30-6 years ; while in Mortimer-street, crowded, low,

and indifferently drained, the mean age is 17*1 years : the foi'mer

has 38J yards of space to one person, the latter only 16 yards,

4. Exchange Ward.—This ward is also situated on the south

side of the town, and, for the most part, on very low ground, but

little above the canal, and almost on the level of the Floods from
the Trent. The di-ainage of the streets is tolerably good, but many
of the courts are still in a very foul condition. The highest mor-
tality occurs in the district which includes the cellar dwellings of

Sussex-street; these are neither drained nor provided with adequate

ventilation ; some of them are exceedingly damp, and the whole
are uncomfortable and unhealthy.

5. St. Mary's Ward.—This division contains many unpaved
and undrained streets and houses, erected back to back, with

privies adjoining to and under the dwellings. The rate of mortality

is high and the mean age at death low in very exact proportion

to the defective physical condition of the neighbourhood.

6. In St. Anns District, the dwellings of the working-classes

are generally built in small enclosed courts erected back to back,

ill ventilated, and, in many cases, very indifferently drained. The
rate of mortality and the density of the population are both higher
in this ward than in any of the wards previously described.

In one of the sub-districts the infant mortality is so enormous
as to reduce the mean age at death to 11*1 years, and is distinctly

traceable to the vitiation of the atmosphere occasioned by the over-

crowdingof families into a single sleeping apartment. In this case the

dwellings are erected back to back, with only one bed-room to each.

7. Byron Ward.—This ward comprises the densest and the

worst-conditioned quarter of the town ; it abounds with ranks of

back-to-back houses, enclosed courts, privies under dwellings, un-
paved and undrained streets, cellar apartments, and barrack
lodgings. As an inevitable result the mortality is excessive, and

* These, and other similar instances, are not included in the Table, in conse-
quence of the locality of many of the deaths which occurred in the neighbourhood
being too imperfectly described in the register to admit of being satisfactorily em-
ployed in the investigation of the corresponding rate of mortality. There is, how-
ever, no reason to presume that the mean derived from the whole of the deaths
would materially differ from the mean derived from a large portion of the deaths.
Indeed, I have generally found that the mode of comparison afforded by the mean
age of death possesses in this and some other respects advantages over that by the
rate of mortality or of the proportions of deaths to the population which cannot be
deduced unless the precise locality of the entire number of the deaths be accurately
defined, and which, as commonly used, undoubtedly creates impressions with respect

to the actual duration of life not less erroneous than those produced by returns of
the mean age of death aloue.
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Nottingiiam. tile depreciation of life extreme, the annual deaths beingS- 1 per
T. Hawksioy, cent., and the mean age of death only 18* 1 years.

8. The whole Town.—The deaths of the whole town include
443 deaths in the workhouse, the causes of which it was found im-
possible to assign to their proper localities in the wards ; for this

reason the mortality of the wards, great as it is, is nevertheless con-
siderably understated. The general rate of mortahty is 2*84;
but if 103 deaths be deducted for country patients treated in the
General Hospital, and registered in Nottingham, it will become
2-80, which, after this deduction, is still 26 per cent, greater than
the mean mortality of England. The mean age at death in Not-
tingham is 22-3 years, or about seven years lower than the average
age at death in England and Wales.
With the desire of attracting attention to the great waste of

existence consequent on this low sanatory condition of the town,
I have appended to Table No. 1 two columns {k and I), to
exhibit, in a popular way, an approximate view of the loss of life

averagely sustained by the inhabitants of the several wards and of
the town at large.

The peculiar circumstances of Nottingham, and the present
state of the registers,* do not permit the formation of Local Life
Tables upon which any reliance can be placed, otherwise it would
have been possible to compare Life Tables suitable to each of the
wards with the very excellent National Life Table recently pub-
lished in the Fifth Report of the Registrar-General, and thence to

have deduced the actual loss of life on deaths occurring at every
age. Nevertheless, in the admitted absence of sufficient data from
which to derive the true mean duration of the lives of a town
population constantly affected by migrations from within and from
without, we may tentatively, yet favourably assume that the ratio

of the mean age at death to the mean duration of life is the same
in Nottingham as it appears to be on the average of England and
Wales, namely, 1 to L4 nearly. The loss of life in Nottingham,
by the operation of causes principally of a physical and undoubt-
edly of a removable nature, would therefore, upon this favourable

supposition, appear to average not less than 9 or 10 years to each
individual, while in many of the districts more especially distin-

guished by the impressive presence of visible causes of disease and
mortality, the waste of existence (especially amongst the working-
classes) attains an amount which cannot be contemplated without

a sensation of pain and an earnest desire for the immediate appli-

cation of some remedial measure. That the postponement of reme-
dial measures, so far from being attended with economy, is an ac-

* It seems exceedingly desirable that the local registrars should be directed to

assign the locus of eacli death and birth to the Census Enumeration District in

Wbicli it happened. If this were done, all the facts connected with the sanatory-

condition of any given district could be satisfactorily iuvestigated, aud its state of

health be kept constantly under review.
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tual occasion ofimmense pecuniary loss, in addition to a vast amount Notungimm .

of personal affliction, grief, and anxiety, will scarcely be doubted T.iii^sUy,

by any one who has carefully studied the valuable expositions of ''"i-

the causes of mortality afforded in Mr. Chadwick's Report on the

Sanatory Condition of the Labouring Population of England. As
it may, however, be desirable to form some general conception of

the amount of loss sustained in particular cases, I shall proceed,

with such materials as I have been enabled to collect, to a calcula-

tion of the pecuniary losses incurred by the population of Not-
tingham from the excessive sickness and premature mortality pre-,

valent in that town.

By the introduction of effective sanatory improvements, the
duration of life in Nottingham may probably be eventually pro-
longed to the extent indicated by column (A), Table No. 1, and
the loss of labour consequent on the existing premature mortality
may therefore be to that extent economized ; this labour, however
devoted, can scarcely be valued at less than 8s. per week, or say
201. per year. But the same measures Avhich extend life will also

make the existing term of greater value ; for the period of sickness

will be diminished, and the physical and mental energies of the po-
pulation will be improved at least in proportion to the extension of
life ; these advantages cannot be estimated at less than 2*. per week
for the term of existence now enjoyed beyond the period of full age.
Moreover, in the term to which life is capable of extension there
will be saved all the existing cases of fatal illness, and all the ex-
isting expenses of attendance and funerals. A fatal illness will on
the average cost not less than 5^., and a common funeral can rarely
be performed for so Ihtle as 3^. Lastly, a great extent of widow-
hood and orphanage now results from premature deaths, and this

is known to entail a very heavy amount of friendly, charitable, and
compulsory relief. It is stated that upwards of"one-fourth of the
premature deaths, whether of male or female, imposes some- bur-
then of this kind either upon relatives or upon some other portion
of the community ; and it is believed that the average extent of
relief afforded (for these are cases of long continuance) is not
less than from 30/. to 40/.

If now we apply these data (hypothetical as to sotne extent
they are admitted to be) to the several wards of Nottingham, we
shall obtain the following- results :— °

Name of Ward. Pecuuiury Loss to tlie Community
by Premature Death.

1. Park
2. Sherwood £584,250
3. Castle 1,G28,32.^
4. Exchange 1,370,510
5. St. Mary's 1,928,7-10
0. St. Ann's 3,236,300
7. Bjron 3,484,590

£12,232,715
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Nouingiiam. Thpse twelve millions of money will be lost every 41 years, for'

T. Hawksiey. that is the extent of the mean duration of life in England, and

hence the pecuniary loss in Nottingham, occasioned by the pressure
i

of removable causes of sickness and mortality, may be assumed
to amount to, at least, 300,000^, per annum.

Whether this estimate be or be not strictly accurate is of little

moment. I believe it is not an overstatement of the loss actually

sustained—I think it is the very reverse ; but at all events it is

sufficient to afford all that it is intended to convey, namely, a

proximate idea of the immense loss yearly sustained in this king-

dom by the continued neglect of sanatory regulations.

Under the conviction that a visible representation of the diffe-

rent effects of the different causes of mortality prevailing in different

localities is in general more readily and more satisfactorily appre-

hended than the expression of such effects through the medium of

figures, I have been induced to prepare a series of diagrams, which

I now submit for the purpose of exhibiting a comparative view of

the results of the inquiries already instituted into the sanatory con-

dition of each of the wards.

The first eight of these diagrams represent, by the lengths of

the ordinates to the curves, the aggregate number of the deaths

which have occurred from birth to any given age amongst 100

deaths averagely taken. The diagram No. 9 exhibits the same
facts for England and Wales ; and the diagram No. 11 exhibits a

general and comparative view of the aggregate number of deaths

which have occurred, up to every age, in each of the other wards,

the deaths occurring in Byron Ward being assumed for the sake

of comparison = 100.

On comparing the diagram No. 1, relating to Park Ward with

the diagram No. 7, relating to Byron Ward, it will be seen that the

heavier pressure of the causes of mortality occasion in the latter dis-

trict such an undue destruction of early life, that towards 100

deaths, however occurring, Byron Ward contributes 50 per cent,

more of children under five years of age than the Park Ward, for

the former sends 60 such children to an early grave, while the

latter sends only 40.

But beyond this, it will appear, on a second reference to the

Table No. 1 (Column/), that, in equal populations of the two

wards, there will occur 309 repetitions of the deaths represented

in the diagram No. 7 to 195 repetitions of the deaths represented

in the diagram No. 1 : in other words, that the velocity of death

in Byron Ward is times greater than in Park Ward.
The remarkable operation of this velocity of death is shown in

the diagram* No. 11, Avhich exhibits, for equal populations, the

* Tliough the lines of this diagram run remarkably parallel, it must not thence

be hastily inferred that the pressures of the causes of mortality in the several wards

have, in relation to each other, nearly uniform differences. On the contrarj', it

should be borne in miud that as the vertical ordinates are expressive not of absolute
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proportions of deaths in other wards to 100 deaths occurring in Noi'iingiimn.

Byron Ward; for instance, about 66 deaths of 10 years and under -p n^giey
will happen in Byron Ward to 58 in St, Ann's Ward, 42 in Castle ^sq.

Ward, and 30 in Park Ward ; 90 deaths will happen at 60 years
and under in Byron Ward to 70 in Exchange Ward, and 62 in

all England ; 64 deaths will occur at 40 years and under in St.

Mary's Ward to 47 in Sherwood Ward ; 86 deaths will occur in

the town of Nottingham, at the age of 70 and under, to 62 in all

England and 96 in Byron Ward.
The law of mortality which ought to prevail at the middle

and later periods of life is known to be subject to considerable
disturbance by the operation of various moral and physical in-

fluences, more or less extraneous to, and in great degree in-

dependent of, local and removeable agencies
; amongst the chief

of which n:iay perhaps be mentioned unhealthy business occu-
pations and intemperate habits ; it has, also, been long known
that, with increase of years, up to that period of life which has
been denominated the second childhood, the human constitution
becomes gradually more resistful, and, as it were, slowly hardened
against the repeated attacks of those more acute disorders incident
to an inferior degree of sanatory civilization, by which large por-
tions of an infant population are continually overcome and rapidly
swept away. From the operation of these and other more extraneous
influences of a disturbing character, an infant population is almost
entirely exempted ; and on this account, it is considered that an
infant population constitutes as it were a delicate barometer, from
which we may derive more early and more certain indications of
the presence and comparative force of local causes of mortality

;
and disease than can be obtained from the more general methods

I of investigation usually pursued. I am even disposed to believe
t that there exist comparatively few instances in which causes en-
itirely independent of pubUc control will be found to produce a
ivery appreciable influence on the lives of the infantile portion of
t the community previous to the termination of the fifth or sixth
\year; and I would, therefore, propose to measure the sanatory
-state of any given district by a comparison of the number of deaths
cof children of stated ages {not exceeding five years) which occur
from amongst a given number (say 100) of the children who have
Ibeen born in the period corresponding to such stated ages in pre-
Itference to the ordinary standards of comparison usually deno-
lanmated " the rate of mortality and " the mean age at death."

Tlie following table, constructed on the proposed principle,
•exhibits, for each of the wards and for the whole town, the
mumber of births which occurred in the five years terminating
I June 30, 1843, and the number of deaths which happened in the

i
liiantities but of proportions, the apparent parallelism is, in fact, corroborative of
Mie otherwise well ascertained converKoncy of the rates of mortality at the latter
'rteriods of life.

VOL. I. ™
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Nottingham, same five years amongst the children under one year old, under

T. iil^siey, two years old, undcn- three years old, under four years old, and
under five years old respectively.*—See page 28.

The numbers entered in the columns b, d,f, h, I, of the Table,

and the proportions entered in the column n, relate to children

born subsequent 1o the 30th June, 1837, and therefore afford strictly

accurate indications of the ditFerent rates of mortality prevailing

amongst children in differently conditioned districts of the town

;

but, in consequence of the incompleteness of the returns of the

births and deaths in England and Wales (the earlier returns not

affording the requisite particulars, and the later returns not

being as yet published), it has become necessary, for the purpose

of comparing the sanatory state of these districts with the sanatory

state of the liingdom at large, to include in the numbers entered

in the column and in the proportions entered in the column r,

the wliole of the deaths at ages less than 5 years, registered during

the given term, without discrimination of the period in which the

births of the dying occvxrred. The accuracy of the results ex-

hibited in the columns r and s is however very inconsiderably

influenced by this unavoidable departure from the more exact

method pui'sued in compiling the antecedent portion of the Table

;

indeed these results would not have been in any degree affected

by the uniform addition of deaths due to births of an earlier date,

than that at which the Table was intended to commence, but for

the introduction of certain changes in the law of mortality, oc-

casioned by extraordinary depressions in trade^ and extraordinary

fluctuations in the social condition of the population of Nottingham
consequent thereon. It may, however, be well to observe that by
the adoption of another method of computation, not rigorously

accurate, but of sufficient exactitude to detail any considerable

amount of error, I obtain for columns r and s the following

* The advantages of the proposed test appear to me to be chiefly these—

•

1st. That an inquiry into the amount of the population may be dispensed with.

2nd. That all investigation respecting the progress of the population becomes un-

necessary.

3rd. That troublesome and sometimes uncertain calculations of the rate of mor-

tality, and of the mean age of death, may be avoided,

4th. That ordinary fluctuations by immigration and emigration have compa-

ratively little influence on the accuracy of these results, and are not to be taken

into account.

5tli. That the consequences of trade and other business occupations do not, at the

early ages proposed to be included in the calculations, materially affect the con-

clusions.

6th. That with very slight alterations in the form of the mortuary and natal

jregistt^vs, and some trifling additional carC in making the entries, the proposed

measure of the sanatory condition of minor or specially selected districts may at all

times be readily, and, as it appears to me, accurately determined.
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Nottingham, numbers, which are on the whole sti'ongly confirmatory of the

T. Hawksiey, rcstilts afforded by the Table :

—

Esq. DiCfi-Tence.

1. Park Ward 112 12 — 4

2. Sherwood Ward 114 14 — 3

3. CasHe Ward 132 32 + 1

4. St. Mary's Ward 132 " 32 + 1

5. Exchange Ward 154 54 — 2

6. St. Ann's Ward 161 61 + 1

7. Byron Ward 171 71 + 1

It cannot escape observation that this Table, constructed with

data totally different from Table No. 1, very completely esta-

blishes the general accuracy of that Table, and confers great

confidence in the results there exhibited. The only material dif-

ference consists in the change of the sequence of Exchange and

St. Mary's Wards, and upon this difference I should have been

prepared, from a minute and accurate knowledge of the two

localities, to pronounce in favour of Table No. 3 ; the discrepancy

is however easily accounted for, as in St. Mary's Ward the

annual births amount to no less than 4 per cent, of the popu-

lation, while in Exchange Ward the births do not exceed 3- 1 per

cent, of the population. The extraordinary rate of birth in St.

Mary's Ward is necessarily attended with a greater absolute

amount of infant casualty than occurs (in an equal population)

in Exchange Ward; and hence the mean age at death in St.

Mary's Ward is reduced considerably lower than it would be

if the rate of birth were in that ward the same as the rate

Avhich obtains in Exchange Ward.
The general inferences to be drawn from the Table No. 3 are

of this important kind,—that the causes of mortality are 52 per

cent, more powerful in Byron Ward than in Park VVard, 43 per

cent, more powei'ful in St. Ann's Ward than in Park Ward,

and 37 per cent, more powerful in Exchange Ward than in

Park Ward; results which are all strikingly confirmatory of

previous determinations : that they are, also, 70 per cent, more

powerful in Byron Ward than in England and Wales ; and that,

in the whole town, they exceed the mean force of similar causes

in England and Wales by 52 per cent.

That these destructive causes are by no means difficult of de-

tection, will, I imagine, very distinctly appear on reference to the

nine accompanying plans of some portions of the town inhabited

by the working-classes, and especially on a comparison of these

partial plans with the general plan of the Enumeration Districts,

annexed to the Table of Vital Statistics.*

* The neighbourhoods of Meadow-plats, Fyne-street, Millstone-lane, Carter-

gate, and Narrow- marsh, parts of which were inspected by J. R. Martin, Esq.,_

one of the Sanatory Commissioners, would have furnished numerous examples of

a lower character of dwellinj^s than most of those which have been selected for the

illustration of this communication.
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fABULAU Eekerence to the Houses shown upon the annexed Phms of Portions of Nollingliam.

the Town of NoTTiNQiiAM, inhabited hy the Working Chisses.*

Letter
of

Ueference
(see plans).

2 a

2 6

2 c

2 d

3 a

3 h

3 c

3 d
3 e

3/

3 A

a 4
4 6

4 c

4

4 <•

4/
4 i7

4 /.

2 A
3 A
4 A
5 A

CLASS 1.

—

Houses of One Room on each Floor.

Sub-division 1.

—

Houses of two clear stories in height.

Living room, and cue bed room.
Ditto ditto, and cellar.

Ditto ditto, and garret.

Ditto ditto, cellar and garret.

SoB-DlvisiON 2.

—

Houses of three clear stories in height.

Living room, one bed room, and workshop.
Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto, and two bed rooms.
Ditto ditto,

Ditto ditto,

Ditto ditto,

ditto, and cellar,

ditto, and garret,

ditto, cellar and garret.

and cellar,

and garret,

cellar and garret.

SuB-DIvisiON 3.

—

Houses of four clear stories in height.

Living room, two bed rooms, and workshop.
Ditto ditto ditto, and cellar.

Ditto ditto ditto, and garret.
Ditto ditto ditto, cellar and garret.
Ditto, and three bed rooms.
Ditto ditto, and cellar.

Ditto ditto, and garret.

Ditto ditto, cellar and garret.

Any of the above houses which possess a lean-to scullery
or kitchen, are distinguished by the additional letters S or K.

CLASS 2.

—

Houses of more than One Room on each
Floor,

2 stories high,]

4 **°dTtto"^^'
I

^''^^ '^'''t^o'^' garrets or cellars,

5 ditto J

These houses are not made the subject of minute inq^uiry

.

The portion of the plan included within the hmits of the enu-
meration district A 9 comprises an area of .only 8280 yards,
nd yet contains not fewer than 195 houses and 787 inhabitants;
hus affording a proportion of 460 persons to an acre (being more
han double the proportion of the densest ward in Leeds), and of
;nly IQi square yards to each individual. Piggeries'', stables,
irivies, and dwelling-houses are congregated and connected in
rowded and unventilated courts without the least regard to
anatory principles

; every endeavour, indeed, seems to have been
nade to encourage the approach of disease and to retard its

T. Hiuvkslcy,

Ksii.

* The Commissioners have selected three of the plaus for publication.
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Notiinsimm. departure. Some of the courts are below the level of the adjacen

r. Hii^r.icy, streets, and as these are of course more damp and much more in

^^1- '

salubrious than others of the same neighbourhood, it is to b

regretted that the forms of the mortuary register are not sufficientl

exact to enable the deaths which occur in these places to be mad

the subject of special investigation. It is worthy of remark, th£

notwithstanding this district is situated immediately adjacent 1

the commonable lands, and occupies a site on the sandstone roc

at an elevation of about 60 feet above the river Trent, the cour

teracting influence of the local causes of mortality is sufficient]

powerful to reduce the age at death to an average of little moi

than 13 years.

The plan of the enumeration districts B 9 and B 10, whic

adjoin each other, affords examples of houses erected back to bac

and arranged in parallel ranks, with openings at each end of tl

streets. The privies, which are too frequently disgustingly filthy,

are in general placed in clusters beneath inhabited dwellings, aiji

constantly send forth most noisome exhalations, which, togetho

with deficiency of drainage, and an imperfect landlord's supply

of water, contributes to the production of excessive sickness ai

extreme mortahty. B 10, the denser of the two districts, contau,

very nearly 500 inhabitants per acre, and affords only % yards of

surface to each individual. These districts are of modern origin,

having been erected subsequent to 1820. They were originally

ill built, and already exhibit very manifest symptoms of dilapid^

tion and decay.,
• • i

The plan containing the section of houses is submitted in eP

planation of the internal structure and arrangement ofthe dwellings

of the working classes. The whole is drawn to scale, and present'

a rather favourable specimen of the accommodation afforded by

houses of this class. The situation of the staircase, under whicl

are the pantry and coal-place, the height and area of the roomS;

the back-to-back arrangement, the tunnel passage, and the exposed

privies, are all correctly shown ; the width of the court and '.h«

regularity of the adjacent streets very considerably exceed tb«

general average of the courts in other parts of the town.
^

i
The excessively crowded state of these districts, and indeed!

the town generally, is very plainly attributable to the injurioui

operation of the right of common, which, by imposing a narrpn

limit to the quantity of land available for building purposes, Ijas

afforded a direct inducement for the detention of such land I'r'ii

the market till it should become an article of absolute neces^

and as such attain a necessity vahie. Land in Nottingham ha?

therefore, always hitherto been reluctantly and cautiously dolw

out by the very few proprietors by whom it was held (and by n(ini

inore cautiously than by the municipal corporation) in diminv

lots, at exorbitant prices, and with total inattention to those stnu

tural arrangements most essential to the moral and social improve
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tit and welfare of the community at large. But it is so very Nottinghnm.

ous that this monstrous evil might have been averted by the
T Hj^^i^y^

jly enclosure of the commonable lands which not only surround Esq.

^abut upon and indent themselves into the town, that it becomes

Idful to explain by the operation of what causes this desirable

at has been, and still is, indefinitely postponed.

;'he freemen, a numerous body of parliamentary voters, are in

session of the right of common on the Lammas lands, and, as

;oo usual with commoners of all descriptions, entertain strong

indices against the progress of improvement by means of en-'

i,ure. Now the corporation being, unhappily for the prosperity

the morality of the town, essentially a political body, cannot .

oense with the political services of the small majority of the

.men, by whom the balance of political power is confessedly

d. To oblige, and at the same time to retain an influence over

i portion of the freemen, the corporation always opposes the

d-owners in any attempt to enclose and improve their property

; discharging it of an injurious and almost worthless right of

imon, although it is manifestly for the interest of the town at

re that this should be eiFected, whatever may be the terms pro-

ed, even to the giving to the freemen, in fee simple, a greater

portion of the improved land than they noiv possess of the herbage

iioing on the unimproved land. Moreover the corporation pos-

ses two considerable estates, numerous small portions of which

dispersed in the common fields amongst the possessions of other

}prietors.* One of these estates, called the Chamber Estate, is

xl absolutely for the use and benefit of the town at large ; the-

:er, called the Bridge Estate, was granted by King Edward VI.,

i is held in trust " for the sustentation of the Trent Bridge.'*

t instead of appropriating the proceeds of these estates in fur-

isrance of the original purposes, the corporation has from time to

le more or less diverted them from those purposes, and applied

sm to the special advantage of the freemen. Strips of these

blic estates are now, therefore, from time to time allotted to

lerly freemen and their widows, by whom they are held, and en-

ired during the pleasure of the corporation, in consideration of the

yment of a merely nominal annual rent. In addition, the cor-

ration, which as lord of the manor, claims to have vested in it, on

half of the town, the soil of the Forest and Mapperley Plain,

th commonable at all periods of the year, by at least all the

ted inhabitants of the borough, permits many of the freemen, who
I course have as such no title whatever to the common right of

Bse lands, to establish themselves in the possession of the pro-

irty by making forcible entries ;
cutting down trees, gates, and

nces ;
despoiling gardens ; breaking open and destroying build-

gs
;
driving, impounding, and damaging the cattle of the lawful

>mmoners, and by exercising other acts of resistless violence,
_ ..... I

~

—

. . .
, _ , ^

* See plan of the commonable lands.
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NoiiinKiiom. upoii which the corporation, who might and ought at all times to

H^siey, interpose its authority to protect the rights and interests of the

public, looks with at least an apparent indifference.

By these concessions, and by these appropriations of valuable

public property to and amongst the freemen, the corporation ac-

quires with that body a very considerable amount of party in-

fluence, and is therefore, as a political body, naturally indisposed to

concur in a measure of enclosure by which it would very probably

become deprived of a certain portion of the political power it now

possesses.

Other feelings of a more private nature may have also operated

with the corporation, as it is known that several influential mem-
bers of the town council are extensive owners of the small ho\ises

inhabited by the working classes in the worst conditioned districts,

and have I'epeatedly avowed their hostility to the principle of en-

closure, under what I believe to be the very erroneous impression

that this description of property would sustain permanent injury

by the erection of better, more healthy, and more comfortable

dwellings on the enclosed lands.

The Commissioners appointed to inquire into the State of the

Municipal Corporations in England and Wales, after pointing out

in their Report the disadvantages resulting from the continuance

of the right, and after remarking, " it seems impossible to doubt

that an extension of the limits of the town would be highly bene-

ficial to its trade and prosperity," conclude by observing, " it

seems that a plan which shoidd proceed upon the principle of

converting the limited right of the burgesses [freemen] over the

whole, into one extending over a part, but throughout the whole
year, preserving at the same time a sufficient space for the re-

creation of the inhabitants, and leaving the remainder fi ee for the

purpose of building, and enlarging the town, icould be eminently

beneficial, and ought to be satisfactory to all parties.

Subsequent, however, to the inquiry upon which the Commis-
sioners' Report was founded, a Bill was introduced into Parliament

containing provisions consistent with the foregoing opinion, yet this

Bill the corporation, employing the public money for the purpose,

strenuously and successfully opposed.

Believing myself in the imperative and increasing necessity for

an enclosure of the commonable lands of Nottingham, and of other

similarly situated borough towns, I have thought it needful to

solicit the attention of the Commissioners to the subject, and to

submit tha.t no sanatory measure can be deemed complete or effec-

tual which does not include amongst its provisions the appointment

of an independent Boai-d or Commission, with full power and autho-

rity to eff'ect the enclosure of Lammas and other commonable lands

in the immediate vicinity of large towns and populous districts for

the general advantage of the public, and on equitable terms to all

the parties lawfully interested therein.
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48. The sanatory state of the worst parts of the town cannot as Noiimgiiam.

ft be given with any degree of certainty. A defect in the system t. riawksioy,

I registration to wliich I have already alluded (see note to the

venth query) precludes the immediate possibility of determining

-e mortality of particular districts; neither would the best kept

:gister disclose the whole of the facts ; for it would be impos-

ole to determine the effect of the worst districts unless we were

ble to compel the inhabitants to spend their entire lives in those

i ighbourhoods
;
many persons it is true do sicken and die onttae

;ot directly chargeable with the causes of mortality, but others

move from place to place, and at length expire in districts to

L'lich such causes are not fairly attributable.

49. The average duration of illness T cannot obtain inasatisfac-

ry manner ; it is stated to amount to about 18 days per annum.
'50. The general structure of the houses in Nottingham occupied

the poorer classes is unusually defective. The houses are^ as

ready mentioned^ chiefly erected S2(fe to side and hack to back

;

:e apartment on plan, and three in elevation; staircases narrow,

•,rk, and unventilated, having pantries and coal places (frequently

one) beneath the timbers of the stairs. The area of the living

om is generally about 120 feet, and its height about eight feet

;

e cubic contents, after deduction of space occupied by the chim-
y-breast, is therefore about 900 feet. In this apartment five per-

ms on an average take their meals, and, during the time they may
at home together, dwell, thus atFording only 180 cubic feet of

ace to each individual. The area of the next higher apart-
9nt, when the building admits of the staircase being constructed

thout any " return," is of course about the same, but the cubic
Titents are somewhat less in consequence of the apartment being
; inferior height. The difference of height is about six inches.

3ry commonly the staircase cannot be made to reach the upper
Dry in one " flight," a passage has therefore to be taken off the
e pair story, by which one of its dimensions is reduced by a
ace equal in width to the staircase and the separating partition,

lis reduction usually amounts to about one-fourth of the whole
ea and cubic contents of the apartment commonly occupied as
3 bed-room of the heads of the family, and of at least a portion
their children.

The upper apartment is somewhat differently constructed, ac-
rding as it is intended to be applied for the purposes of a
>rkshop or of a sleeping-room. When the building is erected
th a view to its occupation as a dwelling-house only, this apart-
ent will be generally found to have the greatest area of any in

3 house, inasmuch as the partition of the " stair-head" does not
vays occupy the lohole of one end or side ; this room is, however,
II lower than the last described, frequently ceiled part way up
3 "spars " of the roof, often without a fire-place, and sometimes
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Nottingham, separated from the staircase only by an open railing. Great

T. H^^v^aiey, numbers of houses have no sub-story ; the living-room floor is

nearly invariably made of bricks of an exceedingly absorbent

nature, which are laid on earth raised only a very few inches above

the level of the adjacent street or court; the upper rooms have

floors of about two inches in thickness cast of a mixture of coarse

plaster of Paris and ashes, on a stratum of reeds laid on the floor

joists. These floors are exceeding absorbent of moisture, very cold

to the feet, and, if much used or badly exec\ited, are very apt to

degrade on the surface into an exceedingly fine and dusty pow-

der, leaving unsightly cavities and considerable irregularities.

The front wall of the houses, in which wall the windows are

placed, is nine inches thick (in some few cases of two-storied

houses it is only four inches and a half thick), and all the othqr

walls are fom- inches and a half thick, except the division wall

of the pantry, which is either of lath and plaster, or of studs filled

in with brick on edge. No measures are resorted to for the pur-

pose of preventing the effects of absorption and capillary attraction,

consequently many of the dwellings of the poorer classes are

some distance from the floor, and, particularly in the front walls,

damp and uncleanly. Hence, as a consequence of the usual ac-

commodation of feelings and habits to external circumstances,

result a carelessness or neglect of domestic cleanliness and com-

fort, and a strong tendency to a lower position in the scale of

civilization, which all the good influences within the reach of the

occupants can scarcely successfully combat.

Slates and pantiles are extensively used as coverings for the-

roofs
;
plain tiles, formerly employed to a great extent, are now

entirely dispensed with, principally on account of the stronger tim-

bers and higher pitch which this covering necessitates. The

Welsh slates are now had so cheap and hght that they are gra^

dually superseding the use of tiles of every description. Never-

theless the roofs formed of these slates are rarely well constructed,

and hence, after a few years, the weather in many places pene-

trates the building, arid the upper rooms become damp, disagree-

able, and cold.

With respect to windows, a decided improvement has for some

time past taken place; in houses fronting the s^?•eei^s, " vertical

sliding sashes" are now usually employed, and in courts ''York-

shire sashes " have entirely superseded the use of the ancient

" lead-light."

The houses are weakly founded, and very slightly tmibered

;

mostly built without bond-timber, or even trimmer arches to the

fire-places. Very frequently a batten (6^x2^) or a half deal

(5^x3) is laid across the middles of the rooms as a beam, and

upon this joists 3^ x 2^ and even less, are laid at distances apart,

varying from 18 to 20, or 22 inches. The plaster floors supported
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upon these timbers therefore frequently break, leaving large >oUu,«h

chasms, and become additionally unsightly and inconvenient. t. iiawks

The roofs are, as might be expected, very slight, the spars

beino- frequently as small as "five out of deal," laid upon a

" baUen " purlin of about 11 feet bearing, for a roof of 12 to 15

feet semi-span, forming the covering of two back-to-back houses.

The laths used for supporting the slates are about one inch wide

by five-eighths of an inch thick, and the slates have the smallest

" lap" consistent with the present attainment of the builder's

object.
• 1 •

1

A considerable number of houses exist of four stories in height

;

in these the upper room is almost invariably constructed for and

used as a workshop in which lace or stockings are manufactured.

In this case the workpeople employed, mostly consisting in part of

adult males not belonging to the family, pass and repass on the

common stair by which the bed-rooms of the family are ap-

proached, and upon which their doors open.

Some houses are only two stories in height, and some of the

two, three, and four-story houses have garrets in the roof, occa-

sionally used to receive the lumber of the workshops, and not

unfrequently occupied as bed-rooms
;

they are of a very miserable

character, and are generally attained by a ladder placed in the next

lower apartment. Other houses have brick cellars, and these are,

in some instances, provided with fire-places, to enable them to be

used as washing-rooms or as low kitchens. In some cases, the

"under-ground" apartment is let off as a separate cellar-dwelling,

the usual approach to which is by an alley of a tew feet in width,

forming a sort of narrow area, extending along the front of the

houses under which these dwellings are situated.

Of private yards, private privies, and under-ground drains,

matters unquestionably of the last importance to the health and

comfort of all classes of the community, apd of the not less needful

provision for the decent separation of the sexes, these dwellings

are, with few exceptions, entirely destitute ; and it may be added

that those streets and courts which, from the peculiarities of their

arrangement and the habits of the occupants, require the greatest

care and regard in respect of public drainage and cleansing, really

receive from the existing public authorities the smallest amount

of sanatory attention. Any consideration of the condition of the

courts and alleys is, indeed, almost precluded by the present de-

fective state of the general law, and the absence of any local Act

to supply its deficiencies ; but with respect to the very numerous

streets arranged in parallel ranks, each in general the property of

several freeholders, and all duly assessed to the repaiy of the

highways, the case is extremely different., thoiigh the fact ot

neglect remains substantially unaltered since such streets continue

to be deemed by the Board of Highways unfit for acceptance as

public property, on the insufficient ground that the proprietors of
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NotthiKiiam. the houses therein have not at their own expense ah'ead}^ executed
T. iinwusiey, the primary forming, paving, and sewage ; and this omission (in

'"i' i'ace of the obvious, the appaUing, and the costhj frequency with
which the names of such streets appear on the records of the
Union, the hospitals, the dispensary, and the mortuary registers)

is deemed of sufficient weight to warrant a refusal of acceptance,
notwithstanding the inhabitants of the majority of such streets have
been rated to, and have actually paid, assessments for the repair

of the highways (during periods of 30, 40, and even 50 years) to

an amount probably exceeding the sum requisite (o place and
maintain them in the condition best adapted to secure the health
of the residents and the convenience of the public. For this

hardship and its serious consequences a legislative remedy seems
to be imperatively necessary.

51. It is impossible to afford a satisfactory average of the num-
ber of families inhabiting a house, and of persons living in one
room. In many houses, even of small size, two or three families

dwell, and of late it is certain this unhealthy and demoraliz-
ing practice has been and still is carried to a great extent. In
June, 1841, when the census was taken, 678 houses were found to

be uninhabited ; but in August last an official return to the Board
of Guardians shows that at that time 1359 houses were untenanted.

As there is no ground for assuming that the population is reduced,

it is reasonable to infer that 600 or 700 families must have been
recently added to the previous number of lodgers with others.

Rooms of 11 feet square often contain families of foin-, five, or six

individuals, consisting not unfrequently of nearly related ad^ilts of
different sexes who live and sleep promiscuously.

52. In some instances, especially when in the vicinity of or over

privies, the air of the habitations is excessively foul ; in many
cases it is impleasant from a disregard of internal cleanliness, and
is perhaps still more frequently so from the crowded state of the

courts, and the impossibility of obtaining an adequate amount of

ventilation therein.

No arrangements are introduced specially for the ventilation of

apartments.

53. Many of the habitations are certainly not comfortablj'-

warmed. Fuel is cheap, but the means of purchasing it in adequate

quantities are not at the command of more than two-thirds of the

working population. The fire-places are usually fitted up with an

iron range, an oven, and a boiler, or at least a range and an oven.

Coal of the adjacent field is always used for fuel ; and the variety

denominated iiai-d coal is generally preferred by the working-

classes on account of its greater durability.

54. Gas-light is invariably used in shops (except of the smallest

description), but is as yet little employed in dwelling-houses. An
escape for the foul air produced by combustion is very rarely

provided.
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55. Some of the lodging-houses are in a very filthy and Nottingham,

neglected state. There are not, to my knowledge, any public re- T.Hawksiey,

gutations of special application to places of this character, although

such regulations are undoubtedly requisite.

56. This question cannot be satisfactorily answered. It is

manifest from the bi-evity of life in Nottingham, and the great

number of cases treated at the public charities, that the loss must

necessarily be very considerable.

57. The data for the reply to this query cannot be obtained.

The extent of relief may be stated in general terms to be exceed-

ingly great. I have ascertained that the names of certain streets

hioion to produce great sickness and mortality, appear in the relief

books with remarkable frequency,

58. Very nearly the whole of the medical and surgical advice

required by the poorer classes is given gratuitously. The Union

surgeons treat upwards of 6000 cases per annum (including hos-

pital cases). The Dispensary treats about 3200 cases per annum,

and the General Hospital about 2600, of which it is supposed

1000, at least, are cases from the town. The total number of

cases, therefore, exceeds 10,000 per annum.
The expense may be estimated thus

—

6000 Union cases, .at about 1*. 8rf 500

3202 Dispensary cases (Report 1843) G42

367 In-patients at General Hospital, at 2/. 18s.'7|(^. . 1076

700 Out-patients at General Hospital, at 2s. 4Jrf. . . 84

£2302

But as this amount does not include the expenses of the Union
Hospital and of various minor charities, it may be inferred that

the annual cost of gratuitous medical and surgical aid is not less

than 2500Z.

59. See last reply. Copies of the rules and regulations for the

government of the General Hospital and Dispensary I have the

honour to transmit herewith.

60. None of the public buildings within the town are ven-

tilated in an efficient manner. The foul air is allowed to re-

main, or find its way through windows, or at best, apertures in

the ceiling, as it may. The plan of establishing a powerful venti-

lation during the summer months, in the manner practised by Dr.
Reid, has not yet been introduced.

61. There is a great extent of commonable lands so disposed as

to abut upon and hem in the town on three-fourths of its cir-

cumference.* These lands comprehend in the whole 1070 acres,

and comprise

—

* The remaining one-fourth is bounded by the estates of tlic Duke of Newcastle
and Earl Manvers: the former is appropriated, as respects buildings, solely to the

residences of gentlemen, professional men, and manufacturers, to whom it is let

out upon lease, subject to annual ground-rents of (id. and Is. per square yard,

according to circumstances ; and the latter, of which only three or four acres are
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Nottiiighnm. North of the Town. a. r. p.

T Hu^lev ^^** " '^^^ ^'^"'^ Field,"* coramouable from the 12th day of August
Esq."' (Old Lammas), to the 12th day of November (Old Martin-

mas) ......... 191 0 19
2nd. " The Clay Field,"t also commonable from the 12th day of

August to the 12th day of November 408 0 30

South of the Town.

A. H. P.
3rd. " The Meadows," commoaable from the 6th day of July (Old

Midsummer), to the 12th day of August (Old Lammas),
and from the 3rd day of October (second fair day), to the
14th day of February (Old Candlemas) 241 3 32

4th. " The East Croft," commonable from the 19th day of Septem-
ber to the 22nd day of November, on payment of a small
agistment ....,,,.. 47 27

888 3 8

These 888 acreSj in the midst of which the town is^ as it were,
encaged, are private property. The commoners have no right

whatever over them, except during the limited intervals above
mentioned. The commoners of the Sand and Clay Field are at

the present time the freemen, and owners of ancient toftsteads
;

though there is no doubt that at an early, and indeed till a com-
paratively recent period, the right was enjoyed by all the inha-

bitant householders paying scot and bearing lot. The commoners
of the Meadows and East Croft are exclusively freemen.

A/so North of the Town.
A. R. p.

5th. The Nottingham Forest . . . . 124 0 26
6th. The Mapperly Common .... 57 2 22

181 3 8

These portions are ancient forest lands, the soil whereof vests in

the Municipal Corporation as lord of the manor. They are com-
monable during the entire year by, at least, all such inhabitant

householders as contribute to the burdens of the town.

now in the market, is on absolute sale, subject only to certain restrictions and
conditions, having for their object chiefly the external street-appearance of the

buildings (see conditions of sale appended) ; for some of this laud adjoining the

canal 20s. per yard has been paid, and for other portions in a back situation 1 2s.

per yard has been demanded. The Duke of Newcastle's estate, situated on the

west of the town, is beyond the limits of the borough, and constitutes the mag-
nificent extra-parochial park within the ancient liberties of the castle called
" Nottingham Park." Earl Manvers' estate is situated on the east of the town,
also beyond the limits of the borough, and lies within the parish of Sneintou. The
houses upon the Duke of Newcastle's property are respectable, good, and healthy.

The houses on the sold portions of the estate of Earl Manvers are in nearly every

respect as bad as the houses of the working classes in Nottingham, to which they

immediately adjoin, and which the builders, influenced by a natural desire to

obtain the greatest amount of income in return for the very considerable investment
of capital (in even a small plot of ground), have adopted for the model of their

structures.
* So called from the new red sandstone rock appearing immediately under the

surface.

f So denominated from a thin superficial stratum of sandy brick earUi, im-

mediately overlying the sandstone.
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SEFEREy^CE

Thtf^tau^AtJim lA mauimni gim^ -ujiUss cthermx exprasfd ; Ajtcunt SitUtt lands

I i mf imtJtilf Ja^mi U Cmam- nf^. Thcr art the scle prppertr cf Su JfumapeU

f"rTTmn^n*— TrrftnjT'fT*-~"^""'**f^ ~ nanauil rout touUt Ou daicminoAcn cf'

V Smt Ixtt^ iMgj* Oac ^rtiUau tarjmj^dxd Ij Su parpU 6aU tax Tuld, ahtdiiffJf forSic ^ . B.

•Mn> e-Ja Ji^ mt Imrwl. ^ '« .".25
^ - MfT^Mj jmmaa^ai Ar brvwti Umt art Idji m Tnut fur ffu sustaUaben cf th^

3mt
iWTW^tf *r Su Kju too. art hdi m Tru^ fcr Ou Gramnuzr

itai trujuftrrtd mm iju J^aadpal Ccrpcraiicn, ic ihe CharitabU

tf 2fte JTflt al^td. yta^ ijmjiU. Landt ^rmaiy CemmataSi * Ifut rum betxme

! 11
'^

f* ^vancus Jkts cf Jiailament n^.

A n< Tniiijli I Cour^ Ctmtbrj id WaUam JV.

B Tkl Smi'Jbm Bmnal eraaid Acz -j- — - -

CDTKitmrt^iefstiid^iaCnAbulj^jntAptS'fuicna. h 3cj}_£} ^* ' ^ "
£ The Mdlmi Cmxaa BaUmaj e^lfabjm IT- " '

F IkiJkr*^£^ txdaun ict.i'Kdmut

6M.nulhmimb- Wait Cimfmf^ Ic-,cr t*d. Crpa-Rutrmrt ActJT Ctagc IT.

^'Ouftm «u3t^ acrw ihu,s f^JJf^ AoicU Snttre lands the prvpa^ cfjrimie

^ duIUm, » m^tek ilu se^rcUpUtM art tUU^ ccUrtd fjjcm.-U tiu LimdU the

u «arin7 nL&i semral Stprieten men partLaiZa.Tif cmatujrzUd. m ttie Jjoik c
"

M^mma kat ntadl ajr mir/ttX u Catatun ry^lu hj ikt Jri^mzn. cf ^^ctbnglutm. durutg

^<*> Tlu Staid. Add ' KxmiBwd Uic JSJ eax^tai^ tlu TmtsmWIud A
**i£ nmtmimmai fimt On l^eUatfAluiuit (Md hmmaJ U Ou. /IT iaf </ Mmier
'Id JbnuKM '

71/ <2w JieU' MMmiavi U ^Sexoftuui Ou parU mMitld B alio amrrucnabU

'-at ^OrRmm • Tht Jteadxml- laam/Krtd. > Ulil exofbng Ou. parti marked J) and
I s^mr.jmMiU fmm. Ikt f* d,j tfJiUj Old Jbdncmmer U the Jtf^ eLa.y of Au/put
ijl LtmmMj ad from. Ike 3' iaj if Ockbcr Fvr iay fc Ihe y*" day of> i /Md f'ftldtrmai^ Eodt^rcH •atmimd I U 33 , tamcnaJbU frcm Ihr, ISt ir^ of StpUmbir
^ 4mm cf Jm^KMr'^C34Mr*z) ^ pa^mau of a fmall ayutmjmt

t/fJjl Lardj oynrmaviJ:^, far sh/jrt perird*

^ ^ Ac dcka2 rwed flkw " ']''! djowu laxdj t/TmrrLcrwJSU ^M-rtnj^ fhr. nhoU
tmr h Ac MimitiMMt ^duTfn Gu t<^ ^ wAzdk u teetedi 'jr. thj. MirdjdpaX CcrpcraUoJi at

- il 2

T^jtU Fcrrst lyjrd.a at, tana t/7mTT>.mrj}}l€ 494^ I , ft

JdyjJL ';fl,artA.e yn/hai Vu Bfrm/^K of Ncttmj^Tuan oMjjljihU
/ ^

fcr ^errrai pvrpcses i/ tcrxmf^/d, fivm c^rt4tm^ rttin/:tMmi.

I

^ g ^fff^ gmfie^ f'ftrtr^dJ ^m^* ri^hltnfCcnitrun /r/^ ceruurop^rtuM cfthe qjbove Lojuie.
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1 1 Nottingliani,

rbich will
esTriLd^^^^^^^^^^

circumscribe and limit

ne commonable and ottiei lesiucio
describe

he o.la,gementand ™PX"mtnnefi^hic^ h commonable
,ith great particularity the "

„„rt „„feneed,

.nds are subdivided into ^^^-^l^^l^^Zte'^ZLx owners,

srSt&oTlt^iit^p^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
sumrnaiy may, however, be useful :—

Col^tents of private property, subject at intervals to
^ ^

the right of common. .

Number of distinct parcels, 570 12 7

A,«n«e ,«..tilj of Una po....».<l b, eacli owner,
^ ^

Chamber Estate • • ' *
|

|'q

Bridge Estate °^
^77 1 2I

62. T am not aware of the existence of any POWers under local

Act. form/omn^regulationsuponany of the above subjects. I he

Municipal Corporations Regulation Act confers a power upon town

councUs to make bye-laws " for the good rule and government 0

the borough, and for prevention and suppression of all such nui

lees as^re not already punishable m a ---"^y—^'^^/^

virtue of any Act in force throughout such borough, and to appoint

by
"

h bye^aws such fines as tLy shall deem necessary ;
provided

that no fine so to be appointed shall exceed the sum of five

pounr:" and reserves to Her Majesty the power of disallowing

any bye-law within 40 days after a copy thereof shall have been sent

t t the' Secretary of State.
1 • u

It will be observed that although the power of making bye-laws

' ouferred upon the town councils, no party is charged with their

, brcement. Hence the principal nuisances remain, as before

moveable only on the information of individuals, who have ot

urs.', little inchnation to take upon themselves the invidious othce

of the common informer.
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